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The focus of the discussion on the Lord’s Supper over the last few centuries 

has centered on the presence of Christ in the ordinance. This discussion, though 

important, has unwittingly left the church impoverished in its understanding of the Lord’s 

Supper. Though debates are necessary in order to protect the good deposit handed down 

to us, if we are not careful, the doctrine we defend will become defined by the issues we 

debate. This inevitably leads to the neglect of the other significant aspects of a doctrine, 

and in the case of the Lord’s Supper, some of the most significant aspects.1 

Christ has granted his church a wonderful gift by instituting this supper. We 

need to look beyond the important questions that years of debate have brought to the 

forefront in the discussion of the Lord’s Supper and examine the elements of this doctrine 

that have been overlooked. The aim of this paper, therefore, is to probe the Lord’s Supper 

with an eye to the context and details of the texts of Scripture that shine light on the 

neglected significance of this ordinance. My hope is that this paper will aid in seeing the 

wonder of the Lord’s Supper and encourage reform in practice where necessary. 

I will seek to accomplish this goal by viewing the Lord’s Supper from three 

different angles. First, we will look at the redemptive historical context of the Lord’s 

Supper. Second, observations will be made regarding the Lord’s Supper from a brief 

survey of the relevant texts in the New Testament. Third, the paper will be concluded 

with implications for the contemporary practice of the Lord’s Supper. 

The Lord’s Supper and Redemptive History 

It is imperative that biblical revelation be understood as progressive in nature 

and organic in relationship. This means that later revelation is intricately connected to 

former revelation and vice versa. By moving back and forth between earlier and later 

revelation, we begin to understand how they are linked, and we increase our grasp of the 

                                                

1 Millard J. Erickson, Introducing Christian Doctrine (Grand Rapids: Baker 
Academic, 2001), 363. “On occasion the subject of the spiritual or practical value of the Lord’s 
Supper has become lost in the dispute over theoretical issues. The theoretical questions are 
important (they affect the spiritual considerations) and so they ought not be quickly dismissed. If, 
however, we bog down in the technical issues, and do not move on to deal with the practical 
meaning, we will have missed the whole point of Christ’s having established the supper. It is not 
sufficient to comprehend what it means. We must also experience what it means.” 
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storyline of Scripture along with the specific parts we are analyzing. The parts are not 

fully understood unless they are placed in the appropriate context of the whole. The 

Lord’s Supper is no different. If we are to properly understand this supper, we must place 

it in the appropriate redemptive historical framework. 

 

The Lord’s Supper: A Meal 

One of the clearest things in the four major texts that handle the Lord’s Supper, 

and yet strangely the most commonly overlooked, is the fact that it took place over a 

meal. This is very significant for the simple fact that a meal in the Bible can 

communicate a plethora of things. After surveying meals in the Old Testament, Craig 

Blomberg gives this helpful summary of his findings: 

 
Meals appear in many contexts for many different reasons throughout the Old 
Testament. They may reflect the typical intimacy of a family, often including 
neighbors and friends. In other cases, meals ratify covenants; celebrate military 
victories; accompany the anointing of kings and the establishment of their reigns; 
celebrate special family occasions, such as birth, marriage and death; and 
accompany prescribed festivals that memorialize key events in the salvation history 
of God’s people.2  

When one transitions from the view of the Old Testament to that of the New 

Testament, the sight is not all that different. Meals continue to retain great significance. 

S.S. Bartchy sums up the meaning of a meal in the first century. 

Mealtimes were far more than occasions for individuals to consume nourishment. 
Being welcomed at a table for the purpose of eating food with another person had 
become a ceremony richly symbolic of friendship, intimacy and unity. Thus, 
betrayal or unfaithfulness toward anyone with whom one had shared the table was 
viewed as particularly reprehensible. On the other hand, when persons were 
estranged, a meal invitation opened the way to reconciliation. Even everyday meals 
were highly complex events in which social values; boundaries, statuses and 
hierarchies were reinforced.3 

                                                

2 Craig L. Blomberg, Contagious Holiness: Jesus' meal with sinners, ed. D.A. Carson 
(Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2005), 165. 

3 S.S. Bartchy, The IVP Dictionary of the New Testament, ed. Daniel G. Reid 
(Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2004), 1063. 
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The simple fact that a meal meant so much and communicated so much in 

biblical times has a multitude of implications for how we understand the Lord’s Supper. 

This background, however, is usually missed for we do not consider the ordinance a meal 

and therefore fail to attach this biblical significance to the Lord’s Supper.  

 

The Lord’s Supper: A Covenant Meal 

If the clearest thing about the Lord’s Supper is that it was a meal, the second 

clearest thing is the fact that it was a covenant meal. The four major texts in the New 

Testament that refer to the Lord’s Supper (Matt 26:17-30; Mk 14:12-26; Lk 22:7-22; 1 

Cor 11:17-34) all agree that a covenant was at the heart of this meal. Two of the four 

texts explicitly say that it was a new covenant meal (Lk 22:20, 1 Cor 11:25). Taking a 

step back and looking at the rest of the canon sheds light on the significance of a 

covenant connected with a meal.  

There are a few examples where a covenant agreement in the Old Testament 

was accompanied by a meal. Isaac and Abimelech swore an oath with one another and ate 

a meal together before they departed (Gen 26:30-31). Jacob and Laban settled their 

differences through an oath followed by a meal (Gen 31:54). It is also possible to see the 

narrative of Jacob stealing the blessing of Esau in this light as we see the “importance of 

meals highlighted by the covenant-making and breaking activities”4 in this story. 

Most important for our purposes, however, is the covenant meal that follows 

the inauguration of the Mosaic Covenant. In Exodus 24, God mediates his covenant 

through Moses. During the covenant ceremony, Moses reads the book of the covenant to 

the Israelites who agree to do all that has been commanded them. Moses then offers burnt 

offerings to the Lord, and after this we read: 

Moses took the blood and threw it on the people and said, ‘Behold the blood of the 
covenant that the Lord has made with you in accordance with all these words. Then 
Moses, Aaron, Nadab, and Abihu, and seventy of the elders of Israel went up, and 
they saw the God of Israel. There was under his feet as it were a pavement of 
sapphire stone, like the very heaven for clearness. And he did not lay his hand on 

                                                

4 Craig L. Blomberg, Contagious Holiness: Jesus' meal with sinners, 35. 
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the chief men of the people of Israel; they beheld God, and ate and drank (Ex 24:8-
11, italics mine). 

The heart of the Lord’s Supper is the new covenant that Christ brings about 

through his own death. The fact that it is in the context of a meal is no surprise since this 

has been a pattern throughout redemptive history. The significance of this ordinance is 

therefore wrapped up in understanding covenants in general and the new covenant in 

particular. We miss the forest for the trees when we discuss only the issue of the presence 

of Christ in the meal and neglect the reality to which the text explicitly says the meal 

points: the new covenant.5 

 

The Lord’s Supper: A Passover Meal 

The three gospel accounts that contain the Lord’s Supper all agree upon the 

fact that the Lord’s Supper was eaten in the context of the Passover meal. Owing to a lack 

of details in the narrative, it is difficult to know how Jesus utilized already existing 

elements in the Passover meal to implement the bread and the cup. However, we know 

enough about the actual practice of the Passover meal to make intelligent inferences 

about how Jesus might have employed certain components of this meal for his purposes. 

Robert Stein identifies the six main elements of the Passover meal:  

1. The Passover Lamb- This was the most significant part of the meal and it 
reminded them of God’s angel of death passing over them due to this sacrifice. 

2. The Unleavened Bread- This reminded them of the swiftness of God’s 
deliverance since they had no time to make bread. 

3. The Bowl of Salt Water- This reminded them of the tears shed in captivity and 
the crossing of the Red Sea. 

4. The Bitter Herbs- This reminded them of the bitterness of being in slavery. 

5. The Charoseth- This was a type of fruit that reminded them of the clay that they 

                                                

5 Robert Letham, The Lord's Supper:Eternal Word in Broken Bread (Phillipsburg: 
P&R Publishing, 2001), 4-5. Wayne Grudem, Systematic Theology (Leicester: InterVarsity Press, 
1994), 988-989. Both Letham and Grudem agree that the covenant meal in Exodus 24 provides 
one of the most important backgrounds to the Lord’s Supper, if not the most important. 
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used to make bricks in their captivity in Egypt. 

6. The Four Cups of Wine- These reminded them of the promises of Exodus 6:6-7. 
The third cup was known as the cup of blessing and the fourth cup was followed by 
singing.6 

It is likely that the Jesus broke the bread and gave it to his disciples in the 

place of the unleavened bread. It is also likely that the cup he gave the disciples to drink 

was the third cup of blessing.7 Significant also is that during the Passover meal the 

youngest son was given the role of asking the host questions about the supper, such as 

why is this night different from other nights? The host would then retell the great story of 

God delivering his people out of Egypt by interpreting every part of the meal that was 

before them. Since Jesus was the host of this Passover meal, he was also the appointed 

storyteller. He did not reinterpret the Exodus event. Rather, he gave the authoritative 

interpretation of it by explaining the substance of redemption to which the shadow of 

Passover testified. 

Jesus’ choice in positioning the Last Supper in this context was no 

coincidence.8 The Passover meal was the definitive meal of the old covenant people of 

God. It was the Passover event that actually shaped the Jewish calendar (Ex 12:2) making 

the first month one in which the great deliverance wrought by God would be remembered 

in a celebratory meal. The event of the exodus was the defining event of redemption in 

the Old Testament. By utilizing this meal, Jesus was “interpreting his death as a liberating 

event like the Passover.” 9 B.B. Warfield argues that the central feature of both meals was 

                                                

6 Robert H. Stein, The IVP Dictionary of the New Testament, ed. Daniel G. Reid 
(Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2004), 670-671. 

7 Robin Routledge, "Passover and Last Supper," Tyndale Bulletin 53, no. 2 (2002): 
220. 

8 I. Howard Marshall, The Last Supper and The Lord's Supper. (Vancouver: Regent 
College Publishing, 1980), 57-106. Marshall puts forth an extensive argument for the Last Supper 
as Passover meal and gives a detailed explanation of the significance of the Passover meal being 
the setting of the Last Supper. 

9 David Wenham, "How Jesus Understood the Last Supper: A Parable in Action," 
Themelios 26, no. 2 (Spring 2001): 14. 
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a slain lamb that was responsible for acquiring the redemption of the celebrants.10 Robert 

Stein suggests these parallels between the Lord’s Supper and the Passover. 

 

The Passover    The Last Supper 

God remembers his covenant  God enacts a new covenant 

Slavery in Egypt    Slavery to sin 

Blood of Passover Lamb   Blood of Christ the Passover Lamb 

Interpretation of Elements   Interpretation of Elements 

Call for Continual Celebration  Call for Continual Celebration11 

 

All this being said, it is important to note that the apostles and the early church 

did not carry over the Passover tradition into their practice of the Lord’s Supper. The 

Lord’s Supper was not celebrated yearly with all the elements of the Passover meal, but 

was likely celebrated weekly with bread and wine in the context of a meal (Acts 2:42-

47).12  The significance of the work of Christ in the context of the Exodus liberation was 

retained by the early church while the actual meal commemorating the event was no 

longer practiced. It is important to allow the fact that Jesus is the fulfillment of the 

Passover event to inform our understanding of the Lord’s Supper.13  

The Lord’s Supper: An Eschatological Meal 

One of the wonders of redemptive history is that it stretches back into eternity 
                                                

10 Benjamin B. Warfield, Selected Shorter Writings of Benjamin B. Warfield, ed. John 
E. Meeter (Pittsburgh: Presbyterian and Reformed, 1970), 77. 

11 Robert H. Stein, The IVP Dictionary of the New Testament, 671. 

12 Ibid, 670. 

13 It is important to note that Passover, atonement, and covenant are distinct but also 
inseparable. The Passover was clearly the means by which the people of God were purchased and 
delivered in order to be brought into a covenant. Both the Passover and the Mosaic covenant 
point toward atonement as the basis for deliverance and relationship. Atonement is therefore 
foundational to an understanding of Passover and covenant. Passover is also foundational for the 
people of God to enter into covenant. See further I. Howard Marshall, The Last Supper and The 

Lord's Supper, 91-93. 
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past and slings us forward into eternity future. God’s speech is the authoritative word on 

the past, present, and future. What he says about the past is true, what he says about the 

present is reality, and what he says about the future is inevitable; indeed, it is “future 

history.”14 The Lord’s Supper as we have seen points back into the near past, but it also 

points away to a time the world has not yet seen. In the three gospel accounts Jesus adds 

a future thrust to the supper when he says, “Truly I say to you, I will not drink again of 

this fruit of the vine until that day when I drink it new with you in my Father’s kingdom” 

(Matt 26:29).  

It is noteworthy that Luke sees this theme as a central one in the Lord’s 

Supper. Unique to Luke is his double emphasis on the future fulfillment of the supper.  

And he said to them, ‘I have earnestly desired to eat this Passover with you before I 
suffer. For I tell you I will not eat it until it is fulfilled in the kingdom of God.’ And 
he took a cup, and when had given thanks he said, ‘Take this, and divide it among 
yourselves. For I tell you that from now on I will not drink of the fruit of the vine 

until the kingdom of God comes (Lk 22:15-18, italics mine).  

From a salvation historical perspective, this supper pointed in two directions. It pointed 

back to illustrate that it was a partial fulfillment of OT eschatological expectations. It 

pointed future showing that the fullness of that feast was still to come. The Lord’s Supper 

is the already of the messianic banquet while at the same time a pointer to the not yet. 

Isaiah 25 is the clearest articulation of a future messianic banquet that puts the Lord’s 

Supper in its proper canonical context. 

On this mountain the Lord of Hosts will make for all peoples a feast of rich food, a 
feast of well aged wine, of rich food full of marrow, of aged wine well refined. And 
he will swallow up on this mountain the covering that is cast over all peoples, the 
veil that is spread over all nations. He will swallow up death forever; and the Lord 
will wipe away tears from all faces (Is 25:6-8). 

The expectation of Isaiah’s prophecy fills up the Lord’s Supper with meaning, but, no 

doubt, overflows it as well.  

It is not surprising that Jesus emphasized celebration and feasting when he 

spoke about the kingdom coming in fullness. He told his disciples that they would feast in 

the kingdom (Lk 22:28-30). He told the faith-filled centurion that he would recline at 

                                                

14 Graeme Goldsworthy, According to Plan (Leicester: InterVarsity Press, 1991), 96. 
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table with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (Matt 8:5-13). He likened the kingdom to a king 

inviting people to a banquet (Matt 22:1-14). The Lord’s Supper is a symbol that the 

kingdom of God has broken into the present. It is also a reminder that the best is yet to 

come, a kind of appetizer.15 Peter Leithart notes this connection when he states that the 

Lord’s Supper “is not merely a sign of the eschatological feast, as if the two were 

separate feasts. Instead, the supper is the early stage of that very feast. Every time we 

celebrate the Lord’s Supper we are displaying in history a glimpse of the end of history 

and anticipating in this world the order of the world to come.”16 

The Lord’s Supper then must be linked to the Lamb’s Supper. This wedding 

supper of the Lamb spoken of in Revelation 19 is the climax of all the biblical strands of 

feasting.17 It is the hope to which the Lord’s Supper hinted. “The omega point toward 

which history is moving is the wedding feast of the Lamb…In short, this is the way the 

world ends: with neither bang nor whimper but with the laughter of a wedding feast.”18 In 

my view, the future dimension of the Lord’s Supper, which brings with it an element of 

celebration, is missing in our understanding and practice of the ordinance today.  

I have attempted to view the Lord’s Supper through a wide angle lens allowing 

the rest of the canon to shed light on areas that are often neglected and yet are precisely 

what we need to sharpen our understanding of this Christ ordained meal. I now narrow 

                                                

15 Wayne Grudem, Systematic Theology, 988-989. Grudem connects the Lord’s 
Supper back to the eating of Adam and Eve in the presence of God and argues that the Lord’s 
Supper therefore forecasts the time when we will eat with God in that manner once again. “The 
Lord’s Supper looks forward to a more wonderful fellowship meal in God’s presence in the 
future, when the fellowship of Eden will be restored and there will be even greater joy, because 
those who eat in God’s presence will be forgiven sinners now confirmed in righteousness, never 
able to sin again…From Genesis to Revelation, then God’s aim has been to bring his people into 
fellowship with himself, and one of the joys of experiencing that fellowship is the fact that we can 
eat and drink in the presence of the Lord.” 

16 Peter J. Leithart, Blessed are the Hungry: Meditations on the Lord's Supper 
(Moscow: Canon Press, 2000), 15. 

17 L. Mcfall, “Sacred Meals,” in The New Dictionary of Biblical Theology, ed. T. 
Desmond Alexander and Brian S. Rosner (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2000), 753. 

18 Peter J. Leithart, "The way things really ought to be: Eucharist, Eschatology, and 
Culture," The Westminster Theological Journal 59 (1997): 68. 
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the lens as I turn to a discussion of the Lord’s Supper restricted to the witness of the New 

Testament. 

 

The Lord’s Supper and the New Testament 

The purpose of this section is to survey the New Testament observing relevant 

texts that shape our understanding of the Lord’s Supper.  

 

The Synoptic Gospels 

The three accounts of the institution of the Lord’s Supper are found in the 

synoptic gospels. It is helpful to view these accounts alongside each other in order to see 

the distinctive nuances of each writer. As has been discussed earlier, all three writers 

place the supper in the context of a Passover meal. We will therefore pick up the 

narrative where it transitions from the discussion of Passover preparation to the actual 

supper. I have italicized and highlighted phrases unique to Matthew and Luke. When 

these three texts are placed together and the larger context of each narrative is kept in 

mind, we begin to see that the gospels intersect with unified themes and also diverge with 

their own unique themes.  

 

Mark 14:17-26 Matthew 26: 20-30 Luke 22:14-22 

And when it was evening he came 

with the twelve. And as they were 

reclining at table and eating, Jesus 

said, ‘Truly, I say to you one of you 

will betray me, one who is eating 

with me.’ They began to be sorrowful 

and to say to him one after another, 

‘Is it I?’ He said to them, ‘It is one of 

the twelve, one who is dipping bread 

into the dish with me. For the Son of 

Man goes as it is written of him, but 

woe to that man by whom the Son of 

Man is betrayed! It would have been 

better for that man if he had not been 

When it was evening, he reclined at 

the table with the twelve. And as they 

were eating, he said, ‘Truly, I say to 

you, one of you will betray me.’ And 

they were very sorrowful and began 

to say to him one after another, ‘Is it I 

Lord?’ He answered, ‘He who dipped 

his hand in the dish with me will 

betray me. The Son of Man goes as it 

is written of him, but woe to that man 

by whom the Son of Man is betrayed! 

It would have been better for him if 

he had not been born.’ Judas, who 

would betray him, answered, ‘Is it I, 

And when the hour came, he reclined 

at table, and the apostles with him. 

And he said to them, ‘I have 

earnestly desired to eat this Passover 

with you before I suffer. For I tell you 

I will not eat it until it is fulfilled in 

the kingdom of God.’ And he took a 

cup, and when he had given thanks 

he said, ‘Take this, and divide it 

among yourselves. For I tell you that 

from now on I will not drink of the 

fruit of the vine until the kingdom of 

God comes.’ And he took the bread, 

and when he had given thanks, he 
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born.’ And as they were eating, he 

took bread, and after blessing it broke 

it and gave it to them, and said, 

‘Take; this is my body.’ And he took 

a cup, and when he had given thanks 

he gave it to them, and they all drank 

of it. And he said to them, ‘This is 

my blood of the covenant, which is 

poured out for many. Truly, I say to 

you, I will not drink again of the fruit 

of the vine until that day when I drink 

it new in the kingdom of God.’ And 

when they had sung a hymn, they 

went out to the Mount of Olives. 

Rabbi?’ He said to him, ‘You have 

said so.’ Now as they were eating 

Jesus took the bread, and after 

blessing it broke it and gave it to the 

disciples and said, ‘Take, eat; this is 

my body.’ And he took a cup and 

when he had given thanks he gave it 

to them, saying, ‘Drink it all of you, 

for this is my blood of the covenant, 

which is poured out for many for the 

forgiveness of sins. I tell you I will 

not drink again of this fruit of the 

vine until that day when I drink it 

new with you in my Father’s 

kingdom.’ And when they had sung a 

hymn, they went out to the Mount of 

Olives. 

broke it and gave it to them saying, 

‘This is my body, which is given for 

you. Do this in remembrance of me.’ 

And likewise the cup after they had 

eaten, saying, ‘This cup that is 

poured out for you is the new 

covenant in my blood. But behold, 

the hand of him who betrays me is 

with me on the table. For the Son of 

Man goes as it has been determined, 

but woe to that man by whom he is 

betrayed.’ 

 

Giving and receiving.  The Gospel writers are agreed on the central details of 

this meal. As has been noted, it was a covenant meal during Passover. The Gospel writers 

all record that Jesus took bread, blessed it, broke it, and gave it. In addition, Jesus took 

the cup, said thanks, and gave it. This is significant because it is the God-Man who 

resides over this meal. Jesus is the host of this dinner and the disciples are his guests. The 

disciples are recipients who receive the bread and cup and partake in both as a response 

to the giving of the Son. The Lord Jesus gives. The disciples receive. The prerogative of 

initiating a covenant belongs to a superior, and in salvation history, that superior has 

always been God himself. Here Jesus takes that role upon himself implicitly claiming 

deity.   

The giving of the bread and cup, which are the symbols of participating in the 

new covenant, point to the action necessary to inaugurate that covenant. The broken body 

and the shed blood of Christ are the substance of the symbols and therefore the means of 

establishing the new covenant. The reception of the bread and the cup is a reception of 
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the death of Christ on our behalf for the forgiveness of sins. 19  Christ breaks the bread. 

Christ gives the cup. We receive. God saves. We are saved. The meal communicates to us 

that salvation belongs to the Lord, and in his kindness he confers that redemption upon 

us. There would be no covenant if he did not initiate it. There would be no salvation if 

Christ did not accomplish it. The glory of the covenants of Scripture, not least, the new 

covenant, is the fact that God is in no way obligated to make them. The only promise we 

deserve from God is an eternity in hell. The wonder of the covenants in Scripture 

therefore is that God who is not obligated to save obligates himself to do just that! What 

grace there are in the words: take eat and take drink! 

New Covenant. I have already argued that covenant is at the heart of the 

Lord’s Supper. To understand the Lord’s Supper we must have a grasp of what Jesus was 

referring to when he spoke of the new covenant. For the disciples, when Jesus referred to 

the new covenant, a multitude of texts may have entered their minds.20 Most likely 

though, one main text would have held pride of place:  Jeremiah 31:31-34.21 

                                                

19 I. Howard Marshall, The Last Supper and The Lord's Supper, 84-85. “It is important 
that the bread and wine are actually received by the disciples. The action indicates not merely the 
offering of a gift but the reception of a gift. By accepting what Jesus gave to them the disciples 
accepted the symbolical significance of the gift and thus gave their assent to the offer. Thus in 
due course the Lord’s Supper became a sign not simply of the offer of salvation but also of the 
reception of salvation.” 

20 Walter C. Kaiser Jr, "The old promise and the New Covenant: Jeremiah 31:31-34," 
Journal of the Evangelical Theological Society, 15. 1 (Winter 1972): 14. “The only place in the 
Old Testament where the expression ‘new covenant’ occurs is Jeremiah 31:31. However, it 
would appear that the idea is much more widespread. Based on similar content and contexts, the 
following expressions can be equated with the new covenant: the ‘everlasting covenant’ in seven 
passages (Jer 32:40; 50:5; Ezek 16:60; 37:26; Isa 24:5; 55:3; 61:8), a ‘new heart’ or a ‘new spirit’ 
in three or four passages (Ezek 11:19; 18:31; 36:26; Jer 32:39 (LXX)), the ‘covenant of peace’ in 
three passages (Isa 54:10; Ezek 34:25; 37:26), and ‘a covenant’ or ‘my covenant’ which is placed 
‘in that day’ in three passages  (Isa 42:6; 49:8; Hos. 2:18-20; Isa 59:21) —making a grand total of 
sixteen or seventeen major passages on the new covenant.”  

 
21 Ibid, 14. Kaiser illustrates the centrality of Jeremiah 31 in understanding the new 

covenant. “Jeremiah 31:34 is the locus classicus on the subject. This may be validated from 
several lines of evidence. Firstly, the unique appearance of the word ‘new’ in this passage 
stimulated Origen to be the first to name the last 27 books of the Bible ‘The New Testament.’ 
Secondly, it was the largest piece of text to be quoted in extenso in the New Testament—
Hebrews 8:8-12. The writer of Hebrews even partially repeats the same long quotation a few 
chapters later in 10:16-17. Thirdly, it was the subject of nine other New Testament texts: four 
dealing with the Lord's Supper (Luke 22:20; I Cor 11:25; Matt 26:28; Mark 14:24), three 
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 Behold, the days are coming, declares the LORD, when I will make a new covenant 
with the house of Israel and the house of Judah, not like the covenant that I made 
with their fathers on the day when I took them by the hand to bring them out of the 
land of Egypt, my covenant that they broke, though I was their husband, declares 
the LORD.  But this is the covenant that I will make with the house of Israel after 
those days, declares the LORD: I will put my law within them, and I will write it on 
their hearts. And I will be their God, and they shall be my people. And no longer 
shall each one teach his neighbor and each his brother, saying, ‘Know the LORD,’ 
for they shall all know me, from the least of them to the greatest, declares the LORD. 
For, I will forgive their iniquity, and I will remember their sin no more. 

Without entering into the discussion of continuity and discontinuity between 

the old covenant and new covenant,22 I will make four observations of the text that are 

crucial for understanding the celebration of the Lord’s Supper. First, the new covenant 

provides a heart with the law written all over it. The external tablets of stone that 

characterized the old covenant are replaced with warm, beating hearts that yearn to do the 

will of God. Second, the new covenant is a promise that God will forever own his people 

and forever be their God.23 Third, the new covenant is a guarantee that all his people, big 

and small, will know him intimately. Fourth, the new covenant is a pledge that God will 

forgive iniquity and forever forget sin. 

A second important text that illuminates and fills in Jeremiah 31 is Ezekiel 

36:24-28. 

I will take you from the nations and gather you from all the countries and bring you 
into your own land. I will sprinkle clean water on you, and you shall be clean from 
all your uncleannesses, and from all your idols I will cleanse you.  And I will give 

                                                

additional references in Hebrews (Heb. 9:15; 10:13; 12:24), and two passages in Paul dealing 
with "ministers of the new covenant" (2 Cor 3:6) and the future forgiveness of Israel's sins (Rom 
11:27).”  

22 For helpful discussion on this theme see, O. Palmer Robertson. The Christ of the 

Covenants. Phillipsburg: Presbyterian and Reformed Publishing, 1980. William J. Dumbrell. The 

End of the Beginning: Revelation 21-22 and the Old Testament. Eugene: Wipf and Stock 
Publishers, 1985. Michael D. Williams. "A New And More Glorious Covenant." Presbyterion 28, 
no. 2 (Fall 2002): 77-103. 

 
23 This is a promise that has characterized all the covenants but climaxes in the new 

covenant in ways unimaginable to recipients of the old covenants. See Gen 17:7, 8; 28:21; Ex 6:7; 
29:45; Lev 11:45; 22:33; 25:38; 26:12, 44, 45; Num 15:41; Deut 4:20; 29:12-13; Jer 7:23; 11:4; 
24:7; 30:22; 31:1; 31:33; 32:38; Ezek 11:20; 14:11; 36:28; 37:27; Zech 8:8; 13:9. 
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you a new heart, and a new spirit I will put within you. And I will remove the heart 
of stone from your flesh and give you a heart of flesh. And I will put my Spirit 
within you, and cause you to walk in my statutes and be careful to obey my rules.  
You shall dwell in the land that I gave to your fathers, and you shall be my people, 
and I will be your God. 

Once again, some observations are in order. First, the new covenant promises a return to 

the land from which the Israelites were exiled. Second, the new covenant guarantees 

cleansing from all uncleanness. Third, the new covenant promises a needed heart surgery, 

which consists of the removal of a stone heart and the implantation of a flesh heart. 

Fourth, the new covenant is the promise that God’s Spirit will come to dwell in his 

people, which will result in careful obedience. Fifth, the new covenant is the promise that 

God will possess a people and that he will allow a people to possess him.24 

How then do these observations of the new covenant inform our understanding 

of the Lord’s Supper? At the last supper Jesus taught his disciples that his death was the 

means of inaugurating this new covenant. The meal, which anticipated his death, 

therefore also anticipated the fulfillment of all the glorious promises contained in the new 

covenant. It was by means of Jesus’ death (and resurrection) that exiles would be brought 

home, sinners would be cleansed, hearts would be changed, iniquities would be forgiven, 

a people would be purchased, the Spirit would be given, and God would forever be with 

his people. To say the least, the last supper anticipated the long awaited hope of true 

Israel. From our place in history, to participate in the Lord’s Supper is to look back upon 

the cross, experience the current realities of the new covenant, and look forward to the 

consummation of the new covenant. I will suspend the discussion of our experience of 

the Lord’s Supper until the final section of this paper. 

A Grateful Savior. Jesus gives thanks to God for the bread and the cup that he 

                                                

24 John Calvin, Commentaries on Jeremiah (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 2005), 133. 
Calvin argues that this is the heart of the new covenant, “the main object of God’s covenant is, 
that he should become our Father, from whom we are to seek and expect salvation, and that we 
should also become his people.”  Walter C. Kaiser Jr, "The old promise and the New Covenant: 
Jeremiah 31:31-34," Journal of the Evangelical Theological Society, 15. 1 (Winter 1972): 12. 
Kaiser agrees with Calvin and stresses also that this promise is one of the most important in all of 
Scripture, “the promise is actually God’s single all encompassing declaration which is repeated, 
unfolded and ultimately completed ‘in that day’ of our Lord.” 
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gives the disciples. This is a profound detail of the Lord's Supper that is often overlooked 

as a rote meal-time prayer. But this is no regular meal, and this is no regular thanks. "This 

is my body broken for you...This is my blood shed for you." This is what the Son of God 

gives thanks for. He gives thanks to the Father that his body will soon be crushed and that 

his blood will soon be spilled! Why? I would suggest at least three reasons. 1) Jesus 

delights to do his Father's will, and this is the main purpose for which he was sent (Jn 

10:14-18). 2) Jesus knows that the Father will be exalted in him at the cross and that he 

himself will be exalted by the Father (Phil 2:6-11, Heb 12:2). 3) Jesus sees the eleven as a 

small representation of the great multitude that his death will purchase, and he is thankful 

for what his death will accomplish (Rev 5:9, Is 53:10-11). 25 

Our Lord met the cross with thanksgiving. The breaking of bread and the 

pouring of wine did indeed signal death, but they did not signal defeat. This was not to be 

the "last supper." The gratitude of Christ and the hymn of praise sung at the end of the 

supper grant us a glorious picture of a worshipping Savior who knows that triumph 

comes through seeming defeat.26 He gave thanks to God about the coming victory for he 

knew he was about to take up his greatest weapon yet; the cross. We should by all means 

give thanks to the Lord when we participate in this meal, but let us not forget to meditate 

upon the only thanksgiving explicitly given in the text.27 Thomas Watson urges this same 

gratitude in the Lord’s Supper based upon the gratefulness of Christ. “Christ gave thanks 

that God the Father had, in the infinite riches of his grace, given his Son to expiate the 

sins of the world. And if Christ gave thanks, how may we give thanks! If he gave thanks, 

who was to shed his blood, how may we give thanks, who are to drink it!”28 

                                                

25 John Calvin, Commentary on a Harmony of the Evangelists (Grand Rapids: Baker 
Books, 2005), 205. It is possible that he partially experiences the satisfaction promised in Isaiah 
53:10. 

26 Russell D. Moore, “Baptist View: Christ’s Presence as Memorial,” in 
Understanding Four Views on the Lord's Supper, ed. John Armstrong (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 
2007), 32-33. 

27 On a side-note Christ’s thankfulness in the face of suffering provides the model for 
how his followers are to respond in the face of suffering (cf. Acts 5:41). 

28 Thomas Watson, The Lord's Supper (Edinburgh: Banner of Truth Trust, 1665), 8. 
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The Cup of Wrath. In all three gospels, the garden of Gethsemane follows on 

the heels of the last supper (Mk 14:32-42, Mt 26:36-46 Lk 22:39-46). Just as a cup played 

a central role in the supper narrative, so it does in the garden narrative. The cause of 

Christ’s agony is the cup. The content of Christ’s three-fold petition regards the cup. The 

will of the Father is that Christ drinks the cup. What is this cup? The cup that Jesus 

pleads the Father to take from him is none other than the cup of the Father’s wrath. 29  

The Old Testament uses the metaphor of drinking the cup to portray absorbing God’s 

wrath, giving us the backdrop for understanding this narrative.30 A few texts will suffice 

to prove the point. 

Wake yourself, wake yourself, stand up, O Jerusalem, you who have drunk from the 
hand of the Lord the cup of his wrath, who have drunk to the dregs the bowl, the cup 
of staggering (Isa 51:17, italics mine). 

Thus the Lord the God of Israel, said to me: ‘Take from my hand this cup of the 

wine of wrath, and make all the nations to whom I send you drink it’ (Jer 25:15, 
italics mine).31 

This metaphor is also used elsewhere in the New Testament.  

And another angel, a third, followed them, saying with a loud voice, ‘If anyone 
worships the beast and its image and receives a mark on his forehead or on his hand, 
he also will drink the wine of God's wrath, poured full strength into the cup of his 

anger, and he will be tormented with fire and sulfur in the presence of the holy 
angels and in the presence of the Lamb’ (Rev 14:9-10, italics mine).32 

These texts shed light on the heart of the matter in the garden of Gethsemane. 

                                                

29 Craig Blomberg, The NIV Application Commentary: 1 Corinthians, ed. Terry Muck 
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1994), 230. “The reason Paul, like the gospel writers calls it the ‘cup’ 
rather than using the word ‘wine’ is because the expression would evoke Old Testament 
associations of the suffering of the ‘cup’ of God’s wrath (Ps 75:8; Is 51:17). Christ’s shed blood 
demonstrated that he accepted the wrath we deserved to experience and so made possible for us 
peace with God.” 

30 A.R. Millard, “Cup,” in The New Bible Dictionary, ed. J.D. Douglas (Wheaton: 
Tyndale House Publishers Inc, 1962), 255. “Throughout the Bible, cup is used figuratively as 
containing the share of blessings or disasters allotted to a man or nation or his divinely appointed 
fate.” 

31 See also Ezekiel 23:31-33 

32 See also Revelation  16:19, 18:6 
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His anguish of soul and sweaty drops of blood were a result of the prospect of absorbing 

the infinite wrath of God the Father. So, what does this have to do with the Lord’s 

Supper? Just hours before Jesus pleads with the Father to take the cup from him he tells 

his disciples to take the cup he is giving them. The cup the disciples deserved to drink 

was the cup of wrath, but the cup they actually drank was the cup of salvation (Ps 

116:13).33 How can this be? Jesus drank the cup of wrath in order that we might drink the 

cup of salvation, which is the cup of the new covenant. The cup of salvation from which 

we drink was preceded by a bitter cup of wrath. This we must never forget when we 

come to the Lord’s Table and we hold in our hands the cup of the new covenant. 

Frail Participants. Another thing that all the gospel writers are unanimously 

agreed on is the fact that the recipients of this meal were weak, stumbling, sinful 

disciples. This can be illustrated from a few observations. First, the atmosphere of this 

meal is thick with betrayal. All three writers record that Judas betrayed Christ during the 

Lord’s Supper.34 Upon Jesus’ pronouncement that someone would betray him, all the 

disciples revealed a deep sense of concern and sorrow (Matt 26:22). Second, the three 

gospels record the prediction of Peter’s denial in the context of the Last Supper. The 

remaining ten disciples join Peter in refuting any possibility of any of them denying their 

Master (Matt 26:35).35 Third, the gospel of Luke informs us that an argument about 

greatness in the kingdom broke out among the disciples at the Last supper (Lk 22:24-30). 

We learn from these observations that there was only one kind of guest at the Lord’s  

Table: a sinful guest. Gilbert Ostdiek elaborates on this fact. 

 

Why would the early communities for which the gospels were written have chosen 

                                                

33 Psalm 116 was likely among the hallel psalms that were sung at the end of the meal 
referred to by both Mark and Matthew as a hymn. If this is accurate then there is a real link 
between the cup of the new covenant and the cup of salvation referred to in this psalm. 

34 Ben Witherington, The Lord's Supper, ed. Dale R. Stoffer (Scottdale: Herald Press, 
1997), 109. “Betrayal at a meal was a heinous offense in this tradition.” 

35 Leon Morris, The Tyndale New Testament Commentary:Luke, ed. Leon Morris 
(Leicester: InterVarsity Press, 1988), 337. Morris notes from Luke’s gospel that Satan’s request 
to “have you sifted like wheat” includes all the disciples since the “you” in the text is second 
person plural. 
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to include this less than flattering portrait of the first disciples in their accounts of 
the supper? Exegetes commonly hold that the four gospels were written not simply 
as transcriptions of historical events, but as faith accounts told in such a way as to 
help the different communities reflect on the meaning of these events for their lives. 
Francis Moloney has argued that admission of broken and weak disciples to the 
table of the Lord is a thread that runs through each of the biblical accounts of the 
last supper, though altered to fit the circumstances of each community. These 
memories are enshrined precisely because the later disciples experienced themselves 
as did the first, prone to fail and in need of the strength and forgiveness this holy 
meal provides. From his study of New Testament materials Moloney concludes: ‘the 
Eucharist celebrates and proclaims the presence of Jesus to the broken.’36 

On the flipside, the examples of betrayal and denial serve as a sober warning 

to us that we are capable of turning our backs on Christ, thus pushing us to rely on his 

grace. As Larry Hurtado notes, “The failure of Judas and the rest of the Twelve provokes 

in the readers a solemn commitment that they, after likewise eating at their Lord’s Table, 

should not fail him in times of testing as did the Twelve.”37 

Fasting in Heaven. We all know Jesus fasted for forty days and forty nights 

prior to launching into public ministry.  But this is not the only fast that is recorded about 

Jesus. The text of Scripture is plain that Jesus committed himself to a fast during the last 

supper, one that he has been practicing ever since. It is helpful to see the way Jesus’ 

statement is phrased in all three gospels: 

 
Truly, I say to you, I will not drink again of the fruit of the vine until…  

that day when I drink it new in the kingdom of God (Mk 14:25) 

I drink it new with you in my Father’s kingdom (Matt 26:29) 

the kingdom of God comes (Lk 22:18) 

 
Jesus declares that he will restrain from drinking wine until the kingdom of 

God comes in fullness. Luke also tells us that Jesus committed himself to abstaining from 

                                                

36 Gilbert Ostdiek, "Who's Invited," Word and World XVII, no. 1 (Winter 1997): 69-
70. 

37 Larry W. Hurtado, The New International Biblical Commentary:Mark, ed. W. Ward 
Gasque (Peabody: Hendrickson Publishers, 1989), 234. 
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the bread until “it is fulfilled in the kingdom of God” (Lk 22:16). We know that the Bride 

of Christ expresses her longing for the return of the Bridegroom through fasting: “Can the 

wedding guests mourn as long as the bridegroom is with them? The days will come when 

the bridegroom is taken away from them, and then they will fast (Matt 9:15, italics 

mine).” However, have we considered that the Bride is not the only one who fasts during 

this period of separation? The Bridegroom refrains from the bread and the cup until that 

glorious day when his pure Bride will sit at table with him in his kingdom.   

According to Larry Hurtado this phrase spoken by Christ “is a vow of 

abstinence, promising that he will not share in another festal cup until he has done the 

will of God and participates with his disciples in the joy of the consummated kingdom.”38 

In the Lamb’s Supper the fasting of the Bride and the Bridegroom will give way to 

eternal feasting. 39 The longing for the consummation of the marriage celebrated in the 

wedding feast is not a one-sided affair. Christ the Bridegroom longs for his Bride and his 

refusal to partake of such a feast until they are together is proof that it is so. 

Soundings of the Lord’s Supper. Do the gospel writers ever allude to the 

Lord’s Supper in other portions of their narratives? Some would argue that the Lord’s 

Supper is restricted to these specific texts and that there are no allusions elsewhere in the 

synoptic gospels. Others would argue that the authors have utilized the theme of the last 

supper in other parts of their gospels.  In Mark there is a possible allusion to the last 

supper in the feeding of the five thousand.40 Some discern the same theme in Matthew’s 

version of the miracle.  

Most significant is Luke’s portrayal of Christ’s post-resurrection appearance to 

the disciples on the road to Emmaus. After interpreting the scriptures to these two 

confused disciples, he agrees to turn aside and become their guest, and the next thing we 

know Jesus has become the host. “When he was at the table with them, he took the bread 

and blessed it and broke it and gave it to them. And their eyes were opened and they 
                                                

38 Ibid, 240. 

39 Leon Morris, The Gospel According to Matthew, ed. D.A. Carson (Grand Rapids: 
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1988), 662. 

40 S.S. Bartchy, The IVP Dictionary of the New Testament, 1065. 
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recognized him. And he vanished from their sight” (Lk 24:30-31). A few verses later, 

after the two disciples have joined the rest, we read: “Then they told what had happened 

on the road, and how he was known to them in the breaking of bread” (24:35). There are 

at least three arguments that support the view that this is a clear allusion to the last 

supper.  

First, Luke takes pains in his two-volume series, Luke-Acts, to illustrate that 

the early church followed the Lord in obedience. The multiple examples of the breaking 

of bread in the book of Acts clearly refer to the Lord’s Supper, and it is unlikely that 

Luke would have intended a different meaning for this phrase in his gospel. In this vein, 

Robert Stein notes that for 

In Luke these references to the ‘breaking of bread’ are understood as the fulfillment 
of Jesus’ command to ‘do this in remembrance of me’ found in his gospel. To 
interpret them as simply ordinary meals, or even as love feasts, would contradict 
Luke’s normal practice of showing how the church in Acts carried out Jesus’ 
teachings.41 

 Second, in the Lord’s Supper and in this meal Jesus 1) blesses the bread, 2) 

breaks the bread, and 3) gives the bread. The near parallel wording strongly suggests the 

link.42 Third, the revelation that immediately follows the breaking of bread may be 

Luke’s way of showing the importance of the meal in communicating that the Christ can 

only be apprehended in light of his suffering. This is further supported by the statement 

of the two disciples that Christ “was made known to them in the breaking of the bread” 

(Lk 24:35). 43 

If it is appropriate to understand this text in Luke as an allusion to the Lord’s 

Supper, which I have argued it is, then there are some implications regarding the supper 

that can be drawn from this passage. The Lord’s Supper is a revelatory meal.44 It is a 

                                                

41 Robert H. Stein, The IVP Dictionary of the New Testament, 673-674. 

42 Craig L. Blomberg, Contagious Holiness: Jesus' meal with sinners, 158. “This 
passage narrates the first act of breaking bread after the Last Supper and thus fulfills Jesus’ 
command to perform the ceremony in remembrance of him.” 

43 Robert Letham, The Lord's Supper:Eternal Word in Broken Bread, 16. “Jesus is 
immediately recognized in his supper…It is his supper, he presides, he makes himself known.” 

44 William Willimon, Sunday Dinner: The Lord's Supper and the Christian Life 
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meal that opens eyes and increases understanding.45 The meal accompanied by the Word 

of God helps us understand the gospel by causing us to set our eyes upon our crucified 

King.46 The supper brings us back to the cross and therefore back to the heart of the 

gospel. For the Christian the light of knowledge comes in the dark shadow of a bloody 

cross.  

We have seen multiple themes drawn from the synoptic Gospels that enhance 

our understanding of the significance of the Lord’s Supper. The Lord’s Supper is a new 

covenant meal that is enacted on the basis of the propitiatory sacrifice of Christ. In this 

meal God symbolizes the new covenant provision of reconciliation, forgiveness, and 

necessary transformation to frail sinners who have nothing to give and everything to 

receive. We are astonished to see a grateful Savior hosting a meal that represents his own 

demise and equally amazed to see his intense love for his purchased bride illustrated in 

his chosen fast.   

 

The Acts of the Apostles 

The book of Acts, being the second of a two-volume set, must be read with 

Luke’s gospel in mind. When Luke refers to the breaking of bread, which he does so five 

times in Acts, he is consistently indicating that the early church is obeying the command 

to remember Christ’s death in the celebration of the Lord’s Supper.  

Acts 2:42-46.  

                                                

(Nashville: The Upper Room, 1981), 92-93. “The table again became a place of disclosure, 
recognition, and revelation.” 

45 Craig L. Blomberg, Contagious Holiness: Jesus' meal with sinners, 159. Quoting 
Robert Stein Blomberg states, “Luke sought to convey to Theophilus and his readers that as 
certainty came to the disciples in the sharing of Scripture and the ‘breaking of bread,’ so too 
could they experience this certainty as they heard the Scriptures in the context of the church’s 
breaking bread.” 

46 I. Howard Marshall, Last Supper and Lord’s Supper, 124-125. “So far as the present 
story is concerned, the breaking of bread revealed the identity of the stranger who was visibly 
present with them…The disciples experienced Jesus as the risen Lord both in the exposition of 
the Scriptures to them and in his breaking of the bread to them, and Luke intends his readers to 
see that these two things belong together.” 
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And they devoted themselves to the apostle’s teaching and fellowship, to the 
breaking of bread and the prayers. And awe came upon every soul, and many 
wonders and signs were being done through the apostles. And all who believed were 
together and had all things in common. And they were selling their possessions, and 
belongings and distributing the proceeds to all, as any had need. And day by day 
attending the temple together and breaking bread in their homes, they received their 
food with glad and generous hearts, praising God and having favor with all the 
people. And the Lord added to their number day by day those who were being 
saved. 

This text describes the character, priorities, and devotion of the early church. 

What is striking is that the Lord’s Supper is among the four major activities that define 

the church and are devoted to by the church.47 If this were the only other text on the 

Lord’ s Supper in the New Testament outside the gospels, it would be sufficient to teach 

us that this supper must be a priority in Christ’s church. It is significant that the same 

devotion they had toward God’s Word, fellowship, and prayer they had toward practicing 

the Lord’s Supper. This text stands as a rebuke to our unbiblical demotion of the Lord’s 

Supper and calls us to elevate it once again to its proper place in the church. 

The second reference to “breaking bread” in this text reveals where, when and 

how the early church participated in the Lord’s Supper. First, believers met in homes 

together and in the midst of a meal they participated in the Lord’s Supper.48 This made 

for an intimate setting where the meal would have been characterized by fellowship. 

Second, at this stage of development the early church participated daily in these meals. 

The significance of the meal can be seen in its prevalence. Third, the early church 

received the Lord’s Supper with joy-filled hearts full of praise and sincerity.49  

                                                

47 I. Howard Marshall, Last Supper and Lord’s Supper, 127. Marshall argues that this 
text should be understood not as four separate activities, but as “four constituent parts of an early 
Christian gathering.” If this is the way to interpret the verse the significance of the Lord’s Supper 
is not diminished but possibly heightened.  

48 F.F. Bruce, "The Church of Jerusalem," Christian Brethren Research Fellowship 

Journal 4 (April 1964): 7. “The breaking of bread refer[s] especially to the taking of bread and 
wine in remembrance of their Lord. [It] appears to have been a daily practice, taking place in the 
course of a fellowship meal, in [their] homes.” 

49 I. Howard Marshall, Tyndale New Testament Commentaries: Acts, ed. R.V.G. 
Tasker (Leicester: InterVarsity Press, 1980), 85. “The word translated generous suggests the 
frankness and openness of spirit that characterized the early Christian fellowship.” I. Howard 
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To say the least, the Lord’s Supper played a central role in the life of the early 

church. It was an expression of both corporate worship and fellowship marked by 

rejoicing and gratitude. It functioned to center the community on the heart of their faith: 

the cross of Christ. It served to foster intimate relationships within the body of Christ. 

And, it was a means of grace whereby Christians were strengthened for service. 

Acts 20:7-12. 

On the first day of the week, when we were gathered together to break bread, Paul 
talked with them, intending to depart on the next day, and he prolonged his speech 
until midnight. There were many lamps in the upper room where we were 
gathered. And a young man named Eutychus, sitting at the window, sank into a deep 
sleep as Paul talked still longer. And being overcome by sleep, he fell down from 
the third story and was taken up dead. But Paul went down and bent over him, and 
taking him in his arms, said, ‘Do not be alarmed, for his life is in him.’ And when 
Paul had gone up and had broken bread and eaten, he conversed with them a long 
while, until daybreak, and so departed. And they took the youth away alive, and 
were not a little comforted. 

Three things are noteworthy in this text. First, the text says that the express 

purpose of the gathering was to participate in the Lord’s Supper. Second, the “breaking of 

bread” in this congregation was practiced once a week on what became known as the 

Lord’s Day.50 Third, the exposition of Scripture accompanied the Lord’s Supper. It is 

significant that the gathering centered around the Lord’s Supper and that in this context 

the Scriptures were opened for edification.51 In other words, the supper was not an add-on 

                                                

Marshall, Last Supper and Lord’s Supper, 153. “ The heavenly meal is a scriptural picture for the 
enjoyment of salvation in terms of communion with the Lord. Such an experience, already 
vouchsafed to his people, must inevitably lead to the expression of joyfulness and praise to 
God…The New Testament does not appear to associate sorrow or mourning over the death of 
Jesus with the celebration of the Supper. The Supper was not an occasion for mourning over his 
death, but rather for rejoicing in his presence and giving thanks for the benefits procured by his 
death.” 

50 John R. Stott, The Bible Speaks Today: The Message of Acts, ed. J.A. Motyer and 
John R. Stott (Leicester: InterVarsity Press, 1990), 319. “Luke’s reference to ‘the first day of 
week’, i.e. Sunday, ‘is the earliest unambiguous evidence we have for the Christian practice of 
gathering together for worship on that day.’” I. Howard Marshall, Last Supper and Lord’s 

Supper, 155. “The New Testament links the exposition of the Scriptures and the apostolic 
teaching with the celebration of the Lord’s Supper; the Supper ought always to be an occasion for 
the preaching of the Word.” 

51 John R. Stott, The Bible Speaks Today: The Message of Acts, 321. “The word and 
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at the end of the gathering. The text also illustrates that the frequency of participation in 

this ordinance in the early church was somewhat fluid.52 

Acts 27:33-38. 

As day was about to dawn, Paul urged them all to take some food, saying, ‘Today is 
the fourteenth day that you have continued in suspense and without food, having 
taken nothing. Therefore I urge you to take some food. For it will give you strength, 
for not a hair is to perish from the head of any of you.’ And when he had said these 
things, he took bread, and giving thanks to God in the presence of all he broke it and 
began to eat. Then they all were encouraged and ate some food themselves. (We 
were in all 276 persons in the ship.) And when they had eaten enough, they 
lightened the ship, throwing out the wheat into the sea. 

It is plain why the Eucharistic overtones in this passage are debated. Is Paul 

actually presiding over the Lord’s Supper with a group of pagan sailors as recipients? 

How could this be consistent with the rest of the New Testament regarding the Lord’s 

Supper? Many have argued that Luke does not have in mind the Lord’s Supper since, 

from their perspective; it would contradict the rest of the New Testament teaching.53  

It is arguable, however, that the “four action shape of the Eucharist,” which is 

the taking, blessing, breaking, and eating of the bread is unmistakable in this passage of 

Scripture.54 Along these lines Geoffrey Wainwright has argued that this was the Lord’s 

Supper.  

Those on board a ship running on the rocks (27:29) were confronted by ‘the last 
things’: it was a matter of life and death, both physically and, for the heathen, 
spiritually. The possibility should not be excluded that when the apostle proposed 
they should all take food, telling them, ‘This will be the saving of you’ (27:34) and 

                                                

sacrament were combined in the ministry given to the church at Troas and the universal church 
has followed suit ever since. For God speaks to his people through his Word both as it is read and 
expounded from Scripture and as it is dramatized in the two gospel sacraments, baptism and the 
Lord’s Supper.” 

52 Weekly participation here in this text (see also 1 Cor 11:17-18) versus daily 
participation in other texts (Acts 2:46).  

53 John R. Stott, The Bible Speaks Today: The Message of Acts, 392. “Neither the 
occasion nor the gathering of unbelieving soldiers, sailors and prisoners was appropriate for this.” 

54 Geoffrey Wainwright, “Lord’s Supper II: Acts, Hebrews, General Epistles, 
Revelation,” in The IVP Dictionary of the New Testament, ed. Daniel G. Reid (Downers Grove: 
InterVarsity Press, 2004), 747. 
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having already announced to them that their destiny was in the hands of his God 
whose will it was that there should be no loss of life among them (27:21-26), he 
then celebrated for them the meal that is life to all who will choose life.55  

This discussion is in no way conclusive, but at the very least we must take into 

account the possibility of this meal being the Lord’s Supper. However, due to the 

difficulty of being certain about this interpretation, little should be built upon our 

understanding of the Lord’s Supper from such a text. 

We have seen that the Lord’s Supper loomed large over the life of the early 

Christian community. The Lord’s Supper was among the major distinguishing marks of 

the church and was seen in itself as a purpose for gathering. The supper was accompanied 

by the Word of God and was a means of strengthening grace to the participants. The 

supper was seen as a celebration marked by joy, gratefulness, and sincerity. The early 

church’s participation in the supper was frequent, but also flexible. In short, the church in 

Acts was devoted to the Lord’s Supper, and as result, they reaped great benefit. 

 

The Gospel and Letters of John 

The Last Supper is curiously missing from the gospel of John.56 However, 

John contributes to our understanding by giving us details that surrounded the meal 

which are absent from the synoptics. The entire upper room discourse (Jn 13-17) instructs 

us on what went on at the Last Supper. I would suggest that John’s gospel sheds light on 

the Lord’s Supper in three main ways. First, John describes a foot-washing ceremony that 

preceded the supper (Jn 13:1-20). In this humble act Jesus taught the necessity of servant 

hood and the need for cleansing. One writer has suggested that the cleansing spoken of 

and symbolized by Christ in this ceremony were necessary to participate in the Lord’s 

                                                

55 Ibid. 

56 For a discussion on possible reasons for this omission see D.A. Carson, The Pillar 

New Testament Commentary: The Gospel According to John, ed. D.A. Carson (Grand Rapids: 
WIlliam B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1991), 458.  I. Howard Marshall, Last Supper and 

Lord’s Supper, 133-139. 
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Supper that followed.57 Along with the truth that cleansing is necessary to partake of the 

Lord’s meal is the fact that this ceremony places the Lord’s Supper in the context of 

serving one another. 

Second, John fills us in on the content of the conversation at the Lord’s Table. 

It is in the upper room discourse that some of the most intimate and powerful words ever 

spoken were done so across the Lord’s Table. Jesus spoke of his coming glorification (Jn 

13:31-32), his going to the Father (Jn 13:33-14:1-4), his preparation of a place for his 

disciples (Jn 14:1-5), his promise to return to get them (Jn 14:3, 18), his intimacy with the 

Father and the Spirit (Jn 14:6-31), and his giving of the Holy Spirit that would follow his 

death and resurrection (14:16, 26-27; 15:26-27; 16:7-11).58 He warned his disciples of the 

hatred and persecution that would come upon them from the world along with the need to 

persevere to the end (Jn 15:18-16:4). He reminded them what love for God looked like 

and he encouraged them about his love for them (Jn 13:34-35, 14:21-24, 15:1-17). He 

instructed them on prayer and the need to continually put their faith in him (Jn 14:12-14, 

15:1-11). He acknowledged the reality of their grief and promised them fullness of joy 

(Jn 16:16-24). And after he had spoken such things to them, he prayed for them (Jn 17:1-

26). One implication for our practice of the Lord’s Supper is that it is a time for deep, 

meaningful conversation that centers in upon our Triune God 59 and our lives of faith. 

                                                

57 Robin Routledge, "Passover and Last Supper," 210-211.  “Following the Kiddush, it was the 
usual practice for participants in the meal to wash their hands before touching the food. Jesus 
went further when he rose from the table and proceeded to wash his disciples' feet (Jn 13:1-16). 
Ritual washing was an important preliminary to eating; through it the participants prepared 
themselves for the meal. By doing what he did at this point in the service, Jesus pointed to the 
fact that true cleansing, and the only means by which his followers could be properly prepared to 
enjoy all that the Passover signifies, was through him. Washing the feet of the guests at the meal 
was an example of humble service, which Jesus expected his disciples to follow (Jn 13:12-15), 
and stood in sharp contrast to the disciples' pre-occupation with which of them was the greatest 
(Lk 22:24).”  
 

58 It is noteworthy that some of the topics of conversation, specifically the reception of 
the Holy Spirit and the promise to take the disciples to be with him, are expositions of what will 
occur as a result of bringing in the new covenant. The coming of the Holy Spirit spoken of here in 
John is a new covenant promise. Jesus was therefore explaining, in part, the benefits of the new 
covenant that he was on the verge of inaugurating. 

59 Robert Letham, The Holy Trinity: In Scripture, History, Theology, and Worship 
(Phillipsburg: P&R Publishing, 2004), 1. Letham records this quote from Sinclair Ferguson on 
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 Third, John gives us further insight into the atmosphere of the Last Supper. He 

too includes the betrayal of Judas and the forewarning of Peter’s denial (Jn 13:21-30, 36-

38). He also includes the great sorrow that filled the hearts of the disciples as they 

listened to Jesus tell them of his coming departure (Jn 16:16-24). Jesus, however, calls 

upon them to rejoice in what is coming as a result of his death and to place their hope in 

his future return (Jn 16:5-24). Jesus informs his disciples that he is speaking to them for 

their joy, peace, and perseverance (Jn 15:11, 16:1, 33). At the Lord’s Supper, therefore, 

we should be realistic about grief and pain in this world and stir our hearts to hope in the 

future return of Christ producing joy, peace, and perseverance. 

Outside of the contribution of the upper room discourse, many have argued 

that John 6, which is the discussion of the bread of life along with the eating and drinking 

of Jesus’ flesh, is a reference to the Lord’s Supper. Louis Berkhof is one such proponent. 

He believes that at the supper we symbolically eat the flesh and drink the blood of Jesus 

“symbolically appropriat[ing] the benefits secured by the sacrificial death of Christ.”60 

Although this is true, and may be extrapolated from John 6, it remains unclear whether or 

not John had the Eucharist in view.61 It seems wise to remain tentative in building too 

much on a theology of the Lord’s Supper from this text.62 

The other text in John that contains a possible allusion to the Lord’s Supper is 

found in Revelation. The letter to Laodicea is a stinging rebuke motivated by Christ’s 

love to bring this self-sufficient congregation to repentance. Their proud disposition 
                                                

the content of the upper room discourse. “I’ve often reflected on the rather obvious thought that 
when the disciples were about to have the world collapse in on them, our Lord spent so much 
time in the Upper Room speaking to them about the mystery of the Trinity. If anything could 
underline the necessity of Trinitarianism for practical Christianity, that must surely be it!” 

60 Louis Berkhof, Systematic Theology (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans 
Publishing Company, 1996), 650. 

61 D.A. Carson, The Pillar New Testament Commentary: The Gospel According to 

John, 295. “That John uses the term ‘flesh’ (sarx) rather than body (soma), found everywhere else 
in the New Testament when the Lord’s Supper is clearly in view, suggests (though it does not 
prove) that John is not making a direct reference to it.” 

62 John Piper, What Jesus Demands from the World (Wheaton: Crossway Books, 
2006), 346-348. Piper refutes the abuses of seeing the Eucharist in these words and understanding 
them literally as many have throughout church history. 
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endangers them to being vomited out of the Savior’s mouth. Christ’s command of zealous 

repentance is followed by this remarkable phrase: “Behold, I stand at the door and knock. 

If anyone hears my voice and opens the door, I will come in to him and eat with him, and 

he with me” (Rev 3:20).” 

It seems that the call to repentance and the supper invitation are synonymous. 

Repentance is expressed by this corporate congregation in first acknowledging that they 

have removed Christ from their midst, and second by inviting him to come in once again 

that they might share an intimate dinner. What meal could Jesus be referring to? Vern 

Poythress argues that the Lord’s Supper is in view. “He promises to eat with them, 

alluding to the fellowship with Christ expressed in the Lord’s Supper.”63 John Stott 

agrees with Poythress, but also argues for an interpretation that includes individual 

fellowship with Christ as well as corporate. “Of this inward festive meal the Lord’s 

Supper is the outward and visible sacrament. To eat bread and drink wine is but a 

physical representation of the spiritual feast with Christ.”64  

If this text is to be viewed as referring to the Lord’s Supper, then there are 

some important implications for our study. First, the Lord’s Supper is an extremely 

intimate meal that Christ desires to eat with his church.65 Second, the Lord’s Supper is 

here viewed as a meal of reconciliation. Christ invites his bride to repentance and 

forgiveness through a meal that signifies how that forgiveness is possible. These points 

are made with the cautious recognition that this interpretation of the text is not certain.66  

                                                

63 Vern S. Poythress, The Returning King: A Guide to the Book of Revelation 
(Phillipsburg: P&R Publishing, 2000), 95. 

64 John Stott, What Christ Thinks of the Church: An Exposition of Revelation 1-3 
(Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 2003), 121. So also Robert Letham, The Lord's Supper:Eternal 

Word in Broken Bread, 16. “Christ has been shut out of the church by neglect and self-
satisfaction on the part of the members. He asks for readmittance, having warned earlier about the 
dire consequences of the status quo. An allusion to the Eucharist is more than likely. If so, Christ 
speaks of it in terms of fellowship, very close to the idea of communion about which Paul wrote.” 

 
65 I. Howard Marshall, Last Supper and Lord’s Supper, 138-139. Marshall sees a 

possible allusion to both the eschatological meal and the Lord’s Supper.  

66 Robert H. Mounce, The New International Commentary on the New Testament: The 

Book of Revelation, ed. F.F. Bruce (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 
1977), 130.  
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The Pauline Letters 

Paul addresses the topic of the Lord’s Supper only twice, and both instances 

are found in 1 Corinthians. Paul’s treatment of the Lord’s Supper is thoroughly pastoral 

in that it comes as instruction to a church that is abusing the ordinance and needs to be 

reminded of both the meaning and appropriate practice of the Lord’s Supper. We will 

look at both texts in turn. The first passage is found in 1 Corinthians 10:16-22. 

The cup of blessing that we bless, is it not a participation in the blood of Christ? The 
bread that we break, is it not a participation in the body of Christ? Because there is 
one bread, we who are many are one body, for we all partake of the one bread. 
Consider the people of Israel: are not those who eat the sacrifices participants in the 
altar? What do I imply then? That food offered to idols is anything, or that an idol is 
anything? No, I imply that what pagans sacrifice they offer to demons and not to 
God. I do not want you to be participants with demons. You cannot drink the cup of 
the Lord and the cup of demons. You cannot partake of the table of the Lord and the 
table of demons. Shall we provoke the Lord to jealousy? Are we stronger than he?  

The first thing that is noteworthy is that this meal is the Lord’s meal. Paul 

identifies the table as the “table of the Lord” and the cup as the “cup of the Lord.” Jesus 

continues to be the host of this meal and we the guests.67 When we come to the supper we 

sit at his table and eat of his provision. Second, Paul explains that the cup and the bread 

signal and enrich our ongoing participation in the benefits of Christ’s saving work on our 

behalf.68 Third, the original form of the last supper is preserved in the blessing of the cup 

and the breaking of the bread.69 Fourth, Paul emphasizes that the vertical dimension of 

the Lord’s Supper is not the only significant dimension. The one loaf of bread points us 

to the one body that we are a part of through our union with Christ. Participation in the 

benefits of Christ death is our rallying point and therefore unity and fellowship in the 

church are essential to the meaning of this meal. Fifth, loyalty to Christ is prerequisite to 

                                                

67 Thomas Watson, The Lord's Supper 60. Watson says that Jesus is “both the founder 
and the feast.”  

68 Thomas R. Schreiner, Paul, Apostle of God's Glory in Christ: A Pauline Theology 
(Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2001), 380. “Participation here denotes the benefits of 
Christ’s blood. Those who drink of the cup are partaking of the benefits of Christ’s death on their 
behalf. Similarly, those who consume the broken bread share in the benefits of Christ’s body.” 

69 Note also the preservation of the one cup and one loaf. 
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participation in his supper. Jesus will not tolerate double-minded men who sit at his table 

one day and at the devil’s the next.70 We have seen the joy of sitting at the Lord’s Table, 

but here we begin to see the solemnity of being the table guest of the exalted Christ.  

The second and most significant text in Paul, which is also the most detailed 

exposition of the Lord’s Supper in the New Testament, is found in 1 Corinthians 11:17-

34. 

But in the following instructions I do not commend you, because when you come 
together it is not for the better but for the worse. For, in the first place, when you 
come together as a church, I hear that there are divisions among you. And I believe 
it in part, for there must be factions among you in order that those who are genuine 
among you may be recognized. When you come together, it is not the Lord's Supper 
that you eat. For in eating, each one goes ahead with his own meal. One goes 
hungry, another gets drunk. What! Do you not have houses to eat and drink in? Or 
do you despise the church of God and humiliate those who have nothing? What 
shall I say to you? Shall I commend you in this? No, I will not. 

For I received from the Lord what I also delivered to you, that the Lord Jesus on the 
night when he was betrayed took bread, and when he had given thanks, he broke it, 
and said, “This is my body which is for you. Do this in remembrance of me.”  In the 
same way also he took the cup, after supper, saying, “This cup is the new covenant 
in my blood. Do this, as often as you drink it, in remembrance of me.” For as often 
as you eat this bread and drink the cup, you proclaim the Lord's death until he 
comes.  

Whoever, therefore, eats the bread or drinks the cup of the Lord in an unworthy 
manner will be guilty concerning the body and blood of the Lord. Let a person 
examine himself, then, and so eat of the bread and drink of the cup. For anyone who 
eats and drinks without discerning the body eats and drinks judgment on 
himself. That is why many of you are weak and ill, and some have died. But if we 
judged ourselves truly, we would not be judged. But when we are judged by the 
Lord, we are disciplined so that we may not be condemned along with the world. So 
then, my brothers, when you come together to eat, wait for one another— if anyone 
is hungry, let him eat at home—so that when you come together it will not be for 
judgment. About the other things I will give directions when I come. 

This passage can be divided into three major sections: 1) The abuse of the 

Lord’s Supper, 2) The tradition of the Lord’s Supper, and 3) Warning about further abuse 

                                                

70 F.F. Bruce, The New Century Bible Commentary: 1-2 Corinthians, ed. Ronald E. 
Clements and Matthew Black (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1971), 
96. “[Paul] is thinking of feasts which are explicitly under the patronage of a pagan deity, 
involving in some degree the acknowledgment and even worship of that deity.” 
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of the Lord’s Supper.71 What exactly was the abuse of the Lord’s Supper at Corinth? It’s 

quite simple; the wealthy were neglecting the poor. Craig Blomberg elaborates on the 

problem.  

The minority of well-to-do believers (1:26), including the major financial supporters 
and owners of the homes in which the believers met, would have had the leisure-
time and resources to arrive earlier and bring larger quantities and finer food than 
the rest of the congregation. Latecomers would be seated separately in the adjacent 
atrium of courtyard. Those that could not afford to bring a full meal, or a very good 
one, did not have the opportunity to share with the rest in the way that Christian 
unity demanded.72 

Instead of sharing with the poor, the rich were gorging and inebriating 

themselves. Paul is emphatic: this is not the Lord’s Supper. By their actions they were 

actually despising the church of Christ and making a mockery of the Lord’s Supper.73 

Paul grounds this rebuke in the tradition of the Lord’s Supper that was passed down to 

him.74 Paul’s point is that the meal they were celebrating was not the meal that was 

passed down to him and passed on to them. Paul rounds off the passage with an 

exhortation, flowing from the tradition he has just explained, to self-examination lest they 

continue to partake of the Lord’s Supper in an unworthy manner and face the severe 

discipline of God. 

Now that we have seen the flow of Paul’s thought we will focus on the themes 

that emerge from this text that bring greater clarity to our understanding of the Lord’s 

Supper. 

A Commanded Memory.  “Do this in remembrance of me” is an imperative 

                                                

71 W. Harold Mare, The Expositors Bible Commentary: 1 Corinthians, ed. Frank E. 
Gaebelein (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1976), 258. 

72Craig Blomberg, The NIV Application Commentary: 1 Corinthians, 228.  

73 Peter J. Leithart, Blessed are the Hungry: Meditations on the Lord's Supper, 38, 
“They were grumbling at thanksgiving, burning the flag on the 4th of July.” 

74 W. Harold Mare, The Expositors Bible Commentary: 1 Corinthians, 259. “Using the 
technical words relating to ‘receiving’ and ‘passing on’ the tradition, he says he ‘received’ 
(parelabon) the ceremony of the Lord’s Supper from (apo) the Lord…Paul received the  words of 
the institution of the Supper through it being passed on through others just as he then passed them 
on to the Corinthians.” 
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that only occurs in Luke’s gospel and here again in Paul.75 Why a commanded institution 

to keep us from forgetting our Lord and his cross? Because our most profound need as 

Christians is to keep Christ and his cross ever before us! How prone we are to wander, 

how quick we are to forget our Christ, how often we fail to remember the cross and what 

it means for us.76 The Lord’s Supper is about the gospel and as such it proclaims to our 

hearts afresh exactly what frail forgetful sinners desperately need.     

      The call to remember God’s great redemptive acts has been an important part 

of the faith of God’s people throughout biblical history. The Israelites were to never 

forget God’s mighty intervention that delivered them from Egypt.77 The constant 

summons to remember along with the Passover meal was intended to keep the work of 

God in the memory of Israel.78 In the Lord’s Supper we, as the people of God, remember 

God’s greatest work of redemption.79 It provokes us to think on our nail-pierced Savior 

and the benefits of his atoning sacrifice. 

                                                

75 “Do this” in the Greek text is imperatival (poiete). “In remembrance of me” is either 
the manner in which the command is obeyed or the purpose for the command. The “this” in the 
text grammatically refers back to the bread, but theologically the whole of the Lord’s Supper is 
remembrance. See also the discussion of this command by I. Howard Marshall, Last Supper and 

Lord’s Supper, 89-91. 

76 John H. Armstrong, “Introduction: Do this in Remembrance of Me,” in 
Understanding Four Views on the Lord's Supper, ed. John H. Armstrong (Grand Rapids: 
Zondervan, 2007), 11. “How odd it is that we Christians need to be reminded by a simple and 
recurring meal. We have been redeemed through the precious blood of our Messiah, Jesus, yet we 
are prone to forget his great act of sacrifice. But our Lord understands perfectly well our 
weakness and thus made provision for us to come again and again to his table so that we do not 
forget.” 

77 Deut 5:15, 7:18, 11:2-4, 15:15, 16:12, 24:18, 22. 

78 Melvin Tinker, "The Last Supper/Lord's Supper: More than a Parable in Action?," 
Themelios 26, no. 2 (Spring 2001): 21. Quoting Allan Stibbs Tinker writes, “the Greek word for 
anamnesis expresses the idea of calling to mind, a recalling or recollection exactly similar to the 
way in which the Jews at the celebration of the Passover recalled their deliverance from Egypt. 
To the Semitic mind thus to commemorate a past event was personally to realize and experience 
its present operative significance as one event with abiding consequences.” 

79 William Hendriksen, New Testament Commentary: Luke (Grand Rapids: Baker 
Book House, 1978), 963. “It was the desire of our Lord that by means of the supper, here 
instituted, the church should remember the sacrifice and love him, should reflect on that sacrifice 
and embrace him by faith, and should look forward in living hope to his glorious return.” 
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A Purchased People. Though we have witnessed a repeated emphasis on the 

Lord’s Supper as a corporate meal for God’s people, this text teaches that this meal is 

also intensely personal. Jesus said, “This is my body, which is for you.”80 At this table we 

sit and we recall being purchased by God through Christ. We think of our state prior to 

being owned by God. We consider the tremendous price of our purchase. We meditate 

upon the wonder of being the possession of God. There are few things sweeter than being 

the property of God himself. Richard Baxter knew this well. He states, “Let it 

exceedingly please you to think that you are wholly his: it being much better for you, as 

to your safety, honour, and happiness, than to be your own, or any’s else.”81 The Lord’s 

Supper aids us in learning this priceless, yet most expensive truth. 

A Meal that Speaks. After Paul has recalled the tradition passed down to him, 

he gives one of many reasons why we participate in the Lord’s Supper: “For as often as 

you eat this bread and drink the cup you proclaim the Lord’s death until he comes.” We 

eat the meal because the gospel of God is preached in and through it.82 F.F. Bruce states,  

 
The memorial act is indeed a ‘visible word,’ an acted affirmation of the 
communicants interest in the Saviour’s blood; but the verb [proclaim] cannot be 
satisfied by anything less than a public narration of the death of Christ…The 
Eucharist, like the preaching of the gospel, in which Jesus Christ was publicly 
portrayed as crucified’ (Gal 3:1), was thus a powerful factor in the early 
crystallizing of the passion story in a form recognizable in all four gospels.83  

 
For whom is this ‘public narration’ of the death of Christ? Because the Lord’s 

Supper belongs to the church the gospel is therefore being proclaimed to the people of 

                                                

80 In Luke’s gospel the phrase is “given for you” (Lk 22:19). Although the pronoun 
“you” is a genitive plural each individual was to recognize that he was singularly purchased by 
God and brought into the corporate body of the redeemed. The church can be spoken of as being 
purchased of God because the individual members have been purchased (1 Cor 6:20, Acts 20:28). 

81 Richard Baxter, A Christian Directory: Volume 1 (Morgan: Soli Deo Gloria 
Publications, 1846), 74. 

82 The word for proclaimed (katangellete) is often you used in connection with the 
preaching of the gospel (1 Cor 9:14, Rom 1:8, Phil 1:19). 

83 F.F. Bruce, The New Century Bible Commentary: 1-2 Corinthians, 113-114. 
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God. But, is not gospel proclamation for the lost? Indeed it is and the Lord’s Supper may 

aid in bringing the lost to faith.84 However, that is not the primary purpose of this 

ordinance.85 This is a significant point, for it reinforces the fact that the gospel is the 

lifeblood of the church. The church is a people of the cross receiving the gospel again and 

again not merely by word and exposition, but also by bread and wine.86 As we sit at the 

Lord’s Table, the supper set before us speaks to us. It tells us of enemies reconciled, 

orphans adopted, sinners purchased, criminals declared righteous, and of a whore 

transformed into a beautiful bride. In short, it tells us of God’s unsearchable grace 

expressed toward us in Christ. It is no wonder the early church was in the habit of daily 

receiving this gospel meal! 

Drinking Judgment. If the text in 1 Corinthians 10, which we previously 

looked at, whispered about the gravity of sitting at the Lord’s Table, this text shouts it. 

How serious is eating the Lord’s Supper? Life and death Paul tells us. To participate in 

this meal in an unworthy manner is to invite judgment from the hand of God. Paul tells us 

that many who have partaken in this manner are weak and ill, and some have even died.  

                                                

84 I. Howard Marshall, Last Supper and Lord’s Supper, 113. 

85 Jonathan Edwards, The Works of Jonathan Edwards Volume 1: An humble inquiry 

into the rules of the Word of God, concerning the qualifications requisite to a complete standing 

and full communion in the visible Christian Church (Peabody: Hendrickson Publishers Inc, 
1834), 472. Edwards addresses this objection for barring unbelievers from the table: “The Lord’s 
Supper has a proper tendency to promote men’s conversion, being an affecting representation of 
the greatest and most important things of God’s word; it has a proper tendency to awaken and 
humble sinners; here being a discovery of the terrible anger of God for sin, by the infliction of the 
curse upon Christ, when sin was imputed to him; and the representation here made of the dying 
love of Christ has a tendency to draw the hearts of sinners from sin to God.” His response to this 
strong point is as follows, “Unless it be an evident truth, that what the Lord’s Supper may have 

tendency to promote, the same it was appointed to promote, nothing follows from this argument.” 
In a previous section Edwards argues persuasively that the supper belongs to the believer and that 
it is a solemn profession of his faith (458-460). One of the primary purposes of the Lord’s Supper 
therefore is gospel preaching to the church. The evangelistic function of the Lord’s Supper is 
inherent and effective for it is a gospel meal, but in terms of intended function the supper is for 
the building up of the church.  

86 Thomas Watson, The Lord's Supper (Edinburgh: Banner of Truth Trust, 1665), ix. 
“A sacrament is a visible sermon. And herein the sacrament excels the Word preached. The Word 
is a trumpet to proclaim Christ, the sacrament is a glass to represent him…The Lord condescends 
to our weakness…God, to help our faith, does not only give us an audible Word, but a visible 
sign.” 
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If we are to approach this table appropriately and safely, we must not minimize the 

solemn truth that God has put men to death for abusing his meal.87 Will we take lightly a 

meal where Christian people, like you and me, have met their end for eating and drinking 

inappropriately? God is utterly serious about this meal and we can be no less. Our lives 

depend on it.88 

Body Discernment. In order to keep the Corinthians from incurring God’s 

judgment, he calls on them to examine themselves before they participate in the Lord’s 

Supper. This self-examination is tightly linked to discerning the body of Christ.  I. 

Howard Marshall explains two possible interpretations for understanding this 

discernment. 

Either Paul is saying that people who eat unworthily are not recognizing that the 
food symbolizes the body (and blood) of Jesus or acting as befits recipients of his 
salvation, or he is saying that they are failing to recognize that the people gathered 
together for the meal are present as the body of Christ (made one by sharing in the 
loaf, 1 Cor 10:17) and must be treated in Christian love.89 

Schreiner argues that both may be in view.  

One who treats fellow believers poorly fails to discern that they are members of 
Christ’s church, his body. One may also fail to discern the significance of Christ’s 
death since by his death he created a people; and therefore one who mistreats fellow 
believers at the Lord’s Supper reveals that he has little understanding of why Christ 

                                                

87 Alan R. Millard, Covenant and Communion in First Corinthians, ed. W. Ward 
Gasque and Ralph P. Martin (Exeter: The Paternoster Press, 1970), 243-245. Millard argues that 
understanding both the blessings and consequences present in other covenants helps us 
understand this covenant meal. “Proclamation of the Lord’s death, which was the solemnizing of 
the New Covenant, implies acceptance of its consequences.” And again, “Each time the 
Corinthian Christians shared the Lord’s Supper they purported to show their allegiance to the 
covenant it symbolized, and therefore could not but expect its provisions to be active upon them 
for good or for ill.” 

88 On a side-note this text reveals the severe kindness of God. Paul tells us that the 
taking of life from the Christian for his sin at the table is not a judgment of condemnation, but one 
of discipline. The loss of life is to hinder the loss of eternal life. God will not lose any that he has 
purchased therefore he will take their life if necessary to keep them from perishing. It is 
noteworthy that the most severe form of discipline, namely death, comes as a result of messing 
with the meal of the Lord. This in itself shows the significance of this meal.  

89 I. Howard Marshall, “Lord’s Supper I: Paul,” in The IVP Dictionary of the New 

Testament, ed. Daniel G. Reid (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2004), 741. 
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died.90 

Paul is therefore calling for self-examination that considers relationships with 

others in the body of Christ and the significance of what is represented in the meal. It 

seems, however, that the context of 1 Corinthians 11 places the stress on relationships in 

the body since this is the primary reason Paul is reproving them. Blomberg also argues 

this point by illustrating the appropriate application of self-examination from the text.  

 
The Eucharist should be a time of self-examination, not so much for past sins, 
though repentance from them is always appropriate. Rather, Christians should 
consider their present attitudes toward those more needy than themselves. This 
would lead a radically different group of people who ought to refrain from the 
Lord’s Supper than usually appears. All repentant sinners are welcome, no matter 
how far away from God they may have recently felt. All professing believers who 
are unprepared to give generously of their wealth to help the poor in their midst, or 
who treat people of lower classes as second-class citizens, or who simply remain un-
reconciled with fellow celebrants, should refrain.91 

The import of this truth moves us away from imbalanced individualism to a 

healthy perspective on the Lord’s Supper that considers the individual in relation to the 

whole. Ironically, in this context, self-examination is actually about how you treat others. 

Thus it seems in the text that self-examination and discerning the body are nearly 

synonymous. When we self-examine we are asking ourselves, “How have I been as a 

hand to the body? Have I loved and served my other members? Have I damaged them? 

Have I given where there is need? Have I viewed them as Christ does? Do I need to 

restore any breaches I have made?” The examination is not about trying to discern the 

                                                

90 Thomas R. Schreiner, Paul, Apostle of God's Glory in Christ: A Pauline Theology, 

381. 

91 Craig Blomberg, The NIV Application Commentary: 1 Corinthians, 234-235. So 
also F.F. Bruce, The New Century Bible Commentary: 1-2 Corinthians, 115. “In the word of 
institution ‘this is my body’ he sees a reference not merely—perhaps not even primarily to Jesus’ 
‘body of flesh,’ but to the corporate unity of all who share his life: ‘we who are many are one 
body, for we all partake of the one bread’ (10:17). But for certain members of the church to eat 
and drink their fill, in un-brotherly disregard of their poorer fellow-Christians, as some were 
doing in Corinth, was to eat and drink without discerning the body, without any consideration for 
the most elementary implications of their fellowship in Christ.” Thus, “the context implies that 
his self-examination will be specially directed to ascertaining whether or not he is living and 
acting in ‘love and charity’ with his neighbors.” 
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deepest darkest chasms of our own sinfulness, per say, but it is about asking the simple 

question: Have I loved my neighbor?92  

We have seen that Paul’s contribution to our understanding of the Lord’s 

Supper is substantial. He has shown us that the Lord’s Supper is among God’s chosen 

vehicles to proclaim to us the gospel lest we forget the Christ and his cross. He has left an 

indelible imprint on our minds of the fact that it is a dangerous privilege to approach the 

table and partake of such weighty things. He has given reproof and instruction on the 

abuses of the Lord’s Supper that bring swift retribution and the appropriate steps to be 

taken to avoid such a fate. He has drawn out more than any other author in the New 

Testament that the Lord’s Supper is concerned with community. 

 

The General Letters 

The only relevant text remaining in the New Testament for our purposes is 

found in Jude 12. The author is writing to refute false teachers and in passing he states 

that these deceivers are “blemishes at your love feasts, as they feast with you without 

fear.” It is likely that the love feast was either the context in which the Lord’s Supper was 

taken93 or it was actually another title for the supper. I. Howard Marshall opts for the 

latter. “There is nothing to suggest that the love feast was a separate kind of meal from 

the Lord’s Supper, and it seems more probable that these were two different names for 

the same occasion.”94 This reinforces once again that the Lord’s Supper was a meal.  

 
                                                

92 Blomberg, The NIV Application Commentary: 1 Corinthians, 238-239. “Paul’s 
warning against profaning the Lord’s Supper and incurring God’s wrath are consistently applied 
to the wrong situations. People are made to feel that they should abstain if they have not felt close 
to God recently or if they have been particularly disobedient, of if they have not achieved a 
certain level of Christian maturity, no matter how much they are prepared to repent and grow. 
Instead pastors should caution their congregations against partaking if they are unwilling to be 
generous in helping the poor in their midst, or if they remain un-reconciled with a fellow-
Christian over some interpersonal dispute or squabble.” 

93 Curtis Vaughan and Thomas D. Lea, Bible Study Commentary: 1,2 Peter, Jude 
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1988), 222. 

94 I. Howard Marshall, The Last Supper and The Lord's Supper, 110.  
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The Lord’s Supper and Contemporary Application 

The aim of this section is to address how what we have seen from redemptive 

history and the New Testament should inform our present perspective and practice of the 

Lord’s Supper.  

Our Perspective of the Lord’s Supper. 

I would suggest that our perspective on the Lord’s Supper, informed by what 

we have previously seen, should be understood under the rubric of new covenant. The 

new covenant must be the controlling principle in our understanding of this ordinance. 

Every facet of the Lord’s Supper must be brought underneath the lamp of the new 

covenant to be properly perceived. When we come to the Lord’s Table, we come to eat 

the solemn meal of the new covenant.95   

Further, the Lord’s Supper itself directs us to perceive the new covenant it 

represents on a historical continuum. In other words, this ordinance directs us to look 

back on the inauguration of the new covenant, to recognize the present realities of the 

new covenant of which we are beneficiaries, and to turn our attention forward with 

expectation to the future consummation of the new covenant. We will view each of these 

in turn. 

Looking Back: The inauguration of the new covenant. The disciples at the 

                                                

95 Jonathan Edwards, The Works of Jonathan Edwards Volume 1: An humble inquiry 

into the rules of the Word of God, concerning the qualifications requisite to a complete standing 

and full communion in the visible Christian Church, 458-459. “There is in the Lord’s supper a 
mutual profession of the two parties transacting the covenant of grace, and visibly united in that 
covenant…Christ, by the speeches and actions of the minister, makes a solemn profession of his 
part in the covenant of grace: he exhibits the sacrifice of his body broken and his blood shed; and 
in the minister’s offering the sacramental bread and wine to the communicants, Christ presents 
himself to the believing communicants, as their propitiation and bread of life; and by these 
outward signs confirms and seals his sincere engagement to be their Saviour and food, and to 
impart to them all the benefits of his propitiation and salvation. And they in receiving what is 
offered, and eating and drinking the symbols of Christ’s body and blood, also profess their part in 
the covenant of grace: they profess to embrace the promises and lay hold of the hope set before 
them, to receive the atonement, to receive Christ as their spiritual food, and to feed upon him in 
their hearts by faith.” 
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last supper anticipated the inauguration of the new covenant. As for us, we look back on 

that inaugural work.96 As we have seen, the new covenant was the promise of promises 

foretold by the prophets. Jesus told us that the bread and the cup represented the horrific 

death he died in order to secure for us the promises of the new covenant. At the Lord’s 

Supper we worship our Lord for his costly love. We bring to mind his infinite 

condescension, we recall how he absorbed God’s wrath as a substitute, we relish in his 

triumph over sin and death,97 we marvel at his forgiveness, and we drink of his 

bottomless grace.  

The fact that we do this illustrates that we are beneficiaries of what he died to 

secure! Only recipients of God’s grace drink deeply of that grace. Only those who have 

received forgiveness are filled with gratitude for such clemency. Only those who have the 

immutable hope of conquering death relish in the victory of Christ. Only those who have 

been released from the electric chair and have seen Christ sit in their stead adore him for 

being their substitute. In other words, as recipients of the new covenant we look back 

with gratitude on the cross where our redemption was secured. We who deserve 

punishment have been promised paradise by means of the death of Christ.  

The foundation of every mercy we have received from God is the cross of his 

Son. Present and future hope are nonexistent lest there is a cross in the past with Christ on 

it in our place. The Lord’s Supper centers on the cross and is therefore a loud declaration 

that the Crucified Christ is our only hope. In this institution God graciously directs our 

attention to the fountainhead of our salvation.98 Sitting at God’s table can only mean one 

                                                

96 Larry W. Hurtado, The New International Biblical Commentary:Mark, 236. “In the 
original situation of Jesus and the Twelve, the sharing of the bread and wine anticipated the death 
of Jesus, but Mark’s readers partook of the Lord’s Supper looking back at the death of Jesus. 
Nevertheless, for these readers sharing the Lord’s Supper signified their inclusion into the 
fellowship begun with the twelve, and it was still the Lord’s Supper.” 

97 Russel D. Moore, Understanding Four Views on the Lord's Supper, 33. “…the 
Supper is a victory lap—announcing the triumph of Christ over the powers of sin, death and 
Satan.” 

98 Thomas Watson, The Lord's Supper, 12-13.  “Calvin calls the crucifixion of Christ, 
Cardo salutis, the hinge on which our salvation turns: an Luther calls it Fons salutis, a gospel-
spring, opened to refresh sinners.” 
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thing for a filthy sinner like me: Christ has died in my stead and extended to me the new 

covenant promise of salvation. Why would we ever despise the command of Christ to 

rivet our hearts on his cross? Would we rather put a blindfold over our eyes than behold 

the most magnificent revelation of God’s glory ever given?99 We will never see our 

Savior as we ought lest we utilize the means he has given us to do so. Let us therefore 

recognize that the Lord’s Supper is a telescope aimed directly at the glory of God that we 

have not yet learned to use. Oh that we might learn its use! 

Looking Around: The realities of the new covenant. In the previous section 

we established that every current new covenant benefit is grounded in the cross. Just as 

we look back to worship Christ for his cross-work, we look around us to give him glory 

for his fruit-work. In other words, we strive to recognize all the fruits or benefits that he 

purchased for us and that we now experience as members of the new covenant 

community.   

This process of recognition is not explicit in the instructions of the Lord’s 

Supper like the backward looking command; however, it is implicit and intuitive. The 

very setting of the Lord’s Supper, as it was intended, steers us in the direction of 

recognition, meditation, and thanksgiving. This is God’s table we are talking about. We 

sit at the Creator’s table, the table of the all-knowing, all-seeing, all-powerful, immutable 

God. The Lord Jesus has invited us there and has paid the fee we could never afford to 

provide us our seat. He desires that we be there. He actually wants us at his table. 

Partaking of the covenant meal communicates volumes in itself, for there we have 

fellowship with God in one of the most intimate actions known to man: eating together. 

At his table we also recognize that we who were once enemies of God have 

                                                

99 Bruce A. Ware, God's Greater Glory: The Exalted God of Scripture and the 

Christian Faith (Wheaton: Crossway Books, 2004), 41. “…God is revealed in Jesus Christ with 
an immediacy unparalleled by any other revelation. In significant ways Jesus explained God to 
the world (John 1:18) and displayed his glory (John 1:14) in a manner hitherto unknown. 
Especially one thinks of the cross of Christ where the meaning and manifestation of God’s 
wisdom and power (1 Cor 1:18-25), mercy and righteousness (2 Cor 5:21; 1 Pet 3:18) are 
heightened beyond all humanly comprehensible bounds. There is no question, then, of the 
centrality, supremacy, and finality of the revelation of Jesus Christ.”  
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been reconciled to him.100 God has prepared a table in the presence of his enemies, and in 

his grace he has fed us. At his table we recognize that we were once orphans who have 

now been adopted. Every taste of wine and every bite of bread is a testimony to the 

provision of the Father to whom we now belong.101 At the table we are reminded of our 

justification for the Father considers us righteous through the son and shares intimate 

fellowship with us.102 At the Lord’s Table we understand that we are bride of Christ for 

in this ordinance husband and wife sit down to share a meal.103 

At the table we also have an acute sense our sinfulness and shame.104 This 

causes us to recognize the sufficiency of the sacrifice of Christ to cleanse all our sin.105 It 

also directs our attention to the glorious third person of the Trinity, the Holy Spirit, who 

graciously resides within us as a living guarantee that God will never leave us and that we 

will be sanctified entirely: body, soul, and spirit. Not to belabor the point, but it must be 

noted that the reception of the Holy Spirit and the forgiveness of sins are at the heart of 

                                                

100 Matthew Henry, Commentary on the Whole Bible (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 
1961), 1341. “The new covenant which is procured and ratified by the blood of Christ, is a charter 
of pardon, an act of indemnity, in order to a reconciliation between God and man.” 

101 John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion Vol. II (Philedelphia: Presbyterian 
Board of Christian Education, 7th Edition), 641. “After God has once received us into his family, 
and not only so as to admit us among his servants, but to number us with his children—in order to 
fulfill the part of a most excellent father, solicitious for his offspring, he also undertakes to sustain 
and nourish us as long as we live; and not content with this, he has been pleased to give us a 
pledge, as a further assurance of his never-ceasing liberality.” 

102 Peter J. Leithart, Blessed are the Hungry: Meditations on the Lord's Supper, 14. 
“The Supper is a sign of our justification in that we are righteous table fellows and covenant 
keepers.” 

103 Ibid, 30. 

104 Wayne Grudem, Systematic Theology, 991. “As I partake in the breaking of the 
bread when I eat it and the pouring out of the cup when I drink from it, I proclaim again and again 
that my sins were part of the cause of Jesus’ suffering and death. In this way sorrow, joy, 
thanksgiving, and deep love for Christ are richly intermingled in the beauty of the Lord’s 
Supper.” 

105 I. Howard Marshall, Last Supper and Lord’s Supper, 149. “The Lord’s Supper 
becomes the occasion for expressing one’s acceptance of Jesus and the salvation which he offers, 
and the fact that the Supper is a repeated occurrence indicates the continual dependence of the 
believer on Jesus and his continual need for forgiveness.” 
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the new covenant. At this table we also look around and see other new covenant members 

feasting with us and we sense that we belong with them. The family of God and the 

fellowship that characterizes it is a new covenant provision. The most intimate 

friendships we have in the body of Christ are blood bought gifts. 

Above all, as first mentioned, this table is about having fellowship with God. 

The new covenant promise “I will be their God and they will be my people” (Jer 31:33) is 

the banner of love that hangs over this banqueting table. Jesus delights to seat us at this 

table and serve himself to us. Here at this table God has intended that we experience 

sweet communion with him through his Son and behold the bright rays of his glory as we 

look back at the cross and around at the benefits it has secured.106 

Looking Forward: The consummation of the new covenant. The Lord’s 

Supper is a three-course meal, for once we have feasted on the past and present, our 

palates await the future. The references to the future are explicit, as we have seen, in all 

four major texts on the Lord’s Supper. Just as the supper calls us to look back at the cross 

and around at its fruit, so it beckons us to fix our eyes on the future where we will 

experience the fullness of that fruit. The paradox of this meal is that our souls are filled 

and at the same time left hungry. As we feast on Christ and the present benefits he has 

secured, our souls ache for more; they long for the consummation of his covenant 

promises. This then is another function of the Lord’s Table: to increase hunger.   

The already-not yet scheme is a helpful framework to bring into the discussion 

again at this juncture. The benefits we currently have flow forth from the cross, but are 

not the fullness of the benefits we will receive. The future benefits we will receive are the 

fullness of the present benefits we currently possess. In other words, the present benefits 

and the future benefits of the new covenant are one in kind, but distinct in terms of our 

                                                

106 Appendix 2: Quotations on the Lord’s Supper, Understanding Four Views on the 

Lord's Supper, 194. John G. Paton, missionary to the New Hebrides, describes his experience of 
serving the Lord’s Supper for the first time to new converts of an un-reached tribe. “At the 
moment when I put the bread and wine into those dark hands, once stained with the blood of 
cannibalism, now stretched out to receive and partake of the emblems and seals of the 
Redeemer’s love, I had a foretaste of the joy of glory that well nigh broke my heart to pieces. I 
shall never taste a deeper bliss till I gaze on the glorified face of Jesus himself.” 
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experience in quality and quantity. For example, Scripture teaches that we have been 

adopted (Gal 4:4-6, Rom 8:14-15) and yet we await our adoption (Rom 8:23); we have 

been seated with Christ (Eph 2:5-6) and we have not yet been seated with Christ (Rev 

3:21); we have experienced resurrection (Eph 2:6), but not fully (1 Cor 15:50-54). At the 

Lord’s Supper we experience the already of the great wedding banquet and as we do we 

yearn for the not yet.107 

At the table we experience the presence of Christ and our hope is fueled for the 

day when we will see the face of Jesus across from us at the table in his kingdom. We are 

reminded at this table how tangible and real the Christ we have not yet seen is, for he 

actually eats and we will eat with him. The Lord’s Supper is to produce within us 

certainty that we will dine with our Savior at the great wedding feast. This feast signifies 

the zenith of the new covenant promise “I will be your God and you will be my people” 

(Jer 31:33). The wedding feast of the Lamb also signifies that the Bride of Christ has 

been purified. God’s people have been delivered from all sin and have been glorified in 

the presence of Christ. It is at this time as well that God ushers in the new heavens and 

new earth where he will dwell with his bride forever. The Lord’s Supper was intended to 

produce in us a thirst for this! 

This ordinance therefore, is a meal for sojourners and exiles on the earth. It is a 

meal to nourish them and encourage them on their heavenly journey.108 It is a meal that 

whets their appetites for the kingdom of God. It is a meal that gives them the strength to 

refuse settling down in this foreign land. It is one of God’s provisions to get them safely 

home.109  

                                                

107 Russell D. Moore, Understanding Four Views on the Lord's Supper, 31. “In Christ 
this new age is a reality, although a veiled reality seen only to those who have the eyes of faith. 
The meal Jesus feeds us then is a sign of an eschatological banquet, with the church the 
acknowledging the ‘already’ and pining for the ‘not yet.’” 

108 Thomas Watson, The Lord's Supper, 44. “So, truly, we have a great journey from 
earth to heaven, therefore we have need to recruit ourselves by the way. How many sins have we 
to subdue! How many duties to perform! How many wants to supply! How many graces to 
strengthen! How many adversaries to conflict with! So that we do not abate by the way, by the 
feeding upon the body an blood of the Lord, our ‘youth is renewed like the eagle’s.’” 

109 John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion Vol. II, “Now, the only food of our 
souls is Christ; and to him, therefore our heavenly Father invites us, that being refreshed by a 
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I would argue that this is one of the least emphasized aspects of the Lord’s 

Supper.110 It is imperative that we recover the forward-looking thrust of this meal for the 

good of our own souls and our fellow sojourners. We dare not neglect this Christ-

ordained means of stoking the fires of our hearts for the new heavens and new earth. How 

can our appetite for the heavenly banquet increase if we fail to utilize the meal above all 

meals that gives us a taste for it?  

I have argued that our understanding of the Lord’s Supper must be controlled 

by the concept of new covenant. Through this discussion, it has become evident that the 

past, present, and future components of the new covenant do not stand alone but are 

interdependent. The past is the foundation of the present and future, for without the 

inauguration there would be no current experience, nor future hope. The present, and 

future are also organically related for the future is not wholly distinct from the present; 

rather it is of the same substance. In other words, the present is actually a historical 

experience of the future.111 The present experience, however, is not complete and 

therefore we anticipate the day when the appetizer will give way to the feast. The 

redemptive historical context encompasses the past, present, and future in this paradigm, 

thus informing every part. This interrelationship is visualized in the diagram below. 

 

 

 

 

                                                

participation of him, we may gain fresh vigour from day to day, till we arrive at the heavenly 
immortality.” 

110 Craig Blomberg, The NIV Application Commentary: 1 Corinthians, 238. “As for 
the temporal emphases of the Lord’s Supper, the church in general today seems best at stressing 
the backward look to the cross. The most neglected is our anticipation of the heavenly banquet. 
Somewhere in between falls our focus on present fellowship with God and others.” 

111 Graeme Goldsworthy, According to Plan: The Unfolding Revelation of God in the 

Bible, 297. “The end of the old age occurs when Jesus comes the first time because he is the 
embodiment of the new age. Yet the old age continues to exist along with the new age so that the 
two overlap. This coming of the end now, and the fact that the end is not yet come, corresponds to 
the Christian being saved and still waiting to be saved.” 
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Our Practice of the Lord’s Supper 

The New Testament in the context of salvation history has laid the foundation 

for understanding the Lord’s Supper. But it has also done more than that. It has handed us 

tools to build on that foundation. The question we are addressing in this section is how 

this study informs our implementation of the Lord’s Supper. What practical steps must 

now be taken as a result of gaining an increased understanding of this important 

ordinance? 

Making it a Meal. As we have seen, the evidence of the New Testament 

places the Lord’s Supper in the context of a meal.112 The fact that the Lord’s Supper in 

                                                

112 The fact that the bread and wine were not given until after the meal (1 Cor 11:25, 
Lk 22:20) does not separate it from the context of a meal. Whether the elements are received at 
the beginning, middle, or end of a meal the context remains a meal. Matthew’s account says they 
took the bread “as they were eating” (26:26), we cannot separate the institution from the context 
of a supper. As for examples in the early church where the setting of a meal is not explicit (Acts 
20:7 ) we should not argue from silence that it was separated from the context of meal, but rely on 
more explicit texts that make the common practice of the Lord’s Supper plain (Acts 2:46, 1 Cor 
11:17-33). See also I. Howard Marshall, Last Supper and Lord’s Supper, 129-130. He argues that 
the Lord’s Supper in Acts 20:7 should be understood as a meal. “The language used indicates a 
meal, and Luke’s point is precisely that the congregation was so eager to hear Paul that it was 
prepared to wait until past midnight before partaking of food.”  

      Past                                              Present             Future 
Innauguration                    Experience                                       Consummation 
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most churches today is far from resembling a meal has weakened our understanding of 

this significant ordinance. There is a great need for the church today to recapture the 

“supper” in the Lord’s Supper.113 In recent years many have trumpeted this same call to 

the church. It is important to hear some of their voices. 

 
Most contemporary Baptist churches—and many other evangelical Protestant 
churches—distribute chewing gum-sized pellets of bread and thimble-sized shot 
glasses of juice. Increasingly this practice is even more individualized by companies 
that sell to churches ‘disposable Communion sets’…This practice nullifies the thrust 
of the New Testament emphasis on a common cup and a common loaf, both of 
which signify the unity of the congregation in Christ. It also mitigates the meaning 
of the Supper as a supper, as a meal. The meaning of the Supper would go a long 
way toward recovery in our churches if we asked the congregation to tear apart the 
bread and to drink together from a common cup of wine—practices that would have 
been common place in the early New Testament communities.114    
                               -Russell Moore 

Early in the church’s history, the inclusion of the Lord’s Supper as part of a full 
meal disappeared. Again, such inclusion was never commanded, but there are strong 
arguments for reinstating the practice, at least part if not all of the time.115  
                   -Craig Blomberg 

Churches should creatively consider ways in which the agape meal or love-feast 
might be restored: an entire sacral meal culminating in the Lord’s Supper.116 

                                                

113 For a brief history of why and when the supper was detached from an actual meal 
see Geoffrey Wainwright, “Lord’s Supper II: Acts, Hebrews, General Epistles, Revelation,” in 
The IVP Dictionary of the New Testament, 748- 752. 

114 Russell D. Moore, Understanding Four Views on the Lord's Supper, 41-42. Moore 
argues that American individualism has crept into the church and displays itself in the church’s 
perspective and practice of the Lord’s Supper.  

115 Craig Blomberg, The NIV Application Commentary: 1 Corinthians, 234. Blomberg 
also argues that returning to the practice of celebrating the Lord’s Supper in home and house 
churches could improve our present fellowship with God and others and increase our 
understanding of the significance of the Lord’s Supper (p.238).  

116 Craig L. Blomberg, Contagious Holiness: Jesus' meal with sinners, 179-180. 
Blomberg calls for balance in recovering the meal context for the ordinance arguing that a meal 
without the bread and wine climaxing in the remembrance of Christ is not helpful and nor is the 
infrequent practice of the supper as an afterthought to worship. He also says that those that 
administer the elements at the table in the context of a love feast need to take the identical 
precautions as at a more traditional Lord’s Supper. 
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                 -Craig Blomberg 

If the Lord's Supper is to be experienced as a communion or fellowship meal, its 
roots in the structure of the human meal need to be recovered and 
accentuated…With respect to the Eucharist, the phenomenon involved is the human 
meal: not the physical act of chewing and swallowing but the sharing of one's self 
with other selves in the context of eating and drinking together. When the essential 
connection between the fellowship shared at the Lord's Supper and the fellowship 
shared during other human meals is obscured, the sacrament cannot help but be 
perceived as an epiphenomenon. When that happens, frequency of celebration is 
seen either as unnecessary or as a threat to the sacrament's "sacred" meaning.  As 
long as the architecture of the church makes it impossible for people to perceive 
themselves as having been gathered about a common table, as long as the 
communion bread bears little or no resemblance to the staff of life served at 
ordinary human meals, and as long as the cups holding the fruit of the vine look like 
props from the movie "Honey, I Shrunk the Kids"—the theological relationship 
between the Eucharist and the phenomenon of a human meal will remain extrinsic at 
best, occasionally asserted but rarely experienced.117      
                           -Frederick Holper 

High-church theologians love to talk about ‘real presence’ in the Eucharist. 
Shouldn’t we start talking about a ‘real supper,’ a ‘real table,’ ‘real eating’ (‘real 
food for real people’)? Then maybe we would experience ‘real communion,’ in 
which members of our congregations have an opportunity to make known to each 
other their joys and pains…D.B. Gibson, a Church of the Brethren writer of a past 
generation, argues in a logic that should register with all Biblicists and even more 
with immersionists: If baptizo means to immerse, it is even more indisputable that 
deipnon means a full meal, and in particular a supper.118     
                   -Marlin Jeshcke 

The Lord’s Supper in the New Testament is a meal. The appropriate setting for the 
sacrament is a table, and the appropriate posture in our western culture is sitting.119  
            -I. Howard Marshall 

To take the Lord’s Supper outside of its meal context, and perhaps also to take it out 
                                                

117 Frederick J. Holper, "As often as you eat this bread and drink the cup," 
Interpretation 48, no. 1 (1994 January): 69-70. 

118 Marlin Jeshcke, The Lord's Supper, ed. Dale R. Stoffer (Scottdale: Herald Press, 
1997), 151. 

119 I. Howard Marshall, Last Supper and Lord’s Supper, 156. Marshall also states that 
the “New Testament itself recognizes the difficulties that arose when the Lord’s Supper was part 
of a common church meal. Nevertheless, the linking of the Supper with a meal may offer a form 
of fellowship that could contribute to the edification of the church today” (p.157). 
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of the context of the Christian home, are hermeneutical moves the NT neither 
suggests nor endorses. Perhaps this is why the significance of the Lord’s Supper has 
too often be trivialized or marginalized or over-ritualized. To denude the ceremony 
of its social context leads to the distortion of its essential meaning and function.120 
                                               -Ben Witherington 

I believe such convictions flow out of a straight-forward reading of the New 

Testament. As many of these authors have noted, the meaning of the ordinance is 

wrapped up with its connection to a meal. As a result of this present study I believe, at the 

very least, we must begin considering how our practice of the Lord’s Supper can begin to 

resemble a meal. As this paper has argued much more is at stake in understanding and 

practicing this ordinance than is often thought. We must therefore take the appropriate 

steps to implement this supper according to the New Testament pattern. The fullness of 

the benefits to be derived from this meal cannot be expected lest there be conformity to 

the apostolic witness.  

The Atmosphere of the Meal. The historical continuum of past, present, and 

future informs not only the significance of the meal, but also the atmosphere. The 

backward look at the cross, the present focus on covenant benefits, and the future 

certainty of glory produce a mingling of both trembling and joy. As we have seen, the 

New Testament instructs us that it is a serious matter to approach this table and at the 

very same time a matter of great celebration.121 A balanced focus on all three time-

periods along the historical continuum produces a proper balance in the atmosphere of 

the Lord’s Supper.122 Meditation upon our crucified Christ must lead to reverence, 

focusing on our present benefits must produce thankfulness, and looking at our future 

                                                

120 Ben Witherington, The Lord's Supper, 113. 

121 Acts 2:46-47 and 1 Cor 11:27-32 are the two texts that when placed together call 
for a balance of joy and reverence in the Lord’s Supper. As we have seen John 13-17 is also 
instructive in terms of the appropriate atmosphere for the Lord’s Supper. 

122 I. Howard Marshall, Last Supper and Lord’s Supper, 157. “The New Testament 
links together past, present, and future in the significance of the Lord’s Supper; it looks back to 
the death of Jesus for our salvation, it rejoices in the gift of present salvation and fellowship with 
the risen Lord, and it looks forward to his coming and the inauguration of the heavenly banquet. 
The church today needs to ask whether it does justice to all these elements and thus celebrates the 
supper with real thanksgiving and fullness of joy.” 
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hope must result in great joy.123 At this table laughter and lowliness meet, trembling and 

thanksgiving are wed, and fear is mingled with festivity. Awe is not inconsistent with joy, 

in fact, the greatest of joys are accompanied by it.124 The appropriate focus in the Lord’s 

Supper leads to a fitting atmosphere at the Lord’s Table. 

The Elements of the Meal. The New Testament is clear that the elements of 

the Lord’s Supper consist of one loaf of bread and one common cup.125 When Jesus said, 

“Do this in remembrance of me” (Lk 22:19, italics mine) he was referring to the whole of 

the meal he was modeling. This clearly includes the use of one loaf and one cup. Robert 

Letham has argued convincingly that departing from the use of the elements prescribed 

by Christ dilutes our understanding of the ordinance. 

 
It is clear that the Lord’s Supper practiced in the New Testament church used a 
single loaf. So much is evident from the earliest description of the Supper as ‘the 
breaking of bread.’ Paul, too, comments on the church at the Eucharist being ‘one 
loaf’ (1 Cor 10:16-17). This gives eloquent witness to two vital things. First, it 
vividly portrays the body of Christ being broken for us on the cross. The tearing 
apart of the loaf depicts the violent and dreadful death by which we have been 
delivered by sin and condemnation. Second, it demonstrates that all the faithful 
share in the one body of Christ. As each removes a segment from a broken piece of 
one loaf, we, who are many, are one body, for we all partake of the one loaf (1 Cor 
10:17)…The practice very common in many churches, of presenting bread pre-cut 
into dozens or hundreds of bite-sized pieces misses this entirely. Instead, it is 
redolent of post-Enlightenment individualism, where religion is conceived as a 
private, inward matter between the individual soul and God. This is to change the 
sacrament, indeed to violate and pollute it. Augustine’s comment on the Eucharist as 

                                                

123 Ibid, 153.  

124 Peter Hoytema, "The Lord's Supper as Lament and Praise," The Living Pulpit 
(October-December 2002): 42. Along similar lines Hoytema articulates an important balance for 
worship at the Lord’s Table. “So which is it? Is the Lord’s Supper an occasion for lament or 
praise? Which event serves as the primary historical referent, Good Friday or Easter Sunday? Of 
course, both are correct. The challenge for preachers is to lead communities of faith to think about 
and actually practice the Lord’s Supper in such a way that both the triumph and the tragedy that 
are inherently part of the sacrament stand tall. The fact of the matter, is lament and praise are not 
mutually exclusive…Like dance partners, lament and praise require each other if the grace and 
beauty of the sacrament are to be witnessed and experienced.” 

 

125 None of the accounts of the Lord’s Supper refer to the bread or the cup in the plural 
(see 1 Cor 10:14-17). 
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‘a visible word of God’ loses its sense. The element of proclaiming Christ’s death, 
mentioned by Paul in 1 Corinthians 11, is blurred.126 

The New Testament evidence is in on this point: one bread, one cup.127 One 

question remains, will we follow the pattern laid down by Christ? Or will we sacrifice 

obedience for convenience? How the details of this will be worked out is a secondary 

concern that must not hinder a commitment to obedience. How will we hear, see, and 

taste the gospel through this meal if we fail to utilize the symbols Christ has given us to 

do so? 

The Frequency of the Meal. The New Testament is clear in regard to one 

thing about frequency: the church practiced the Lord’s Supper often. It is noteworthy that 

the New Testament evidence teaches that the most frequent participation in the Lord’s 

Supper was daily and the least frequent was weekly.128 It seems to me that understanding 

the significance of the Lord’s Supper and its tremendous benefits for believers puts to rest 

the misinformed concern of ‘overdoing’ the Lord’s Supper. Russell Moore also illustrates 

that misunderstanding the need for Christians to hear the gospel militates against 

frequency in the Lord’s Supper.  

 
If the Supper is gospel proclamation meant to call forth and strengthen the faith of 
believers, how could such an event become rote? The key to this question is not so 
much in an evangelical fear of sacerdotal tendencies as in an evangelical ignorance 
of the role of gospel preaching for the believer.129 

Grasping our desperate need for the gospel will instruct us on exactly why the 

                                                

126 Robert Letham, The Lord’s Supper: Eternal Word in Broken Bread, 50-52. Letham 
argues that the same arguments against pre-cut bread apply to the practice of individual plastic 
cups. 

127 I. Howard Marshall, Last Supper and Lord’s Supper, 156. Craig Blomberg, The 

NIV Application Commentary: 1 Corinthians, 233. Russell D. Moore, Understanding Four Views 

on the Lord's Supper, 41-42. 

128 Matthew Henry, Commentary on the Whole Bible, “It should be frequent. And it is 
fit that this spiritual diet should be taken often too. It must be perpetual. It is to be celebrated till 
the Lord shall come.” 

129 Russell D. Moore, Understanding Four Views on the Lord's Supper, 36. 
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Lord’s Supper is not only a privilege, but a frequent need.130 Do we long for Christ? Do 

we ache for deeper fellowship with him? Do we yearn to see his glory? Do we want more 

of heaven in our hearts? Do we desire greater strength for the journey? Do we want closer 

relationships in the body of Christ? Then let us take our seats more often at the Lord’s 

Table, for it is one of God’s appointed means for satisfying these hunger pangs.131  

The Participants in the Meal. Who can come to the Lord’s Table? I. Howard 

Marshall answers this question in the conclusion of his study on the Lord’s Supper in the 

New Testament. 

 
The New Testament says nothing about any particular conditions for participation in 
the sacrament beyond a willingness to come to Christ in faith and with love for 
other believers. The Lord’s Supper should be open to all today who wish to feed on 
Christ and profess faith in him…The New Testament welcomes sinners to the 
Lord’s Table but also warns against unworthy participation in a spirit of frivolity or 
lovelessness. The church today in maintaining an ‘open table’ should also remind 
participants of the solemn implications of the sacrament.132 

 
There is a delicate balance that must be maintained if the Lord’s Supper is to 

communicate both the free welcome to the table and the utter gravity of approaching that 

table. Bottom line, however, there is only one type of person seated at the Lord’s Table: a 

repentant sinner. Any restrictions beyond the New Testament evidence run the risk of 

building fences where Scripture does not.133 

                                                

130 Robert Letham, The Lord’s Supper: Eternal Word in Broken Bread, 60. “The 
bottom line is that the church is free to hold the Lord’s Supper as often as it deems appropriate. 
There is no binding requirement. However, the degree to which the church desires it is a reliable 
gauge of how eagerly it wants Christ. An old argument against frequent communion (familiarity 
breeds contempt) deserves short shrift. Does that apply too to prayer, Scripture reading, 
preaching, or your relationship with your spouse? Does it even apply to Christ.” 

131 I. Howard Marshall, Last Supper and Lord’s Supper, 155. “In line with what 
appears to have been the practice of the early church in the New Testament the Lord’s Supper 
should be celebrated frequently in the church, and there is good reason for doing so on each 
Lord’s Day.” 

132 Ibid, 156. 

133 For further discussion on participation in the Lord’s Supper see Wayne Grudem, 
Systematic Theolog,y, 996-999. Craig Blomberg, The NIV Application Commentary: 1 

Corinthians, 238-239. Matthew Henry. Commentary on the Whole Bible, 1818. Henry states that 
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The Servers of the Meal. There is not one text in the New Testament that 

either appoints or restricts who should administer the Lord’s Supper.134 Throughout 

church history wisdom has placed the oversight of the ordinance in the hands of the 

overseers of the church.135 The leadership of the church is therefore likely to have the 

privilege of serving this meal.136 As overseers they are responsible for communicating the 

truth of the meal, using the appropriate elements for the meal, and, when fitting, 

delegating others to oversee the meal. As leaders in a congregation who desire to return 

to the meal style of the Lord’s Supper, it would be wise to equip laymen in the church to 

                                                

“fearful believers should not be discouraged from attending at this holy ordinance by the sound of 
these words [1 Cor 11:29]. The Holy Spirit never indited this to deter serious Christians from 
their duty, though the devil has often made this advantage of it, and robbed good Christians of 
their choicest comforts.” Thomas Watson, The Lord's Supper, 60-73. In a chapter devoted to 
answering objections to coming to the sacrament Watson shows that “poor doubting Christians 
[should] be encouraged to come to the Lord’s Table.” In response to the objection: “I find such a 
faintness and feebleness in my soul that I dare not go to the Lord’s Table.” He responds, “Thou 
has the more need to go: drink of this ‘wine…for thy infirmities’ (1 Tim 5:23). Were it not 
strange for a man to argue thus, ‘My body is weak and declining, therefore I will not go to the 
physician?’ He should the rather go. Our weakness should send us to Christ; his blood is mortal to 
sin, and vital to grace.” William Willimon. Sunday Dinner: The Lord's Supper and the Christian 

Life, 52. “John Wesley saw that Holy Communion was not a self congratulatory meal for saints, 
but a life-changing meal for sinners…Wesley graciously admitted all ‘earnest seekers’ to the 
Lord’s Table. The only requirement was a desire to meet the risen Christ. 

134 I. Howard Marshall, Last Supper and Lord’s Supper, 156. “The New Testament 
says nothing about who should conduct or celebrate the sacrament, and there is no evidence 
whatever that anything corresponding to our modern ‘ordination’ was essential. The celebration 
of the sacrament today should not be confined to those ordained to the ministry by the laying on 
of hands but should be open to any believer authorized by the church to do so.” 

135 I. John Hesselink, “Reformed View: The Real Presence of Christ,” in 
Understanding Four Views on the Lord's Supper, ed. John H. Armstrong (Grand Rapids: 
Zondervan, 2007), 70-71. Wayne Grudem, Systematic Theology, 998. “In order to guard against 
abuse of the Lord’s Supper, a responsible leader ought to be in charge of administering it, but it 
does not seem that Scripture requires that only ordained clergy or selected church officers could 
do this.” 

136 Matthew Henry, The Communicant's Companion or Instructions for the right 

receiving of the Lord's Supper (Philedelphia: Herman Hooker Publishers, 1840), Intro:1. “Who 
am I and what is my fathers house that I should have the honor to be a ‘door keeper in the house 
of my God’ to show his guests the way to his table? It is a service with its own recompense, work 
which is its own wages.” 
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lead the supper in their own homes.137  

Conclusion 

If one thing has emerged from this study it is this: the Lord’s Supper is 

significant. As an expressed command of Christ and a vital component to the life of the 

church this ordinance deserves further attention. Knowledge of the things discussed in 

this paper will not suffice. The Lord’s Supper was given to be experienced and we must 

not be content with experiencing less than what Christ has provided.  

Conformity to the New Testament is our goal, and, therefore, it is important 

that you grapple with the proposals in this paper to see whether or not they reflect clear 

scriptural teaching. We need to examine our present practice of the Lord’s Supper in light 

of Scripture with willingness to subject tradition and comfort to obedience. And we must 

take the appropriate steps to conform our practice of the Lord’s Supper to the New 

Testament.  

We have viewed the Lord’s Supper from the wide-angle of redemptive history, 

the panorama of the New Testament, and the close-up of contemporary practice. The 

picture that has emerged is that of a Savior, a table, an invitation, and a meal. My hope is 

that your love for this Savior has increased, your response to his invitation will be glad 

and frequent, and your feasting at the table of the Lord will take on new and fresh 

meaning.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                

137 For a helpful discussion of serving the supper to those who are sick or dying see 
Elmer S. Freeman, The Lord's Supper in Protestantism (New York: The Macmillian Company, 
1945), 137-142. 
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Issue 

 In this paper I will examine and assess three major views on the ordinance of the 

Lord’s Supper. From the stand point of each position I will define the meaning of the 

Lord’s Supper, the practice of the Lord’s Supper, and the recipients of the Lord’s Supper. 

After briefly surveying these viewpoints on the Lord’s Supper I will argue for the view 

that I believe is most faithful to the New Testament. 

Positions 

I will discuss three positions within the Protestant tradition: Lutheran, Reformed, 

and Baptist. 

The Lutheran Tradition 

The meaning of the Lord’s Supper.  The Lutheran tradition holds that the 

significance of the Last Supper in which Jesus initiated this ordinance is found in the 

theme of a last will and testament. Jesus on the verge of his death, according to this view, 

designates his heirs through this meal.138 According to the Lutheran theologian Gerhard 

Forde the Last Supper is not fundamentally a proleptic symbol of the crucifixion of 

Christ.139 The language of covenant in the Last Supper, it is argued, should be understood 

under the rubric of a final will. This is argued since the Last Supper contains the essential 

components of a last will and testament: “the death of the testator, the promise of the 

inheritance, and the designation of the heir.”140 The inheritance promised at the Last 

Supper, according to Lutherans, was the forgiveness of sins. 

 Reinhard Scwharz spells out the implications of this view of the Last Supper for 

participation in the Lord’s Supper. “In the supper food and drink serve the purpose of 
                                                

138 Gerhard O. Forde, "The Lord's Supper as the Testament of Jesus," Word and World 
XVII, no. 1 (Winter 1997): 6. 

139 Ibid, 6. 

140 Reinhard Schwarz, "The Last Supper: The Testament of Jesus," Lutheran 

Quarterly, no. 9 (1995): 393. 
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confirming the essential promises of the inheritance, the promise of the forgiveness of 

sins and eternal life.” Essential also to the significance of the Lord’s Supper in the 

Lutheran tradition is the question of the presence of Christ in the supper. Lutheran’s are 

emphatic that the bread and the cup are not mere symbols.  

 The Lutheran tradition proposes a sacramental view that has been labeled 

consubstantiation. According to this perspective “the elements of bread and wine are 

actually Christ’s body and blood and are given to and received by all who participate in 

the Lord’s Supper.”141 This view argues that it is distinct from the Roman Catholic 

position of transubstantiation142 by saying that the bread and cup do not become the 

physical body and blood of Christ, but that the physical body of Christ is in some 

mysterious manner present in, with, and under the elements.143 

The practice of the Lord’s Supper.  The majority of Lutheran congregations in 

this country participate weekly in the Lord’s Supper. Due to the significance attached to 

the elements in this ordinance Lutheran’s use a communal cup and a single loaf of bread. 

Recipients of the elements generally come forward to receive them from the overseer. 

The recipients of the Lord’s Supper.  The Lutheran church practices closed 

communion, which means that only those who are of a common faith and have received 

baptism can participate in the Lord’s Supper. 

The Reformed Tradition 

The meaning of the Lord’s Supper. The Reformed position holds that the 

significance of the Last Supper, contrary to the Lutheran view, looks forward to and finds 

its meaning in the death of Christ. The New Covenant promised in the Old Testament is 

inaugurated through the death of Christ, which is signified in the tearing of the bread and 

the symbol of the cup. It is debated within this tradition, but many affirm that the Lord’s 

                                                

141 David P. Scaer, Understanding Four Views on the Lord's Supper, ed. John 
Armstrong (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2007), 87. 

142 Reinhard Schwarz, "The Last Supper: The Testament of Jesus, 400. 

143 Wayne Grudem, Systematic Theology (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1994), 994. 
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Supper is the replacement of the Passover meal.144 From this angle Christ is the Passover 

Lamb who accomplishes a new exodus for his people via the cross and resurrection. 

Robert Letham, a proponent of the Reformed tradition, identifies three things that 

happen in the Lord’s Supper. First, it is a memorial that calls to mind the love of Christ in 

his sacrifice on our behalf. Second, it is a proclamation of the gospel of Christ. The 

breaking of the bread dramatically communicates the breaking of Jesus on the cross and 

the cup vividly tells of his blood shed on behalf of sinners. These visuals are to reinforce 

the word preached. Third, it is a participation in the body and blood of the Lord. This 

relates to union with Christ and its unique development by the Spirit as the Lord’s Supper 

is taken.145 

 The Reformed tradition is distinct from other traditions in their understanding of 

the participation or communion in the body and blood of the Lord experienced through 

the ordinance. Calvin, the forefather of this tradition, repudiated both the Roman Catholic 

and Lutheran position on the presence of Christ in the Lord’s Supper. However, he still 

argued that the supper was not only symbol but was endued with the real presence of 

Christ.146 Letham summarizes this view when he states that “the physical and the spiritual 

are not merged (as in transubstantiation) nor are they separated (as in memorialism). 

Instead they are distinct but without separation.”147 

The practice of the Lord’s Supper. Calvin proposed that the Lord’s Supper be 

held weekly. His proposal, however, was denied and the Reformed tradition has generally 

participated monthly in this ordinance.148 There is variety in the Reformed Tradition 
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when it comes to the elements. Some congregations utilize small pieces of precut bread 

and small cups of grape juice while others use one loaf of bread and a common cup. 

Some congregations have a communion table that recipients in turn sit at to receive the 

elements, but most receive the elements in the pew. 149 

The recipients of the Lord’s Supper.  The majority of Reformed congregations 

today welcome anyone to participate in the Lord’s Supper who has received baptism and 

is a member in good standing at a Christian church. It is also a widely accepted practice 

within this tradition to allow children to participate in the Lord’s Supper. 

The Baptist Tradition 

The meaning of the Lord’s Supper.  The Baptist viewpoint, like the Reformed, 

discerns in the Last Supper the anticipation of the sacrifice of Christ. The significance of 

the Last Supper and thus the Lord’s Supper is found fundamentally in the cross-work of 

Christ on behalf of sinners. The New Covenant realities inaugurated through the death of 

Christ are central to the practice of the Lord’s Supper in the Baptist tradition.  

Unlike the Lutheran and Reformed traditions the Baptist tradition views the 

elements in the Lord’s Supper as symbols or signs. They reject any notion of the presence 

of Christ in the bread or in the cup, but affirm the spiritual presence of Christ with his 

people who participate in the supper.150 They believe that Christ is truly present with his 

people ministering grace to them as the symbol of the supper causes them to look back 

upon his work on the cross for them and forward to the eschatological banquet promised 

for them.151 This perspective has been traditionally called the memorial view. 

The practice of the Lord’s Supper. The practice of the Lord’s Supper is diverse 

within the Baptist tradition. Among some Baptist congregations the supper is taken 
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monthly, quarterly or even less. Among other Baptist congregations the supper is 

received more than once a month.152 As far as the elements are concerned Baptist 

congregations generally use small pieces of precut bread and small cups of grape juice. 

The elements are generally received and taken in the pews. 

The recipients of the Lord’s Supper. Among certain congregations in the 

Baptist tradition the practice of closed communion is practiced. Among other 

congregations those who have trusted in Christ are invited to participate in open 

communion.153 

Support 

I am arguing in this paper that the Baptist tradition is the stance most consistent 

with the New Testament. In what follows I will scripturally support the Baptist viewpoint 

of the meaning of the Lord’s Supper and the recipient of the Lord’s Supper. I will argue, 

however, that the practice of the Lord’s Supper deviates from the New Testament pattern 

and needs to be corrected. 

An Argument for the Baptist Tradition 

The meaning of the Lord’s Supper. The New Testament attaches an abundance 

of meaning to the Lord’s Supper. It is important to identify the diversity of significance 

given to this ordinance in order to understand the fullness of its meaning. The 

significance attributed to the Lord’s Supper must be understood underneath the concept 

of the New Covenant. Further, we can divide the category of New Covenant into New 

Covenant initiation and New Covenant realities. By using this NT grid we are able to 

discern that the New Testament data concerning the Lord’s Supper should be understood 

as either referring to the means of inaugurating the New Covenant or the actual benefits 

that are experienced from participation in the New Covenant. 
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New Covenant Initiation 

I. The Lord’s Supper represents the crushing of the body of Christ on the cross by the 
Father for our sin which brings the New Covenant (Lk 22:18-20). 
 
II. The Lord’s Supper signifies the blood of Christ spilled for us as a sacrifice of 
substitution before the Father which initiates the New Covenant (Lk 22:18-20, Ex 24:1-11). 
 

New Covenant Realities 

I. The Lord’s Supper is a meal that represents our fellowship with God, which comes as a 
result of the New Covenant. This meal eclipses all Old Covenant meals and feasts in that 
it fulfills their shadowy form (1 Cor 11:17-26, Ex 12). 
 
II. The Lord’s Supper is a meal that represents membership in the church and fellowship 
with fellow believers, which is also the effect of the New Covenant (1 Cor 11:17-26) 
 

III. The Lord’s Supper is a meal that looks forward to the eschatological banquet of the 
bride and the Lamb. This future expectation powerfully represented in the supper will be 
the ultimate fulfillment of New Covenant reality (Rev 19: 1-10, Lk  22:15-18). 
 

IV. The Lord’s Supper is a proclamation of the good news of Christ’s death and 
resurrection, which is an invitation into the New Covenant realities that have been 
provided by means Christ’s work (1 Cor 11:26). 
 

 The Lord’s Supper therefore contains past, present, and future aspects. Believers 

look back upon the death of Christ; enjoy the present benefits of salvation and fellowship 

with God and other believers; and look forward to the consummation of salvation where 

they will sit around the table and partake of the endless banquet.154 Our understanding of 

this ordinance is also deepened when we recognize the redemptive historical strands that 

are interwoven through the past, present, and future aspects of the Lord’s Supper. David 

Wenham argues that the Last Supper is an acted parable whereby Jesus teaches that we 

have “a new Passover, a new Exodus, and a new covenant being established between God 

and his people.”155 Another author illustrates that the three OT themes of sacrifice, 
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Passover, and the Isaianic Servant can be discerned in the Last Supper and should 

therefore inform our understanding of the significance of the Lord’s Supper.156 

 In arguing that the central meaning of the supper is found in the theme of 

covenant I disagree with the Lutheran position and agree with the Reformed position. My 

argument for a memorial view of the supper over against consubstantiation and real 

presence will be presented in response to the major objections to that position. 

The practice of the Lord’s Supper. It is at this juncture that I depart from the 

practice of the Baptist Tradition. In many ways I am not departing from the theology of 

the Baptist tradition, since my view on these things is proposed by many within the 

Baptist camp. However, practice is the issue and therefore I disagree with current practice 

of the majority of Baptist congregations. First and foremost the Lord’s Supper is 

fundamentally a meal.157 In Jesus’ day the sharing of a meal communicated fellowship, 

acceptance, and even reconciliation.158 The Baptist tradition in practice communicates 

that the Lord’s Supper is not really a supper at all. 

Second, is a point which is tied to the first, the use of one loaf of bread and one 

cup is imperative to properly portray the reality to which they point. The very breaking of 

the bread in the Last Supper is what signified the horrendous tearing of the flesh of Christ 

on the cross for us and yet it is this critical practice that is absent from Baptist circles.159 

The absence of one cup signifying the shed blood of the New Covenant is also a 

movement away from the clear New Testament example. How will the Lord’s Supper 

proclaim his death if we fail to utilize the symbols Christ has given us to do so?160
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The recipients of the Lord’s Supper. Baptists have rightly grappled with the 

issue of open and closed communion. They are all agreed that only believers should 

partake of this meal, but not fully agreed on whether believers outside their fellowship 

and monitor should partake. The tension is understandable for the New Testament is clear 

that to participate in this supper is no small deal. People can eat and drink judgment to 

themselves and therefore the church is responsible to guard this ordinance.161 At the same 

time the meal belongs to sinners and stands as an invitation for to them to come and dine 

with God himself by means of the death of his Son.162 There is a delicate balance that 

must be maintained if the Lord’s Supper is to communicate both the free welcome to the 

table and the utter gravity of approaching the table. 

Objections 

The two strongest objections to the position which I have argued for are found 

in the discussion of the presence of Christ in the Lord’s Supper. The Reformed tradition 

objects to this perspective arguing that there is a real presence of Christ in the elements 

and that we have therefore missed a significant element in the ordinance. The Lutheran 

tradition objects to this position arguing that the body of Christ is actually in the elements 

and that therefore we have actually stripped the ordinance of its primary significance. 

The Reformed Objection 

Robert Letham calls the memorial viewpoint the “real absence” of Christ in 

contrast to what he considers the “real presence” of Christ.163 The Reformed perspective 

is based upon texts like1 Corinthians 10:16-17 and John 6:48-58. They argue that the 

language of eating the flesh of Christ and participating in his body and blood 
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communicates a real presence of Christ, albeit spiritual, in the elements of the Lord’s 

Supper. 

From a Baptist perspective the question is not whether Christ is present in the 

supper, but how he is present in the supper. The participation in the blood and body of 

Christ spoken of in 1 Corinthians does not demand a literal reading. Schreiner states that 

“‘participation’ here denotes the benefits of Christ’s blood. Those who drink the cup are 

partaking of the benefits of Christ’s blood. Similarly, those who consume the broken 

bread share in the benefits of Christ body.”164 Along similar lines it is doubtful that John 

6 should be interpreted to mean that Christ is present in the elements.165 When Jesus 

instituted the ordinance his presence with his disciples was not the bread and the cup. 

Therefore the presence of Christ should not be understood as in the elements, but as with 

us as we partake of the elements. 

The Lutheran Objection 

The Lutheran tradition holds that the actual body of Christ is in the elements. 

They take the words of Christ, “this is my body” literally and therefore they condemn any 

view that does not affirm the actual presence of Christ’s physical being in the 

elements.166 They argue that failure to recognize Christ in the elements is a failure to 

grasp the significance of the ordinance. 

Against this I propose, first, that this position fails on hermeneutical grounds. 

That the bread and the cup were symbol can be proved from the text in four ways.  

1) When Jesus said that “this cup poured out for you is the new covenant in my blood” 

(Lk 22:20) we do not interpret the cup as literally being the covenant. To be consistent 

therefore we should interpret the phrase “this is my body” the same way.167 2) The OT 
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prohibition against drinking blood excludes any interpretation that would have the 

disciples taking the words of Christ literally. The fact that they drunk the cup is a strong 

argument that they understood the language of blood as metaphor.168 3) Jesus was 

standing before them and therefore was not in the bread or the cup. 4) The most natural 

reading of the text is one that takes the body and blood as symbol. 

 Second, I believe this position fails on theological grounds. This stance on the 

presence of Christ presented a dilemma for Luther. How could Christ’s body be in two 

places at once since he resided in heaven and yet was present in the elements of the 

Lord’s Supper? Luther proposed that the physical body of Christ had the capacity of 

omniscience; which he called ubiquity.  

 This proposal fails for it robs Christ of his humanity since it is not possible to be a 

real human being if your physical body is able to be in two places at once. In arguing for 

this perspective Luther is not far away from the Christian heresy of Docetism.169 When 

one tampers with Christology in order to buttress their view of the ordinances something 

is amiss. I conclude therefore on hermeneutical and theological grounds that the Lutheran 

objections are misinformed and unable to stand up against Scripture.  

Conclusion 

I have briefly surveyed three major positions on the Lord’s Supper within the 

Protestant tradition. I have argued that the Baptist tradition is the most true to the New 

Testament. Although the Baptist tradition is most in harmony with the New Testament I 

have also argued that it can make improvements in its practice of the Lord’s Supper. I 

conclude therefore that the memorial view of the Lord’s Supper that acknowledges the 

centrality of the New Covenant is the most faithful perspective on this ordinance. 
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What controls our methodology when it comes to mission? How should one think about 

planning and strategy? What is the wisest way to engage the mission at hand? How does 

one define wisdom? Are certain methods found in the Scripture time-bound? Are there 

methods that are extra-temporal? How do we determine this? What happens when we 

emphasize one methodology over another and argue that it is the biblical way of engaging 

mission? Can the emphasis on developing strategy become a replacement for obedience? 

Do our methods and strategies reflect our values, fears, and wisdom? Do our methods 

reflect the God we serve? How do evaluate method and strategy? What does the Mission 

of God have to say to questions of methodology? What does the cross have to say to our 

thinking on mission method, strategy, and engagement? 

 
These are among the many questions I have been grappling with lately. I am compelled to 

believe that the church has a responsibility to engage the question of mission afresh in 

every generation and in every context in which she finds herself.170  New historical 

contexts are providential gifts to drive the church back to the text to grapple with her 

identity and role in the world. It is the role of the local church in the world to be on 

mission with God, not the task of mission organizations or para-church organizations 

(though they can have a role in this). This being so, it is the responsibility of the church to 

grapple with, critique, and articulate a biblical understanding of mission along with a 

biblical methodology and strategy for engaging the world. For far too long the church in 

the United States has abdicated its responsibility as both an equipping and sending 

platform in the work of mission. It is time for the church to recognize her identity and 

walk in it. We are the chosen instrument of God to continue his mission in the world. It 

will no longer do to hand off our responsibilities to mission organizations and the like, 

whether in the area of sending, method, or strategy.  

 
The way forward in all of this is to go backwards. At the heart of all of this is an identity 
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crisis. The church has forgotten who she is. We must engage the text of Scripture to 

formulate a fresh, robust ecclesiology that will root us once again in who we truly are. In 

juxtaposition to this we must engage the question of mission, which interestingly is also 

tied up with the question of identity. From here we need to think through, critique, and 

articulate methodology and strategy for mission engagement. Then we need to be who we 

are and get on with it. 

 
My concern then in this short paper is to consider the type of questions posed above 

through a fresh lens focusing on the question of mission methodology. I will probe what 

the cross of the Faithful Witness and Redeemer has to do with methodology in mission 

and will assert that a robust theology of the cross is vital both for grounding and 

critiquing missiology. 

 

The Methodology of God 

Both Matthew (16:22-23) and Mark (8:32-33) record the interchange between Jesus and 

Peter when the missional strategy of God is revealed to the disciples. Jesus tells the 

disciples for the first time that he is heading toward the cross. Peter’s response is swift. 

He pulls Jesus aside and rebukes the second person of the Trinity for such an incredulous 

thought. In Peter’s mind such a game plan makes no sense and simply “can never 

happen.” Jesus’ response is equally swift and also very telling. 

 
“Get behind me, Satan! You are a hindrance to me. For you are not setting your mind on 

the things of God, but on the things of man.”  

 
This response should give us pause. We have not exhausted the significance of the text 

when we have chastised Peter for not “getting it.” The perspective of Peter is not unique 

to him and the other eleven disciples but is rather the mind that is set “on the things of 

man.” The mindset Jesus is addressing is that which is natural to men. This is erroneous 

thinking that marks humanity and therefore is not alien to any one of us. But this thinking 

is not merely erroneous. This thinking is not just poor thinking it is demonic thinking. It 

is not as though Peter’s thinking just needed a little improvement rather it was thinking 

that was in direct opposition to that of God. Here in this text the mindset of man is 

equivalent to that of Satan. Here then we have two utterly contrary mindsets: the mindset 
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of God and the mindset of man. The heart of the conflict in this text is over the 

methodology of God in His mission. The method and strategy of God on mission to a lost 

world centers on the cross. Indeed, the missionary plan, strategy, and activity of the 

Triune God moves resolutely toward the cross, is accomplished in the cross, and then 

flows out from the cross. Joseph Ton says on this text that Jesus “was thinking in the 

same way that God thinks. In fact, the method of the cross represents the mind of 

God.”171 To the mind of man this methodology is foolishness. If it were up to Peter he 

would have applied a different methodology and set Jesus on a very different course to 

fulfill his mission. This very fact is what causes Jesus to see Satan standing in Peter’s 

shoes. Peter’s seemingly innocent concern about the method of God turned out to be a 

demonic hindrance to the task set before Jesus. 

 
The ways of God are not self evident as this story makes remarkably clear. This is crucial 

to understand as we think about the question of methodology in mission. The most 

unlikely and impossible method in the mind of man was the chosen method of God for 

accomplishing his mission: the cross. We must ask the question whether the thoughts of 

God or the thoughts of man are driving our thinking on how to most effectively engage 

mission. It is a sobering thought that the good intentions of God’s followers can be in 

perfect harmony with the great Adversary of God. Our aim in mission methodology is to 

reject the mindset of natural man and have our minds conformed to the mind of God. 

 
Redefining Wisdom 

We get another glimpse of the methodology of God in mission in 1 Corinthians 1-2. Here 

we see the wise plan of God for accomplishing his purposes in the world. 

 
For the word of the cross is folly to those who are perishing, but to us who are being 

saved it is the power of God. 
19

 For it is written, “I will destroy the wisdom of the wise, 

and the discernment of the discerning I will thwart.” 
20

 Where is the one who is wise? 

Where is the scribe? Where is the debater of this age? Has not God made foolish the 

wisdom of the world? 
21

 For since, in the wisdom of God, the world did not know God 

through wisdom, it pleased God through the folly of what we preach to save those who 
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believe. 
22

 For Jews demand signs and Greeks seek wisdom, 
23

 but we preach Christ 

crucified, a stumbling block to Jews and folly to Gentiles, 
24

 but to those who are called, 

both Jews and Greeks, Christ the power of God and the wisdom of God. 
25

 For the 

foolishness of God is wiser than men, and the weakness of God is stronger than men. 

(1 Corinthians 1:18-25) 

 
Once again God acts in the most unexpected ways to accomplish his purposes. So strange 

to the minds of men are his ways that they are either utter folly or they are a cause for 

tripping over. The methodology of God is cross-centered and cross-shaped. When God 

purposed to rescue the world his strategy and method was the cross of the incarnate 

second person of the Trinity. The cross of Christ obliterates the wisdom of men and 

redefines the wisdom of God. God’s purposes have purposes. He purposed to destroy the 

wisdom of the wise and uproot every possibility of human boasting before him through 

the work of the cross. God’s methods are an intentional rejection of the methods of man. 

Indeed, God’s wisdom is manifested in the impotency of man’s wisdom to find and 

understand God. He deliberately engages and accomplishes his mission through 

weakness and foolishness. This pattern of folly and weakness that marked the mission of 

the Son now characterizes the mission of the church. We are the bearers of the foolish 

message of the cross and it is this message that we herald. The text says that it is pleasing 

to God to save people only through the preaching of the foolish cross.  

 
This text has serious ramifications for considering mission method and strategy. Wisdom 

and power are turned on their head in this text and are forever redefined by the cross. 

This must inform our thinking on engaging in mission. What kind of wisdom is marking 

our methods? Do our methods attempt to sidestep the look of folly? Do we utilize 

strategies that try to strengthen the weakness of the cross?  Are we afraid of looking 

stupid? Do our strategies give us room to boast?  

 
God has and will always delight in using the weak, powerless, foolish things of the world 

to mock the wise and save his people. It is imperative that our methods conform to the 

patterns of God’s methodology in mission. We must strive for biblical wisdom in our 

thinking and engagement in mission and in so doing never forget the definition of godly 

wisdom: the Son of God bloodied on a tree. We must truly believe with Paul that the 

“foolishness of God is wiser than men and the weakness of God is stronger than men.” 
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Do we affirm this? Do our methods and strategies reflect this? 

 

The Centrality of the Cross in the Mission of God 

The Bible is replete with the fact that the mission of God would be nonexistent without 

the cross of Christ. The cross is the crux of the methodology of the Triune God. The 

accomplishment of God’s purposes in the world truly hung upon the work of Christ on 

the cross. This truth should not escape us. The church, which is the fruit of the mission of 

God, is also a participant in the mission of God. This being so, we must come to terms 

with the fact that God’s primary methodology in mission has not changed. The mission of 

God has always had a cross at its center and it continues to be so for the church.  

Therefore the cross must be foundational to all our thinking on missiology. Our 

missiology must by necessity be a crucified missiology. I intend to demonstrate this 

assertion further in the remainder of this proposal. 

 

A Crucified Missiology  

Developing a cross-centered missiology grows out of a deep hermeneutical and 

theological conviction that goes back at least to Luther. Luther saw that the cross was 

central not only for salvation, but also for understanding the character and ways of God. 

The cross was as much about revelation as it was about redemption. The cross for Luther 

became essential in thinking about all things pertaining to theology. As Robert Kolb put 

it,  “Luther’s theology of the cross is precisely a framework that is designed to embrace 

all of biblical teaching and guide the use of all its parts. It employs the cross of Christ as 

the focal point and fulcrum for understanding and presenting a wide range of specific 

topics within the biblical message.”172 Timothy George says that Luther’s “theology of 

the cross” was his “context for doing theology.”173 Graham Tomlin calls “the theology of 

the cross” Luther’s “key hermeneutical principle in understanding Scripture.”174 Charles 
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Cousar comes to a similar conclusion: “The theology of the cross…is not to be thought of 

as one doctrine set alongside other doctrines, but as a theological method, a way of doing 

theology.”175 Jurgen Moltmann calls Luther’s “theology of the cross” “the inner criterion 

of all theology.”176 Jonathan Stranjord calls it his “coherent center for theology.”177 Carl 

Truemann states that it “encapsulates the heart of Luther’s theology.”178 Walther 

VonLoewenich states that “the theology of the cross is not a chapter in theology but a  

specific kind of theology. The cross of Christ is significant here not only for the question 

concerning redemption and the certainty of salvation, but it is the center that provides 

perspective for all theological statements.”179 Luther himself said: “The cross alone is our 

theology.”180 I believe along with Luther that the cross must take central place in our 

thinking about theology. This being said, this proposal is essentially a threading of 

missiological thinking through the theology of the cross. I will argue for this cross-

centered missiology from three angles. First, the cross is the message of mission. Second, 

the cross provides the shape of mission. Third, the cross is the chastener of mission 

thinking.  
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Cross Word: The Cross as the Message of Mission  

This section will seek to establish the fact that the word of the cross is the heart of the 

message we bring to the world. The gospel is to permeate the communication of the 

church on mission for God. Count Von Zinzendorf said, “our method of proclaiming 

salvation is this: to point out to every heart the loving Lamb, who died for us, and 

although He was the Son of God, offered Himself for our sins---by the preaching of His 

blood, and of His love unto death, even the death of the cross.”181 

 
The March of the Gospel in Acts 

The book of Acts begins and ends with the word of God boldly going forth. When we 

look closely at the way Luke writes about the word of God in Acts we find some very 

interesting and instructive things. In the book of Acts we find multiple examples where 

the word of God is personified and takes on a life of its own. In Acts we are encountering 

yet another scene in the divine drama of God’s redemptive plan. On center stage we find 

three major characters: The Holy Spirit, The Word of God, and the Church. Three vital 

characters playing three distinctive roles as the drama of God continues to unfold in the 

book of Acts. We must understand that the Word of God takes the central role while the 

Spirit and the Church both play supporting roles. The book of Acts is about the conquest 

of the gospel word through the mouth of the church by the Spirit.  

David Pao argues that Acts 1:8 is the itinerary of the Word of God and that the rest of the 

narrative recounts the journey of the conquering Word.182 He argues this point by arguing 

that what is happening beginning with Pentecost is the fulfillment of Isaiah 2:2-4, “It 

shall come to pass in the latter days…out of Zion shall go forth the law, and the word of 

the Lord from Jerusalem.” So out of Jerusalem the mighty Word of God comes marching 

and it prevails upon Jerusalem, Judea, Samaria, and at the end of Acts it is marching out 
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into the ends of the earth.183 Luke gives a signposts along the way that serve as 

programmatic statements confirming the victory and growth of the Word of God in 

fulfilling its Acts 1:8 march.  

 

And the word of God continued to increase, and the number of the disciples multiplied 

greatly in Jerusalem, and a great many of the priests became obedient to the faith. (Acts 

6:7) 

 

But the word of God increased and multipled. (Acts 12:24) 

 

And the word of the Lord was spreading throughout the whole region. (Acts 13:49) 

 

So the word of the Lord continued to increase and prevail mightily. (Acts 19:20) 

 

The Word of God increases, multiplies, spreads and prevails mightily in these four sign 

post passages. We are given a sense that the Word of God is mighty and unstoppable 

from these texts. The word in Acts 19:20 for prevail is !!"#$ and is used in Acts 19:16, 

only a few verses prior, to describe the man with an evil spirit who lept on and 

‘overpowered’ the seven sons of sceva who were attempting to drive out the demon by 

the name of Jesus. The picture we get in that verse is that the posessed man cleaned house 

and utterly overwhelmed the seven men singlehandedly. He stripped the seven sons down 

naked and sent them packing. This is what the Word of God is doing. It is marching 

triumphantly through its Acts 1:8 itenerary overcoming all opposition in its way and 

creating communities of men and women who believe in the gospel. This personification 

of the word can seen very clearly in one other place in Acts: “And when the Gentiles 

heard this, they began rejoicing and glorifying the word of the Lord, and as many as 

were appointed to eternal life believed” (Acts 13:48). The mighty Word is conquering the 

world and men and women from every tribe and tongue are bowing the knee and 

glorifying the Word. 

 

These three important texts are not isolated examples of the primacy of the Word in the 
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book of Acts. There are numerous examples that the mission of God is furthered in the 

going forth of the word of God through the mouth of the church empowered by the Holy 

Spirit. We see patterns through Acts of four things: the disciples devotion to the Word, 

the proclamation of the Word, the reception of the Word, and the ongoing focus of these 

new communities on the Word. 

 
1) The Disciples Devotion to the Word 

 

And the twelve summoned the full number of the disciples and said, “It is not right that 

we should give up preaching the word of God to serve tables. (Acts 6:2) 

 

But we will devote ourselves to prayer and to the ministry of the word. (Acts 6:4) 

 

When Silas and Timothy arrived from Macedonia, Paul was occupied with the word, 

testifying to the Jews that the Christ was Jesus. (Acts 18:5) 

 

But I do not account my life of any value nor as precious to myself, if only I may finish my 

course and the ministry that I received from the Lord Jesus, to testify to the gospel of the 

grace of God. (Acts 20:24) 

 

2) The Proclamation of the Word 

 

And now, Lord, look upon their threats and grant to your servants to continue to speak 

your word with all boldness, 
30

 while you stretch out your hand to heal, and signs and 

wonders are performed through the name of your holy servant Jesus.” 
31

 And when they 

had prayed, the place in which they were gathered together was shaken, and they were 

all filled with the Holy Spirit and continued to speak the word of God with boldness. 

(Acts 4:29-31) 

 

Now those who were scattered went about preaching the word. (Acts 7:4) 

 

Now when they had testified and spoken the word of the Lord, they returned to 

Jerusalem, preaching the gospel to many villages of the Samaritans. (Acts 8:25) 

 

When they arrived at Salamis, they proclaimed the word of God in the synagogues of the 

Jews. (Acts 13:5) 

 

And when they had spoken the word in Perga, they went down to Attala. (Acts 14:25) 

 

And after there had been much debate, Peter stood up and said to them, “Brothers, you 

know that in the early days God made a choice among you, that by my mouth the Gentiles 

should hear the word of the gospel and believe. (Acts 15:7) 
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And after some days Paul said to Barnabas, “Let us return and visit the brothers in every 

city where we proclaimed the word of the Lord, and see how they are.” (Acts 15:36) 

 

And they went through the region of Phrygia and Galatia, having been forbidden by the 

Holy Spirit to speak the word in Asia. (Acts 16:6) 

 

And when Paul had seen the vision, immediately we sought to go on into Macedonia, 

concluding that God had called us to preach the gospel to them. (Acts 16:10) 

 
And they spoke the word of the Lord to him and to all who were in his house. (Acts 16:32) 

 

But when the Jews from Thessalonica learned that the word of God was proclaimed by 

Paul at Berea also, they came there too, agitating and stirring up the crowds. (Acts 

17:13) 

 

3) The Reception of the Word 

 

So those who received his word were baptized, and there were added that day about three 

thousand souls. (Acts 2:41) 

 

But many of those who had heard the word believed, and the number of the men came to 

about five thousand. (Acts 4:4) 

 

Now when the apostles at Jerusalem heard that Samaria had received the word of God, 

they sent to them Peter and John. (Acts 8:14) 

 

Now the apostles and the brothers who were throughout Judea heard that the Gentiles 

also had received the word of God. (Acts 11:1) 

 

This continued for two years, so that all the residents of Asia heard the word of the Lord, 

both Jews and Greeks. (Acts 19:10) 

 

4) The Ongoing Focus on the Word 

 

So they remained for a long time, speaking boldly for the Lord, who bore witness to the 

word of his grace. (Acts 14:3) 
 

But Paul and Barnabas remained in Antioch, teaching and preaching the word of the 

Lord, with many others also. (Acts 15:35) 

 

And he stayed a year and six months, teaching the word of God among them. (Acts 18:11) 

And now I commend you to God and to the word of his grace, which is able to build you 

up and to give you the inheritance among all those who are sanctified. 
33

 I coveted no 

one’s silver or gold or apparel. (Acts 20:32-33) 
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The disciples understood their role in this scene of the divine drama. They were 

supporting actors empowered by the behind the scenes Spirit to devote themselves to and 

herald the Word of God. The gospel of Jesus Christ was the central character in the book 

of Acts and the disciples were the Spirit compelled bearers of that message. The great 

emphasis of Luke on the word of God seen in these four categories is a demonstration of 

the centrality of the gospel in mission. There is tremendous persecution that the word 

bearers face and many of the message carriers are cut down but the Word of God 

continues to grow and multiply.184 The Word of God cannot be contained it is as though 

it has a mind of its own once it has left the mouth of the messenger. Though the 

messenger may be driven out of town or beaten and left for dead the Word has been 

released. This is the deep conviction of the apostle that is expressed so clearly in his 

second letter to Timothy. Paul is bound in chains and yet with great confidence and 

exuberance he rejoices that this is no hindrance to the advance of the gospel for “the word 

of God is not bound!” (2 Tim 2:9). The champion is released from Paul’s mouth whether 

in prison or out and no one is capable of hindering what it might do. It is no wonder that 

Paul’s unrelenting passion was that the gospel be proclaimed and advanced everywhere 

and in every way “whether in pretense or in truth.” There is a strong confidence in the 

Word of God that marks the early Christian mission. The mission was to proclaim the 

gospel pure and simple and let the Word do its work. The book of Acts also demonstrates 

that disciple making and disciple progressing centers around the reception of this same 

word. The gospel subdues men and women and binds them to Jesus and one another. This 

same gospel word is the center of ongoing discipleship and growth. These communities 

are thoroughly conquered by the gospel in that their entire existence as a believing 

community from its inception to final glory is marked by the gospel of Christ. The 

disciples recognized that the preaching of the gospel was not merely for evangelism but 

also for edification (see Rom 1:15, 16:25).  
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We must learn from this that trusting the sufficiency of the gospel is imperative for 

engaging in mission. We need a deep and abiding confidence in the power of the gospel 

to transcend any and all barriers that keep men and women from receiving the good news. 

It is worth noting that the one constant in mission from the book of Acts was the 

proclamation of Christ crucified and risen. The ways in which it was proclaimed, the 

places where it was proclaimed and the people to whom it was proclaimed were all 

extremely diverse. We must do the hard work of contextualization but we must recognize 

that the folly of the message we contextualize never changes. Contextualization that 

strips the gospel of its folly and offensiveness is alteration not contextualization. It is only 

the folly of Christ crucified preached that saves men and women. The gospel is constant 

the how, where, and who of mission is flexible.  

 
Eckhard Shnabel, author of a massive two-volume work on Early Christian Mission, was 

asked what conclusions he had drawn from his thorough investigation of Paul and 

missions. To which he responded, “One major conclusion from my study of Paul’s 

apostolic ministry is that we need to be very careful not to pay lip service to our reliance 

upon the triune God and his Word in our own ministries of church planting and church 

nurture, while relying in fact on models and approaches derived from management 

studies or sociological models. Paul was always very much aware of the fact that the 

message of “Christ crucified” is a fundamental problem in doing missionary work, but he 

consistently refused to “contextualize” his message in such a manner that this “problem” 

would disappear. I think there is a very important lesson here, in a time where allegedly 

seeker-focused models of ministry see no need even to read Scripture in worship 

services.”185 

 
We must understand the utter centrality of the gospel word in mission and have a 

significant confidence in that word. We must recognize that our role in the divine drama 

is to play a supporting role to the Word of God by the Spirit. The mighty gospel did not 
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cease its march at the end of the book of Acts. Indeed, as Paul told the church at 

Colossae, the word of the gospel they heard is bearing fruit and growing throughout the 

whole world (Col 1:5-6). We are to bear this conquering word to the ends of the earth and 

unleash it to do its work. We are the church called to carry the word of the cross with the 

aid of the Holy Spirit. We are thoroughly dependent upon God the Holy Spirit and the 

God given gospel for the accomplishment of the great commission. 

 

The Gospel is the power for salvation 

For I am not ashamed of the gospel, for it is the power of God for salvation to everyone 

who believes, to the Jew first and also to the Greek.  (Romans 1:16) 

 

This text serves as a confirmation of what we have seen in the book of Acts. The gospel 

proclaimed by the church empowered by the Spirit is God’s chosen means of unleashing 

his power to save the lost. As we have seen this message of the gospel is a weak, foolish, 

crazy message in the eyes of the world but it is the wisdom of God and the power of God 

and it is through this message that God is pleased to demonstrate his might. It is 

noteworthy that this verse instructs us that the gospel is sufficient to save all people. 

There is not one message for the Jew and one for the Gentile. Contextualization then is 

about how you package the exact same gospel in an understandable way in different 

contexts. It is the gospel of Jesus Christ the God-man crucified and risen that is the power 

of God for salvation for the Minangkabau, the Achenese, the Burmese, the Cambodians, 

the Somalis, the Chinese, and all other people groups in the world.  

 
It follows then that we should have tremendous confidence in the gospel message. This 

confidence in the power of God’s gospel is intended to infuse us with strength and 

boldness. Indeed, our boldness in gospel proclamation is grounded in the very gospel we 

proclaim. This confidence in the power of God’s gospel is utterly vital in mission, as Paul 

makes clear in this text. His confession in this verse is that the mighty gospel is what 

subdues any shame in his profession of the good news. It is instructive to note here that 

shame is really one of the primary barriers to mission. When Jesus addressed the 

disciples about mission spent a lot of time talking about the shame and fear that 

threatened the fulfillment of the task (Mat 10). Paul encouraged Timothy to battle against 
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the enemy of shame in the gospel ministry (2 Tim 1:8). Our greatest challenge is not 

developing more innovative methods or more sophisticated strategies. Our greatest 

challenge is to continually step through our fear and intentionally, faithfully, and 

unashamedly proclaim the gospel of Jesus. Paul teaches us that understanding the 

strength of the gospel is one way in which we are given strength to proclaim that gospel. 

 
Nothing but Christ and Him Crucified 

And I, when I came to you, brothers,
 
did not come proclaiming to you the testimony

 
of 

God with lofty speech or wisdom. 
2
 For I decided to know nothing among you except 

Jesus Christ and him crucified. 
3
 And I was with you in weakness and in fear and much 

trembling, 
4
 and my speech and my message were not in plausible words of wisdom, but 

in demonstration of the Spirit and of power, 
5
 that your faith might not rest in the wisdom 

of men but in the power of God. (1 Corinthians 2:1-5) 

 

The truth of this passage follows nicely from the prior two sections. Paul’s ministry is 

founded upon the sufficiency of the gospel message. He is zealous that nothing cloud the 

clarity of Christ crucified when he is preaching to the lost. The Corinthians valued 

oratory skill and delivery. They were taken by style of the message and apparently judged 

evangelists and leaders in the church based upon their eloquence. When Paul came to 

Corinth he refused to package the gospel in lofty rhetoric. He refused to give the people 

what they wanted. He did the opposite of what would appear to be most effective. He 

spoke of the crucified Savior with crucified language. He killed the temptation to be seen 

as a great speaker who gives brilliant speeches because he knew that would lead to 

misplaced faith by the hearers. To empty the cross of its power in Corinth would have 

been to dress the word of the cross with lofty and persuasive speech. Paul’s trust in the 

power of the gospel, his love for Jesus, and his love for the lost in Corinth led him to 

decrease in the way he preached. He preached a naked gospel. He was determined to 

leave the scandalous truth of God crucified and triumphant over death undressed. Paul 

was not uninterested in persuasion but he knew the difference between a man-centered 

and produced persuasion in contrast to a God-centered and Spirit invoked persuasion. 

This text strongly demonstrates the double confidence that marked the Apostle’s ministry 

through and through: confidence in the gospel and the Spirit. 

 
What are the implications of the truth found here for how we think about strategy and 
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method in mission? 1) Our confidence must rest firmly on the sufficiency of the gospel 

and the work of the Holy Spirit not our methods. 2) We must always aim at a clear gospel 

presentation. 3) We must avoid any and all things in the work of ministry that would 

cause the lost to place their faith in the messengers and their abilities. 4) We must wrestle 

carefully with the question of contextualization. What would appear as the most effective 

way to communicate the gospel in a certain context might turn out to be the most 

damaging way to present the gospel. In one sense Paul refused to do any 

contextualization in this context. He intentionally packaged the gospel in a way that was 

counter-cultural and outside of the norm. 5) We must recognize the simplicity of mission 

methodology and strategy in the NT and not complicate matters.  

 

Ministry of Reconciliation 

All this is from God, who through Christ reconciled us to himself and gave us the 

ministry of reconciliation; 
19

 that is, in Christ God was reconciling the world to himself, 

not counting their trespasses against them, and entrusting to us the message of 

reconciliation. 
20

 Therefore, we are ambassadors for Christ, God making his appeal 

through us. We implore you on behalf of Christ, be reconciled to God. 
21

 For our sake he 

made him to be sin who knew no sin, so that in him we might become the righteousness of 

God. (2 Corinthians 5:18-21) 

 

This text teaches that there is a work of reconciliation, a ministry of reconciliation, and a 

message of reconciliation. The objective finished work of Christ on the cross reconciling 

the world to the Father forms the foundation for the ministry marked by the message of 

reconciliation. The point to be drawn out here is that mission is rooted in the gospel and 

has nothing else to tell but the gospel. So thoroughgoing is the gospel centrality of 

mission that it is to be regarded as the ministry of reconciliation.186 The ministry of  

reconciliation is the stewardship of proclaiming the message of reconciliation. This 

message of Christ crucified is the official, authoritative word of God handed to his 

                                                

186 There are other ways that ministry is defined in the NT that also points to this cross-
centered perspective. Paul saw himself and his coworkers as “ministers of the new covenant” (2 
Cor 3:6). He labored “in the priestly service of the gospel of God” (Rom 15:16). He was a 
“steward of the mysteries of God” (1 Cor 4:1). He was called to “preach to the Gentiles the 
unsearchable riches of Christ” (Eph 3:8). His ministry summary was: “Him we proclaim” (Col 
1:28).  
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ambassador to proclaim to the world with all boldness. An ambassador has no right to say 

what he wants his job is only to proclaim the message he has been given. This calls for a 

confidence in the Giver of the message and the message itself. Our task is simply to be 

faithful heralds speaking what we have been told to speak. Here we see that the issue of 

obedience is paramount in any discussion on methodology or strategy. Are we doing 

what we have been told or just strategizing about it? As ambassadors our task is simple 

and straightforward: proclaim Christ crucified and risen everywhere to everyone. There is 

a simplicity here that we must not miss. Is the greatest challenge to fulfilling the great 

commission obedience rather than strategy? 

 
Paul’s Prayer Requests 

To that end keep alert with all perseverance, making supplication for all the saints, 
19

 and 

also for me, that words may be given to me in opening my mouth boldly to proclaim the 

mystery of the gospel, 
20

 for which I am an ambassador in chains, that I may declare it 

boldly, as I ought to speak. (Ephesians 6:18-20) 

 

At the same time, pray also for us, that God may open to us a door for the word, to 

declare the mystery of Christ, on account of which I am in prison— 
4
 that I may make it 

clear, which is how I ought to speak. (Colossians 4:3-4) 

 

Finally, brothers,
 
pray for us, that the word of the Lord may speed ahead and be 

honored,
 
as happened among you. (2 Thessalonians 3:1) 

 

We have five recorded prayer requests of Paul in his letters.187 These requests are a 

window into the heart of the apostle. What is on his mind? What is he concerned about? 

What does he need? It is significant that the majority of his prayer requests are about one 

thing: the spread of the gospel. Paul’s greatest desire, chains or not, is that the gospel 

would run throughout the whole earth changing people and producing new communities 

as it goes. He wants so badly that his mouth would be an instrument for the gospel to go 

forward. To this end he asks them to prayer for boldness, clarity, and divinely given 

words. He knows that there is an “ought” to being a disciple of Christ regarding his 
                                                

187 Of the other two one is not specific regarding the content of the request (1 Thess 5:25) 
and one regards the acceptance of the offering to the Jerusalem church along with deliverance 
from unbelievers (Rom 15:30-31). Paul does mention the prayers of the Philippians church for 
regarding his final vindication before God on the last day (Phil 1:18-20), but this is not an explicit 
request for prayer. 
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tongue and this “ought” is consistent, clear, and compelling speech about Jesus. His 

prayer request is that he would do as he “ought.” The apostle was utterly focused on 

spreading the good news. He bled gospel advancement. This absorbing desire trumped 

his personal concerns and prodded him throughout his entire life. 

 
We learn from Paul the need for prayer in gospel movement. We learn from Paul the 

elevation of gospel progress over personal concerns. We learn from Paul the need for 

partnership in gospel dispersion. We learn from Paul what the tongue of the disciple 

“ought” to be occupied with. We learn from Paul that boldness, clarity, and the words for 

witness are the result of prayer and a gift granted by God. We learn from Paul that the 

work of mission is done when the mouth is opened and the good news is spoken. To alter 

an analogy used by Charles Spurgeon, the gospel is like a lion that can take care of itself 

we need merely to let it out of the cage. Prayer that we would open the cage is vital for 

opening the cage. We need the grace of God to carry out what we are called to do---

strategy and methodology will not do apart from prayer and the power flowing out of 

prayer. 

 
The Centrality of the Gospel in Positional and Progressive Discipleship 

Becoming a disciple of Christ is both a positional and progressive reality. A person 

becomes a disciple of Christ once and for all at conversion and through baptism and 

continues to progress in both receiving discipleship and becoming a disciple. The two are 

vitally interconnected it is impossible to be a disciple in position and not become that 

progressively in practice. This important distinction is seen when one compares the great 

commission command to make disciples of all nations by baptizing them and teaching 

them to obey all Jesus commanded (Matt 28:19-20) with Paul’s summary of his ministry 

in Derbe where he stayed for a very limited time and yet “made many disciples “(Acts 

14:20-21). Being a disciple of Christ is our identity and it is into this identity that we 

continue to grow as we learn and obey all that Jesus has commanded us. The gospel plays 

the central role in both producing disciples and furthering them in the discipleship 

process. The foundation of both positional and progressive discipleship is none other than 

the gospel of Christ crucified and risen. It is undisputed that the gospel is the means by 

which people are initially made disciples. It is, however, often missed that that same 
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gospel is the means by which the disciple progresses into who he is. I would argue that 

the framework that the New Testament gives us for progressive discipleship is thoroughly 

gospel-centered. Indeed, a bloody tree and an empty tomb characterize the New 

Testament paradigm. This can be clearly seen from three examples in the New 

Testament. 

 
1. 1 Corinthians 15:1-5 

 

Now I would remind you, brothers, of the gospel I preached to you, which you received,
 

in which you stand, 
2
and by which

 
you are being saved, if you

 
hold fast to the word I 

preached to you—unless you believed in vain. 
3
For

 
I delivered to you as of first 

importance what I also received: that Christ died
 
for our sins

 
in accordance with the 

Scriptures, 
4
that he was buried, that he was raised

 
on the third day

 
in accordance with the 

Scriptures, 
5
and that

 
he appeared to Cephas, then to the twelve.  

 

This is one of the clearest summary definitions of the gospel in the New Testament. But it 

not only defines the gospel it also establishes the gospel as the foundation for positional 

and progressive discipleship. Notice the action in the first two verses that is all revolving 

around the gospel. 

 
Preached Received Stand 

Being saved Hold fast Believed 

 

The gospel is preached, the gospel is received, the gospel is stood in, the gospel is saving, 

the gospel is held fast, and the gospel is believed. In this text the messengers action 

revolves around the gospel, the hearers action revolves around the gospel, and the gospel 

acts on its own. The point to see in this passage is that everything is revolving around the 

gospel whether it is being acted upon or doing the acting. For the messenger the gospel is 

the content of the message. For the hearer the gospel is that which they must receive and 

believe by faith. But notice that role of the gospel does end once it has been received. The 

gospel is that by which we are being saved if we continue to hold it fast (see also Col 

1:21-23). Progressive discipleship is therefore characterized by a continual clinging to the 

gospel. We are discipled as we go deeper and deeper into the gospel and the gospel goes 

deeper and deeper into us. We never move past the gospel—the gospel is beginning, 
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middle, and end of the life of the disciple. All that is expected of the believer is rooted in 

and flows out of the gospel of Christ. I would argue that much of the Pauline literature is 

a pastoral outworking of the cross and resurrection enabled by the Spirit to all facets of 

the life of the disciple both individually and as a part of the church.188 

 
2. Colossians 1:21-23 

 

And you, who once were alienated and hostile in mind, doing evil deeds, he has now 

reconciled in his body of flesh by his death, in order to present you holy and blameless 

and above reproach before him, if indeed you continue in the faith, stable and steadfast, 

not shifting from the hope of the gospel that you heard, which has been proclaimed in all 

creation under heaven, and of which I Paul, became a minister. 

 

The life of the disciple begins through the gospel and is maintained by the same gospel. 

The condition put forward here for one who claims to be a disciple is that he maintain a 

steady grip on the gospel he professes. Stable, steadfast, and not shifting from the good 

news of Jesus Christ is what progressive discipleship is seeking to establish. The goal is 

men and women who stand firm on the gospel. Discipleship then aims at progressive 

strengthening the grasp of the disciple on the good news and helping them work out the 

implications of that gospel in all of life. All is lost in discipleship if a person lets go of the 

gospel. Our present state as disciples and our future state before the Christ is contingent 

upon maintaining the steady hold on the good news of Jesus. 

 

3. Romans 1:15-16, 16:25-27 

 
I am under obligation both to Greeks and Barbarians, both to the wise and the foolish. So 

I am eager to preach the gospel to you also who are in Rome.  

 

Now to him who is able to strengthen you according to my gospel and the preaching of 

Jesus Christ, according to the revelation of the mystery that was kept secret for long ages 

but has now been disclosed and through the prophetic writings has been made known to 

all nations, according to the command of the eternal God, to bring about the obedience 

                                                

188 For example, Paul works out the pastoral implications of the cross for marriage (Eph 
5:25-30), leadership and ministry (1 Cor 4:7-12), giving (2 Cor 8:1-9), and interaction with others 
who are different than us (Rom 15:1-7). Paul’s instruction for hospitality (1 Cor 11:17-34, Rom 
15:1-7) and his ethic for sexual immorality (1 Cor 6:19-20) is rooted also in the cross. 
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of faith—to the only wise God be glory forevermore through Jesus Christ. Amen.  

 
It is instructive to see that one of Paul’s major motivations to go to Rome was to proclaim 

the gospel to church there. The text is clear that Paul is not merely talking about 

preaching the gospel to unbelievers in Rome. He says I want to proclaim the good news 

to “you also who are in Rome.” The “you” here is the church receiving the letter.189 Paul 

never left off preaching the gospel rather it was at the heart of his proclamation for the 

sinner and the saint. Notice also the way Paul concludes the letter. The gospel of God 

foretold in the prophets, revealed in Christ, and proclaimed to the nations is the same 

gospel that will strengthen the church of God in Rome. Ongoing discipleship and 

edification for the church is grounded in and focused on the gospel. 

 
Summary 

This section has demonstrated the utter centrality and sufficiency of the gospel of Jesus 

Christ in mission. We have seen this through the journey of the gospel in Acts, the 

affirmation of the gospel as the power of salvation, Paul’s determination to know nothing 

but Christ crucified, mission defined as the ministry of reconciliation that proclaims the 

message of reconciliation, the prayer requests of Paul, and the role of the gospel in 

producing and progressing disciples. The truths seen here from Scripture must produce 

within us a deep-rooted conviction and an unwavering confidence in the power of the 

gospel leading us to bold, strategic, and reckless endeavors out of obedience to our King. 

Crucial then to all of our thinking about method and strategy in mission is this truth about 

the gospel. Do we really believe that the most effective way to engage the world is by the 

straight up telling of the naked gospel? Do our methods ever place the simple telling of 

the good news underneath anything else (how we tell it, who tells it, the timing of telling 

it, what to use when telling it, etc.)? There is biblical simplicity here. We are 

                                                

189 Thomas R. Schreiner, Baker Exegetical Commentary on the New Testament: Romans 

(Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2008), 53. Schreiner says, “one of the difficulties with Paul 
longing to preach the gospel in Rome is resolved when we realize that preaching the gospel for 
Paul involved more than initial conversion…the ‘preaching [of] the gospel’ and gospel in Paul 
cannot be confined to the initial proclamation of the message…Paul’s intention in Rome was not 
merely to win converts but to strengthen and edify those who were already believers.” And as the 
end of the letter demonstrates the means by which Pau strengthens the church is the gospel. 
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ambassadors, which means we have a clear and unchanging message that we are required 

to tell other people about and this must always be central to mission.  

 

Cross Walk: The Cross as the Shape of Mission 

This section will seek to establish that the cross is not only the heart of the message we 

proclaim but the shape that our mission must take. Cruciform is a fitting word to describe 

the shape of the mission of God in which we are now active participants. Joseph Ton puts 

it like this: “Suffering and self-sacrifice are, first of all God’s selected methods for his 

own involvement in history and for the accomplishment of His purposes with mankind. 

When he chooses human instruments, therefore, to achieve His purposes through them, 

God uses the same methods he employed with his Son.”190 

 

The Cross and Discipleship 

There is wide agreement that Mark 8:22-10:52 serves as a tightly structured center to the 

gospel of Mark.191 There are three main units within this section that form the contours of 

the structure. 8:31-28 forms the first, 9:30-37 forms the second, and 10:32-45 forms the 

third. Each of these units parallel each other in content. They all contain three main 

components: 1) A Passion prediction given by Christ; 2) A response by the disciples that 

indicates their lack of understanding; 3) A discourse on the essence of discipleship.192 In 

the gospel of Mark we learn that discipleship is inextricably connected to the cross. 

Indeed, anyone who claims Christ but not the cross is an impostor. We will take a look at 

the second of these three units. Jesus has already predicted his coming death for the 

second time and Peter has pulled him aside and reproved him. Jesus then proceeds to 

define discipleship for his followers in light of his journey to Jerusalem where he will be 

                                                

190 Joseph Ton, Suffering, Martyrdom, and Rewards in Heaven, xvi. 

191 Narry F. Santos, Slave of All: The Paradox of Authority and Servanthood in the 

Gospel of Mark (New York: Sheffield Academic Press, 2003), 59. Santos argues that the whole of 
Mark is a chiasm and that Mark 8:22-10:52 is the center of the chiasm. 

192 Alberto de Mingo Kaminouchi, But It Is Not So Among You: Echoes of Power in Mark 

10:32-45 (New York: T &T Clark International, 2003), 68. Kaminouchi defines this pattern as 
“prediction—failure—teaching.” 
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hung upon a tree. 

 

And calling the crowd to him with his disciples, he said to them, “If anyone would come 

after me, let him deny himself and take up his cross and follow me. 
35

 For whoever would 

save his life will lose it, but whoever loses his life for my sake and the gospel’s will save 

it. 
36

 For what does it profit a man to gain the whole world and forfeit his soul? 
37

 For 

what can a man give in return for his soul? 
38

 For whoever is ashamed of me and of my 

words in this adulterous and sinful generation, of him will the Son of Man also be 

ashamed when he comes in the glory of his Father with the holy angels.” (Mark 8:34-36) 

 

There is no blunting the jagged edges of this call to discipleship. There is no way to 

explain away what Jesus is really calling his followers to here in this passage. Jesus is 

literally on the way to the cross and he calls on those who would follow him to the same 

fate. The call to self-denial, cross-bearing, and following Jesus is fundamentally about 

walking the Jerusalem road behind Jesus and embracing the final stop on that journey. 

Luke states it even more emphatically: “Whoever does not carry his own cross and come 

after me cannot be my disciple” (Lk 14:27). Where there is no cross there is no 

discipleship. Bonhoeffer said that “discipleship means adherence to the person of Jesus, 

and therefore submission to the law of Christ which is the law of the cross.”193 He has 

also famously stated that “when Christ calls a man, he bids him come and die.”194 Joseph 

Ton has argued persuasively that taking up our cross is not limited to daily self-denial for 

the purpose of sacrificial service though it includes this (Lk 9:23). This call to “take up 

the cross” is a call to follow Jesus to death.195  

                                                

193 Dietrich Bonhoeffer, The Cost of Discipleship (New York: Touchstone, 1959), 87. 

194 Ibid, 89. 

195 Joseph Ton, Suffering, Martyrdom, and Rewards in Heaven, 81-91. “Unfortunately at 
the popular level, the ‘cross’ of the believer has been trivialized into meaning everything 
unpleasant…[but] the ‘cross’ is not the ordinary human troubles and sorrows such as 
dissapointments, disease, death, poverty, and the like.” Ton argues that the other error when 
interpreting ‘taking up one’s cross’ is to completely spiritualize the saying so that it only means 
self-denial. Ton argues that to ‘take up one’s cross means “to be willing to suffer a martyrs death, 
like a condemned criminal forced to carry the cross beam to the place of execution.” John Piper, 
Let the Nations be glad, 75. “The domestication of cross-bearing into coughs and cranky spouses 
takes the radical thrust out of Christ’s call. He is calling every believer to ‘renounce everything 
thing that he has,’ and to ‘hate his own life’ (Lk 14:33, 26) and to take the road of obedience 
joyfully, no matter the loss on this earth.” 
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What of our following after Christ and our methods in mission and discipleship in light of 

this text? Do we seek to avoid the cross that defines us as disciples? Do our methods 

mute the call to others to come and die? Are we compelled by comfort or the cross in 

mission? I am convinced that we must allow passages like this take us to task on our 

thinking, living, and doing discipleship. O God, compel us to repentance and by your 

Spirit enable us to embrace the cross. 
 

The Cross Promised 

The New Testament is replete with assurance that we will bear the cross if we join God 

on mission. The cross is not only something we are commanded to take up but is also 

something that is guaranteed to accompany us as we join God on mission. Here are two 

examples of this certainty. 

 

1. John 15:20 

 

Remember the word that I said to you: ‘A servant is not greater than his master.’ If they 

persecuted me, they will also persecute you.  

 

We are not to expect a different experience than that of our Master. Indeed, the refusal to 

embrace the lot of Jesus puts into question whether we are truly his disciples. We are 

following “another Jesus” (2 Cor 11:4) if we believe that our Lord would never have us 

embrace the cross. If we believe we are exempt from suffering and sacrifice than we are 

fooled and confused and are in need of encountering the God of Scripture. If our methods 

and mission thinking place us in a position where we are “greater” than our master and 

unwilling to suffer and embrace persecution, God help us. Do we believe we are exempt 

from the way of the Master? How does our political, economical, technological, and 

cultural experience shape us as followers of Christ and how we carry out mission? 

 
2. Philippians 1:29 

 

For it has been granted to you that for the sake of Christ you should not only believe in 

him but also suffer for his sake. 

 

Belief is not the only thing granted a believer in this passage. Suffering is the lot of every 
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one who is granted the gift of believing the gospel. Suffering for his sake is a normal part 

of being a follower of the King and participating in his mission. The cross then is a 

promise for those on mission with God. 

 

The Cross and the Great Commission 

We have at least four different places in the New Testament that can be properly called 

Great Commission texts.196 All four texts give us a bit of a different angle on the Great 

Commission. Matthew’s version (Matt 28:18-20) gives us the undergirding assurance of 

Christ’s power and presence in the mission along with the command to make disciples of 

all peoples through baptizing and teaching them to obey. Luke gives us two forms of the 

commission. First, in his gospel we see that the Great Commission is an invincible 

promise foretold in Scripture that will certainly find its fulfillment. Interestingly Jesus 

draws this promise out for the disciples in the midst of giving them a survey of the Old 

Testament in light of his person and work. The commission in Luke is spoken of in terms 

of preaching the death and resurrection of Christ and calling men to repentance to receive 

forgiveness for their sins. Luke also explicitly says that this will all be enabled by the 

power of the Holy Spirit (Elk 24:45-48). Second, Luke also speaks about this Great 

Commission in the book of Acts. Here we are instructed that the Great Commission is the 

unexpected answer to the restoration of Israel. We also learn that the commission has a 

geographical aim and a cultural design. Luke also emphasizes once again that the power 

and guidance of the Holy Spirit is crucial for the fulfillment of the mission (Acts 1:6-8). 

The fourth New Testament Great Commission text comes out of the gospel of John. 

John’s version has implications for the discussion at hand. 

 

On the evening of that day, the first day of the week, the doors being locked where the 

disciples were for fear of the Jews, Jesus came and stood among them and said to them, 

“Peace be with you.” 
20

 When he had said this, he showed them his hands and his side. 

Then the disciples were glad when they saw the Lord. 
21

 Jesus said to them again, “Peace 

be with you. As the Father has sent me, even so I am sending you.” 
22

 And when he had 

said this, he breathed on them and said to them, “Receive the Holy Spirit. 
23

 If you 

forgive the sins of any, they are forgiven them; if you withhold forgiveness from any, it is 

                                                

196 The example in Mark is disputed since not all agree that the ending of Mark is 
original. 
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withheld.” (John 20:19-23) 

 

This verse teaches us that the Great Commission is a participation in the mission of God, 

which is characterized by the same pattern seen in the sending activity of the Father and 

the going activity of the Son. In other words, our understanding of our role in mission is 

dependent upon understanding and conforming ourselves to the pattern of the Father and 

the Son in sending and going. What then characterized the sending and going of the 

Trinity? 

 
• Love for the lost  
• Obedience  
• Willingness to go to those who were hostile 
• Empowerment by the Spirit 
• Sacrifice 
• The Cross 

 

Ultimately the cross was the way the Son was sent by the Father. The mission of God was 

accomplished in and through the cross of the Son. The scarred hands and the scarred side 

that Jesus is showing his disciples in the text is a visual reminder of the way the Son was 

sent by the Father. Mission has always been and will always be cruciform. Cross, 

suffering, foolishness, weakness—these are the characteristics of the mission of God. The 

mission of God does not change in methodology as it sweeps the church up into its tidal 

wave.  

 
Samuel Escobar, a Latin American musicologist, has demonstrated historically that there 

has been an overemphasis on the Great Commission passages in Matthew and Luke to the 

exclusion of John’s gospel.197 The result of this was failure to see the form that the 

mission mandate required.198 When we bring all these Great Commission texts together 

                                                

197 Samuel Escobar, The New Global Mission: The Gospel from Everywhere to Everyone, 

edited by David Smith & John Stott (Downers Grove: IVP Academic, 2003), 25-26. 

198 Escobar argues that this failure led the church to adapt a triumphal model that engaged 
mission from a posture of superiority (political, military, financial, technological) rather than a 
cross-centered model. 
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and give them each their voice we are able to develop a full-orbed view of our task.199 

The gospel of John instructs us in the way we are to carry out the commands of Matthew 

and Luke. The way of the cross is the way of the Great Commission. 

 
The implications of this for mission methodology and strategy are staggering. God 

stopped at nothing to rescue us. He gave His all. He gave His Son. Jesus became a man 

and gave Himself. No cost was too high for God to accomplish His mission to rescue us. 

And now just as God went about this mission we are called to go about his mission. 

Sacrifice is strategy. We are called to embrace the cross by giving our selves away for the 

sake of the lost. No sacrifice was to great for the Creator and no sacrifice must be too 

great for his church. Costly love is to accompany the message of Christ’s costly love. It 

will not merely do to speak the cross we must bear one. What does this truth here in 

John’s gospel have to say regarding questions of safety in mission? Cost in mission 

(financial, health, reputation, family)? Hostile places that need the gospel? 

 
Our brothers and sisters in many places around the globe understand this perspective in 

mission and we would do well to learn from them. One example of this can be seen in the 

motto of a Chinese mission organization called the Jesus family: “Sacrifice, 

abandonment, poverty, suffering, death.”200 Here is recognition of the cost that is 

necessary to fulfill the Great Commission. Triumph in mission will come the way the 

triumph of Christ came. Biblical triumphalism is not the absence of the cross but the 

cross itself. It is imperative for the Church in North America to tuck in behind the 

leadership of the global church and learn from them in this area. 

 

The Cross and the Apostle 

What we see in principle in the New Testament regarding the cross and the mission of 

God we see in flesh in the apostle Paul. Paul’s call to mission was cross-shaped from its 

very inception. God told Paul that mission was his vocation and suffering was his method 

                                                

199 Taking all four of these Great Commission texts together we can see that we are called 
to proclaim, disciple, and die for all the nations by the power of the Spirit. 

200 Paul Hattaway, The Back to Jerusalem Movement (Gabriel Publishing). 
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(Acts 9:15-16). The cross therefore penetrated deep into the apostles thinking and 

thoroughly shaped his preaching and a practice in mission. Paul’s missiology was indeed 

a crucified missiology. These statements barely need backing since evidence for them is 

prevalent in the letters of Paul.201 Nevertheless, here are three examples of the cruciform 

shape of Paul’s missiology.  

 
1. 2 Corinthians 4:7-12 

 

But we have this treasure in jars of clay, to show that the surpassing power belongs to 

God and not to us. 
8
 We are afflicted in every way, but not crushed; perplexed, but not 

driven to despair; 
9
 persecuted, but not forsaken; struck down, but not destroyed; 

10
 

always carrying in the body the death of Jesus, so that the life of Jesus may also be 

manifested in our bodies. 
11

 For we who live are always being given over to death for 

Jesus’ sake, so that the life of Jesus also may be manifested in our mortal flesh. 
12

 So 

death is at work in us, but life in you.  

 

Paul tells us that in God’s economy death is the primary means of bringing about life. It 

is death in the mission of Paul that brings about life for the lost. Paul embraces the cross 

so that the unreached might know new life. Through suffering in the gospel ministry Paul 

is “always carrying in the body the death of Jesus.” The apostle is constantly “given over 

to death” and as such is manifesting the death of Christ in his ministry. Paul is displaying 

the loving sacrifice of Jesus and pointing back to the one whom he is preaching through 

his lips and his life. The cross and resurrection clearly formed the pattern in which Paul 

understood his ministry.  

 
David Garland sums up the significance of this text. “Paul’s image therefore captures ‘the 

paradox of his ministry: the glorious gospel borne about by those who are comparatively 

inferior, the powerful gospel by those who are weak.’ He basically admits to being a 

cracked pot, one rejected, and afflicted, and subject to destruction. But ‘his weakness and 

vulnerability is necessary to the proper conveyance of the treasure of the gospel.’ All can 

see that the power he imparts for the salvation of the world (Rom 1:16) does not derive 

                                                

201 Other examples of this crucified missiology in the Pauline letters are: 1 Cor 4:8-13, 
9:1-27, 2 Cor 1:8-11, 2:14-17, 6:3-10, 11:22-32, Gal 6:11-18, Phil 1:12-30, 2:17, 1 Thess 2:1-16, 
2 Tim 1:8-14, 2:1-13, 3:10-12, 4:6-8, (cf. Acts 20:24). 
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from him but from God alone.”202 

 
Paradox is at the heart of God’s mission. In our thinking on mission we must embrace 

biblical paradox. We must define wisdom as folly. We must see strength as weakness. 

We must learn well that life comes through death. The ebb n flow of mission is death 

resurrection, death resurrection. Death always precedes life. Will we die that others might 

live?    

 
2. Colossians 1:24 

 

Now I rejoice in my sufferings for your sake, and in my flesh I am filling up what is 

lacking in Christ’s afflictions for the sake of his body, that is, the church. 

 

John Piper has done an excellent job of explaining this text and spelling out its 

implications for mission thinking. In one place he says, “Christ’s afflictions are not 

lacking in their atoning sufficiency. They are lacking in that they are not known and felt 

by people who are not at the cross. Paul dedicates himself not only to carry the message 

of those sufferings to the nations, but also to suffer with Christ and for Christ in such a 

way that what people see are ‘Christ’s sufferings.’ In this way he follows the pattern of 

Christ by laying down his life for the church.”203  

 
In another place Piper says, “Paul exhibits the sufferings of Christ by suffering himself 

for those he is trying to win. In his sufferings they see Christ’s sufferings. Here is the 

astounding upshot: God intends for the afflictions of Christ to be presented to the world 

through the afflictions of his people. God really means for the body of Christ, the church, 

to experience some of the suffering he experienced so that when we proclaim the cross as 

the way to life, people will see the marks of the cross in us and feel the love of the cross 

from us. Since Christ is no longer on the earth, he wants his body, the church, to reveal 

his suffering in its suffering.”204 Joseph Ton says “the cross of Christ is for propitiation, 

                                                

202 D. E. Garland, 2 Corinthians: The New American Commentary (Nashville: Broadman 
& Holman Publishers, 2001), Logos Library System. 

203 John Piper, Let the Nations Be Glad (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1993), 94. 
204 John Piper, The Triumphant Church (Bartlesville: VOM, 1999), 57. 
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whereas our crosses are for propagation.”205 Another author sums it up well: “God so 

loved the world that he gave his only Son and his Son’s only church.”206  

 
This text points us in the direction of understanding suffering as strategy. God intends to 

communicate to the world through the preached message and the lived message that 

accompanies it. The lived message consists of the same content of the preached message: 

sacrificial love. Our credibility as cross heralds depends in part on our willingness to be 

cross bearers. How can we speak of sacrificial love and be unwilling to demonstrate it? 

How can we proclaim the cross while refusing to carry it?  

 
3. 2 Corinthians 12:9-10 

 

But he said to me, “My grace is sufficient for you, for my power is made perfect in 

weakness.” Therefore I will boast all the more gladly of my weaknesses, so that the 

power of Christ may rest upon me. 
10

 For the sake of Christ, then, I am content with 

weaknesses, insults, hardships, persecutions, and calamities. For when I am weak, then I 

am strong. (2 Corinthians 12:9-10) 

 

In the context Paul has recounted how he pleaded with the Lord to take away the thorn in 

his flesh (a demonic visitor sent to harass him). God’s response communicates that his 

way with Paul is the way of the cross. The Corinthian correspondence has already taught 

us the reversal of wisdom and power in light of the cross (1 Cor 1:18-25). The cross is to 

be embraced for it is in the cross that God demonstrates his power. The cross of Christ 

becomes the pattern that the apostle is conformed to. Paul embraces weakness, insult, 

hardship, persecution, and calamities---he embraces the cross. Why? Because it is in 

bearing the cross in sacrificial service that God demonstrates his power through the weak 

Paul.  

 
God has chosen to make known his power through weakness, his wisdom through folly, 

his love through suffering and this all happens most clearly at the cross of the Son. The 

apostle Paul is to demonstrate God’s power, wisdom, and love in the same manner—

bearing the cross for the sake of Christ and the lost. We must see that God’s ways in 

                                                

205 Joseph Ton, Suffering, Martyrdom, and Rewards in Heaven, 90.  
206 Brian McLaren, A New Kind of Christian (San Francisco: Jossey Bass, 2001), 84. 
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mission are consistent through and through. His power is not manifested in Christ 

through weakness and then in his followers through some other means. It is not might 

that will change the world but weakness. This means that weak people who embrace the 

cross are the best candidates to be on mission with God. I think the perspective of this 

passage brings a challenge to much of our mission thinking. What do we believe will 

manifest God’s power? Is weakness number one on our radars when we think about what 

God will really use to work his power?  

 

The Cross and Leadership 

And Jesus called them to him and said to them, “You know that those who are considered 

rulers of the Gentiles lord it over them, and their great ones exercise authority over them. 
43

 But it shall not be so among you. But whoever would be great among you must be your 

servant,
 44

 and whoever would be first among you must be slave of all. 
45

 For even the 

Son of Man came not to be served but to serve, and to give his life as a ransom for 

many.” (Mark 10:42-45) 

 

Jesus teaches the disciples that leadership that is self-serving is to be rejected. He calls 

them to leadership that is self-sacrificial and other-centered. Jesus roots this expectation 

in his own example of service. The ground for servant leadership is Jesus himself.207 The 

final phrase in this text is important because it puts hands and feet on Jesus’ definition of 

service.208 His service was cross-shaped and agonizing. His service was filled with 

suffering. His service was unto death. In short, the heart of Jesus’ definition of leadership 

is the atonement. It is clear at this point that his service and ours is very different. His 

service makes our service possible. The atonement is the ground of our salvation and 

therefore the ground of our service. Without the cross there is no possibility of service.209 

Once the atonement has been identified as the source that produces servant leadership its 

                                                

207 C.E.B. Cranfield, The Gospel According to Saint Mark (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1959), 341.  

208 Harry Fleddermann, “The Discipleship Discourse (Mark 9:33-50),” The Catholic 

Biblical Quarterly 43 (1981): 74.  

209 Ernest Best, Discipleship in The Gospel of Mark (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1981), 127. 
“For Mark Christianity is not the imitation of Jesus, if it were the theme would appear more often, 
but redemption through Christ, and it is only on the basis of this redemption that imitation 
becomes possible.” 
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implications for leadership have not been exhausted. In this text the emphasis is on the 

death of Christ as an example and paradigm for servant leadership.210  In other words, the 

cross is the source of Christian leadership along with the appropriate shape for Christian 

leadership.211 Service, which is lowly, humble, sacrificial, and willing to die, is Christian 

leadership.212 If the cross of Christ is not reflected in Christian leadership than it is not 

Christian leadership. Therefore the cross is the appropriate lens through which leadership 

must be understood.213 D.A. Carson rightly says that “the cross stands as the test and the 

standard of all vital Christian ministry. The cross not only establishes what we are to 

preach, but how we are to preach. It prescribes what Christian leaders must be and how 

Christians must view Christian leaders.”214  

 
This demonstrates one further facet of a crucified missiology. Those who lead others in 

mission, lead by embracing the cross and exemplifying costly love for those who follow 

them. Leaders are called to walk in the footsteps of Jesus. There is a weighty 

responsibility lying upon those who lead for in doing so they shepherd others in the way 

of mission. The choice of comfort over the cross has implications not only for the leader 
                                                

210 Loren T. Stuckenburg, “Spiritual Formation and the Gospel According to Mark,” Ex 

Auditu 18 (2002): 83. “Since Jesus' essential character is to be ascertained through his death on 
the cross, so also Jesus' disciples can be motivated and, accordingly, are instructed to adopt for 
themselves a "cruciform" existence in imitation of him (especially 8:34 which instructs a would-
be follower to ‘take up his cross and follow’ Jesus). A ‘corrected’ Christology may thus translate 
into a ‘corrected’ understanding of discipleship.”  

211 John Vincent, Mark, Gospel of Action: Personal and Community Responses, ed. John 
Vincent (London: SPCK, 2006), 72. Paul R. Hinlicky, “Conformity to Christ in the Gospel of 
Mark,” Currents in Theology and Mission 15 (No. 4 1988): 367.  “Such discipleship cannot be 
understood in a moralistic fashion as an imitation of Christ. Jesus bids them not to bear his cross, 
or even others', but rather their own. Consequently, discipleship is precisely not an honoring of a 
noble cause in remembrance and imitation. Rather, faith in Christ draws the believer into 
conformity with the one who is believed.”   

212 Demetrios Trakatellis, “Follow Me (Mk 2:14): Discipleship and Priesthood,” Greek 
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213 Paul J. Achtemeir, Mark, ed. Gerhard Krodel (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1975), 98-
99. “His view of following Jesus is grounded in his Christology. Mark apparently was incapable 
of understanding Jesus in any other way than the Jesus who suffered.” 

214 D.A. Carson, The Cross and Christian Ministry: Leadership Lessons from 1 

Corinthians (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1993), 9. 
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but for all who follow him. The leader must lead his people in being prepared and willing 

to die for the sake of the gospel. This cross embracing leadership has profound effects on 

the people who are led as is seen clearly in the life of Paul and the churches he planted 

(Acts 20:17-38, Phil 1:18-26, 1 Thess 2:1-4). 

 

The Cross and the Spirit 

As was noted earlier mission in Acts consisted of three main characters: the Word, the 

Church, and the Spirit. Mission would be an impossibility without the Spirit since he is 

the one who leads mission, empowers mission, and makes mission effective. Since 

mission is shaped by the gospel and focused on communicating the gospel what then is 

the relationship between the Spirit and the cross? If the cross is the method of God is it 

not then the method of the Holy Spirit? Would the Holy Spirit lead us to a cross? Does 

the Spirit lead followers of Christ to their death to advance the mission of God? To 

discern the answers to these questions we will look first at Jesus and then his followers. 

 
1. Jesus, the Spirit, and the Cross 

 

If the Father sent Jesus to the cross then the Spirit compelled him to the cross. The three 

persons of the Trinity were unified in the plan of redemption, which centered on the 

cross. The Father sent, the Son willingly went, and the Spirit enabled the Son to fulfill the 

task. From birth to burial the Spirit was the invisible force driving the Lord Jesus to 

accomplish his task. After Jesus was baptized Luke tells us that he was “full of the Holy 

Spirit” (Elk 4:1). The Spirit filled Jesus is “led by the Spirit” into the wilderness to be 

assaulted by the devil (Elk 4:1). Mark tells us that the Spirit literally drove him into the 

wilderness (Mk 1:12-13-!%&'(()*). This divine compulsion drove Jesus throughout his 

entire ministry and kept him on the course to do the work that he came to do. Jesus saw 

his work at the cross as a divine ‘must’ and was undergirded by the Spirit who 

strengthened him and empowered him to stay on the road to Jerusalem (Jn 3:14, Matt 

16:21, Lk 9:22, 13:33, 17:25, 22:37, 24:7, 44). The Son was filled by the Spirit and led by 

the Spirit and his task was death on the cross. The implication is simple: the Spirit was 

leading Jesus to the cross. Without the Spirit the cross would not have happened for it 

was ‘through the eternal Spirit’ that Jesus offered himself to God as a substitionary 
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sacrifice (Heb 9:14). What then does the Spirit have to do with the cross? Everything. He 

took Jesus there and enabled him to die there for our sake. 

 

2. Christians, the Spirit, and the Cross 

 

The gift of the Spirit for the believer is the direct result of the suffering and exaltation of 

the God-man. No cross no Spirit. The Spirit is the costly gift of the Son who bled. The 

Spirit who comes to dwell within us applies the cross and all of its benefits to us. We 

must understand, however, that part of that application is conforming our lives to the 

cross. The way of the Spirit with the Son of God is the way of the Spirit with the sons of 

God. The New Testament is replete with examples of the Spirit leading men to suffer for 

the gospel and undergirding them as they suffer for the gospel. The Spirit empowered the 

early church to proclaim the gospel, which invited persecution (Acts 4:31). The Spirit 

enabled the disciples to proclaim the gospel to their persecutors with no regard to the cost 

(Acts 4:8). The Spirit inspired the speech of Stephen that led to his death and then filled 

him and enabled him to die well for Christ (Acts 6:8-7:60, see esp. 6:10, 7:55). The Spirit 

granted joy in the midst of persecution and suffering (Acts 13:52). The Spirit explicitly 

testified to Paul that “imprisonment and afflictions” awaited him in every city (Acts 

20:22-24). The testimony of the book of Acts is that God the Spirit led his people into 

difficult places to share the sacrificial love of Christ with their lips and lives. The New 

Testament teaches that persecution is the result of a Spirit led life and that persecution 

confirms his glorious presence with us (1 Pet 4:14). Paul argues for his integrity as a 

minister of the new covenant, which is the ministry of the Spirit, primarily by pointing to 

his suffering (2 Cor 2:14-17, 6:3-10, 11:22-32). The cross was the apostle’s badge of 

authenticity (Gal 6:17). The Spirit’s leadership in Paul’s life led him to cross after cross. 

The Holy Spirit does indeed lead Christians to the cross. The Holy Spirit does lead men 

and women who claim Christ to their deaths for his sake. The Spirit works within us a 

cruciform lifestyle that embraces expensive abandon. Since our Lord tells us that we must 

take up our cross to be his disciples it follows that the Holy Spirit would compel us to 

take this cross and enable us to continue to do so. The Spirit will drive us to the nations 
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that may kill us the same way he drove Jesus into the desert and to the cross (Matt 9:37-

38- !%&'(").215  

 
This truth about the Holy Spirit calls us to grapple with the question of being Spirit led in 

our mission engagement. We must bring our thinking about the guidance of the Holy 

Spirit back to its center of gravity: the cross. Do we really believe that the Holy Spirit 

desires to create in us a reckless love for Christ and others that would lead to radical 

sacrifice? Do we believe that the Spirit would really lead us to suffering and even death if 

we follow him? Have we missed the Spirit’s leadership at times because of our lust for 

comfort and our fear of suffering? The Spirit blows where he wills and let us not be 

surprised that his breath will often push us into hard places. Indeed, his leadership may 

take us to a cross. 

 
Summary 

This section has demonstrated that the cross forms the appropriate shape of Christian 

mission. This has been clearly illustrated by mining the themes of the cross in 

discipleship, the promise of the cross, the cross in the Great Commission, the cross and 

Paul, the cross and leadership, and the Spirit and the cross. The truth in this section calls 

upon us to grapple with the sobering reality that God’s design for Jesus in mission is also 

God’s design for the church. To effectively be on mission with God we must have the 

cross on our lips and in our lives.  Sacrifice is the strategy of God. 

 

Cross Examine: The Cross as Critique of Missiology 

We have seen that the cross is the heart of our message and the shape of our mission. 

This section will seek to establish that the cross also serves as the chastiser of our mission 

thinking. Jurgen Moltmann quotes Luther saying, “the cross tests all things,” and then 

explains in his own words that “the cross is the test of everything which deserves to be 

                                                

215 The same verb (!%&'(($) that describes the Spirit compelling Jesus into the 
wilderness (Mk 1:12) is used to describe God sending out laborers into the harvest (Mt 9:38). The 
verb is also used to describe the driving out of demons (Mt 8:16). The word denotes strong force. 
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called Christian.”216 All theological thinking must be brought under the scrutiny of the 

cross for examination. In terms of our topic, any mission theology that does not 

intimately converse with the cross does not deserve to be called Christian theology. In 

this paper I have viewed mission through the lens of the cross and at many times along 

the way have asked questions necessarily flow out of the cross. The cross is not silent 

when it comes to our missiology. It has questions. The cross does many things and one of 

those things is devastation. The cross has a way of stripping and shattering our thinking 

about things. This is no mistake it is by God’s design (1 Cor 1:18-31). In other words, the 

cross is not only intended to save but also to assess and critique. As we sit before the 

cross the gospel word probes us, pierces us, and discerns the thoughts and intentions of 

our hearts. The following themes (which have been touched upon throughout the paper) 

are questions the cross asks us when it comes to our methodologies, strategies, and 

mission thinking. 

 

Wisdom in Mission 

The cross redefines wisdom and therefore challenges what we consider wise in mission. 

What does biblical wisdom look like in mission? Whose definition of wisdom are we 

working from when it comes to our mission thinking and strategy? Has wisdom in God’s 

eyes been rejected for rash foolishness in our eyes when it comes to engaging mission?  

 
Domesticating Discipleship 

The cross is at the heart of discipleship and forces us to evaluate our living and thinking 

regarding being and making disciples. 

Is the cross at the center of our understanding of discipleship? Is our model of being a 

disciple and making disciples centered around cross-bearing the way Jesus taught? Have 

we become domesticated in our thinking on the cross and discipleship?  

 
Comfort or the Cross 

The cross forces us to ask what motivates our decision and methods regarding mission. 

Does the cross inform our decisions in mission? Are we motivated by comfort in our 
                                                

216 Jurgen Moltmann, The Crucified God, 7. 
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decisions rather than the costly cross? Is there a point we are unwilling to pass when it 

comes to cost in mission? What are the indicators that demonstrate that we are about 

comfort and not the cross in mission? 

 
The Garb of Methodology 

The cross exposes mission thinking that is garbed in innovative strategy but driven by 

fear and comfort. Are our methodologies and strategies a subtle means of avoiding what 

Jesus promised would be our lot? Do we replace obedience with strategy? Do we sidestep 

suffering with method? 

 

Weakness on Mission 

The cross establishes the principle that God chooses to work through weakness.  

Do we believe that the best candidates for powerful service in the mission of God are the 

weakest people? Do our methods embrace or reject weakness? Does the way we gauge 

success in ministry reflect a strength or weakness paradigm? Do we despise weakness in 

ourselves and others rather than seeing it as God’s opportunity to demonstrate his power? 

 

Embracing Folly 

The cross instructs us that the ways of God were intentionally foolish to the world. 

Are we afraid to look foolish to the world? Have we betrayed the gospel by attempting to 

make it more palatable? Do our methods make us look less stupid to the world? Since it 

is through the ‘folly’ of what we preach that people are saved do we endanger the souls 

of the lost by preaching a ‘wise’ gospel? Have we embraced the foolishness that 

necessarily characterizes the worshippers of the crucified God in the eyes of the world? 

 

The Naked Gospel 

The cross is itself the power of God for salvation, which instructs us that it is sufficient. 

Do our methods reflect a belief in the sufficiency of the gospel? Does the way we 

package the gospel get in the way of the gospel? Does our presentation of the gospel 

eclipse the simplicity of the gospel? Does anything in the way we put the gospel forward 

tempt men to place their faith in us rather than in the God of the gospel?  
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Suffering as Strategy 

The cross is God’s strategy for saving and demonstrating his love to a lost world. 

What is the role of suffering in our thinking on mission? Is suffering something to avoid 

in our thinking? Is suffering just the result of engaging people on mission? Or is suffering 

something to be embraced as part and parcel of the way God has so designed to 

communicate his love and authenticate the gospel we proclaim? Is the cross a byproduct 

or a strategy in mission? 

 

Spirit Filled Followers 

The most Spirit filled man ever was led by the Spirit to a cross to die. The cross 

challenges our thinking on the leadership and filling work of the Holy Spirit. 

In our thinking what is the mark of a Spirit filled believer? In our thinking what does it 

look like to be led by the Spirit? Does the cross figure at all into our thinking about being 

filled and being led by the Spirit? 

 

Conforming to the Methods of God or Launching out on our own 

The mission of God and the mission of the church are one. The cross is central to the 

method of God for the Christ and for the church in mission. 

Do we see our place in mission as participating with God on mission? Does our thinking 

on strategy reflect the methodology of God? Do we think we can improve upon the 

strategy of God?  

 
Summary 

This section has sought to show that the cross probes our thinking and actions in the 

world and shows the way forward as we strive to conform ourselves to the mind of God 

in mission. All theological thinking needs to stay in continual dialogue with the cross. 

Some of these probing questions call us to repentance for the ways we have compromised 

and have moved away from the centrality of the cross. These principles also help us to 

formulate methodology and strategy that is in line with the ways of God.217  

                                                

217 This section and paper has focused on broad principles and general questions. What is 
being discussed here is applicable to pastoral ministry, church planting, evangelism, and 
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Conclusion 

The gospel is the message of mission, the appropriate shape of mission, and that, which 

evaluates mission thinking and action. Christopher Wright is correct in his analysis of the 

role of the cross in mission. “The cross is the unavoidable center of our mission. All 

Christian mission flows from the cross—as its source, its power, and as that which 

defines its scope. It is vital that we see the cross as central and integral to every aspect of 

holistic, biblical mission, that is, of all we do in the name of the crucified and risen 

Jesus.”218  

 
The urgency of the task before us demands clear-headed action. I believe there is a 

biblical simplicity to being on mission with God and that the most significant barriers to 

gospel advancement are our fear, shame, and unwillingness to sacrifice. We must 

cultivate a deep and abiding confidence in the gospel of Christ and in the indwelling 

Missionary Spirit. We must labor to consistently and boldly proclaim the gospel. We 

must embrace the cross as the means by which we demonstrate the sacrificial concern of 

the gospel for those we seek to reach. We are called by our Lord to throw caution to the 

wind, utterly forsake our reputation, forget the comforts of this world, and follow him on 

the Jerusalem road that we might engage those without Christ. Death is the real 

possibility for those coming after Christ and engaging his mission. It is not optional for 

the disciple of Christ to love his life in this world. Hate towards our own lives is a 

requirement for us who claim Christ (Lk 14:26). There is a reckless abandon required of 

the Bride of Christ. Christ our head is leading us in sacrificial love and we are called to 

submit and follow his lead. I don’t know if I have begun to grasp this radical call of Jesus 

on my life. I know it is absolutely necessary because I recognize that this is not peripheral 

to being a follower of Jesus, it is central. So central, that a disciple that does not hate his 

own life, hate his own family, deny himself, take his cross, and follow Christ is no 

                                                

missions. The principles here are broad enough that they really speak into what our Christian 
existence is to look like. The cross-shaped life is intended to reach into our jobs, families, and 
interaction with neighbors.  

218 Christopher J. H. Wright, The Mission of God: Unlocking the Bible’s Grand Narrative 
(Downers Grove: IVP Academic, 2006), 314-15.  
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disciple at all.  

 
Being with God on mission requires that we take him at his word first and foremost. 

All talk of method and strategy is moot if we are not obeying the straightforward 

commands of our Lord.219  It is far easier to talk strategy and develop strategy than 

engage people with the strategy of God. And we have seen that the strategy of God is 

simple: communicate the cross while you carry the cross.220  We are the church of Christ 

empowered by the Spirit of Christ to proclaim the cross of Christ through our words and 

actions. To conclude this paper it is important to speak to the application of the gospel to 

ourselves in our striving to proclaim and embrace the cross in mission.  

 
Heralding the Gospel to the Gospel Herald 

All “do” in the New Testament flows out of “done.” We desperately need the same 

gospel that shapes our message and method in mission.221  The gospel boasts of a 

sufficiency not only to shape missiology but also to justify, compel, and sustain those on 

mission. We must stay rooted in the finished work of Jesus for it is only here that we are 

enabled to walk out the mission he has given. Just as thoroughly as we have applied the 

                                                

219 This statement and paper is in danger of oversimplification. I don’t want to minimize 
the importance of strategy and methodology that takes into account culture, language, worldview, 
and other areas that must be engaged to effectively bring the gospel. But on the flipside there is 
also a danger of overcomplication. What I am arguing for here is that the cross must be 
foundational to our methodology and strategy. When this is in place and we are walking 
obediently as cross heralds and cross bearers then we can and must consider these other areas that 
are necessary for mission engagement. Contextualization means nothing without the cross.  

220 I have not specified what taking up the cross looks like in mission. Bearing the cross 
in mission is about loving others in a way that is costly to ourselves. The heart of cross-shaped 
mission is accompanying the message of Christ’s sacrifice with self-sacrifice. There are many 
deaths that must be died in mission that is cruciform: from any form of self-denial for the sake of 
another to literal death for the sake of another. The central matter here is love toward others for 
the sake of the gospel that costs us. 

221 This paper has been heavy on the Christus exemplar motif in Scripture. It is important 
to understand that this theme is subordinate to and flows out of the atonement themes of Christ as 
substitute. Christ is first and foremost the sacrifice for our sins that provides us justification 
before God, reconciliation with God, adoption into God’s family, redemption from sin and death, 
propitiation triumph, and a warm welcome into the household of God. To place Christ’s death as 
an example before Christ’s death as substitute is to undo the gospel. 
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gospel to missiology in this paper we must also apply it to ourselves as we engage in 

mission. A vigorous gospel-centered missiology will not fail to press home the message 

of the cross to the messenger.  

 

The Faithful Witness 

Being on mission with God does not save us. God on mission for us does. Jesus came as 

the “apostle” (Heb 3:1) and  “faithful witness” (Rev 1:5). He was the only perfectly 

obedient ambassador of the Father. He obeyed all the instructions of the Father. He did 

not lift his comfort or personal concerns above the Father’s will. He poured out his life 

even to death to accomplish the mission of God. The Son was the perfect missionary (Jn 

6:38). The Son was the perfect evangelist (Rev 1:5). The Son was the perfect Elder and 

Pastor (1 Pet. 5:4). The Son was the perfect Church planter (Matt 16:18). The Son was 

the perfect Servant (Mk 10:45). This Son is our righteousness. This Jesus is the one who 

justifies us before the Father. Our hope is not in our faithfulness in the tasks he has given 

but his faithfulness in the task that he has completed. We are free from ourselves to be 

slaves of our neighbors. We have nothing to gain for we already have it all in Christ and 

we therefore have nothing to lose. Our mission is rooted in justification by faith. We rest 

in one who was perfectly obedient on mission for God. He did this for us and his perfect 

obedience has been imputed to us! 

 

The Compelling Gospel 

The gospel we preach is the gospel that propels us to preach. Paul was compelled by the 

love of Christ in the gospel (2 Cor 5:14-15). The cross of Christ and the love 

demonstrated there so riveted Paul that it literally drove him to action. It is as we 

meditate upon and strive to comprehend the incomprehensible measurements of the love 

of Christ for us expressed in the gospel that our hearts are warmed and motivated to loyal 

devotion. The story of the One who gave his all moves us to do the same. The promises 

of the gospel also serve to compel us in faithful witness. The gospel gives assurance of 

ultimate salvation from sin, guilt, sickness, death, Satan, and hell. The gospel promises 

that we will be with God forever, see his face, know fellowship with his people, dwell on 

the new earth, and experience endless joy, peace, love, adventure, laughter, and fun. The 

gospel tells us we are God’s children, heirs with Christ, future rulers, the bride of Jesus, 
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the siblings of Jesus, and saints. The gospel proclaims us beloved, treasured, beautiful, 

righteous, holy, free, and secure. These biblical truths are captivating and serve to liberate 

the disciple from the present concerns of this world and push him to throw himself, 

without reservation, into the mission of God. The disciple of Christ who knows the 

gospel has nothing to lose and he lives like it. 

 

The Gospel in our Failure 

We fail in the task of mission. We are riddled with fear. We are seduced to live for the 

approval of man. We struggle with looking stupid and being despised. We often don’t 

speak when we should. We at times choose comfort over the cross. We are frail and weak 

messengers who are constantly struggling with sin. The gospel comes to us in our failure 

and speaks the precious word of forgiveness to us over and over again. The gospel tells 

us that Christ is our righteousness. In our failure and sin the gospel comes and cleanses 

the guilty conscience and wipes the slate clean once again. The gospel gives us a fresh 

start every time we embrace it and strengthens us to get up and go again. We need the 

gospel that embraces a Peter who denies Jesus. We need the gospel that forgives a John 

Mark who forsakes his mission team. When we fail we must fiercely pursue and rest in 

the gospel that we preach. We must embrace the freedom the gospel gives and we must 

get up and go hard again. The gospel is sufficient to wipe away every sin we commit 

regarding the task of mission. Thank you Lord Jesus. 

 
The gospel is sufficient. It is sufficient to sustain and enable the messenger. It is 

sufficient to be preached solo for the salvation of sinners. It is sufficient to form the core 

of the way missiology is shaped. The cross is no doubt the very heart of mission. 

Resting in the gospel let us embrace our identity as the chosen people of God to both bear 

the cross and herald the cross to the world. We have a mighty Spirit and a mighty Word. 

Indeed, we are unstoppable. Let’s go! God help us. 
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Excursus: Miscellaneous Thoughts on Paul’s 1
st
 Missionary Journey (Acts 13-14)  

 
• The journey spanned 45-47 a.d. and lasted 2 years 
• Paul was a leader in the church plant of Antioch soon after its inception. Paul 

ministered among them for a year and then was sent out with Barnabas. What 
does this say about mission and church planting? Consider the depth of fellowship 
and partnership that evolved in a year’s time. This relationship was strong enough 
to sustain a 15-year partnership on the mission field that had massive implications 
for Christian history. Consider the fact that the church so quickly turned around to 
reproduce itself. Notice also that the Holy Spirit is the one who sends Paul and 
Barnabas through the church. Note also that this takes place in the context of 
worship, prayer, and fasting in the congregation together. It is also interesting to 
notice that Paul, who is a leader of the church, is submitting himself to the 
guidance of the church. There is much to be learned about how we should view 
the church here. There is a sense of mutual belonging and mutual submission in 
the model we see in Antioch. These deep and meaningful relationships within the 
body of Christ must be seen as an important foundation for engaging in mission.  

• Paul’s missionary work is launched by the local church and connected to the local 
church. He is accountable to his church and is an extension of that church. The 
mission of Paul was the mission of the church of Antioch. We often think of a 
Pauline mission, which is true in part, but we should also be thinking much more 
of Antioch’s mission. 
 
Background of Antioch- Antioch was 300 miles north of Jerusalem. It was the 
metropolis of Syria, and afterwards became the capital of the Roman province in 
Asia. It ranked third, after Rome and Alexandria, in point of importance, of the 
cities of the Roman Empire. It was called the “first city of the East.” Because of 
its location on navigable waters reaching to a Mediterranean port 15 miles (24 
kilometers) away and because of its ready access through passes in the Taurus 
Mountains eastward to the interior, Antioch was a busy, cosmopolitan center of 
trade, religious ferment, and high levels of intellectual and political life. Under 
Roman authority Antioch received lavish attention in the form of beautiful public 
works, harbor improvements, and special trade advantages. The government 
officials provided police protection, stability, and order, alternating with 
seemingly insatiable appetites for lavish dissipations in gambling, chariot races, 
brothels, exotic banquets, and the like. Judaism enjoyed a peaceful life at Antioch 
(note Acts 6:5) and thus provided early Christians a stable matrix. Public order, a 
prosperous urban culture, a Judaism used to contacts with Gentiles, an intellectual 
and religious milieu open to many currents, interest in mystery cults, fine roads 
and lines of communication—all these factors favored Antioch as an energetic 
center for Christian missionary outreach. 
 
The church plant at Antioch was the result of the persecution in Jerusalem. 
Hellenistic Jews driven from Jerusalem proclaimed the gospel wherever they 
went. However, most of these were only preaching to Jews. But there were some 
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from Cyprus and Cyrene who proclaimed the gospel to Hellenists (Acts 11:19-
20). The leadership of the church reflected the diverse urban center that Antioch 
was. 
 
Antioch proved to be an extremely important church from the 3rd century to the 
8th century. Antioch was an important center for the development of Christian 
Theology. The approach to Scripture and to the nature of Christ taken in Antioch 
tended to be historical and rational, in contrast to an overly spiritualized, 
allegorical approach taken in Alexandria (Egypt) by such theologians as Origen 
and Clement. This Antioch was the same church that Ignatius eventually became 
a leader over and was also the birthplace of Chrysostom. 
 

• Paul is part of a team. (Jesus also formed a team around him). He was never 
called to go it alone. 

• This was a short-term trip. Should missions be anything other than short term? 
None of Paul’s missionary journeys lasted longer than 5 years. What are the 
implications of this? He spent far less time in certain places than others. 

• The people he engaged where unreached peoples. There was no known church in 
these areas. By 45 ad there were known churches in Jerusalem, Antioch (Syrian), 
and Rome. Was there a language barrier with any of these people? Greek was the 
language of the empire and most probably spoke that language. How does a 
language barrier alter a missiological approach? We see an example of a different 
language in Lystra (Lyaconian-14:11) apparently they also spoke Greek. 

• Paul targeted the synagogue. There are historical limitations and time bound 
methods tied to this approach. 

• Paul targeted the crowds. Much of his gospel witness was public and engaged as 
many people as possible at once. 

• Paul does also address individuals. 
• Paul contextualized the gospel. We can see two vary distinct ways in which he 

engaged lost people with the gospel (Jew and Gentile). 
• Paul was following the instructions of Jesus and the pattern of the disciples being 

sent out (13:51- they shake the dust off their feet, 14:6- they fled to the next town 
when persecuted, 14:21- he is making disciples, 14:27- they return and rest after 
the mission). 

• Rejection and persecution marked the mission all the way through. 
• Miracles were part and parcel of the missionary work 
• They tended to stay in one place and preach the gospel as long as they could until 

they were driven out and then they would do the same thing in the next place. 
Persecution was one of the driving forces in spreading the gospel at such a rapid 
pace (in the Jerusalem church as well). Persecution was seen to be a servant of the 
gospel. 

• The strategy of Paul is not explicit but it appears he was targeting the major 
centers in the various provinces where he was laboring. It is interesting to note 
that the ruler in Cyprus (Sergius Paullus) was related to some of the influential 
men and leaders in Antioch, which may have influenced Paul’s journey to 
Antioch to church plant (Schnabel). 
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• They spent various amounts of time in various places. Sometimes they were not 
driven out but chose to leave fairly quickly (Cyprus). 

• The only time a phrase very similar to the phrase used in the great commission 
(µ+,-.)#!+.)) with the same nuance is used in the NT is found in Acts 14:21 
(µ+,-.)#!+/.)0). It is of great interest here that Paul was likely not in Derbe that 
long and yet he had made many disciples there. This has implications for how we 
think about disciple making. Did Paul teach them to do all that Jesus had 
commanded them during that short time? Where have we received our definition 
of discipleship? Further we see that many disciples were made in all the places 
that he went (14:22). What do we make of us this in terms of how we think about 
the great commission? Are we hindering the work of missions by our definition of 
discipleship? Are we blurring the line between making a disciple and the process 
of growing and walking with Jesus as a faithful disciple. A disciple is apparently 
made without them knowing all they need to know. Paul saw the work that he was 
doing on this short term trip as making disciples. This is crucial to understand. 
Paul was in 8 different cities/towns/villages that were spread over 4 main regions 
(or provinces) and all of this in a 2 year span and yet he was making disciples 
wherever he went. How long does it take to make a disciple? How we answer this 
question is obviously very important for missions. A disciple is made in a very 
short period of time but his process as a disciple never ends. What does all this 
mean? Paul made many many disciples in a short period of time in many different 
locations. There are implications here that need to be thought through (CPM’s 
paradigm is in line with this). 

• Paul made disciples and then gathered them together and appointed leaders over 
them in each town (prayer, fasting, and laying on of hands). This process was also 
much quicker than we often believe is healthy. There was a rapid transfer of 
leadership to the indigenous people. The proclomation of the gospel, making 
disciples, and church planting all go hand in hand in the work of Paul. Those that 
were called out through the apostle’s preaching were baptized and taught the 
essentials of what Jesus commanded and were gathered into local congregations 
where multiple elders were appointed as the leadership of the new church. So we 
see that disciple making and church planting are both possible in a very short 
period of time (man in an incredibly short period of time). Paul clearly believed in 
the Sovereign Spirit to create, build, sustain, and lead the churches he planted for 
he willingly took his hands off from the beginning. 

• Paul traveled through the areas he went to twice in order to strengthen them and 
teach them about suffering. He then appointed elders over them. This is 
interesting to note. Not everything that needed to be done was done while Paul 
was in a given place. He had to come back through to do more work. And we see 
later that his letters were one way he also continued the work that was necessary. 
Paul had a passion to preach the gospel where Christ was not named. Bringing the 
gospel to the unreached was primary. The work of gathering them, appointing 
elders, and further teaching was something that could be done in phases but the 
gospel could not wait. Part of the issue was that he had no choice. He brought the 
gospel and was driven out. He couldn’t have stayed to teach these things further at 
the time. 
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• A big part of Paul’s work was encouraging the churches. He is said to encourage 
his church plants throughout Acts. 

• They reported all they did with the church in Antioch and then spent a period of 
time with them once again. This communicates an ebb n flow of mission that was 
much like that of the disciples being sent out and then returning (the Markan cycle 
of discipleship). It also communicates the partnership between missionary and the 
church. Paul and Barnabas were accountable to the church. The church also took 
ownership of the work that Paul and Barnabas did for they were an extension of 
the church. Mission is the activity of the church body though its members play 
different roles. 

• Over this two-year span Paul traveled to at least (he was definitely sharing the 
gospel on the way to these centers as well) 8 towns/cities in 4 provinces. The 8 
known towns/cities are as follows— 

 

1) Salamis- a city on the eastern coast of Cyprus, which, according to Greek 
mythology, was founded at the end of the Trojan War. Named after the island of 
Salamis, it eventually developed around the excellent natural harbor, becoming 
the main port of Cyprus and a commercial center for the Roman Empire. For 
centuries, it was a major seaport, shipping copper, timber, ceramics, and 
agricultural products to Europe, Africa, and Asia. The Ptolemies encouraged Jews 
to settle there, which is why Barnabas and Saul found Jewish synagogues there. 
Barnabas’s tomb is at nearby Ali Barnaba monastery (discovered in AD 477). We 
see from Acts 4:36 that Barnabas was a native of Cyprus. This was mission to his 
homeland. He was buried in the place of his first missionary endeavor and his 
homeland. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The burial place of Barnabas in North Cyprus 
 
2) Paphos- a city located on a rocky plateau along the southwestern coast of 
Cyprus. At the end of the fourth century B.C., Nikokles, the last king of Paphos, 
founded a new city as his political and commercial capital eleven miles west on 
the coast. ‘New Paphos’ (the Old Paphos was the center of the cult of Aphrodite) 
continued to grow in importance as a capital during both the Ptolemaic and 
Roman periods. When Saul and Barnabas came to Cyprus on their first journey, it 
was in this capital city that they met the Roman proconsul, Sergius Paulus. 
 
3) Perga- a city near the Kestros River in the district of Pamphylia, about twelve 
miles inland from the southern coast of Asia Minor. The inhabitants considered 
Greek heroes of the Trojan War to be the founders of their city. Second-century 
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coins minted in Perga depict a statue of Artemis Pergaia standing in a temple, 
evidence that the city must have been a cult site. 
 
4) Antioch in Psidia- The city of Antioch was founded around 300 BC by Seleucus 
Nicator and was named for his son, Antiochus I. As a result of the Roman 
conquest in 188 BC, the area was declared free from the rule of the Seleucid kings, 
and deliberate steps toward Romanization followed. In about 36 BC, Antony made 
Antioch part of the domain of the Galatian king, Amyntas. Upon the death of 
Amyntas 11 years later, the city was elevated to colony status and became 
Caesarea Antiochela, capital of southern Galatia. 

 
5) Iconium- City in the southwest part of central Asia Minor located about 95 
miles from the Mediterranean coast. Iconium was an agricultural center famous 
for its wheat fields and orchards of apricots and plums. Its ideal location and 
climate helped establish its place as a major link in the trade routes between Syria, 
Ephesus, and Rome. In 25 BC conium joined the neighboring cities of Lystra, 
Derbe, and Pisidian Antioch as a part of the province of Galatia and so became 
incorporated into the Roman Empire. Paul visited this area three more times after 
this trip (Acts 14:21-22, 16:1-6, 18:23). 
 
6) Lystra- A city in the region of Lycaonia, about twenty-five miles south-by-
southwest of Iconium in central Asia Minor. The town of Lystra was largely 
inhabited by the remnants of a small Anatolian tribe who spoke their own dialect 

 

7) Derbe- A frontier town 40 miles away from Lystra. 
 
8) Attalia- The town was founded by Attalus II Philadelphus, king of the province 
of Pergamum (159–138 BC), which was taken by the Romans in 779 BC and 
became a senatorial province in AD 43 
 

• Eckhard Shnabel in his massive 2 volume set on Early Christian Mission gives an 
extensive list of the potential cities and towns that were unlisted in Acts in which 
Paul could have preached the gospel as he traveled from town to town. From 
Shnabel’s work it is not a stretch to believe that the gospel was proclaimed in a 
great many other cities on his first missionary journey. 
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From the looks of it the Hebrew word for righteousness, according to the 

diverse claims of Old Testament Scholarship, means precisely everything. Covenant 

faithfulness, the prerogatives of the Creator God, the proper order of creation, justice, 

right doing, the saving activity of God, and the judging activity of God.222 Either this is a 

testimony to the elasticity of the semantic range of righteousness and thus the rich depth 

of the term or the collapsing of other words and themes into this one word, which results 

in righteousness meaning everything and ultimately nothing. In this brief look at 

righteousness in the Old Testament I will seek to sort out this question by looking at the 

semantic range, discussing proposals in OT scholarship, and concluding with a synthesis 

of the findings. 

The Semantic Range 

Righteousness language in Hebrew is built off the sdq root. There are 523 

occurrences of this word group in the Old Testament.223 The noun form (sedeq), which 

occurs 120 times, is used in seven main ways.224 First, the noun is used in general as 

righteousness or justice. Second, it is used specifically of human righteousness in the 

sense of exercising justice and fairness in the judicial sphere (Lev 19:15; Deut 1:16, 

16:20). Third, the noun is used to denote the integrity of individuals who are in 

submission to the law (Is 26:9; Ps 4:1). Fourth, it is used of prescribed economic 

practices under the Mosaic Law (Lev 19:36; Deut 16:18). Fifth, it is used to describe 

salvation or deliverance (Is 51:15, 62:1). Sixth, it is used to define an attribute of God 

(Job 36:3; Ps 7:17; Is 42:21). Seventh, it is used of the laws of God (Ps 119:7, 62, 75, 

106, 123).225 The adjectival form of righteousness (saddiq), which occurs roughly 200 

                                                

222 J.J. Scullion, “Righteousness” in the Anchor Bible Dictionary, ed. David Freedman 
(New York: Bantam Double Day Dell Publishing Group Inc, 1992), 776. 

223 Ibid, 725. 

224 “Righteousness” in the Expository Dictionary of Bible Words, ed. Stephen D. Renn 
(Peabody: Hendrickson Publishers, 2005), 825-827. 

225 Ibid, 825-827. 
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times, adheres closely to the range of the noun.226  

The verbal form (sadaq), which occurs only forty times, is used mainly in 

forensic contexts.227 The term is used to describe the justification of another or the 

declaration that one is righteous (Gen 44:16; 2 Sam 15:4; Job 13:18; Deut 25:1; 1Kgs 

8:32). It is also used to describe one who is morally upright (Job 4:17), and at times the 

law of God (Ps 19:9). The verbal synonym of sadaq (sedaqah) is used 160 times. The 

term can be used to describe the consequence of a divine action (Gen 15:6; Job 33:76; Ps 

106:31). The term describes the laws demands (Dt 9:4). It is also used to describe the 

character of God (1Sam 12:27; Ps 40:10, 51:14; Is 46:13) 228 and the contents of his 

future promises (Is 33:5, 45:8, 61:10).  

Various Proposals 

As I noted in the introduction a multitude of proposals have been put forward 

attempting to define righteousness. Many theologians argue that righteousness is 

equivalent to covenant faithfulness.229 In this scheme both God and men are considered 

righteous when either of them uphold their obligations in the covenant.230 The strength of 

this view is in its recognition that righteousness is fundamentally relational.231 However, 

the view falters for two reasons. First, it fails to account for all the Old Testament 

evidence.232 Second it gives no adequate explanation of the righteousness of God apart 

                                                

226 Ibid. 

227 Mark A. Seifrid, “Righteousness, Justice and Justification,” in The New Dictionary 

of Biblical Theology. ed. T. Desmond Alexander and Brian S. Rosner (Downers Grove: 
InterVarsity Press, 2000), 742. 

 
228 “Righteousness” in the Expository Dictionary of Bible Words, 825-827. 

229 John A. Bollier, “The Righteousness of God: A Word Study,” Interpretation 8 (No. 
4 1954): 405. 

230 Ibid. 

231 Mark A. Seifrid, “Righteousness, Justice and Justification,” in The New Dictionary 

of Biblical Theology. 740. 

232 Stephen Westerholm, Perspectives Old and New on Paul: The Lutheran Paul and 

His Critics (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2004), 286-288. 
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from covenant and is thus too limited in its scope.233 

Another view that is being espoused over against the covenant faithfulness 

view is one that emphasizes the overlap of creational themes and righteousness 

terminology. This proposal is based on the fact that righteousness language rarely occurs 

in conjunction with covenant terminology, but rather creation terminology. 234 In this 

scheme righteousness is the manifestation of both God’s salfivic and retributive action 

seen in his intervention to “reinstate right order in a world in which evil for a season 

prevails.” 235 This view has much to commend since it places righteousness in the larger 

context of creation without muting links with the covenant.236 It also affirms both the 

saving and judging aspects of the righteousness of God. 237 

One further proposal affirms this previous viewpoint, but desires to penetrate 

deeper into the essence of righteousness.  Important then to this proposal is the answer to 

the question: “What is it about God’s righteousness that inclines him to act [the way he 

does]?”238 The answer given and thus the essence of righteousness is that “the most 

fundamental characteristic of God’s righteousness is his allegiance to his own name, that 

                                                

Westerholm argues that the righteousness language of Proverbs lacks any covenantal context and 
that its usage is primarily found within a righteous/wicked paradigm. “Righteousness” in the 
Dictionary of the Old Testament: Wisdom, Poetry, and Writings. ed. Tremper Longman and Peter 
Enns (Downers Grove: IVP, 2008), 666. 

233 Mark A. Seifrid, “Righteousness, Justice and Justification,” in The New Dictionary 

of Biblical Theology. 741. 

234 Mark A. Seifrid, Justification and Variegated Nomism: The Complexities of 2
nd

 

Temple Judaisim, ed. D.A. Carson, Peter T. O’Brien, and Mark Seifrid (Grand Rapids: Baker 
Academic, 2001), 423-25.  

235 Ibid, 426. 

236 Righteousness” in the International Standard Biblical Encyclopedia, ed. R.A. 
Kelly (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmanns Publishing Company, 1988), 193-95.  

237 Gerhard Von Rad, Old Testament Theology: Volumes I & II (Peabody: 
Hendrickson Publishers, 2005), 372-77. Von Rad argues that righteousness is a synonym for 
salvation. As such righteousness is always bestowed on Israel as a saving gift.  

238 John Piper, The Future of Justification: A Response to N.T. Wright (Wheaton: 
Crossway Books, 2007), 63.  
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is, to his honor or glory.”239 This is argued by the fact that the righteousness of God, put 

simply, is his commitment to do what is right. And since God defines right “in terms of 

himself there is no other standard to consult than his own infinitely worthy being. Thus, 

what is right, most ultimately, is what upholds the value and honor of God—what 

esteems and honors God’s glory.”240 This perspective also commends itself in its attempt 

to drive to the core of righteousness. The proposal is certainly correct to locate the heart 

of righteousness in the character of God. However, the danger of this view is the 

possibility of defining righteousness and glory so closely that there is no recognizable 

distinction.241 

A Synthesis 

The Bible is unambiguous in its principle definition of righteousness: 

“Righteous and upright is He” (Deut 32:4). The Triune God is therefore the starting place 

for any discussion on righteousness. It is by necessary inference then that everything God 

does is righteous, whether it be a saving or judging act. It is also by implication of the 

fact that God is righteous that all righteousness in his creatures is reflective of him.  

At the risk of being overly simplistic righteousness then is the quality of God 

whereby he always does right in accordance with his perfect nature. This righteousness is 

reflected in the world when men conform to this same standard. Sin is unrighteousness 

and therefore the failure to conform all of life to the criterion of God’s character. The 

law, which is a revelation of God’s righteousness spelling out conformity to God’s 

character serves to expose the depth of human unrighteousness. This in turn sets the stage 

for the revelation of God’s righteousness apart from the law whereby God through the 

                                                

239 John Piper, The Justification of God: An Exegetical & Theological Study of 

Romans 9:1-23 (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2007), 112.  

240 John Piper, The Future of Justification: A Response to N.T. Wright, 64.  

241 Thomas R. Schreiner, Baker Exegetical Commentary on the New Testament: 

Romans (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2008), 69. In footnote 14 Schreiner states regarding 
this view, “My only qualification is that it seems misleading to say that righteousness is ‘God’s 
unswerving commitment to preserver the honor of his name and display his glory.’ I think it is 
more satisfying to say that the saving righteousness of God is rooted in (not defined as) a desire 
to bring glory to his name.” 
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cross manifests his perfect justice and at the same time provides a perfect righteousness 

for the unrighteous. 

Viewed from this perspective righteousness cannot be equated with covenant 

faithfulness for it is righteousness that undergirds covenant faithfulness. God keeps his 

promises because it is right to keep his promises since he is by nature trustworthy.  

Neither is it limited to his purposes in restoring a fallen world, although it includes this, 

for if we keep the character of God at the fore of our definition of righteousness242 then it 

cannot be argued that saving unrighteous men is requisite for right action. The sovereign 

pleasure of God often called grace undergirds the saving action of God. God’s un-coerced 

commitment to grace and his innate righteousness meet in the cross. God extends grace 

through the manifestation of his righteousness. Therefore the saving action of God is not 

of necessity it is of grace and as a result it should not be made synonymous with 

righteousness. The fact that righteousness and salvation are so intricately connected is to 

be expected, however, it is important that they are not collapsed into one. Finally, the 

glory of God should not be equated with the righteousness of God, but rather understood 

as one beam of the glory of God’s character.  

In conclusion it seems that the semantic range of righteousness in the Old 

Testament has often been stretched beyond its capacities. It seems that many attempts to 

define righteousness end up turning it into something else. Though limited in my 

understanding and admittedly naïve to the world of scholarship there appears in that 

realm to be an inclination toward creating fresh synonyms. The tremendous amount of 

work done on righteousness, most of which was untouched in my research, has no doubt 

furthered an understanding of this term. But at the same time it must be said that 

complexity is not necessarily equivalent to profundity. In this case simplicity may be the 

equal of that noun. 

                                                

242 “Righteousness” in the Mounce’s Complete Expository Dictionary of Old & New 

Testament Words, ed. Bill Mounce (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2006), 592-94. The organization 
and presentation of righteousness in this dictionary argues for this priority. 
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The discussion of righteousness in the New Testament, on one hand, is a 

manageable task since the breadth of data is significantly less than that of the Old 

Testament. On the other hand, however, the same issues that challenge an understanding 

of righteousness in the Old Testament are present here as well. The New Testament 

authors wrote upon the background of the Old Testament and were informed by the 

Hebrew understanding of righteousness. Therefore the conclusions drawn on the meaning 

of righteousness in the Old Testament will necessarily determine the interpretation of the 

New Testament data.243 In this paper I will look at the semantic range of righteousness, 

scan the distribution of the word group across the NT, discuss various proposals for the 

meaning of righteousness, and conclude with a synthesis and conclusion. 

The Semantic Range 

Righteousness language in Greek is built on the "#$ root. There are 233 

occurrences of this word group in the New Testament.244 The noun form ("#$%#&'()*) 

occurs 92 times and is used in multiple ways.245 The term can refer to the nature of God 

(Rom 3:5), though the NT attributes this quality to him less frequently than the OT. The 

term denotes the righteousness of Christ given as a gift to those who lack righteousness 

(Rom 3:22, 4:3, 5, 9). The term refers to the new nature given to believers through union 

with Christ (Eph 4:24). The phrase can also refer to righteous acts done by believers 

based on their union with Christ (Rom 6:11-14). Lastly, "#$%#&'()* is used to refer to 

eschatological righteousness given on the last day (Gal 5:5). The noun "#$%#+,% occurs 10 

times and consistently means righteous regulation (Rom 1:32, 2:26). The adjective "#$%#-s 

occurs 79 times with a semantic range akin to "#$%#&'()*.  The adjective can denote 

behavior as righteous (Matt 1:19; Lk 23:30) and at the same time assert that no one is 

                                                

243 Peter Toon, “Righteousness” in the Baker Theological Dictionary of the Bible, ed. 
Walter A. Elwell (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1996), 687-89. Toon thus reads "#$%#&'()*  in 
terms of covenant faithfulness. 

244 John Reumann, “Righteousness” in the Anchor Bible Dictionary, ed. David 
Freedman (New York: Bantam Double Day Dell Publishing Group Inc, 1992), 746. This number 
is under half of the 523 occurrences of righteousness in the OT. 

245 “Righteousness” in the Mounce’s Complete Expository Dictionary of Old & New 

Testament Words, ed. Bill Mounce (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2006), 594-95. 
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innately righteous (Rom 3:10). The verb "#$%#-+ occurs 39 times and refers mainly to 

being justified or declared righteous (Rom 3:4; 1Tim 3:16; Lk 7:29).246 

The Distribution of Righteousness Language  

The Gospels. Righteousness language is slim in the gospels. Mark and John 

together utilize the terminology only seven times. Matthew and Luke, however, give it 

more prominent place.247 In Matthew righteousness is essentially behavioral. In this 

gospel the standard of righteousness is either Torah or the teaching of Christ.248 In Luke, 

the emphasis is on the “pious, merciful, and just behavior that is the fruit of those who are 

ultimately approved by God.”249 The shortage of righteousness language in the gospels 

has led some to conclude that it was not an essential theme for Jesus.250  

The Pauline Epistles. Righteousness language is anything but scarce in Paul. 

In his letters words built of the "#$  root occur over 100 times. “The sheer volume of 

occurrences…indicates the central place they had in the theology of the apostle.”251 The 

discussion of righteousness in the NT, not surprisingly, has centered on the Pauline 

letters. Debate swirls around the background of Paul’s usage of righteousness, the precise 

meaning of "#$%#&'()* ./&0, the discussion of righteousness as forensic, transformative or 

both, the imputation of righteousness, and the place of faith in acquiring righteousness. 

However, most are agreed that Paul uses righteous language to describe the character of 

God, the declaration of someone in right standing, a certain standard, a gift from God, 

                                                

246 “Righteousness” in the Expository Dictionary of Bible Words, ed. Stephen D. Renn 
(Peabody: Hendrickson Publishers, 2005), 825-827. 1 Timothy 3:16 provides a unique example 
of the verb in that it refers to the justification of Jesus. 

247 Scott McKnight, “Righteousness I: Gospels,” in the The IVP Dictionary of the New 

Testament, ed. Daniel G. Reid (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2004), 957. 

248 Ibid, 958. 

249 Ibid. 

250 John Reumann, “Righteousness” in the Anchor Bible Dictionary, 749. 

251 K.L. Onesti & M.T. Brauch, “Righteousness II: Paul,” in the The IVP Dictionary of 

the New Testament, ed. Daniel G. Reid (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2004), 963. 
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and ethical behavior.252 

Acts, Revelation, and the General Letters. Compared to the Pauline corpora 

righteousness language is minimal in the remainder of the New Testament. These letters 

do affirm the character of God as righteous along with certain behaviors. One major 

contribution to the discussion is the title given to Christ: “The Righteous One.”253 Some 

have proposed that this title, which was likely picked up from the OT, was an important 

element in Paul’s development of his doctrine of righteousness.254 These letters reinforce 

the Pauline theme of righteousness as a gift received by faith (Heb 11:4, 7) and also 

widen the eschatological element in his righteousness language (2 Pet 3:13).255   

Various Proposals 

Many scholars have argued on the basis of the OT evidence that righteousness 

in the NT, especially in Paul, retains the notion of covenant faithfulness.256 Others have 

asserted that righteousness language in the OT is fundamentally creational, which 

therefore must inform our reading of the NT.257 One author has argued that righteousness 

in the OT is equivalent to the upholding of God’s name and that this also is the essence of 

the term in the NT.258 Another scholar has put forth a presentation of righteousness 

                                                

252 Ibid, 963-65. 

253 C.C. Newman, “Righteousness III: Acts, Hebrews, General Epistles, Revelation,” 
in the The IVP Dictionary of the New Testament, ed. Daniel G. Reid (Downers Grove: 
InterVarsity Press, 2004), 972. See Acts 3:14, 7:52, 22:14; 1 Jn 2:1, 29, 3:7; Heb 1:9; 1 Pet 3:18. 

254 John Reumann “Righteousness,” in Eerdmanns Dictionary of the Bible, ed. David 
Freedman (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmanns Publishing Company, 2000), 1129-130.  

255 C.C. Newman, “Righteousness III: Acts, Hebrews, General Epistles, Revelation,” 
973-74. 

256 John A. Bollier, “The Righteousness of God: A Word Study,” Interpretation 8 (No. 
4 1954): 410-13.  

 
257 Mark A. Seifrid, Justification and Variegated Nomism: The Complexities of 2

nd
 

Temple Judaisim, ed. D.A. Carson, Peter T. O’Brien, and Mark Seifrid (Grand Rapids: Baker 
Academic, 2001), 414-42.  

258 John Piper, The Justification of God: An Exegetical & Theological Study of 

Romans 9:1-23 (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2007), 135-50. John Piper, The Future of 
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language in terms of ordinary righteousness, extraordinary righteousness, and divine 

righteousness.259 In this helpful arrangement the author argues that righteousness in Paul 

refers to what men ought to do, a gift God provides, or a quality belonging to God. The 

strength of this presentation is in its simplicity while accounting for all the necessary 

data. Others have argued that righteousness language in Paul should be understood as a 

“salvation creating power.”260  This view is rooted in an OT understanding of 

righteousness that is closely tied to salvation.  

A Synthesis 

 Conclusions about righteousness in the NT are interwoven with conclusions 

about righteousness in the OT. I would argue that any discussion of righteousness that 

begins with covenant is far too limited. Further, I would contend that we must push back 

beyond creation for an apt starting point in this discussion. God is righteous therefore 

every method that fails to begin here lacks the appropriate foundation. Any righteousness 

in the world must be traced back to God like a beam is traced to the sun. All 

righteousness in creation is reflective of God himself.  

The discussion of righteousness in humans must begin with the fact that they 

were created as image bearers, which inevitably takes us back to the one they were 

created to reflect. It is telling that redemption entails restoration to righteous image 

bearing (Eph 4:24).261 Unrighteousness then must also be understood within the realm of 

image bearing for it is fundamentally a failure to reflect the character of God. To argue 

that unrighteousness is tied to law breaking in Scripture does not undermine this point, 

but rather strengthens it for law is a revelation of the righteous character of God that men 
                                                

Justification: A Response to N.T. Wright (Wheaton: Crossway Books, 2007), 63-71. John Piper, 
“The Demonstration of the Righteousness of God in Romans 3:25, 26,” JSNT (1980): 2-32. 

259 Stephen Westerholm, Perspectives Old and New on Paul: The Lutheran Paul and 

His Critics (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2004), 261-286. 

260 Richard B. Hays, “Psalm 143 and the Logic of Romans 3,” JBL 99 (No. 1 1980): 
107-15. Hays follows Kasemann, but argues from the MT rather than the Qumran literature.  

261 “Righteousness” in the Mounce’s Complete Expository Dictionary of Old & New 

Testament Words, 594-95. Mounce states that men created in the image of God were capable of 
living righteous lives. Through Adam’s sin all were made unrighteous and through all who have 
faith are made righteous and begin again to reflect God. 
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are demanded to abide by and thus conform to the righteousness of God. It seems then 

that the motif of image bearing may be a helpful scheme in which to further pursue the 

discussion of justification.262 Romans 5 may very well point us in this direction by 

placing justification within the context of the unrighteous image bearer over against the 

righteous image bearer.263 

Beginning the discussion of righteousness first and foremost in the character of 

God and secondarily in the reflection of his character in his people accounts for a portion 

of the eschatological element of righteousness language in Scripture.264 The total 

restoration of a corrupted world follows in the wake of the complete transformation of 

fallen image bearers (Rom 8:18-25). It is not surprising then that this new situation is 

identified in terms of new creation and is characterized by righteousness (2 Pet 3:13; Rev 

21-22). Seen from this perspective the doctrine of justification is the way in which God 

deals with the unrighteousness of his image bearers in order to bring about a new 

creation. In creation God began with the earth and climaxed with man, in redemption he 

begins with man and climaxes with a new creation.  

I have argued that the starting point for any discussion of righteousness is God  

Himself. From this place we move out to discuss other aspects of righteousness, which 

ultimately lead us back to their source, namely, God. Covenant and creation find their 

appropriate place in this scheme releasing them from a weight they were unable to bear. 

At the end of the day this framework has a way of keeping God where he belongs: at the 

center 

                                                

262 Simon Gathercole “The Doctrine of Justification in Paul and Beyond,” in 
Justification in Perspective, ed. Bruce L. McCormack (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 2006), 225-
29. Gathercole argues that the discussion of justification needs to be intertwined with that of new 
creation. Mark Seifrid, “The Gift of Salvation: Its Failure to Address the Crux of Justification,” 
JETS 42 (No. 4 199): 683-86. Seifrid argues for a necessary distinction between forensic and 
transformative righteousness. By placing justification into the realm of new creation I do not 
intend to equate justification with the transformative perspective of righteousness.  

263 If 1 Corinthians 15 is also brought into the discussion in conjunction with Romans 
5 the case may be even stronger. 

264 D.A. Carson, “Reflections on Salvation and Justification in the New Testament,” 
JETS 40 (No. 4 1997): 590. Robert W. Yarborough, “The Theology of Romans in Future Tense,” 
SBJT 11 (No. 3 2007): 46-61. 
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Romans 8 has rightly been labeled the most hope-giving chapter in the entire 

Bible.265 In Romans 8:28-34 Paul reiterates some things he has written earlier in the letter 

and further explains these foundational truths, which are essential to the hope of the 

Christian. It is not surprising to the reader of Romans that Paul returns to an explicit 

discussion of justification when he desires to bolster the hope of the believer. His 

discussion of justification in Romans 8, however, is not merely a return to the previous 

content, but an expansion of what has been articulated. Paul places the discussion of 

justification in the larger context of God’s eternal purposes and in so doing the reader is 

given insight into the function of justification in the larger redemptive scheme. The 

placement of justification in this larger context also enables the reader to explore 

relationship of this doctrine to other doctrines. This being so Romans 8 proves to be an 

important voice in the discussion of justification. The goal of this paper then is to work 

through Romans 8:28-34 in order to understand its unique contribution to the discussion 

of justification. I will seek to accomplish this goal through a thorough exegetical analysis 

of the text of Romans 8:28-34. 

 

Exegetical Analysis 

 

In this section I will discuss the location of Romans 8:28-34 in the context of 

Romans and in the flow of Chapter 8. I will then discuss the structure of 8:28-34 and the 

appropriate division for analysis. The heart of this section will be the exegesis of this unit 

of Romans. 

 

 

                                                

265 Octavius Winslow, No Condemnation in Christ Jesus (Carlisle: Banner of Truth 
Trust, 1991), v-vi. “It would, perhaps be impossible to select from the Bible a single chapter in 
which were crowded so much sublime, evangelical, and sanctifying truth as the eighth of 
Romans.” James Montgomery Boice, Romans 5-8, (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1992), 
781-82. Boice quotes Spener saying, “if the Bible was a ring and the book of Romans its precious 
stone, chapter 8 would be the sparkling point of the jewel.” F Godet, Commentary on St. Paul’s 

Epistle to the Romans Vol. 2, (Edinburgh: T.&T. Clark, 1892), 56-7.  
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Romans 8:28-34 in the Context of Romans 

The &1) of Romans 5:1 introduces a textual unit that concludes in 8:18-39.266  

The parallels between Romans 5:1-11 and Romans 8:18-39 are striking and should be 

understood as an inclusio.267 Douglas Moo in his commentary on Romans charts out 

these connections.268 

 5:1-11 5:12-8:17 8:18-39 

Love (of 

God/Christ) 

5:5, 8 -- 8:35, 39 

Justify 5:1, 9 6:7 8:30 (2x), 33 

Peace 5:1 8:6 -- 

Glory 5:2 6:4 8:18, 21, 30 

Hope 5:2, 4, 5 -- 8:20, 24 (4x), 25 

Tribulation 5:3 (2x) -- 8:18-35 

Save  5:9, 10 -- 8:24 

Endurance 5:3, 4 -- 8:25 

Once this connection is established and it is recognized that 5:1-11 and 8:18-39 frame 

this entire unit “we can conclude with some confidence that [the] overall purpose [of this 

unit] is to convince justified believers that they have assurance for the last judgment.”269 

                                                

266 Thomas R. Schreiner, Baker Exegetical Commentary on the New Testament: 

Romans (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2008), 26. Schreiner labels this entire section “hope as 
a result of righteousness by faith.” 

267 Douglas J. Moo, The NIV Application Commentary: Romans, ed. Terry Muck 

(Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 200), 272.  

268 Ibid.  

269 Ibid, 272-73. 
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8:28-34 is therefore integral to the climax of this unit and consequently essential for the 

assurance of the justified. 

Romans 8:28-34 in the Context of Romans 8 

Schreiner identifies the beginning of Romans 8 in a textual unit that stretches 

from 7:1-8:17. He asserts that the theme of this unit is “the triumph of grace over law.”270 

In this framework 8:1-17 explores how the Spirit fulfills the law.271 The latter half of 

Romans 8 is focused on the assurance of hope.272 John Murray understands 8:18-39 as a 

section with three grounds of encouragement for assurance with a “triumphant 

conclusion.”273 Although there are two distinct units within Romans 8 commentators 

have also seen connections tying them together. The theme of Romans 8:1: “there is 

therefore now no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus,” is picked up again in 

8:33 when Paul poses the question: “who will bring any charge against God’s elect?” The 

theme of justification on the basis of the atoning work of Christ frames Romans 8. Other 

links in the two sections include liberation from slavery, resurrection, adoption, and the 

Spirit.274 It is appropriate therefore to see a close connection between the beginning of 

Romans 8 and its conclusion.275  

                                                

270 Thomas R. Schreiner, Baker Exegetical Commentary on the New Testament: 

Romans, 26. 

271 Ibid, 26, 395-431. Schreiner argues that under the umbrella of the fulfillment of 
law by the Spirit the text should be understood in three sections. 1) 8:1-4, Christ’s death as the 
basis of deliverance; 2) 8:5-11, Contrast between flesh and Spirit; 3) 8:12-17, Obedience as the 
hallmark of the Spirit.  

272 Ibid, 26. Schreiner suggests a four-fold breakdown for 8:18-39. 1) 8:18-25, The 
hope of a new creation; 2) 8:26-27, Hope in Prayer; 3) 8:28-30, Hope of glorification; 4) 8:31-39, 
Certainty of hope in suffering. 

273 John Murray, The Epistle to the Romans (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans 
Publsihing Co. , 1980), 300, 322. The three grounds of assurance are 8:18-25, 8:26-27, and 8:28-
30. 8:31-39 is the triumphant inference drawn from these three grounds. 

274 James D.G. Dunn, Word Biblical Commentary: Romans 1-8, ed. David A. Hubbard 
and Glenn W. Barker (Dallas: Word Books, 1988), 466.  

275 Karl Barth, A Shorter Commentary on Romans, ed. Maico M. Michielin 

(Burlington: ASHGATE 2007), 64. 
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It is also important that the theme of suffering in Romans 8 informs the 

exegesis of particular texts. The assurance of hope put forward in this chapter is written 

specifically against the backdrop of a groaning creation. Paul is writing of a hope that it 

is not free from suffering but immovable in the midst of suffering. His aim is that his 

readers would have the correct understanding of his sovereign purposes so that they can 

be sustained in the midst of tremendous difficulties.  

The Structure of Romans 8:28-34 

As has been noted earlier some commentators see four sections in 8:18-39. 

Many of these recognize a division between 8:28-30 and 8:31-39. 8:31 is clearly 

inferential and as a result must be seen as beginning a new unit. I would also argue that 

8:31-39 though tightly connected can be understood as two further units. 8:31-34 is the 

first unit, which is distinctly saturated with forensic language and 8:35-39 is the second, 

which concerns the love of Christ in the midst of suffering.276 Though some debate the 

legitimacy of separating 8:26-27 from 8:28-30277 it is tenable to understand 8:28-30 as a 

distinct unit.278 Therefore I will take up 8:28-30 and 8:31-34 as distinct though 

inseparable exegetical units.    

 
Romans 8:28-30 

28 &2"%,/) "3 45# 5&67 89%:;'#) 5<) ./<) :=)5% '>)/?9/6 /!7 89%.-) 5&67 
$%5@ :?-./'#) $A*5&67 &1'#) 29 45# &B7 :?&C9)+ $%D :?&E?#'/) 
'>,,-?F&>7 5G7 /!$-)&7 5&0 >H&0 %I5&0 /!7 5< /J)%# %I5<) :?+5-5&$&) 
K) :&AA&67 8"/AF&67 30 &B7 "3 :?&E?#'/) 5&(5&>7 $%D K$=A/'/) $%D &B7 
K$=A/'/) 5&(5&>7 $%D K"#$%L+'/) &B7 "3 K"#$%L+'/) 5&(5&>7 $%D 
K"-M%'/) 

                                                

276 Douglas J. Moo, The NIV Application Commentary: Romans, 282-83. Moo divides 
the text in this way and titles the respective units “the work of God for us in Christ,” and “the 
love of God for us in Christ.”  

277 James D.G. Dunn, Word Biblical Commentary: Romans 1-8, 467.  

278 Andrzej Gieniusz, Romans 8:18-30: Suffering Does Not Thwart the Future Glory 
(Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1999), 20-51.  
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The text is a sweeping statement of the purpose (:?-./'#)) of God as Paul 

directs the reader’s attention back into eternity past and forward into eternity future. In 

this text Paul unpacks both the end and execution of God’s purposes as the ground for the 

unshakeable assurance that all things ultimately serve the elect. In the exegesis of this 

unit it is appropriate to begin with an analysis of the internal structure.279   

 

v. 28 

&2"%,/) "3 45# 
        5&67 89%:;'#) 5<) ./<) 
                      :=)5% '>)/?9/6 /!7 89%.-) 
        5&67 $%5@ :?-./'#) $A*5&67 &1'#) 

 

v. 29 

45#  
        &B7 :?&C9)+  
            $%D :?&E?#'/)  

                                   '>,,-?F&>7 5G7 /!$-)&7 5&0 >H&0 %I5&0      
/!7 5< /J)%# %I5<) :?+5-5&$&)  

K) :&AA&67 8"/AF&67 
 

v. 30 

        &B7 "3 :?&E?#'/)  
                   5&(5&>7 $%D K$=A/'/)  
                          $%D &B7 K$=A/'/)  
                               5&(5&>7 $%D K"#$%L+'/)  
                                       &B7 "3 K"#$%L+'/)  
                                                               5&(5&>7 $%D K"-M%'/) 

 

The main proposition in the text is the certain knowledge that “all things work 

together for good.” This proposition is qualified by limiting the recipients to “those who 

love God” and “those who are called according to his purpose.” This main proposition is 

then grounded in the fact that God “foreknows” and “predestines” his people for two 

reasons. First, they are predestined to “be conformed to the image of his son.” Second, 

they are predestined to “be conformed to the image of his son in order that Christ might 

be the firstborn among many brothers.” The second purpose is the ultimate purpose, 

while the first purpose is subsidiary in that it is a means to accomplish the second. Paul 

then returns to his thought on predestination and explains how the eternal purpose of God 

is worked out in history. He explains that predestination is linked to “calling” and calling 

is linked to “justification” and justification is linked to “glorification.” Grammatically 

                                                

279 Andrzej Gieniusz, Romans 8:18-30: Suffering Does Not Thwart the Future Glory, 
253. This chart is taken directly out of Gienjusz book. 
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then v.29-30 both ground and further explain v.28.280 

Structurally it seems that Paul’s “Christological insertion” in v.29 was an 

interruption in his thought to which he returns in v.30.281 What appears to be an 

interruption in Paul’s thought, however, is actually an expansion of it. The /!7 5< in this 

unit drives the reader to very heart of God’s eternal purpose and consequently to the 

bedrock of Christian assurance. It is also apparent from a structural standpoint that Paul is 

equating conformity to the image of Christ in v.29 with glorification v.30. Seeing this 

parallel warrants the possibility of seeing v.29-30 as parallel. If this is the case then the 

point of the unit becomes even clearer.  The parallels can be seen in the following chart. 

v.29 v.30 

He foreknew  

He predestined He predestined 

 He called 

 He justified 

Conformed to the 
image of his son 

He glorified 

 

The purpose laid out in v.29 is identical to the end result of the “golden chain” in v.30. In 

essence then Paul is saying that believers can be assured that God will work all things 

together for their good because his eternal purpose is to make them like Jesus and he has 

accomplished and will accomplish all that is necessary in order to make that happen. 

Further, the ultimate ground of this is the purpose of God to magnify his Son as the 
                                                

280 Douglas J. Moo, The New International Commentary on the New Testament: The 

Epistle to the Romans (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1999), 531.  

281 Andrzej Gieniusz, Romans 8:18-30: Suffering Does Not Thwart the Future Glory, 
252. “Because of the force of the interruption and of the unexpected appearance (we did not hear 
any word about Christ in preceding sections of the argument in vv.18-27), this insertion receives 
a very emphatic position.” 
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firstborn among many brethren. In short, Paul is saying all believers will be glorified 

because that is how Christ will be glorified and therefore nothing will get in the way of 

this eternal plan.  

Having examined the structure of this text we now turn to a verse by verse 

analysis. Verse 28 reads, &2"%,/) "3 45# 5&67 89%:;'#) 5<) ./<) :=)5% '>)/?9/6 /!7 89%.-) 

5&67 $%5@ :?-./'#) $A*5&67 &1'#). The "3 is not serving as an adversative conjunction, but is 

loosely connecting this phrase to the previous context. Paul is here giving an additional 

reason for assurance in the midst of suffering.282 By using &2"%,/) Paul is contrasting that 

which we know with that which we do not know (&2"%,/) &I$) in 8:26. He is also simply 

stating the certainty of our knowledge.283 The 45# is serving as a content 45#. The main 

proposition of the verse, :=)5% '>)/?9/6 /!7 89%.-), is the content of the knowledge. 

Although the subject of this main proposition is debated it is most natural to take :=)5% as 

the subject.284 The context clearly implies that God is the one ultimately working all 

things together for good. Paul’s use of :=)5% places nothing outside of the scope of God’s 

purposes, not even suffering.285 The main verb of this proposition is '>)/?9/6. The !1/ has 

been given undue attention.286  The verb should be understood to simply mean that all 

things work for the good of the saint. The emphasis seems not to lie on how all things 

work together but that all things work for good. The prepositional phrase /!7 89%.-) 

shows what all things are working toward. In the context the good is eschatological. The 

                                                

282 Charles Hodges, A Commentary on Romans (Carlisle: Banner of Truth Trust, 
1986), 280.  

283 The certainty of our knowledge that all things works together for our good is based 
upon the ground of v.29-30. We can know for sure that all things work for our good because we 
can know for sure that we will be glorified. We can know for sure that we will be glorified 
because in this God has intended to glorify Christ.  

284 Douglas J. Moo, The New International Commentary on the New Testament: The 

Epistle to the Romans, 527-28.  

285 D.M. Lloyd Jones, Romans: An Exposition of Chapter 8:17-39, The Final 

Perserverance of the Saints, (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1976), 171-72. Jones emphasizes that 
nothing is outside of this “all” including our sin and backsliding.  

286 Douglas J. Moo, The New International Commentary on the New Testament: The 

Epistle to the Romans, 529.  
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ultimate good envisioned is the conformity of believers to the glory of Christ and for the 

glory of Christ.287 

The two qualifying phrases are in the dative and serve to limit the main 

proposition to a certain group of individuals. First, they are 5&67 89%:;'#) 5<) ./<)288
 and 

second, they are 5&67 $%5@ :?-./'#) $A*5&67 &1'#). Calvin rightly argues that those who 

love God do so because they are the called of God.289 These are not conditions but 

definitions of those to whom the proposition is intended.290 The inference is that love for 

God characterizes the chosen people of God. The other inference is that not all people are 

included in this group. Men do not decide to be called nor do they determine that all 

things will work for their good. God calls and God determines that all things will work 

for the good of this group of individuals. The use of :?-./'#), as noted earlier, draws us 

into the reality of the eternal purpose of God. Individuals are not called merely to be 

called, but they are called for a specific purpose.  

Verse 29 reads, 45# &B7 :?&C9)+ $%D :?&E?#'/) '>,,-?F&>7 5G7 /!$-)&7 5&0 >H&0 

%I5&0 /!7 5< /J)%# %I5<) :?+5-5&$&) K) :&AA&67 8"/AF&67. The 45# serves as the connector to 

verse 28 and functions as a causal 45#. All that follows in v.29 is therefore the ground of 

v.28. Whether the 45# comes off &2"%,/) or '>)/?9/6 does not affect the meaning 

substantially. In the two aorist verbs :?&C9)+ and :?&E?#'/) God the Father explicitly 

takes center stage in the text, a position which he will hold until the conclusion of v.30. 

The verb :?&C9)+ denotes the electing love of God placed upon specific individuals. The 

verb :?&E?#'/) denotes the pre-ordained plan of God.291    

                                                

287 James Montgomery Boice, Romans 5-8, 907.  

288 The phrase 5&67 89%:;'#) is used in the LXX at times to define the people of God 
(Ex 20:6; Deut 7:9; Ps 122:6 (121:6 in LXX)). 

289 John Calvin, Commentaries on the Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Romans 
(Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 2005), 315. This affirmation is borne out by verse 30 where calling 
precedes all actions of the believer. 

290 Thomas R. Schreiner, Baker Exegetical Commentary on the New Testament: 

Romans, 450. 

291 Ibid, 452-53. 
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The phrase '>,,-?F&>7 5G7 /!$-)&7 5&0 >H&0 %I5&0 is the subsidiary purpose of 

God’s foreknowledge and predestination. This phrase is theologically loaded. The term 

/!$-)&7 is used of Adam and Eve in the LXX in Genesis 1:26, 27 and of Seth in 5:1. The 

term is utilized by Paul to teach that Christ is the true image of God (Col 1:15; 2 Cor 4:4; 

1 Cor 15:49) in contrast to Adam who marred the image of God (1 Cor 15:49; cf. Rom 

5:12-21). Those in Adam reflect it in their distorted image-bearing whereas those in 

Christ are progressively being restored into the image of God (2 Cor 3:18, Col 3:10). 

Christ is the 2nd Adam who is the perfect image-bearer that comes to restore the broken 

image-bearers united to and reflecting the 1st Adam. The term '>,,-?F&>7 helps to 

further define what Paul means by /!$-)&7 in this context. The phrase only occurs one 

other time in Philippians 3:21 where Paul is clearly referring to conformity to Christ on 

the final day when believers receive their resurrected bodies. In other contexts Paul 

stresses progressive conformity to the image of Christ, but here in this text he is 

emphasizing the certainty of the end result. He is talking specifically about God’s 

purpose to bring about and complete his plan of conforming us to Christ. The end is in 

view and therefore conformity to the image of the Son should be understood 

eschatologically.  

The phrase /!7 5< /J)%# %I5<) :?+5-5&$&) K) :&AA&67 8"/AF&67 is the ultimate 

purpose which is accomplished by the subsidiary purpose ('>,,-?F&>7 5G7 /!$-)&7 5&0 

>H&0 %I5&0). The /!7 5< denotes purpose and introduces an infinitive of purpose (/J)%#). The 

pronoun %I5<) serves as the accusative subject of the infinitive and refers to Christ. The 

term :?+5-5&$&) is in the predicate accusative position and denotes what Christ is and 

will ultimately become on the final day. The term :?+5-5&$&) is another significant term 

in the LXX and NT.292 In the NT there are two texts (Col 1:18; Rev 1:5) that connect this 

term with the resurrection of Christ. This is likely the meaning here, which substantiates 

the position taken above that conformity to the image of Christ is eschatological. The 

resurrection of Christ gives him the claim of being the firstborn. However, his :&AA&67 
                                                

292 In the LXX I found six main ways in which the term is used. 1) To speak of the 
firstborn child; 2) To speak of the sacrifice of the firstborn animal; 3) To speak of the death of the 
first born in the Exodus; 4) To speak of the consecration of the first born child to God 5) To speak 
of the Levites as the substitute for the first born of Israel. 
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8"/AF&67 await their resurrection and therefore he awaits the fullness of that title. This 

reality is thematically connected to 8:23 where the adoption of sons is equated with the 

redemption of the believer’s body.  

The heart of the purpose phrase “in order that he might be the first born 

among many brothers” is the glory of Christ. This phrase when connected to the previous 

one (being conformed to the image of his son) demonstrates that the full accomplishment 

of Christ’s salvific work is yet to be seen. The resurrection is the climax and completion 

of his work and therefore must come to pass otherwise his work has been thwarted.293  

His glory in the great salvation he has accomplished through his life, death, and 

resurrection is on the line in the glorification of his chosen people. If they fail to be 

glorified so does he for then he has not accomplished what he set out to do. This then is 

the ultimate goal of salvation: the glorification of Christ.294  The glorification of believers 

rests on the bedrock of the glorification of Christ. In other words, the great theme of 

Scripture that God acts for the sake of his name and to uphold his glory is the ground for 

all Christian assurance. The certainty of our salvation is wrapped up in the certainty of 

Christ’s honor.  

Verse 30 reads, &B7 "3 :?&E?#'/) 5&(5&>7 $%D K$=A/'/) $%D &B7 K$=A/'/) 5&(5&>7 

$%D K"#$%L+'/) &B7 "3 K"#$%L+'/) 5&(5&>7 $%D K"-M%'/). Paul returns here to the thought he 

began but interrupted in v.29. This verse has been dubbed the “golden chain.” Two things 

justify this appellation. First, the repetition of &B7 and 5&(5&>7 throughout the verse 

confirms that the same individual is in view throughout and that all four actions are 

contingent upon one another. Second, God is the subject of all these verbs assuring the 

reader that the execution of these actions is certain in the hands of omnipotence.295 

Interpreters have rightly discerned throughout history that this is an unbreakable chain. 

The verb :?&E?#'/) has been discussed above and has the same meaning here. The verb 

                                                

293 Michael Thompson, Clothed with Christ: The Example and Teaching of Jesus in 

Romans 12:1-15:13 (Worcester: JSOT Press, 1991), 84-5. 

294 Handley C.G. Moule, The Epistle of St Paul to the Romans (London: Pickering and 
Inglis), 238. 

295 Ibid,  237. “Not one link in the chain of actual redemption is of our forging.” 
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K$=A/'/) is used here as an effective call. That is, it brings forth what it demands.296 This 

then is the first step of the execution of God’s plan in time (the death and resurrection of 

Christ is assumed).  

The verb K"#$%L+'/) brings to the forefront the topic we are concerned with in 

this paper. The effective call of God leads to the justification of the individual. Just like 

our two previous verbs (:?&E?#'/) and K$=A/'/)) God is the subject of justify. It is 

significant that all three of these verbs signify a past, completed event that was initiated 

and carried out by God. Justification is no more under our control than election. 

Justification is that one time declaration of God based upon the perfect life and atoning 

death of Christ that we are forgiven and righteous in his sight. This declaration is the 

basis of our acceptance with God. It is insightful to see that the goal of the effective call 

is to bring about the justification of the believer. These links in the chain of redemption 

exist for the purpose of bringing about the next link. It is helpful also to see that that in 

this text justification is solely the work of God whereby he chooses specific individuals 

who will be justified and brings it about. The fact that the chain does not end here also 

signifies that justification is not the end but the means to something else, namely 

glorification. 

It has been noted that the term K"-M%'/) is parallel with being conformed to 

the image of Christ in v. 29. Surprisingly Paul does not switch tenses when he discusses 

glorification but uses the same form as the previous three verbs (aorist active indicative). 

Commentators and pastors have seen tremendous significance in this throughout history. 

Lloyd Jones states, “The apostle deliberately uses this aorist tense in order to give us this 

final unshakeable assurance. In the mind of it has already been done; it is as certain as our 

justification.”297 Although some disagree with Jones’ conclusions on Paul’s use of the 

                                                

296 The term K$=A/'/) is used this way in the LXX (Gen 1:5, 8, 10; Ps 50:1, 105:16, 
147:4; Is 41:4, 9, 43:1). It is clear from the usage in the NT that this term is used when God 
effectually calls an individual (Rom 9:24; 1 Cor 1:9, 7:18, 20, 21, 22, 24; Gal 1:6, 15, 5:8, 13; 
Eph 4:1, 4; Col 3:15; 1 Thess 2:12, 4:7, 5:24; 2 Thess 2:14, 1 Tim 6:12; 2 Tim 1:9; Heb 9:15; 1 
Pet 1:15, 2:9, 21, 3:9, 5:10; 2 Pet 1:3; 1 Jn 3:1; Rev 19:9. 

297 D.M. Lloyd Jones, Romans: An Exposition of Chapter 8:17-39, The Final 

Perserverance of the Saints, 257.   
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aorist many affirm that Paul is speaking of the certainty of God’s saving action.298 God 

will bring about the resurrection of his elect and usher them ultimately into his kingdom 

forever.  

Glorification is the end of the chain of redemption and therefore the goal of all 

previous links in the chain. This is extremely significant for it means that soteriology is 

fundamentally moving toward something. The work of God in saving his people is not an 

end but a means to an end. I would suggest that this purpose should be summarized as 

new creation. Glorification is nothing less (although it is more) than the restoration of 

fallen image-bearers and with them the restoration of all creation (8:18-25). The 

terminology of v. 29 picks up on an Adamic Christology linking us back to 5:12-21. 

Christ is the true image-bearer who comes graciously to restore a select group of 

individuals through his obedience unto death. On the basis of this death God calls, 

justifies, and ultimately glorifies his people. Glorification is the climax and goal of this 

work of redemption in that it completes the restoration of the fallen creature ushering in a 

new heaven and a new earth all to the glory of the Son. It is when the elect are glorified 

that the sufficiency and glory of the work of Christ will be ultimately vindicated. On the 

final day it will be evident that Christ has accomplished the eternal purpose of the Father.  

In terms of the link between justification and glorification it is significant that 

justification serves to bring about the ultimate purpose of conforming the elect into the 

image of Christ. Therefore justification should be discussed within the context of the 

larger redemptive scheme of new creation. The presence of justification in this chain also 

points to its importance for it is a crucial link in the chain that brings about the ultimate 

purposes of God. Remove the link of justification and the entire chain falls apart. The 

placement of justification in the “golden chain” thus points out the significance of the 

doctrine and the goal of the doctrine. The fact that God is the subject of not only 

justification, but also glorification brings about tremendous assurance. Luther was correct 

in saying, “our salvation altogether lies in his hands.”299 

                                                

298 John Calvin, Commentaries on the Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Romans, 320. 

299 Martin Luther, Commentary on Romans (Grand Rapids: Kregel, 1954), 129.   
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Romans 8:31-34 

 
31 5L &1) K?&0,/) :?<7 5%05% /! N ./<7 O:3? P,;) 5L7 $%.' P,;) 32 47 9/ 
5&0 !"L&> >H&0 &I$ KF/L'%5& 8AA@ O:3? P,;) :=)5+) :%?C"+$/) %I5-) 
:;7 &IQD $%D 'R) %I5S 5@ :=)5% P,6) Q%?L'/5%# 33 5L7 K9$%AC'/# $%5@ 
K$A/$5;) ./&0 ./<7 N "#$%#;) 34 5L7 N $%5%$?#);) T?#'5<7 U*'&07 N 
8:&.%)E) ,VAA&) "3 K9/?./L7 W7 $%L K'5#) K) "/M#X 5&0 ./&0 W7 $%D 
K)5>9Q=)/# O:3? P,;)  

The &1) signals a new unit that is inferential in nature. Paul draws strong 

inferences from his previous teaching by posing questions and giving strong answers that 

summarize the heart of what he has been saying. Breaking the unit into the question Paul 

poses will aid in analyzing the content. 

 
Question Answer 

5L &1) K?&0,/) :?<7 5%05% /! N ./<7 O:3? P,;) 5L7 $%.' P,;) 

:;7 &IQD $%D 'R) %I5S 5@ :=)5% P,6) Q%?L'/5%# 47 9/ 5&0 !"L&> >H&0 &I$ KF/L'%5& 8AA@ O:3? P,;) :=)5+) 
:%?C"+$/) %I5-) 

 

5L7 K9$%AC'/# $%5@ K$A/$5;) ./&0 ./<7 N "#$%#;) 

5L7 N $%5%$?#);)    T?#'5<7 U*'&07 N 8:&.%)E) ,VAA&) "3 K9/?./L7 W7 $%L K'5#) 
K) "/M#X 5&0 ./&0 W7 $%D K)5>9Q=)/# O:3? P,;) 

 

The diagram shows that Paul poses four questions and gives four answers in 

this unit.300 The questions serve to draw the audience in and draw the appropriate 

inferences from what he has been teaching.301 If the audience has understood what he has 

been saying then they will affirm Paul’s answers to these inferential questions.302 This 

                                                

300 It is debated whether or not the proposed break down of this unit is legitimate. See 
Douglas J. Moo, The New International Commentary on the New Testament: The Epistle to the 

Romans, 537-42.  

301 Douglas J. Moo, The NIV Application Commentary: Romans, 285. 

302 John Stott, The Bible Speaks Today: The Message of Romans, ed. John Stott 
(Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 1994), 246. Stott nicely divides 8:28-39 into three sections 
of five. 1) 8:28- five unshakeable convictions; 2) 8:29-30- five undeniable affirmations; 2) 8:31-
39- five unanswerable questions. William Sanday & Arhur C. Headlam, A Critical and Exegetical 

Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans, ed. Charles Augustus Briggs (Edinburgh: Clark), 219-
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unit is dominated by forensic language, which brings to the forefront Paul’s major theme 

of justification once again. We will take the four questions and their answers one by one.  

The first question posed is 5L &1) K?&0,/) :?<7 5%05%? This is a common phrase 

used throughout Romans when Paul is drawing inferences from previous content (4:1, 

6:1, 7:7, 9:14, 9:30). Crucial for interpretation here is determining the antecedent of 

5%05%. Some argue that “these things” refer back to 8:28-30. Others argue that the whole 

of chapter 8 is in mind. Others propose that 5:1-8:30 is in mind. While still others believe 

that 1:16-8:20 is in view.303 The view that 5%05% refers to the whole of 5:1-8:30 is most 

plausible since as was previously established this section forms its own unit. From 5:1 

and following Paul has been unpacking the wonders and implications of being justified 

by faith. He takes a deep breath in 8:31 and says “what shall we say then to these 

things?” How are we to respond to such mercy that has been extended to us? How do we 

sum up what has been said. His answer: /! N ./<7 O:3? P,;) 5L7 $%.' P,;). I would argue 

that this triumphant statement is the summary of Romans 5:1-8:30.304 In a word, Paul has 

been saying for four chapters that God is in support of you, he is on your side, and 

nothing can hinder his purposes in your life.305 The point is not that no one is against us 

for Paul extinguishes that thought in v.35-39. The point is that it does not matter who is 

against us if God is for us and God has demonstrated that he is for his people through the 

salvation he has wrought.  

The second question is :;7 &IQD $%D 'R) %I5S 5@ :=)5% P,6) Q%?L'/5%#? The 

question concerns the provision for the completion of salvation along with every (5@ 

:=)5%) other legitimate need in the present life.306 The verb Q%?L'/5%# highlights the 

                                                

22. 

303 Paul J. Achtemeir, Interpretation, A Biblical Commentary for Teaching and 

Preaching: Romans (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1973), 149. Douglas J. Moo, The New 

International Commentary on the New Testament: The Epistle to the Romans, 537-42.  

304 Douglas J. Moo, The New International Commentary on the New Testament: The 

Epistle to the Romans, 537-39.  

305 R. Kent Hughes, Preaching the Word: Romans, Righteousness from Heaven 
(Wheaton: Crossway, 1991), 165-71. 

306 Thomas R. Schreiner, Baker Exegetical Commentary on the New Testament: 
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graciousness in the giving (1 Cor 2:12). The answer to the question is 47 9/ 5&0 !"L&> >H&0 

&I$ KF/L'%5& 8AA@ O:3? P,;) :=)5+) :%?C"+$/) %I5-). In other words, of course God will 

freely give all things to his people for he has given them his Son. The argument is from 

the greater to the lesser. This phrase is connected to the prior verse in illustrating the 

heart of what it means for God to be for us.307 In other words, the cross stands as an 

objective, historical demonstration and abiding emblem of the fact that he is for us. It is 

only as a believer continues to look outside of himself to the cross that he his certain that 

God is not opposed to him but immutably for him. The two verbs in the text KF/L'%5& and 

:%?C"+$/) are significant. The term KF/L'%5& is used in the LXX of Abraham not sparing 

his son (Gen 22:12, 16). It is also used in the LXX to denote not pitying someone but 

instead judging them (Deut 13:8; 1 Sam 15:3). The Father refused to withhold his son. 

But rather (8AA@) he gave him up for us all. The negative act of withholding is contrasted 

with the positive act of handing over. The verb :%?C"+$/) is another term rich with 

redemptive historical connotations. In the LXX it is most often used with God as the 

subject. The majority of usages refer to God either handing over the enemies of Israel to 

them (Deut 3:2, 3; Josh 2:24, 6:2; Jdg 1:4, 2:14, 13:1; 1 Sam 23:4) or handing over Israel 

to their enemies (1 Sam 28:19; 2 Kgs 21:14; 2 Chr 36:17). Significantly it is also used 

twice of the suffering servant of Isaiah 53 (Is 53:6, 12). God actively handed over his Son 

to be crushed. The true Israel is handed over to the enemies that he might gather to 

himself a new Israel. The point of the not withholding and the giving of the Son in the 

context is to assure the elect that God will graciously meet all their needs. 

The third question is 5L7 K9$%AC'/# $%5@ K$A/$5;) ./&0? The question is forensic 

and eschatological. The verb K9$%AC'/# is a future, which points us to the fact that the 

charges envisioned here are posited on the Day of Judgment. Other usages of the verb 

K9$%AC'/# in the NT have a forensic sense as well (Acts 23:28, 29, 26:2, 7). It is interesting 

that Paul labels the believers the K$A/$5;) ./&0. He ties together election and justification 

                                                

Romans, 460. He argues for a connection between the :=)5% of v. 32 and v. 28 along v. 37. “Since 
God works all things for the good of believers, everything given to them turns out to be a gift for 
their benefit.” 

307 Douglas J. Moo, The New International Commentary on the New Testament: The 

Epistle to the Romans, 539.  
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once again demonstrating that these two realities are inseparable. The answer to this 

question is ./<7 N "#$%#;). Paul affirmed this truth in 8:30 showing that God is the subject 

of justification. Here the reason that no one will be able to bring a charge that will 

condemn the elect of God is based upon the fact that the one who has the final say has 

already declared us not guilty. Paul likely has in mind Isaiah 50:9, “ Behold the Lord God 

helps me; who will declare me guilty?” 308
 This text also illuminates the link between 

future judgment and present justification.
309

  The fact that no charge will stand against the 

elect on the final day demonstrates that justification is essentially the final judgment 

invading history. The elect of God need not fear the last day for God has judged them in 

Christ. This text then gives believers a double ground of assurance in judgment: election 

and justification. 

The fourth question is 5L7 N $%5%$?#);)? Paul puts forth another forensic 

question: who is the one who condemns? The answer T?#'5<7 U*'&07 N 8:&.%)E) ,VAA&) 

"3 K9/?./L7 W7 $%L K'5#) K) "/M#X 5&0 ./&0 W7 $%D K)5>9Q=)/# O:3? P,;). Paul is apparently 

envisioning both the Father and the Son in positions of authority on the last day (Jn 5:26-

27; Acts 17:30-31; Rev 6:15-17). His answer therefore is an elaborate one to express that 

the only one who can finally condemn us is the one who has been condemned for us, 

vindicated for us, and is an intercessor for us. Christ Jesus will stand in judgment on 

those he has justified therefore the elect can be confident that the one who bore their 

condemnation will never condemn them. Paul unpacks four things about Christ that instill 

confidence in the elect on the final day.  

First, Christ is N 8:&.%)E). The atonement is the first reason that believers will 

not be condemned for Christ has taken their punishment. Second, Christ is the K9/?./L7 W7. 

Paul moves from the death to the resurrection by saying “how much more” (,VAA&) "3). 

Not only did he die but he was also raised from the dead, which intimated that his atoning 

work was sufficient. The resurrection was as vital as the cross for our justification (Rom 

4:25) for they were both part of the accomplishment of redemption. Third, Christ $%L K'5#) 

K) "/M#X 5&0 ./&0. This phrase is tightly linked with a $%L to the previous phrase. His death 

                                                

308 Thomas R. Schreiner, Baker Exegetical Commentary on the New Testament: 

Romans, 462. 

309 John Piper, The Future of Justification: A Response to N.T. Wright (Wheaton: 
Crossway Books, 2007), 184.  
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and resurrection led to his exaltation. To be seated at the right hand of God was to fulfill 

the prophetic word of Psalm 110. This phrase denotes the awesome authority given to the 

Son as a result of the work he accomplished (Phil 2:5-11). The elect can be confident that 

the one who holds sway over the world is for them and therefore on the final day there 

will be no one who can condemn them. Fourth, Christ is W7 $%D K)5>9Q=)/# O:3? P,;). Not 

only did he die and rise for us, but in his position of authority he also intercedes for us. 

The verb K)5>9Q=)/# occurs in 8:27 referring to the intercession of the Holy Spirit (cf. Heb 

7:25). In Romans 8 two persons of the Divine Community intercede to the Father on 

behalf of the elect. This intercession likely takes the shape of prayer.310 The believer is to 

find great assurance that the one who can condemn them is the same one that prays for 

them. Paul is pressing the point home: how can you be condemned if the one who is 

capable of doing so is for you? 

This fourth question reveals once again that justification must be understood in 

light of other doctrines. The atonement and justification must never be separated. 

Justification and resurrection must be kept together. Even the exaltation of Christ and his 

intercession according to Paul have a bearing on how we should view justification. Paul 

utilizes the doctrine of justification pastorally to instill assurance and hope in the lives of 

the elect.  

 

Conclusion 

 

What then is the contribution of Romans 8:28-34 to the discussion of 

justification? First, I would suggest that this text places justification in the context of the 

goal of new creation. The text informs us that any discussion of new creation must 

                                                

310 Contra John Murray, Redemption Accomplished and Applied (Grand Rapids: 
William B. Eeardmans Publishing Co., 1955), 28. Murray argues that Christ’s intercession is 
merely to be “the permanent personal embodiment of all the efficacy and virtue that accrued from 
the sacrifice once offered.” I agree with Lloyd Jones, “There is no need…for our Lord to defend 
the believer. He has already done so, ‘once and forever.’” D.M. Lloyd Jones, Romans: An 

Exposition of Chapter 8:17-39, The Final Perserverance of the Saints, 436.   
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include justification and any discussion of justification must include new creation. 

Second, along these same lines the text illustrates that justification is a means to 

something else, namely new creation. To isolate the doctrine as an end is to miss the 

point. Third, the text teaches that the doctrine of justification is vital in the 

accomplishment of our salvation. Though it is a means it is an extremely important one. 

Fourth, the text places the discussion of justification in the context of other doctrines. The 

result is that election, predestination, calling, glorification, atonement, resurrection, 

exaltation, intercession, and judgment all become vitally linked with justification. 

Exploring justification in relationship to these other doctrines is imperative for an 

appropriate understanding of this doctrine. Fifth, the text is a brilliant illustration of the 

pastoral power of justification. Paul utilizes the doctrine throughout Romans to instill 

assurance, cut down pride, and magnify God in Christ. In conclusion, Romans 8:28-32 is 

a crucial text for understanding justification and being equipped to instill assurance in the 

lives of the elect.   
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 It is widely agreed that the confession Jesus is Lord was one of the earliest 

confessions of the first century church.311 The confession was and is an extremely 

significant statement of belief.312  Indeed, both belief in and verbal confession of the truth 

that Jesus is Lord is a must for becoming recipients of salvation (Rom 10:9-10). The 

importance of this confession is in early Christianity is also evident from three other 

strands of evidence. First, the important uses of it in Romans 10:9-13, 1 Corinthians 12:1-

3, and Philippians 2:5-11. Second, the quotation of Old Testament Yahweh texts that 

were applied to Jesus.313 Third, the many references to the title Lord attributed to Jesus 

throughout the New Testament.314 

 The goal of this paper is to explore one of three most important texts in the 

New Testament on the confession that Jesus is Lord: Romans 10:9-13. My task will be to 

exegete the text while keeping in mind other New Testament evidence with the aim of 

understanding what this early confession means along with its implications for 

Christology. I will accomplish this goal by dividing the paper into three sections. In the 

first section I will discuss the context of Romans 10:9-13. In the second section I will 

investigate the text. In the third and final section I will discuss the implications for 

Christology and evangelism. 

 
The Surrounding Context of Romans 10:9-13 

 

In Romans 9 Paul begins an extended discussion on Israel within God’s plan of 

redemption. Paul addresses the issue of why many of the chosen people of God are cut 

                                                

311 Thomas R. Schreiner, Paul, Apostle of God's Glory in Christ: A Pauline Theology 
(Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2001), 162. 

312 C.K Barrett, Harpers New Testament Commentaries: The Epistle to the Romans 
(New York: Harper & Row Publishers, 1957), 200. Barrett argues that it was a baptismal 
confession. 

313 Richard Bauckham, Jesus and the God of Israel: God Crucified and Other Studies 

on the New Testament’s Christology of Divine Identity (Grand Rapids: William B. Erdmann’s 
Publishing Company, 2008), 186-88. 

314 Ben Witherington III, “Lord I: Gospels,” in The IVP Dictionary of the New 

Testament, ed. Daniel G. Reid (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2004), 714-21. 
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off from God. He discusses the problem from the angle of election (Rom 9:6-29) and the 

angle of disobedience to God through rejection of the appointed Messiah (Rom 9:30-

10:21) and thus rejection of the only possible way to acquire a righteous standing before 

God through that same Messiah (Rom (9:30-10:4).  

At the beginning of chapter 10 Paul is addressing the failure of Israel to submit 

to the righteousness of God provided for them through Christ (10:1-4). The reason for 

their failure, according to Paul, was due to their devotion and attempts to establish their 

own righteousness. The attempt to establish ones own righteousness implies within it a 

rejection of receiving righteousness as a gift attained by a substitute. The Israelites failed 

to grasp that the end of the law was Christ for righteousness (10:4) and therefore 

misunderstood the function of the law in leading them to their Savior (Gal 3:10-29).  

As chapter 10 continues Paul continues to explain the attempt of Israel to 

establish their own righteousness while rejecting the free gift offered by God. Paul 

contrasts the way of attaining righteousness based on the law and the way of attaining it 

based on faith (10:5-6). He illustrates the impossibility of doing anything to aid the 

Messiah in his redemptive work (10:6-7) and shows that instead they must believe the 

word of faith centering on the Messiah (10:8). The achievement of righteousness is much 

closer to Israel than they realize for it is found not in their own actions but in the word of 

faith they have heard that must be believed in the heart and confessed with the mouth 

(10:8). 

 

The Text of Romans 10:9-13 

 

9 #.* !$/ %µ2(234!"0 !/ .& !.5µ+.6 !21 %#7*2/ '-!2(/ %+) 8*!.)#!"0 
!/ .* %+796+ !21 #.* % ,),0 +-.,/ .3)*7)/ !% /)%7//, !$,4!": 10 
%+796+ 3$7 8*!.)#).+* )00 9*%+*2!#/-/, !.5µ+.* 91 %µ2(23)2.+* )00 
!$.-76+/. 11 (;3)* 3$7 3 37+<4, =40 % 8*!.)#$/ !85 +-.& 2- 
%+.+*!"1/,4!).+*.  12 2- 3'7 !!.*/ 9*+!.2(6 '219+621 .) %+) 
7((-/20, % 3$7 +-.,0 %#7*20 8'/.$/, 8(21.// )00 8'/.+0 .280 
!8*%+(21µ;/210 +-.5/ 13 =40 3$7 90 :/ !8*%+(;!-.+* ., ;/2µ+ %17621 
!$,4!).+*. 
 

 The #.* connects v. 9 back to v. 8, which speaks of the word of faith that is 

proclaimed. The #.* here is functioning in an explanatory fashion. In other words, what 
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follows in v. 9 is the explanation of the word of faith that is proclaimed in v. 8. The main 

proposition in v. 9 is !$,4!", a future passive indicative serving as the result of a 

fulfilled condition. The salvation here envisioned is not something to be done by human 

action but by God acting upon men apart from their actions. This is in distinction with a 

synergistic salvation envisioned by the Israelites (10:1-4). The other thing to be noticed 

about this rescue accomplished by God is its eschatalogical nature. The salvation finally 

envisioned will be rescue from the day of God’s wrath.  

 The remainder of the verse is the condition which must first be met before the 

main proposition can be true. The condition is divided into two parts.. The first part of the 

condition states %µ2(234!"0 !/ .& !.5µ+.6 !21 %#7*2/ '-!2(/. The second part of the 

condition states  8*!.)#!"0 !/ .* %+796+ !21 #.* % ,),0 +-.,/ .3)*7)/ !% /)%7//.315 The 

first part of the condition is an action made with the mouth. The text says that mere assent 

with the mind will not be sufficient an individual must with his mouth state the fact of the 

lordship of jesus. The term used here for confession (%µ2(234!"0) means to agree with a 

certain truth and to state it with the mouth (Jn 9:22, 12:42, 1 Tim 6:12, 1 Jn 2:23,  

4:15).316  The heart of the confession is in the title Lord (%#7*2s). The term has a fairly 

wide range of meaning. It can be used as a respectful title, a title with authority (ex: 

caesar), a reference to a slave owner, a title for false gods, a title for the one true God.317 

The remainder of this text will bear out the appropriate meaning of this title. At this point 

it is clear that something must be affirmed about Jesus in order for an individual to be 

saved. 

 The second part of the condition moves to something else that must be believed 

                                                

315  The objection that conditions placed upon us to receive salvation contradict 
monergism is silenced by the truth that trusting Christ and confessing him as Lord are both gifts 
of grace (Eph 2:8-9, 1 Cor 12:3). 

316 David Fredrickson, "Confessing Jesus as Lord," Word & World XVIII, no. 1 
(Winter 1998): 1-2. Fredrickson states that the confession of Jesus as Lord is a theological 
affirmation that brings an individual into agreement with God the Father about the title he has 
given him and all that implies (Phil 2:5-11). 

 
317 H.R. Balz, & G. Schneider, Exegetical dictionary of the New Testament (Grand 

Rapids: Eerdmans, 1990), 2:514-16. 
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about Jesus in order to be a recipient of salvation. Here Paul emphasizes not the external  

admission of a truth but an internal affirmation.318  It is with the heart that one believes. 

The belief centers in on one fact: % ,),0 +-.,/ .3)*7)/ !% /)%7//. The first part of the 

affirmation focused on the person of Christ this second part focuses on his work. One 

must believe in the resurrection of Christ which implies an affirmation of his atoning 

work on the cross as well.319  The text emphasizes that it was God who brought him up 

from the dead and that this must be believed in order for one to be saved. Many have 

rightly noted that the title Lord given to Jesus and the resurrection are tightly wed in the 

New Testament (Acts 2:14-36, Rom 1:1-5).320  

 The remaining four verses in this text begin with the conjunction for (3$7) 

chaining the entire unit together. Verse 10 grounds v. 9 by stating that faith leads to 

righteousness (9*%+*2!#/-) and confession leads to salvation (!$.-76+). Paul is 

essentially restating what he has already said in the previous verse. However, grounding 

his statement in this truth does two things. First, it reinforces the importance of both faith 

and confession for salvation. Without believing something very clearly and certainly and 

confessing it in the same way there is no salvation. That something is the truth about who 

Jesus is and what he has done. This truth is an exclusive truth. Without the affirmation of 

these exact things salvation is out of reach. Second, this statement ties together salvation 

and the acquisition of righteousness.321 The way a person receives salvation is by the gift 

of righteousness as Paul has already stated (Rom 10:1-4). Verse 9-10 then tell us that 

salvation comes through heart faith and mouth confession in a resurrected Lord who is 

none other than Jesus. 

                                                

318 John Stott, The Bible Speaks Today: The Message of Romans, ed. John Stott 
(Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 1994), 283. Stott, however, helpfully states, “heart and 
mouth, inward belief and outward confession, belong essentially together.” It is equally true that 
all that is believed is confessed and vice versa. 

319 John Calvin, Commentaries on the Epistle of Paul the Apostle to the Romans 
(Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 2005), 392. 

 
320 Thomas R. Schreiner, Baker Exegetical Commentary on the New Testament: 

Romans (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2008), 559-60. 
 
321 John Stott, The Bible Speaks Today: The Message of Romans, 283.  
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 It appears that verse 11 serves as a ground for both verses 9 and 10.322  Paul 

grounds his statement by introducing a proof text from the Old Testament.323 The text he 

selects is from Isaiah 28:16.324 In the context of Isaiah 28 the one to whom faith must be 

directed is the precious stone placed by Yawheh in the foundation of Zion (Is 28:16). 

There are three important things to notice from this verse. First, the verse grounds the two 

verses that have gone before by demonstrating from an Old Testament text that God has 

appointed this Jesus to be the one to whom faith is directed. In other words, this way of 

salvation is God’s way of salvation and outside of him there is no salvation. Believing 

and confessing the person and work of Jesus for salvation is then God’s appointed means 

granting this gift.To reject this fact is to reject the authoritative word of God. Second, 

salvation is envisioned here as vindication on the final day rather than shame. The verb 

utilized here (%+.+*!"1/,4!).+*) is a future passive indicative, which once again 

emphasizes our passivity and God’s activity in the final day of judgment. The shame 

envisioned here is not merely psychological but legal.325  Third, the =40 in the text 

demonstrates that the gospel is for both Jew and Gentile. The work of salvation included 

all nations and therefore the invitation must as well. 

In verse 12a Paul grounds (3$7) the statement he has just made from the Old 

Testament by the bold and to the Israelites offensive statement that there is no distinction 

between Jew and Greek. Paul then grounds (3$7) this statement in 12b. The reason why 

there is no distinction is due to the lordship of God over all nations along with a weatlh of 

grace that he is willing to extend to any that would call upon him. This verse is very 

significant not only for explaining the reason why there is no distinction between Jew and 

Gentile but also for identifying the significance of the title Lord (%#7*20) which was seen 

in v. 9. It is clear that 12b is referring to Jesus because he was the object of faith in v. 12. 
                                                

322 Thomas R. Schreiner, Baker Exegetical Commentary on the New Testament: 

Romans, 560.  
 
323 Ibid.  
 
324 Ibid, 561. According to Schreiner, Paul inserts <4= for it does not occur in either 

the Hebrew text or the LXX. His insertion of <4= is significant for it emphasizes the universality 
of hte pauline gospel and forms a vital link to the following verses. 

 
325 Ibid. 
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There is no hint in the text that Paul has now transitioned from speaking about Christ to 

speaking about the Father. This being true there are three important truths asserted about 

Jesus that help to identify the significance of confessing him as Lord.  

The first thing noticeable in the verse is that Jesus is given the title “Lord of 

all” (%#7*20 8'/.$/). In the context the all is clearly referring to all peoples. As was 

noted earlier there are a number of possiblities for how the term %#7*20 should be 

interpreted. The use of %#7*20 here rules out any other meaning than that of deity. No 

mere man could claim such a title nor would one ever be given such.326  The title %#7*20 

is used in the Septuagint more than 9,000 times. Of these 9,000 times 6,156 of them 

translate the divine name of God: Yahweh.327 In other words, the overwhelming majority 

of usages of %#7*20 in the LXX refer to the one true God. It is also noteworthy that there 

is a similar phrase in the Old Testament referring to Yahweh. For example Psalm 97:5 

states, “The mountains melt like wax before the Lord, before the Lord of all the earth” 

(cf. Josh 3:11,13, Zech 6:5). Universal Lordship is something which belongs exclusively 

to God. This title attributed to Jesus therefore points to a high christology.328  

The second thing to notice from the verse is that Jesus is both the object of  

prayer and worship. The text says that men must call (!8*%+(21µ;/210) on this one who 

is Lord of all and grace will be bestowed upon them. This is an extremely significant 

affirmation about Jesus. This can be seen by a brief look at the Old Testament 

                                                

326 Karen Pidock-Lester, "Romans 10:5-15," Interpretation 50, no. 3 (1996): 3. Lester 
sees an anti-Caesar polemic in Paul’s use of Lord in this text. For this interpretation see also Paul 
Oakes, "Re-Mapping the Universe: Paul and the Emperor in 1 Thessalonians and Philippians,” 
JSNT 27, no. 3 (2005): 1-23; John Dart, "Up Against Caesar: Jesus and Paul versus the empire," 
Christian Century, February (2005): 20-24. But also see Seyoon Kim, Christ and Caesar: The 

Gospel and the Roman Empire in the Writings of Paul (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 
2008), 65-71. Kim persuasively argues against the explicit anti-Caesar polemic interpretation. It 
would appear that the title here due to its context and exalted nature would not be a helpful place 
to discuss the connection between Caesar as Lord and Christ as Lord. 

 
327 Ben Witherington III, “Lord I: Gospels,” in The IVP Dictionary of the New 

Testament, 715. 

328 It is also worthy of notice that this same title is given to Christ in Acts 10:36. In 
this text “Jesus Christ” is in apposition to “Lord of all” confirming that such a view of Jesus in 
the early church was not uncommon. 
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background to this idea. To call upon the Lord or upon the name of the Lord as v. 13 

states denotes two main things throughout the Old Testament.329  First it can mean to 

worship Yahweh the one true God. This is evident in the first few occurences of it in the 

book of Genesis where Abraham calls upon the Lord in the context of  making sacrifice 

(Gen 12:8, 13:4, 26:25). Worship is denoted by this phrase many times throughout the 

Psalms as well. For example, Psalm 116:17 states, “I will offter to you the sacrifice of 

thanksgiving and call on the name of the Lord” (cf. 1 Chr 16:8, Ps 80:18, 105:1 116:17, 

145:18, Is 12:4).330  The second thing this phrase denotes is looking to God for salvation. 

The references to calling upon the name of the Lord for deliverance are legion throughout 

the Old Testament. One example will suffice. Psalm 18:3 states, “I will call upon the 

Lord, who is worthy to be praised, and I am saved from my enemies” (cf. Ps 18:6, 50:15, 

86:7,  88:9, 116:4, 120:1, Jnh 1:14). In both cases, whether it be calling for deliverance or 

worship the object is Yahweh. The implication of this is massive for what this text is 

saying about Jesus. The identity of the one true God clearly includes Jesus since he 

receives what only Yahweh can receive namely prayer and worship.331   

The third thing verse 12b tells us about Jesus is not only that he receives that 

which is due to God alone but that he has the divine perogative and ability to do what 

only God can do. The text says that he is rich (8(21.//) to all who call upon him. In 

other words, he has a wealth of grace that he will readily extend to either Jew or Gentile 

that acknowledge their poverty. The riches of God are the riches of Jesus.332  The 

                                                

329 Oscar Cullmann, "All who call on the name of our Lord Jesus Christ," Journal of 

Ecumenical Studies 1, no. 1 (Winter 1964): 12. Cullmann argues that the Greek term for 
confession here is a legal term that denotes an appeal to a higher court. This would fit in with the 
deliverance motif encompassed in calling upon the Lord. 

 
330 In the psalms those who reject Yahweh and serve idols are characterized as those 

who do not call upon the name of the Lord. The pagan nations neither trust Yahweh for salvation 
nor worship him as the one true God (Ps 79:6). This is seen vividly in the account of Elijah on 
Mt. Carmel. The prophets of Baal call upon his name while Elijah calls upon the name of the 
Lord (1 Kgs 18:22-40). 

 
331 Thomas R. Schreiner, Baker Exegetical Commentary on the New Testament: 

Romans, 562.  
 
332 Gordon D. Fee, Pauline Christology: An Exegetical and Theological Study 

(Peabody: Hendrickson Publishers, 2007), 258-59.  
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emphasis on the liberality of God runs through the entire unit of Scripture we have been 

considering. In v. 11 it is “all” (=40 ) who believe that will be vindicated on the final day. 

In v. 12 it is “all” (8'/.$/) that he is Lord over and “all” (8'/.+0) that call upon him who 

receive grace. In v. 13 it is “all” (=40) who call upon the name of the Lord who are 

rescued. Jesus is being identified as the God of Israel, the God of the nations, the one to 

whom prayer and worship is directed, and the one through whom grace and salvation is 

extended.  

In verse 13 Paul grounds his statement that all who call upon the Lord, who is 

Jesus in this text, will receive grace. He does so by once again utilizing an Old Testament 

text. He draws his grounding statement from Joel 2:32. In one sense this verse recaps 

some of what has already been said in verse 9 and following. Eschatalogical salvation is 

what is on the line in appropriately identifying, addressing, and believing who the Lord 

is. This can be seen from the use of the future passive indicative once again (!$,4!).+*). 

The Lord is Lord of all and his salvation is also extended to all—both Jew and Gentile 

(=40). This salvation is only granted to those who call (!>?@ABCDEFA?) on this Lord. The 

only thing new here is the addition of calling upon the “name” of the Lord. This is stock 

terminology, as was previously noted, for worship and prayer in time of need (Judg 

15:18, Ps 105:1, 116:13, Zeph 3:9, Zech 14:9). 

The most striking thing about this verse is its original context and the way it is 

now being applied to Jesus. The context of the quotation is Joel’s prophetic word about 

the coming day of the Lord that will consist in judgment and salvation (Joel 2:32, 3:2). 

This day will be accompanied by tremendous signs and wonders including the outpouring 

of the Holy Spirit (Joel 2:28-30). Most importantly, this activity in Joel is achieved by 

Yahweh the one true God (Joel 2:26). In fact, there is an explicit reference to monotheism 

affirming that “He is God and there is no one else” (Joel 2:27).333  The “Lord” in the text 

of Joel 2:32 is none other than Yahweh the covenant God of Israel revealed in the pages 

                                                

 
333 James D.G. Dunn, Word Biblical Commentary: Romans 9-16 (Colombia: Nelson 

Reference & Electronic, 1988), 607. Dunn affirms that the confession that Jesus is Lord follows 
along the lines of the Shema. The context of Joel strengthens this assertion. 
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of the Old Testament. Paul takes this text and applies it to Jesus.334  According to Paul, 

when someone calls upon the name of the Lord they are calling upon Jesus.335  There are 

two important entailments that follow from this fact. 

The first thing to understand is that the question posed at the beginning of the 

paper regarding v. 9 has been answered. What does it mean to confess that Jesus is Lord? 

The text has made it plain. To confess that Jesus is Lord is to declare that he is God. It 

appears also that confessing Jesus as Lord is closely akin to calling upon him. We have 

seen that calling upon the Lord is equivalent to prayer and worship.336  Therefore to 

confess that Jesus is Lord is to declare that he is God, that he is the one to whom you call 

for deliverance, and that he is the one to whom your worshipful allegiance belongs.337  

The heart of what is believed and confessed in v. 9 is the person and work of Jesus. What 

must be affirmed and voiced to be saved is the divine identity of the Savior and his 

salvific work. 

The second thing that is noteworthy from this quotation is the motif of the day 

of the Lord.338  The fact that the Son of God has been crucified and the Spirit has been 

poured out points to the fact that the day of the Lord has come (Acts 2:14-21). Indeed, the 

cross was the great day of both salvation and judgment. However, it is also clear that the 

day of the Lord is yet to come (1 Thess 5:1-3). The fact that, according to this text, Jew 

                                                

334 David B. Capes, Old Testament Yahweh Texts in Paul’s Christology (Tubingen: 
J.C.B. Mohr, 1992), 115-23. Capes discerns five OT Yahweh texts that have Christ as referent in 
the NT.  

 
335 Oscar Cullmann, "All who call on the name of our Lord Jesus Christ," 7. 
 
336 Darrel L. Bock, "Jesus as Lord in Acts and in the gospel message," Bibliotheca 

sacra 143, no. 570 (Ap-Je 1986): 3. Bock notes that in Joel 2:32 Yahweh is the dispenser of 
salvation and that here in Romans 10:13 Jesus is the dispenser of that salvation. 

 
337 It appears that affirming that Jesus is Master, Owner, King, etc. is assumed 

underneath affirming his identity as God. Calling him Lord does indeed mean all these things. 
See Murray J. Harris. Slave of Christ: A New Testament Metaphor for Total Devotion to Christ, 
ed. D.A. Carson (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 1999), 87-93. 

 
338 Don N. Howell Jr., "God-Christ Interchange in Paul: An Impressive Testimony to 

the Deity of Jesus," JETS 36, no. 4 (December 1993): 471. Howell picks up on the fact that the 
day of Yahweh in the OT becomes the day of Jesus in the NT, which points to a high Christology. 
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and Gentile alike have the opportunity to call upon the name of the Lord demonstrates 

that this day is coming and that only those who call on this name will be spared on that 

terrible day. Only those who confess that Jesus is Lord now will meet him as Savior on 

the final day. Those who refuse to confess him as Lord will only meet him as Judge. 

 
The Implications of Romans 10:9-13  

 

In conclusion it is important to draw out the implications of this text for 

Christology and evangelism. What then are the implications for Christology? This text 

teaches that Jesus shares in the divine identity of the one true God. This text teaches that 

Jesus is the rightful recipient of faith, prayer, and worship. This text teaches that Jesus 

posesses the perogatives of God himself, which is illustrated in his lordship over all and 

his active extension of salvation to those who call upon him. This text teaches that Jesus 

posesses the character of God as shown in his abundance of grace. Paul is unmistakeably 

identifying Jesus with God by applying Old Testament texts and stock phrases that refer 

to Yahweh to him. Paul’s high christology should not be too surprising here since in the 

previous chapter of Romans he already explicitly stated that Christ is “God over all” 

(Rom 9:5). To confess Jesus is Lord in this text means nothing less than to confess that he 

is God.339  

What about the implications for evangelism? First off, the proclamation of the 

gospel must emphasize the person on the cross as much as the work of cross. The cross is 

devoid of meaning unless the one hanging there is the God-man. It is also without 

meaning unless the God-man is hanging there for a very specific purpose, namely to die 

for our sins. It is imperative that these two aspects are held together in evangelism for the 

salvation of the hearer depends on an understanding, belief, and confession of both. This 

text instructs us that noone can be saved who does not believe that Jesus is God and that 

none can be saved who fails to believe in his death and resurrection. An individual who 

affirms one and yet denies the other cannot be saved.     

Another implication for evangelism that follows from this text is that 

                                                

339 R. H. Mounce Logos Library System; The New American Commentary: Romans 
(Nashville: Broadman & Holman Publishers, 2001), 209. 
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conversion is not merely about believing and stating ones belief in the deity and work of 

Christ. Conversion is about worship. The one who confesses Jesus as Lord is devoting 

himself entirely to worship him alone for the rest of  his existence. This confession 

entailing exclusive allegiance brings with it the utter rejection of all other competitors. 

Either Jesus is agreed to be Lord of lords or an individual remains an idolater. This text 

argues against cheap grace and destroys the ridiculous notion that Jesus can be one’s 

savior and not their lord. This confession that Jesus is Lord marks the entrance into the 

church (Acts 2:21, Rom 10:9-13), the ongoing activity of the church (1 Cor 1:2, 12:3, 1 

Pet 1:17), and the certain future of the church (Phil 2:5-11). This confession is indeed at 

the heart of the Christian community. 
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There are many angles from which a study on leadership in the Bible could focus. 

The Bible is filled with principles, commands, and examples of what leadership is and 

how it should be practiced. The goal of this paper is to build a biblical-theological 

framework of leadership. Biblical theology has been defined as the discipline that 

“follows the progress of revelation from the first word of God to the unveiling of the full 

glory of Christ. It examines the several stages of biblical history and their relationship to 

one another. It thus provides the basis for understanding how texts in one part of the 

Bible relate to all other texts.”340 This paper then will trace the theme of leadership from 

creation to new creation covering everything in between with the goal of producing a 

broad outline within which leadership should be perceived. The headings I will follow are 

creation, fall, redemption, and new creation. 

 Creation 

 
In terms of leadership there are two main players in Genesis 1-2. The primary 

player is the Creator who exerts his leadership with authoritative commands that bring 

their very content into existence. God creates time, space, and creatures and thus sets into 

motion his eternal plan. Genesis 1:1 to Revelation 22:21 catalogues the execution of this 

eternal plan pointing to and illustrating along the way that any definition of leadership 

begins with God himself. He is the prime leader in creation who exerts authority, plans, 

and accomplishes his purposes with skill and care. It is not surprising then to see that the 

ultimate leader embodies the principle of delegation. In this case, however, delegation is 

not rooted in a lack, but given as a privilege and honor. Two things have a bearing on the 

discussion of leadership concerning the creation of Adam, who is the secondary actor in 

Genesis 1-2. The first is that he was created in the image of God. The second is that he 

was given clear leadership responsibilities. 

The fact that Adam was created in the image of God points us to the fact that 

he is to resemble the God who created him in every sphere of life, which would include 

leadership. It is interesting to note that God’s leadership is exhibited through his 

                                                

340 Graeme Goldsworthy, According to Plan (Leicester: InterVarsity Press, 1991), 37. 
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authoritative word and that Adam as his image-bearer reflects that in naming the animals 

and his wife (Gen 2:18-24).341  The tongue of man is one of the primary tools of 

leadership, which is to be used in ways that reflect the speech of the Creator. 

Adam not only bore the stamp of his creator, but he was given specific tasks. 

Genesis 1: 28 says, “God blessed them and said to them, ‘Be fruitful and increase in 

number; fill the earth and subdue it. Rule over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air 

and over every living creature that moves on the ground.’" From this text we observe that 

leadership is the God-given authority to oversee and discharge specific responsibilities.       

Adam was essentially called to take the boundaries of the garden and extend 

them throughout the whole earth.342 In other words, his task was to universalize the local 

Eden.343 This text points to the fact that this task was to be accomplished, in part, through 

the family unit. The reference to multiplication comes in the context of the specific 

mission given to Adam. Genesis 1-2 point to the fact that leadership must be engaged not 

only outside the home but also within.344 In fact, this text seems to argue that the 

accomplishment of the God-given task is wrapped up in leading the family. From this 

text then we learn that man was created to be a king, to rule, to lead his family and to 

                                                

341 I am arguing that leadership is a necessary element of image-bearing in men. This 
may have some influence on the discussion of whether leaders are born or made. It would seem 
that both of these are true. Born in the image of God all men were created to be leaders, these 
skills, however, must be developed. The matters of course become far more complex with the 
entrance of sin into the world and the need for redemption.  

342 William J. Dumbrell, The Faith of Israel: A Theological Survey of the Old 

Testament, Second Edition (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2002), 15-23. 

343 G.K. Beale, The Temple and the Church’s Mission: A Biblical Theology of the 

Dwelling Place of God, ed D.A. Carson (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2004), 23-26, 81-
82.   

344 Raymond C. Ortlund Jr, “Male-Female Equality and Headship: Genesis 1-3,” in 
Recovering Biblical Manhood and Womanhood, ed John Piper & Wayne Grudem (Wheaton: 
Crossway Books, 1991), 99-105. Ortlund illustrates that male authority and leadership is 
established in the creation account prior to the fall.  John Piper, Sexual Complementarity: The 

Pursuit of Biblical Manhood and Womanhood, (Minneapolis: Desiring God Ministries, 1999), 
13-16. Piper gives nine evidences in Genesis 1-5 that man’s leadership is an order of creation and 
not a result of the fall. 
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reflect his God as he discharged the duties of expanding Eden to the ends of the earth.345 

 
        Fall 

 

Genesis 3 introduces a new player into the creation narrative. The presence of 

the leading fallen angel in the garden places leadership both pre-fall and post-fall in a 

new context. War, in one sense, was not the result of the fall. Adam, as the king of the 

earth and the priest of the garden, was called not only called to expand the boundaries, 

but also to oversee entry into Eden.346 The tempter proved to be an influential leader as 

he convinced Eve to rebel against her twin authorities. The collapse of leadership 

structures can be seen within this narrative.347  Adam stands by passively as the deceiving 

snake claims authoritative words over against God himself. Rather than standing on his 

God-given authority and leading his wife by dealing with the tempter Adam divests 

himself of leadership by submitting to the foolish voice of his wife (Gen 3:17) and 

bowing the knee to Satan. In so doing he actually hands his crown to Satan inviting him 

to be the new ruler of the world.348 This treacherous act of Adam was his sworn 

allegiance to the devil and at the same time his declaration of war against God. 

                                                

345 Bruce Ware, "Male and Female Complementarity and the Image of God," The 

Journal for Biblical Manhood and Womanhood, 7/1 (Spring 2002): 4-5. Ware argues that the 
image of God should be understood functionally, relationally, and structurally. “The image of 
God in man as functional holism means that God made human beings, both male and female, to 
be created and finite representations (images of God) of God’s own nature, that in relationship 
with him and each other, they might be his representatives (imaging God) in carrying out the 
responsibilities he has given to them. In this sense, we are images of God in order to image God 

and his purposes in the ordering of our lives and carrying out our God-given responsibilities.” On 
the theme humanity and kingship see Psalm 8. 

346 G.K. Beale, The Temple and the Church’s Mission: A Biblical Theology of the 

Dwelling Place of God, 81-87. Beale argues that Eden was the prototypical temple and that Adam 
functioned as a priest who was to guard against the entrance of any unclean thing.   

347 Raymond C. Ortlund Jr, “Male-Female Equality and Headship: Genesis 1-3,” in 
Recovering Biblical Manhood and Womanhood, 105-111. 

348  Luke 4:5-7 states, “The devil led him up to a high place and showed him in an 
instant all the kingdoms of the world. And he said to him, ‘I will give you all their authority and 
splendor, for it has been given to me, and I can give it to anyone I want to. So if you worship me, 
it will all be yours.’" (italics mine). See also John 12:31, 14:31, 16:11, Ephesians 2:2. 
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This rebellion is met with swift retribution, but fortunately for mankind it is 

tempered with redemptive mercy. The gospel promise of a leader who will come and take 

on the serpent ultimately conquering him and winning the victory for the human race is 

extended to the rebels (Gen 3:15). From this point on leadership will be a continual 

struggle as the world awaits the promised one. Man’s relationship to his God, to his wife, 

and to the earth has been devastated (Gen 3:14-24). Now both the earth and his wife will 

strive to rule over him and he will have to fight to maintain his leadership (Gen 3:14-18).  

From this point on the fact that the image of God in man has been damaged will be 

evident in all spheres of life including leadership.  

 
   Redemption 

 

I categorize everything from Genesis 3:15 and following as redemptive for 

here begins the unfolding of God’s plan to reverse the effects of the fall through the 

serpent crusher.349 Redemptive history is characterized by a perpetual battle between the 

seed of the woman and the seed of the serpent.350 Leaders arise as representatives of the 

community of the woman and the community of the serpent entering into contest with 

one another.351 Cain and Abel, Isaac and Ishmael, Moses and Pharaoh, David and 

Goliath, and Esther and Naman are all examples of this unfolding drama.352 It is 

significant that leaders in the Old Testament are portrayed in this vein for in so doing the 

OT authors are intentionally preparing the way for the fulfillment of Genesis 3:15. The 

leaders that arise from the seed of the woman all embody a piece of the promised one as 

their roles and contests foreshadow his coming and his victory. 

Leadership insights and principles can and should be gathered from these 

significant figures in the Old Testament. However, the purpose of this paper is to paint 

                                                

349 James Hamilton, “The Skull Crushing Seed of the Woman: Inner-Biblical 
Interpretation of Genesis 3:15,” The Southern Baptist Journal of Theology 10.2 (2006), 30–54. 

350 Ibid, 33. 

351 Ibid, 32-33. 

352 Ibid. 
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with broad strokes in attempt to build a framework for leadership without getting bogged 

down in the details that are necessary to fill in the framework. I would also argue that 

principles of leadership in OT narratives are secondary because the fundamental purpose 

of leaders in the OT was their function in both preparing the way for and foreshadowing 

the coming of the Messiah.353 

With the virgin conception the OT shadows begin to flee in the presence of 

reality. The seed of the woman, the promised seed of Abraham has arrived the stage is 

now set for the ultimate showdown. It should not be surprising then that the serpent 

attempts to destroy the seed of the woman in his infancy (Matt 2:16-18). As the gospel 

narratives unravel we see many attempts of the serpent to destroy the promised seed, but 

all to no avail (Jn 8:40-44).354 Paradoxically it is the apparent defeat of the seed of the 

woman that crushes the head of the serpent. The cross was but a bruise to Christ, but it 

was a deathblow to the Serpent. The 2nd Adam by means of his crucifixion and 

resurrection accomplishes the long awaited victory.  

Romans 5:12-21 is paradigmatic for understanding the role and function of 

Christ as the second Adam who reverses the mess of the first. Brian Vickers explains the 

significance of this text for biblical theology.  

In this text one has the unique opportunity of seeing virtually the whole scope of 
the history of redemption condensed into the space of ten verses. In this way it is 
arguably the most remarkable passage in the Bible. Contained in this short space 
is the panorama of salvation from Adam’s fall, to the cross, and to the final 
consummation…It is moreover, the place where we understand the human race in 
its most simplified form. History is boiled down to two figures, and the actions of 

                                                

353 A.D. Clarke, “Leadership,” in The New Dictionary of Biblical Theology. ed. T. 
Desmond Alexander and Brian S. Rosner (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2000), 638-640. 
Timothy S. Laniak, Shepherds After My Own Heart: Pastoral Traditions and Leadership in the 

Bible, ed D.A. Carson (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2006). Laniak demonstrates this from 
the shepherding motif tracing Moses to David to Christ. Vaughan Roberts, Life’s Big Questions: 

Six Major Themes Traced through the Bible (Leicester: InterVarsity Press, 2004), 13-35. Roberts 
demonstrates this principle through the motif of kingship. But see also Daniel I. Block, “The 
Burden of Leadership: The Mosaic Paradigm of Kingship (Deut. 17:14-20),” Bibliotheca Sacra 

162 (July-September 2005): 259-278. This article is a good example of drawing biblical 
principles for leadership from the text of the OT. 
 

354 James Hamilton, “The Skull Crushing Seed of the Woman: Inner-Biblical 
Interpretation of Genesis 3:15,” The Southern Baptist Journal of Theology 10.2 (2006), 33. 
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these two men determine the status of the rest of humanity.355  
 

Romans 5 is thus an extremely important passage of Scripture for leadership 

from a biblical-theological perspective. Jesus comes as another Adam to accomplish 

what the first Adam failed to do. The text describes the first Adam as disobedient and 

then spells out the consequences of his failed leadership: death and condemnation. The 

second Adam, however, is described as obedient, which results in justification, grace, 

and life. Jesus was a man who perfectly obeyed the Father and in all of life reflected his 

Father, including in his leadership. Jesus demonstrated for the world what a man created 

in the image of God was intended to be (Col 1:15). Jesus demonstrated for the world 

what it meant to be a leader and a king.  

Jesus, however, was not just demonstrating something to the world he was 

effecting their restoration. He accomplished the restoration of fallen image-bearers by 

representatively fulfilling what God expected and demanded of them (which they had 

fallen short of) and by absorbing the punishment they deserved for their rebellion (which 

they deserved for falling short). It is to be expected then that ruling and subduing 

language is applied to Christ, since he came to be what Adam failed to be (Eph 1:20-22; 

1 Cor 15:24-28). Not only this, but we see that Satan, the usurper of Adam’s throne, has 

been divested of his power as well signaling that Christ is undoing what Adam has done 

(Jn 12:31).  

When viewing Jesus from the paradigm of leadership we must then keep in 

mind two things. First, Jesus is primarily accomplishing something on our behalf and his 

leadership is first and foremost redmptive. In other words, we must see Jesus as the 2nd 

Adam who does exactly what he does in order to redeem fallen men. His perfect image-

bearing and his perfect leadership are essential for our salvation. Second, Jesus is our 

example of what leadership is all about. At the heart of his leadership is a cross. His 

leadership was one of service unto death (Mk 10:42-45), which is to become the 

                                                

355 Brian Vickers, Jesus’ Blood and Righteousness: Paul’s Theology of Imputation 

(Wheaton: Crossway Books, 2006), 113. 
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paradigm for all leadership after the empty tomb.356 The instrument of our redemption 

becomes the grid through which we are to understand and practice leadership.357  

 
        New Creation  

 
The new creation is inaugurated not with the second coming of Christ, but with 

his first. The life of the new age has broken into the present although we await the 

consummation. Since the death and resurrection of Christ those who trust the promise of 

salvation participate in the new creation (2 Cor 5:17) and experience in themselves 

progressive renewal. The renewal of those united to the 2nd Adam is nothing other than 

incramental conformity to his image (Rom 8: 29; 2 Cor 3:18). Certainly then this includes 

the function of reigning and leadership that were distorted at the fall.358 Dan McCartney 

states it this way; “The arrival of the reign of God is the reinstatement of the originally 

intended divine order for the earth, with man properly situated as God’s viceregent.” 359 

 Our only hope of restoration is found in union with Jesus Christ. As we are 

progressively conformed to his image we will progressively reflect more and more of his 

leadership qualities. The ultimate goal of a leader is to be conformed to the image of the 

Son for in so doing he will begin to reflect the character of Christ essential for godly 

leadership. The consummation of the new creation is the total restoration of leadership. 

The promise of ruling and reigning on the new earth is not symbolic (Rev 2:27, 5:10, 

22:5). We will know things have come full circle when the Son hands the kingdom back 

to the Father (1 Cor 15:24) and the Father hands the kingdom back to his restored image-

bearers to reign over the earth once again (Rev 22:5). 

In conclusion, we have seen that biblical theology provides a larger framework 

                                                

356 C.J. Mahaney, Humility: True Greatness (Colorado Springs: Multnomah Books, 
2005), 47-59. 

357 D.A. Carson, The Cross and Christian Ministry: Leadership Lessons from 1 

Corinthians (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 2004), 103-109. 

358 Dan G. McCartney, “Ecce Homo: The Coming of the Kingdom as the Restoration 
of Human Vicegerency,” Westminster Theological Journal 56/1 (1994): 1-21.  

359 Ibid, 2. 
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in which to understand leadership. Defining leadership from Genesis 1-2 and then 

moving to the dilemma of the serpent and sin sets the foundation for the discussion. The 

battle between seed of the woman and the seed of the serpent is the angle from which we 

viewed leadership in the Old Testament. I argued that the fundamental role of leaders in 

the Old Testament was one of preparation for the coming Messiah. In the New Testament 

we observed that Jesus, the 2nd Adam, the serpent-crusher, and the perfect image-bearer 

accomplished our salvation by taking our judgment and fulfilling God’s requirements. 

The means of accomplishing our salvation, namely the cross, becomes the paradigm for 

leadership. By faith we are united to Christ and are progressively transformed into his 

image, which directly affects leadership. At the second coming the new heavens and new 

earth will be ushered in and the redeemed will be fully restored as leaders and rulers. 
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Christ, salvation, and leadership are three things that cannot be separated. The 

call to Christian leadership is first and foremost a call to follow Christ and the call to 

follow Christ is a call to come after a cross-bearing Savior. The atonement of Christ is the 

foundation of all Christian leadership in that it makes it a possibility. And it is the form 

that shapes all Christian leadership in that it provides the pattern for authentic servant-

hood. In this paper I will seek to demonstrate these assertions through a discussion of 

Mark 10:42-45. I will explain the passage, apply the passage, and conclude with a 

practical strategy to integrate the findings from the passage into my life and ministry.  

 

Explanation 

 
 There is wide agreement that Mark 8:22-10:52 serves as a tightly structured 

center to the gospel.360 There are three main units within this section that form the 

contours of the structure. 8:31-28 forms the first, 9:30-37 forms the second, and 10:32-45 

forms the third. Each of these units parallel each other in content. They all contain three 

main components: 1) A Passion prediction given by Christ; 2) A response by the disciples 

that indicates their lack of understanding; 3) A discourse on the essence of 

discipleship.361 When considering these three units one can discern a progression from 

unit to unit climaxing in the statements made in Mark 10.362 The unit I have chosen is the 

climactic statement of the three units at the center of Mark’s gospel. 

 In the context Jesus has predicted for the third time that he will be killed and 

that he will be raised (10:32-34). The response of the disciples is just as shocking as the 

prediction. Two disciples of the inner-circle, James and John, request of Jesus that he 

                                                

360 Narry F. Santos, Slave of All: The Paradox of Authority and Servanthood in the 

Gospel of Mark (New York: Sheffield Academic Press, 2003), 59. Santos argues that the whole of 
Mark is a chiasm and that Mark 8:22-10:52 is the center of the chiasm. 

361 Alberto de Mingo Kaminouchi, But It Is Not So Among You: Echoes of Power in 

Mark 10:32-45 (New York: T &T Clark International, 2003), 68. Kaminouchi defines this pattern 
as “prediction—failure—teaching.” 

362 Peter G. Bolt, The Cross from a Distance: Atonement in Mark’s Gospel, ed. D.A. 
Carson (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2004), 54-56.  
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grant them seats at his right and left when he ushers in his kingdom (10:35-37). In 

response Jesus uses subtle language to forecast his death once again (10:38-40).363 His 

answer carries an implicit reproof in that it reveals that the disciples do not understand 

how inextricably connected suffering is to glory and to kingdom. These disciples are not 

even aware of what they are saying when they tell Jesus they are able to drink his cup and 

undergo his baptism. When the other disciples hear of this dialogue they are all indignant. 

Their response reveals their own selfish ambitions flowing out of their misperceptions of 

the Christ and his kingdom (10:41). 

 It is in this context that Jesus calls together the disciples for his third and 

climactic discourse on discipleship (10:42).  

You know that those who are considered ruler of the Gentiles lord it 
over them, and their great ones exercise authority over them. But it shall 
not be so among you. But whoever would be great among you must be 
your servant, and whoever would be first among you must be slave of 
all. For even the Son of Man came not to be served but to serve, and to 
give his life as a ransom for many (10:43-45). 
 

This text can be divided into three sections: 1) The illusion of greatness; 

2) The definition of greatness; 3) The embodiment of greatness. In these three 

sections Jesus exposes a false view of greatness, explains true greatness, and points 

to himself as the perfect example of greatness. 

 
The Illusion of Greatness 

 

 In this text Jesus does nothing short of turning the disciples understanding of 

greatness upside down. He first points to their paradigm for understanding authority, 

leadership, and greatness. The rulers and authorities of the Gentiles exercise their power 

mainly by demanding service. “Lording over” and “exercising authority over” have 

connotations of oppression and the abuse of power. The disciples were buying into the 

perspective that the ability to wield power to bring others into service was a sign of 

                                                

363 Ibid, 64-72. 
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greatness.364 To the degree that one exerted authority and others were pressed into their 

service determined the level of their greatness. Contextually the two examples in the 

gospel of Mark who “lorded it over” were Herod and Pilate. Both of these leaders serve 

as illustrations of the leadership that Jesus is condemning.365 The disciples were in 

agreement with these pagan rulers in their definition of leadership and greatness. They 

came not to serve, but to be served. 

 

The Definition of Greatness 

 

 After discussing gentile rulers Jesus tells the disciples that this paradigm of 

leadership is inappropriate for them. He now moves to a positive definition of what 

authentic leadership and greatness look like. He uses two statements to drive home his 

point. Both statements contain paradoxes that serve to turn the disciples definition of 

greatness on its head. 

 
  Whoever would be great among you must be your servant 

  Whoever would be first among you must be slave of all 

  
In the text “great” and “first” are parallel to each other along with “servant” 

and “slave.” Jesus shocking words are in direct opposition to his previous statement on 

gentile leaders. Greatness is the exact opposite of being served. Greatness is about being 

first, that is, being first to give slave’s service to others.366 The servant and especially the 

slave in this time period were on the lower end of the spectrum in society. Authority was 

                                                

364 William Barclay, The Gospel of Mark (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 
1975), 257. “Greatness consisted not in reducing other men to one’s service, but in reducing 
oneself to their service. The test was not, what service can I extract?, but, what service can I 
give?” 

365 Alberto de Mingo Kaminouchi, But It Is Not So Among You: Echoes of Power in 

Mark 10:32-45, 163-204. 

366 Sylvia Wilkey Collinson, Making Disciples: The Signficance of Jesus’ Educational 

Methods for Today’s Church (Waynesboro: Paternoster Press, 2004), 36-37. Peter Lang, The 

Healing of Blind Bartimaeus (Mk 10, 46-52) in the Markan Context (Berlin: Europaischer Verlag 
der Wissenschaften, 1999), 124. Lang argues that the entire journey to Jerusalem in the gospel of 
Mark serves to set forth the call of discipleship in terms of servant-hood. 
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non-existent for these people. They eked out their existence. They had no rights of their 

own. They were completely subject to the wishes of another. Their days were filled with 

menial and unpleasant tasks.367  Jesus takes up the example of the slave and the servant 

and essentially says, “this is exactly what I am talking about. This is greatness. This is 

authority.”  

 

The Embodiment of Greatness 

 

After exposing false greatness and defining true greatness Jesus gives the 

ground for his critique of the one and his establishment of the other. “For even the Son of 

Man came not to be served but to serve, and to give his life as a ransom for many 

(10:45).” The incarnation leading to the cross of Christ is the definitive statement on 

leadership and greatness. After Jesus re-defines greatness he points to himself as the 

justification of that re-definition as well as the essence of the new definition.368  It is as if 

he said, “I am greatness.” How is this? First, he makes a negative statement about how he 

came in a distinct manner from the gentile leaders: not to be served. Second, he makes a 

positive statement that conforms perfectly with his definition of greatness: I came to 

serve. Therefore the ground for the statements he has just made is himself.369 

The final phrase of Jesus’ saying is the most important for it puts hands and 

feet on his definition of service.370 His service was cross-shaped and agonizing. His 

service was filled with suffering. His service was unto death. In short, the heart of Jesus 

re-definition of leadership and greatness is the atonement. It is clear at this point that his 

service and ours is very different. His service makes our service possible. The atonement 

                                                

367 Murray J. Harris, Slave of Christ: A New Testament Metaphor for Total Devotion 

to Christ, ed. D.A. Carson (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 1999), 25-44.  

368 C.J. Mahaney, Humility: True Greatness (Colorado Springs: Multnomah Books, 
2005), 42-44.  

369 C.E.B. Cranfield, The Gospel According to Saint Mark (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1959), 341.  

370 Harry Fleddermann, “The Discipleship Discourse (Mark 9:33-50),” The Catholic 

Biblical Quarterly 43 (1981): 74.  
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is the ground of our salvation and therefore the ground of our service. Without the cross 

there is no possibility of service.371 Once the atonement has been identified as the source 

that produces servant leadership its implications for leadership have not been exhausted. 

In this text the emphasis is on the death of Christ as an example and paradigm for servant 

leadership.372  In other words, the atonement is the source of Christian leadership along 

with the appropriate shape for Christian leadership.373 Service, which is lowly, humble, 

sacrificial, and willing to die, is Christian leadership.374 If the cross of Christ is not 

reflected in Christian leadership than it is not Christian leadership. Therefore the cross is 

the appropriate lens through which leadership must be understood.375  

 
Application 

   

If the atonement provides the source and shape of leadership than it is also the 

standard, which assesses leadership. This is in line with the rest of the New Testament. 

For example Ephesians 5:21-33 positions the leadership of husbands in the home under 

                                                

371 Ernest Best, Discipleship in The Gospel of Mark (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1981), 
127. “For Mark Christianity is not the imitation of Jesus, if it were the theme would appear more 
often, but redemption through Christ, and it is only on the basis of this redemption that imitation 
becomes possible.” 

  372 Loren T. Stuckenburg, “Spiritual Formation and the Gospel According to Mark,” 

Ex Auditu 18 (2002): 83. “Since Jesus' essential character is to be ascertained through his death 
on the cross, so also Jesus' disciples can be motivated and, accordingly, are instructed to adopt for 
themselves a "cruciform" existence in imitation of him (especially 8:34 which instructs a would-
be follower to ‘take up his cross and follow’ Jesus). A ‘corrected’ Christology may thus translate 
into a ‘corrected’ understanding of discipleship.”  
 

373 John Vincent, Mark, Gospel of Action: Personal and Community Responses, ed. 
John Vincent (London: SPCK, 2006), 72. Paul R. Hinlicky, “Conformity to Christ in the Gospel 
of Mark,” Currents in Theology and Mission 15 (No. 4 1988): 367.  “Such discipleship cannot be 
understood in a moralistic fashion as an imitation of Christ. Jesus bids them not to bear his cross, 
or even others', but rather their own. Consequently, discipleship is precisely not an honoring of a 
noble cause in remembrance and imitation. Rather, faith in Christ draws the believer into 
conformity with the one who is believed.”   

374 Demetrios Trakatellis, “Follow Me (Mk 2:14): Discipleship and Priesthood,” 

Greek Orthodox Theological Review 30 (No. 3 1985): 283.  

375 Paul J. Achtemeir, Mark, ed. Gerhard Krodel (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1975), 
98-99. “His view of following Jesus is grounded in his Christology. Mark apparently was 
incapable of understanding Jesus in any other way than the Jesus who suffered.” 
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the rubric of atonement. In the statement “love your wives, just as Christ loved the church 

and gave himself up for her (Eph 5:24, italics mine)” the cross becomes paradigmatic for 

how the husband is to treat his wife. The atonement, therefore, is the standard by which 

the leader in the home is to evaluate his headship. I would submit that Mark 10:42-45 

widens this perspective out into every sphere of leadership. All Christian leadership 

therefore comes under the scrutiny of the cross for it is the criterion established by Christ 

to appraise such activity. 

 Paradoxically, when I assess my leadership by the cross I find myself exactly 

where I need to be: in front of the cross. The simple fact that the cross is the standard for 

my leadership in the home and in ministry exposes my very need for that cross. I fail day 

in and day out to consistently manifest cross-like sacrifice in my various leadership roles. 

All too often I seek to be served rather than to serve. This mentality manifests itself in 

various ways, which are sometimes subtle. For example, I am often more concerned 

about others listening to me than I am about listening to them. I often arrive home with 

the thought that after a long day of focusing on others a little attention on me is now 

appropriate. My loyalty to others is often conditioned upon their loyalty to me.  In short, 

self-forgetfulness does not come easy for me and it affects how I lead and engage people. 

The standard of the cross makes me desperate for the cross.  

 Along these same lines I do, however, see evidences of the grace of God at 

work in my life. The more of Christ I see the more like him I become. Progress in 

leadership is fundamentally about being conformed to the person of Christ. We have seen 

that the cross has provided the source, shape, and standard of leadership. To that we can 

add sanctification. I would argue that obedience that springs from faith takes the shape of 

the object of that faith. In other words, 2 Corinthians 3:18-4:6 teaches that beholding the 

Christ of the gospel is what transforms us into his image. It is therefore concentration on 

the crucified Christ revealed in the gospel that sanctifies us.  

  The New Testament paradigm for leadership is profoundly cross-centered. 

The cross effects our salvation and thus makes sacrificial leadership possible. The cross is 

the ultimate example of leadership and thus paradigmatic for all leadership. The cross is 

the standard by which all leadership is assessed. The cross as standard leads leaders to the 

cross as their only hope in their failures. The cross is the place where leaders are 
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transformed progressively as they behold the Christ of the gospel. In the cross we find the 

source of leadership, the shape of leadership, the standard for leadership, and the 

sanctifying power for leadership. The atonement is indeed the heart of Christian 

leadership. 
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  In this paper I will argue that Luther’s “theology of the cross” is the heart of 

his theology. To accomplish this I will first lay out the contours of Luther’s “theology of 

the cross” noting some of the important influences in the development of his theology. 

Secondly, I will look at the application of Luther’s “theology of the cross” commenting 

on the versatility of this theology in both pastoral and reformational contexts. Third, and 

finally I will seek to demonstrate how other important components of Luther’s theology 

fit within his framework of the “theology of the cross.”  

 

The Contours of the Theology of the Cross 

 The cross has always been central to the theology of the church. The history of 

thought that preceded Luther saw the cross fundamentally as the means by which God 

rescues humanity.376 Luther was in full agreement with this affirmation but he took his 

thinking on the cross much further. In Luther there is a significant development regarding 

the role of the cross in theology. Luther saw the cross as not only the means by which 

man is saved but also as an epistemological center for theology.377 The cross was not 

merely salfivic it was also revelatory. For Luther the cross was the location where God 

intentionally revealed Himself. The cross was no accident but was rather the precise place 

where the Creator purposed to disclose Himself most fully. Hence our ability to know 

God and our knowing of God is dependent upon the unveiling of God on the cross. 

 The fact that God has resolved to reveal Himself at the cross turns the world on 

its head. Christian theology is as a result paradoxical to its very core. This was Luther’s 

own conclusion in his introduction to the Heidelberg Disputation. “Distrusting 

completely our own wisdom, according to that counsel of the Holy Spirit, ‘Do not rely on 

your own insight,’ we humbly present to the judgment of all those who wish to be here 

these theological paradoxes so that it may become clear whether they have been deduced 

well or poorly from Saint Paul” (italics mine).378 The great paradox is that God chooses 

                                                

376 Graham Tomlin, The Power of the Cross: Theology and the Death of Christ in 

Paul, Luther, and Pascal (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2001), 162. 

377 Ibid 162. 

378 Martin Luther, The Basic Theological Writings (2
nd

 Edition), ed. Timothy F. Lull 
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to reveal Himself in the most unlikely of places. He chooses to make himself known 

where no one would have ever guessed to look. In fact, He discloses himself in the place 

where everyone cringes to look. This paradox stretches into the character of God. The 

strength of God is seen in weakness. The wisdom of God is seen in folly. The love of 

God is seen in utter self-abandonment. The face of God is only beheld by looking into the 

face of the one donning the crown of thorns. After the cross theology can never be the 

same. 

 Most would agree that the Heidelberg Disputation is the setting where the 

“theology of the cross” is most clearly articulated.379  This mature explanation of the 

“theology of the cross” was the result of a variety of issues and influences in Luther’s 

life. Luther’s long struggle to understand the righteousness of God was one of the major 

influences of this theology. In his book that traces the development of Luther’s theology 

of the cross Alister McGrath concludes: “Luther’s discovery of the righteousness of God 

is but one step in the process leading to the theology of the cross.”380 This is a significant 

point because McGrath is arguing that the doctrine of justification by faith is subsumed 

under Luther’s “theology of the cross.” Another significant factor that shaped Luther’s 

“theology of the cross” was the monastic tradition from which he came. Graham Tomlin 

has shown convincingly that Luther was deeply influenced by Bernard of Clairvaux in his 

thinking about the cross and theology.381 Another influence and possibly the strongest 

was Luther’s straightforward and rigorous reading of the Pauline epistles.382 The 

“theology of the cross” then was borne out of a rejection of the scholastic theology of his 

                                                

(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2005), 48. 

  379 James Kieker, “Theologia Crucis et Theologia Gloriae: The Development of 
Luther’s Theology of the Cross” (paper presented at the 29th International Congress on Medieval 
Studies, Kalamazoo, MI, May 1994), 3. Kieker says that the first occurrence of the term 
“theology of the cross” occurred in Luther’s Lectures on Hebrews between 1517-1518. 
 

380 Alister E. McGrath, Luther’s Theology of the Cross (Cambridge: Blackwell, 1990), 
99. 

381 Tomlin, The Power of the Cross, 130-33. 

382 Ibid, 176-78. Tomlin traces the strong influence of 1 Corinthians 1:18-25 on 
Luther. 
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day383 as he grappled with the ability of man and the righteousness of God, from a 

reworking of influential strands of thought coming from his monastic background,384 and 

from an honest reading of Paul. 

 When the “theology of the cross” emerges in the Heidelberg Disputation it is 

evident that this is not just another aspect of theology for Luther but it is a way of doing 

theology. In Luther’s mind, the only correct way of doing theology. The theses dealing 

with the “theology of the cross” in the disputation land at the center of the disputation. 

Gerhard Forde argues that this is not accidental. He convincingly demonstrates that there 

is an intentional structure to the entire disputation that ultimately concentrates on the 

“theology of the cross.”385 Theses 19-21 of the disputation articulate Luther’s “theology 

of the cross.” 

 
Thesis 19 

That person does not deserve to be called a theologian who looks 
upon the invisible things of God as though they were clearly 
perceptible in those things, which have actually happened (Rom. 
1:20; cf. 1 Cor 1:21-25). 

Thesis 20 

He deserves to be called a theologian, however, who comprehends 
the visible and manifest things of God seen through suffering and the 
cross. 

Thesis 21 

A theologian of glory calls evil good and good evil. A theology of 
the cross calls the thing what it actually is.386  

 It is noteworthy that Luther talks both about a “theology of the cross” and a 

                                                

383 McGrath, Luther’s Theology of the Cross, 96-147. 

384 Tomlin, The Power of the Cross, 129-30, 144-47. 

385 Gerhard Forde, On Being a Theologian of the Cross: Reflections on Luther’s 

Heidelberg Disputation, 1518 (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company), 19-
22. 

386 Luther, The Basic Theological Writings, 49. 
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“theologian of the cross” in these theses.387 According to Luther there are only two ways 

of doing theology and therefore only two types of theology. A theology is the result of 

the theologian and therefore a certain approach to the things of God will inevitably result 

in a certain understanding of God. The theologian of glory is the one who trusts in his 

own ability and wisdom to perceive of God through reason as he encounters nature. This 

is an attack on the scholastic theology of his day. The “theologian of the cross,” however, 

leans not on his own understanding but perceives of God by faith in the cross of Christ.388 

Alister McGrath, borrowing from Walter Von Loewenich, summarizes the leading 

features of Luther’s “theology of the cross.” 

 
1. The theology of the cross is a theology of revelation, which stands 
in sharp contrast to speculation.  
2. This revelation of God must be regarded as indirect and concealed.  
3. This revelation is to be recognized in the sufferings and the cross 
of Christ, rather than in human moral activity or the created order.  
4. This knowledge of God who is hidden in his revelation is a matter 
of faith.  
5. God is particularly known through suffering.389  

 
 The theology of the cross is not a theme among many, for Luther it is his 

theology. Robert Kolb puts it succinctly.   

Luther’s theology of the cross, however, is precisely a framework 
that is designed to embrace all of biblical teaching and guide the use 
of all its parts. It employs the cross of Christ as the focal point and 
fulcrum for understanding and presenting a wide range of specific 
topics within the biblical message.390 

 

Timothy George says that Luther’s “theology of the cross” was his “context for doing 
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theology.”391 Graham Tomlin calls it Luther’s “key hermeneutical principle in 

understanding Scripture.”392 Charles Cousar comes to a similar conclusion: “The 

theology of the cross…is not to be thought of as one doctrine set alongside other 

doctrines, but as a theological method, a way of doing theology.”393 Jurgen Moltmann 

calls Luther’s “theology of the cross” “the inner criterion of all theology.”394 Jonathan 

Stranjord calls it his “coherent center for theology.”395 Carl Truemann states that it 

“encapsulates the heart of Luther’s theology.”396 The “theology of the cross” is indeed the 

heart of Luther’s thought. This much is told without horns by Luther himself: “The cross 

alone is our theology.”397  

 

The Application of the Theology of the Cross 

 Another confirmation of the centrality of this “theology of the cross” in 

Luther’s thought is found in all the practical application of this theology in his lifetime. 

The exact terminology does not crop up often in Luther after the Heidelberg Disputation 

but the theological content oozes from all of Luther’s work. In the context of reforming 

the church the fundamental problem of the papacy was failure to grasp the “theology of 

the cross.” The implications of the “theology of the cross” for the followers of Christ 

were self evident in Luther’s mind. To follow a God who abases himself for the sake of 
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others and withholds nothing including his own life is to strive to do the same for one’s 

neighbor. The leadership of the church was doing the opposite. Through indulgences 

amongst many other abuses the church was exploiting the sheep rather then shepherding 

them. The “theology of the cross” served as a polemic in Luther’s hands exposing the 

abuse of power that characterized the Roman Catholic Church.398 McGrath argues that 

the “theology of the cross” encased the “very essence of his ‘reformation thought.’”399  

 The “theology of the cross” also served as a polemic against the scholastic 

theology of Luther’s day. This was the fundamental purpose of the “theology of the 

cross’ in the Heidelberg Disputation. Luther’s insight that God reveals himself primarily 

in the cross led him to the conclusion that the scholastics had fundamentally 

misunderstood both God and man. The cross Luther argued was subversive to this faulty 

understanding of God. The cross did nothing less than destroy the vain theological 

explanations of men turning them into folly while demonstrating that the folly of the 

cross was the very wisdom of God. The theology of the cross undercut all human ability 

and therefore all human boasting.  

 In Luther’s pastoral work the “theology of the cross” percolated throughout 

everything he did. The sermons of Luther were filled with gospel centered preaching that 

communicated to the people of God that the cross was not merely the entry point of 

Christianity but the very heart of Christianity that one must continually focus upon.400 

The centrality of both baptism and the Lord’s Supper loomed large in Luther’s pastoral 

work because of their clear connection to the gospel. Luther’s letters to his friends and 

parishioners were often pointing them to the cross of Christ to better know the one true 

God. To his friend George Spenlein his encouragement was to “learn Christ and him 

crucified.”401 Luther’s method of instructing those who were suffering,402 sick,403 and 
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dying404 was nothing less than a brilliant outworking of his “theology of the cross.” 

Luther’s pastoral instructions for Bible reading and meditation were thoroughly cross-

centered.405 His hermeneutics and his homiletics were chiefly cross-centered.406  In all his 

pastoral work Luther was teaching people the “theology of the cross” and helping them 

work out the implications in their lives. 

 

Understanding Luther’s Theology as Theology of the Cross 

If the “theology of the cross” is the center of Luther’s theology then the 

question emerges: where do all the other aspects of his theology fit? What about 

justification by faith alone? What about sola scriptura? Sola gratia? What about 

ecclesiology? Many have argued that justification by faith alone is the heart of Luther’s 

theology. In one sense I completely agree with this but with one qualification. 

Justification by faith alone is a subset, a component of the larger “theology of the cross.” 

As was noted earlier McGrath has also argued that justification ought to be understood 

within the “theology of the cross” in Luther’s thought.407  Trueman explains how 

justification is appropriately understood within the context of the “theology of the cross.” 

“The person who is really unrighteous, really mired in sin, is actually declared by God to 

be pure and righteous! Such a truth is incomprehensible to human logic, but makes 

perfect sense in light of the logic of the cross.”408 

Luther’s understanding of grace is most fiercely demonstrated in his debate 
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with Erasmus on the question of man’s ability before God. I would argue that Luther’s 

“bondage of the will” is an outgrowth of his theology of the cross. The theology of the 

cross is subversive in nature in that it both aims at and accomplishes the destruction of 

human pride. The cross speaks to the inability of man to save himself. The cross speaks 

to the inability of man to know God of himself. The cross speaks to the utter necessity of 

God to graciously break into our world to rescue us or we perish. It is arguable that this is 

the very structure of the Heidelberg Disputation. It is the theologian of the cross who 

alone understands the incapacity of man and therefore throws himself on the crucified 

Creator. The grace of God is therefore most clearly demonstrated in the cross of Christ 

where God comes to rescue those who are impotent to do so themselves. 

Sola scriptura was a central tenet of Luther’s thought that he utilized strongly 

in the reformation. It is true that his captivity to the Word of God over against the 

authority of men was essential to the reformation. In terms of his theology, however, sola 

scriptura is an assumption from which he works. Sola scriptura is not theology but the 

foundation of doing theology. When one brings together the “theology of the cross” with 

sola scriptura we have a God who has authoritatively spoken and revealed himself at the 

cross. The only question remaining is how will men respond to that authoritative word. 

Luther’s ecclesiology is an implication of his “theology of the cross.” When he 

defines the seven marks of the church the final mark is the “possession of the sacred 

cross.”409 By that he means that the cross now characterizes the church. Suffering, 

rejection, pain, and death are marks of the true church since it is the crucified King they 

follow. Luther’s “theology of the cross” stretches into the corporate life and individual 

life of believers in such a way to inform them about how life will be when following the 

Master who was called Beelzebub. The logic of the cross instructs the church against a 

naïve triumphalism and equips them to walk with the God of paradox in this world that is 

living on the opposite side of the paradox.410 Just as the glory of God was both revealed 

and concealed in suffering and a cross so is the identity of the church amidst her 
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tribulation.411 The cross is thus the mark of the true church in Luther’s understanding. 

The law gospel contrast in Luther’s theology is another significant aspect of his 

thought. The law prepares the way for the gospel by killing that the gospel may bring to 

life. It is clear in Luther that the law always plays a temporary and subsidiary role to the 

cross. The law is never an end in itself but is always and only a harsh tutor that drives 

men to the cross. The law serves the cross not vice versa. Even at the cross the law gospel 

dialogue is not muted.412 Both condemnation from the law and justification from it are 

present at Golgotha. The heart of the matter is that the law gospel paradigm in Luther’s 

thought is not at odds with his “theology of the cross” but can be understood coherently 

within it. 

 

Conclusion 

 I have sought to demonstrate that the “theology of the cross” lies at the center 

of Martin Luther’s theological thought. It has been shown that Luther affirmed the 

centrality of the cross in his soteriology, theology, epistemology, anthropology, and 

ecclesiology. So entrenched was Luther’s “theology of the cross” that it surfaced in every 

facet of his reformatory and pastoral labors. The cross was the center of Luther’s 

theology and as such became the measuring rod for all other theology. Luther said “the 

cross tests everything.”413  As McGrath puts it, “all responsible Christian discourse about 

God must be based upon the cross and must be subject to criticism upon this basis.”414 

Luther’s “theology of the cross” has rightly been called “one of the most powerful and 

radical understandings of the nature of Christian theology which the church has ever 

known.”415 This theology deserves a fresh look in the contemporary church. We would 
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do well in the west to be pricked by the jagged polemic edges of this “theology of the 

cross”. Not only that, we would be tremendously encouraged to engage the wonder and 

experience the unfathomable love of the God who bled for us unveiled in the “theology 

of the cross.” Paradoxically we will be pleased to find with Luther that the “theology of 

the cross” is actually the true “theology of glory.” 
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 It is my thesis that in the free will controversy Augustine accurately and 

persuasively articulated a biblically orthodox understanding of the sovereignty of God 

and human responsibility. Augustine rightly saw that the stakes were high in this 

controversy. He knew that ultimately he was arguing for the glory of God, the doctrine of 

sin, the primacy of grace, biblical anthropology, and the proper posture of the redeemed 

toward God. Augustine saw the interconnection between one doctrine and other 

doctrines. He knew that error in one doctrinal area would inevitably affect other 

doctrines. I will argue this thesis by first laying out the heart of the controversy and then 

discussing the arguments of Augustine over against the arguments of John Cassian under 

these five main heads: sin, grace, election, glory, and humility.  

 

  Defining the Free Will Controversy  

 The issue in this controversy is very straightforward: is the beginning of 

salvation due to the effort of man or the effort of God? John Cassian argues that the Bible 

teaches that the effort of man can get the ball rolling in salvation. Augustine denounces 

such a stance and argues that the Bible opposes that very view and clearly teaches that the 

beginning of salvation is the work of God alone.  

 

Sin 

 At the heart of this controversy are the divergent view-points of Cassian and 

Augustine on their understanding of the capacity of the human will. Just exactly how 

much has sin affected the will of man? Cassian argues that the will of man even in a 

sinful state is a “free will.”416 The will of man has not been taken captive by the sin to the 

point that it is incapable of virtue. In fact, pagans by the mere exertion and effort of their 

wills are able to produce and maintain the virtues of purity, frugality, and patience.417 

Cassian does not argue that sin has had no affect on the will of man just that the sin has 
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not devastated it to such an extent to remove any ability for good from it.418 From this 

point Cassian argues that the initial reception of salvation is due to the will of man. It is 

the will of man that precedes faith and therefore starts the ball rolling for experiencing 

salvation. 

 Augustine does not spend a lot of time discussing the capacity of the will. His 

discussion on the primacy of the will of God in election and the utter necessity of grace 

for man to be saved implicitly defines his stance on the ability of man. Augustine does 

not appear to believe that there is anything in man that would enable him to come to God 

with faith. In fact, elsewhere he terms the will a “slave will” rather than “free will.”419 

The will is free to do one thing and that is serve sin. This being true it is impossible for an 

enslaved will to do other than it master commands. The will is therefore enslaved to sin, 

hostile to God and his law, and incapable of trust in God. From Augustine’s point of view 

salvation is an absolute impossibility if any of it is left in the hands of mankind. If man is 

to be active rather than passive in the initial reception of salvation than he is without hope 

for he is incapable of fulfilling these demands.420 

 
Grace 

 One’s doctrine of sin will naturally influence one’s doctrine of grace. The 

diagnosis of sin will determine the place of grace in the cure. John Cassian argued that 

man has the capacity of choosing God since sin has not totally enslaved the will of man. 

This being the case, Cassian views grace as a helping agent. He states it like this, “When 

He sees in us some beginnings of a good will, He at once enlightens it and strengthens it 

and urges it on towards salvation, increasing that which He Himself implanted or which 

He sees to have arisen from our own efforts” (italics mine).421  In another place Cassian 

goes so far as to argue that grace is essentially the wage that God owes a man who by his 
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free will seeks to believe for salvation. 

 
The grace of God always co-operate with our will for its advantage, 
and in all things assists, protects, and defends it, in such a way as 
sometimes even to require and look for some efforts of good will 
from it that it may not appear to confer its gifts on one who is asleep 
or relaxed in sluggish ease, as it seeks opportunities to show that as 
the torpor of man’s sluggishness is shaken off its bounty is not 
unreasonable, when it bestows it on account of some desire and 
efforts to gain it.422 
 

The end result of this perspective for Cassian is that grace plays an extremely important 

assisting role in our salvation, so much so that it takes the “chief share” of the 

responsibility.423 Grace, however, does not take the only share but it must bow to the will 

of man that plays its vital part in initiating the whole process. 

 Augustine rightly abominates this distortion of the truth. In Cassian’s definition 

grace is really no longer grace although he claims that it is.424 He has turned grace on its 

head and made it into something that is earned. In his definition God becomes the debtor 

of the sinner and grace becomes the wage. Augustine’s view of sin demands that grace be 

more than a helper in the initiation of our salvation. Grace must be primary and remain so 

from the beginning to the end of our salvation for us to have any hope. In Augustine the 

grace of God is an unmerited gift from God whereby he does for us what we cannot do 

for ourselves. The controlling thought in Augustine when speaking of grace in salvation 

comes from 1 Corinthians 4:7: “For what have you that you have not received? And if 

you have received it, why do you boast as if you had not received it?”425 This text is writ 

large throughout Augustine’s whole treatise. It appears to be the text that transformed his 
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view of grace, which he considered erroneous.426 This text for Augustine removed all 

ambiguity in the question of man’s role and God’s role in salvation.  

 The acid test for Augustine on whether or not a biblical view of salvation by 

grace was being propounded was whether or not it left man with any ability to boast. If 

man can boast in his salvation and point to something he contributed then his 

understanding of salvation is wrong and he has robbed grace from grace.427 On the other 

hand, if a man is incapable of pointing toward himself and boasting for any part of his 

salvation and instead points away from himself to the grace of God then he has accurately 

understood salvation. Grace is then not the great divine aid in our salvation but the all in 

our salvation. Grace not only to be credited for the ongoing work in our salvation but its 

beginning.428 

 
Election 

 Augustine further defends that salvation is all of grace by his reference to the 

doctrine of election. He demonstrates from Scripture that God elects men unto salvation 

as He pleases and that that works are therefore excluded.429 Election demonstrates that 

the prerogative of salvation lies in the hands of God alone. Augustine argues against the 

view that God elects and predestines those whom he foreknew would trust in him of their 

own free will.430 God did not predestine men because they were holy and with his help 

were going to become more holy but rather He chose men in order to make them holy.431 

Augustine passionately defended this biblical view of election because he saw that this 

doctrine strongly demonstrates that salvation belongs to God alone. He also perceived 
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that in this doctrine the glory of God is upheld and the pride of man is cut down.432 

 Augustine recognized the challenges that confront human understanding when 

the sovereignty of God in salvation is discussed. To the dilemna of God’s sovereignty 

and human sin he argued that God is sovereign over man’s wickedness but man is 

responsible for their free and desirous choice of that wickedness.433 He addresses the age-

old rebuttal that we are robots if God determines everything with the response of Paul in 

Romans 9: “Who are you o man to answer back to God?”434 In other words, we must stay 

in our place when discussing the prerogative of our Creator and not attempt transgress 

our finite bounds when it comes to grasping the hidden purposes of God in how and why 

He does what He does. 

 Augustine essentially argues for a compatibilist understanding of sovereignty 

and free will. That is, the sovereignty of God and the real, free choices of men are in now 

way contradictory, although they may seem so in our understanding, but are rather 

completely compatible as they coexist together without contradiction. His emphasis on 

the sovereignty of God in our salvation serves to undermine the synergistic understanding 

of salvation in the argument of the pelagian and sem-pelagian. Any discussion of 

salvation, therefore, must begin with the Sovereign purposes of God not the will of man. 

 Cassian does not spend much time discussing the issue of election. His emphasis 

on protecting the freedom of man’s will and on God’s aiding grace, however, point us in 

the direction of exalting the human will above the divine will in salvation. That is, God’s 

grace comes to aid the human will and therefore election would likely serve that purpose 

as well. Though Cassian does not state it Augustine argues against what would likely be 

close to his position when he says,  

He promised what He Himself would do, not what men would do. 
Because, although men do those good things, which pertain to God’s 
worship, He Himself makes them to do what He has commanded; it is 
not that they that cause Him to do what He has promised. Otherwise 
the fulfillment of God’s promises would not be in the power of God, 
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but in that of men.435 
 

 At issue in this quotation is the reason why God does what He does. Does God 

predestine and extend grace because He sees good or to create good? Augustine rightly 

discerns that man has wrongly been placed in the position of promise fulfiller. In other 

words, “Care must be take, brethren, beloved of God, that a man do not lift himself up in 

opposition to God, when he says that he does what God has promised.”436 God fulfills 

what He promises and it is therefore arrogance to think for a second that man can 

impinge upon this by somehow accomplishing by his own ability what God has promised 

and what only God can accomplish. Augustine is right to see that this is an 

anthropocentric centered understanding of salvation. A great exchange has been made 

here, but this one is not so glorious, the role of God in salvation is exchanged for the role 

and prerogative of man in salvation. 

 

Glory 

 Cassian believes that his position does not do an injustice to the glory of God’s 

grace in salvation. God can still take the “chief share” of the credit and glory for his work 

in salvation.437 In Cassian’s scheme God receives glory as the helper who comes to aid 

the will of man in initiating his reception of salvation. This glory, however, does not 

belong to God alone but must be shared with man. To help implies that the one being 

helped shoulders some of the load himself. Cassian argues that men should receive praise 

for their part in salvation.438 If man is responsible for a piece of salvation then he 

therefore deserves to receive honor for that piece.  

 Augustine despises this position put forward by Cassian. How can glory ever be 

shared between God and man? The entire project of God in salvation is aimed at one 
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thing: His own glory.439 Cassian’s view of sin and therefore of grace and election leads to 

his erroneous view of who then receives glory. Augustine’s view leads in another 

direction. Since man is depraved and in bondage to sin his only hope for rescue is the 

electing grace of God to come to him. Because this is true then the glory goes to the 

Rescuer alone. The glory in salvation belongs exclusively to God because he alone 

accomplishes it. God has so organized the salvation project so that “nobody might glory 

concerning his own will, but about God’s will towards himself.”440 

 
Humility 

 These two schemes of understanding God’s place and man’s place in salvation 

lead to two very different responses to God and to self. In Cassian’s project God shares 

the glory of salvation with man and man is given the right to boast about his 

accomplishments. In Augustine’s view, however, the glory of God is primary and 

unshared. God’s sovereignty in election, in extending grace that precedes and creates 

faith, and in completing the work of salvation all serves to undercut the pride of man. 

God acts the way He does in salvation for the express purpose of silencing the boasting of 

men. Augustine deduced from reading Paul that, “the sole purpose of the apostle is that 

man may be humbled and God alone exalted.”441 The byproduct therefore of a right 

understanding of God’s work in salvation is not pride but deep humility.  

 

Conclusion 

 Cassian’s arguments are unpersuasive mainly due to his misuse of Scripture. He 

has no doubt built his work on Scripture but he has silenced vital portions of Scripture 

and directly contradicted other portions. The damage of his position to sound doctrine is 

seen clearly when interrelated doctrines are viewed together and the ramifications of his 

view are worked out in each of these areas. His faulty view of man’s capacity has sent a 

tidal wave through other doctrines ultimately resulting in the diminishment of God’s 
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glory and the unworthy exaltation of man. 

 Augustine’s arguments, on the other hand, have been persuasive because He 

allows the Scripture to speak. He does not silence the hard texts on election and he allows 

the goals of God clearly announced in Scripture to drive his theology. His argumentation 

based on infant baptism and non-canonical literature is unpersuasive but this takes little 

away from his overall argument. At the end of the day Augustine, in my view, is clearly 

the defender of a robust orthodox faith that gives glory where it is due and produces a 

grateful humility in the recipients of untainted grace. 
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What is the church? At first sight this question seems plain, but in reality this is 

a deeply theological question with substantial implications. The way this question is 

answered reflects back to us what has been most influential in our thinking about the 

church. Do traditions and cultural norms hold sway in our understanding of the church or 

does the Bible? The goal of this paper is to define the irreducible ecclesiological 

minimum, or in other words to state biblically what must be present in order for a church 

to exist.  

The Theological Foundation 

 

All good ecclesiology is rooted in sound theology. The starting point for 

seeking a definition of the church is not history, tradition or proposed doctrinal 

statements, but God himself as revealed in the Scriptures. 

The Trinity and the Church 

God is relational. The creation of man was not the beginning of fellowship for 

God. From all eternity God has known community,442 in fact He is community. The 

biblical doctrine of the Trinity at its most basic level teaches us that the God of the Bible 

is fundamentally relational. This eternal community is the framework within which we 

are to understand all human relationships and particularly the doctrine of the church.  

When God created Adam and Eve, He created them in His image. The image 

of God according to the Scriptures443 is not merely an individual reality, but a corporate 

one as well. Men were made to fellowship with God and with each other; and as they did 

both of these they experienced and reflected His communal nature. It was by 

fellowshipping with God that they entered into the very thing their relationship was 

intended to reflect. This fellowship, both dimensions of it, was the hallmark of the good 

creation. 

                                                

442 John 17:5, 24 

443 Gen 1:27  
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Adam and Eve’s rejection of God’s plan broke their fellowship with Him and 

joined them to another community, the community of the evil one.444 The Fall not only 

fractured their relationship with God but also with one another; they were now impaired 

to experience and reflect the Triune Community. Instead of relationships that accurately 

displayed God, their lives now spoke falsehood about God. All men since Adam have 

been born into this rebellion and relational brokenness,445 which inevitably ends in 

destruction. God’s intervention alone could interrupt the inevitable. 

The Cross and the Church 

The witness of Scripture teaches us that the cross of Christ was not merely a 

response to the fallen created order, but rather that the cross was central to the eternal 

purposes of God in making the created order.446 All of redemptive history moved toward 

and climaxed in the coming of Christ,447 who is the remedy for the broken relationships 

acquired at the Fall. It is at the cross that God interrupts the inevitable and through Christ 

purchases a people; this people is the church.448 

Christ on the cross is the focal point of God’s mission of reconciliation. It is 

here that God unleashes His fury on sin and it is here that Christ as substitute endures the 

full weight of broken fellowship with the Father, which by biblical definition is hell.449 It 

is also at the cross that the possibility for all men to enter anew into fellowship with God 

is achieved. It is on the basis of this mission of reconciliation that the message of 

reconciliation is proclaimed, and those who respond to it prove to be the “called out 

ones,” the people who have been purchased by Christ--that is, His church. What then is 

the essence of this purchased people? 

                                                

444 Eph 2:2, 1 Jn 3:7-12 

445 Rom 5:12  

446 Eph 1:11  

447 Luke 24:44-47  

448 Eph 5:25-27 

449 2 Thess 1:9 
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The Irreducible Ecclesiological Minimum 

The church is one people making one profession abiding by one plan and 

seeking to fulfill one purpose. By looking at each of these characteristics we come to the 

basic definition of the church. 

 
One People 

The church is not a building or a place; it is not somewhere you go or 

something you do. The church is a people. The church is a group of people purchased by 

Christ and called out by Him to be in fellowship with him and others. Scripture speaks 

about the one people of God in two ways. First, they are spoken of as the universal 

church, which includes men from every time and place that have been called out by 

Christ.450 Secondly, they are spoken of as the local church, which is the congregating of 

called out ones who have been baptized into the fellowship and reside in close proximity 

to one another.451 Though the church can be referred to on these two levels, the called out 

ones are truly one people,452 redeemed by their one Lord and unified by their one 

profession, plan and purpose. 

One Profession  

Access to and membership in this community comes by way of one common 

profession. When the message of reconciliation is preached and men respond with an 

authentic profession of faith in the life, death and resurrection of the Son of God, they are 

transferred from the community of darkness into the fellowship of the Son.453 It is the 

unifying profession that “Christ is Lord” that makes and marks a member of the church. 

                                                

450 Eph 3:10 

451 1 Cor 1:2 

452 Eph 4:4  

453 Rom 10:9  
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One Plan 

Once admitted into the community of the cross, members quickly learn that 

God has given them one authoritative plan for their lives, namely the Bible. The church 

together places itself in full submission to the Word of God. God’s plan reveals to the 

church their duty to God and man, which can be summed up as loving God with 

everything you have and are, and loving your neighbor as yourself.454 The Bible also 

instructs the church on how it is to properly function. The church in submission to God’s 

plan will set up the appropriate leadership structures, implement the essentials of 

corporate and individual worship, and be taught how to properly relate to one another and 

those outside of their fellowship. The failure to submit to the Word of God results in 

exclusion from the community.455 

One Purpose 

The essence of the church is fellowship with God and with others.456 These 

called out ones who have been brought into this new relationship with God are 

characterized by their refusal to keep this to themselves. Driven by joyful obedience and 

love, the church labors to fulfill the one purpose of drawing men outside of their 

fellowship into it. The church is a people of the Great Commission seeking to win men to 

Christ and reproduce itself throughout the world.457 

 

Returning to the Theological Foundation 

The end goal of good ecclesiology is good theology. Paintings reflect artists, 

buildings reflect architects and naturally the church was made to reflect God. In view of 

                                                

454 Matt 22:37-40  

455 Matt 18:15-17  

456 1 John 1:3  

457 Matt 28:18-20  
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this it is not surprising that the church is the greatest theological lesson in the world.458 

The foundation of the church and the end goal of the church are both found in the 

Godhead. 

The Trinity, the Cross and the Church 

When one looks at the essence and function of the church in light of 

redemptive history, it becomes evident that this people is an integral part of God’s plan to 

restore fallen humanity. It is through the cross that God acquires a people who are to once 

again reflect his Triune community. As the church strives for and experiences fellowship 

with God and with one another it illustrates the nature of God and the intended purpose of 

man to the world.459 The intention of God in creation is being realized in the church. As 

the church enjoys this vertical and horizontal fellowship, the lives and lips of the 

members declare, “O world be reconciled to God! Come in and realize the reason why 

you were made.” 

                                                

458
 Eph 3:10-11, Eph 5:22-33, John 17:20-26 

459 John 17:20-24  
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Issue 

 In this paper I will examine and assess three major views on the ordinance of 

baptism. From the stand point of each position I will define the meaning of baptism, the 

mode of baptism, and the recipient of baptism. After briefly surveying these viewpoints 

on baptism I will argue for the view that I believe is most faithful to the New Testament 

Positions 

I will discuss three positions within the Protestant tradition: Lutheran, Reformed, 

and Baptist. 

The Lutheran Tradition 

The meaning of baptism. The Lutheran position defines baptism as a 

sacrament that saves. In Lutheran theology the sacrament is so tightly knit to the Word of 

God that they believe that it is in itself a Word of God.460 Luther and his followers held 

that the Word of God was able to create and also re-create and since in their view the 

Word of God took on a “baptismal form” 461 it was thus the means of regeneration. Luther 

poses this question in his small catechism, “How can water do such great things?” To 

which he answers, “Clearly the water does not do it, but the Word of God, which is 

alongside the water, and faith which trusts this Word of God in the water.”462
 

 In the Lutheran tradition baptism is therefore not just necessary for salvation, but 

it is the means by which one is saved. Alongside this foundational meaning for 

Lutheran’s is the understanding that baptism produces new creatures and initiates these 

new creatures into the community of God’s people. One further point that the Lutheran 

position holds is that it is the act of baptism that connects us spiritually to the death and 

resurrection of Christ. 

                                                

460 Mark D Tranvink, "Luther on Baptism," Lutheran Quarterly XIII (1999): 77. 

461 Robert Kolb, Understanding Four Views on Baptism, ed. Paul Engle and John H 
Armstrong (Michigan: Zondervan, 2007), 92. 

462  Robert Kolb, Understanding Four Views, 94. 
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The mode of baptism. Since the Word of God is central to a Lutheran 

understanding of baptism the water is in comparison rather insignificant. They therefore 

consider the mode of baptism a neutral matter. The mode, however, which has been 

predominate in the Lutheran church, is pouring with liberal amounts of water. 

The recipients of baptism. The Lutheran position argues that infants can and 

should be baptized thereby receiving the regenerating work of God in their lives. They 

also believe that adults who have received the Word of God through another means (such 

as preaching) and have thereby been regenerated should be baptized. Lutherans make an 

important distinction with adult baptism here when they emphasize that regeneration 

precedes baptism for adults who have received the Word of God. 

The Reformed Tradition 

The meaning of baptism. The Reformed position holds that baptism finds its 

significance in being an act that signifies purification.463 Right alongside this important 

point for the Reformed view is their belief that baptism is an initiatory act into the 

covenant people of God which replaces circumcision.464 The act of baptism in this view 

is also sacramental, which according to them means that “a mysterious encounter with 

God takes place through a rite involving physical elements and special ceremony.”465
 

 The Reformed view of baptism places very little emphasis on the death and 

resurrection of Christ. Informed by their understanding of redemptive history, the 

Reformed tradition places the significance of baptism within a covenantal structure, 

which, as already noted, understands baptism as a covenantal sign that takes the place of 

circumcision. 

The mode of baptism. Since the Reformed view places an emphasis on 

                                                

463 Louis Berkhof, Systematic Theology (Grand Rapids: Eardmans, 1938), 628. 

464 Richard Winter, "Circumcision and Baptism: Highly Appropriate Symbols in Our 
Erotic Culture," Presbyterion 2 (Fall 2000): 75. 

465 Richard L Pratt Jr, Understanding Four Views on Baptism, ed. Paul Engle and John 
H Armstrong (Michigan: Zondervan, 2007), 59. 
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baptism as a symbol of cleansing, the issue of mode is insignificant to them.466 The actual 

practice within Reformed churches can range from sprinkling to immersion, but no 

significance is attached to the mode. 

The recipients of baptism. The Reformed tradition agrees with the Lutheran 

tradition that infants should be baptized. However, in contrast to Lutherans they do not 

believe that the act of baptism regenerates the child. The Reformed view is that children 

of believing parents belong to the covenant community and must therefore be sealed with 

the new covenant sign of baptism (which was exactly the way circumcision worked in the 

Old Testament).  The Reformed view also believes that adults who have not been 

baptized as infants should be baptized as a result of trusting Christ. 

The Baptist Tradition 

The meaning of baptism. The Baptist view holds that the meaning of baptism 

is tightly linked to the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ. Baptism is the outward sign 

of being united to Christ in his death and resurrection by faith.467 Baptists also believe 

that cleansing and entrance into the church are signified by baptism.468 Most Baptists also 

hold that baptism is a means of grace, which in their definition would be the “blessing of 

God’s favor that comes with obedience.”469  

 The Baptist tradition therefore places its emphasis on baptism as the outward 

symbol which in their view is a reenactment of the death and resurrection of Christ and of 

their union with him through faith. Contra the Lutheran view Baptists believe that 

regeneration always precedes baptism. Unlike the Reformed tradition, the Baptist 

tradition subordinates the baptismal symbol of cleansing to that of death and resurrection. 

                                                

466 Louis Berkhoff, Systematic Theology, 629. 

467 Thomas R Schreiner, Believers Baptism: Sign of the New Covenant in Christ, ed. 
Thomas R Schreiner and Shawn D Wright (Nashville: B&H, 2006), 79. 

468 Wayne Grudem, Systematic Theology (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1994), 969. 

469 Wayne Grudem, Systematic Theology, 980-81. 
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The mode of baptism.  The specific mode of baptism is an issue of great 

importance to the Baptist tradition. Baptists hold that immersion in water is the New 

Testament model for baptism and therefore the only appropriate method.  Mark Dever 

explains the basis and significance for this stance when he states that “immersion is 

widely acknowledged as the apostolic practice and the practice that most fully conveys 

what baptism is—our participation by faith in the death, burial, and resurrection.” 470
 

The recipient of baptism.  The Baptist tradition departs from both the 

Lutheran and the Reformed position at this crucial point. Baptists believe that baptism 

belongs exclusively to those who have professed faith in Jesus Christ.471 The clear 

implication of this stance is that infants are barred from participating in baptism.  

Support 

I am arguing in this paper that the Baptist tradition is the stance most consistent 

with the New Testament. In what follows I will scripturally support the Baptist viewpoint 

of the meaning of baptism, the mode of baptism, and the recipient of baptism. 

An Argument for the Baptist Tradition 

The meaning of baptism. The New Testament attaches a plethora of meaning 

to the ordinance of baptism. It is important to identify the diversity of significance given 

to baptism in order to understand the fullness of its meaning. While seeking to understand 

this diversity one must also look for New Testament cues to discern whether or not 

certain elements of meaning are given precedence over others. 

 The New Testament attaches these meanings to baptism:    

I. An expression of repentance (Matt 3:11)                                                                                                     

II. Entrance into the community of believers (Matt 28:19, Eph 4:5, 1 Cor 12:13)                                        

                                                

470 Mark Dever, Believers Baptism: Sign of the New Covenant in Christ, ed. Thomas R 
Schreiner and Shawn D Wright (Nashville: B&H, 2006), 331. 

471 Mark Dever, Believers Baptism: Sign of the New Covenant in Christ, 333. 
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III. An illustration of our union in the death and resurrection of Christ (Rom 6:3-5, Col 

3:11-12, Gal 3:26)                                                                                  

IV. A picture of the Spirit’s work of indwelling and cleansing (Mt 3:11, Acts 11:6, 22:16, 
1 Pet 3:21)        

V. A symbol of the judgment of God (1 Pet 3:20-22) 
 
 

 Does the New Testament give priority to one of these meanings over against the 

others? I believe the answer is yes. The New Testament indicates that our union with 

Christ in his death and resurrection symbolized in baptism is in fact the most significant 

meaning attached to baptism.  

The New Testament gives the following reasons: First, believers are baptized into 

the name of Jesus. This very formula used for baptism signifies union with Christ.472 

Second, the term for baptize literally means to dip or immerse. The New Testament mode 

of baptism is immersion for the express purpose of illustrating death and resurrection. 

Third, the other meanings attached to baptism are benefits that do not precede union with 

Christ, but flow out of being in union with Christ. It is as one repents and believes in 

Christ that they receive forgiveness, cleansing, and the Spirit. It is as one is connected to 

Christ that they are connected to the community of God’s people. And it is in union with 

Christ that we pass through the waters of judgment and are saved.473 Therefore baptism 

fundamentally signifies our union with Christ in his death and resurrection. The other 

meanings attached to baptism are derivative in that they flow from that union. 

The mode of baptism. The New Testament mode of baptism was immersion 

in water. This can be proved from multiple lines of evidence. First of all the New 

Testament word for baptize literally means to dip or immerse.474 In a study of the word 

baptize George Beasley Murray concludes that “despite assertions to the contrary, it 

                                                

472 J.D.G. Dunn, New Bible Dictionary, ed. J.D. Douglas (Wheaton: Inter-Varsity, 
1962), 123. 

473 Thomas R Schreiner, Believers Baptism: Sign of the New Covenant in Christ, 69. 

474 D. S. Dockery, The IVP Dictionary of the New Testament, ed. Daniel G. Reid 
(Downers Grove: Inter-Varsity, 2004), 96. 
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seems that baptizo, both in Jewish and Christian contexts, normally meant ‘immerse,’ and 

that even when it became a technical term for baptism, the thought of immersion 

remain[ed].”475  

The second line of evidence is that the mode of immersion fits best with narrative 

passages in the New Testament regarding baptism. This can be illustrated by texts that 

speak of being baptized in a river (Mk 1:5), or of a person coming up out of the water 

after baptism (Mk 1:10, Acts 8:36-39), or of the necessity of generous amounts of water 

for baptism (Jn 3:23, Acts 8:36).476 In all of these examples the mode of immersion in 

baptism is implicit and at times on the verge of explicit. Thirdly, the mode of immersion 

best illustrates the reality to which baptism points, namely the death and resurrection of 

Christ. The significance of baptism is linked to the mode of baptism, for the mode clearly 

represents the significance. 

Outside of the New Testament evidence one can also argue that baptism by 

immersion was the dominant practice of the early church.477 One can also argue that 

throughout church history many significant figures such as Luther and Calvin (ironically) 

have also held to the mode of immersion.478 The New Testament evidence is sufficient in 

itself to establish the fact that immersion is the only appropriate mode for baptism. The 

testimony of the early church along with key individuals throughout church history 

supports this view. 

The recipient of baptism. The New Testament evidence is undeniable on the 

point that only individuals who have placed their faith in Jesus Christ are to be baptized. 

The examples of belief preceding baptism in the New Testament are numerous (Acts 

2:41, 8:12, 10:44-48, 16:14-15, 32-33, 1 Cor 1:16). Nowhere in the New Testament is 

                                                

475 Thomas J Nettles, Understanding Four Views on Baptism, ed. Paul Engle and John 
H Armstrong (Michigan: Zondervan, 2007), 26. 

476 Wayne Grudem, Systematic Theology, 967-68. 

477 G. Wainwright, The IVP Dictionary of the New Testament, ed. Daniel G. Reid 
(Downers Grove: Inter-Varsity, 2004), 113-116. 

478 Thomas J Nettles, Understanding Four Views on Baptism, 26. 
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there an example of someone being baptized without exhibiting faith in Christ.479 Along 

with this clear evidence from Scripture it is arguable that the meaning of baptism 

demands that only those who have believed in Christ are fit for such an ordinance.  

According to Wayne Grudem, “the outward symbol of beginning the Christian 

life should only be given to those who show evidence of having begun the Christian 

life.”480 Only those who have been united with Christ should receive baptism for it is a 

“vivid reenactment of our participation with Christ in his historical death on the cross.”481 

Baptism is to signify what has happened in the life of the recipient, not something that 

has not happened!  

Objections 

The two strongest objections to the position which I have argued for are found 

in the discussion of the meaning of baptism. The Reformed tradition objects to this 

perspective arguing that it is a misreading of redemptive history and that it consequently 

denies a means of grace intended for the children of believing parents. The Lutheran 

tradition objects to this position arguing that baptism is more than a mere symbol and that 

we have therefore stripped it of its significance. 

The Reformed Objection 

The Reformed understanding of baptism hinges on their understanding of the 

flow and structure of redemptive history. According to this tradition, covenant is the 

overarching theme of the entire Bible. In Reformed thought the way God goes about 

redeeming fallen men is through one covenant of grace which is expressed in different 

covenants throughout biblical history. In this view the fact that all covenants are an 

expression of the one covenant of grace means that there is more continuity than 

                                                

479 Even in the case of Simon the sorcerer (Acts 8:9-25), who proved himself to be an 
unbeliever, a profession of faith was necessary. The profession proved to be false, but it was a 
profession nonetheless.  

480 Wayne Grudem, Systematic Theology, 970. 

481 Thomas J Nettles, Understanding Four Views on Baptism, 32. 
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discontinuity between the covenants.482  

What then are the implications for baptism from this understanding? John 

Calvin spells it out in his discussion on the connection between circumcision and 

baptism. “He [God] expressly pronounces that the circumcision of a little infant should 

serve as a seal for the confirmation of the covenant. But if the covenant remains firm and 

unmoved, it belongs to the children of Christians now, as much as it did to the infants of 

the Jews under the Old Testament.”483 How does the covenant belong to the children of 

believers today? The answer, according to the Reformed view, is through baptism. 

Proponents of this view argue that circumcision is replaced by baptism and therefore 

infants should be baptized. 

In response to this objection I have four counter-objections. First, the emphasis 

on covenant as a major theme in redemptive history is correct, but the Reformed 

understanding of the covenant of grace is flawed. Stephen Wellum explains this flaw, 

“the notion of ‘covenant of grace’ may be misleading, because Scripture does not speak 

of one covenant with different administrations. Rather, Scripture speaks in terms of a 

plurality of covenants, which are all part of the progressive revelation of the one plan of 

God that is ultimately fulfilled in the New Covenant. In reality, the ‘covenant of grace’ is 

a comprehensive theological category, not a biblical one.”484  

Secondly, since there is no biblical basis for believing that all the covenants are 

an expression of one covenant then a different understanding of the relationships of the 

covenants is necessary. The covenants are an expression of God’s one plan of redemption 

which he progressively reveals. The New Covenant has elements of continuity with the 

Old Covenant, but to miss the discontinuity is to miss the point. The covenant is new! 

Baptism is not merely circumcision wrapped in different dress. Circumcision was a 

                                                

482 Stephen J Wellum, Believers Baptism: Sign of the New Covenant in Christ, ed. 
Thomas R Schreiner and Shawn D Wright (Nashville: B&H, 2006), 102. 

483 John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion Vol. II (Philedelphia: Presbyterian 
Board of Christian Education, 7th edition), 607. 

484 Stephen J Wellum, Believers Baptism: Sign of the New Covenant in Christ, 126. 
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“physical, external means of entrance into the covenant community.”485  This rite was not 

restricted to those who had true faith. On the other hand entrance into the church is 

“voluntary, spiritual, and internal.”486 Baptism is an ordinance that points to the internal 

work of God and is restricted to those who have believed in Christ. 

Thirdly, the Reformed tradition has failed to allow a straightforward reading of 

the New Testament to shape their view of baptism. Reading through a covenant grid they 

have missed the plain indicators that baptism is to be received exclusively by those who 

have believed in Christ. Infants are incapable of doing so and therefore are unfit for 

baptism. Fourthly, the meaning of baptism determines the mode of baptism. The New 

Testament emphasis in baptism is the death and resurrection of Christ which necessitates 

the mode of immersion. The Reformed position misunderstands the fundamental meaning 

of baptism and therefore errors in the mode of baptism. This is significant because the 

New Testament teaches both the meaning and the mode of baptism and it is from this 

perspective that the Reformed view has departed. 

I conclude therefore that the Reformed objections are misinformed due to their 

misreading of the progressive nature of redemptive history and consequently their 

misunderstanding of the significant discontinuity between the covenants. Further, I 

believe that the Reformed viewpoint fails to account for the clear New Testament 

teaching that faith in Christ is necessary for baptism. The Reformed tradition has much to 

commend in it, however, it is in the ordinance of baptism that they stray from the doctrine 

of the New Testament. 

The Lutheran Objection 

The Lutheran position is emphatic that baptism is more than an illustration. 

They argue that the Baptist viewpoint strips the ordinance of its very significance by 

making it symbolic. Robert Kolb articulates this position arguing that “an approach that 

only finds a picture of symbol in baptism seems to miss the point that the Biblical writers 

                                                

485 Wayne Grudem, Systematic Theology, 976. 

486 Wayne Grudem, Systematic Theology, 976. 
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take for granted: God is at home in his creation, and he selects elements from the material 

created order, like human language, as well as human flesh and blood, to carry out his 

saving will.”487 

The Lutheran position rightly discerns that baptism is a significant event; 

however, they misunderstand where the significance lies. The New Testament does teach 

that baptism was an essential component in the conversion experience of believers.488 

The components in conversion:  regeneration, faith, repentance, confession, and baptism 

are not identical and do not function in the same way. To acknowledge that these 

components are all present in conversion is one thing, to argue that baptism is the work of 

regeneration is another. 489 Regeneration is a sovereign work of the Spirit disconnected 

from any action on our part (Jn 1:13, 1 Jn 3:3-8, Ez 36:26-27).  

The Lutheran position like the Reformed view fails to give an account for the 

clear New Testament teaching on baptizing only those who have professed Christ as 

Lord. The fact that the New Testament is silent on infant baptism is a loud argument not 

for it, but against it. The Lutheran position takes the error of the Reformed position one 

step further arguing that baptism saves infants. The New Testament does not espouse any 

instruction for infant baptism, nor does the New Testament even hint at baptism being the 

means of regenerating infants.  

The hermeneutical error of the Lutheran viewpoint is the failure to let Scripture 

interpret Scripture. Allowing clear texts of Scripture to interpret more obscure passages 

of Scripture was a principle emphasized in the Reformation. In my view in order to be 

faithful to the principles of Reformers such as Luther (ironically) one must move away 

from his viewpoint on baptismal regeneration and allow Scripture to have the final word. 

To be faithful to Luther Lutherans must reject his own stance on baptism. 

                                                

487 Robert Kolb, Understanding Four Views on Baptism, 48. 

488 F.F. Bruce, "Luke's Presentation of the Spirit in Acts," Criswell Theological 
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Conclusion 

I have briefly surveyed three major positions on the ordinance of baptism 

within the Protestant tradition. I have argued that the Baptist tradition is the most true to 

the New Testament. Although the Baptist tradition is most in harmony with the New 

Testament it is not without fault. In my view the Baptist tradition has erred in detaching 

baptism from the conversion experience as a whole and has been justly criticized for 

doing so.490 The result of this error is prolonging the baptism of recent converts to test 

their profession of faith. In my perspective this is a deviation from the New Testament 

pattern of baptism. The aim of the church is conform itself to the apostolic instruction 

passed down in the New Testament and from this study I conclude that the Baptist 

position, despite its flaws, has done this most faithfully. 
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Psalm 42-43 

To the choirmaster. A Maskil of the Sons of Korah. 

1 As a deer pants for flowing streams, so pants my soul for you, O God. 2 My soul thirsts for 

God, for the living God. When shall I come and appear before God?  3 My tears have been my 

food day and night, while they say to me all the day long, “Where is your God?” 4 These things I 

remember, as I pour out my soul: how I would go with the throng and lead them in procession to 

the house of God with glad shouts and songs of praise, a multitude keeping festival. 

5 Why are you cast down, O my soul, and why are you in turmoil within me? Hope in God; 

for I shall again praise him, my salvation  6 and my God. 

My soul is cast down within me; therefore I remember you from the land of Jordan and of 

Hermon, from Mount Mizar. 7 Deep calls to deep at the roar of your waterfalls; all your breakers 

and your waves have gone over me. 8 By day the Lord commands his steadfast love, and at night 

his song is with me, a prayer to the God of my life. 9 I say to God, my rock: “Why have you 

forgotten me? Why do I go mourning because of the oppression of the enemy?” 10 As with a 

deadly wound in my bones, my adversaries taunt me, while they say to me all the day 

long, “Where is your God?” 

11 Why are you cast down, O my soul, and why are you in turmoil within me? Hope in God; 

for I shall again praise him, my salvation and my God. 

 

1 Vindicate me, O God, and defend my cause against an ungodly people, from the deceitful and 

unjust man deliver me! 2 For you are the God in whom I take refuge; why have you rejected 

me? Why do I go about mourning because of the oppression of the enemy? 

3 Send out your light and your truth; let them lead me; let them bring me to your holy hill and to 

your dwelling! 4 Then I will go to the altar of God, to God my exceeding joy, and I will praise 

you with the lyre, O God, my God. 

5 Why are you cast down, O my soul, and why are you in turmoil within me? Hope in God; 

for I shall again praise him, my salvation and my God.  
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What is the state of the psalmist’s soul? 

The three-fold stanza that structures the entire psalm tells us that his soul is cast down 

within him and that his inner-man is in turmoil. Outside of the stanza he states one more 

time that his soul is cast down within him making it four times in the psalm that he states 

his soul is cast down. The idea behind the word that is used in this context is to be 

brought very low or to be bowed down. It is used at times in reference to God humbling 

the proud (Is. 2:11, 17), and in this context of the state of a discouraged soul. The soul as 

it were is weighed down and is slumping in discouragement. The psalmists utilize this 

vivid language elsewhere to describe the sorrow of their hearts (Ps 35:14, 38:6, 44:26, cf. 

Job 22:29, Lam 3:20). (Note: The posture of the body at times communicates the posture 

of the soul. It is likely that the outward is reflecting the inward and vice versa. The reason 

we understand what the psalmist means by being bowed down comes from the physical 

reflection of that reality). Not only is his soul cast down, but his heart is also in turmoil. 

His inner-man is disturbed, distraught, and discontented. The word used here is used 

generally of the roaring of waves on the sea (Ps 46:4, Is 51:5, Jer 5:22, 6:23), but here it 

is used metaphorically of the roaring or unsettledness of the human heart (Ps 55:17, 77:4, 

Is 59:11, Jer 4:19). The sea is an apt metaphor for the human soul. At times the heart is at 

peace (Ps. 131:2) and feels like the gentle lapping of the calm waves against the beach. 

At other times the soul feels like a raging storm with massive swells and breakers. The 

psalmist here is expressing that his heart is not the settled sea, but the unsettled roaring of 

the sea that refuses to be quieted.  

 
His days and nights are filled with tears. The turmoil and discouragement that the 

psalmist is experiencing consumes his emotions day and night. Tears and weeping are his 

daily diet. The day is filled with the tears and his pillow stays wet as he grapples with 

God and the turmoil of his heart. It is important to note here that this state of sorrow is a 

matter of days. We do not know how many days because the psalm does not end with any 

resolve. [This is instructive to see that the psalms many times are the experience of a 

matter of days, maybe weeks, maybe months, and maybe even years. The psalms do not 

encourage a quick fix—grappling with God cannot be rushed, nor can the process of 

lament. The psalms are real to life and as  a result offer a helpful critique of the get fixed 
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quick mentality of many sanctification models. I wonder at times if we focus far too 

much on process rather than on person. The goal of things often becomes change and 

focusing on the process of how to bring that about most effectively. It seems that the goal 

is first and foremost person, that is, it is about relationship with God through Christ by 

the Spirit in the midst of every thing we face in life. The goal is not to get to a certain 

place in this life, but to get Christ. The change process is a part of this process, but 

subordinate and consequential. As we behold the face of God, experience intimacy with 

him, and long for him with greater affection change is occurring. The change, however, is 

subsumed under beholding the face of Christ and relational intimacy.] 

 
He mentions twice that he goes about mourning. His tears, discouragement, and turmoil 

are joined with great grief and mourning. His heart is extremely low and mourning is tone 

of the languages of his soul as he goes throughout his days. 

 
His soul feels deadly wounded. He describes his heart like a bone that has been shattered 

(lit. Hebrew). The psalmist is pulling out all the stops to describe the grave situation in 

which he finds his heart. 

 
He is experiencing rejection from God. In the heart of the psalmist he is wondering why 

God has left him where he is at and has rejected him. 

 
He is experiencing being forgotten by God. On top of rejection is the experience of not 

being remembered by God 

 
He is experiencing the waves of God going over his head. He is experiencing being 

overwhelmed by God. 

 
He is thirsting for God. The psalmist in the midst of all his anguish and pain is longing 

for God. He wants God this is the root of his longing. Everything else in the psalm must 

be understood in light of this. He is not interested in a process, but a person. He is not 

concerned about change, as it were, but with God himself. The ache of his soul can only 

be described by a dehydrated deer that is panting and searching for the satisfaction of its 

desire. His soul pants. His soul thirsts. This is a man of God.  It is this ache that runs like 
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a thread throughout every psalm, plea or praise. At the heart of every praise is this 

longing and at the root of every lament is this desire. This is why loud moaning laments 

are bold acts of faith for they are just another expression of yearning for God. It is 

instructive here to see the complexity of the human heart in its experience. The psalmist 

is in utter distress and at the very same time consumed with longing for God. He is 

crushed with sorrow and with desire for his Lord. His heart rages with turmoil over pain 

and with passion for his God. His face is turned downward and upward. He believes and 

doubts. This is the experience of the saint at many times in his life. This is not unfaith, 

but genuine faith. The Psalmist processes the internal workings of his heart before the 

face of God in an honest act of faith. 

 
He longs to go to the temple and appear before God. More than anything in the world he 

wants to be in the presence of God so he longs to be in the temple with the other saints in 

order to worship God there. The Hebrew here is likely “to see the face of God” rather 

than “appear before God.” (LXX, RSV, NRSV, and YLT all work with this translation). 

Once again the emphasis is on getting God and nothing else. He desires the unparalleled 

privilege of beholding the face of God himself. The term face denotes the near presence 

of God. To see his face is to encounter him in the most intimate of ways. To see his face 

is to encounter the unveiling of his wonderful character. His consuming desire is to 

experience God’s consuming glory.  

 
What is cause of the psalmist’s current state? 

!" #$%&'()*+(,&-+./%&01&2$%&/.11%()34&01&2$%&'/+5*)/2&)/&$)/&%6'%()%3-%&01&2$%&

(%7%-2)03&+38&+9/%3-%&01&:08;&<2&)/&-5%+(&2$+2&$)/&8%%'%/2&5034)34&)/&10(&:08&

$)*/%51&+38&2$%(%10(%&302&$+=)34&$)*&+2&2$%&*0*%32&$+/&8()=%3&$)/&/0.5&20&+&

2.*.52.0./&'5+-%;&>=%(,&02$%(&-+./%&)/&9.2&+&/-(+2-$&)3&-0*'+()/03&20&2$)/&

4+')34&?0.38;&@)2$0.2&:08&2$%&'/+5*)/2&$+/&%=%(,&(%+/03&10(&4()%1A&

*0.(3)34A&+38&5+*%32;&B%$,8(+2%8&+38&5034)34&10(&+&8()3C&1(0*&2$%&%2%(3+5&

?%55/'()34&2$%&'/+5*)/2&?)55&/20'&+2&302$)34&.32)5&$%&)/&/+2)/1)%8&?)2$&2$+2&

/+2)/1,)34&+38&5)1%D4)=)34&2+/2%&03-%&+4+)3;&

&
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E" <2&)/&5)C%5,&2$+2&2$%&-032%62&01&2$)/&'/+5*&)/&%6)5%;&<1&2$)/&)/&+--.(+2%&2$%3&2$%(%&

+(%&*.52)'5%&(%+/03/&10(&4()%1&2$+2&*+,&9%&)*'5)%8&?)2$)3&2$)/&'/+5*;&<2&)/&

%6'5)-)2&2$+2&2$%&'/+5*)/2&4()%=%/&9%)34&+?+,&1(0*&2$%&2%*'5%&+38&2$%&$05,&

-)2,;&F%&+5/0&*)//%/&2$%&-034(%4+2)03&01&2$%&()4$2%0./;&<2&)/&302&200&*.-$&01&+&

/2(%2-$&20&/%%&1+*)5,A&$0*%A&?0(CA&+38&1(%%80*&+/&+&')%-%&01&?$+2&'5+,/&)320&

$)/&*0.(3)34;&#$%&'/+5*)/2&)/&)3&+&10(%)43&5+38&9%-+./%&$)/&'%0'5%&$+=%&

9(0C%3&-0=%3+32&?)2$&:08&+38&+(%&30?&%38.()34&2$%&-0=%3+32&-.(/%/&

'(0*)/%8&20&2$%&8)/09%8)%32;&&G0.(3)34&)/&2$%&+''(0'()+2%&5+34.+4%&10(&2$)/&

/-%3+()0;&

 
H" I3&20'&01&2$%/%&2?0&2$)34/&)/&2$%&*0-C)34&01&2$%&%3%*,&2$+2&)/&+5/0&%6'5)-)2&)3&

2$%&'/+5*;&#$%&%3%*,&)/&*0/2&5)C%5,&+&'+4+3&)3&2$)/&%6)5%8&5+38&2$+2&9%5)%=%/&

$)/&408/&+(%&/2(034%(&2$+3&J+?$%$&+38&)/&2+.32)34&2$%&'/+5*)/2&+--0(8)345,&

K!&L+*&MDN";&#$%&'/+5*)/2O/&/%3/%&01&(%7%-2)03&)/&$%)4$2%3%8&9,&2$%&1+-2&2$+2&

+3&)805+2%(&)/&(.99)34&:08O/&/%%*)34&+9/%3-%&+38&)*'02%3-%&)3&$)/&1+-%;&

 
M" <2&)/&)*'0(2+32&20&+5/0&302%&2$+2&/)3&)/&302&2$%&-+./%&01&$)/&%6'%()%3-%;&

KP52$0.4$&/)3&)/&-5%+(5,&2$%&(%+/03&10(&2$%&%6)5%&)3&4%3%(+5&)2&)/&302&2$%&(%+/03&

10(&2$%&)38)=)8.+5&/2+2%&01&2$)/&*+3&01&:08";&#$)/&?)55&9%&2$+2&*.-$&*0(%&

/)43)1)-+32&?$%3&+88(%//)34&2$%&?+,&2$%&'/+5*)/2&8%+5/&?)2$&2$%&/2+2%&01&$)/&

/0.5;&&

 
What does the psalmist do in response to his current state? 

!" F%&5034/&10(&:08;&L)*'5%&+38&,%2&'(010.38&)/&2$)/&2(.2$A&/)3-%&2$%&4(%+2%/2&

'(095%*&01&+55&)/&30&'(095%*&+2&+55&10(&2$%&'/+5*)/2Q&$)/&'()0()2)%/&+(%&/2(+)4$2;&

F)/&+11%-2)03/&+(%&+)*%8&)3&2$%&+''(0'()+2%&8)(%-2)03&+38&2$%)(&)32%3/)2,&)/&+&

'5%+/)34&+(0*+&)3&2$%&30/2()5/&01&2$%)(&2+(4%2;&<3&03%&/%3/%&2$%&'/+5*)/2&

80%/3O2&80&2$)/&)32%32)03+55,&/)3-%&$%&)/&+5(%+8,&80)34&)2&?$%3&2$%&'/+5*&

9%4)3/A&$0?%=%(A&$%&-032)3.%/&20&80&/0&2$(0.4$0.2&2$%&'/+5*;&#$%&1+-2&2$+2&

2$%&'/+5*)/2&5034/&10(&:08&+90=%&+3,2$)34&%5/%&'5+-%/&2$)/&?$05%&'/+5*&)3&+&

1(%/$&3%?&5)4$2&+38&$%5'/&./&4(+/'&2$%&'(01.38)2,&01&2$%&-$+(+-2%()/2)-/&01&

+.2$%32)-&1+)2$;&
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&

E" F%&'(+,/&20&:08;&F)/&8)(%-2&+88(%//&20&:08&-+3&9%&.38%(/2008&.38%(&2$%&

-+2%40()%/&01&-0*'5+)32&+38&'%2)2)03;&

 
+" R0*'5+)32D&#$%&'/+5*)/2&'0.(/&0.2&$)/&$%+(2&)3&5+*%32&9%10(%&2$%&

1+-%&01&:08;&#0&2$%&=%(,&5+/2&8(0'&2$%&/0.5&01&2$)/&*+3&)/&8(+)3%8&

0.2&)3&-0*'5+)32;&#$%&-0*'5+)32&2+C%/&03&2$%&10(*&01&902$&

S.%/2)03/&+38&/2+2%*%32/;&F)/&S.%/2)03/&-03/)/2&01&?$,&+38&?$%3;&

T@$,&$+=%&,0.&10(4022%3&*%UV&T@$,&$+=%&,0.&(%7%-2%8&*%UV&T@$,&

80&<&40&+90.2&*0.(3)34&9%-+./%&01&2$%&0''(%//)03&01&2$%&%3%*,UV&

T@$%3&/$+55&<&-0*%&+38&/%%&,0.(&1+-%UV&K<2&)/&)32%(%/2)34&20&302%&

2$+2&2$%&')%(-)34&S.%/2)03&01&2$%&'+4+3/&T?$%(%&)/&,0.(&:08V&

'(0=0C%/&2$%&S.%/2)03/&2$%&'/+5*)/2&'0/%/";&F%&/'%+C/&20&$)/&:08&

+90.2&$)/&8+)5,&8)%2&01&2%+(/A&$)/&-+/2&80?3&/0.5A&2$%&2.(*0)5&)3&$)/&

$%+(2A&+38&$)/&/$+22%(%8&903%/&K1)4.(+2)=%";&F%&*+C%/&)2&-5%+(&2$+2&

$%&+22()9.2%/&$)/&/)2.+2)03&20&302$)34&02$%(&2$+3&2$%&=%(,&$+38&01&

:08;&<2&)/&,0.(&?+2%(1+55/&+38&,0.(&9(%+C%(/&2$+2&+(%&(055)34&0=%(&

*%A&$%&/2+2%/;&#$%&'/+5*)/2O/&)33%(&20//)34O/&+(%&-033%-2%8&20&2$%&

'(0=)8%32)+5&/?%55/&0()4)3+2)34&1(0*&2$%&$%+=%35,&2$(03%&(00*A&

)38%%8A&2$%,&+(%&2$%&=%(,&-+./%;&<2&)/&)3/2(.-2)=%&$%(%&20&/%%&2$%&

'/+5*)/2O/&(%/'03/%&20&2$%&/0=%(%)432,&01&:08;&F%&C30?/&2$+2&:08&

)/&.52)*+2%5,&9%$)38&+55&2$+2&-0*%/&$)/&?+,&+38&)32%(%/2)345,&$%&

80%/&302&2$%3&/)5%325,&+-S.)%/-%&)3&2$+2&C30?5%84%;&W+2$%(&$%&

50.85,&5+*%32/&+38&'(02%/2/&+4+)3/2&2$%&/0=%(%)43&I3%;&#$%&504)-&01&

2$%&'/+5*)/2&)/&302Q&:08&)/&/0=%(%)43&2$%(%10(%&<&?)55&/)2&9,&S.)%25,&

+38&%38.(%&?$+2&$%&$+/&9(0.4$2&*,&?+,;&#$%&504)-&01&2$%&'/+5*)/2&

)/Q&:08&)/&/0=%(%)43A&*%+3)34&+55&2$+2&<&+*&%6'%()%3-)34&-0*%/&

8)(%-25,&1(0*&$)/&$+38&2$%(%10(%&<&?)55&5+*%32&20&2$%&03%&?$0&)/&)3&

-032(05&01&2$)/&+38&'5%+8&?)2$&$)*&20&2(+3/10(*&*,&-.((%32&

/)2.+2)03&K?$%2$%(&2$%&-$+34%&9%&)32%(3+5&0(&%62%(3+5D&2$%&-(,&)/&

10(&:08&20&*0=%&+38&*+C%&2$)34/&8)11%(%32";&#$)/&=0)-%&)/&+&=)2+5&
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03%&2$+2&$+/&9%%3&50/2&)3&2$%&-$.(-$&208+,;&#$%&-$.(-$&)/&)3&3%%8&01&

=0)-%&2$%(+',&)3&0(8%(&20&(%-0=%(&$%(&-0=%3+32+5&=0)-%;&#$%&=0)-%&

01&1+)2$&/'%+C/&*0(%&2$+3&2$%&5+34.+4%&01&'(+)/%&)2&+5/0&/'%+C/&2$%&

5+34.+4%&01&5+*%32;&

&

9" X%2)2)03D&<3&2$%&*)8/2&01&2$%&'/+5*)/2&.350+8)34&2$%&-032%32/&01&$)/&

)33%(D*+3&$%&*+C%/&=%(,&/'%-)1)-&(%S.%/2/&20&:08;&TY)38)-+2%&*%;V&

TB%1%38&*,&-+./%;V&TL%38&0.2&,0.(&5)4$2&+38&2(.2$Z&5%2&2$%*&5%+8&

*%Z&5%2&2$%*&9()34&*%&20&,0.(&$05,&$)55;V&F%&'%2)2)03/&2$%&[0(8&20&

/$+*%&2$%&?)-C%8&*+3&9,&/$0?)34&2$+2&2$%&'/+5*)/2O/&9%5)%1&)/&302&

.310.38%8;&<2&)/&*0/2&5)C%5,&:08O/&)32%(=%32)03&)3&9()34)34&</(+%5&

0.2&01&%6)5%&2$+2&2$%&X/+5*)/2&$+/&)3&*)38;&#$%&'/+5*)/2&2$%3&

(%S.%/2/&2$+2&:08&?0.58&9()34&$)*&9+-C&20&\)03&+38&.52)*+2%5,&

9+-C&20&)320&2$%&2%*'5%&?$%(%&$%&-+3&/%%&2$%&1+-%&01&:08;&#$%&+55D

-03/.*)34&8%/)(%&01&2$%&'/+5*)/2&)/&%=)8%32&03-%&+4+)3&)3&$)/&

'%2)2)03&20&9%&9(0.4$2&9+-C&20&2$%&$05,&*0.32+)3&01&:08;&L0&2$%&

'/+5*)/2&5+*%32/&$)/&+9/%3-%&1(0*&2$%&8?%55)34&'5+-%&01&:08A&

S.%/2)03/&:08&?$,&$%&$+/&(%7%-2%8&$)*&+38&-+/2&$)*&011&+38&2$%3&

'%2)2)03/&:08&20&9()34&$)*&9+-C&20&2$%&2%*'5%;&#$)/&)/&+&1.55D0(9%8&

+11)(*+2)03&01&2$%&/0=%(%)432,&01&:08;&#$%&'/+5*)/2&+//%(2/&2$+2&

:08&)3&$)/&/0=%(%)432,&$+/&(%7%-2%8&$)*&+38&2$+2&035,&:08&)3&$)/&

/0=%(%)432,&-+3&9()34&$)*&9+-C&+38&2$%(%10(%&$%&/.9*)//)=%5,&

+(4.%/&?)2$&2$)/&L0=%(%)43&])34;&

 
H" F%&(%*%*9%(/D&#$%&'/+5*)/2&(%1./%/&20&5%+=%&$)/&*)38&%*'2,&/0&$%&1)55/&)2&

?)2$&(%*%*9(+3-%;&F%&()=%2/&$)/&*%*0(,&03&2?0&/'%-)1)-&2$)34/Q&!"&F)/&'+/2&

%6'%()%3-%/&01&-0('0(+2%&?0(/$)'&9%10(%&2$%&1+-%&01&:08;&F%&(%-+55/&$0?&$%&

./%8&20&5%+8&2$%&-0**.3)2,&01&/+)32/&20&2$%&2%*'5%&?)2$&45+8&/$0.2/&+38&

/034/&01&'(+)/%;&F%&(%-+55/&2$%3&2$%&'(%-)0./&2)*%/&01&?0(/$)'')34&:08&?)2$&

2$%&'%0'5%&01&:08;&F%&)/&302&5034)34&*%(%5,&10(&+&'()=+2%&%6'%()%3-%&01&2$%&

1+-%&01&:08A&9.2&+&-0('0(+2%&03%&+/&?%55;&E"&F%&+5/0&(%*%*9%(/&:08;&#$%&=%(,&
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:08&?$0&)/&9(%+C)34&?+=%/&0=%(&2$%&'/+5*)/2O/&$%+8&)/&2$%&=%(,&:08&$%&9()34/&

20&(%*%*9(+3-%&+38&*%8)2+2%/&.'03;&<2&)/&.3-5%+(&?$+2&$%&*%8)2+2%/&03&

%6+-25,A&9.2&*0/2&5)C%5,&2$%&-$+(+-2%(&01&:08&+38&$)/&)((%'(0+-$+95%&2(+-C&

(%-0(8&01&-0=%3+32&1+)2$1.53%//;&W%*%*9(+3-%&2$%3&)/&%//%32)+5&10(&2$%&*+3&

?(%/25)34&?)2$&+&80?3-+/2&/0.5;&P3&)85%&*)38&?)55&035,&'(0'0.38&2$%&'+)3A&

9.2&+3&+-2)=%&*)38&?)55&9%&+3&+)8&)3&2$%&70.(3%,&0.2&01&2$%&')2;&^R+5=)3&+38&

L'.(4%03&902$&)32%('(%2&2$%&(%*%*9%()34&)3&2$%&2%62&+/&2$%&-+./%&302&10(&2$%&

(%5)%1&01&8%'(%//)03A&9.2&10(&*+C)34&)2&?0(/%;&#$%,&+(4.%&2$+2&2$%&

(%*%*9(+3-%&01&2$%&'/+5*)/2O/&'+/2&%3-0.32%(/&?)2$&:08&035,&*+C%&$)/&

+34.)/$&*0(%&'(030.3-%8&+/&$%&/%%/&2$%&-032(+/2&01&$)/&-.((%32&/2+2%&?)2$&

?$%(%&$%&$+8&9%%3&9%10(%_;&

&

M" F%&+88(%//%/&$)/&0?3&/0.5D&#$)/&)/&(%+55,&2$%&2$(./2&01&2$%&?$05%&'/+5*;&#$(%%&

2)*%/&2$%&'/+5*)/2&2.(3/&$)/&+22%32)03&)3?+(8&302&7./2&20&=0)-%&20&:08&?$+2&$%&

/%%/&2$%(%&9.2&20&+88(%//&$)/&0?3&$%+(2;&#$%&S.%/2)03&2$+2&)/&'0/%8&20&:08&)/&

30?&'0/%8&20&$)/&0?3&/0.5Q&T@$,UV&F%&2.(3/&1(0*&4(+''5)34&?)2$&:08&20&

4(+''5)34&?)2$&$)*/%51;&#$)/&)/&302$)34&02$%(&2$+3&+3&)32%(3+5&?(%/25)34&

*+2-$;&#$(0.4$&$)/&S.%/2)03/&$%&/%%*/&20&-$+/2)/%&$)*/%51&10(&$)/&8%%'&

8%'(%//)03;&T@$,&+(%&,0.&/200'%8&/0&50?A&$%+(2U&P38&?$,&80&,0.&902$%(&*%&

/0&?)2$&+55&,0.(&+34.)/$U&@$,&+(%&,0.&(%/'038)34&2$)/&?+,&20&+55&2$)/&

+115)-2)03UV&F%&2$%3&-0**+38/&$)*/%51&20&$0'%;&F0'%&)3&F%9(%?&)/&)3&2$%&

)*'%(+2)=%&10(*;&F%&/2+38/&+/&2$%&-+'2+)3&01&$)/&/0.5&+38&8%*+38/&2$+2&)2&

$0'%&)3&:08&+38&2$%3&$%&4)=%/&2$%&4(0.38&01&2$%&-0**+38Q&10(&<&?)55&+4+)3&

'(+)/%&$)*;&F%&)/&-+55)34&03&$)*/%51&20&+9+3803&8%/'+)(&+38&20&$0'%&)3&:08&

9%-+./%&)2&)/&-%(2+)3&2$+2&$)/&2$)(/2&10(&:08&?)55&9%&/+2)/1)%8;&#$%&'/+5*)/2&

.(4%/&2$%/%&2$)34/&.'03&$)/&0?3&$%+(2&2$(%%&2)*%/&+38&.52)*+2%5,&?)2$&30&

(%/05.2)03;&#$%&X/+5*&%38/&03&2$)/&302%;&#$%&/2.990(3&8+(C3%//&0=%(&2$%&

'/+5*)/2&)/&302&(%/'03/)=%&20&+&S.)-C&1)6;&F%&.'9(+)8/&$)/&$%+(2&+38&8%*+38/&

2$+2&)2&$0'%A&9.2&2$%(%&)/&30&-5%+(&/05.2)03&0(&8%5)=%(+3-%&)3&2$%&'/+5*;&<2&)/&

S.%/2)03+95%&?$%2$%(&$)/&$%+(2&4)=%/&$%%8&20&$)/&0?3&=0)-%;&F0?%=%(A&?%&
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-5%+(5,&$+=%&+&`)95)-+5&/2(+2%4,&10(&8%+5)34&?)2$&8%'(%//)03Q&'(%+-$)34&20&/%51;&

<2&)/&03%&2005&+*034&*+3,&2$+2&)/&3%-%//+(,&20&%34+4%&2$%&8%'(%//%8&$%+(2;&

&

a" F%&+11)(*/&:08O/&/2%+81+/2&50=%D&#$%&'/+5*)/2&2%55/&./&2$+2&8+,&+38&3)4$2&$%&

%+2/&2%+(/&+38&40%/&+90.2&*0.(3)34&8.%&$)/&80.95%8&0=%(&$%+(2;&P38&,%2&$%&

+5/0&2%55/&./&2$+2&2$%&[0(8&-0**+38/&$)/&/2%+81+/2&50=%&%=%(,&8+,&+38&8.()34&

2$%&3)4$2&$)/&/034&)/&?)2$&2$%&'/+5*)/2;&<2&)/&2$%&'+(+806&01&1+)2$&2$+2&902$&

/2%+81+/2&50=%&+38&2%+(/&-+3&9%&2(.%&20&%6'%()%3-%&)3&2$%&5)1%&01&+&/+)32;&P&/034&

+38&2%+(/&1(0*&+&$%+=,&$%+(2&+(%&+''+(%325,&302&+&-032(+8)-2)03&)3&4%3.)3%&

1+)2$;&#$%&'0)32&)/&20&/%%&2$+2&2$%&X/+5*)/2&)/&+11)(*)34&2$+2&2$0.4$&)3&$)/&

%6'%()%3-%&:08&$+/&(%7%-2%8&$)*&+38&10(4022%3&$)*&$%&)/&303%2$%5%//&/2)55&

%6'%()%3-)34&$)/&-0=%3+32&1+)2$1.53%//;&F%&)/&(%7%-2%8&9.2&302&.22%(5,;&F%&)/&

10(4022%3A&9.2&3%=%(&.52)*+2%5,&0(&10(%=%(;&

&

b" F%&=0?/&20&?0(/$)'&?$%3&:08&+-2/D&F%&=0?/&20&:08&2$+2&?$%3&:08&9()34/&

$)*&9+-C&20&c%(./+5%*&$%&?)55&9D5)3%&)2&10(&2$%&2%*'5%&?)2$&$)/&5,(%&+38&+38&

*+C%&/+-()1)-%/&20&:08&+38&'0.(&0.2&$)/&/0.5&2$+2&?)55&2$%3&9%&1)55%8&302&?)2$&

8%/'+)(A&9.2&?)2$&70,;&F)/&-0**)2*%32&20&:08&%6'(%//%/&$)/&2(./2&2$+2&:08&

?)55&)38%%8&)32%(=%3%;&<2&8%*03/2(+2%/&2$+2&-0**)2*%32&20&+3&+''(0'()+2%&

(%/'03/%&)3&5)4$2&01&:08O/&8%5)=%(+3-%&)/&3%-%//+(,&+38&=)2+5&10(&2$%&80?3-+/2&

*+3;&<2&/)*'5,&?)55&302&80&20&$+=%&2$%&$%+(2&5)12%8&.'&+38&302&011%(&2$%3&20&:08&

2$%&/+-()1)-%&01&'(+)/%;&

 
What is the psalmist’s view of God? 

Elohim is the title used for God 21 times in this psalm. Clearly this is a God-centered 

psalm. Apparently God-centeredness and depression do not have to be mutually 

exclusive. In fact, I would argue the only way to appropriately address depression is with 

a God centered approach such as the one entertained in this psalm. The centrality of God 

in the psalmist’s life along with the intimacy he knows with his God is evident in the 

language that modifies the title God. 

 
-Living God- In contrast to the lifeless idols of the pagans who are mocking him the 
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Psalmist’s God is the one true living God. He is active and alert and filled with life. His 

belief in the living and active God is implicit in his complaint and petition. No one prays 

with this urgency, intensity, and honesty unless they believe that the recipient of their 

prayers hears them and is capable of bringing about the desire transformation. Maybe the 

fact that we pray with such little fervor is due to the fact that we really don’t believe we 

serve a living God who responds to the cries of his people. We affirm the living God 

doctrinally but live like practicing atheists. The psalmist knew that God could and would 

intervene, for he is the living God. 

 
-My God- Three times the psalmist identifies God as his God. The promise of God that 

we will be his people and he will be our God is affirmed in this ascription to God. The 

psalmist has no other god, but this one is his God. It denotes intimacy and confidence. 

 
-The Salvation of my Face- Three times the psalmist calls him this very intriguing title. 

The Hebrew is difficult in this verse leading many to translate it “my salvation and my 

God” (ESV). However, the Hebrew word for face is present in all three verses where it 

occurs and it is likely that the psalmist is picking up on the theme in v. 3 where he longs 

to see the face of God. Many translations do pick up the idea of face when carrying it 

over into English (“because I will confess to him (that he is) the salvation of my face and 

my God” (LXX) “for the help of his countenance (face)” (ASV, AV, KJV, NKJV) “for 

the health of his countenance” (Darby)“the salvation of my countenance” (YLT, The 

Message “he makes my face happy”)). The idea appears to be that the face of the psalmist 

is downcast because he is longing to see the face of God and he is unable due to his 

location and the rejection he feels from God. His assurance is that God is the salvation of 

his face. In other words the reason he can have hope is because he will indeed see the 

face of God and when he does his own face will be lifted up. It is the face of God that is 

the help and health of our own face. The deepest desire of the psalmist is to see the face 

of God and here is his assurance that his God will disclose his face once again and the 

effects of it will be seen on his own face. [Goldingay, Calvin, Jones all point out the 

slight variation in Hebrew in v.5 and v.11. In verse 5 it is the face of God that brings 

salvation. In v.11 it is the face of the psalmist that is saved. In other words the face of 

God saves the face of the psalmist. The downcast face of the singer is only lifted up by a 
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vision of the face of God]. 

 
-God of my life- God is seen as the source and sustainer of his life. He recognizes that the 

breath in his lungs is a gift from God that enables him to voice his complaint and petition. 

The phrase could possibly denote the fact that God is also the purpose of the singer’s life. 

 
-God in whom I take refuge- Though he is experiencing being forgotten and being 

rejected yet he runs to God as his refuge. This is a wonderful statement of stubborn faith. 

It is as though God has shut up the gates to his fortress from this psalmist and is refusing 

to hear his cry, but nevertheless the psalmist rushes to that same fortress for refuge. The 

psalmist will either knock on the gates until he is granted entrance or he will climb the 

fortress wall—God is and will be his refuge. This is faith—to grasp the hand that is 

crushing you, to run to the one that is rejecting you, to remember the one who is 

forgetting you, to cling to the one that is casting you off, to turn your face to the one who 

has turned his away. This is faith and its climactic expression is voiced by another singer 

who finds himself outside Jerusalem. This one sings his song from a bloody tree.  

 
-My Rock- Though the waves threaten to drown him he clings to the only steady rock 

protruding from the midst of the sea. Paradoxically the rock he clings to is the one 

responsible for the waves that are causing him to cling so desperately. The only sure 

place to go is the source of the troubles he is encountering. Faith once again runs not 

from the Sovereign afflicter, but to the Sovereign afflicter. For the Afflicter is Rock and 

the Rock is Afflicter. And the Rock-Afflicter is Good. 

 
-God my exceeding joy- In the first verse the psalmist reveals that his thirst is exclusive. 

He wants God, no other drink will do. By describing God this way we get another 

glimpse into his heart. His greatest joy is God himself. Since this is true it makes perfect 

sense that his emotions rise and fall not on the basis of circumstance, but on the basis of 

God. He wants God for God is his greatest joy therefore if God rejects him he will be 

downcast and if God reveals his face he will be joyful. He is not controlled by the 

circumstance but by his ache for the one he calls joy. It is interesting that he doesn’t just 

get joy from God, but actually calls God his joy. Its not the things that God gives that 
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satisfy him it is God himself. By utilizing this title for God toward the end of the psalm 

the singer comes full circle and the emphasis on desiring God for God is made evident 

once again. This has massive implications for depression. 

 
-Lord- The title Yahweh is used only once in this psalm bringing the total references to 

the name of God to 22. Lord is the covenant name of God (Ex. 3-4) and it is no surprise 

that the psalmist’s reference to the Lord in this context is connected to his covenant 

faithfulness. The rock that rests under the feet of this psalmist is the loyal love (hesed) of 

God expressed in inviolable promises.  

 

Lessons from this psalm  

• :()%1&+38&*0.(3)34&+(%&2$%&+''(0'()+2%&(%/'03/%&20&%6'%()%3-)34&(%7%-2)03&

1(0*&:08&10(&2$%,&(%=%+5&?$+2&2$%&$%+(2&50=%/&2$%&*0/2;&#$%&'/+5*)/2O/&2$)(/2&

)/&302&*)/'5+-%8&+38&2$%(%10(%&$)/&4()%1&0=%(&302&4%22)34&+&8()3C&)/&+5/0&302&

*)/'5+-%8;&#$%&+-)8&2%/2&10(&8)/-%(3)34&/)3&)3&2$%&*)8/2&01&8%'(%//)03&)/&?$+2&

03%&)/&2$)(/2,&10(&+38&2$%(%10(%&?$+2&+&'%(/03&)/&4()%=%8&0=%(&/)3-%&2$%,&+(%&

302&4%22)34&)2;&#0&5034&10(&*,&450(,&+38&9%&)3&8%/'+)(&0=%(&2$%&1+-2&2$+2&*,&

2$)(/2&)/&302&9%)34&S.%3-$%8&)/&.22%(5,&/)31.5&+38&*,&8%'(%//)03&)/&+&8)(%-2&

(%/.52&01&2$%&8%3)+5&01&*,&/)31.5&.(4)34/;&#$%&'/+5*)/2&)/&302&)3&/)3&2$%(%&)/&

+9/05.2%5,&30&$)32&01&)2&)3&2$%&2%62&+38&)2&?0.58&9%&?(034&20&(%+8&)2&)3&20&2$%&

2%62&+/&2$0.4$&50.8&*0+3/A&-0*'5+)32/A&+38&$03%/2,&9%10(%&:08&?%(%&

.3+--%'2+95%&+-2/&01&.39%5)%1;&#$%&5034)34&01&2$%&'/+5*)/2&+38&$)/&(%1./+5&20&

/2+,&S.)%2&+/&$%&'.(/.%/&$)/&:08&2$(0.4$&5+*%32A&-0*'5+)32A&+38&'%2)2)03&)/&

302&.31+)2$A&9.2&(09./2&1+)2$;&@%&+(%&+5?+,/&)3&8+34%(&01&2.(3)34&2$)/&

8)*%3/)03&01&9)95)-+5&1+)2$&)320&.39%5)%1;&#0&-(,&0.2&5)C%&2$%&'/+5*)/2&208+,&

?0.58&)31%(&20&*+3,&9%5)%=%(/&2$+2&2$%,&+(%&302&2(./2)34&2$%&/0=%(%)432,&01&

:08&02$%(?)/%&2$%,&?0.58&(%/2&S.)%25,&.38%(&$)/&$+38&+/&$%&?0(C/&+55&2$)34/&

0.2&10(&2$%)(&4008;&<3&(%+5)2,&2$%&'/+5*)/2/&+11)(*&?)2$&4(%+2&=)40(&2$%&80-2()3%&

01&2$%&/0=%(%)432,&01&:08A&9.2&2$%)(&(%/'03/%&20&)2&4)=%/&./&+3&%62(%*%5,&

)*'0(2+32&+/'%-2&01&9)95)-+5&1+)2$&2$+2&?%&$+=%&50/2;&L0*%2)*%/&)2&)/&2$%&2%62/&

01&L-()'2.(%&2$+2&*+C%&./&*0/2&.3-0*10(2+95%A&2$%&03%/&2$+2&+(%&*0/2&%+/)5,&
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%6'5+)3%8&+?+,&2$+2&?%&/0&=)2+55,&3%%8&20&?+5C&2$)/&70.(3%,&01&1+)2$;&<3&1+-2A&<&

?0.58&+(4.%&2$+2&2$%&5+*%32&*+,&9%&2$%&*0/2&'(010.38&+-2&01&1+)2$&)3&+55&01&

L-()'2.(%;&#$%&9(.2+5&-(,&1(0*&2$%&-(0//&)/&2$%&4(%+2%/2&%6'(%//)03&01&2$)/&1+)2$&

/%%3&)3&+55&01&L-()'2.(%;&c%/./&-+55/&0.2&)8%32)1,)34&2$%&:08&?$0&$+/&(%7%-2%8&

$)*&+/&$)/&:08A&2$%&03%&)3&?$0*&$%&'5+-%/&+55&$)/&2(./2;&#.(3)34&-()%/&01&

5+*%32&)320&+-2/&01&.31+)2$&/)*'5,&?)55&302&80d&R;L;&[%?)/&)3&2$%&L-(%?#+'%&

[%22%(/&'.2/&2$%/%&?0(8/&)320&2$%&*0.2$&01&2$%&8%*03&L-(%?2+'%&+/&$%&

+88(%//%/&$)/&8%*03&)3&2(+)3)34A&@0(*?008;&TB0&302&9%&8%-%)=%8A&

@0(*?008;&I.(&-+./%&)/&3%=%(&*0(%&)3&8+34%(A&2$+3&?$%3&+&$.*+3A&30&

5034%(&8%/)()34A&9.2&)32%38)34A&20&80&0.(&>3%*,e/&?)55A&500C/&(0.38&.'03&+&

.3)=%(/%&1(0*&?$)-$&%=%(,&2(+-%&01&F)*&/%%*/&20&$+=%&=+3)/$%8A&+38&+/C/&

?$,&$%&$+/&9%%3&10(/+C%3A&+38&/2)55&09%,/;V&

• #$)/&'/+5*&+5034&?)2$&+55&2$%&02$%(&5+*%32/&)/&+3&)3=)2+2)03&20&(+?&$03%/2,&

9%10(%&:08&)3&2$%&1+-%&01&8%/'+)()34&2)*%/;&:08&)/&)32%(%/2%8&)3&*%%2)34&./&)3&

%=%(,&-)(-.*/2+3-%&01&5)1%;&F%&)/&)32%(%/2%8&)3&2$%&-032%32/&01&0.(&/0.5&

?$%2$%(&2$%,&9%&70,&0(&4()%1;&#$%&-0=%3+32&2$+2&$+/&9%%3&*+8%&9%2?%%3&:08&

+38&$)/&'%0'5%&)/&?$+2&*+C%/&2$)/&)32%(+-2)03&'0//)95%;&#$)/&)/&-0=%3+32&

)32%(+-2)03;&G+(()+4%&)/&+3&+'2&+3+504,&10(&-0=%3+32&)32%(+-2)03&K+52$0.4$&

-5%+(5,&=%(,&8)11%(%32&+/&?%55";&<32)*+-,&)3&*+(()+4%&)/&8%1)3%8&302&9,&2$%&

/$+()34&01&035,&/0*%&2$)34/&204%2$%(&)3&5)1%A&9.2&2$%&/$+()34&01&+55&2$)34/;&#$%&

*0(%&$03%/2&+90.2&2$%&8%%'%/2&%*02)03/A&5034)34/A&'+)3A&/)3A&2$%&*0(%&

)32)*+-,&2$+2&)/&8%=%50'%8;&[+*%32&)/&/)*'5,&+302$%(&=0)-%&)3&-0=%3+32&

)32%(+-2)03&2$+2&)/&.22%(5,&3%-%//+(,&10(&8%=%50')34&)32)*+-,;&

• #$%&'/+5*&2%+-$%/&./&2$%&'+(+806&01&1+)2$;&#$%&'/+5*)/2&(%*%*9%(/&2$%&03%&

?$0&$+/&10(4022%3&$)*;&#$%&'/+5*)/2&'.(/.%/&2$%&1+-%&01&2$%&03%&2$+2&$+/&

(%7%-2%8&$)*;&#$%&'/+5*)/2&(%1./%/&20&+550?&2$%&?+=%/&/%32&$)/&?+,&9,&:08&

8%2%(&$)*&9.2&-5)34/&20&$)*&5)C%&+&(0-C&)3&2$%&*)8/2&01&2$%&/20(*;&f+)2$&)/&

/0*%2)*%/&%6'(%//%8&+/&+&T-5)34)34&20&:08&+4+)3/2&:08&T&K@%/2%(*+33";&#$%&

'/+5*&)55./2(+2%/&2$+2&/)34)34&20&:08&+38&'+)31.5&/0((0?&-+3&0--.',&2$%&/+*%&

*0*%32;&@%&+5/0&/%%&2$+2&+3&%6'%()%3-%&01&:08O/&-0=%3+32&50,+52,&+38&:08O/&

(%7%-2)03&+(%&+''+(%325,&(%+5;&<2&)/&2$%&-0=%3+32&2$+2&*+C%/&2$%&(%7%-2)03&
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.3+--%'2+95%&+38&5%+8/&20&-0*'5+)32;&`.2&-5%+(5,&2$%&2?0&*./2&-0%6)/2&10(&2$%&

5+*%32&20&%=%(&9%&9)(2$%8;&

• #$%&'/+5*&2%+-$%/&./&2$+2&?%&/$0.58&302&9%&-032%32&20&/2+,&)3&+&8%'(%//%8&

/2+2%&+38&4)=%/&./&2005/&+38&/2(+2%4)%/&10(&2+C)34&8%5)9%(+2%&+-2)03&20&4%2&0.2&

01&2$%&')2;&@%&+(%&20&-(,&0.2A&?%%'A&5+*%32A&-0*'5+)3A&S.%/2)03A&(%*%*9%(A&

/'%+C&20&+38&-0**+38&0.(&/0.5/A&+38&8%=02%&0.(/%5=%/&20&2$%&'(+)/%&01&:08&

?$%3&$%&*0=%/;&P52$0.4$&?%&.2)5)g%&2005/&)2&)/&)*'0(2+32&20&(%-043)g%&2$+2&)2&

)/&2$%&1+-%&01&:08&2$+2&5)12/&2$%&1+-%&01&2$%&'/+5*)/2&302&2$%&2005/;&

• #$%&'/+5*&)/&%3-50/%8&9,&2$%&/)34%(O/&'+//)03&10(&:08;&#$)(/2&10(&2$%&'(%/%3-%&

01&:08&)/&2$%&%32(,&'0)32&20&2$%&'/+5*&+38&:08&+/&$)/&2$%&'/+5*)/2O/&8%1)3)2)03&

01&70,&)/&2$%&%6)2;&P55&2$+2&)/&%3-50/%8&?)2$)3&)/&2$%&(%/.52&01&2$%&0=%(?$%5*)34&

'+//)03&01&2$%&/)34%(&10(&$)/&:08;&#$)/&/)34.5+(&'+//)03&)/&?$+2&5%4)2)*)g%/&

%=%(,&9058&-0*'5+)32&+38&5+*%32&2$+2&-0*%/&0.2&01&2$%&*0.2$&01&2$%&

'/+5*)/2/;&#$%&(002&01&2$%&?$,O/A&?$%(%O/A&+38&$0?&5034O/&01&2$%&'/+5*/&)/&2$%&

-03/.*)34&+-$%&10(&:08;&P&9058&?$,&)3&2$%&'/+5*/&)/&+302$%(&?+,&01&/+,)34&<&

?+32&,0.&:08;&

• #$%&'/+5*&2%+-$%/&./&+90.2&2$%&)*'0(2+3-%&01&-0('0(+2%&4+2$%()34&+38&

?0(/$)'&10(&2$%&8%'(%//%8&)38)=)8.+5;&#$%&'/+5*)/2&5034/&20&?0(/$)'&:08&

+4+)3A&9.2&/'%-)1)-+55,&)3&2$%&-032%62&01&2$%&-034(%4+2)03;&#$%&8%'(%//%8&

)38)=)8.+5&3%%8/&2$%&-0**.3)2,&01&:08O/&'%0'5%;&

• L0*%&2$)3C&2$)/&'/+5*&2%+-$%/&./&+90.2&(%5+'/%;&#$%&'/+5*)/2&/2(.445%/&

+4+)3/2&$)/&8%'(%//)03A&9.2&-032)3.%/&20&/5)'&9+-C&)320&)2;&#$(%%&2)*%/&$%&

/2()=%/&20&'.55&$)*/%51&0.2&?)2$&:08O/&$%5'&035,&20&1)38&$)*/%51&)3&2$%&/+*%&

/-%3+()0&302&*.-$&5+2%(;&<&?038%(&)1&2$%&'/+5*)/2&%=%(&4%2/&0.2&01&2$%&')2&)3&

2$%&'/+5*;&<2&/%%*/&20&*%&2$+2&$%&)/&)3&2$%&')2&2$%&?$05%&'/+5*A&9.2&(%1./%/&20&

/2+,&2$%(%&+38&.2)5)g%/&%=%(,&2$)34&$%&C30?/&+38&$+/&20&4%2&0.2;&`.2&$%&80%/&
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1 John 1:1-4 

 

      That  
 
 which was from the beginning 
             which we have heard 
             which we have seen with our eyes 
             which we looked upon  
and                  have touched with our hands 
 
                                concerning the word of life 
     
                                              the life was made manifest 
                  and    we have seen it  
          and    testify to it 
                  and    proclaim to you  
     
    the eternal life 
 
     which was with the Father 
        and   was made manifest to us 
        that   which we have seen 
        and                             heard 
                                                                                 we proclaim also to you 
       
 
           so that  

 
         you too may have fellowship with us 
                                        
                                       and    indeed our fellowship is with the Father 
                                       and                                           with his son Jesus Christ 
 
                     and we are writing these things  
     
       so that our (your) joy may be complete 
 
 

 

Observations 

 
In studying this unit of 1 John I saw four major themes. 1) The Revelation of the Son 2) The 

Apostle’s Encounter with the Revelation of the Son 3) The Apostle’s Proclamation of the 

Revelation of the Son 4) The Goal of the Apostle’s proclamation of the Revelation of the 
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Son. 

 

1) The Revelation of the Son                   

The main message of this passage is the unveiling of the son of God, Jesus Christ. 

John is speaking from first hand experience as he tells us of the manifestation of the 

Christ. We learn some very important things about Jesus in this revelation. We learn 

that He is Eternal, which is implied in the references to him being from the 

beginning and being with the Father prior to His incarnation. We also see His 

eternality in the fact that Himself is Eternal Life. Eternal life in John’s understanding 

is not an abstract idea or a specific state of existence; rather it is a person, Jesus 

Christ the Son of God. Every reference to eternal (aionos) in the book of 1 John can 

be understood in light of this definition (1 Jn 2:25, 3:15, 5:11, 5:13, especially 5:20). 

Connection to this Christ then is connection with true life (also Jn 17:3). It is by 

virtue of our relationship with Him that we will live forever and always possess 

eternal life. He is our eternal life! We also learn about His relationship with the 

Father. Jesus was with the Father prior to His coming, which implicitly speaks of 

their intimacy described elsewhere. Jesus is described in this passage as the “word of 

life”. Jesus is the message of the Father to this world, a living word to a dying earth. 

In John’s gospel he has very similar things to say about Jesus. For example, He is the 

Word of God who has always been with the Father (Jn. 1:1), He is the Word become 

flesh (Jn. 1:14), He is the revelation of God and the message of God to this world 

(Jn. 1:18). 

 

2) The Apostle’s Encounter with the Revelation of the Son                                                    

John describes the disciples encounter with incarnation of Christ. The disciples were 

with Jesus, they experienced Jesus with all of their senses. They saw him, heard him, 

and touched Him. The apostles were not second-hand witness to this special 

revelation. The wonder of the Eternal God coming in flesh and making Himself  

known must have riveted John the more he meditated on it throughout his life. One 

gets a sense of awe when reading through the first four verses of 1 John. They heard 
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the voice of God, they saw His face, and they even touched Him! This was an 

incredible privilege, which will also be ours one day! 

 

3) The Apostle’s Proclamation of the Revelation of the Son                  

The disciples were commanded by Christ to proclaim what they had seen. These 

men were permanently transformed by their encounter with Christ and wherever 

they went they testified about the Life Changing Word of God. The essence of the 

apostle’s proclamation was the life, death and resurrection of the Son of God. The 

apostles were witnesses of these things and as such they were to give true testimony 

to the person and work of Christ. The book of Acts is the best illustration we have of 

the apostolic proclamation. In Acts the message that is preached by the Disciples of 

Christ is consistent- The Son of God lived a perfect life, died a horrific death and 

subdued that death by the resurrection all to the glory of God and for the salvation of 

sinners who would place their faith in Him.  

 

4) The Goal of the Apostle’s Proclamation of the Revelation of the Son                                 

The “so that” in the passage brings out the purpose of the preaching activity of the 

apostles. The goal of their preaching is fellowship. The message they preach is all 

about relationship, indeed, it is the message of reconciliation (2 Cor. 5:17-21). 

Trusting in the proclaimed message of the life, death and resurrection of Christ 

brings one out of the orphanage and into the home of the Father. The preached word 

when met with faith will bring us into one big, glorious fellowship. Our fellowship is 

with the disciples and all other believers, and their 

fellowship is with none other than the Triune God Himself. It is through the 

reconciling gospel that we enter into a real relationship with God the Father and God 

the Son by the Holy Spirit. What an amazing truth! We are welcomed to fellowship 

with the Triune Community and the community of the saints. The mark of the 

converted as John will go onto explain in this letter is love relationships toward God 

and man. It can be no other way when you’ve been reconciled to God and brought 

into fellowship with his followers. When hatred characterizes ones demeanor toward 

God and His people it is proof that reconciliation has not truly happened. I love this 
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truth because of the promise of ever-increasing intimacy and knowledge of both the 

Father and Son now and for all eternity. When death overtakes me in seeming 

victory I will enter into that blessed Kingdom and there I will be forever with the 

King, in fellowship! The implications of this clear stated goal for all preaching and 

ministry are massive. The goal of all ministry is relationship. We are laboring to 

bring men to the Father through the Son by the Spirit empowered proclamation of 

the gospel. The goal is not to save men from something only, but to something, 

namely fellowship with the Father and the Son. It is this work of bringing men to 

God and Christ via the good news that brings the recipients and the messenger’s 

great joy. The concluding verse of this passage leaves us with sense that the apostle 

is bursting with joy as he testifies about the Son of God, for it is in testifying that his 

joy is made complete. The joy of the apostle and the joy of the recipient both depend 

upon the proclamation of the word. 
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1 John 1:5-10 
 

 
This is the message 
 
            we have heard from him 
   and                   proclaim to you 
 
                    that God is light 
   and   in    Him is no darkness at all 
 
                             If we say we have fellowship with him while we walk in the darkness 
                                               
                                             we lie 
                                 and   we do not practice the truth 
 
                             But if we walk in the light as He is in the light 
 
                                                    we have fellowship with one another 
                                          and    the blood of Jesus His son cleanses us from all sin 

 
   
                                         If we say we have no sin 

 
                                          we deceive ourselves 
                                 and   the truth is not in us 
   
                             If we confess our sins 

                                                    
                                             He is faithful and just to forgive us our sins 

                                    and   to cleanse us from all unrighteousness 
 
 
                             If we say we have not sinned 
 
                                          we make him a liar 
                                 and   His word is not in us 
 

 

 

Observations 

 
In the preceding verses of 1 John the author has referred to the message that he now makes 

plain. The message that he now refers to is the message that comes from the Christ, the one 

who was with the Father and was revealed to the apostles. The message is about the holiness 
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of God. John states that darkness has absolutely no place in the character of God (oudemia- 

lit. no way). There has never been and will never be an ounce of wickedness found in the 

nature of God. Consequently, there will  

also never be any darkness in the works of God. All that God is and does is pure light 

with no mixture of darkness. The implications for those that would walk with this God 

are plain; sin will not be tolerated. In the following verses, John addresses what it means 

for sinners to walk with the God of light and in so doing, he exposes two errors regarding 

sin that must be avoided. There is a clear structure to this unit of text. Within the larger 

unit there are three sections, each of which begin with the phrase “if we say.” Following 

this phrase are three errors (that can be boiled down to two) that John is seeking to 

address. After the “if we say” phrase and its contents comes the “but if” statements. John 

corrects the error by showing the proper way for sinners to walk with the God of light. 

The section as a whole is well structured and his point is very clear. The point of the unit 

can be broken down in another diagram. 

 

How are sinners to walk with the God of Light? 
 

         
                          Error Truth         Error 
 
 
 
       Confessing to have fellowship                            Confessing sin                           Confessing sinlessness 
       Walking in the darkness                                   Walking in the light                        Walking in deception 
 
 
 
            Result    Result                        Result 
        We lie                                           We have fellowship with one another                 We deceive ourselves 
        We do not practice the truth         The blood of Jesus cleanses us from all sin        The truth is not in us 
                                                God forgives us our sins            We make God a liar 
                                                God cleanses us from all unrighteousness           God’s word is not in us 
 

 

 John writes so that his readers will learn to stay on the horse of truth, not falling off 

to the left or to the right. The two errors that John addresses are two different forms of 

hypocrisy. Believers are to own up to their sin by confessing it before God and as they do 

this they guard themselves from both of these errors. Believers are to walk in the light as 
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God is in the light and the only way to do that is to walk in confession for it is through 

confession that our sins are forgiven and we acknowledge our utter dependency on Christ 

for righteousness. The only way to walk in the light of the God who is all light is to be 

perfectly light ourselves. How do we attain that, we who were once darkness? Christ, the 

light of the world attains it for us. It is through faith in Christ, who is our light that we can 

walk with God in light.  

 Those who confess fellowship with him but live in darkness are flat out liars and 

they fail to practice the truth. Those on the other hand who proclaim that they have no sin 

are deceived and have no truth within them. Those who claim such things are in essence 

saying to God, “you are a liar.” On the other hand those who confess their sins and walk in 

the light experience the forgiveness and cleansing power of the blood of Christ on their lives 

and as a result they enjoy fellowship with other believers and the Triune God of their 

salvation. John is saying that our confession and our lifestyle are the two indicators of 

whether or not we are walking in the truth or in error. He would have us test our confessions 

and our lifestyles to know whether we are liars or deceivers or truth tellers and walkers.  

 John implicitly teaches us about the doctrine of sanctification in this text. Sinless 

perfection awaits the return of Christ from heaven. Believers must not be deceived by their 

own hearts into believing that they in this life can attain perfection, which is a pre and post 

conversion temptation.  
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1. Theological Framework 

 

The Trinitarian Basis for Unity 

The Godhead is a perfect Tri-unity. The very essence of relationship is defined in no 

other than the God of the Bible. The definition of unity is God as He is in Himself. The 

one God who has eternally existed in three persons then is the starting point for any 

discussion on community.  

 

The Trinitarian Image 

Adam and Eve were made in the image of God, both in an individual and corporate sense. 

In the corporate sense their relationship was fashioned to reflect the relations found 

within the Tri-personal God. Thus humanity was created for community and that 

community was intended to reflect the Eternal community of God. It follows then that 

unity characterized by love, honor and loyalty should mark the relationships of all 

mankind in general and family units in particular.  

 

The Trinitarian Image Marred 

The fall ruptured two communities. It separated man from God and it separated man from 

man. The result of the fall therefore was broken fellowship with God and with man. The 

community created to reflect God was now a shattered and barely discernible Trinitarian 

image of fellowship. Just as the wholeness of human relationships prior to the fall pointed 

to being in right relationship with God, so the brokenness seen in human relationships as 

a result of the fall pointed to their fractured relationship with God. Their sin was three-

fold: 1) They rebelled and disobeyed God 2) They no longer reflected God as they were 

intended to 3) They damaged each other in their sin. 

 

The Trinity and Strife 

It seems blasphemous to even put these two words together in one sentence. Strife within 

the Trinity? Quarreling among the community of Father, Son and Holy Spirit? Dissension 

in the ranks of the Godhead? Never! This is an impossibility for the immutably holy God 

of the Bible. The perfect fellowship of the three persons has always existed, exists right 
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now and will forever exist. To ascribe strife, quarreling and dissension to God is to 

ascribe sin to him, which indeed is blasphemy of the highest kind. It is only when we see 

this truth that we realize the gravity of our offense before God in that we were created to 

reflect this sinless community. Our families are parables that speak falsehoods of the 

Triune God. Quarreling, strife, and dissension among other sin destroys unity and mars 

the Trinitarian image in community.  

 

The Trinitarian Image Restored 

The glory of the incarnation is that one of the members of the eternal Triune Fellowship 

has come to earth and become a man. He came to fulfill the purpose of the Father, which 

was an eternal purpose that the Son and the Spirit were perfectly unified in. His perfect 

life and gruesome death on the cross were accomplished for the purpose of reversing the 

three-fold problem of sin: 1) He perfectly obeyed God and then died for disobedient 

rebels. 2) Through Christ his righteousness becomes ours and he begins to practically 

work his character in us through the Holy Spirit. The result is that we are progressively 

restored to the image of God. The restoration is both individual and corporate. In the 

corporate perspective our relationships begin to reflect the unity of the eternal fellowship 

as they were intended to. 3) As we are transformed we begin to love others and strive for 

the unity that we were intended to know and reflect. Though the cracks are still visible in 

relationships intended to reflect God, he progressively transforms us individually and as a 

result we corporately mirror Him more and more as we were made to. The climax of the 

restoration will occur at the return of Christ where we will be transformed completely. 

Heaven will be marked by an unbreakable unity among the people of God as they know 

unmitigated fellowship with the Triune community. 

 

2. Biblical Framework 

 
1. There are six things the Lord hates, seven that are an abomination to him: ...a 

man who stirs up dissension among brothers. (Prov. 6:16-19) 
 
These are strong words to consider when searching out the topic of strife. God is 

not indifferent to strife and quarreling, but he is vehemently opposed to that state 
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of affairs. Hate is strong, but God communicates to us here that hatred is far too 

weak to illustrate his posture toward discord. God abominates it. 

 

2. Pride only breeds quarrels, but wisdom is found in those who take advice. (Prov. 

13:10) 

 

Pride is exposed as a source of quarreling. The pride in view seems to be the form 

that refuses any advice and even gets angry at the suggestion that someone else 

might have something to offer. Pride hinders a man from learning and in his 

foolish refusal he produces contention. The idea of breeding is interesting for it 

points out that when you join pride to certain things the end result is quarreling. 

Pride and advice are partners that commonly produce the offspring of strife. The 

text then teaches this principle: when you see discord you don’t have to look far 

to find pride. 

 

3. A hot tempered man stirs up dissension, but a patient man calms a quarrel. (Prov. 

15:18) 
 

Anger is fuel for the fire of strife. A quick fuse has the potential of starting the 

quarrel, but it mainly perpetuates the quarrel. On the other hand, patience is the 

quality that is required to interrupt strife. If a short tempter is gasoline that fuels 

the fire of discord than patience is the water that puts it out.  

 

4. Better a dry crust with peace and quiet than a house full of feasting with strife. (Prov. 17:1) 

 

Here the value of peace and order is illustrated in no unclear terms. Peace is of more 

value than all the wealth in the world. Fine dining means nothing if it is 

accompanied with discord. In fact the text says that it is better to have nothing and 

have peace than to have everything and no peace. This is a text that teaches us about 

principles of priority. Peace precedes possessions. Wealth is not defined by what 

you have on the table, but by what time around the table is characterized by. 

Quietness with nothing will always be more valuable than everything with 

quarreling. 
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5. Starting a quarrel is like breaching a dam; so drop the matter before a dispute 

breaks out. (Prov. 17:14) 
 
Quarreling takes on a certain shape. This text describes it as beginning slow, but in 

a short period of time picking up speed. The imagery of breaching a dam illustrates 

that the quarrel initially is like a few drops of water, but that it quickly turns into a 

torrent once the dam is broken. The overwhelming power of the water flowing from 

a broken dam speaks to the truth that quarreling once it has escalated has the 

potential of dragging all those involved further and further into strife. The solution 

is clear; the matter must be dropped before it escalates to a volatile place. Wisdom 

is exuded when one begins to quarrel but then drops the matter and refuses to pick it 

back up. 

 

6. He who loves a quarrel loves sin; he who builds a high gate invites destruction. (Prov. 

17:19) 
 
Quarreling is sin. Loving a quarrel is therefore loving sin. There is a sick delight 

enjoyed within the heart of every fallen man in contention. The satisfaction of being 

right, having power, proving someone wrong, venting wrath, or pushing someone’s 

buttons are all at one time or another present in a quarrel. To love contention and 

strife is to love sin. It is clearly implied in this text that God absolutely abhors 

discord. He hates sin and therefore he hates quarreling. Does the text also imply that 

this lover of strife invites destruction? 

 

7. A fool’s lips bring him strife, and his mouth invites a beating. (Prov. 18:6) 

 
Out of the heart the fool’s mouth speaks and his foolish words produce strife. His 

very mouth welcomes a fist. The clear connection between foolishness and strife are 

laid out here. Foolishness leads to strife as rain clouds lead to rain.  

 

8. It is a man’s honor to avoid strife, but every fool is quick to quarrel. (Prov. 20:3) 
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Since quarreling points to foolishness the avoidance of quarreling points to honor 

and also wisdom. An honorable man does not engage in quarreling and strife, but 

the pattern of his life is one of peace. Fools quarrel, and not only do they quarrel, 

but they are quick to quarrel. Contention is the very atmosphere the fool produces 

by his presence. The proverb shows us that quarreling, the presence of it or the 

absence of it, has much to teach us about the character of a man. Folly and honor 

rest in part upon our posture toward quarreling. 

 

9. Drive out the mocker, and out goes strife; quarrels and insults are ended. (Prov. 

22:10) 

 
Here we have another source of strife, namely mockery. Strife, quarrels and insults 

all accompany the mocker. The absence of a mocker is therefore the absence of 

these negative consequences. 

 

10. Without wood a fire goes out; without gossip a quarrel dies down. (Prov. 26:20) 

 
Gossip is wood for the fire of quarreling. Assumptions and rumors are two 

extremely combustible elements that have the potential of breaking out in strife. 

Tongues that speak behind backs and minds that fill in the blanks regarding other 

people must be dealt with to squelch the problem of quarreling.  

 

11. For as churning the milk produces butter, and as twisting the nose produces blood, 

so stirring up anger produces strife. (Prov. 30:33) 
 
Anger again is seen as an integral element in the area of strife. Here the issue is that 

when anger is stirred up the result is quarreling. The two go so naturally together 

that the sure result of quarreling after anger has been stirred up is compared to two 

natural areas of life that always produce the same result. Just as the nose bleeds 

when it is twisted violently so will strife flow from the stirring of anger. 

 

12.  A quarrelsome wife is like a constant dripping. (Prov. 19:13, 21:9, 21:19, 25:24) 
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The quarrelsome wife sayings press home the point that constant friction makes for 

the worst possible atmosphere to live life. A person should prefer the corner of the 

roof or the barren desert before life lived in contention. These proverbs reveal to us 

how utterly destructive quarreling is for relationships.  

13. Exodus 17:2, 7, Numbers 20:3, 13, Isaiah 58:4 

 
The references in Exodus and Numbers speak about the quarreling that 

characterized the Israelites relationship with both Moses and God in the wilderness. 

These references give red emptive historical frame to the theme of strife and 

contention. The folly of these grumblers is illustrated over and over again 

throughout the Old Testament and into the new (Deuteronomy, Psalms, 1 

Corinthians 10, Hebrews 3-4). They are held up as examples of what posture not to 

have before God and his chosen leaders. Proverbs spells out the principles on a 

practical level all the while urging (in its own way) that the reader not be 

characterized by the quarreling wilderness generation. The reference in Isaiah refers 

to the fast that is acceptable before the Lord. God abominates fasts that are marked 

by quarreling and other sinful deeds throughout. In this text we learn that quarreling 

and piety don’t mix. Quarreling in the midst of devotional exercises is hypocrisy, 

indeed it proves we are not walking closely with God. 

 

14. I will put my Spirit upon him, and he will proclaim justice to the nations. He will 

not quarrel or cry out; no one will hear his voice in the streets. (Matt. 12:18-19) 
 
This is a description of Jesus that was first written in the book of Isaiah. We learn 

that his rule will not be characterized by strife, but rather by peace. The result of the 

Holy Spirit filling him and guiding him is that He does not quarrel, but exhibits the 

fruit of peace in his life and leadership. Jesus is the paradigm for all humanity. He 

shows what godliness looks like. He shows us what a life lived in the Spirit looks 

like. To be conformed to his image therefore includes being men of peace who 

refuse to quarrel. 

 

15. You are still worldly. For since there is jealousy and quarreling among you, are 

you not worldly? (1 Cor. 3:3) 
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Spiritual maturity is gauged here by the presence or absence of quarreling. The 

Corinthians are marked by quarreling and Paul therefore reproves them for their 

conformity to the world as they satisfy the lusts of their flesh. The body of Christ is 

to be a community of peace. Quarreling has the potential of destroying what the 

fellowship of Christians is intended to be.  

 

16.  The acts of the flesh are obvious: …hatred, discord, jealousy, fits of rage, selfish 

ambition, dissension, factions and envy. (Gal. 5:20-21, Rom. 1:29, 2 Cor. 12:20, 1 Tim. 6:4) 
 
As we saw in Jesus, the sinless man, quarreling was absent from his life for it was 

contrary to the character of the Spirit. Here is one of the most explicit places in 

Scripture that quarreling is a direct result of the old sinful heart. Strife is a serious 

offense before God, as this text teaches, that merits eternal torment. Paul uses three 

words here that fall underneath the category of strife. Discord is essentially disunity 

that results from hatred and strife. Dissension and factions both refer to “a state of 

affairs in which men are divided and feuds flourish” (Boice). The list that follows 

these verses is the fruit of the Spirit, which include peace, patience, kindness and 

self-control, all of which are directly contrary to quarreling and disunity. To be 

animated by the flesh is to be quarrelsome and the producer of fragmented 

fellowship. To be filled with the Spirit is to be a peacemaker who upholds the unity 

of the fellowship and strives to keep strife outside. Just as the mark of Christ the 

Spirit-filled God-man was peace and gentleness so our lives when lived in accord 

with the Holy Spirit will bear similar fruit. 

 
17.  And the Lord’s servant must not be quarrelsome, but be kind to all, able to teach, 

patient when wronged, with gentleness correcting those who are in opposition, if 

perhaps God may grant them repentance leading to the knowledge of the truth, and 

they may come to their senses and escape from the snare of the devil, having been 

held captive by him to do his will. (2 Tim. 2:24-26, 1 Tim. 3:3) 
 
The following diagram is an analytical outline. It visualizes the flow of the text in 

order to trace out and better understand what the apostle Paul is doing in the 

passage. This text is a unique in regard to a theology of strife because it is 

specifically addressing the role of Christian leaders regarding the issue of 
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quarreling. As the text demonstrates and the diagram will make very clear the 

absence of a quarrelsome spirit is vital for men in leadership. 

 
 
 

And the Lord’s servant 
 

          must not be quarrelsome 
   but                 be kind to all    
                   able to teach 
                   patient when wronged   
                              correcting those who are in opposition with 
gentleness 
 

           
   if perhaps God may grant them 

 

         repentance 
 
       leading to the knowledge of the truth 
         and    they may come to their senses 
                    and    escape from the snare of the devil 
 
             having been held captive  
 

  by him 
                to do his will 
 

 

The aim of the servant of God is to bring men to repentance. This repentance, 

however, is not something the recipients of our message can muster up and simply 

choose. God  must grant repentance as this text explicitly says. The “if” in the text 

instructs us that repentance is a merciful gift that God is not required to give. The 

repentance that he graciously grants is marked by three things: 1) It leads to the 

knowledge of the truth; 2) It brings one to their senses; 3) It releases one from the 

snare of the devil and the doing of his will. The text also teaches that God has 

chosen to grant repentance to men through the proclamation of the gospel through 

his chosen servants. Therefore these servants must be fit for this tremendous task. 

Paul tells us that they must be kind, they must be longsuffering and patient when 
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they are abused and sinned against, they must have the ability to teach and they 

must do all their teaching, which includes correction in a spirit of gentleness. The 

one thing Paul says they must not be is quarrelsome. Here then is a trait that it is a 

great hindrance to the work of ministry. The quarreling of a so called servant of 

God nullifies the work he is attempting to do. Indeed, it is a contradiction in terms 

for a quarrelsome man to preach the gospel of peace. This does not exclude the 

tension that arises when men are confronted with the gospel, but it does exclude the 

tension that the messenger could potentially bring with the message. Stumbling 

blocks are intrinsic to the preaching of the gospel, but they must never be so in the 

preacher of the gospel. The Servant must be molded by the Spirit in such a way that 

peace, gentleness and kindness are the clear qualities of his character. It seems that 

these things must be so in order that men will be brought to repentance. God is the 

one who grants repentance, but he chooses to do so through the gospel message 

communicated by his people. Therefore the vessel through which the message 

comes must be fit for such a task so that the work of God can be effectively 

discharged. God of course can and does work through means that are less than 

satisfactory (which in one sense is true of every human means), but he chooses 

mainly to work through vessels fitted for honorable use (2 Tim. 2:20-22 for the 

wider context). A quarrelsome servant is a hindrance to the work of ministry. The 

man given to strife excludes himself (unless God chooses to work in spite of him) 

from the great privilege of having God work through him to bring men to 

repentance.  

 

18. Who is wise and understanding among you? Let him show it by his good life, by 

deeds done in the humility that comes from wisdom. But if you harbor bitter envy 

and selfish ambition in your hearts, do not boast about it or deny the truth. Such 

wisdom does not come down from heaven but is earthly, unspiritual, of the devil. 

For where you have envy and selfish ambition, there you find disorder and every 

evil practice. But the wisdom that comes from heaven is first of all pure; then 

peace-loving, considerate, submissive, full of mercy and good fruit, impartial and 

sincere. Peacemakers who sow in peace raise a harvest of righteousness. What 

causes quarrels and what causes fights among you? Is it not this, that your passions 

(pleasures) are at war within you? You desire and do not have, so you murder. You 

covet and cannot obtain, so you fight and quarrel. You do not have because you do 
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not ask. You ask and do not receive, because you ask wrongly to spend it on your 

passions. (James 3:13-4:3) 
 
This is the definitive text on quarreling in the New Testament, and most likely in 

the entire Bible. If we’ve learned from the other texts that quarreling is sin that is 

destructive to community, here we learn the intricacies and dynamics of that sin. 

This is a microscopic view of the issue of strife. In other texts thus far we have seen 

some of the general causes for discord, but here generalities fade into specifics as 

we see the inner-workings of the heart lay bare and the direct causes of strife 

spelled out. According to James all quarrels and fights can be traced back to the 

same source. The source of every ounce of strife is located in the heart. James 

instructs us that we have within us competing desires. The desires that win out 

within us animate all our actions. The issue of desire is also connected to pleasure 

according to James. All desires are directed toward pleasure. James then illustrates 

that when selfish ambition and envy are the strongest desires in our soul reaching 

out for pleasure that we will do anything to attain what we want. If anyone obstructs 

our path to pleasure and frustrates our desires the inevitable result according to 

James is quarreling. So motivated are we by our desires within that fighting and 

even murder may be resulted to in order satiate them. The issue of strife begins with 

the heart of man. Every quarrel can be traced back to some sort of sinful craving.  

 

Regeneration and sanctification within the heart are the only remedies for this 

problem. Our hearts must be filled with the wisdom which is from above that is the 

opposite of selfish ambition and envy. When we are motivated by the desires of the 

new creation and the Spirit of God the result is peace and righteousness. The same 

scenario that could bring forth quarreling can be replaced by peace and tranquility 

when the desires of the heart are conformed to those of the Spirit. The Spirit re-

programs us so that we understand the folly of chasing sinful pleasure. He guides us 

to where true pleasure is found. Self sacrificial love replaces selfish ambition and 

we enjoy the pleasures of communing with God, obeying his word, and laying 

down our life for others. Every quarrel this world has seen is connected to the 

unrivaled worship of the self. The deepest belief in sinful man is that he matters 
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most and that he deserves to get what he wants. To stand in the way of his desire is 

to bring his sovereignty into question, which will always end in strife. We fight for 

what we care the most about. Every man stands in desperate need of the work of the 

cross and the transforming work of the Spirit. Without this gracious work we will 

remain idolaters of ourselves and we will fight with anyone who would challenge 

our goodness. The mark of the Spirit as other texts previously have illustrated is 

peace and self control. I would add that humility is another clear mark of the Spirit 

of God. This humility is a true estimation of oneself before God and man. It is a 

desire to serve others rather than using others to serve ourselves. 

 

19. As a prisoner of the Lord, then, I urge you to live a life worthy of the calling you have 

received. Be completely humble and gentle; be patient, bearing with one another in love. 

Make every effort to keep the unity of the Spirit through the bond of peace. (Ephesians 4:1-

3) 

 

The Scriptures are filled with many negative injunctions regarding quarreling, 

strife, and disunity as we have already seen. But the Scriptures don’t just tell us 

what not to do they tell us what we should do. The call to unity is an often sounded 

command throughout the New Testament. Paul exhorts the Ephesians in this text 

above all to live in such a way that the unity of the Spirit is upheld. The church of 

Jesus Christ is to be marked oneness. We’ve seen that quarreling destroys 

community and here we see that patience, humility, gentleness, and love are 

builders of community. Unity will never be attained through strife, but only through 

these qualities as put forth by Paul. The term unity of the Spirit teaches us two 

things: 1) It is a divine unity that is to be kept, one which reflects the God of the 

universe. 2) This unity is only possibe through the work of the Spirit. The 

authenticity of the church seems to be tested in part by the unity that marks it. 

 
20. My prayer is not for them alone. I pray also for those who will believe in me 

through their message, that all of them may be one, Father, just as your are in me 

and I am in you. May they also be in us so that the world may believe that you have 

sent me. I have given them the glory that you gave me, that they may be one as we 

are one: I in them and you in me. May they be brought to complete unity to let the 

world know that you have sent me and have loved me and have loved them even as 

you have loved me. 
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This is the strongest text in the Bible on unity. This text supports and confirms the 

theological framework that was constructed in the first section. The Trinity is no 

doubt the grounds for Christian unity; in fact it would be impossible to spell it out 

any clearer than it has been here. The call to unity is a call to experience the 

intimacy of the Triune community within the church and to then reflect that unity to 

the world. The words that Jesus prays here are nothing less than amazing. He 

references the mutual indwelling of the persons of the Trinity and asks the Father 

that we might participate in that mysterious union. Christ would have us caught up 

into the actual relationship of the Godhead. The church is to experience this 

glorious reality and their lives are to be an earthly model of it. This unity is not in 

end in itself for the church triumphant, but a means to drawing the world to Christ. 

Just as the unity of the Trinity was necessary for the accomplishing of our salvation 

so is the unity of the Trinity reflected in the church necessary for the effective 

proclamation of that salvation to the world.   

 

3. Conclusion 

The persons of the Trinity teach us what relationship is. Unity is the hallmark of the Trinity 

and is therefore essential to all relationships. Quarreling and strife are an abomination to 

God because they contradict the nature of God which we were created to reflect. At the root 

of quarreling are pride, selfish ambition, foolishness, and envy. In other words, quarreling 

is just another manifestation of a sinful heart. Only through Christ’s death do we escape the 

wrath of God that is coming upon proud quarreling people. Through the work of the Spirit, 

the fruit of patience, gentleness, and self control begin to fill our lives and unity becomes 

our goal. The family and the church are called to experience the unity of their God and 

unity among themselves for their own good and the good of the nations. As our families 

and churches experience more unity we draw closer and closer to what we were intended to 

be. When strife and quarreling are exposed for what they truly are they will no longer be 

viewed as minor issues but as abominations. If unity is not a priority to us we better reread 

the prayer of Christ in John 17. Among all the things he could have prayed unity fell from 

his lips repeatedly. If it received that much prominence in his heart should it not do the 

same in ours? 
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Quarreling in the Home:  

Five Parental Principles 
 

1. Unity and peace are to characterize the Christian home and therefore anything 

that would endanger this should not be tolerated. 

 

Quarreling and strife spell destruction to unity and peace within the home and 

therefore they should be dealt with appropriately. Children should not be allowed 

to determine the atmosphere of the home. The parents by the guidelines of 

Scripture are to determine the atmosphere of the home and guard it diligently. 

Quarreling must be corrected in order to maintain the peaceful and orderly house 

that Scripture commends. 

 

2. Quarreling is an abomination to God and therefore must be disciplined. 

 

Among the seven abominations to God we find quarreling. Just as we would 

discipline our children for lying to our faces so should we discipline them for 

being quarrelsome with their siblings or with their parents. Quarreling is no less 

an abomination to God than murder. We must call strife what it truly is and act 

accordingly. 

 

3. Quarreling is foolishness and therefore must be corrected. 

 

The Proverbs teach us that one of the purposes of the rod is to drive out 

foolishness. Quarreling is repeatedly referred to as the distinct mark of the fool. 

One of the functions of the rod therefore is to drive out the folly of quarreling. To 

let our children build the sinful pattern of quarreling in relationships is to let them 

go their foolish way. We must therefore correct children when they strive with 

one another and with us. 

 

4. Quarreling points us to deeper issues that need to be addressed. 

 

All fighting and quarreling have roots in pride, selfish ambition, and envy. We 

need to help our children understand themselves. We need to teach them why they 
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do what they do and give them Biblical categories to understand their heart 

attitudes and behavior. Quarreling is an excellent opportunity to get at the deeper 

issues with our children and instruct them in the area of self-understanding. 

 

5. Quarreling points us to our need for a Savior. 

 

This point connects to the previous point as the end goal of understanding 

ourselves. When Scripture is brought to bear on the sin of quarreling we cannot 

escape the fact that condemnation is the sure and right result. We cannot stop with 

our children after we’ve instructed them of the inner-workings of their hearts. We 

must show them the condemnation of God that hangs upon the heads of the 

unrepentant and point them to only one who can deliver them from their sin. 

Strife within the family must always lead us to the Savior. Quarreling between 

parents in front of the children must be followed by repentance before God in 

front of the children. With hearts that are still given to quarreling and grumbling 

we must keep our eye to the bronze serpent lest we be consumed. We must strive 

for peace and patience but we must also stay close to the cross in our failures. 
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  What are the essential marks of the church? There have been various 

proposals set forward throughout church history, which has resulted in various 

perceptions of what the church must be. Every doctrine of the church comes out of a 

unique time period and cultural context, which inevitably shades its formulation. This 

holds true as well for the construction of ecclesiology in our Western cultural milieu. The 

topic chosen for this paper seeks to address one issue that seems to lie in the shadows 

when it comes to the doctrine of the church in our context. 

Jurgen Moltmann says “the cross is the test of everything which deserves to be 

called Christian.”491 All theological thinking must be brought under the scrutiny of the 

cross for examination. In terms of the topic at hand, any ecclesiology that does not 

intimately converse with the cross does not deserve to be called Christian theology 

according to Moltmann. I am inclined to agree with him. This paper then is an attempt to 

engage ecclesiology in conversation with the cross and will argue that the cross is a 

fundamental mark of the church. 

 

The Theology of the Cross and the Doctrine of the Church 

 

Developing a cross-centered ecclesiology grows out of a deep hermeneutical 

and theological conviction that goes back at least to Luther. Luther saw that the cross was 

central not only for salvation, but also for understanding the character and ways of God. 

The cross was as much about revelation as it was about redemption. The cross for Luther 

became essential in thinking about all things pertaining to theology. As Robert Kolb put 

it,  “Luther’s theology of the cross is precisely a framework that is designed to embrace 

all of biblical teaching and guide the use of all its parts. It employs the cross of Christ as 

the focal point and fulcrum for understanding and presenting a wide range of specific 

topics within the biblical message.”492 Timothy George says that Luther’s “theology of 

                                                

491 Jurgen Moltmann, The Crucified God (New York: Harper & Row Publishers, 1974), 
7. 

492 Robert Kolb, “ Luther on the Theology of the Cross” in The Pastoral Luther, ed. 
Timothy J. Wengert (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2009), 34. 
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the cross” was his “context for doing theology.”493 Graham Tomlin calls “the theology of 

the cross” Luther’s “key hermeneutical principle in understanding Scripture.”494 Charles 

Cougar comes to a similar conclusion: “The theology of the cross…is not to be thought 

of as one doctrine set alongside other doctrines, but as a theological method, a way of 

doing theology.”495 Jurgen Moltmann calls Luther’s “theology of the cross” “the inner 

criterion of all theology.”496 Jonathan Stranjord calls it his “coherent center for 

theology.”497 Carl Truemann states that it “encapsulates the heart of Luther’s 

theology.”498 Walther VonLoewenich states that “the theology of the cross is not a 

chapter in theology but a specific kind of theology. The cross of Christ is significant here 

not only for the question concerning redemption and the certainty of salvation, but it is 

the center that provides perspective for all theological statements.”499 Luther himself said: 

“The cross alone is our theology.”500  

I believe along with Luther that the cross must take central place in our 

thinking about theology. This being said, this proposal is essentially a threading of 

ecclesiological thinking through the theology of the cross. I will argue for this cross-

                                                

493 Dennis Ngien, Luther as a Spiritual Adviser: The Interface of Theology and Piety in 

Luther’s Devotional Writings (Waynesboro: Paternoster, 2007), xiii. 

494 Graham Tomlin, The Power of the Cross: Theology and the Death of Christ in Paul, 

Luther, and Pascal (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2001), 173. 

495 Charles B. Cousar, A Theology of the Cross: The Death of Jesus in the Pauline Letters 

(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1990), 8. 

496 Jurgen Moltmann, The Crucified God, 2. 

497 Jonathan P. Strandjord, "Preaching from a Theology of the Cross," Word & World III, 
no. 1: 33.  

498 Carl R. Trueman, “Luther’s Theology of the Cross,” New Horizons (October, 2005): 
2. 

499 Walther VonLoewenich, Luther’s Theology of the Cross (Minneapolis: Augsburg 
Publishing House, 1976), 18. 

500 Gerhard Forde, On Being a Theologian of the Cross: Reflections on Luther’s 

Heidelberg Disputation, 1518 (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1997), 
3. 
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centered ecclesiology from four angles. First, the church is born out of the cross. Second, 

the church believes the cross. Third, the church beckons others to the cross. And fourth, 

the church bears the cross.  

 

The Church Born out of the Cross  

 Apart from the cross of Christ there would be no church of Christ. The creation 

of the church through the cross is two-fold. First, the cross is the place where the church 

is birthed. Second, the word of the cross is the means by which this community is 

gathered. Starting with the first point, it is clear from the New Testament that the people 

of God were in the mind and heart of God before the creation of the world (Eph 1:4). 

However, this people became his people only through the cross. The plan of God is 

realized and brought to fruition at the cross. There are multiple strands of evidence for 

this in the New Testament. One of the most significant is the text of Acts 20:28. “Pay 

careful attention to yourselves and to all the flock, in which the Holy Spirit has made you 

overseers, to care for the church of God, which he obtained with his own blood (italics 

mine).” It was the blood of God that obtained the believing community. The text is 

crystal clear that the possession of the church by God is due to the shed blood of the 

Son.501   

 Utilizing two New Testament metaphors for the people of God we see this 

same line of thinking. First, the “bride of Christ” motif as found in Ephesians 5:25-27. 

 
Husbands, love your wives, as Christ loved the church and gave himself 
up for her, that he might sanctify her, having cleansed her by the 
washing of water with the word, so that he might present the church to 
himself in splendor, without spot or wrinkle or any such thing, that she 
might be holy and without blemish. 

 

The existence of the church as a holy, cleansed bride that will one day stand 

before her bridge groom with no spot or wrinkle but completely holy and 

                                                

501 John Calvin, Commentary upon the Acts of the Apostles (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 
2005), 256. Calvin says, “Whereby it appeareth how precious it is to him; and surely there is 
nothing which ought more vehemently to urge pastors to do their duty joyfully, than if they 
consider that the price of the blood of Christ is committed to them.” 
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blameless is contingent upon the sacrifice of the life of the Bridegroom for her. 

The Son of God “gave himself up for her” and this is the only reason she is his 

Bride. No cross no wedding in God’s economy. The nail pierced hands of the Son 

will forever testify to the new covenant commitment of the Bridegroom to the 

bride.502   

 The second New Testament metaphor is that of the “flock” representing 

the people of God. In John 10:11 Jesus says, “I am the good shepherd. The good 

shepherd lays down his life for the sheep.” Further along in the passage Jesus 

says, “I am the good shepherd. I know my own and my own know me, just as the 

Father knows me and I know the Father; and I lay down my life for the sheep” (Jn 

10:14-15). The creation of this flock comes out of the death of their Shepherd. 

This Shepherd lays down his life for the sake of the chosen sheep that he might 

gather them all into his fold (Jn 10:16). If the Shepherd did not lay his life down 

there would be no flock.503   The blood bought church, the covenant in blood that 

won the Bridegroom a bride, and the sacrificial love of the Shepherd to create a 

flock all demonstrate that the church is created through the cross. 

 As was noted above the birth of the church came not only through the 

work of the cross but also through the proclamation of the cross. This is most 

evident in Acts 2 where Peter preaches the gospel and the result is 3,000 people 

added to the disciples. What is clear through a passage like this is that the Spirit-

empowered heralding of the good news of Christ crucified and risen is how the 

bride is wooed and how the flock is brought to its Shepherd. This is evidenced 

also in the pattern of Paul’s church planting ministry in the book of Acts. He 

preached the gospel and then gathered those who received the message into 

churches. He believed that the gospel and the Spirit were sufficient when it came 

                                                

502 Andrew T. Lincoln, Ephesians (Dallas: Word Books Publishers, 1990), 375. Lincoln 
says, “Christ’s death is seen as the particular point in history at which his love for the church was 
demonstrated and at which his loving relationship with her began.” 

503 D.A Carson, The Gospel According to John (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans 
Publishing Company, 1991), 387. Carson says, “Jesus’ death is here presented as a sacrifice 
peculiarly directed to the redemption of his sheep. 
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to the task of planting new churches.504  Paul’s determination to “know nothing 

but Christ and him crucified” (1 Cor 2:2) in his church plant at Corinth is a 

testimony to the power of the gospel to produce new churches. Mark Dever is 

right to say that the “church is generated by the right preaching of the word.”505   

And Jurgen Moltmann is also correct to argue that the “church is called to life 

through the gospel of Christ’s self-giving. [And] hence it is fundamentally born 

out of the cross.”506   

 

The Church Living before the Cross 

 This community of faith that is brought into reality through the cross itself 

and the proclamation of that same cross is also sustained, nourished, and developed by a 

focus on the cross. I Corinthians 15:1-2 is an illustration of this truth. “Now I would 

remind you, brothers, of the gospel I preached to you, which you received, in which you 

stand, and by which you are being saved, if you hold fast to the word I preached to you—

unless you believed in vain.” In this text the gospel is preached, the gospel is received, 

the gospel is stood in, the gospel is saving, the gospel is held fast, and the gospel is 

believed. In this text the messengers action revolves around the gospel, the hearers action 

revolves around the gospel, and the gospel acts on its own. The point to see in this 

passage is that everything is revolving around the gospel whether it is being acted upon 

or doing the acting. For the messenger the gospel is the content of the message. For the 

hearer the gospel is that which they must receive and believe by faith. But notice that role 

of the gospel does not end once it has been received. The gospel is that by which 

believers are being saved if they continue to hold it fast (cf. Col 1:21-23).  

The maturation of the church is therefore characterized by a continual clinging 

to the gospel. The church is discipled as it goes deeper and deeper into the gospel and the 

                                                

504 Eckhard J. Shnabel, Paul the Missionary: Realities, Strategies, and Methods (Downers 
Grove: IVP Academic, 2008), 400-404. 

505 Mark Dever, Nine Marks of a Healthy Church (Wheaton: Crossway Books, 2004), 24. 

506 Jurgen Moltmann, The Church in the Power of the Spirit (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 
1993), 97. 
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gospel goes deeper and deeper into her. The church never moves past the gospel—the 

gospel is beginning, middle, and end of the life of the church. All that is expected of the 

church is rooted in and flows out of the gospel of Christ. It is arguable that much of the 

Pauline literature is a pastoral outworking of the cross and resurrection enabled by the 

Spirit to all facets of the life of the disciple individually and as a part of the church.507 

The centrality of the gospel in the life of the church is evidenced further when one 

considers the two ordinances that Christ left his people to practice. First, consider the 

practice of baptism. Baptism is a once for all event that vividly illustrates the once for all 

death and resurrection of Christ, which unites the believer to Jesus and his finished work, 

and unites us to the universal church, and the local church.508 It is significant that this 

commanded practice so strongly communicates the gospel. Second, consider the Lord’s 

Supper. The Lord’s Supper is an ordinance that is to be practiced by the church on a 

regular basis and the point of the meal is to communicate in a fresh new way the gospel 

of Christ. The supper heralds the gospel of Christ crucified to the church (1 Cor 11:26).509 

The church is a people of the cross receiving the gospel again and again not merely by 

word and exposition, but also by bread and wine.510  

 Dietrich Bonhoeffer has argued convincingly that the fellowship of the family of 

God should have a focus on preaching the gospel to one another.511 Biblically, it appears 

                                                

507 For example, Paul works out the pastoral implications of the cross for marriage (Eph 
5:25-30), leadership and ministry (1 Cor 4:7-12), giving (2 Cor 8:1-9), and interaction with others 
who are different than us (Rom 15:1-7). Paul’s instruction for hospitality (1 Cor 11:17-34, Rom 
15:1-7) and his ethic for sexual immorality (1 Cor 6:19-20) is rooted also in the cross. 

508 Mark Driscoll, The Vintage Church: Timeless Truths and Timely Methods, (Wheaton: 
CrossWay Books, 2008), 114. 

 
509 F.F. Bruce, The New Century Bible Commentary: 1-2 Corinthians, ed. Ronald E. 

Clements and Matthew Black (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1971), 
113-114. Bruce says, “The Eucharist, like the preaching of the gospel, in which Jesus Christ was 
publicly portrayed as crucified’ (Gal 3:1).” 

510 Thomas Watson, The Lord's Supper (Edinburgh: Banner of Truth Trust, 1665), ix. “A 
sacrament is a visible sermon.” 

511 Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Life Together: The Classic Exploration of Faith in Community, 

(San Francisco: Harper & Row Publishers, 1954), 23. “The Christian needs another Christian who 
speaks God’s Word to him. He needs him again and again when he becomes uncertain and 
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that this is exactly what Paul has in mind in his instruction to the church at Colossae. “Let 

the word of Christ dwell in you richly, teaching and admonishing one another in all 

wisdom, singing psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, with thankfulness in your hearts 

to God” (Col 1:16). The “word of Christ” is to be the central word that interprets and 

shades all other words in the Christian community. The church is to teach the gospel to 

one another, urge belief in the gospel to one another, and sing to one another about the 

glories of the gospel. The church is a community that is fundamentally centered upon 

Christ crucified. 

 

The Church Pointing to the Cross 

 The creating cross and the sustaining cross becomes the proclaimed cross. The 

church not only heralds the cross to its members but it points the watching world to the 

cross wherein lies its only hope. God has called his church to join in his mission of 

rescuing the world. The role of the church is to simply proclaim the finished work of 

Jesus. This truth is so self-evident it scarcely needs any backing. Nevertheless, a few 

examples will suffice to make the point. First, the book of Acts is utterly filled with 

examples of the church proclaiming the gospel in obedience to the command of Christ 

(Matt 28:18-20, Lk 24:46-48, Acts 1:8). In Acts the corporate church, the apostles, and 

individual disciples are all seen sharing the gospel (Acts 4:23-31, 8:4-8, 13:13-52). 

 A second example is Paul’s work that consisted of proclaiming the folly of the 

cross, nothing but Christ and him crucified, the gospel that has the power to save, and the 

inexhaustible riches of Christ (1 Cor 1:21, 2:2, Rom 1:16, Eph 3:8). Paul’s ministry 

focused on the preaching of the gospel as a means to bring salvation to people and to 

plant churches. Paul’s example is a helpful blueprint for understanding the centrality of 

the cross in the proclamation of the church. The church is concerned with bringing the 

good news of Christ crucified to the lost. 

 

 

                                                

discouraged, for by himself he cannot help himself without belying the truth. He needs his brother 
man as a bearer and proclaimer of the divine word of salvation.” 
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The Church Bearing the Cross  

 Not many would argue with the first three points regarding the cross and 

ecclesiology. This fourth point may be a different story. Martin Luther argued that the 

cross in the sense of suffering as God’s people was one of the seven marks of the church.  

 
The holy Christian people are externally recognized by the holy 
possession of the sacred cross. They must endure every misfortune and 
persecution, all kinds of trials and evil from the devil, the world and the 
flesh (as the Lord’s prayer indicates) by inward sadness, timidity, fear, 
outward poverty, contempt, illness, and weakness, in order to become 
like their head, Christ. And the only reason they must suffer is that they 
steadfastly adhere to Christ and God’s word.512 

 

In his historical context Luther is arguing for a true understanding of the church 

over against a false understanding of the church that has been promulgated by the 

papacy and the Roman Catholic Church. Contrary to the self-seeking, 

comfortable, wealthy, pain-free existence of the papacy is the call to carry the 

cross and endure suffering and scorn like the Savior. The true church, according 

to Luther, is the one that looks like its Lord. 

 This perspective can be seen throughout the New Testament. First, 

there are numerous places where Jesus describes discipleship as a conformation to 

his sufferings. To follow Christ one must deny themselves, take up their cross, 

and follow Jesus (Mk 8:34-35). In this example it is the cross that forges the link 

between the leader and the follower. In Luke’s account of this teaching we learn 

that it is impossible to have a disciple that does not bear a cross (Lk 14:27). The 

cross-bearing Savior only has cross-bearing disciples. It is not a stretch to apply 

this to the church as a whole, which is often referred to as a group of disciples 

(Acts 6:1, 14:21, 28, 21:4). Jesus also makes it clear that those who follow him 

will be treated the same way he was treated (Jn 15:18-20). 

 Second, the New Testament points to suffering as a mark of 

authenticity for the people of God. Paul argues that persecution and opposition is 

                                                

512 Martin Luther, The Basic Theological Writings (2
nd

 Edition), ed. Timothy F. Lull 
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2005), 375. 
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the lot of the church and as such is a “sign of salvation” (Phil 1:28-29). One of 

Paul’s first concerns when planting a new church was to help them understand 

that suffering and tribulation would now mark their existence as Christ-followers 

(Acts 14:22, 2 Thess 1:3-5). Peter argues throughout his entire first letter that 

sharing in the sufferings of Christ is the common experience of the church (1 Pet 

3:13-15, 4:12-19). 

 Though understanding the cross as an essential mark of the church has 

been largely lost in our context this is not the case worldwide. The ecclesiology of 

many leaders in the house church movement in China emphasizes the cross as a 

fundamental mark of the church. For example, in the context of mission one 

Chinese house church leader stated, “We expect much blood will be spilled…One 

of the most powerful ways we can overcome the spiritual giants of Islam, 

Buddhism, and Hinduism is by witnessing with our own blood and laying down 

our lives.”513 The cross that the church carries is one means by which the Great 

Commission will be fulfilled. 

 
Conclusion 

 

 This paper has argued that the cross must play a central role in any discussion 

about ecclesiology. A cross-shaped ecclesiology understands that the church owes its 

existence to the work of Christ on the cross and the proclamation of the word of the cross 

empowered by the Spirit. A cross-centered doctrine of the church argues that the life of 

the community is sustained by and matured through a continual focus on the cross of 

Christ. A view of the body of Christ through the lens of the cross understands that the 

message they are focused upon is the same message they have to bring to the world. A 

cruciform understanding of the people of God recognizes that the cross also sets the 

people of God apart as a people who suffer for the sake of Christ. The cross as has been 

shown is the crux ecclesiology. 

                                                

513 Paul Hattaway, Back to Jerusalem: Three Chinese House Church Leaders Share their 

Vision to Complete the Great Commission (Atlanta: Authentic, 2003), 90. 
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The goal of this paper is to construct a framework for thinking about and 

engaging the peoples of Sumatra in evangelism. The paper will first set forward some 

background regarding the island of Sumatra, the peoples of Sumatra and the 

commonalities that characterize the worldview of these diverse yet similar peoples. The 

paper will then discuss a contextual evangelistic approach to the peoples of Sumatra. This 

approach has three components:  the gospel emphasis, the community emphasis and the 

power emphasis. Each of these elements will be discussed in turn as the framework for 

evangelism is fleshed out. The thrust of this paper will focus on the gospel emphasis. 

 
The Worldview of the Sumatran People 

 

 Sumatra is the 4th largest island in the world boasting a population of roughly 

45 million people. The island, which size wise is the equivalent of California, is broken 

up into 8 provinces.514 These 45 million people reside in 60 different people groups, 

which are further broken down into 9 clusters.515 This island has been termed “the least 

evangelized island in the world.” Of these 60 people groups 52 of them are considered 

unreached peoples and many of these are unengaged unreached peoples.516 

 Attempting to define “the” worldview of the Sumatran people at first sight 

appears to be out of the question due to the variety of people groups residing on the 

island. However, there are some worldview commonalities among the majority of these 

people groups, which enables one to make some generalizations regarding the perspective 

of these people.517  There are four major religious influences in the thinking of the people 

of Sumatra. First, Hinduism has a long history of influence on the island of Sumatra. 

Some of the earliest known history of the island of Sumatra reports the presence of the 
                                                

514 Eric M. Oey, Sumatra Indonesia (Singapore: Periplus Editions, 1996), 17. 

515 Indonesian National Research Network, Unreached Peoples of Sumatera Indonesia 

(Indonesia: PJRN, 2001), 3-4. 

516 Ibid. 

517 Phil Parshall, New Paths in Muslim Evangelism: Evangelical Approaches to 

Contextualization (Grand Rapids: Baker House, 1980), 65. Parshall argues that one can discern a 
“single Muslim worldview” which encompasses all Muslims of all nations. 
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Hindu kingdoms.518 Second, Buddhism has also influenced the islanders of Sumatra. 

Exposure to Buddhism came from Chinese immigrants making their home on Sumatra 

potentially prior to Hinduism.519 Third, Islam entered Sumatra in 16th century and 

overwhelmed the island with its influence.520 The great majority of people on the island 

claim Islam as their religion. Fourth, animism is the strong undercurrent of the majority 

of Sumatran peoples. Ancestral worship, fear of and appeasement of spirits, amulets, 

charms, curses, shamans, and much more characterize the practice of most islanders.521   

 Though the island of Sumatra is Muslim in name in practice there religion is 

fundamentally syncretistic. The roots of Hinduism, Buddhism, and especially animism 

seep through and are exposed in the day-to-day life of these peoples. The most helpful 

category for these people and their belief system has been termed “folk Islam.”522  They 

hold to the tenants of Islam and practice them with a degree of faithfulness but at the 

same time hold to their animistic convictions. Rick Love explains, “the Islam in 

Indonesia is adaptive patient, and all-embracing. Indonesians absorb Islamic concepts and 

practices into the same general Southeast Asian folk religion into which it had previously 

absorbed Indian ones, locking ghosts, gods, jinns, and prophets together into a strikingly 

contemplative, even philosophical animism.”523 

 If these assertions are correct and folk Islam is in fact the way in which we 

should perceive the religious orientation of the majority of Sumatran people then both 

Islam and animism are two windows through which one can begin to understand the 

worldview of these people. The Islamic dimension of this worldview informs us of a 

                                                

518 F.M. Schnitiger, Forgotten Kingdoms in Sumatra (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1989). 

519 Eric M. Oey, Sumatra Indonesia, 28-33. 

520 John L. Esposito, Islam in Asia: Religion, Politics, and Society (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1987), 205. 

521 Rick Love, Muslims, Magic and the Kingdom of God, 19-36.  

522 Ibid.  

523 Ibid, 19-20. 
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specific perspective regarding God, faith, purity, sin, good works, the afterlife, men and 

women, community and other faiths. The animistic dimension of this worldview informs 

us of their perspective regarding the spiritual realm, ancestors, crops, death, and 

judgment. Both perspectives combined have the tendency to produce fearful men and 

women who are striving to appease both Allah and evil spirits that threaten their 

wellbeing.524  The Sumatrans are a deeply religious people that live with a keen 

awareness of the unseen world around them.  

 
Evangelistic Approach 

 

 Any evangelistic approach toward the peoples of Sumatra must take into 

account the worldview and practices of folk Islam. Both Islam and the animism with 

which it is mixed must inform evangelistic engagement in order for it to be relevant and 

effective. A framework for engaging in evangelism among folk Muslims in Sumatra will 

include at least three components. These components deal with gospel, community, and 

power. It will be argued in this section that these three aspects are vital for effective 

evangelism in this context. 

 

The Gospel Emphasis 

 It goes without saying that the gospel is the heart of evangelism among all 

people groups without exception. What often does go without saying, however, is what 

aspect of this multi-faceted gospel must be emphasized in order to communicate the 

gospel most effectively among a specific people group. The gospel is the power of God 

for salvation to all who believe (Rom 1:16), but different peoples at different times have 

heard and responded to the same gospel preached in diverse ways.525 The preaching 

recorded in the book of Acts is case in point for in it we see different starting points and 

                                                

524 J.D. Grear, Breaking the Islam Code: Understanding the Soul Questions of Every 

Muslim (Eugene: Harvest House Publishers, 2010), 75-103. 

525 Ibid, 75-76. 
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different emphases in the proclamation of the same gospel. The very nature of the gospel 

with its inexhaustible riches (Eph 3:8) lends itself to a contextual approach. The gospel is 

capable to speak to every people group on the planet in a way that uniquely 

communicates to their particular context and worldview.  

 I would argue that for the people of Sumatra a focus on the Christus Victor 

motif of the gospel set within the wider redemptive historical context of the kingdom of 

God is an appropriate and advantageous emphasis in evangelism. It is important that this 

victorious theme of the gospel is set in the background of the kingdom conflict in 

Scripture. The kingdom of God should be understood in Scripture from two perspectives. 

First, the kingdom of God refers to the sovereign reign of God, which is his by divine 

right. He is the ruler of the world simply because he is the Sovereign Creator and 

Sustainer of all things that exist. Second, the kingdom of God refers to the saving reign of 

God, which is his rule that extends saving benefits to all who believe in Christ.526 It is 

primarily kingdom in the second sense that is the background for the Christus Victor 

motif of the gospel. 

 The Scripture points to the fact that Adam and Eve turned over their rightful 

reign to Satan when they took the fruit and ate (Ps 8, Lk 4:6). At this point Satan became 

the ruler of this world (Jn 12:31). And as such he seeks to set himself up as a counterfeit 

god to be served and worship as king (Eph 2:2, 2 Cor 4:4, Matt 4:9). All people since 

Adam are born under the sovereign reign of God but not the saving reign of God. Being 

born outside of the saving reign of God all people since Adam are born under the reign of 

the Evil One (Lk 11:20-23, Eph 2:2, 2 Tim 2:26). As loyal subjects to king Satan the sons 

of Adam reflect their king and strive, though unwittingly at times, to advance his 

boundaries in attempts overwhelm the saving reign of Jesus (Eph 2:2, 2 Tim 2:26, Matt 

16:18, 1 Jn 3:8-10). This kingdom motif, though not central in much Western theological 

thinking, has rightly been put forward as one of the main frameworks for understanding 

the bible as a whole.527 It is certainly a theme that is applicable to the context of 

                                                

526 Rick Love, Muslims, Magic and the Kingdom of God, 40. 

527 Vaughan Roberts, Life’s Big Questions: Six Major Themes traced through the 

Bible (England: InterVarsity Press, 2004), 13-37.  
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Sumatra.528  

 Within this redemptive historical context the Christus Victor motif emerges as 

a glorious facet of the gospel that speaks directly to the needs of the Sumatran people. 

The Christus Victor theme finds its classic definition in Gustaf Aulen’s book Christus 

Victor, in which he states, “Its central theme is the idea of the Atonement as a Divine 

conflict and victory; Christ—Christus Victor—fights against and triumphs over the evil 

powers of the world, the ‘tyrants’ under which mankind is in bondage and suffering, and 

in Him God reconciles the world to Himself.”529 The Christus Victor theme focuses on 

Jesus as the Divine Warrior come in the flesh530 to wage war against the four undefeated 

champions of the human race: sin, Satan, death, and the law.531 As the mighty warrior 

Jesus comes to usher in his saving reign and push back the boundaries of the kingdom of 

Satan and in the end to ultimately abolish the kingdom of the evil one.532  Viewing the 

gospel through this lens brings into sharp focus the power and strength of God to 

overcome all that threatens mankind along with the deep care and concern that motivates 

him to such action.533   

 When viewed through this lens we can see that the promise of Genesis 3:15 is a 

                                                

528 F.M. Schnitiger, Forgotten Kingdoms of Sumatra. This entire book demonstrates 
that influence of kings and kingdoms in the history of Sumatra. The heritage of the Sumatran 
people lends itself to a kingdom framework.  

529 Gustaf Aulen, Christus Victor: An Historical Study of The Three Main Types of 

The Idea of The Atonement (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1951), 5.  

530 Tremper Longman III & Daniel G. Reid, God is a Warrior (Grand Rapids: 
Zondervan, 1995), 91-192. 

531 Gustaf Aulen, Christus Victor, 67. “The triumph of Christ is the dethroning of the 
law and the deliverance of man from bondage to it.” 

532 Thomas R. Yoder Neufeld, Put on the Armor of God: The Divine Warrior from 

Isaiah to Ephesians (England: Sheffield Academic Press, 1997), 95-156. This warfare includes 
the church in pushing back the boundaries of Satan’s kingdom. 

533 John Stott, The Cross of Christ (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 1986), 231-
238. Stott argues that this Christus Victor theme can be traced through Scripture in six stages. 1) 
Conquest predicted (Gen 3:15 and onward); 2) Conquest begun (ministry of Jesus); 3) Conquest 
achieved (the cross); 4) Conquest confirmed (resurrection); 5) Conquest extended (through the 
church); 6) Conquest consummated (2nd coming). 
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declaration of war. In the incarnation God is fulfilling this promise to come and wreak 

havoc on the enemy of mankind. The coming of Christ from this perspective then should 

be understood as an assault of God on the kingdom of Satan.534  The New Testament is 

filled with evidence to support this perspective. The incarnation is envisioned as an 

invasion onto enemy ground (Rev 12:4, Jn 1:5) and his ministry should be seen as a 

direct ongoing clash of the kingdom of God and the kingdom of Satan (Lk 11:17-23, Matt 

3:13-4:11). 

 Once Jesus is anointed as Warrior King he enters into this direct conflict with 

the Evil One during his 40-day battle in the desert (Lk 4:1-13).535 This conflict sets the 

stage for the entire ministry of Jesus. The entire ministry of Jesus climaxing in the death 

and resurrection is concerned with the coming of the kingdom of God in saving power 

while pushing back on the boundaries of the kingdom of Satan. This is evidenced in both 

the proclamation and hands on ministry of Jesus. Jesus made it clear in his preaching that 

the kingdom of God was at hand with his coming and his miraculous works were a 

testimony to that fact (Mt 4:23-25). Jesus engaged the spiritual forces of darkness 

constantly throughout his ministry. Luke ties together the casting out of demons with the 

coming of the kingdom of God. 

 
And if I cast out demons by Beelzebul, by whom do your sons cast them 
out? Therefore they will be your judges.  But if it is by the finger of God 
that I cast out demons, then the kingdom of God has come upon you. 
When a strong man, fully armed, guards his own palace, his goods are 
safe; but when one stronger than he attacks him and overcomes him, he 
takes away his armor in which he trusted and divides his spoil (Lk 11:19-
22). 

 

This text envisions Satan as the strong man who is ruler of a domain with people 

bound and safely kept under his rule. Jesus is the stronger man who overtakes the 

strong man and steals away his possessions. In the context it is clear that the 

                                                

534 James E. Norwood Sr., Christ as Conqueror and Reconciler: Theological 

Implications for the Church’s Role in Deliverance (Tulsa: Word & Spirit Press, 2008), 59.  

535 Tremper Longman III & Daniel G. Reid, God is a Warrior,  
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binding of the strong man and the acquisition of his people comes through casting 

out demons. Every expulsion of a demon in the ministry of Christ communicates 

his authority and intention to abolish the kingdom of Satan and establish the 

kingdom of God.536  

 The Son of God not only makes war on the enemy Satan during his 

ministry but also on death. Three different times during his ministry Jesus raised 

people from the dead showing his power over the grave and his intention of 

abolishing death (Lk 7:11-14, Mk 5:22-43, Jn 11:1-44). His healing of men and 

women throughout his ministry also points to his attack on sin and its effects and 

at times even his war against Satan (Mk 2:1-12, Lk 13:10-17, Mk 9:14-29). The 

casting out of demons, the raising of the dead, the miracles of healing, the 

forgiveness of sin, and the direct conflict with Satan all point to the kingdom of 

God breaking into the world (Matt 11:2-6).537  These all point to the truth that 

God is keeping his promise to demolish the enemies of mankind and set up his 

saving reign. 

 The climax of this kingdom conflict motif and the heart of the Christus 

Victor theme is found in the death and resurrection of the Son of God. The 

ministry of Christ leads up to this decisive moment in the conflict between the 

kingdoms and in one sense is based upon and made meaningful in this moment.538 

The cross and tomb are seen in the New Testament as the place where the battle 

that determines the final outcome of the war between the opposing kingdoms is 

waged. This can be seen from multiple angles. 

                                                

536 Ragnar Leivestad, Christ the Conqueror: Ideas of Conflict and Victory in the New 

Testament (London: SPCK, 1954), 47. “The exorcisms themselves are regarded as a victorious 
combat with the devil and his kingdom.” 

537 Paul Brooks Duff, “The March of the Divine Warrior and the Advent of the Greco 
Roman King: Mark’s Account of Jesus’ Entry into Jerusalem,” JBL, 111:1 (1992): 66. Duff 
argues that even the triumphal entry is an account of the Divine Warrior come in the flesh who is 
demonstrating that his triumph will come through suffering and weakness. 

538 The forgiveness of sins offered during his ministry was grounded in the certainty 
and sufficiency of his sacrifice that was yet future. The binding of the Evil One would come to 
nothing unless he triumphed over him at the cross. The demonstrations of his power of sickness 
and death would foreshadow no ultimate victory unless he truly defeated them at the cross.  
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 First, the New Testament describes the cross as the place where Satan is 

“disarmed,” “put to public shame,” and “triumphed over” (Col 2:15). It is at the 

cross that the devil is “destroyed” (Heb 2:14). It is at the cross that Jesus “destroys 

the works of the devil” (1 Jn 3:8). It is at the cross where “the accuser of the 

brethren is thrown down” (Rev 12:10). The devil is undone and defeated through 

penal substitutionary atonement (Col 2:14, Rev 12:11).539  It is as Jesus deals with 

the sin of mankind by bearing the wrath of God that the dominion of Satan over 

mankind is broken.540  The cross is the defeat over every evil power and authority. 

It is at the resurrection that all these spiritual forces are placed under the feet of 

Jesus (Eph 1:19-21), and it is at his final return that they will be completely 

undone and submitted to him (1 Cor 15:24, Rev 20:10).541  

 Second, the New Testament shows the cross to be the place where the 

power of sin is broken. Sin is often envisioned as a power that enslaves mankind. 

But at the cross the payment of sin is paid and the chains of bondage are broken 

(Rom 6:1-14). It is the sin of man that makes God the greatest enemy of mankind. 

The wrath of the holy God is necessarily invoked by sin and threatens to consume 

all who have spurned the glory of God. At the cross Jesus is the wrath quencher 

who propitiates the holy wrath of God (Rom 3:21-26) and thus does away with 

sin. 

 The cross and the tomb are also the context where death is put to 

death.542  Jesus dies the death of sinners as a substitute for them is buried for them 

                                                

539 Stephen L. Homcy, “To Him Who Overcomes: A Fresh Look at what victory 
means for the Believer according to the Book of Revelation,” JETS, 38:2 (June 1995): 197. “He 
triumphed by giving his own life for the life of the world.” 

540 F.F. Bruce, “Christ as Conqueror and Reconciler,” Bibliotheca Sacra, 141 (January 
1984): 298. 

541 Richard B. Hays, “Operation Evil Power: If Christ has truly defeated the powers of 
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542 H.D. McDonald, The Atonement of the Death of Christ: In Faith, Revelation, and 

History (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1985), 133. Quoting Athanasius he states, “the death 
of the incarnate logos is a ransom for the sins of men, and a death of deaths.” 
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and then is raised from the dead for them. In the cross Jesus endures the spiritual 

and eternal death of separation from God (Eph 2:1, Rev 20:14). The cross was 

Jesus enduring the death of hell so that sinners could be rescued from hell. It is in 

the tomb, however, that Jesus grapples with physical death and emerges 

victorious (Acts 2:24). The resurrection is the death of death. When Jesus returns 

he will bring his victory to full fruition by raising his followers from the grave 

and granting them immortal bodies (1 Cor 15:20-28, 50-58).  

 The Christus Victor motif places the gospel in the larger context of 

kingdom conflict and emphasizes the utter power of Jesus motivated by a 

compassionate heart to wage war against the great enemies of humanity on their 

behalf. The themes that are touched on when the gospel is seen from this angle 

directly relate to the issues and struggles that daily face the people of Sumatra. 

The Sumatran people need a deliverer from judgment; fear of evil spirits, and 

magic and Jesus is that deliverer. This slant on the gospel maintains a heavy 

concentration on the reality of the spiritual realm. The gospel has the answers for 

those who live in terror of this realm for in the gospel there is given a framework 

for understanding the spiritual realm and the solution of the plight they face in 

relation to the spiritual realm. It should be noted as well that the Christus Victor 

motif rooted in penal substitutionary atonement results in reconciliation. God 

comes near in the cross and through the cross draws mankind near to him. The 

transcendence of God is balanced with his immanence. This is another aspect of 

the atonement that speaks directly to Muslims. The victory of Christ produces an 

intimate relationship with God that is unknown and foreign to Muslims. 

 

The Community Emphasis 

 The people of Sumatra are a community-oriented people. The 

community is more important than the individual and even grants the individual 

identity. Islam has become a part of the fabric of the community on the island of 

Sumatra. Consequently the pressure of the community is a major factor that 

hinders conversion from Islam to Christ. Evangelism in the context of Sumatra 

must include the cultivation of a gospel-centered community marked by familial 
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loyalty and love.543  It is imperative in this context that a well-informed 

ecclesiology be fleshed out for the watching world to see.  

 Jesus envisioned the situation where a family or community ostracizes 

a converted member from their midst (Matt 10:21-22, 34-37). He also envisioned 

that the new convert would enter a new community marked by familial 

commitment that goes deeper than blood (Matt 12:46-50). It is this community 

that he prayed would reflect the unity and love of the Triune God (Jn 17:20-23). It 

is this same community that through their love for one another are to testify to the 

truthfulness and love of God (Jn 17:20) and by their good works be a light to the 

world (Matt 5:14). 

 A community centered evangelistic approach will not only strive to 

cultivate a healthy community into which Muslim converts can come and be 

nurtured but will also effect the approach to evangelism altogether. The western 

tendency to engage evangelism with an individualistic perspective must be set 

aside for an approach that seeks to engage the entire community.544  The strategy 

for evangelism will thus focus on the whole community. 

 

The Power Emphasis 

 This theme ties together with the gospel emphasis but focuses more on 

the subjective side of the theme of power. Engaging the people of Sumatra with 

Christus Victor can aptly be called a “truth encounter” that focus on power.545  

However, there must also be “power encounter” where the victory of God over 

evil spirits is actually manifested and demonstrated.546 Actual power is greatly 

                                                

543 J.D. Grear, Breaking the Islam Code, 35-36. 

544 Phil Parshall, New Paths in Muslim Evangelism, 71. 

545 Rick Love, Muslims, Magic and the Kingdom of God, 40. 

546 James E. Norwood Sr., Christ as Conqueror and Reconciler, xiv. He states that the 
cross is the “locus of God’s power that makes deliverance from bondage possible.” In this book 
he works out the implications of the Christus Victor truth for the practice of the church in 
deliverance ministry. 
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valued and held in high esteem among the folk Muslims of Sumatra. They are 

accustomed to seeing shamans demonstrate power through magic, curses, spells, 

healings, and other miracles.  

 Many missionaries testify to the fact that power encounter is a 

necessary element in evangelistic engagement among these peoples.547 The 

spiritual realm cannot be ignored and demons must be directly confronted. Failure 

in this regard will quickly lead the majority of these people to dismiss your 

message as irrelevant and ineffective. In their mentality of your message has no 

power then it is a worthless message. It is therefore imperative to have a sound 

theology of the spiritual realm and a framework for and experience in the biblical 

practice of spiritual warfare. 

 
Conclusion 

 

 This paper has argued that the general worldview of the peoples of 

Sumatra can aptly be characterized as folk Islam. It has further argued that to 

effectively engage the folk Muslims of Sumatra in evangelism that one needs to 

utilize the Christus Victor angle of the gospel set within the larger context of the 

biblical storyline of the kingdom of God in conflict with the kingdom of Satan. 

This focus on the evangelistic method for communication is undergirded by the 

cultivation of a gospel-centered community marked by loyalty and love. This 

method for communication is to be coupled with the demonstration of God’s 

power over the spiritual realm. The aim of this framework is that the peoples of 

Sumatra would hear of the victorious King and bow their knee to him in surrender 

and worship. 

 

 

 

 

                                                

547 Phil Parshall, New Paths in Muslim Evangelism, 151-155. 
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THE HEARTBEAT OF THE MISSIONARY GOD 

 

Outline of the Curriculum 

1. The Mission of God 

A. Defining the Mission of God 
1) Summary statement of the Mission of God 
2) 8 Summary points on the Mission of God 

B. Defending the Mission of God 
1) Biblical Basis 

a) The missional base of the Bible 
b) Luke 1:35- The Incarnation 
c) Matthew 4:16-17- The Baptism 
d) Hebrews 9:14-The Cross 

 
2. The Father in Mission 

A. The Text: John 3:16 
1) The Strategist 
2) The Sender 
3) The Sacrifice 
4) The Heartbeat of the Father 

 
3. The Missionary Son 

A. The Text: Philippians 2:5-11 
1) He came willingly 
2) He came obediently 
3) He came as one of us 
4) He came sacrificially 
5) The Son is magnified 
6) The Father is magnified 

 
4. The Missionary Spirit 

A. The Text: Acts 10:36-38, Hebrews 9:14 
1) He is Sent 
2) He Supplies 
3) He Sustains 
4) The Heartbeat of the Spirit 

 
5. The Missionary Church 

A. The Text: Isaiah 53: 10-11, Acts 1:1-8, John 20:21,  
1) The Church as the fruit of the mission of God 
2) The Church as the participant in the Mission of God 
3) The Pattern of Mission 
4) The Implications of the Mission of God for the church 
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THE HEARTBEAT OF THE MISSIONARY GOD 

 

Lesson One:  The Mission of God 

 
Introduction (Questions for Dialogue) 

Ask the following questions in order to prompt your group to think about what missions 
is and why we are involved in missions. We will be guiding the class to understand that 
missions is more than fulfilling a command. It originates with God Himself and it is His 
grace to allow us to join in His work.    
 
Ask:  

What is missions?  
Why do you think we are concerned about missions to begin with?    
       (Option question: Why do missions?) 
Should that be the starting point in our thinking about missions? 
What compels us into missions? What sustains us in missions? 
What does it matter? Is our perception man-centered? God-centered?  
 
 

OPTIONAL INTRODUCTION 

Hold up the copy of the book cover The Biblical Foundation for Missions 
(to be provided) and ask “If you were to write this book what would be the 
foundation or starting point for defining the Biblical foundation for 
Missions?” 
 
Take two minutes and write the introductory paragraph to your book The 
Biblical Foundation for Missions.    
 
Ask:  

Should that be the starting point in our thinking about missions? 
What compels us into missions? What sustains us in missions? 
What does it matter? Is our perception man-centered? God-centered? 
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Ultimately the starting point to this discussion must be God. Starting with the church and 

ourselves and what we do is the wrong place to begin.  The Great Commission is even the 

wrong place to begin. We must begin with God. The following seven points serve together 

as a summary of a Biblical framework for thinking about the foundation of missions.  

 

[Note: Hand out the card with these seven points and work through them together] 

Defining Mission 
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Summary Statement: The mission of God flows from the heartbeat of God for His name 

and for the nations and is revealed in the gracious, relentless, unified pursuit of the 

Father, Son, and Holy Spirit to rescue a lost world through their distinctive roles and 

activities.  

 

What is the biblical basis for these statements?  
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In these next four weeks we will work to further flesh out these assertions from Scripture. 

This is where we are going in the next few lessons 
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There are some specific goals we will keep in front of us as we spend this month studying 

this theme. 

 

Goals 

!; #0&/%%&2$%&?038%(&01&2$%&:08&01&G)//)03&
E; #0&$%+(&2$%&$%+(29%+2&01&2$%&:08&01&G)//)03&

H; #0&9%&-0*'%55%8&9,&2$%&:08&01&*)//)03&
 
There are some underlying assumptions that are foundational to this approach that 

should be understood up front. There are clear reasons why we should approach mission 

in this manner. 

 

Biblical Assumptions 

!; #$%&F05,&L')()2&)/&2$%&03%&?$0&-0*'%5/&./&)320&'+(2)-)'+2)03&)3&2$%&*)//)03&01&
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THE HEARTBEAT OF THE MISSIONARY GOD 

 

Lesson Two:  The Father in Mission 

 

Introduction  

Briefly summarize the teaching from the first week. Read this summary statement: 

 

The mission of God flows from the heartbeat of God for His name and for the nations and 

is revealed in the gracious, relentless, unified pursuit of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit 

to rescue a lost world through their distinctive roles and activities. 

 

It is as we draw near to the God of mission in the Bible that we hear the heart of God that 

compels Him. We are looking at the activity of God in mission and listening for his heart 

in mission. This week we turn to the distinctive role and work of the Father in mission. 

 

Dialogue Questions 

Have you ever thought about what distinguishes the Father from the Son and from the 

Spirit in the work of God? 

What do you think the role of the Father is in the mission of God? 

What activities in the mission of God are distinct to the Father? 
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Text 

John 3:16-18 

 
"# For God so loved the world,

 
that he gave his only Son, that whoever believes in him 

should not perish but have eternal life. "$ For God did not send his Son into the world to 

condemn the world, but in order that the world might be saved through him. "% Whoever 

believes in him is not condemned, but whoever does not believe is condemned already, 

because he has not believed in the name of the only Son of God. 

 

This is a dangerously familiar text. So dangerous is our assumed familiarity with this text 

that we probably believe it deserves no further attention. Let’s see if we can’t look at this 

passage with fresh perspective as we view it through the lens of the mission of God. The 

first thing we must do is one thing we often fail to do when we come to this passage of 

Scripture is to ask why the verse begins with “for.” This conjunction points to the 

previous verses where we learn that “as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, so 

must the Son of Man be lifted up that whoever believes in him may have eternal life” (v. 

14-15). Verse 16 is the ground of these verses thus rooting the “lifting up of the Son” in 

the love of God. The important point to see here is that we must allow verses 14-15 to 

shine light on this familiar passage of Scripture. With that being said we will look at John 

3:16 starting with John 3:14 and going through 3:18. 

 

Dialogue Question: What insights from this passage do we receive in terms of the mission 

of God? 

 

We can discern at least four insights into the role of the Father in the mission of God 

from this text. 

 

1. The Strategist 

The Father is the mastermind of the mission of God. The plan of the mission and 

the necessary strategy for carrying it out are attributed mainly to the Father in 

Scripture. We see this very thing in v. 17 of our text. The sending of the Son into 

the world was not for condemnation but “in order that the world might be saved 

through him.” In other words, the Father had a very specific plan in mind in the 
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sending of the Son. The coming of the Son was not without divine intention, 

purpose, thought or wisdom. Jesus did not invade human history without a game 

plan. The Father did not send the Son into the world and tell him to just do his 

best. No, there was an eternal plan devised by the Father. We see this very clearly 

in Acts 2:22-23:&

&

A%#)$(/$<'+*#.>$"#*+$2"#'#$0(+:'K$O#'6'$(/$S*P*+#2">$*$8*)$*22#'2#:$2($,(6$E,$

9(:$0&2"$8&1"2,$0(+Q'$*):$0():#+'$*):$'&1)'$2"*2$9(:$:&:$2"+(61"$"&8$&)$

,(6+$8&:'2>$*'$,(6$,(6+'#.7#'$Q)(0F$2"&'$O#'6'>$:#.&7#+#:$64$*55(+:&)1$2($2"#$

&'()*)+'!,-.*$*):$/(+#Q)(0.#:1#$(/$9(:>$,(6$5+65&/&#:$*):$Q&..#:$E,$2"#$"*):'$

(/$.*0.#''$8#);H 
 

The text teaches that the mission of God is following a definite plan of the Father. 

The goal of the Father’s plan is described in three ways in the passage before us in 

the gospel of John. 

 

1) That we may have eternal life (v.15, 16) 
2) That we may not perish (v.16) 
3) That the world may be saved (v.17) 

 

These three descriptions shine important light on the plan of the Father. First, the 

Father planned and enacted His mission for the purpose of giving us eternal life. 

Eternal life in the gospel of John is not concerned so much with length of life as it 

is with relationship. John defines eternal life in 17:3: “this is eternal life that they 

know you the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom you have sent.” Eternal life 

is nothing less than fellowship with the Father and the Son. The mission of God 

therefore serves to bring us back into fellowship with the one true God who has 

eternally existed in three persons. Second, the plan of the Father is that we may 

not perish. To perish means to undergo everlasting destruction. To perish is to be 

cast into hell and to endure the wrath of God forever and to be forever cut off 

from the sweet fellowship of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. The Father does not 

want us to undergo this terrifying punishment and so He planned the mission of 

God and enacted it. Third, the plan of the Father is to save the world. This is how 

God accomplishes his plan that we not perish. He rescues us from the 
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condemnation that rested on our heads (v. 18) and that would ultimately lead to 

our destruction. In summary, behind the mission of God is the planning Father 

who desired that we would not perish under his wrath but would rather know 

fellowship with the Himself, the Son, and the Spirit and therefore strategized and 

enacted a plan for our rescue. 

 

2. The Sender 

The Master Planner’s strategy centers in His sending activity. The Father as we 

have seen purposes to rescue a lost world from condemnation and grant them 

eternal life. He accomplishes this plan through implementing His strategy of 

sending His Son. Verse 17 tells us explicitly that the Father sent the Son. In the 

gospel of John the language of the Father sending the son is used more than 40 

times. Nowhere will ever find language of the Son sending the Father or the Spirit 

sending the Father. The Father is the primary sender in the mission of God (we 

will see later that the Son sends and the Spirit also sends but they never send the 

Father). Behind the activity of the Son we see the Father who has planned the 

work of the Son and sent Him to accomplish it. We must see the importance of 

the role and work of the Father here in the mission of God. There must be a 

strategist, a planner, and a sender for us to be rescued. The work of the Father is 

utterly necessary for our salvation. Without the Father’s sending there would be 

no sacrifice of the Son. Without His place in the mission of God there would be 

no mission of God. 

 

Dialogue Question: When you think about our salvation and who suffered for it who do 

you think about? Why? Have you ever considered the suffering of the Father in the 

mission of God to rescue us? Does this text shed light on that idea? 

 

 

3. The Sacrifice 

The work of the Father in the mission of God could be portrayed in such a way 

where it appears that He has the role detached from any pain or suffering. He is in 

the comfortable control center lounging in the leather chair pushing the buttons 
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and calling the shots from a distance. Or worse he is the angry Father who only 

wills to crush the world in judgment and is persuaded by the Son to do otherwise 

and reluctantly allows the Son to go and take their punishment while he stands by 

indifferent to our rescue. In these exaggerated examples there is a portrayal of the 

Father as detached and distant from our salvation and the Son as very concerned 

for our rescue. It is the error that God is full of wrath and Jesus is full of grace. 

This text is very important for building a correct view of the Father in our 

salvation. This passage of Scripture tells us that sacrifice in mission was not 

exclusively the experience of the Son. The role and activity of the Father in 

mission included tremendous sacrifice. It is important to repeat the fact that the 

coming of the Son was the idea and plan of the Father in the first place. The 

Father did not need his arm twisted to send the Son to save the world, rather the 

coming of the Son originated in the heart and mind of the Father.  

 

The Father freely desired to rescue the world and give us eternal life but to do that 

sacrifice was necessary. Look carefully at verse 15-16 again, “as Moses lifted up 

the serpent in the wilderness so must the Son of man be lifted up that whoever 

believes in him may have eternal life.” The death of the Son of God on a tree was 

a must for the accomplishment of the mission of God. According to this verse, for 

eternal life to be secured for us it was necessary for the Son to be crucified in our 

stead. In verse 16 we see that the mighty love of the Father is expressed in 

meeting this divine necessity. In other words, the Father was willing to pay the 

ultimate price in order that we might be rescued. Look again carefully at this 

phrase in v.16 “God so loved the world that he gave his only Son.” It is the Father 

who is paying the price in this verse. The Father gave the Son. This was no 

ordinary Son but the verse tells us that it was His unique, one and only Son. This 

was the Son who was unrivaled in His affections. This was the Father’s most 

treasured possession. What must it have meant for the Father to “not spare his 

own Son but give him up for us all” (paraphrase of Rom 8:32)? 

 

Abraham was graced with a voice from heaven that forbid him to pierce his only 
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son. There was no such voice when the Son was on the tree because the only one 

who could intervene in such a manner was the very one who had put the Son 

there. We must recognize that these words are communicating to us that the 

Father suffered greatly in order to accomplish His divine mission. We often 

meditate on what it must have been for the Son to be forsaken by the Father but 

what must it have been for the Father to forsake His Son? What anguish was in 

the heart of the Father when He crushed his perfectly obedient Son who had been 

made sin for us? What was it for the Father to see his Son mocked, insulted, and 

crucified? There was no doubt pleasure in the Son’s obedience (Jn 10:17) but was 

there not also sorrow in seeing Jesus endure our punishment? Let us not miss the 

fact that the mission of God was costly. It is impossible to overstate the 

extraordinary price that was paid for our rescue. In John 3:16 it is the Father who 

is making the sacrifice of giving His own Son.  

 

4. The Heartbeat of the Father 

The heartbeat of God is audible in this passage of Scripture. The rhythm of God’s 

heart is explicit in verse 16: “God so loved the world.” This verse forms the 

foundation of verses 14-15, which we mentioned in the beginning. When we ask 

the question why did the Father desire that we not perish, be rescued, and have 

eternal life through the death of His own Son the answer is: love. Two things in 

verse 16 help us better understand the love of God. First, what does John mean by 

the world and what does that teach us about the love of God? The main idea here 

is not that God’s love is so great because He loves the great number of people in 

the world (although that is included in the idea). Rather, the main idea is that 

God’s love is so great because he loves a world that is so wicked. D.A. Carson 

explains it like this, “God’s love is to be admired not because the world is so big 

and includes so many people, but because the world is so bad: that is the 

customary connotation of world.” The love of the Father for the world is so 

incredible because all of us who make up the world are so evil. The love of the 

Father that leads to the mission of God is overwhelming only when we understand 

that we were wicked, hostile enemies of God deserving not a rescue mission but a 
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judging mission. Let us not be mistaken, the mission of God was undertaken on 

hostile soil. The first Missionary was sent to a land that hated him, despised his 

coming, and ultimately killed Him. The second thing to note is the intensity of the 

love of God for a hostile world: “God so loved the world that he gave his only 

Son.” The love of God was not extinguished by the wickedness of the world. So 

intense and mighty was the love of God that it would not and could not be 

hindered by anything or anyone. The cross is the greatest testimony to the 

relentless pursuit of the missionary God motivated by His missionary heart of 

love. God loves the nations. God loves the world. The mission of God is the 

expression of the pulsating heart of God to rescue rebels going to hell. 

 

Dialogue Question: Do you ever doubt the love of God for the world or for yourself? 

What does the mission of God and particularly the cross of the Son say to such doubts?  

 

Conclusion 

The Father is the strategist in the mission of God who masterminds the plan and the 

necessary action to fulfill the plan. He is the one who sends the Son to implement the 

plan. He is the one who endures tremendous sacrifice in the giving of the Son to 

accomplish the mission. We see in all of this a heart of love for an evil world deserving 

judgment. The heartbeat of the missionary God sounds like this: nations, nations, nations, 

nations.  
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THE HEARTBEAT OF THE MISSIONARY GOD 

 

Lesson Three:  The Missionary Son 

 

Introduction  

Briefly summarize the teaching from the first week. Read this summary statement: 

 

The mission of God flows from the heartbeat of God for His name and for the nations and 

is revealed in the gracious, relentless, unified pursuit of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit 

to rescue a lost world through their distinctive roles and activities. 

 

It is as we draw near to the God of mission in the Bible that we hear the heart of God that 

compels Him. We are looking at the activity of God in mission and listening for his heart 

in mission. This week we turn to the distinctive role and work of the Son in mission. 

 

Dialogue Questions 

What do you see as the Son’s distinctive role in the mission of God? 

What activities in the mission of God belong exclusively to the Son? 

Have you ever thought about Jesus as a missionary? Do you think we should think of him 

like that? 
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Text 

Philippians 2:5-11 

5 Have this mind among yourselves, which is yours in Christ Jesus, 6 who, though he was 

in the form of God, did not count equality with God a thing to be grasped, 7 but made 

himself nothing, taking the form of a servant, being born in the likeness of men. 8 And 

being found in human form, he humbled himself by becoming obedient to the point of 

death, even death on a cross. 9 Therefore God has highly exalted him and bestowed on 

him the name that is above every name, 10 so that at the name of Jesus every knee should 

bow, in heaven and on earth and under the earth, 11 and every tongue confess that Jesus 

Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father. 

 

In the context Paul is addressing the church on the importance of unity. In this important 

passage of Scripture he puts Jesus forward as the primary example of humility and calls 

the church to imitate his example. The humility of Christ in this passage is discussed 

within the larger context of his role in the mission of God.  Or in other words, his 

humility is most clearly demonstrated in his missionary activity. Looking at this text 

through that lens, what then do we observe about Jesus in the mission of God? The text 

shows us some significant things. 

 

Dialogue Question: What do you see here about Jesus and his role in the mission of 

God? 

 

The text gives us at least six insights into the mission of God. The first four concern the 

means and manner in which the mission is carried out and the last two concern the aim 

and results of the mission. 
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(%-043)g%&2$%&9%+.2,&01&2$%&%6-$+34%&9%2?%%3&2$%&f+2$%(&+38&L03&)3&2$%)(&

(%/'%-2)=%&(05%/&)3&2$+2&*)//)03;&<3&2$)/&'+//+4%&?%&/%%&2$%&450(,&01&2$%&L03&01&

:08&)3&$)/&$.*95%&/.9*)//)03&20&2$%&f+2$%(;&@%&/%%&$)/&.3/$+C%+95%&

09%8)%3-%&1(0*&2$%&-()9&20&2$%&-(0//;&F%&9%-0*%/&+&*+3&)3&09%8)%3-%A&5)=%/&+&

'%(1%-2&5)1%&)3&09%8)%3-%A&+38&8)%/&+&8%/')-+95%&8%+2$&)3&09%8)%3-%;&#$%&

*)//)03&01&:08&?0.58&302&+38&-0.58&302&9%&+--0*'5)/$%8&+'+(2&1(0*&2$%&

'%(1%-2&09%8)%3-%&01&2$%&L03&01&:08;&#$%&1.51)55*%32&01&:08O/&*)//)03&(%/2%8&

.'03&2$%&09%8)%3-%&01&03%&L03&20&$)/&f+2$%(;&I3%&+-2&01&8)/09%8)%3-%&?0.58&

$+=%&.3(+=%5%8&2$%&%32)(%&*)//)03&+38&9(0.4$2&)2&20&302$)34;&

&

Optional Supporting Text: 

 John 10:17-18- “For this reason the Father loves me, because I lay down my life 

that I may take it up again. No one takes it from me, but I lay it down of my own 
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accord. I have authority to lay it down, and I have authority to take it up again. 

This charge I have received from my Father.” 

 

This text brings together perfectly the two strands that we have been discussing 

above. We see here that the Son clearly gives his own life willingly and that no 

one takes it from him or forces him to give it up. Yet at the very same time we see 

that laying his life down was a command that was given him by the Father that he 

is willingly and passionately carrying out. The text tells us that the Father loves 

the Son for his obedience. The point is this: the willingness of the Son to go of his 

own accord and give his own life is not at odds with the command of the Father to 

give his life. There is a beautiful harmony in the willingness of Jesus and in the 

obedience of Jesus to accomplish the mission of God. D.A. Carson also points out 

that the love of Father for the Son precedes and is the basis of God’s love for the 

world. “The love of the Father for the Son, and the love of the Son for the Father, 

are logically prior to the love of God for the world, and the basis that makes 

salvation possible.” 

$

;3 4#$5)6#$).$/*#$/0$<.$

$

#$%&*)//)03&01&2$%&L03&?+/&302&+--0*'5)/$%8&+2&+&8)/2+3-%;&F%&8)8&302&/2+,&)3&

$%+=%3&+38&/%38&+)8&)3&$)/&3+*%;&i0(&?+/&$)/&*)//)03&+&/$0(2D2%(*&2()';&#$)/&

2%62&2%55/&./&2$+2&2$%&L03&01&:08&(%1./%8&20&/2+,&$0*%;&>=%3&2$0.4$&$%&?+/&

%S.+5&?)2$&F)/&f+2$%(&$%&(%1./%8&20&./%&2$+2&+8=+32+4%&10(&$)*/%51&+38&

)3/2%+8&./%8&2$+2&+8=+32+4%&10(&./;&#$)/&*)//)03+(,&8)8&302&-(0//&0=%(&/%+/&

9.2&4+5+6)%/;&#$)/&*)//)03+(,&8)8&302&7./2&$+=%&20&5%+(3&+&3%?&5+34.+4%A&+&3%?&

-.52.(%A&+&3%?&8)%2A&0(&+&3%?&?+,&01&5)1%;&#$)/&*)//)03+(,&)3&0(8%(&20&(%/-.%&./&

$+8&20&-0*%&80?3&1(0*&$%+=%3&+38&2+C%&20&$)*/%51&$.*+3)2,;&#$%(%&+(%&

2$(%%&'$(+/%/&)3&2$)/&2%62&2$+2&-0**.3)-+2%&2$)/&2(.2$;&F%&200C&2$%&T10(*&01&+&

/%(=+32V&K=;j";&F%&?+/&T90(3&)3&2$%&5)C%3%//&01&*%3V&K=;&j";&F%&?+/&T10.38&)3&

$.*+3&10(*V&K=;N";&:08&9%-+*%&*+3&20&(%/-.%&*%3DDD2$)/&)/&*)//)03;&&

$

=3 4#$5)6#$.)5>&0&5&)((9$

$

#$%&-0*)34&01&2$%&1)(/2&*)//)03+(,&?+/&-$+(+-2%()g%8&9,&8%%'&/+-()1)-%;&#$)/&

2%62&01&L-()'2.(%&-+3&9%&-03/2(.%8&=)/.+55,&+/&03%&5034&8%/-%32&1(0*&+3&

%6+52%8&'0/)2)03&2$+2&5%+8/&20&2$%&-(0//&+38&2$%3&2.(3/&+2&2$%&90220*&+38&

+/-%38/&03-%&+4+)3&20&2$%&'5+-%&01&%6+52+2)03&T6'#$7&'6*.U;$&

&
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&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

@%&-+3&.38%(/2+38&2$%&/+-()1)-%&01&2$)/&*)//)03+(,&+/&?%&10550?&2$%&8%/-%32&

01&2$%&'+//+4%&-50/%5,;&#$%&/+-()1)-)+5&8%/-%32&01&c%/./&)3&*)//)03&9%4)3/&?)2$&

.38%(/2+38)34&$)/&%6+52%8&'0/)2)03;&

&

#$%&2%62&2%55/&./&/0*%&=%(,&/)43)1)-+32&2$)34/&+90.2&2$%&)8%32)2,&+38&'0/)2)03&

01&c%/./;&<3&=;&b&?%&5%+(3&2$+2&c%/./&?+/&)3&T2$%&10(*&01&:08V&+38&$+8&

T%S.+5)2,V&?)2$&:08;&#$%&'$(+/%&T)3&2$%&10(*&01&:08V&)*'5)%/&m'+(2)-)'+2)03&)3&

2$%&%//%3-%O&01&:08&Kf;f;&`(.-%";&<3&02$%(&?0(8/A&902$&01&2$%/%&'$(+/%/&'0)32&

20&2$%&1+-2&2$+2&2$%&L03&01&:08&)/&03%&?)2$&2$%&f+2$%(&)3&9%)34&+38&%S.+5&?)2$&

2$%&f+2$%(&)3&%=%(,&'0//)95%&?+,;&#$%&L03&)/&1.55,&:08&+38&2$%(%10(%&+55&2$+2&

9%5034/&20&:08&9%5034/&20&2$%&L03&01&:08;&<2&)/&:08&?$0&9%-0*%/&*+3&+38&

40%/&20&2$%&-(0//;&

&

#$%&$.*95%&8%/-%32&01&2$%&L03&)3&*)//)03&9%4)3/&)3&=%(/%&b&?$%(%&?%&5%+(3&

2$+2&2$%&L03&(%1./%/&20&T-0.32&%S.+5)2,&?)2$&:08&+&2$)34&20&9%&4(+/'%8;V&#$%&

L03&)/&.3?)55)34&20&+550?&$)/&%6+52%8&'0/)2)03&20&C%%'&$)*&1(0*&$.*95)34&

$)*/%51&20&-0*%&20&0.(&(%/-.%;&f;f;&`(.-%&%6'5+)3/&)2&?%55A&TF%&8)8&302&2(%+2&$)/&

%S.+5)2,&?)2$&:08&+/&+3&%6-./%&10(&/%51D+//%(2)03&0(&/%51D+44(+38)g%*%32Z&03&

Leaves Father 

Becomes man 

Becomes Servant 

Humbled unto death 

Death on a cross 

Highly Exalted Exalted 
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2$%&-032(+(,A&$%&2(%+2%8&)2&+/&+3&0--+/)03&10(&(%30.3-)34&%=%(,&+8=+32+4%&0(&

'()=)5%4%&2$+2&*)4$2&$+=%&+--(.%8&20&$)*&2$%(%9,A&+/&+3&0''0(2.3)2,&10(&/%51D

)*'0=%()/$*%32&+38&.3(%/%(=%8&/%51D/+-()1)-%;V&<3&02$%(&?0(8/A&$%&/+?&$)/&

?%+52$,&'0/)2)03&+/&+3&0''0(2.3)2,&302&10(&$)/&0?3&9%3%1)2&9.2&+/&+3&

0''0(2.3)2,&20&.2)5)g%&)2&10(&2$%&'00(;&<38%%8A&T2$0.4$&$%&?+/&()-$A&,%2&10(&

,0.(&/+C%/&$%&9%-+*%&'00(A&/0&2$+2&,0.&2$(0.4$&$)/&'0=%(2,&*)4$2&9%-0*%&

()-$V&KE&R0()32$)+3/&NQl";&#$%&L03&5%12&$%+=%3&9.2&$%&8)8&302&5%+=%&$)/&%6+52%8&

'0/)2)03A&(+2$%(&$%&5%12&$%+=%3&?)2$&$)/&%6+52%8&'0/)2)03&20&./%&)2&10(&0.(&4008;&

<3&2$)/&2$%&L03&/+-()1)-%/&9,&5%+=)34&2$%&f+2$%(&20&-0*%&03&*)//)03;&

&

#$%&3%62&/2+4%&)3&2$%&8%/-%32&)/&10.38&)3&=%(/%&j&?$%(%&c%/./&T*+8%&$)*/%51&

302$)34;V&#$%&=%(/%&40%/&03&20&%6'5+)3&?$+2&2$)/&*%+3/&?$%3&)2&/+,/&2$+2&$%&

8)8&2$)/&9,&T2+C)34&2$%&10(*&01&+&/%(=+32A&9%)34&90(3&)3&2$%&5)C%3%//&01&*%3;V&

F%&9%-+*%&302$)34&302&9,&4)=)34&.'&$)/&8%)2,&9.2&9,&2+C)34&03&$.*+3)2,;&F)/&

9%-0*)34&302$)34&)/&302&20&9%&50-+2%8&)3&2$%&(%5)3S.)/$*%32&01&$)/&8)=)3%&

/2+2./&0(&+9)5)2,&9.2&(+2$%(&)3&$)/&+88)34&/0*%2$)34&20&$)*/%51A&3+*%5,&

$.*+3)2,;&c%/./&*+C%/&$)*/%51&302$)34&9,&9%-0*)34&*+3;&@%&*./2&302&*)//&

2$%&/+-()1)-%&01&2$%&R(%+20(&)3&9%)34&-(%+2%8;&@%&*./2&302&0=%(500C&2$%&1+-2&

2$+2&:08&2+C%/&20&$)*/%51&$.*+3)2,&+38&?)55&30?&10(%=%(&%6)/2&+/&1.55,&:08&

+38&1.55,&*+3&+38&2$+2&$%&8)8&2$)/&)3&0(8%(&20&+--0*'5)/$&0.(&(%/-.%;&

&

#$%&8%/-%32&-032)3.%/&)3&2$%&5)1%&01&/%(=)-%&2$+2&)/&(%38%(%8&9,&c%/./&)3&$)/&

*)//)03&20&2$%&%+(2$;&F)/&9%-0*)34&+&*+3&+38&2$%&*+33%(&)3&?$)-$&$%&5)=%8&)/&

8%/-()9%8&+/&9%)34&+&T/%(=+32V&K=;j";&#$%&2%(*&10(&/%(=+32&K80.50/"&5)2%(+55,&

*%+3/&/5+=%;&#$%&*)//)03&01&c%/./&?+/&20&4)=%&/5+=%O/&/%(=)-%&)3&0(8%(&20&(%+-$&

+&?0(58&03&)2/&?+,&20&$%55;&F%(%&2$%&%6+52%8&I3%&$+/&+9+/%8&$)*/%51&+38&302&

035,&9%-0*%&+&*+3&9.2&9%-+*%&+&/5+=%;&&

&

P/&?%&-032)3.%&2$%&80?3?+(8&-5)*9&?%&/%%&2$+2&2$%&:08&?$0&9%-+*%&+&*+3A&

?$0&9%-+*%&+&/5+=%&30?&T$.*95%/&$)*/%51&9,&9%-0*)34&09%8)%32&20&2$%&
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'0)32&01&8%+2$V&K=;&N";&F)/&*)//)03&5%+8/&$)*&20&$)/&8%+2$;&#$%&03%&%S.+5&?)2$&

:08&8)%/;&F)/&/%(=)-%&)/&2$%&'0.()34&0.2&01&$)/&=%(,&5)1%;&&

&

I3%&?0.58&2$)3C&?%&-0.58&8%/-%38&30&1.(2$%(&03-%&?%&-0*%&20&2$%&8%+2$&01&

2$%&%6+52%8&L03&?$0&$+/&+9+/%8&$)*/%51;&`.2&2$%&8%/-%32&-032)3.%/;&#$%&

*+33%(&)3&?$)-$&2$%&L03&8)%8&5)%/&+2&2$%&90220*&01&2$%&8%/-%32;&I3%&-+3&40&

80?3&30&1.(2$%(&2$+3&2$)/&+38&,%2&2$)/&)/&%6+-25,&$0?&1+(&2$%&L03&01&:08&?%32;&

@$+2&)/&2$)/&90220*U&i02&035,&8%+2$A&9.2&T%=%3&8%+2$&03&+&-(0//V&K=;&N";&F%(%A&

?$%3&?%&$+=%&8%/-%38%8&20&2$%&90220*&+38&?%&9%$058&2$%&:08DG+3&8,)34&

2$%&*0/2&/$+*%1.5A&95008,A&8%/')-+95%A&+38&9(.2+5&8%+2$&?%&/%%&*0/2&-5%+(5,&

$%+(2&01&2$%&*)//)03&01&:08&+38&$%+(&*0/2&+.8)95,&2$%&$%+(2&01&2$%&G)//)03+(,&

:08;&B%+2$&03&+&-(0//&?+/&2$%&*0/2&+90*)3+95%&8%+2$&)3&2$%&W0*+3&?0(58&

T'##$@#)1#.$()$-+65&/&3&()U&+38&,%2&)2&?+/&2$%&?)/80*&01&:08&20&+--0*'5)/$&

$)/&*)//)03&9,&2$%&1005)/$3%//&01&2$%&-(0//&K!&R0()32$)+3/&!Q!NDEa";&#$%&

*)//)03&01&2$%&L03&1(0*&$)/&9)(2$&(%5%325%//5,&+38&(+')85,&*0=%8&20?+(8&2$%&

-(0//;&#$%&*)//)03&01&:08&?0.58&302&9%&+--0*'5)/$%8&.32)5&2$%&L03&$+8&

8%/-%38%8&1(0*&2$%&$)4$%/2&$%)4$2/&20&2$%&50?%/2&')2;&#$%&-(0//&)/&2$%&'5+-%&

?$%(%&2$%&*)//)03&01&:08&-.5*)3+2%/&10(&)2&)/&$%(%&2$+2&2$%&450(,&01&:08&)/&

(%=%+5%8&*0/2&/'%-2+-.5+(5,&+38&$%(%&2$+2&*%3&+(%&(%/-.%8;&#$%&*)//)03&01&

:08&)/&+--0*'5)/$%8&035,&?$%3&2$%&95008&01&:08&KP-2/&EkQEN"&)/&/')55%8;&#$%&

-(0//&)/&2$%&$.9&01&2$%&*)//)03&01&:08&)3&2$+2&%=%(,2$)34&)3&:08O/&*)//)03&

150?/&20?+(8&)2&+38&2$%3&150?/&0.2&01&)2&T'##$7&'6*.U;&#$%&-(0//&)/&2$%&$)34%&

.'03&?$)-$&2$%&*)//)03&01&:08&2.(3/;&&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&
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&

&

&

&

>=%(,2$)34&2$+2&'(%-%8%/&2$%&-(0//&'(%'+(%/&2$%&?+,&10(&2$%&-(0//&+38&

%=%(,2$)34&2$+2&10550?/&2$%&-(0//&)/&2$%&1(.)2&01&2$%&?0(C&+--0*'5)/$%8&2$%(%;&

P2&2$%&-%32%(&01&2$%&*)//)03&01&:08&)/&2$%&95008)%8&R(%+20(&03&+&-(0//;&&

&

?3 !"#$@/*$&.$6)8*&0&#+$

$

#$%&*)4$2,&T2$%(%10(%V&01&=%(/%&l&5+.3-$%/&./&.'?+(8&1(0*&2$%&90220*5%//&

')2&20?+(8&2$%&$%)4$2/&01&$%+=%3;&#$)/&T2$%(%10(%V&'0)32/&./&20&2$%&(%/.52&01&

2$%&$.*95%&*)//)03+(,&?0(C&01&2$%&L03;&B.%&20&2$%&?0(C&01&2$%&L03&T:08&$+/&

$)4$5,&%6+52%8&$)*&+38&4)=%3&$)*&2$%&3+*%&2$+2&)/&+90=%&%=%(,&3+*%&/0&2$+2&

+2&2$%&3+*%&01&c%/./&%=%(,&C3%%&/$0.58&90?A&)3&$%+=%3&+38&03&%+(2$&+38&

.38%(&2$%&%+(2$A&+38&%=%(,&2034.%&-031%//&2$+2&c%/./&R$()/2&)/&[0(8V&K=;&lD!!";&

#$%&f+2$%(O/&+)*&)/&2$+2&2$%&L03&9%&*+43)1)%8;&F%(%&2$%3&?%&/%%&2$%&

*02)=+2)03&01&2$%&f+2$%(&)3&2$%&*)//)03&01&:08Q&2$%&%6+52+2)03&01&2$%&L03;&#$%&

f+2$%(&5)12/&2$%&L03&$)4$&+38&$%&80%/&2$)/&)3&0(8%(&2$+2&+55&2$+2&%6)/2/&?0.58&

5)C%?)/%&%6+52&2$%&L03;&#$%(%&)/&30&%6)/2)34&2$)34&%6-5.8%8&?$%3&)2&-0*%/&

*+43)1,)34&2$%&L03&)3&2$)/&2%62;&#$%&f+2$%(&)/&70)3%8&9,&%=%(,&C3%%A&%=%(,&

2034.%A&%=%(,&2$)34&)3&$%+=%3A&03&%+(2$A&+38&.38%(&2$%&%+(2$&)3&$030()34&2$%&

*)//)03+(,&L03;&@%&+9/05.2%5,&*./2&302&*)//&2$)/&'0)32;&#$%&40+5&01&2$%&

*)//)03&01&:08&)/&2$%&450(,&01&2$%&L03;&#$%&f+2$%(&/%32&2$%&L03&20&/+=%&2$%&

?0(58&)3&0(8%(&2$+2&2$%&L03&*)4$2&9%&*+43)1)%8;&#$%&*)//)03&01&:08&)/&

2$%(%10(%&*02)=+2%8&9,&2$%&450(,&01&:08;&@0(/$)'&)/&2$%&3%-%//+(,&(%/'03/%&

+/&?%&9%$058&2$%&G)//)03+(,&:08&)3&+-2)03&+38&$%+(&2$%&'0.38)34&01&2$%&

f+2$%(O/&$%+(2&10(&2$%&450(,&01&F)/&L03;&<2&*./2&9%&/+)8&2$+2&2$%&*)//)03&01&:08&

)/&302&'()*+()5,&+90.2&*+3&9.2&+90.2&:08;&

$

A3 !"#$B),"#>$&.$6)8*&0&#+$

$

#$)/&2%62&2%+-$%/&./&2$+2&2$%&%6+52+2)03&01&2$%&L03&5%+8/&20&1.(2$%(&%6+52+2)03;&

P2&2$%&%38&01&=%(/%&!!&?%&(%+8&2$+2&2$%&$030(&01&2$%&L03&9,&2$%&-(%+2%8&
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.3)=%(/%&)/&+55&T20&2$%&450(,&01&:08&2$%&f+2$%(;V&#$%&%6+52+2)03&01&2$%&L03&5%+8/&

20&2$%&%6+52+2)03&01&2$%&f+2$%(;&F%(%&?%&/%%&2$+2&2$%&(%/.52&01&2$%&?0(C&01&

R$()/2&302&035,&*+43)1)%/&F)*&9.2&.52)*+2%5,&*+43)1)%/&F)/&f+2$%(;&#$)/&)/&30&

/.('()/%&10(&)2&)/&-5%+(&2$(0.4$0.2&2$%&5)1%&01&R$()/2&2$+2&$)/&40+5&?+/&+5?+,/&20&

$030(&2$%&f+2$%(&Kc3&!jQM";&#$%&$%+(2&01&2$%&L03&'0.38%8&?)2$&2$%&8%/)(%&20&

450()1,&$)/&f+2$%(&9,&1.51)55)34&$)/&*)//)03;&#$%(%&)/&/0*%2$)34&=%(,&'(010.38&

+90.2&-03/)8%()34&?$+2&*02)=+2%8&2$%&*)//)03&01&:08&10(&)2&4)=%/&./&+&45)*'/%&

)320&2$%&)32%(D(%5+2)03/&9%2?%%3&2$%&'%(/03/&01&2$%&#()3)2,;&#$%&*)//)03&01&

:08&150?/&0.2&01&2$%&50=%&01&2$%&f+2$%(&10(&2$%&L03&+38&2$%&8%/)(%&2$+2&$%&9%&

$030(%8&+38&0.2&01&2$%&50=%&01&2$%&L03&10(&2$%&f+2$%(&+38&2$%&8%/)(%&2$+2&$%&

9%&$030(%8;&@%&*./2&302&*)//&2$%&*+)3&'0)32;&#$%&*)//)03&01&:08&*+43)1)%/&

2$%&G)//)03+(,&:08;&

$

C/*5(<.&/*$

#$%&*)//)03+(,&L03&-+*%&?)55)345,&+38&09%8)%325,;&F%&-+*%&+/&03%&01&./&+38&*+8%&

2(%*%380./&/+-()1)-%/&20&-0*%;&F)/&*)//)03&-.5*)3+2%8&)3&$)/&8%+2$&03&+&2(%%;&#$%&
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THE HEARTBEAT OF THE MISSIONARY GOD 

 

Lesson Four: The Missionary Spirit 

Introduction  

Briefly summarize the teaching from the first week. Read this summary statement: 

 

The mission of God flows from the heartbeat of God for His name and for the nations and 

is revealed in the gracious, relentless, unified pursuit of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit 

to rescue a lost world through their distinctive roles and activities. 

 

It is as we draw near to the God of mission in the Bible that we hear the heart of God that 

compels Him. We are looking at the activity of God in mission and listening for his heart 

in mission. This week we turn to the distinctive role and work of the Spirit in mission. 

 

Dialogue Questions 

How often do you think about or discuss the person and work of the Holy Spirit? Why do 

you think so little attention is given to this person of the Trinity? 

Have you ever given thought to the Holy Spirit and His connection to missions? 

What is the role of the Spirit in the mission of God? 

What is the activity of the Spirit in the mission of God? 
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One thing will become abundantly clear through this study: the work of the Spirit is 

utterly essential for the mission of God to be accomplished. Because there are few texts 

that bring together all the essential components of the work of the Spirit concerning the 

mission of God we will look at two main texts and a few supporting texts to unpack the 

work of the Spirit.  

 
Text #1 

P-2/&!kQHbDHN&

&
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09/%(=+2)03/&(%4+(8)34&2$%&F05,&L')()2&+38&2$%&*)//)03&01&:08&1(0*&2$)/&'+//+4%;&

 
1. He is Sent 

The text locates the “anointing” of Jesus after the baptism of John (v. 7-8). This 

“anointing” in the text is the sending of the Spirit to rest on Jesus. We saw in our 

first lesson when Jesus was commissioned for His mission that the Father spoke 

from heaven and the Spirit came to rest upon Jesus like a dove (Lk 3:21-22). The 

coming of the Spirit or the anointing of the Spirit communicates that Jesus has 

been set apart to fulfill the missionary task of God that has been spoken of in the 

Old Testament through themes like the King of Israel and the Suffering Servant. 

The point to be made here is a simple one: the Spirit was sent. The passage in 

Acts tells us that it was the Father who anointed Jesus with the Spirit. We saw 

also in the baptism of Jesus that it was the Father that sent the Spirit to rest upon 

Jesus. This sheds further light on the Father as the sender but it also shines light 

on the Spirit. The Spirit submits to the command of the Father just like the Son. 
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The role of the Spirit in the mission of God is like the Son to implement the 

strategy of the Father.  

 

2. He Supplies 

We see from this passage that the sending of the Spirit was to supply Jesus in the 

mission activity in which He was to be engaged. The role of the Spirit was to 

equip, aid, and empower the Son to fulfill his missionary work. In this passage of 

Scripture we see that that the sending and anointing of the Spirit gave Jesus power 

and resulted in miracles, doing good, and warfare. To be anointed with the Holy 

Spirit was to be anointed with power and that power that issued from the Spirit 

overflowed into the missionary activity of Jesus. This text is teaching us that 

when Jesus healed people he did so because of the work of the Spirit through Him 

(v. 38). He engaged the enemy by the power of the Holy Spirit and drove out 

demons through that same Spirit (v. 38, Matt 3:28 tells us that it is by the Spirit 

that Jesus exorcised demons). The good that Jesus did in his ministry according to 

this verse was due to the empowering work of the Spirit in His mission.  

 

The truth of what this passage is teaching is confirmed by observing the work of 

the Spirit upon Jesus in the gospels. As we have seen the Spirit is sent by the 

Father to anoint Jesus for His missionary work at the baptism of John. 

Immediately after the Spirit comes on Jesus we are told by three of the gospels 

that Jesus being full of the Spirit was driven, compelled, and led by the Holy 

Spirit into the wilderness in order to be tempted by the devil and thus wage war 

against him (Matt 4:1, Mk 1:12, Lk 4:1). Jesus is said in the gospel of Luke to 

emerge from his battle with the devil “in the power of the Spirit” (Lk 4:14). Soon 

after he emerges from his warfare in the desert he states very clearly what He has 

come to do and how He will fulfill it. 

 
A!"#$?4&+&2$(/$2"#$V(+:$&'$64()$8#>$E#5*6'#$"#$"*'$*)(&)2#:$8#$2($4+(5.*&8$
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4+(5.*&8$2"#$,#*+$(/$2"#$V(+:G'$/*7(+H$TVQ$WKXYZX[U;$
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Text #2 

Hebrews 9:14 
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3. He Sustains 

The point is simple: the Spirit sustained the Son through his life and through his 

death. The Spirit came upon the Son to enable Him to accomplish His mission 

and therefore it should not surprise us to see Him present and relied upon at the 

climax of the mission. The mission of God as we have seen in lesson three turns 

upon the work of the Son on the cross. Here we see that the work of the Son’s 

death on the cross is accomplished only “through the Eternal Spirit.” This is the 

only text in Scripture that says anything explicitly about the work of the Spirit at 

the cross. But what this text does teach us is that the work of Christ on the cross 

could not have been accomplished apart from the Holy Spirit. The Spirit sustained 

Jesus on the cross and enabled Him to offer Himself up to the Father as a perfect 

sacrifice and so fulfill the mission of God. As we noted above we often miss the 

importance of the work of the Spirit in our salvation. Here His importance cannot 

be missed in the single most important event in the history of the universe was 

accomplished through Him. 

 

Dialogue Question: We saw in lesson 3 that the mission of God results in the Father 

and the Son being glorified, what about the Spirit? Why does the Spirit not receive 

glory for what He has done? After all we’ve seen that the mission of God could not be 

accomplished apart from Him. 

 

The answer to this question reveals the heartbeat of the Holy Spirit. The answer to 

this question is not drawn from the passages of Scripture we have looked at already 

but from other texts in Scripture. 

 

4. The Heartbeat of the Spirit 

The splendor of the Spirit is seen specifically in the way He labors so fervently 
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and quietly behind the scenes and receives next to ne credit for His activity. The 

passion of the Holy Spirit is that the Son would be glorified (Jn 16:14). He 

executes his activity in the mission of God so that the Son will receive great honor 

and glory. His heart pulsates in unison with the Father that the Son would be lifted 

high. One of the reasons that the Spirit of God seems so elusive is because He is. 

He is not interested in being seen He is interested in making Jesus known and 

allowing us to see Him. One author has called this posture in the Holy Spirit the 

“the magnificence of divine selflessness.” It is the glory of the Holy Spirit to 

glory in the Son while drawing no attention to Himself (see Ware on the Trinity). 

This truth affirms what we have already seen in lesson three on the Son. The goal 

of mission is to magnify the Son and in so doing magnify the Father. All three 

persons of the Trinity are in full agreement that this is the aim of the mission. The 

Father’s heart is for the glory of the Son. The Son’s heart is for the glory of the 

Father. The Spirit’s heart is for the glory of the Father and the Son. The mission 

of God is about the greatness of God. 

 
We can also discern the heartbeat of the Spirit for the nations as he aids Jesus in 

his mission. He clearly believes and is unified in heart and mind with the Father 

and the Son in saving a lost world. We will also see that there is a second stage in 

the missionary activity of the Spirit in the church and in us individually that also 

reveals the heart of the Spirit. 

 
Conclusion 

The Holy Spirit plays a critical role in the mission of God. He is sent by the Father and 

willingly comes to rest upon the missionary Son. His coming upon the Son was to supply 

and sustain Him in the mission. The ministry of the Son in healing, preaching, casting out 

demons, doing miracles, and every other good was accomplished by the enabling work of 

the Spirit. The ministry of the Son in his death was carried out through the Holy the 

Spirit. The Spirit of God sustained the Son throughout his life and even until his final 

breath. The mission of God would not have been accomplished apart from the work of 

the Holy Spirit. 
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THE HEARTBEAT OF THE MISSIONARY GOD 

 

Lesson Five:  The Missionary Church 

 

Introduction  

Briefly summarize the teaching from the first week. Read this summary statement: 

 
The mission of God flows from the heartbeat of God for His name and for the nations and 

is revealed in the gracious, relentless, unified pursuit of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit 

to rescue a lost world through their distinctive roles and activities. 

 

It is as we draw near to the God of mission in the Bible that we hear the heart of God that 

compels Him. We are looking at the activity of God in mission and listening for his heart 

in mission. This week we turn to the place of the church in the mission of God 

 

Dialogue Questions 

Have you ever thought about the church in the larger context of the mission of God? 

How have you in the past understood the role of the church in missions? 

How does what we have learned this far change the way you view the church on mission? 

How should the last four lessons now shape our viewpoint on missions and our part in it? 
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This lesson will focus in on three major passages of Scripture and we will seek to 

understand how we should understand the church in light of all that we have seen 

regarding God on mission. 

 

!#D,$E2F$G.)&)"$?;F2HI22$

$
"0 Yet it was the will of the LORD to crush him; he has put him to grief; when his soul 

makes an offering for guilt, he shall see his offspring; he shall prolong his days; the will 

of the Lord shall prosper in his hand. ""!Out of the anguish of his soul he shall see and be 

satisfied; by his knowledge shall the righteous one, my servant make many to be 

accounted righteous, and he shall bear their iniquities. 
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Dialogue Question: How does this affect your view on mission and on the church? Have 

you ever thought of the church as the result of God’s mission?  

 

Text #2: Acts 1:1-8 

 
" In the first book, O Theophilus, I have dealt with all that Jesus began to do and teach, 1 

until the day when he was taken up, after he had given commands through the Holy Spirit 

to the apostles whom he had chosen. / He presented himself alive to them after his 

suffering by many proofs, appearing to them during forty days and speaking about the 

kingdom of God. 2 And while staying
 
with them he ordered them not to depart from 

Jerusalem, but to wait for the promise of the Father, which, he said, “you heard from me; 
3 for John baptized with water, but you will be baptized with

 
the Holy Spirit not many 

days from now.” # So when they had come together, they asked him, “Lord, will you at 

this time restore the kingdom to Israel?” $ He said to them, “It is not for you to know 

times or seasons that the Father has fixed by his own authority. % But you will receive 

power when the Holy Spirit has come upon you, and you will be my witnesses in 

Jerusalem and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the end of the earth.” 
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"4 On the evening of that day, the first day of the week, the doors being locked where the 

disciples were for fear of the Jews, Jesus came and stood among them and said to them, 

“Peace be with you.” 10 When he had said this, he showed them his hands and his side. 

Then the disciples were glad when they saw the Lord. 1" Jesus said to them again, 

“Peace be with you. As the Father has sent me, even so I am sending you.” 11 And when 

he had said this, he breathed on them and said to them, “Receive the Holy Spirit.”1/ If 

you forgive the sins of any, they are forgiven them; if you withhold forgiveness from any, 

it is withheld.”  
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We have seen that the church is the product of the mission of God and a participant in the 

mission of God. Our mission is patterned after the Father’s sending of the Son. With the 

remaining time lets discuss how what we have looked at for the last five weeks applies to 

our corporate life as Hunsinger Lane and individual lives as well.  
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Dialogue Question: So why does all this matter? What is the payoff of what we have been 

talking about for the last few weeks?  

$
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Definition of the Church 

 The church is a people elected by the Father, purchased by the Son, 

regenerated, gathered, and sustained by the Spirit who believe in the death and 

resurrection of Christ and confess him as Lord. These chosen people manifest their 

identity by being baptized and participating in a local gathering of believers. The local 

congregation is the corporal gathering in a physical locale led by godly elders and 

deacons who focus on and submit to the Word of God, worship together, participate in 

the ordinances, practice church discipline, pursue holiness and join in the mission of God 

through evangelism and missions. 

 

Doctrinal Statement of the Two Ordinances 

 

We believe that Christian baptism is a practice commanded by the Lord Jesus 

for all who have confessed his Lordship (Matt 28:18-20). We believe that baptism is an 

ordinance that belongs uniquely to those who have placed their faith in the gospel of God 

and is to be administered swiftly after conversion (Acts 2:37-38, 8:36-39, 16:30-33). We 

believe that the proper mode for baptism is by immersion in water (Rom 6:1-4, Acts 

8:39). The act of baptism signifies and communicates a multitude of things. First, baptism 

is a once for all event that vividly illustrates the once for all nature of the death and 

resurrection of Christ. Baptism communicates the union of the believer to Jesus and his 

finished work. Baptism then is a picture of the gospel applied to the believer (Rom 6:1-4, 

1 Pet 3:21). Second, baptism unites the believer to the universal church (1 Cor 12:13). 

The identity of the individual receiving baptized has been radically changed not only as 

he/she has now been united to Jesus Christ but also by the fact that they become a part of 

the people of God. The baptized individual has now entered into the dynamic community 

of the Triune God and the people of the Triune God (Matt 28:18-20, cf. 1 Jn 1:3). Third, 

baptism serves to unite a new believer to a local congregation (Acts 2:41). The new 

identity of the believer in Christ and in the universal church finds visible expression in 

his participation in the gathering of a local congregation. These three elements denote the 

significance of baptism for a follower of Christ. Entrance into the community of faith and 

the privileges that come with that entrance are contingent upon baptism. Baptism then is 
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one of the most significant marks of membership in the local church. 

 We believe that the significance and use of baptism is not exhausted after 

it is administered and a disciple of Christ has been brought into the local church. Baptism 

has implications for the ongoing life of the individual and the community of faith. 

Baptism served as a marker communicating the new identity of the person in Christ and 

in the body of Christ and as such it should not be forgotten. When believers remember 

their baptism they are pushed back to the gospel where the decisive event regarding their 

past, present, and future was settled. Baptism serves to assure the body of Christ in so 

much as it points them to their union with the God-man who has wrought their salvation 

through his death and resurrection. This remembrance of baptism serves to confirm the 

believer in their true identity while granting strength to wage war against the old sinful 

identity (Rom 6:1-13). When believers call one another to remember their baptism they 

call one another to remember the gospel, which is then filled with implications for the 

development of the individual and the church. 

 We believe that the Lord’s Supper is a practice commanded by the Lord 

Jesus that belongs to all who have confessed the Lordship of Christ (1 Cor 11:23-26). We 

believe that this practice is reserved for those who have put their faith in Christ and have 

been baptized into the church (1 Cor 10:16-17, 11:17-34). Not unlike baptism this 

ordinance also signifies and communicates on multiple levels. First, the Lord’s Supper is 

a visual proclamation of the gospel to the church (1 Cor 11:26). The bread and the cup 

push the church to center their attention afresh on the cross-work of Christ on their 

behalf. This ordinance is another of God’s appointed means of putting the gospel in front 

of his people to strengthen their faith in Christ and deepen their fellowship with the 

Father through the Holy Spirit. Second, the Lord’s Supper communicates the unity of the 

body of Christ through their mutual sharing in the benefits of the death of their Savior (1 

Cor 10:16-17, 11:17-21). The Lord’s Supper also serves in this vein to foster unity and 

purge disunity within the church (1 Cor 10:17, 1 Cor 11:17-34). Third, the Lord’s Supper 

serves a foretaste and a precursor to the final eschatological meal. As the church 

participates in the Lord’s Supper they are to be reminded of the promised wedding feast 

that is theirs when the Lamb returns to rescue his bride (Lk 22:14-23).  

We believe that the New Testament exemplifies and encourages a participation 
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in the Lord’s Supper that is consistent in pattern, taken often, and community oriented. 

Though not commanded, we will equip and encourage participation in the Lord’s Supper 

over a meal in small group gatherings. We will implement a consistent pattern of taking 

the bread and the cup as often as possible. We believe that participation in the Lord’s 

Supper is a matter of utter gravity and at the same time great joy with gratitude. Believers 

are to come to the table with great reverence and fear recognizing that God judges and 

even kills those who participate in an unworthy manner (1 Cor 11:29-31). This should 

invoke self-examination regarding one’s relationship to those in the body of Christ (1 Cor 

11:28). On the other hand, the Lord’s Supper was not intended to invoke only solemnity 

and awe but also great joy and celebration as the church glories in their King and the 

promised hope of eternal joy. 

 In conclusion, we believe that the two ordinances given by the Lord Jesus 

both serve to center the church in and on the gospel that testifies to the death and 

resurrection of Christ. This being the case, the ordinances are a crucial means by which 

the church is both sustained in the faith and discipled in the faith. We therefore will take 

the practice of these two ordinances as matter of great seriousness and will seek to handle 

them with diligence and care. 

 

Church Discipline 

 

We believe that the church has been given the command and responsibility to 

handle issues that necessitate church discipline upon its members. This responsibility is 

likened to a set of keys in the New Testament that the church is to use to include or 

exclude those within its membership (Matt 16:19, 18:18-20). The church is the people of 

God who are called to be saints (Rom 1:7). As the saints of God the church is to be a holy 

people walking in obedience to the commands of Christ and reflecting the character of 

the Triune God (Jn 17:20-23). This community is called to hold one another to the 

standards of Christ. The people of light are to walk in the light as their God is in the light 

(1 Jn 1:5-10). Walking in the light is in essence to walk transparently before God and 

before brothers and sisters in the church. Transparency includes an ongoing pattern of 

confession and repentance of the darkness that still resides within the believer. The 
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opposite of living in the light is to hide in the dark, which is to deny the struggle with sin 

and refuse to repent and confess. It is a life of honesty versus a life of denial. The church 

is to be community of honest men and women who cling to the gospel as their only hope 

while consistently battling against sin through a life of repentance. 

 When sin has occurred in the church and there has been no repentance the 

Bible directs the church to follow some very clear guidelines for how to responsibly 

handle the situation. First, when someone is caught in sin (Gal 6:1) or when someone has 

been sinned against he or she is to be confronted by the one they have sinned against or 

one who is fit to confront them (Matt 18:15). If the offender owns his wrongdoing, 

confesses and repents of it there is no further action required. If there is no repentance 

then two or three witnesses are to be brought along for a second confrontation (Matt 

18:16). If the offender repents than the problem has been dealt with. If even here the 

offender does not repent then the confronter and the witnesses are to report the situation 

to the church (Matt 18:17). The church corporately takes on responsibility to pursue the 

offender. The one in sin is to feel the weight of the entire congregations’ opposition to his 

or her sinful behavior. If the offender still refuses to repent then he is to be excluded from 

the membership of the church and treated as an unbeliever (Matt 18:18). This act of 

excommunication is likened to being placed outside the realm of grace and into Satan’s 

hands (1 Cor 5:5). The offender is excluded from the fellowship of the saints, the hearing 

of the Word, the Lord’s Supper, and all of the other means of grace given to the church. 

 The goal of church discipline is to bring the offender to repentance so that 

he might be rescued on the final day (1 Cor 5:5). Church discipline is also for the sake of 

the church. Disciplinary action taken against an offender in the church serves to hinder 

any further spread of sin throughout the body (1 Cor 5:6-7). This discipline also serves to 

demonstrate the gravity of sin to the congregation, the danger of persisting in it, the result 

of staying in it, and the faithfulness of the church to deal with the sin.  

 Church discipline is used in the New Testament when there is a continued 

pattern of unrepentant sin in the areas of sexual immorality (1 Cor 5:1-13), false/heritical 

teaching (Gal 1:8-9), divisiveness (1 Cor 11:17-32), idleness (2 Thess 3:6-12), and 

leadership failures (1 Tim 5:19-21). However, the instructions for church discipline in the 

New Testament do not exclude any persistent and unrepentant sin from disciplinary 
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action. The issue in church discipline is not the type of sin nor even the severity of sin 

committed but in the issue of repentance over the offense. Church discipline is an action 

reserved for those who refuse to repent. 

 The Christian life is a life of repentance and the church is a community of 

repentance. As a community of repentance the church recognizes herself as a community 

that is simultaneously righteous and sinful. The overlap of the ages is the context in 

which the church exists. The church strives to be who she is as a holy people while 

battling with the persistent presence of sin. The church is realistic about sin and its 

members strive to reflect the mercy of God through forgiveness of repentant sin. 

Matthew’s account of church discipline is instructive in that it is followed by a lengthy 

discourse about the great forgiveness of God, which is to characterize this new 

community (Matt 18:21-35). Persistent repentance is to be met with persistent 

forgiveness within the church (Matt 18:21-22, Lk 17:4). The sin of repentance appears to 

be the one sin that requires church discipline. 

 

Missional Church 

 

  There are some sharp and crucial distinctives between churches that 

envision mission as a program or ministry comparison to churches that view themselves 

as missional. For the church that sees mission as a program the work of sharing the 

gospel at home and abroad is conceived as the work of a few gifted individuals within the 

local church. Due to the fact that there are many programs offered by the church the 

members come to understand missions/evangelism as just another option from which to 

choose. This leads to a group of “elite” individuals who do the work of 

missions/evangelism while the rest look on turning them into heroes and convincing 

themselves that they could never do such a thing. The work of mission/evangelism 

becomes the work of the “most gifted” and outgoing people who are really “called” to 

such a radical ministry. The result of this dynamic is a polarization of the mission 

program and the congregation. We have unwittingly communicated to the church that 

mission does belong to an elite few and the rest should just give money and hand out 

bulletins. 
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  This model for conceptualizing missions is problematic for it 

misunderstands the identity of the church. The church is fundamentally a people who 

have been rescued by the mission of God and have now joined him in that mission (Jn 

20:19-23). The church is a people that “proclaims the excellencies of him” (1 Pet 2:9) to 

the world. This is the role of the entire congregation not a select few individuals who are 

really called to proclaim his glory. It is impossible to be the people who proclaim the 

excellencies of Christ if we are not proclaiming his excellencies. A missional church 

understands that mission is at the very core of their identity as the church. This means 

that a missional church will not be content with missions as a program and with a few 

proactive people in the church doing the work of evangelism. The missional church seeks 

to ground its people in an understanding of ecclesiology that is thoroughly missional. The 

missional church also seeks to equip and model for its members what it means to be 

missional in all of life at home and abroad. The missional church does not turn the work 

of mission into the whole church engaging in sporadic programmed missional events but 

seeks to integrate mission into the warp and woof of the life of all its congregants. The 

missional church will seek to engage in evangelism/missions on both a corporate level 

and an individual level.  

  So vital is mission woven through the fabric of the church that a failure to 

engage that mission endangers the health and even the continuing existence of that 

church. The church is likened to a light that shines in the darkness (Lk 8:16, Rev 1:12) 

but when the church fails to shine Jesus threatens to remove the candle altogether (Rev 

2:5-6). Being on mission with God is a moral issue for the church. To not be on mission 

as the church with Jesus is to be in sin and in need of repentance (Rev 2-3). Turning the 

work of mission into a program to be chosen from out of many others is to grossly 

misunderstand the nature of the church and potentially to lead the church onto a path that 

could end in its demise. Being a missional church is no small issue since a church that is 

not on mission is no church at all. 

 

Strategy for Evangelism 

 

Utilizing a memory device I want to propose an evangelistic strategy that is 
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rigorous, responsible, relational, relevant, and radical. 

 

Rigorous 

  The definition of rigorous is extremely thorough, exhaustive, or accurate. 

The task of evangelism requires both a thorough understanding and a thorough 

explanation of the entire gospel. It is of the utmost importance that we present an accurate 

and exhaustive gospel. The ambassador of Christ has been given the simple task of 

relaying the exact message that he has been given to his hearers nothing more, nothing 

less.548 This is so important that Paul calls down the destroying wrath of God on anyone 

who preaches a false gospel.549 Effective evangelism therefore requires that a gospel 

presentation includes the nature of God,550 the nature of sin,551 the nature of Christ,552 the 

nature of the death and resurrection of Christ,553 the nature of repentance and faith,554 and 

the nature of radical discipleship.555 It is the gospel that is the power of salvation for all 

who believe556 and it is therefore imperative that we proclaim it accurately. 

 

Responsible 

  Gospel witness is a stewardship given to all followers of Christ.557 This 

stewardship is the weighty task of blowing the trumpet and warning all of the danger to 

                                                

548 2 Corinthians 5:17-21 

549 Galatians 1:6-9 

550 Acts 14:8-18, 17:22-23 

551 Romans 3:23, 6:23 

552 Romans 10:9-13 

553 1 Corinthians 15:1-8 

554 Acts 2:37-41, Romans 10:9-13 

555 Mark 8:34-38 

556 Romans 1:16 

557  Matthew 28:18-20 
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come.558 Effective evangelism requires that the bearers of this message walk with the 

appropriate sobriety and gravity that their task requires. This trumpet blowing 

responsibility includes clear gospel presentation, pressing home the urgency of the 

situation, and calling for decision. All of this needs to be engaged with the uttermost 

seriousness. The hearer needs to sense the weightiness of his situation and the messenger 

plays a crucial role in making this happen. As gospel witnesses we are to engage our task 

in earnest so that the hearers may discern the pleading of Almighty God through us to be 

reconciled to him.559   

 

Relational 

  Evangelism must take a genuine interest in people. To engage effectively 

in evangelism we must have a genuine love for our neighbor.560  This method of 

evangelism will not be content with ever viewing people as a project or number to be 

counted.561  This method sees that one of the primary ways the gospel spreads is through 

already existing relationships and newly founded relationships.562  

 

Relevant 

  To effectively share the gospel we must meet people where they are.563  

We must seek to answer the questions they are asking by entering into a true two-way 

dialogue.564  We must work hard at being true to the gospel and yet packaging it in a 

relevant and understandable way for our hearers.565 Good listening and thorough 

                                                

558  Ezekiel 33:1-9, Acts 20:26-27 

559  2 Corinthians 5:20 

560  Matthew 22:39 

561  John 4:1-42 

562  John 1:35-51 

563  Luke 19:1-10 

564  Acts 17:1-3 

565  Acts 14:8-18, 17:22-33 
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contextualization is of utmost importance if the hearers are to understand and grasp hold 

of the good news. 

 

Radical 

  To be effective in evangelism requires that we engage people with radical 

reckless love and we call people to radical discipleship. The gospel we proclaim calls us 

to costly sacrifice for the sake of others.566  This same gospel is a message that demands 

its hearers to deny themselves, take up their cross, and follow Jesus.567  We must avoid 

easy believism in our evangelism at all costs. Rather, we must proclaim the free yet 

costly gospel.  

&

&

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                

566  John 15:13 

567  Matthew 16:24-28 
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The Gospel: Person 

Session 1 & 2 

Introduction  
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Equipping with the gospel 
shoes that provide sure footing 

for this walk along with the 
appropriate shoes to run with 

the good news. 

The gospel is the clearest and 
strongest revelation of his glory. 
The intention of the gospel is to 

never leave us the same when we 
have looked into it and to create us 

into fervent worshippers. 
 

-Unsearchable riches 
-Depths of God 

-The center of our eternity 
-Angels yearn to understand 
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Prayer 

Ephesians 2:16-20 
16 I do not cease to give thanks for you, remembering you in my prayers, 17 that the God 
of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of glory, may give you a spirit of wisdom and of 
revelation in the knowledge of him, 18 having the eyes of your hearts enlightened, that 
you may know what is the hope to which he has called you, what are the riches of his 
glorious inheritance in the saints, 19 and what is the immeasurable greatness of his power 
toward us who believe, according to the working of his great might 20 that he worked in 
Christ when he raised him from the dead and seated him at his right hand in the heavenly 
places. 
 
Ephesians 3:16-21 
16 that according to the riches of his glory he may grant you to be strengthened with 
power through his Spirit in your inner being, 17 so that Christ may dwell in your hearts 
through faith—that you, being rooted and grounded in love, 18 may have strength to 
comprehend with all the saints what is the breadth and length and height and depth, 
19 and to know the love of Christ that surpasses knowledge, that you may be filled with 
all the fullness of God. 20 Now to him who is able to do far more abundantly than all that 
we ask or think, according to the power at work within us, 21 to him be glory in the 
church and in Christ Jesus throughout all generations, forever and ever. Amen. 

Big Picture (Where we are going) 

1 Corinthians 15:1-8 (Observations) 
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A Visual of 1 Corinthians 15:1-6 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

The focus of our time together will be on the person and the work of Jesus. We will zoom 
in on both of these aspects to bring about clarity in our understanding of the gospel, to 
ignite our hearts, and compel us in our obedience to the great commission. You will see 
that these two aspects of the gospel are inseparable. Who Jesus is and what he has done is 
woven intricately together throughout the New Testament. Both of these aspects of the 
gospel have eternal implications. Our salvation is dependent upon both of them. We will 
see that missing it on who he is will make his work meaningless and that missing it on his 
work will make who is meaningless in regard to our salvation. We have six sessions 
together this is how we will divide our time. 
 
 

The Person 

Who is on the 
Cross?  

The Work (Passion) 

What is he doing 
there? 

Scripture 

Scripture 

Gen 1-2 Rev 21-22 

Preached 
Received 
Stand In 
Hold Fast 
Saved 
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Session 1-2- The person of Jesus—Who is it on the cross? 
Session 3-4- The work of Jesus—What is he doing on the cross? 
Session 5-6- Proclaiming the Gospel—Practical instruction on gospel witness 
 
So the question then we are seeking to answer in these first two sessions is the question 
Jesus posed to his disciples in the midst of his ministry: Who do you say that I am? This 
is one of the single most important questions that can be asked. Here are a sampling of 
answers to this question from random people on the street 
 

Video #1: Who is Jesus? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6GxMJvxHsE8 (start @2:10-4:02) 
 

The identity of Jesus 

Who was it who died on the cross?  

Group Activity: 5 minutes to defend the deity of Christ 

 

The Deity of Jesus 

Explicit NT Affirmations that Jesus is God 
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03%&?$0&$+34/&03&+&2(%%&10(/+C%3&9,&$)/&f+2$%(;&&

&

H; R$()/2&
+; E&L+*.%5&jQ!!D!j&

9; </+)+$&lQbDj&

-; </+)+$&!!Q!Da&
8; W0*+3/&lQa&

&

M; [0(8&
+; W0*+3/&aQ!!&

9; B%)2,&
!" [qqD&bA!ab&01&lAkkk&0--.((%3-%/&(%1%(&20&:08&

E" #$)/&)/&+&2)25%&10(&:08&

-; G+/2%(pL5+=%&
8; ])34pR+%/+(&

%; >6%4%2)34&2$%&[0(8&c%/./&R$()/2&

&

&

Texts that Bring it all Together 

!; X$)5)'')+3/&EQaD!!DDD#$%&])34&C)55%8&
E; E&R0()32$)+3/&NQlDDD#$%&@%+52$,&I3%&)*'0=%()/$%8&

H; R050//)+3/&!Q!HDEHDDD#$%&-(.-)1)%8&R(%+20(&

M; F%9(%?/&!Q!DMDDD#$%&r'$058%(&.'$%58&
a; P-2/&EkQENDDD#$%&95%%8)34&:08&

b; c0$3&EkQEMDElDDD#$%&/-+((%8&:08&
j; !&R0()32$)+3/&EQNDDD[0(8&01&450(,&?$0&?+/&5+/$%8&+38&*.(8%(%8&

N; P-2/&HQ!MD!bDDD#$%&P.2$0(&01&[)1%&C)55%8&

l; P-2/&!kQHlDMHDDD#$%&c.84%&01&2$%&5)=)34&+38&8%+8&7.84%8&
!k; W%=%5+2)03&!Q!jD!NDDD#$%&f)(/2&+38&2$%&[+/2A&2$%&[)=)34&I3%&?$0&2+/2%8&8%+2$&

!!; :08A&2$%&L%-038&X%(/03&01&2$%&#()3)2,A&2$%&%2%(3+5&L03&01&:08&200C&20&$)*/%51&

$.*+3)2,&+38&?+/&-(.-)1)%8;&

!E; G%5)20&KF0*)5,&03&2$%&X+//)03"A&TF%&?$0&$.34&2$%&%+(2$&)3&)2/&'5+-%&$+34/&

2$%(%A&$%&?$0&1)6%8&2$%&$%+=%3/&)/&1)6%8&2$%(%A&$%&?$0&*+8%&+55&2$)34/&1+/2&)/&

*+8%&1+/2&.'03&2$%&2(%%A&2$%&G+/2%(&$+/&9%%3&)3/.52%8A&:08&$+/&9%%3&

*.(8%(%8A&2$%&])34&01&</(+%5&$+/&9%%3&/5+)3&9,&+3&</(+%5)2%&$+38;&I&/2(+34%&

*.(8%(A&/2(+34%&-()*%d&#$%&G+/2%(&$+/&9%%3&2(%+2%8&)3&.3&.3/%%*5,&1+/$)03A&

$)/&908,&3+C%8A&+38&302&%=%3&8%%*%8&?0(2$,&01&+&-0=%()34A&2$+2&$)/&

3+C%83%//&*)4$2&302&9%&/%%3;&#$%(%10(%&2$%&5)4$2/&01&$%+=%3&2.(3%8&+?+,&+38&

2$%&8+,&8+(C%3%8A&2$+2&)2&*)4$2&$)8%&$)*&?$0&?+/&/2()''%8&.'03&2$%&-(0//;V&

 

We have spent the last two sessions identifying the one who hung on the cross. Now, just 
how important is this? What if someone does not believe these things about Jesus? For 
example. 
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Video #2/3-Denial of the deity of Christ 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IY95lfigBvI&feature=related 
(@ 2:12- denial of deity, Muslim) 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jno5b0tQ5Ck&feature=related (@2:00 Rejection of 
God-man, Jew) 
 

Getting it right on the person of Jesus is necessary for salvation 

!; W0*+3/&!kQlD!H&

+; R031%//)03&01&c%/./&+/&[0(8&3%-%//+(,&10(&/+5=+2)03&K'5./&-(0//?0(C"&

!" <8%32)2,&01&[0(8&
+" [0(8&01&+55&

9" X(+,%(&)/&8)(%-2%8&20&$)*&

-" W)-$&?)2$&4(+-%&
8" c0%5&EQHE&+''5)%8&20&$)*&

%" #$%(%10(%&20&-031%//&$)*&+/&[0(8&)/&20&+11)(*&?$+2&X+.5&
/2+2%8&03%&-$+'2%(&+40&KW0*&lQa";&c%/./&)/&)38%%8&:08;&#0&

-031%//&$)*&+38&20&-+55&.'03&$)*&*%+3&*0(%&9.2&302&5%//&

2$+3&9%5)%=)34&$%&)/&:08;&

1" R+55&.'03&2$%&[0(8&

); L+5=+2)03D&X/+5*&!NQHA&bA&akQ!aA&NbQj&
)); @0(/$)'D&:%3%/)/&!EQNA&!HQMA&EbQEaA&X/+5*&!!bQ!j&

K1.55&+55%4)+3-%&+38&(%7%-2)03&01&+3,&02$%(&+55%4)+3-%"&

))); @0(/$)'&01&c%/./&1(0*&'+4+3&'%(-%'2)03&
!; @0(/$)'&01&c%/./&?+/&2$%&-%32(+5&8)/2)34.)/$)34&

1%+2.(%&01&%+(5,&R$()/2)+3)2,&

E; P5%6%*+30/&?0(/$)'/&$)/&:08&K')-2.(%&01&+&*+3&
90?)34&)3&'(+,%(&9%10(%&+&-(.-)1)%8&*+3&?)2$&2$%&

$%+8&01&+&803C%,";&

H; #$%&?0(/$)'&01&c%/./&?+/&%62(%*%5,&011%3/)=%&20&

2$%&W0*+3/&+2&2$+2&2)*%&10(&2?0&(%+/03/Q&!"&F%&

?+/&+&-(.-)1)%8&*+3&K2$%&*0/2&.3?0(2$,&/.97%-2&

01&?0(/$)'&K$%(0&?0(/$)'"";&E"&#$%,&-5+)*%8&2$+2&

$%&?+/&20&9%&?0(/$)''%8&%6-5./)=%5,&+/&2$%&03%&

2(.%&:08;&#$)/&?+/&011%3/)=%&)3&+&'05,2$%)/2)-&

-.52.(%&

M; R%5/./&KW0*+3&?()2%("&/2+2%/A&TR$()/2)+3/&?+32&
20&?0(/$)'&035,&2$)/&L03&01&*+3A&?$0*&2$%,&'.2&

10(?+(8&+/&5%+8%(&.38%(&2$%&'(%2%3-%&2$+2&$%&)/&+&

4(%+2&:08;V&

a; c./2)3&G+(2,(&K+'0504)/2"&/2+2%/A&T#$%,&/+,&2$+2&

0.(&*+83%//&-03/)/2/&)3&2$%&1+-2&2$+2&?%&'.2&+&

-(.-)1)%8&*+3&)3&/%-038&'5+-%&+12%(&2$%&

.3-$+34%+95%&%2%(3+5&:08A&2$%&R(%+20(&01&2$%&

?0(58;V&
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b; #$%&?0(/$)'&01&03%&?$0&?+/&-(.-)1)%8&?+/&

-03/)8%(%8&20&2$%&W0*+3/&+&T/)-C&8%5./)03AV&+38&

+&T/%3/%5%//&+38&-(+g,&/.'%(/2)2)03;V&#$%,&

)8%32)1)%8&R$()/2)+3/&+/&2$0/%&?$0&?0(/$)''%8&+&

T-()*)3+5&+38&$)/&-(0//;V&

j; P'0550/&4)=)34&+8=)-%&20&+302$%(&*+3&03&$0?&20&

8)//.+8%&$)/&?)1%&1(0*&9%-0*)34&+&R$()/2)+3&

/2+2%8A&T[%2&$%(&-032)3.%&+/&/$%&'5%+/%/A&

'%(/)/2)34&)3&$%(&=+)3&8%5./)03/A&+38&5+*%32)34&)3&

/034&01&+&408&?$0&8)%8&)3&8%5./)03/A&?$0&?+/&

-038%*3%8&9,&7.84%/&?$0/%&=%(8)-2&?+/&7./2A&

+38&%6%-.2%8&)3&2$%&'()*%&01&5)1%&9,&2$%&?0(/2&01&

8%+2$/;V&

N; R03=%(/)03&?+/&.38%(/2008&)3&2$%&%+(5,&

-%32.()%/&01&2$%&-$.(-$&+/&+&2.(3&1(0*&2$%&

?0(/$)'&01&)805/&20&2$%&?0(/$)'&01&c%/./;&

l; P3,&=)%?&01&c%/./&2$+2&1+)5/&20&?0(/$)'&$)*&)/&

.3?0(2$,&01&$)*;&P3,&=)%?&01&R$()/2&2$+2&8)=%/2/&

$)*&01&9%)34&?0(2$,&01&?0(/$)'&)/&+3&+11(032&20&

2$%&+.2$%32)-&R$()/2;&c%/./&)/&20&9%&?0(/$)''%8&

2$+2&)/&2$%&*+(C&01&+3&+.2$%32)-&9%5)%=%(;&

E" R031)(*+2)03&)3&P-2/&P-2/&EQ!lDE!&

!; P-2/&EQ!lDE!&
+" L+*%&J+$?%$&2%62&+''5)%8&20&c%/./&

9" c%/./&)/&2$%&3+*%&2(./2%8&+38&-+55%8&.'03&
); P-2/&EQHN&

)); P-2/&EEQb&

))); P-2/&MQ!E&
 

We have to be clear on who Jesus is for salvation is dependent upon it.  

 
Video #4- Mormon Testimony 

I Know What I Have to Do Now (0:57) 
 

E; :+5+2)+3/&!QbD!!&

+; B)11%(%32&:0/'%5&

!" B)/20(2%8&
E" G+3&*+8%&

H" i0&40/'%5&+2&+55&
M" G%//)34&?)2$&2$%&'%(/03&0(&?0(C&01&R$()/2&KE&R0(&!!QMn+302$%(&c%/./A&

+&8)11%(%32&/')()2A&+&8)11%(%32&40/'%5"&

9; #$%&(%/.52&01&8)/20(2)34&2$%&40/'%5&
!" P3+2$%*+&&

+" B%=02%8&20&8%/2(.-2)03D&c0/$.+&bQ!jD!l&KB%.2jQEb"&&
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9" P--.(/%8D&!&R0()32$)+3/&!bQEE&KW0*&lQH"&

-" #0&1%%5&2$%&1.55&?%)4$2&01&2$%&-.(/%&)3/2%+8&01&R$()/2&2$%&
/.9/2)2.2%&(%-%)=)34&2$%&1.55&?%)4$2;&<2&)/&20&'5+-%&03%/%51&

.38%(&2$%&+?1.5&?(+2$&01&:08&

-; #$%&?%)4$2&01&'(0-5+)*)34&2$%&2(.%&40/'%5&

!" L+5=+2)03&03&2$%&5)3%&

E" B%/2(.-2)03&20&2$0/%&?$0&8)/20(2&)2&
H" G%//%34%(&*%+3/&302$)34&2$%&*%//+4%&*%+3/&%=%(,2$)34&

&

H; R$+5-%803&KP;B;&Ma!"&
+; #$%&'.('0/%&01&2$%&1)(/2&1)=%&-$.(-$&-0.3-)5/&?+/&20&(%1.2%&*+3,&8)11%(%32&

8)/20(2)03/&01&2$%&40/'%5;&R$+5-%803&?+/&2$%&10.(2$&-0.3-)5;&

9; R$+5-%803)+3&L2+2%*%32nT@%A&2$%3A&10550?)34&2$%&$05,&f+2$%(/A&+55&?)2$&

03%&-03/%32A&2%+-$&*%3&20&-031%//&03%&+38&2$%&/+*%&L03A&0.(&[0(8&c%/./&

R$()/2Q&2$%&/+*%&'%(1%-2&)3&8%)2,&+38&2$%&/+*%&'%(1%-2&)3&*+33%//A&2(.5,&

:08&+38&2(.5,&*+3A&2"#$'*8#$(/$*$+#*'()*E.#$`+*2&()*.a$'(6.$*):$E(:,A&

-03/.9/2+32)+5&^-0%//%32)+5_&?)2$&2$%&f+2$%(&+--0(8)34&20&2$%&8%)2,&+38&

2$%&/+*%&-03/.9/2+32)+5&?)2$&./&+--0(8)34&20&2$%&*+33%//A&5)C%&./&

+--0(8)34&20&+55&2$)34/&%6-%'2&/)3Z&9%4022%3&9%10(%&+55&+4%/&01&2$%&f+2$%(&

+--0(8)34&20&2$%&8%)2,A&+38&)3&2$%/%&5+22%(&8+,/A&10(&./&+38&10(&0.(&

/+5=+2)03A&^90(3_&01&2$%&Y)(4)3&G+(,A&2$%&G02$%(&01&:08A&+--0(8)34&20&2$%&

*+33%//A&03%&+38&2$%&/+*%&R$()/2A&L03A&[0(8A&I35,D9%4022%3A&9%)34&*+8%&

C30?3&)3&2?0&3+2.(%/A&?)2$0.2&-031./)03A&?)2$0.2&-$+34%A&?)2$0.2&

8)=)/)03A&?)2$0.2&/%'+(+2)03A&2$%&8)/2)3-2)03&01&2$%&3+2.(%/&9%)34&9,&30&

*%+3/&2+C%3&+?+,&9,&2$%&.3)03A&9.2&(+2$%(&2$%&'(0'%(2,&01&%+-$&3+2.(%&

9%)34&'(%/%(=%8A&+38&-03-.(()34&)3&03%&'%(/03&+38&03%&/.9/)/2%3-%A&302&

'+(2%8&0(&8)=)8%8&)320&2?0&'%(/03/A&9.2&03%&+38&2$%&/+*%&L03A&2$%&035,&

9%4022%3A&:08A&2$%&@0(8A&2$%&[0(8&c%/./&R$()/2;&&P/&2$%&'(0'$%2/&01&058&

^8%-5+(%8_&-03-%(3)34&$)*A&+38&2$%&[0(8&c%/./&R$()/2&$)*/%51&$+/&2+.4$2&

./A&+38&2$%&^i)-%3%_&R(%%8&01&2$%&$05,&f+2$%(/&$+/&9%%3&$+38%8&80?3&20&

./;V&

-; #$%&R$+5-%803)+3&`06&)55./2(+2%/&2$%&90.38+()%/&2$+2&2$%&%+(5,&-$.(-$&

8(%?&20&'(02%-2&2$%&40/'%5&

8; @$,&2$%&:08&G+3U&

!" :08&+503%&/+=%/&KX/+5*&HQN"&

E" @$+2&)/&302&+//.*%8&)/&302&$%+5%8&KF%9(%?/&EDDD3%%8&10(&$.*+3&
/.9/2)2.2)03"&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&
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The Chalcedonian Box 
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#()3)2,&

:08DG+3&

R$+(+-2%(&
01&:08&

R(0//&

L)3&

The Gospel: Passion (Work) 

Session 3 

Introduction 

We have posed the question who exactly was on the cross and we have answered it 
thoroughly. The second part of the question we asked at the beginning must now be 
pursued: What is he doing on the cross? The passion (that is the work) of this Christ is 
equally important for properly understanding the gospel. 
 
Video #5: What is the significance of Jesus’ death? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6GxMJvxHsE8 (start @2:00) 
 
Group Activity #2- 5 minutes to define what Christ did on the cross 

 

The Work of the Cross 

X; !"#$-()2#32$(/$2"#$-+(''$

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

]; !"#$-#)2#+$(/$2"#$-+(''$

+; !&R0()32$)+3/&!aQHDD&10(&./&

9; X%3+5&L.9/2)2.2)03&

!" X%3+5&*%+3)34&'.3)/$*%32p7.84*%32&+38&/.9/2)2.2)03&*%+3)34&03%&
2+C)34&2$+2&'.3)/$*%32&)3&2$%&'5+-%&01&+302$%(;&&

E" c;<;&X+-C%(A&Tc%/./&R$()/2&0.(&[0(8A&*0=%8&9,&+&50=%&2$+2&?+/&

8%2%(*)3%8&20&80&%=%(,2$)34&3%-%//+(,&20&/+=%&./A&%38.(%8&+38&

%6$+./2%8&2$%&8%/2(.-2)=%&8)=)3%&7.84*%32&10(&?$)-$&?%&?%(%&

02$%(?)/%&)3%/-+'+95,&8%/2)3%8A&+38&/0&?03&./&10(4)=%3%//A&+80'2)03A&

+38&450(,;V&
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X%3+5&
L.9/2)2.2)03&

W%8%*'2)03&

W%-03-)5)+2)03&

c./2)s)-+2)03&

>6')+2)03&X(0')2)+2)03&

Y)-20(,&

W%=%5+2)03&

H" G)-$+%5&I=%,A&T#$%&80-2()3%&01&'%3+5&/.9/2)2.2)03&/2+2%/&2$+2&:08&4+=%&

$)*/%51&)3&2$%&'%(/03&01&$)/&L03&20&/.11%(&)3/2%+8&01&./&2$%&8%+2$A&

'.3)/$*%32&+38&-.(/%&8.%&20&1+55%3&$.*+3)2,&+/&2$%&'%3+52,&01&/)3;V&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&
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&

&

&
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&

&
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&
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b; &c#)*.$?6E'2&262&()$&)$?5+&426+#$$

+; :%3%/)/&EED&f+2$%(&+38&L03&
!" f+2$%(&+38&L03&2$%*%&

E" L+-()1)-%&+38&L.9/2)2.2)03&
H" #$%&[0(8&?)55&'(0=)8%&K'(0=)/)03&10(&2$%&4(%+2%/2&3%%8"&

+" G0()+$&K2%*'5%n:05402$$+"&

9" W0*+3/&aQNA&NQHE&
9; >608./&!ED&X+//0=%(&

!" X5+4.%/&

+" B%*03/2(+2)03&01&:08O/&'0?%(A&7.84*%32&+38&/+5=+2)03&
9" f)(/2&l&'5+4.%/&.'03&>4,'2&+503%;&#$%&5+/2&'5+4.%&)/&03&902$&>4,'2&

+38&</(+%5&-0**.3)-+2)34&2$+2&8%5)=%(+3-%&?)55&035,&-0*%&

2$(0.4$&'.3)/$*%32&03&+&/.9/2)2.2%;&

E" L.9/2)2.2%&

+" [+*9&
); @)2$0.2&95%*)/$&

)); i0&903%/&9(0C%3&Ki.*&lQ!EA&X/&EEQ!j"&

))); L5+.4$2%(%8&
)=; `5008&-0=%(%8&2$%&800(&'0/2/&?p&$,//0'&K!EQEE"&

=; #$%&5+*9&?+/&%+2%3&
H" X+(+8)4*&

+" :08&(%=%+5%8&2$%&035,&?+,&01&/+5=+2)03&

); :08&*./2&80&)2&

)); :08&*./2&80&)2&2$(0.4$&7.84*%32&

))); :08&*./2&80&)2&2$(0.4$&7.84*%32&03&+&/.9/2)2.2%&
)=; #$%&/.9/2)2.2)03&*./2&9%&C)55%8&03&9%$+51&01&+302$%(&

M" c%/./&

+" !&R0()32$)+3/&aQjD&I.(&X+//0=%(&[+*9&
9" :0/'%5&01&c0$3&

); `%$058&2$%&[+*9&01&:08&K!QEl"&

)); L+-()1)-%8&8.()34&X+//0=%(&K!HQ!A&!NQENA&HlA&!lQ!MA&H!A&ME"&
))); i0&903%/&9(0C%3&K!lQH!DHH"&

)=; F,//0'&K!lQEl"&
-" [0(8O/&L.''%(&KG+(C&!MQ!EDEa"&

); B.()34&X+//0=%(&&

)); W%)32%('(%2/&X+//0=%(&
))); #$%&[+*9&?+/&)3&1(032&01&2$%*&302&03&2$%&'5+22%(&

)=; #$%&?(+2$&01&:08&?0.58&'+//&0=%(&2$%&8)/-)'5%/&0320&c%/./;&
F%&?0.58&8()3C&2$%&-.'&01&?(+2$&

=; B%+2$&01&R$()/2&9%-+*%&2$%&-%32(+5&%*'$+/)/&01&(%*%*9(+3-%&

K2$%&$%+(2&01&(%8%*'2)03";&X+//0=%(&[+*9&/$+80?%8&2$%&

R$()/2;&&

-; [%=)2)-./&!bD&B+,&01&P203%*%32&

+" #$%&-032%62&01&[%=)2)-./&K>6;&EaDMk"Q&F0?&-+3&+&$05,&:08&8?%55&
+*034&+3&.3$05,&'%0'5%;&
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9" P2&2$%&$%+(2&01&2$%&900C&K/2(.-2.(+55,&+38&2$%0504)-+55,"&+38&'0//)95,&

+2&2$%&$%+(2&01&2$%&%32)(%&X%32+2%.-$;&#$%&900C&/$0?/&2$+2&'%3+5&

/.9/2)2.2)03&)/&+2&2$%&$%+(2&01&$0?&'%0'5%&5)=%&2$%)(&5)=%/;&<2&)/&

-033%-2%8&20&$0?&+&'%(/03&5)=%/&+&5)1%&'5%+/)34&20&:08;&

-" B%1)3)2)03&01&+203%*%32Q&'(0')2)+2)03A&-5%+3/)34A&10(4)=%3%//A&(+3/0*&

8" #$%&F)4$&X()%/2&%32%(/&2$%&$05,&01&$05)%/&K+--%//&)320&2$%&=%(,&

'(%/%3-%&01&:08A&?$)-$&)/&./.+55,&9+((%8";&&

%" L+-()1)-%&

); `.55&K+203%*%32&10(&$)/&/)3"&

)); :0+2&/+-()1)-%8&K+203%*%32&10(&'%0'5%"&
))); L-+'%40+2&K+203%*%32&10(&'%0'5%"&

)=; #$%&/5+.4$2%(%8&40+2&+38&2$%&/-+'%40+2&'0)32&20&2$%&1.553%//&
01&2$%&?0(C&01&2$%&+203%*%32;&L)3&7.84%8&+38&/)3&(%*0=%8;&&

c;<;&X+-C%(A&T#$)/&80.95%&()2.+5&2+.4$2&+&/)345%&5%//03Q&2$+2&

2$(0.4$&2$%&/+-()1)-%&01&+&(%'(%/%32+2)=%&/.9/2)2.2%&:08O/&

?(+2$&)/&+=%(2%8&+38&2$+2&/)3/&+(%&90(3%&+?+,&0.2&01&/)4$2A&

3%=%(&20&2(0.95%&0.(&(%5+2)03/$)'&?)2$&:08&+4+)3;V&

8; </+)+$&aHD&L.11%()34&L%(=+32&
+" @$+2&$+''%3%8&20&2$%&L%(=+32U&

); B%/')/%8A&(%7%-2%8A&+-S.+)32%8&?)2$&4()%1A&302&%/2%%*%8A&

?0.38%8A&-(./$%8A&-$+/2)/%8A&0''(%//%8A&+115)-2%8A&2+C%3&

+?+,A&-.2&011A&/2()-C%3A&'.2&20&8%+2$A&3.*9%(%8&?)2$&

2(+3/4(%//0(/DDDP55&01&2$)/&*+((%8&$)/&1+-%&+38&+''%+(+3-%&

9%,038&(%-043)2)03&

9" @$,&8)8&2$)/&$+''%3&20&2$%&L%(=+32U&K=;&aA&bA&NA&!kA&!!A&!E"&
); #$%&?)55&01&2$%&[0(8&

)); #0&9%+(&0.(&2(+3/4(%//)03/A&)3)S.)2)%/A&+38&/)3&

))); #0&$+=%&0.(&/)3&5+)8&03&$)*&
)=; #0&9%&+&/)3&011%()34&

-" @$+2&?+/&2$%&(%/.52&01&2$)/&$+''%3)34&20&2$%&L%(=+32U&

); X%+-%&

)); F%+5)34&

))); F%&?)55&/%%&011/'()34&K(%/.((%-2)03"&
)=; F%&?)55&9%&/+2)/1)%8&

=; c./2)1)-+2)03&

=); <3$%()2+3-%&
8" #$%&P203)34&G+3&

); #$)/&)/&2$%&035,&'5+-%&)3&L-()'2.(%&?$%(%&+&*+3&+203%/&10(&/)3&

)); #$%&/5+.4$2%()34&01&2$%&X+//0=%(&[+*9&+38&2$%&/)3&-+((,)34&

L-+'%40+2&150?&)320&</+)+$&aH;&&

%" </+)+$&aH&+38&2$%&i%?&#%/2+*%32&
); [.C%&EEQHj&

)); !&X%2%(&EQEEDEa&

))); c0$3&!EQHN&
)=; P-2/&NQHEDHH&

=; W0*+3/&!aQEkDE!&
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=); W0*+3/&!kQ!b&

=)); G+22$%?&NQ!bD!j&
%; W0*+3/&HQE!DEbD&#$%&>=%(%/2&01&2$%&`)95%&

); @(+2$&9%+()34&/.9/2)2.2)03&+2&2$%&$%+(2&01&2$%&-(0//&

)); W%8%*'2)03&+38&7./2)1)-+2)03&150?&0.2&01&'%3+5&/.9/2)2.2)03&

R;>;`;&R(+31)%58A&T2$%&)33%(*0/2&*%+3)34&01&2$%&-(0//V&

1; E&R0()32$)+3/&aQE!D&#$%&@038%(1.5&>6-$+34%&

); X%3+5&/.9/2)2.2)03&+2&2$%&-%32%(nc%/./&9%-0*%/&/)3&

)); G+(2)3&[.2$%(A&tI.(&*0/2&*%(-)1.5&f+2$%(;;;/%32&$)/&035,&L03&

)320&2$%&?0(58&+38&5+)8&.'03&$)*;;;2$%&/)3/&01&+55&*%3&/+,)34Q&

`%&2$0.&X%2%(&2$+2&8%3)%(Z&X+.5&2$+2&'%(/%-.20(A&95+/'$%*%(&

+38&-(.%5&0''(%//0(Z&B+=)8&2$+2&+8.52%(%(Z&2$+2&/)33%(&?$)-$&

8)8&%+2&2$%&+''5%&)3&X+(+8)/%Z&2$+2&2$)%1&?$)-$&$+34%8&.'03&

2$%&-(0//Z&+38&9()%15,&9%&2$0.&2$%&'%(/03&?$)-$&$+2$&

-0**)22%8&2$%&/)3/&01&+55&*%3Z&/%%&2$%(%10(%&2$+2&2$0.&'+,&

+38&/+2)/1,&10(&2$%*;&F%(%&30?&-0*%/&2$%&5+?&+38&/+)2$Q&<&1)38&

$)*&+&/)33%(;;;2$%(%10(%&5%2&$)*&8)%&.'03&2$%&-(0//;&P38&/0&$%&

/%22%2$&.'03&$)*&+38&C)55%2$&$)*;&`,&2$)/&*%+3/&2$%&?$05%&

?0(58&)/&'.(4%8&+38&-5%+3/%8&1(0*&+55&/)3/V&KG+(2)3&[.2$%(";&

4; :+5+2)+3/&HD&#$%&R.(/%&`%+(%(&
i.    Penal substitution at the center—Jesus becomes a curse 

 
W; c+(4&2&*2&()$

!" :08&)/&$05,&
E" L)3&)/&-032(+(,&20&:08&

H" @(+2$&)/&:08O/&T1)6%8&+38&8%2%(*)3%8&(%/'03/%&20&+55&2$+2&)/&.3$05,&+38&

%=)5V&KX%2%(/03";&<2&)/&T2$%&$05,&(%=.5/)03&01&:08O/&9%)34&+4+)3/2&2$+2&?$)-$&

)/&2$%&-032(+8)-2)03&01&2$%&8)=)3%&8)/'5%+/.(%;V&F%&$+2%/&%=)5&+38&?)55&

.35%+/$&$)/&1.(,&.'03&)2;&<1&:08&8)8&302&(%/'038&20&/)3&?)2$&.22%(&$+2(%8&

2$+3&$)/&$05)3%//&+38&40083%//&?0.58&9%&-+55%8&)320&S.%/2)03;&&

M" :08&$+2%/&/)33%(/&

+; X/+5*&aQMDb&
9; X/+5*&!!QaDb&

-; #00&$+(/$U&@%&803O2&.38%(/2+38&2$%&-$+(+-2%(&01&:08&+38&

2$%(%10(%&2$%&$%)30./3%//&01&0.(&/)3&+38&2$%(%10(%&0.(&8%/'%(+2%&

3%%8&10(&2$%&-(0//;&:08D!&L)3D!&R(0//&

8; [0=%&01&:08&-+3302&9%&.38%(/2008&?)2$0.2&2$%&$+2(%8&01&:08&
a" #$%&'.3)/$*%32&10(&/)3&

+; #$%&?(+2$&01&:08&%6'(%//%8&)3&$)/&+9/%3-%&KE&#$%//&!QbD!k"&

9; #$%&?(+2$&01&:08&%6'(%//%8&)3&$)/&'(%/%3-%&KW%=&!MQlD!!"&
-; #$%&+-2)=%A&'%(/03+5&1.(,&01&:08&'0.(%8&0.2&03&*%3&

b" c%/./&2$%&?(+2$&S.%3-$%(&
+; F%9(%?/&EQ!j&K<3-+(3+2)03Q&?$,&$%&9%-+*%&+&*+3"&

9; W0*+3/&HQEEDEa&Kc./2)1)-+2)03"&

-; G+(C&!aQHHDHMD&G,&:08&*,&:08&?$,&$+=%&,0.&10(/+C%3&*%&
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!" B+(C3%//&+2&3003&

E" B+(C3%//&-0**.3)-+2)34&?(+2$&
H" #$%&?)2$8(+?+5&01&2$%&f+2$%(&

M" #$%&+-2)=%&'.3)/$*%32&01&2$%&f+2$%(&K-(./$)34"&
a" :08&2$%&f+2$%(&+9+3803)34&+38&'.3)/$)34&:08&2$%&L03;&&

• T<2&?+/&:08&)3&0.(&3+2.(%&10(/+C%3&01&:08V&Kc0$3&

G.((+,";&&

• T<2&?+/&:08&$)*/%51&4)=)34&$)*/%51&10(&./V&KL2022";&&

• TG+3,&9(+=%&*%3&$+=%&9%%3&%6%-.2%8&9,&-(.-)1)6)03&+38&

?0(/%&20(2.(%/;&i03%&01&2$)/&8)/2)34.)/$%/&2$%&8%+2$&01&

c%/./&1(0*&02$%(&-(0//%/&)3&2$%&$)/20(,&01&$.*+3&

/.11%()34;&i02&.32)5&?%&.38%(/2+38&$)/&+9+3803*%32&9,&

2$%&:08&+38&f+2$%(&?$0/%&)**)3%3-%&+38&-50/%3%//&$%&

$+8&'(0-5+)*%8&)3&+&.3)S.%A&4(+-)0./&+38&1%/2)=%&?+,A&

-+3&?%&.38%(/2+38&?$+2&?+/&8)/2)3-2)=%&+90.2&$)/&

8%+2$;&c./2&+/&2$%(%&?+/&+&.3)S.%&+9+3803*%32&9,&

:08h2$%&20(*%32&)3&$)/&20(*%32/&?+/&2$)/&

+9+3803*%32&9,&:08;V&KG052*+33";&

• T#$%&+9+3803*%32&03&2$%&-(0//&?$)-$&/%'%(+2%/&2$%&

L03&1(0*&2$%&f+2$%(&)/&/0*%2$)34&2$+2&2+C%/&'5+-%&

?)2$)3&:08&$)*/%51nm:08&+4+)3/2&:08OV&KG052*+33";&

• T#$%&-(0//&01&2$%&L03&8)=)8%/&:08&1(0*&:08&20&2$%&

.22%(*0/2&8%4(%%&01&%3*)2,&+38&8)/2)3-2)03V&

KG052*+33";&

• T#$%&L03&/.11%(/&8,)34A&2$%&f+2$%(&/.11%(/&2$%&8%+2$&01&

$)/&L03;&#$%&4()%1&01&2$%&f+2$%(&$%(%&)/&7./2&+/&)*'0(2+32&

+/&2$%&8%+2$&01&2$%&L03;&#$%&f+2$%(5%//3%//&01&2$%&L03&)/&

*+2-$%8&9,&2$%&L035%//3%//&01&2$%&f+2$%(A&+38&)1&:08&

$+/&-03/2)2.2%8&$)*/%51&+/&2$%&f+2$%(&01&c%/./&R$()/2A&

2$%3&$%&+5/0&/.11%(/&2$%&8%+2$&01&$)/&f+2$%($008&)3&2$%&

8%+2$&01&2$%&L03V&KG052*+33";&

• T#$)/&8%%'&-0**.3)2,&01&?)55&9%2?%%3&c%/./&+38&$)/&

:08&+38&f+2$%(&)/&30?&%6'(%//%8&'(%-)/%5,&+2&2$%&'0)32&

01&2$%)(&8%%'%/2&/%'+(+2)03V&KG052*+33";&

• T<3&2$%&-(0//A&f+2$%(&+38&L03&+(%&*0/2&8%%'5,&/%'+(+2%8&

)3&10(/+C%33%//&+38&+2&2$%&/+*%&2)*%&+(%&*0/2&)3?+(85,&

03%&)3&2$%)(&/.((%38%(V&KG052*+33";&

• T@$+2&$+''%3%8&03&2$%&-(0//&?+/&+3&%=%32&9%2?%%3&

:08&+38&:08;&<2&?+/&+&8%%'&8)=)/)03&)3&:08&$)*/%51A&)3&/0&

1+(&+/&:08&+9+3803%8&:08&+38&-032(+8)-2%8&$)*/%51A&

+38&+2&2$%&/+*%&2)*%&+&.3)2,&)3&:08A&)3&/0&1+(&+/&:08&?+/&

+2&03%&?)2$&:08&+38&-0((%/'038%8&20&$)*/%51;&

8; c0$3&!lQENDHkD&<2&)/&f)3)/$%8&

!" I3%&:(%%C&@0(8D&uvwxyvzw{&
E" X%(1%-2&X+//)=%&<38)-+2)=%D&X+/2&+-2&?)2$&0340)34&%11%-2/&
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H" I2$%(&2%62/&2$+2&./%&2$%&?0(8&K[C&!EQakA&P-2/&!HQElA&[C&

!NQH!"&

M" #$%&?0(C&)/&+--0*'5)/$%8;&#$%&?(+2$&01&:08&)/&/+2)/1)%8;&

c%/./&$+/&2+C%3&2$%&1.55&'.3)/$*%32&10(&0.(&/)3&+38&+55&2$%&

1.(,&01&:08&$+/&9%%3&+9/0(9%8&)3&$)*&10(&./;&i02$)34&-+3&9%&

+88%8&20&2$)/&?0(C&)2&)/&2$%&-0*'5%2%A&/+2)/1+-20(,A&03-%&10(&

+55&/+-()1)-%&2$+2&/%2/&./&()4$2&?)2$&:08&2$(0.4$&c%/./;&

%; !&c0$3&MQlD!k&KB%1)3)2)03&01&50=%"&

1; !&c0$3&EQ!DE&KF%+=%35,&*)3)/2(,Q&I3-%&10(&+55"&

j" #$%&(%/.52&01&'(0')2)+2)03&
+; #$%&f+2$%(&)/&1+=0(+95%&20?+(8&./&

9; f+2$%(5,&8)/'5%+/.(%&=/;&B)=)3%&@(+2$&
-; P55&50=%&+38&30&$+2(%8&

8; <2&)/&1)3)/$%8&30&3%%8&20&1)3)/$&)2&

&

d; e#5()5&.&*2&()$$

!" #$%&R(0//&+38&f+*)5,&

E" #$%&L%=%(%8&(%5+2)03/$)'&9%2?%%3&:08&+38&*+3&
+; </+)+$&alQED&/)3&+38&/%'+(+2)03&

9; :%3&HQEMD&2$%&1)(/2&/%'+(+2)03&

-; >'$&EQ!DHD&0340)34&/%'+(+2)03&
8; E&#$%//&!QlD&%2%(3+5&/%'+(+2)03&

H" i%?&#%/2+*%32&#%62/&03&W%-03-)5)+2)03&

+; E&R0()32$)+3/&aQ!jDE!&
• #$%&4(0.38&01&(%-03-)5)+2)03Q&L.9/2)2.2)03&

• f+2$%(&+38&L03&.3)1)%8&)3&2$%&?0(C&

• #$%&@0(8&01&W%-03-)5)+2)03&

• #$%&G%//+4%&01&W%-03-)5)+2)03&

• #$%&G)3)/2(,&01&W%-03-)5)+2)03&

9; W0*+3/&aQbD!k&

• c./2)1)-+2)03&+38&W%-03-)5)+2)03&

• W%-03-)5)+2)03&+38&f)3+5&c.84*%32&

-; >'$%/)+3/&EQ!HD!b&

• R0('0(+2%&W%-03-)5)+2)03&

• Y%(2)-+5&W%-03-)5)+2)03&

• F0()g032+5&W%-03-)5)+2)03&

$

f; e#:#842&()$T_34&*2&()U$

!" #0&(%8%%*&)/&20&9.,&9+-C;&#$%&5+34.+4%&01&(%8%*'2)03&-0*%/&1(0*&2?0&

'5+-%/Q&!"&#$%&I#&K>608./"&E"&#$%&W0*+3&*+(C%2'5+-%&./%8&)3&2$%&

-032%62&01&/5+=%(,;&#$)/&)*'5)%/&2$+2&?$+2&)/&9%)34&'.(-$+/%8&+38&(%/-.%8&

$+/&9%-0*%&%3/5+=%8&20&+302$%(;&&

E" G+3&)/&+&/5+=%&
+; L5+=%&20&/)3&

9; L5+=%&20&2$%&1.2)5)2,&01&+&5)1%&01&/)3&
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-; <3&9038+4%&20&2$%&-0*)34&'.3)/$*%32&(%/.52)34&1(0*&/)3&K5+?"&

H" X.(-$+/%&X()-%&
+; >'$%/)+3/&!Qj&KR05&!Q!M"D&W%8%%*%8&1(0*&/)3&2$(0.4$&$)/&95008&

K%6')+2)03"&

9; !&X%2%(&!Q!ND!lD&W%8%%*%8&1(0*&2$%&1.2)5%&5)1%&01&/)3&9,&2$%&

'(%-)0./&95008&01&2$%&[+*9&

-; :+5+2)+3/&HQ!kD!MD&W%8%%*%8&1(0*&2$%&-.(/%&01&2$%&5+?&2$(0.4$&
R$()/2&9%-0*)34&+&-.(/%&10(&./&

8; G+(C&!kQMaD#$%&5)1%&01&c%/./&?+/&2$%&(+3/0*&

%; W%=%5+2)03&aQlD!kD&#$%&95008&01&c%/./&?+/&2$%&(+3/0*&+38&'(+)/%&
?)55&(%/0.38&)3&%2%(3)2,&10(%=%(&10(&/0&-0/25,&+&/+-()1)-%&&

);&#(%%&5+34.+4%&KP-2/&aQHkA&!kQHlA&!HQElA&!&X%2&EQEM"&
4) The result of redemption  
 a. Freedom (Gal 5:1) 
 b. Slavery (1 Cor 6:18-20, Rom 1:1) 
 

g; -"+&'26'$h&52(+$

!" #$%&R(0//&)/&+90.2&9+225%&
E" :%3%/)/&HQ!aD&B%-5+(+2)03&01&@+(&

H" @+(&01&2$%&/%%8/&2$(0.4$0.2&9)95)-+5&$)/20(,&KG0/%/nX$+(0+$A&B+=)8n

:05)+2$A&>5)7+$nX(0'$%2/&01&`++5A&c%/./nL+2+3"&

M" i%?&#%/2+*%32&#%62/&

+; [.C%&!!QE!DEED&L2(034&G+3&
9; R050//)+3/&EQ!HD!aD&#().*'$+5&'(0-%//)03&

• #().*'$+5&'(0-%//)03D&W0*+3&:%3%(+5&*+(-$)34&)320&

2$%&-)2,&?)2$&$)/&2(00'/&+38&+55&$)/&8%1%+2%8&%3%*)%/&

10550?)34&9%$)38&$)*&)3&-$+)3/&

• #$%&R(0//&)/&+&8)=)3%&(%=%(/+5n/%%*)34&8%1%+2&)/&+-2.+5&

=)-20(,&

• I35,&02$%(&0--.((%3-%&)/&E&R0()32$)+3/&EQ!M&

-; F%9(%?&EQ!MD!bD&B%/2(.-2)03&01&2$%&B%=)5&
8; !&c0$3&HQND&B%/2(.-2)03&01&2$%&?0(C/&01&2$%&8%=)5&

%; W%=%5+2)03&!EQ!D!ED&Y)-20(,&0=%(&2$%&8%=)5&2$(0.4$&2$%&95008&

a" W%/.52&
+; Y)-20(,&)/&10.38&)3&R$()/2O/&8%+2$&

9; I.(&?+(1+(%&)/&(002%8&)3&/2+38)34&)3&?$+2&R$()/2&$+/&+5(%+8,&803%&

K>'$&b"&

&

Y; e#7#.*2&()$

!" X(04(%//)=%&3+2.(%&01&2$%&`)95%&+38&2$%&-5)*+6&01&2$%&-(0//&
E" @$+2&80%/&:08&(%=%+5&+2&2$%&-(0//&

+; :50(,&KE&R0()32$)+3/&HQ!NDMQbA&c0$3&HQ!MA&NQENA&!EQHEA&HM&K5)12%8&.'&+38&

450(,&+(%&+2&2$%&-(0//""&

9; W)4$2%0./3%//&KW0*+3/&HQE!DEb"&

-; @)/80*&K!&R0()32$)+3/&!Q!NDH!"&
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8; X0?%(&KE&R0()32$)+3/&!Q!NDH!"&

%; #()3)2+()+3&3+2.(%&9%-0*%/&-5%+(%(&
• B)/2)3-2&(05%/&+2&2$%&R(0//&

• i0&+203%*%32&?)2$0.2&2$%&#()3)2,&KF%9&lQ!M"&
&

[; O6'2&/&5*2&()$

!" #$%&R(0//&+38&2$%&R0.(2(00*&

E" #$%&&B%*+38&10(&X%(1%-2&W)4$2%0./3%//&0(&R038%*3+2)03&
H" i%?&#%/2+*%32&#%62/&

+; W0*+3/&HQE!DEb&
• #$%&4(0.38&01&7./2)1)-+2)03Q&'(0')2)+2)03&

• W)4$2%0./&B%*+38/&+38&W)4$2%0./&X(0=)/)03&

9; E&R0()32$)+3/&aQE!&
• <*'.2+2)03&

• #$%&?038%(1.5&%6-$+34%&

-; W0*+3/&MQ!Db&
• P&4)12&/2()-25,&10(&2$%&.34085,&

• i0&?0(C%(/&+550?%8&

• #$%&4(%+2&70,&+38&95%//%83%//&01&7./2)1)-+2)03&

• #$%&)*'5)-+2)03/&01&7./2)1)-+2)03&10(&0340)34&/)31.53%//&

8; W0*+3/&aQ!D!!&
• #$%&(%/.52/&01&7./2)1)-+2)03&K'%+-%A&()4$2&/2+38)34A&+--%//A&$0'%&

)3&2()+5A&(%-03-)5)+2)03A&30&1%+(&01&7.84*%32"&

%; W0*+3/&NQENDHM&
• c./2)1)-+2)03&+38&f)3+5&c.84*%32&

• R031)8%3-%&03&2$%&1)3+5&8+,&

• P//.(+3-%&+38&R0*10(2&)3&2$%&'(%/%32&

• #$%&/,*905&01&:08&9%)34&10(&./Q&2$%&-(0//&+38&7./2)1)-+2)03&

$

X^; e#'6++#52&()$

!" #$%&R(0//&)/&*%+3)345%//&?)2$0.2&)2&K!&R0(&!aQ!Db"&

E" <2&)/&302&*%(%5,&2$%&+11)(*+2)03&01&2$%&1)3)/$%8&?0(C&9.2&)/&+&'+(2&01&2$%&
?0(C&01&/+5=+2)03;&KW0*&MQEaA&&E&#)*&!Q!kA&!&R0(&!aQakDab"&

H" I58&#%/2+*%32&#%62/&

+; c%/./&/+)8&2$%&L-()'2.(%/&/'0C%&01&)2&-5%+(5,&K[C&EMQMMDMj"&
9; X/+5*&!b&

-; >g%C)%5&Hj&
8; B+3)%5&!E&

M" i%?&#%/2+*%32&#%62/&

+; P&#().3%&@0(C&KW0*&!QMA&NQ!!A&c3&!kQ!jA&P-2/&EQEM"&
9; F)/20()-+5&f+-2&K!&R0(&!aQMDN"&

-; f0(4)=%3%//A&W%4%3%(+2)03&+38&c./2)1)-+2)03&8%'%38&03&)2&KW0*&MQEaA&!&

R0(&!aQ!jD!NA&!&X%2&!QH"&

8; r3)2%8&20&c%/./&)3&(%/.((%-2)03&KW0*&bQ!D!H"&

%; R%(2+)32,&01&f.2.(%&W%/.((%-2)03&K!&R0(&!aQakDab"&
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&

XX; !"#$9(*.$(/$2"#$-+(''$

+; R(0//&)/&302&+3&%38&9.2&+&*%+3/&
• c0$3&X)'%(A&Tc./2)1)-+2)03&)/&302&+3&%38&)3&)2/%51;&i%)2$%(&)/&2$%&

10(4)=%3%//&01&/)3/&0(&2$%&)*'.2+2)03&01&()4$2%0./3%//;&i%)2$%(&)/&

2$%&%/-+'%&1(0*&$%55&0(&%32(+3-%&)320&$%+=%3&0(&1(%%80*&1(0*&

8)/%+/%&0(&5)9%(+2)03&1(0*&9038+4%&0(&%2%(3+5&5)1%&0(&7./2)-%&0(&

*%(-,&0(&2$%&9%+.2)%/&01&+&'+)3D1(%%&?0(58;&i03%&01&2$%/%&1+-%2/&01&

2$%&40/'%5D8)+*038&)/&2$%&-$)%1&4008&0(&$)4$%/2&40+5&01&2$%&40/'%5;&

I35,&03%&2$)34&)/Q&/%%)34&+38&/+=0()34&:08&$)*/%51A&9%)34&-$+34%8&

)320&2$%&)*+4%&01&$)/&L03&2$+2&*0(%&+38&*0(%&?%&8%5)4$2&)3&+38&

8)/'5+,&:08O/&)31)3)2%&9%+.2,&+38&?0(2$;V&

• c0$3&X)'%(A&TP55&2$%&/+=)34&%=%32/&+38&+55&2$%&/+=)34&95%//)34/&01&2$%&
40/'%5&+(%&*%+3/&01&4%22)34&09/2+-5%/&0.2&01&2$%&?+,&/0&2$+2&?%&

*)4$2&C30?&+38&%370,&:08&*0/2&1.55,;&X(0')2)+2)03A&(%8%*'2)03A&

10(4)=%3%//A&)*'.2+2)03A&/+3-2)1)-+2)03A&5)9%(+2)03A&$%+5)34A&$%+=%3D

DD303%&01&2$%/%&)/&4008&3%?/&%6-%'2&10(&03%&(%+/03Q&2$%,&9()34&./&

20&:08&10(&0.(&%=%(5+/2)34&%370,*%32&01&$)*;V&

9; `)4&')-2.(%&-032%62&&

• P--%//&20&:08&KW0*&aQEA&>'$&EQ!NA&HQ!E"&

• P9)5)2,&20&B(+?&i%+(&KF%9&MQ!bA&jQ!lA&!kQ!A&EEA&!!QbDDD[qqD&[%=&lQjA&
E!Q!jA&i.*&!bQEkA&</&aNQEA&>g&MHQl"&

• >2%(3+5&5)1%&Kc3&!jQH"&

• f%550?/$)'&?)2$&:08&K!&c0$3&!QHDMA&!&R0(&!QlA&E&R0(&!HQ!M"&
• W%/2&K:%3&EQ!DHA&F%9&MQ!Dl"&

• @0(/$)'&KW0*&!QEMDEaA&W%=&EEQH"&
• #$%&?0(C&01&2$%&-(0//&(%*0=%/&2$%&9+(()%(/&20&2$%/%&2$)34/&

• X(0')2)+2)03D&:08O/&?(+2$&

• c./2)1)-+2)03D&I97%-2)=%&4.)52&K/)31.5&/2+38)34"&

• W%8%*'2)03D&I.(&/5+=%(,&20&/)3&

• W%-03-)5)+2)03D&I.(&%3*)2,&+38&:08O/&%3*)2,A&9(0C%3&

(%5+2)03/$)'&(%/20(%8&

• >6')+2)03D&X+(803&01&/)3&

• R$()/2./&Y)-20(D&I.(&%3%*)%/&8%1%+2%8&+38&/%2&1(%%&1(0*&

-+'2)=)2,&

• P55&01&2$)/&2$(0.4$&'%3+5&/.9/2)2.2)03&

-; #$%&03%&'5+-%&?$%(%&2$%&*%+3/&+38&2$%&%38&-0+5%/-%&
• #$%&(%=%5+2)03&01&:08&

• >2%(3)2,&?)55&-%32%(&03&P;B;&HH&&
• >'$%/)+3/&EQjD&P3&%2%(3+5&.3=%)5)34&

• >'$%/)+3/&HQjDND&r3/%+(-$+95%&()-$%/&

• >'$%/)+3/&HQ!MDE!D&#$%&50=%&2$+2&/.('+//%/&C30?5%84%&
• !&R0(&EQ!kD&#$%&8%'2$/&01&:08&

• W%=%5+2)03&aD&r3-%+/)34&?0(/$)'&01&2$%&L5+)3&[+*9&
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• W%=%5+2)03&E!QEEDEHD&L5+)3&[+*9&'(0=)8%/&2$%&5)4$2&01&2$%&3%?&

%+(2$;&Tf0(&2$%&[+*9&20&9%&2$%&5+*'&01&2$%&-)2,&01&:08&*%+3/&2$+2&

2$%&2$0.4$2&01&2$%&L03&01&:08&*+8%&15%/$&+38&/5+.4$2%(%8&10(&0.(&

/)3/&)3&0(8%(&20&/+=%&./&?)55&3%=%(&5%+=%&2$%&*)38/&01&450()1)%8&

/+)32/&+/&2$%,&1%550?/$)'&?)2$&2$%&f+2$%(&+38&2$%&L03&+38&?)55&

1(+*%&+55&2$%)(&2$)3C)34&+90.2&%=%(,2$)34&%5/%V&KX+-C%(&+38&B%=%(";&
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!"#$1/.K#(F$N>/5()6),&/*$

@#..&/*$?$S$A$

$
G*,>/+<5,&/*$

W%=)%?)34&2$%&'%(/03&+38&?0(C;&c./2&$0?&)*'0(2+32&)/&2$%&?0(C&01&R$()/2&?$%3&)2&

-0*%/&20&/+5=+2)03U&&

&

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IY95lfigBvI&feature=related (@7:18- denial of Jesus 
death for our sin—Muslim) 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ACc7UO5oWU8 (@8:00 Jewish Rejection of 
atonement) 

&

No one can be saved who rejects the work of Jesus Christ. The gospel which saves is 
filled with very specific content. The content within the gospel must be believed to be 
saved. We preach an exclusive truth.  
 

!; X.22)34&%=+34%5)/*&)3&)2/&+''(0'()+2%&-032%62&

• W0*+3/&!kQ!MD!a&
• @%&X(%+-$&5)1%&10(&5)1%&/0&?%&-+3&40&5)1%&03&5)1%&

• >=+34%5)/*&)/&03%&-(.-)+5&-0*'03%32&01&+--0*'5)/$)34&2$%&4(%+2&

-0**)//)03&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

&

E; E&R0()32$)+3/&aQ!jDE!&

+; P*9+//+80(/&

9; W%-03-)5)+2)03&
-; G)3)/2(,&01&W%-03-)5)+2)03&

8; @0(8pG%//+4%&01&W%-03-)5)+2)03&
%; i02%Q&X+.5&)/&./)34&03%&+/'%-2&01&2$%&-(0//&01&R$()/2&2$+2&?%&$+=%&403%&

0=%(&+38&)/&/+,)34&2$+2&?%&+(%&9%+(%(/&01&2$)/&'+(2)-.5+(&1+-%2;&

r38%(/2+38)34&2$%&8%'2$/&01&2$%&-(0//&)/&%//%32)+5&10(&%=+34%5)/*;&

• R$()/2./&Y)-20(D&P-2/&EbQ!jD!NoA&E&R0()32$)+3/&MQ!Db&

Make Disciples of all nations 

Evangelism 

 

Evangelism-!Conversion-!  Discipleship 
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• W%=%5+2)03D&E&R0()32$)+3/&MQ!Db&

• c./2)1)-+2)03D&W0*+3/&!Q!aD!b&

• X(0')2)+2)03D&W0*+3/&!Q!aD!bA&HQEa&

• X%3+5&/.9/2)2.2)03D&P-2/&aQHkA&!kQHlA&!HQEl&K2(%%"&

• W%8%*'2)03D&P-2/&!HQHNDHlo&

• >6')+2)03D&P-2/&EQHbDHN&

1; @%&+(%&20&-+((,&2$%&*%//+4%&01&2$%&'%(/03&+38&?0(C&01&R$()/2&

• @%&'(%+-$&R$()/2&-(.-)1)%8&K!&R0(&!QEHA&EQE"&

• @%&'(%+-$&R$()/2&+/&[0(8&KE&R0(&MQa"&

4; X(0-5+*+2)03&
$; P''%+5&K9%4A&.(4%"&

&

H; @$%3&,0.&$+=%&302&/$+(%8&2$%&40/'%5&

+; #+5C%8&=+4.%5,&+90.2&:08&

9; #+5C%8&+90.2&-$.(-$&
-; #058&,0.(&/20(,&

8; |.02%8&`)95%&=%(/%/&

%; X(+,%8&?)2$&/0*%03%&
 

M; @$%3&,0.&$+=%&/$+(%8&2$%&40/'%5&

+; @$%3&,0.&$+=%&'(0-5+)*%8&2$%&'%(/03&+38&?0(C&01&c%/./&R$()/2&
9; <2&)/&-(.-)+5&20&C30?&2$)/&8)/2)3-2)03&/0&2$+2&,0.&803O2&-03-5.8%&,0.O=%&

/$+(%8&2$%&40/'%5&+38&-+3&*0=%&03&?$%3&,0.&$+=%3O2;&<2&+5/0&

8%*03/2(+2%/&2$+2&2$0.4$&2$%&02$%(&2$)34/&2$+2&-0.58&9%&/+)8&+(%&

)*'0(2+32&2$%,&-+3302&/+=%;&#$%&40/'%5&)/&2$%&'0?%(&01&:08&10(&/+5=+2)03DD

D302$)34&%5/%;&&

-; @%&+(%&$%(+58/;&#$%&40/'%5&01&R$()/2&)/&2$%&*%//+4%&?%&'(0-5+)*;&@%&+(%&

/.''0(2)34&+-20(/;&#$%&40/'%5&)/&2$%&*+)3&-$+(+-2%(;&

&

a; I.(&4(%+2%/2&-$+55%34%/&20&/$+()34&2$%&40/'%5&

+; f%+(&01&*+3&

9; f%+(&01&302&C30?)34&%30.4$&
-; L$+*%1.5&01&R$()/2&

8; W%'%32+3-%&)/&2$%&035,&(%/'03/%&
%; @%&?)55&950?&)2&&

1; X(%+-$&2$%&40/'%5&20&,0.(/%51&?$%3&,0.&$+=%&1+)5%8&20&'(%+-$&2$%&40/'%5&

20&02$%(/&K$)/&/+-()1)-%&-0=%(/&2$+2n$%&?+/&2$%&1+)2$1.5&?)23%//&)3&0.(&

/2%+8nW%=&!Qa"&

&

b; !&R0()32$)+3/&!Q!NDEQa&

+; #$%&-(0//&01&R$()/2&

!" f005)/$3%//&
E" L2.*95)34&950-C&

H" X0?%(&

9; #$%&4+.4%&01&1+)2$1.53%//&
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!" R03/)8%(%8&+&1005&

E" G%//+4%&)/&1005)/$&
-; #$%&%6-5./)=%&*%//+4%&

!" B03O2&8%=)+2%&
E" B03O2&2(,&20&*+C%&2$%&-(0//&/0*%2$)34&)2&)/&302&

H" X(%+-$&2$%&/2(+)4$2&.'&40/'%5&
 

j; !&R0()32$)+3/&EQND!b&

+; #$%&?0(C&01&2$%&F05,&L')()2&%//%32)+5&
9; X(0-5+)*&)2&+38&$%&?)55&-0*%&

-; E&R0()32$)+3/&HQ!NDMQb&
 

N; #$%&'(+-2)-+5&/)8%&01&2$)34/&

+; >34+4)34&)3&-03=%(/+2)03&
9; F03%/2,&K<O*&+&/)33%(&,0.O(%&+&/)33%(DDD<&+*&-$)%1"&

-; P'0504%2)-/&

8; R+55)34&10(&+&8%-)/)03&
%; R0*)34&+2&2$%&'(%/%32+2)03&1(0*&*+3,&8)11%(%32&+345%/&K9D5)3%&10(&-(0//"&

&

Visual of an early mockery of Christian Worship 
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Discipleship in Colossians: 

The prominence of proclamation, praise, and prayer 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Proclamation and Discipleship 

Paul aims to bring all men to maturity in Christ. He desires to bring the gospel to all men 
and in turn make disciples of them all. That is his aim but what are his means? Colossians 
1:28-29 gives the answer along with two other interconnected texts in the letter to the 
Colossians. Paul proclaims Christ exhorting and teaching all men in wisdom in order that 
they may be complete and mature disciples of Jesus. He agonizes over this work with the 
energy of God that works mightily within Him. Proclamation is at the heart of creating 
and maturing disciples. Paul probed the depths of the gospel through his proclamation for 
the sake of the unsaved and saved. 
 
Praise and Discipleship 

Paul calls on the congregation to allow the word of Christ to live richly in their midst and 
to be expressed corporately in exhorting and teaching (the same exact participles used in 
Col 1:28-29) through psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs. Paul is calling on the 
congregation to do with each other what he does when creating and maturing disciples 
(exhort and teach the gospel). Discipleship is a corporate work that happens in the 
context of corporate worship 
 

Prayer and Discipleship 

Paul encourages the church in Colossae that Epaphras agonizes (same word as in Col 
1:28-29 and Paul’s agony in preaching) in prayer for them that they might stand complete 
and mature in Christ (same term used in Col 1:28-29 regarding Paul’s goal in discipleship 
through proclamation). Prayer is another vital means by which the disciple will be built 
up and brought to the maturity that Paul envisions. 
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Discipleship and Philippians 4:9 

 

G %+) !µ!"#$# %+) %&'#(!)#$# %+) H*+,-&$# %+) #I.#$# !/ !µ26, .+(.+ 87'!!).)Ôæ: 

%+) % ,),0 .J0 )074/-0 K!.+* µ),5 Lµ//. 

 

What you have learned and received and heard and seen in me—practice these things, 

and the God of peace will be with you.  

 

All four verbs are aorist active indicatives in the second person plural. Paul has in mind 

the work he has been doing in discipling the community of Philippi. This is a pattern first 

and foremost for the discipling of a community but has implications for discipling 

individuals. Jesus’ pattern of discipleship contained both the emphasis on the community 

of the twelve and on individuals within the group. Paul’s role as disciple maker is 

explicated by four different things he does in disciple making. These four things he does 

are the basis of the call to action he then gives. The imperative to the Philippians to 

practice these things is based upon the four components of Paul’s discipling ministry 

toward them. The result then of practicing the four things that Paul has done in his 

discipleship is not just that peace will be with them but the God of peace himself will be 

with them. 

 

In the larger context Paul has exhorted the Philippians to occupy their minds with things 

of tremendous value here in this verse he goes on to explain what things he has in mind: 

the things he taught. Doctrine, which centers on Christ crucified and risen, is the thing 

that matches Paul’s description of thoughts that are to dominate our thinking. Paul wants 

these believers to take all that he has passed on to them and mull it over in their minds 

day in and day out. 

 

The first is to take the first pair as referring to Paul’s teachings and the second pair to his 

example, thus: “You must keep putting into practice the lessons you have learned from 

me, the instruction you have received from me, and the example I have given you in 

speech and in action”. The second possibility is suggested by, that is, to take what the 
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Philippians heard and saw as the content of what they learned and received, thus what 

you learned and received from me, both from my words and from my actions. 

 

Pattern---What you have learned and received and heard and seen in me 
Practice-- practice these things,  
Promise-- and the God of peace will be with you.  
 
The Pattern-Teaching and Modeling 
The Practice-Meditating and Mimicking 
The Promise-The peace of God and the God peace  
 

Doctrine- Teaching 

Learned- !µ',).). ‘You learned’. The verb µ+/,'/$ appears only twenty-five times in 

the NT, which is rather surprising given that the related 9*9'!%$, ‘teach’, occurs four 

times more frequently, and the cognate µ+,-.40, ‘disciple’, turns up on 264 occasions, 

µ+/,'/$ means ‘to learn’ through instruction (Mt. 11:29; 1 Cor. 14:31; 1 Tim. 2:11; 2 

Tim. 3:7, etc.), ‘find out’ something from someone (Gal. 3:2; Acts 23:27), and ‘to learn, 

appropriate to oneself’, perhaps through experience or practice rather than through 

teaching (Phil. 4:11; 1 Tim. 5:4; Heb. 5:8). D. MÔøºller claims that in many NT passages 

µ+/,'/$ is used in ‘a specifically OT sense of … learn[ing] the will of God’, or of 

directing ‘the whole of one’s human existence towards the will of God’. He adds that in 

the epistles the verb sometimes has reference to the message or teaching of Jesus (Rom. 

16:17; Eph. 4:20; 2 Tim. 3:14) being appropriated for oneself. This is no mere intellectual 

process but ‘implies acceptance of Christ himself, rejection of the old existence and 

beginning the new life of discipleship in him’. In the context of Phil. 4:9 where four 

parallel verbs with slightly different nuances are used—and all are aorists!—it is likely 

that !µ',).) focusses on the Philippians’ appropriating the teaching and instruction Paul 

had initially given to them (P.T. Obrien). 

 

Received- 8+7)('&).). ‘You received’. With this second verb a further nuance is added, 

for 8+7+(+µ&'/$ was a semitechnical term employed to denote the receiving of 

something delivered by tradition. Early Christianity took over from rabbinic Judaism the 

idea of transmitting and safeguarding a tradition (the verbs 8+7+(+µ&'/$, ‘receive, 
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accept’, and 8+7+969$µ*, ‘transmit’, corresponding to the rabbinic terms qibb!l and 

m"sar). The classic Jewish exposition occurs in the ‘Sayings of the Fathers’, which 

scribal legend had traced back to Moses: ‘Moses received the Torah from Sinai and 

delivered it to Joshua, and Joshua to the elders, and the elders to the prophets, and the 

prophets delivered it to the men of the Great Synagogue’ (Pirqe 1:1). Primitive Christian 

tradition, however, was not connected with the authority of famous teachers, but was 

concerned ultimately with its source, ‘from the Lord’ (1 Cor. 11:23). Paul regularly 

reminded his congregations in the Gentile mission of the traditions that he handed over to 

them, the content of which appears to have comprised three main elements: (a) a 

summary of the gospel, particularly the death and resurrection of Christ, expressed as a 

confession of faith (1 Cor. 15:1–5; 1 Thes. 2:13); (b) various deeds and words of Christ 

(1 Cor. 11:23–26; 7:10, 11; 9:14); and (c) ethical and procedural rules (1 Cor. 11:2; 1 

Thes. 4:1; 2 Thes. 3:6). It is probably the third of these categories that is in view here at 

Phil. 4:9. 

 

Life- Modeling 

Heard- %+) H%2#!+.) Although H%2#!+.) has been taken to mean ‘what you heard [me 

preach]’, this simply repeats what has already been said in the preceding verb(s). 

Accordingly, one must either regard the first three verbs (!µ',).) … 8+7)('&).) … 

H%2#!+.)) as focussing on the apostle’s preaching and teaching, with the final verb 

()I9).)) referring to his example, or consider the first and third, second and fourth verbs 

to be parallel. The first alternative, though possible, is somewhat unbalanced, while in the 

second the supposed parallelism breaks down: 8+7)('&).) and )I9).) do not really 

correspond. It seems best, therefore, to take H%2#!+.) and )I9).) together as describing 

the impression made on the Philippians by Paul’s Christian character. These same two 

verbs have already been used together in the letter of the apostle as an example to the 

Philippians (1:30). 

What then did the Philippians hear? The reference may be to the many informal 

conversations Paul had with his converts. However, it is preferable to take H%2#!+.) as 

meaning that the Philippians had heard about Paul’s character and demeanour, how he 

faced his trials, and so on. This occurred particularly when he  
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Seen- )I9).) !/ !µ26. Along with the excellent things they had heard regarding Paul, the 

readers also saw ()I9).)) in him a godly example to follow. There was a necessarily close 

connection between the word the apostle preached and the life he lived. He not only 

instructed the Philippians and passed on to them the authoritative, apostolic tradition; he 

also provided them with the right sort of model to imitate (3:17; 1 Cor. 11:1). They had 

before their very eyes a pattern of what it was like to be a true Christian. Strictly, the !/ 

!µ26 is connected with )I9).) alone, and for the sake of clarity it would be necessary to 

add ‘from me’ after the other clauses. But it is possible that !/ !µ26 has been placed at the 

end for rhetorical effect, that is, to indicate in an emphatic way that everything they had 

learnt, received, heard, and seen had been embodied in Paul himself. 

 

(This document borrows heavily from Peter T. Obrien’s Philippians Commentary from 

NIGTC series. There are probably direct quotes without quotations). 
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The principle of Imitation in Discipleship 

 
 

1 Corinthians 4:14-18$

2= I do not write these things to make you ashamed, but to admonish you as my beloved 
children. 2? For though you have countless guides in Christ, you do not have many 
fathers. For I became your father in Christ Jesus through the gospel. 2A I urge you, then, 
be imitators (,#,*5%Y) of me. 2T That is why I sent you Timothy, my beloved and faithful 
child in the Lord, to remind you of my ways in Christ, as I teach them everywhere in 
every church. 2U Some are arrogant, as though I were not coming to you. 
 

1 Corinthians 10:31-11:1$

;2 So, whether you eat or drink, or whatever you do, do all to the glory of God. ;: Give 
no offense to Jews or to Greeks or to the church of God, ;; just as I try to please everyone 
in everything I do, not seeking my own advantage, but that of many, that they may be 
saved. 2 Be imitators (,#,*5%Y) of me, as I am of Christ.  
 
Philipians 3:17-21 
2T Brothers, join in imitating ('>,,#,*5%Y) me, and keep your eyes on those who walk 
according to the example you have in us. 2U For many, of whom I have often told you and 
now tell you even with tears, walk as enemies of the cross of Christ. 2M Their end is 
destruction, their god is their belly, and they glory in their shame, with minds set on 
earthly things. :H But our citizenship is in heaven, and from it we await a Savior, the Lord 
Jesus Christ, :2 who will transform our lowly body to be like his glorious body, by the 
power that enables him even to subject all things to himself.  
 
1 Thessalonians 1:5b-7 
You know what kind of men we proved to be among you for your sake. A And you 
became imitators (,#,*5%Y) of us and of the Lord, for you received the word in much 
affliction, with the joy of the Holy Spirit, T so that you became an example to all the 
believers in Macedonia and in Achaia. 
 
1 Thessalonians 2:13-14 
2; And we also thank God constantly for this, that when you received the word of God, 
which you heard from us, you accepted it not as the word of men but as what it really is, 
the word of God, which is at work in you believers. 2= For you, brothers, became 
imitators (,#,*5%Y) of the churches of God in Christ Jesus that are in Judea. For you 
suffered the same things from your own countrymen as they did from the Jews. 
 
2 Thessalonians 3:6-10 
A Now we command you, brothers, in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, that you keep 
away from any brother who is walking in idleness and not in accord with the tradition 
that you received from us. T For you yourselves know how you ought to imitate 

(,#,/6'.%#) us, because we were not idle when we were with you, U nor did we eat 
anyone’s bread without paying for it, but with toil and labor we worked night and day, 
that we might not be a burden to any of you. M It was not because we do not have that 
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right, but to give you in ourselves an example to imitate (5< ,#,/6'.%#). 2H For even when 
we were with you, we would give you this command: If anyone is not willing to work, let 
him not eat. 
 
Hebrews 6:11b-12 
And we desire each one of you to show the same earnestness to have the full assurance of 
hope until the end, 2: so that you may not be sluggish, but imitators (,#,*5%Y) of those 
who through faith and patience inherit the promises. 
 
Hebrews 13:7 
T Remember your leaders, those who spoke to you the word of God. Consider the 
outcome of their way of life, and imitate (,#,/6'./) their faith.  
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Akolou ,qei moi 

The New Testament Imperative to Follow Jesus 
 
 

ESV 
Matthew 8:22 And Jesus said to him, "Follow me, and leave the dead to bury their own dead." 

 

GNT 
Matthew 8:22 o` de. VIhsou/j le,gei auvtw/|( VAkolou,qei moi kai. a;fej tou.j nekrou.j qa,yai 

tou.j e`autw/n nekrou,jÅ 
 
9
 ¶ As Jesus passed on from there, he saw a man called Matthew sitting at the tax booth, and he 

said to him, "Follow me." And he rose and followed him. 
 

 
9  ¶ Kai. para,gwn o` VIhsou/j evkei/qen ei=den a;nqrwpon kaqh,menon evpi. to. telw,nion( 
Maqqai/on lego,menon( kai. le,gei auvtw/|( VAkolou,qei moiÅ kai. avnasta.j hvkolou,qhsen auvtw/|Å 
 
ESV 

Matthew 10:38 And whoever does not take his cross and follow me is not worthy of me. 
 

GNT 
Matthew 10:38 kai. o]j ouv lamba,nei to.n stauro.n auvtou/ kai. avkolouqei/ ovpi,sw mou( ouvk 

e;stin mou a;xiojÅ 
 
ESV 

Matthew 19:21 Jesus said to him, "If you would be perfect, go, sell what you possess and 
give to the poor, and you will have treasure in heaven; and come, follow me." 
 

GNT 
Matthew 19:21 e;fh auvtw/| o` VIhsou/j( Eiv qe,leij te,leioj ei=nai( u[page pw,lhso,n sou ta. 

u`pa,rconta kai. do.j Îtoi/j! ptwcoi/j( kai. e[xeij qhsauro.n evn ouvranoi/j( kai. deu/ro 
avkolou,qei moiÅ 
 
ESV 

Mark 2:14 And as he passed by, he saw Levi the son of Alphaeus sitting at the tax booth, and 
he said to him, "Follow me." And he rose and followed him. 
 

GNT 
Mark 2:14 kai. para,gwn ei=den Leui.n to.n tou/ ~Alfai,ou kaqh,menon evpi. to. telw,nion( 

kai. le,gei auvtw/|( VAkolou,qei moiÅ kai. avnasta.j hvkolou,qhsen auvtw/|Å 
 
ESV 

Mark 10:21 And Jesus, looking at him, loved him, and said to him, "You lack one thing: go, 
sell all that you have and give to the poor, and you will have treasure in heaven; and come, follow 
me." 
 

GNT 
Mark 10:21 o` de. VIhsou/j evmble,yaj auvtw/| hvga,phsen auvto.n kai. ei=pen auvtw/|( {En se 

u`sterei/\ u[page( o[sa e;ceij pw,lhson kai. do.j Îtoi/j! ptwcoi/j( kai. e[xeij qhsauro.n evn 
ouvranw/|( kai. deu/ro avkolou,qei moiÅ 
 
ESV 

Luke 5:27 ¶ After this he went out and saw a tax collector named Levi, sitting at the tax booth. 
And he said to him, "Follow me." 
 

GNT 
Luke 5:27 ¶ Kai. meta. tau/ta evxh/lqen kai. evqea,sato telw,nhn ovno,mati Leui.n 

kaqh,menon evpi. to. telw,nion( kai. ei=pen auvtw/|( VAkolou,qei moiÅ 
 
ESV 

Luke 9:49 ¶ John answered, "Master, we saw someone casting out demons in your name, 
and we tried to stop him, because he does not follow with us." 
 

GNT 
Luke 9:49 ¶ VApokriqei.j de. VIwa,nnhj ei=pen( VEpista,ta( ei;dome,n tina evn tw/| ovno,mati, 

sou evkba,llonta daimo,nia kai. evkwlu,omen auvto,n( o[ti ouvk avkolouqei/ meqV h`mw/nÅ 
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ESV 
Luke 9:59 To another he said, "Follow me." But he said, "Lord, let me first go and bury my 

father." 
GNT 

Luke 9:59 Ei=pen de. pro.j e[teron( VAkolou,qei moiÅ o` de. ei=pen( ÎKu,rie(! evpi,treyo,n moi 
avpelqo,nti prw/ton qa,yai to.n pate,ra mouÅ 
 
ESV 

Luke 18:22 When Jesus heard this, he said to him, "One thing you still lack. Sell all that you 
have and distribute to the poor, and you will have treasure in heaven; and come, follow me." 
 

GNT 
Luke 18:22 avkou,saj de. o` VIhsou/j ei=pen auvtw/|( :Eti e[n soi lei,pei\ pa,nta o[sa e;ceij 

pw,lhson kai. dia,doj ptwcoi/j( kai. e[xeij qhsauro.n evn Îtoi/j! ouvranoi/j( kai. deu/ro 
avkolou,qei moiÅ 
 
ESV 

John 1:43 ¶ The next day Jesus decided to go to Galilee. He found Philip and said to him, 
"Follow me." 
 

GNT 
John 1:43 ¶ Th/| evpau,rion hvqe,lhsen evxelqei/n eivj th.n Galilai,an kai. eu`ri,skei 

Fi,lipponÅ kai. le,gei auvtw/| o` VIhsou/j( VAkolou,qei moiÅ 
 
ESV 

John 10:4 When he has brought out all his own, he goes before them, and the sheep follow 
him, for they know his voice. 
 

GNT 
John 10:4 o[tan ta. i;dia pa,nta evkba,lh|( e;mprosqen auvtw/n poreu,etai( kai. ta. pro,bata 

auvtw/| avkolouqei/( o[ti oi;dasin th.n fwnh.n auvtou/\ 
 
ESV 

John 21:19 (This he said to show by what kind of death he was to glorify God.) And after 
saying this he said to him, "Follow me." 
 

GNT 
John 21:19 tou/to de. ei=pen shmai,nwn poi,w| qana,tw| doxa,sei to.n qeo,nÅ kai. tou/to 

eivpw.n le,gei auvtw/|( VAkolou,qei moiÅ 
 
ESV 

John 21:22 Jesus said to him, "If it is my will that he remain until I come, what is that to you? 
You follow me!" 
 

GNT 
John 21:22 le,gei auvtw/| o` VIhsou/j( VEa.n auvto.n qe,lw me,nein e[wj e;rcomai( ti, pro.j se,È 

su, moi avkolou,qeiÅ 
 
ESV 

Acts 12:8 And the angel said to him, "Dress yourself and put on your sandals." And he did so. 
And he said to him, "Wrap your cloak around you and follow me." 
 

GNT 
Acts 12:8 ei=pen de. o` a;ggeloj pro.j auvto,n( Zw/sai kai. u`po,dhsai ta. sanda,lia, souÅ 

evpoi,hsen de. ou[twjÅ kai. le,gei auvtw/|( Peribalou/ to. i`ma,tio,n sou kai. avkolou,qei moiÅ 
 
ESV 

Revelation 14:13 ¶ And I heard a voice from heaven saying, "Write this: Blessed are the dead 
who die in the Lord from now on." "Blessed indeed," says the Spirit, "that they may rest from their 
labors, for their deeds follow them!" 
 

GNT 
Revelation 14:13 ¶ Kai. h;kousa fwnh/j evk tou/ ouvranou/ legou,shj( Gra,yon\ Maka,rioi 

oi` nekroi. oi` evn kuri,w| avpoqnh,|skontej avpV a;rtiÅ nai,( le,gei to. pneu/ma( i[na 
avnapah,sontai evk tw/n ko,pwn auvtw/n( ta. ga.r e;rga auvtw/n avkolouqei/ metV auvtw/nÅ 
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ESV 
Matthew 5:18 For truly, I say to you, until heaven and earth pass away, not an iota, not a dot, 

will pass from the Law until all is accomplished. 
BGT 

Matthew 5:18 avmh.n ga.r le,gw u`mi/n\ e[wj a'n pare,lqh| o` ouvrano.j kai. h` gh/( ivw/ta e]n h' 
mi,a kerai,a ouv mh. pare,lqh| avpo. tou/ no,mou( e[wj a'n pa,nta ge,nhtaiÅ 
 
ESV 

Matthew 5:20 For I tell you, unless your righteousness exceeds that of the scribes and 
Pharisees, you will never enter the kingdom of heaven. 
BGT 

Matthew 5:20 Le,gw ga.r u`mi/n o[ti eva.n mh. perisseu,sh| u`mw/n h` dikaiosu,nh plei/on tw/n 
grammate,wn kai. Farisai,wn( ouv mh. eivse,lqhte eivj th.n basilei,an tw/n ouvranw/nÅ 
 
ESV 

Matthew 5:26 Truly, I say to you, you will never get out until you have paid the last penny. 
BGT 

Matthew 5:26 avmh.n le,gw soi( ouv mh. evxe,lqh|j evkei/qen( e[wj a'n avpodw/|j to.n e;scaton 
kodra,nthnÅ 
 
ESV 

Matthew 10:23 When they persecute you in one town, flee to the next, for truly, I say to you, 
you will not have gone through all the towns of Israel before the Son of Man comes. 
BGT 

Matthew 10:23 {Otan de. diw,kwsin u`ma/j evn th/| po,lei tau,th|( feu,gete eivj th.n e`te,ran\ 
avmh.n ga.r le,gw u`mi/n( ouv mh. tele,shte ta.j po,leij tou/ VIsrah.l e[wj a'n e;lqh| o` ui`o.j tou/ 
avnqrw,pouÅ 
 
ESV 

Matthew 10:42 And whoever gives one of these little ones even a cup of cold water because 
he is a disciple, truly, I say to you, he will by no means lose his reward." 
BGT 

Matthew 10:42 kai. o]j a'n poti,sh| e[na tw/n mikrw/n tou,twn poth,rion yucrou/ mo,non eivj 
o;noma maqhtou/( avmh.n le,gw u`mi/n( ouv mh. avpole,sh| to.n misqo.n auvtou/Å 
 
ESV 

Matthew 13:14 Indeed, in their case the prophecy of Isaiah is fulfilled that says: "' You will 
indeed hear but never understand, and you will indeed see but never perceive. 
BGT 

Matthew 13:14 kai. avnaplhrou/tai auvtoi/j h` profhtei,a VHsai<ou h` le,gousa\ avkoh/| 
avkou,sete kai. ouv mh. sunh/te( kai. ble,pontej ble,yete kai. ouv mh. i;dhteÅ 
 
ESV 

Matthew 15:6 he need not honor his father.' So for the sake of your tradition you have made 
void the word of God. 
BGT 

Matthew 15:6 ouv mh. timh,sei to.n pate,ra auvtou/\ kai. hvkurw,sate to.n lo,gon tou/ qeou/ 
dia. th.n para,dosin u`mw/nÅ 
 
ESV 

Matthew 16:22 And Peter took him aside and began to rebuke him, saying, "Far be it from 
you, Lord! This shall never happen to you." 
BGT 

Matthew 16:22 kai. proslabo,menoj auvto.n o` Pe,troj h;rxato evpitima/n auvtw/| le,gwn\ 
i[lew,j soi( ku,rie\ ouv mh. e;stai soi tou/toÅ 
 
ESV 

Matthew 16:28 Truly, I say to you, there are some standing here who will not taste death until 
they see the Son of Man coming in his kingdom." 
BGT 

Matthew 16:28 avmh.n le,gw u`mi/n o[ti eivsi,n tinej tw/n w-de e`stw,twn oi[tinej ouv mh. 
geu,swntai qana,tou e[wj a'n i;dwsin to.n ui`o.n tou/ avnqrw,pou evrco,menon evn th/| basilei,a| 
auvtou/Å 
 
ESV 

Matthew 18:3 and said, "Truly, I say to you, unless you turn and become like children, you will 
never enter the kingdom of heaven. 
BGT 

Matthew 18:3 kai. ei=pen\ avmh.n le,gw u`mi/n( eva.n mh. strafh/te kai. ge,nhsqe w`j ta. 
paidi,a( ouv mh. eivse,lqhte eivj th.n basilei,an tw/n ouvranw/nÅ 
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ESV 

Matthew 23:39 For I tell you, you will not see me again, until you say, 'Blessed is he who 
comes in the name of the Lord.'" 
BGT 

Matthew 23:39 le,gw ga.r u`mi/n( ouv mh, me i;dhte avpV a;rti e[wj a'n ei;phte\ euvloghme,noj 
o` evrco,menoj evn ovno,mati kuri,ouÅ 
 
ESV 

Matthew 24:2 But he answered them, "You see all these, do you not? Truly, I say to you, 
there will not be left here one stone upon another that will not be thrown down." 
BGT 

Matthew 24:2 o` de. avpokriqei.j ei=pen auvtoi/j\ ouv ble,pete tau/ta pa,ntaÈ avmh.n le,gw 
u`mi/n( ouv mh. avfeqh/| w-de li,qoj evpi. li,qon o]j ouv kataluqh,setaiÅ 
 
ESV 

Matthew 24:21 For then there will be great tribulation, such as has not been from the 
beginning of the world until now, no, and never will be. 
BGT 

Matthew 24:21 e;stai ga.r to,te qli/yij mega,lh oi[a ouv ge,gonen avpV avrch/j ko,smou e[wj 
tou/ nu/n ouvdV ouv mh. ge,nhtaiÅ 
 
ESV 

Matthew 24:34 Truly, I say to you, this generation will not pass away until all these things take 
place. 
BGT 

Matthew 24:34 avmh.n le,gw u`mi/n o[ti ouv mh. pare,lqh| h` genea. au[th e[wj a'n pa,nta tau/ta 
ge,nhtaiÅ 
 
ESV 

Matthew 24:35 Heaven and earth will pass away, but my words will not pass away. 
BGT 

Matthew 24:35 o` ouvrano.j kai. h` gh/ pareleu,setai( oi` de. lo,goi mou ouv mh. pare,lqwsinÅ 
 
ESV 

Matthew 25:9 But the wise answered, saying, 'Since there will not be enough for us and for 
you, go rather to the dealers and buy for yourselves.' 
BGT 

Matthew 25:9 avpekri,qhsan de. ai` fro,nimoi le,gousai\ mh,pote ouv mh. avrke,sh| h`mi/n kai. 
u`mi/n\ poreu,esqe ma/llon pro.j tou.j pwlou/ntaj kai. avgora,sate e`autai/jÅ 
 
ESV 

Matthew 26:29 I tell you I will not drink again of this fruit of the vine until that day when I drink 
it new with you in my Father's kingdom." 
BGT 

Matthew 26:29 le,gw de. u`mi/n( ouv mh. pi,w avpV a;rti evk tou,tou tou/ genh,matoj th/j 
avmpe,lou e[wj th/j h`me,raj evkei,nhj o[tan auvto. pi,nw meqV u`mw/n kaino.n evn th/| basilei,a| tou/ 
patro,j mouÅ 
 
ESV 

Matthew 26:35 Peter said to him, "Even if I must die with you, I will not deny you!" And all the 
disciples said the same. 
BGT 

Matthew 26:35 le,gei auvtw/| o` Pe,troj\ ka'n de,h| me su.n soi. avpoqanei/n( ouv mh, se 
avparnh,somaiÅ o`moi,wj kai. pa,ntej oi` maqhtai. ei=panÅ 
 
ESV 

Mark 9:1 And he said to them, "Truly, I say to you, there are some standing here who will not 
taste death until they see the kingdom of God after it has come with power." 
BGT 

Mark 9:1 Kai. e;legen auvtoi/j\ avmh.n le,gw u`mi/n o[ti eivsi,n tinej w-de tw/n e`sthko,twn 
oi[tinej ouv mh. geu,swntai qana,tou e[wj a'n i;dwsin th.n basilei,an tou/ qeou/ evlhluqui/an evn 
duna,meiÅ 
 
ESV 

Mark 9:41 For truly, I say to you, whoever gives you a cup of water to drink because you 
belong to Christ will by no means lose his reward. 
BGT 

Mark 9:41 }Oj ga.r a'n poti,sh| u`ma/j poth,rion u[datoj evn ovno,mati o[ti Cristou/ evste( 
avmh.n le,gw u`mi/n o[ti ouv mh. avpole,sh| to.n misqo.n auvtou/Å 
 
ESV 

Mark 10:15 Truly, I say to you, whoever does not receive the kingdom of God like a child shall 
not enter it." 
BGT 

Mark 10:15 avmh.n le,gw u`mi/n( o]j a'n mh. de,xhtai th.n basilei,an tou/ qeou/ w`j paidi,on( 
ouv mh. eivse,lqh| eivj auvth,nÅ 
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ESV 

Mark 13:2 And Jesus said to him, "Do you see these great buildings? There will not be left 
here one stone upon another that will not be thrown down." 
BGT 

Mark 13:2 kai. o` VIhsou/j ei=pen auvtw/|\ ble,peij tau,taj ta.j mega,laj oivkodoma,jÈ ouv mh. 
avfeqh/| w-de li,qoj evpi. li,qon o]j ouv mh. kataluqh/|Å 
 
ESV 

Mark 13:19 For in those days there will be such tribulation as has not been from the beginning 
of the creation that God created until now, and never will be. 
BGT 

Mark 13:19 e;sontai ga.r ai` h`me,rai evkei/nai qli/yij oi[a ouv ge,gonen toiau,th avpV avrch/j 
kti,sewj h]n e;ktisen o` qeo.j e[wj tou/ nu/n kai. ouv mh. ge,nhtaiÅ 
 
ESV 

Mark 13:30 Truly, I say to you, this generation will not pass away until all these things take 
place. 
BGT 

Mark 13:30 VAmh.n le,gw u`mi/n o[ti ouv mh. pare,lqh| h` genea. au[th me,crij ou- tau/ta 
pa,nta ge,nhtaiÅ 
 
ESV 

Mark 13:31 Heaven and earth will pass away, but my words will not pass away. 
BGT 

Mark 13:31 o` ouvrano.j kai. h` gh/ pareleu,sontai( oi` de. lo,goi mou ouv mh. 
pareleu,sontaiÅ 
 
ESV 

Mark 14:25 Truly, I say to you, I will not drink again of the fruit of the vine until that day when I 
drink it new in the kingdom of God." 
BGT 

Mark 14:25 avmh.n le,gw u`mi/n o[ti ouvke,ti ouv mh. pi,w evk tou/ genh,matoj th/j avmpe,lou e[wj 
th/j h`me,raj evkei,nhj o[tan auvto. pi,nw kaino.n evn th/| basilei,a| tou/ qeou/Å 
 
ESV 

Mark 14:31 But he said emphatically, "If I must die with you, I will not deny you." And they all 
said the same. 
BGT 

Mark 14:31 o` de. evkperissw/j evla,lei\ eva.n de,h| me sunapoqanei/n soi( ouv mh, se 
avparnh,somaiÅ w`sau,twj de. kai. pa,ntej e;legonÅ 
 
ESV 

Mark 16:18 they will pick up serpents with their hands; and if they drink any deadly poison, it 
will not hurt them; they will lay their hands on the sick, and they will recover." 
BGT 

Mark 16:18 Îkai. evn tai/j cersi.n! o;feij avrou/sin ka'n qana,simo,n ti pi,wsin ouv mh. 
auvtou.j bla,yh|( evpi. avrrw,stouj cei/raj evpiqh,sousin kai. kalw/j e[xousinÅ 
 
ESV 

Luke 1:15 for he will be great before the Lord. And he must not drink wine or strong drink, and 
he will be filled with the Holy Spirit, even from his mother's womb. 
BGT 

Luke 1:15 e;stai ga.r me,gaj evnw,pion Îtou/! kuri,ou( kai. oi=non kai. si,kera ouv mh. pi,h|( 
kai. pneu,matoj a`gi,ou plhsqh,setai e;ti evk koili,aj mhtro.j auvtou/( 
 
ESV 

Luke 6:37 "Judge not, and you will not be judged; condemn not, and you will not be 
condemned; forgive, and you will be forgiven; 
BGT 

Luke 6:37 Kai. mh. kri,nete( kai. ouv mh. kriqh/te\ kai. mh. katadika,zete( kai. ouv mh. 
katadikasqh/teÅ avpolu,ete( kai. avpoluqh,sesqe\ 
 
ESV 

Luke 8:17 For nothing is hidden that will not be made manifest, nor is anything secret that will 
not be known and come to light. 
BGT 

Luke 8:17 ouv ga,r evstin krupto.n o] ouv fanero.n genh,setai ouvde. avpo,krufon o] ouv mh. 
gnwsqh/| kai. eivj fanero.n e;lqh|Å 
 
ESV 

Luke 9:27 But I tell you truly, there are some standing here who will not taste death until they 
see the kingdom of God." 
BGT 

Luke 9:27 le,gw de. u`mi/n avlhqw/j( eivsi,n tinej tw/n auvtou/ e`sthko,twn oi] ouv mh. 
geu,swntai qana,tou e[wj a'n i;dwsin th.n basilei,an tou/ qeou/Å 
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ESV 
Luke 10:19 Behold, I have given you authority to tread on serpents and scorpions, and over 

all the power of the enemy, and nothing shall hurt you. 
BGT 

Luke 10:19 ivdou. de,dwka u`mi/n th.n evxousi,an tou/ patei/n evpa,nw o;fewn kai. skorpi,wn( 
kai. evpi. pa/san th.n du,namin tou/ evcqrou/( kai. ouvde.n u`ma/j ouv mh. avdikh,sh|Å 
 
ESV 

Luke 12:59 I tell you, you will never get out until you have paid the very last penny." 
BGT 

Luke 12:59 le,gw soi( ouv mh. evxe,lqh|j evkei/qen( e[wj kai. to. e;scaton lepto.n avpodw/|jÅ 
 
ESV 

Luke 13:35 Behold, your house is forsaken. And I tell you, you will not see me until you say, 
'Blessed is he who comes in the name of the Lord!'" 
BGT 

Luke 13:35 ivdou. avfi,etai u`mi/n o` oi=koj u`mw/nÅ le,gw Îde.! u`mi/n( ouv mh. i;dhte, me e[wj 
Îh[xei o[te! ei;phte\ euvloghme,noj o` evrco,menoj evn ovno,mati kuri,ouÅ 
 
ESV 

Luke 18:7 And will not God give justice to his elect, who cry to him day and night? Will he 
delay long over them? 
BGT 

Luke 18:7 o` de. qeo.j ouv mh. poih,sh| th.n evkdi,khsin tw/n evklektw/n auvtou/ tw/n bow,ntwn 
auvtw/| h`me,raj kai. nukto,j( kai. makroqumei/ evpV auvtoi/jÈ 
 
ESV 

Luke 18:17 Truly, I say to you, whoever does not receive the kingdom of God like a child shall 
not enter it." 
BGT 

Luke 18:17 avmh.n le,gw u`mi/n( o]j a'n mh. de,xhtai th.n basilei,an tou/ qeou/ w`j paidi,on( 
ouv mh. eivse,lqh| eivj auvth,nÅ 
 
ESV 

Luke 21:18 But not a hair of your head will perish. 
BGT 

Luke 21:18 kai. qri.x evk th/j kefalh/j u`mw/n ouv mh. avpo,lhtaiÅ 
 
ESV 

Luke 21:32 Truly, I say to you, this generation will not pass away until all has taken place. 
BGT 

Luke 21:32 avmh.n le,gw u`mi/n o[ti ouv mh. pare,lqh| h` genea. au[th e[wj a'n pa,nta ge,nhtaiÅ 
 
ESV 

Luke 21:33 Heaven and earth will pass away, but my words will not pass away. 
BGT 

Luke 21:33 o` ouvrano.j kai. h` gh/ pareleu,sontai( oi` de. lo,goi mou ouv mh. 
pareleu,sontaiÅ 
 
ESV 

Luke 22:16 For I tell you I will not eat it until it is fulfilled in the kingdom of God." 
BGT 

Luke 22:16 le,gw ga.r u`mi/n o[ti ouv mh. fa,gw auvto. e[wj o[tou plhrwqh/| evn th/| basilei,a| 
tou/ qeou/Å 
 
ESV 

Luke 22:18 For I tell you that from now on I will not drink of the fruit of the vine until the 
kingdom of God comes." 
BGT 

Luke 22:18 le,gw ga.r u`mi/n( Îo[ti! ouv mh. pi,w avpo. tou/ nu/n avpo. tou/ genh,matoj th/j 
avmpe,lou e[wj ou- h` basilei,a tou/ qeou/ e;lqh|Å 
 
ESV 

Luke 22:66 When day came, the assembly of the elders of the people gathered together, both 
chief priests and scribes. And they led him away to their council, and they said, 
BGT 

Luke 22:67 le,gontej\ eiv su. ei= o` cristo,j( eivpo.n h`mi/nÅ ei=pen de. auvtoi/j\ eva.n u`mi/n 
ei;pw( ouv mh. pisteu,shte\ 
 
ESV 

Luke 22:68 and if I ask you, you will not answer. 
BGT 

Luke 22:68 eva.n de. evrwth,sw( ouv mh. avpokriqh/teÅ 
 
ESV 

John 4:14 but whoever drinks of the water that I will give him will never be thirsty forever. The 
water that I will give him will become in him a spring of water welling up to eternal life." 
BGT 

John 4:14 o]j dV a'n pi,h| evk tou/ u[datoj ou- evgw. dw,sw auvtw/|( ouv mh. diyh,sei eivj to.n 
aivw/na( avlla. to. u[dwr o] dw,sw auvtw/| genh,setai evn auvtw/| phgh. u[datoj a`llome,nou eivj zwh.n 
aivw,nionÅ 
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ESV 

John 4:48 So Jesus said to him, "Unless you see signs and wonders you will not believe." 
BGT 

John 4:48 ei=pen ou=n o` VIhsou/j pro.j auvto,n\ eva.n mh. shmei/a kai. te,rata i;dhte( ouv mh. 
pisteu,shteÅ 
 
ESV 

John 6:35 Jesus said to them, "I am the bread of life; whoever comes to me shall not hunger, 
and whoever believes in me shall never thirst. 
BGT 

John 6:35 ei=pen auvtoi/j o` VIhsou/j\ evgw, eivmi o` a;rtoj th/j zwh/j\ o` evrco,menoj pro.j evme. 
ouv mh. peina,sh|( kai. o` pisteu,wn eivj evme. ouv mh. diyh,sei pw,poteÅ 
 
ESV 

John 6:37 All that the Father gives me will come to me, and whoever comes to me I will never 
cast out. 
BGT 

John 6:37 pa/n o] di,dwsi,n moi o` path.r pro.j evme. h[xei( kai. to.n evrco,menon pro.j evme. ouv 
mh. evkba,lw e;xw( 
 
ESV 

John 8:12 Again Jesus spoke to them, saying, "I am the light of the world. Whoever follows 
me will not walk in darkness, but will have the light of life." 
BGT 

John 8:12 Pa,lin ou=n auvtoi/j evla,lhsen o` VIhsou/j le,gwn\ evgw, eivmi to. fw/j tou/ 
ko,smou\ o` avkolouqw/n evmoi. ouv mh. peripath,sh| evn th/| skoti,a|( avllV e[xei to. fw/j th/j zwh/jÅ 
 
ESV 

John 8:51 Truly, truly, I say to you, if anyone keeps my word, he will never see death." 
BGT 

John 8:51 avmh.n avmh.n le,gw u`mi/n( eva,n tij to.n evmo.n lo,gon thrh,sh|( qa,naton ouv mh. 
qewrh,sh| eivj to.n aivw/naÅ 
 
ESV 

John 8:52 The Jews said to him, "Now we know that you have a demon! Abraham died, as 
did the prophets, yet you say, 'If anyone keeps my word, he will never taste death.' 
BGT 

John 8:52 ei=pon Îou=n! auvtw/| oi` VIoudai/oi\ nu/n evgnw,kamen o[ti daimo,nion e;ceijÅ 
VAbraa.m avpe,qanen kai. oi` profh/tai( kai. su. le,geij\ eva,n tij to.n lo,gon mou thrh,sh|( ouv 
mh. geu,shtai qana,tou eivj to.n aivw/naÅ 
 
ESV 

John 10:5 A stranger they will not follow, but they will flee from him, for they do not know the 
voice of strangers." 
BGT 

John 10:5 avllotri,w| de. ouv mh. avkolouqh,sousin( avlla. feu,xontai avpV auvtou/( o[ti ouvk 
oi;dasin tw/n avllotri,wn th.n fwnh,nÅ 
 
ESV 

John 10:28 I give them eternal life, and they will never perish, and no one will snatch them 
out of my hand. 
BGT 

John 10:28 kavgw. di,dwmi auvtoi/j zwh.n aivw,nion kai. ouv mh. avpo,lwntai eivj to.n aivw/na 
kai. ouvc a`rpa,sei tij auvta. evk th/j ceiro,j mouÅ 
 
ESV 

John 11:26 and everyone who lives and believes in me shall never die. Do you believe this?" 
BGT 

John 11:26 kai. pa/j o` zw/n kai. pisteu,wn eivj evme. ouv mh. avpoqa,nh| eivj to.n aivw/naÅ 
pisteu,eij tou/toÈ 
 
ESV 

John 11:56 They were looking for Jesus and saying to one another as they stood in the 
temple, "What do you think? That he will not come to the feast at all?" 
BGT 

John 11:56 evzh,toun ou=n to.n VIhsou/n kai. e;legon metV avllh,lwn evn tw/| i`erw/| e`sthko,tej\ 
ti, dokei/ u`mi/nÈ o[ti ouv mh. e;lqh| eivj th.n e`orth,nÈ 
 
ESV 

John 13:8 Peter said to him, "You shall never wash my feet." Jesus answered him, "If I do not 
wash you, you have no share with me." 
BGT 

John 13:8 le,gei auvtw/| Pe,troj\ ouv mh. ni,yh|j mou tou.j po,daj eivj to.n aivw/naÅ avpekri,qh 
VIhsou/j auvtw/|\ eva.n mh. ni,yw se( ouvk e;ceij me,roj metV evmou/Å 
 
ESV 

John 13:38 Jesus answered, "Will you lay down your life for me? Truly, truly, I say to you, the 
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rooster will not crow till you have denied me three times. 
BGT 

John 13:38 avpokri,netai VIhsou/j\ th.n yuch,n sou u`pe.r evmou/ qh,seijÈ avmh.n avmh.n le,gw 
soi( ouv mh. avle,ktwr fwnh,sh| e[wj ou- avrnh,sh| me tri,jÅ 
 
ESV 

John 18:11 So Jesus said to Peter, "Put your sword into its sheath; shall I not drink the cup 
that the Father has given me?" 
BGT 

John 18:11 ei=pen ou=n o` VIhsou/j tw/| Pe,trw|\ ba,le th.n ma,cairan eivj th.n qh,khn\ to. 
poth,rion o] de,dwke,n moi o` path.r ouv mh. pi,w auvto,È 
 
ESV 

John 20:25 So the other disciples told him, "We have seen the Lord." But he said to them, 
"Unless I see in his hands the mark of the nails, and place my finger into the mark of the nails, 
and place my hand into his side, I will never believe." 
BGT 

John 20:25 e;legon ou=n auvtw/| oi` a;lloi maqhtai,\ e`wra,kamen to.n ku,rionÅ o` de. ei=pen 
auvtoi/j\ eva.n mh. i;dw evn tai/j cersi.n auvtou/ to.n tu,pon tw/n h[lwn kai. ba,lw to.n da,ktulo,n 
mou eivj to.n tu,pon tw/n h[lwn kai. ba,lw mou th.n cei/ra eivj th.n pleura.n auvtou/( ouv mh. 
pisteu,swÅ 
 
ESV 

Acts 13:41 "'Look, you scoffers, be astounded and perish; for I am doing a work in your days, 
a work that you will not believe, even if one tells it to you.'" 
BGT 

Acts 13:41 i;dete( oi` katafronhtai,( kai. qauma,sate kai. avfani,sqhte( o[ti e;rgon 
evrga,zomai evgw. evn tai/j h`me,raij u`mw/n( e;rgon o] ouv mh. pisteu,shte eva,n tij evkdihgh/tai 
u`mi/nÅ 
 
ESV 

Acts 28:26 "'Go to this people, and say, You will indeed hear but never understand, and you 
will indeed see but never perceive. 
BGT 

Acts 28:26 le,gwn\ poreu,qhti pro.j to.n lao.n tou/ton kai. eivpo,n\ avkoh/| avkou,sete kai. ouv 
mh. sunh/te kai. ble,pontej ble,yete kai. ouv mh. i;dhte\ 
 
ESV 

Romans 4:8 blessed is the man against whom the Lord will not count his sin." 
BGT 

Romans 4:8 maka,rioj avnh.r ou- ouv mh. logi,shtai ku,rioj a`marti,anÅ 
 
ESV 

1 Corinthians 8:13 Therefore, if food makes my brother stumble, I will never eat meat, lest I 
make my brother stumble. 
BGT 

1 Corinthians 8:13 dio,per eiv brw/ma skandali,zei to.n avdelfo,n mou( ouv mh. fa,gw kre,a 
eivj to.n aivw/na( i[na mh. to.n avdelfo,n mou skandali,swÅ 
 
ESV 

Galatians 5:16 But I say, walk by the Spirit, and you will not gratify the desires of the flesh. 
BGT 

Galatians 5:16 Le,gw de,( pneu,mati peripatei/te kai. evpiqumi,an sarko.j ouv mh. tele,shteÅ 
 
ESV 

1 Thessalonians 4:15 For this we declare to you by a word from the Lord, that we who are 
alive, who are left until the coming of the Lord, will not precede those who have fallen asleep. 
BGT 

1 Thessalonians 4:15 Tou/to ga.r u`mi/n le,gomen evn lo,gw| kuri,ou( o[ti h`mei/j oi` zw/ntej 
oi` perileipo,menoi eivj th.n parousi,an tou/ kuri,ou ouv mh. fqa,swmen tou.j koimhqe,ntaj\ 
 
ESV 

1 Thessalonians 5:3 While people are saying, "There is peace and security," then sudden 
destruction will come upon them as labor pains come upon a pregnant woman, and they will not 
escape. 
BGT 

1 Thessalonians 5:3 o[tan le,gwsin\ eivrh,nh kai. avsfa,leia( to,te aivfni,dioj auvtoi/j 
evfi,statai o;leqroj w[sper h` wvdi.n th/| evn gastri. evcou,sh|( kai. ouv mh. evkfu,gwsinÅ 
 
ESV 

Hebrews 8:11 And they shall not teach, each one his neighbor and each one his brother, 
saying, 'Know the Lord,' for they shall all know me, from the least of them to the greatest. 
BGT 

Hebrews 8:11 kai. ouv mh. dida,xwsin e[kastoj to.n poli,thn auvtou/ kai. e[kastoj to.n 
avdelfo.n auvtou/ le,gwn\ gnw/qi to.n ku,rion( o[ti pa,ntej eivdh,sousi,n me avpo. mikrou/ e[wj 
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mega,lou auvtw/n( 
 
ESV 

Hebrews 8:12 For I will be merciful toward their iniquities, and I will remember their sins no 
more." 
BGT 

Hebrews 8:12 o[ti i[lewj e;somai tai/j avdiki,aij auvtw/n kai. tw/n a`martiw/n auvtw/n ouv mh. 
mnhsqw/ e;tiÅ 
 
ESV 

Hebrews 10:17 then he adds, "I will remember their sins and their lawless deeds no more." 
BGT 

Hebrews 10:17 kai. tw/n a`martiw/n auvtw/n kai. tw/n avnomiw/n auvtw/n ouv mh. 
mnhsqh,somai e;tiÅ 
 
ESV 

Hebrews 13:5 Keep your life free from love of money, and be content with what you have, for 
he has said, "I will never leave you nor forsake you." 
BGT 

Hebrews 13:5 VAfila,rguroj o` tro,poj( avrkou,menoi toi/j parou/sinÅ auvto.j ga.r ei;rhken\ 
ouv mh, se avnw/ ouvdV ouv mh, se evgkatali,pw( 
 
ESV 

1 Peter 2:6 For it stands in Scripture: "Behold, I am laying in Zion a stone, a cornerstone 
chosen and precious, and whoever believes in him will not be put to shame." 
BGT 

1 Peter 2:6 dio,ti perie,cei evn grafh/|\ ivdou. ti,qhmi evn Siw.n li,qon avkrogwniai/on 
evklekto.n e;ntimon kai. o` pisteu,wn evpV auvtw/| ouv mh. kataiscunqh/|Å 
 
ESV 

2 Peter 1:10 Therefore, brothers, be all the more diligent to make your calling and election 
sure, for if you practice these qualities you will never fall. 
BGT 

2 Peter 1:10 dio. ma/llon( avdelfoi,( spouda,sate bebai,an u`mw/n th.n klh/sin kai. evklogh.n 
poiei/sqai\ tau/ta ga.r poiou/ntej ouv mh. ptai,shte, poteÅ 
 
ESV 

Revelation 2:11 He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches. The 
one who conquers will not be hurt by the second death.' 
BGT 

Revelation 2:11 ~O e;cwn ou=j avkousa,tw ti, to. pneu/ma le,gei tai/j evkklhsi,aijÅ ~O nikw/n 
ouv mh. avdikhqh/| evk tou/ qana,tou tou/ deute,rouÅ 
 
ESV 

Revelation 3:3 Remember, then, what you received and heard. Keep it, and repent. If you will 
not wake up, I will come like a thief, and you will not know at what hour I will come against you. 
BGT 

Revelation 3:3 mnhmo,neue ou=n pw/j ei;lhfaj kai. h;kousaj kai. th,rei kai. metano,hsonÅ 
eva.n ou=n mh. grhgorh,sh|j( h[xw w`j kle,pthj( kai. ouv mh. gnw/|j poi,an w[ran h[xw evpi. se,Å 
 
ESV 

Revelation 3:5 The one who conquers will be clothed thus in white garments, and I will never 
blot his name out of the book of life. I will confess his name before my Father and before his 
angels. 
BGT 

Revelation 3:5 ~O nikw/n ou[twj peribalei/tai evn i`mati,oij leukoi/j kai. ouv mh. evxalei,yw 
to. o;noma auvtou/ evk th/j bi,blou th/j zwh/j kai. o`mologh,sw to. o;noma auvtou/ evnw,pion tou/ 
patro,j mou kai. evnw,pion tw/n avgge,lwn auvtou/Å 
 
ESV 

Revelation 3:12 The one who conquers, I will make him a pillar in the temple of my God. 
Never shall he go out of it, and I will write on him the name of my God, and the name of the city of 
my God, the new Jerusalem, which comes down from my God out of heaven, and my own new 
name. 
BGT 

Revelation 3:12 ~O nikw/n poih,sw auvto.n stu/lon evn tw/| naw/| tou/ qeou/ mou kai. e;xw ouv 
mh. evxe,lqh| e;ti kai. gra,yw evpV auvto.n to. o;noma tou/ qeou/ mou kai. to. o;noma th/j po,lewj 
tou/ qeou/ mou( th/j kainh/j VIerousalh.m h` katabai,nousa evk tou/ ouvranou/ avpo. tou/ qeou/ 
mou( kai. to. o;noma, mou to. kaino,nÅ 
 
ESV 

Revelation 9:6 And in those days people will seek death and will not find it. They will long to 
die, but death will flee from them. 
BGT 

Revelation 9:6 kai. evn tai/j h`me,raij evkei,naij zhth,sousin oi` a;nqrwpoi to.n qa,naton 
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kai. ouv mh. eu`rh,sousin auvto,n( kai. evpiqumh,sousin avpoqanei/n kai. feu,gei o` qa,natoj avpV 
auvtw/nÅ 
 
ESV 

Revelation 15:4 Who will not fear, O Lord, and glorify your name? For you alone are holy. All 
nations will come and worship you, for your righteous acts have been revealed." 
BGT 

Revelation 15:4 ti,j ouv mh. fobhqh/|( ku,rie( kai. doxa,sei to. o;noma, souÈ o[ti mo,noj o[sioj( 
o[ti pa,nta ta. e;qnh h[xousin kai. proskunh,sousin evnw,pio,n sou( o[ti ta. dikaiw,mata, sou 
evfanerw,qhsanÅ 
 
ESV 

Revelation 18:7 As she glorified herself and lived in luxury, so give her a like measure of 
torment and mourning, since in her heart she says, 'I sit as a queen, I am no widow, and 
mourning I shall never see.' 
BGT 

Revelation 18:7 o[sa evdo,xasen auvth.n kai. evstrhni,asen( tosou/ton do,te auvth/| 
basanismo.n kai. pe,nqojÅ o[ti evn th/| kardi,a| auvth/j le,gei o[ti ka,qhmai basi,lissa kai. ch,ra 
ouvk eivmi. kai. pe,nqoj ouv mh. i;dwÅ 
 
ESV 

Revelation 18:14 "The fruit for which your soul longed has gone from you, and all your 
delicacies and your splendors are lost to you, never to be found again!" 
BGT 

Revelation 18:14 kai. h` ovpw,ra sou th/j evpiqumi,aj th/j yuch/j avph/lqen avpo. sou/( kai. 
pa,nta ta. lipara. kai. ta. lampra. avpw,leto avpo. sou/ kai. ouvke,ti ouv mh. auvta. eu`rh,sousinÅ 
 
ESV 

Revelation 18:21 Then a mighty angel took up a stone like a great millstone and threw it into 
the sea, saying, "So will Babylon the great city be thrown down with violence, and will be found 
no more; 
BGT 

Revelation 18:21 Kai. h=ren ei-j a;ggeloj ivscuro.j li,qon w`j mu,linon me,gan kai. e;balen 
eivj th.n qa,lassan le,gwn\ ou[twj o`rmh,mati blhqh,setai Babulw.n h` mega,lh po,lij kai. ouv 
mh. eu`reqh/| e;tiÅ 
 
ESV 

Revelation 18:22 and the sound of harpists and musicians, of flute players and trumpeters, 
will be heard in you no more, and a craftsman of any craft will be found in you no more, and the 
sound of the mill will be heard in you no more, 
BGT 

Revelation 18:22 kai. fwnh. kiqarw|dw/n kai. mousikw/n kai. auvlhtw/n kai. salpistw/n ouv 
mh. avkousqh/| evn soi. e;ti( kai. pa/j tecni,thj pa,shj te,cnhj ouv mh. eu`reqh/| evn soi. e;ti( kai. 
fwnh. mu,lou ouv mh. avkousqh/| evn soi. e;ti( 
 
ESV 

Revelation 18:23 and the light of a lamp will shine in you no more, and the voice of 
bridegroom and bride will be heard in you no more, for your merchants were the great ones of the 
earth, and all nations were deceived by your sorcery. 
BGT 

Revelation 18:23 kai. fw/j lu,cnou ouv mh. fa,nh| evn soi. e;ti( kai. fwnh. numfi,ou kai. 
nu,mfhj ouv mh. avkousqh/| evn soi. e;ti\ o[ti oi` e;mporoi, sou h=san oi` megista/nej th/j gh/j( o[ti 
evn th/| farmakei,a| sou evplanh,qhsan pa,nta ta. e;qnh( 
 
ESV 

Revelation 21:25 and its gates will never be shut by day- and there will be no night there. 
BGT 

Revelation 21:25 kai. oi` pulw/nej auvth/j ouv mh. kleisqw/sin h`me,raj( nu.x ga.r ouvk e;stai 
evkei/( 
 
ESV 

Revelation 21:27 But nothing unclean will ever enter it, nor anyone who does what is 
detestable or false, but only those who are written in the Lamb's book of life. 
BGT 

Revelation 21:27 kai. ouv mh. eivse,lqh| eivj auvth.n pa/n koino.n kai. Îo`! poiw/n bde,lugma 
kai. yeu/doj eiv mh. oi` gegramme,noi evn tw/| bibli,w| th/j zwh/j tou/ avrni,ouÅ 
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Prayer: An imperative? 

 
ESV 

Matthew 5:44 But I say to you, Love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you, 
 
GNT 

Matthew 5:44 evgw. de. le,gw u`mi/n( avgapa/te tou.j evcqrou.j u`mw/n kai. proseu,cesqe u`pe.r 
tw/n diwko,ntwn u`ma/j( 
 
9
 Pray then like this: "Our Father in heaven, hallowed be your name. 

 

 
9  Ou[twj ou=n proseu,cesqe u`mei/j\ Pa,ter h`mw/n o` evn toi/j ouvranoi/j( a`giasqh,tw to. o;noma, 
sou\ 
 
ESV 

Matthew 24:20 Pray that your flight may not be in winter or on a Sabbath. 
 
GNT 

Matthew 24:20 proseu,cesqe de. i[na mh. ge,nhtai h` fugh. u`mw/n ceimw/noj mhde. sabba,tw|Å 
 
ESV 

Matthew 26:41 Watch and pray that you may not enter into temptation. The spirit indeed is 
willing, but the flesh is weak." 
 
GNT 

Matthew 26:41 grhgorei/te kai. proseu,cesqe( i[na mh. eivse,lqhte eivj peirasmo,n\ to. me.n 
pneu/ma pro,qumon h` de. sa.rx avsqenh,jÅ 
 
ESV 

Mark 11:24 Therefore I tell you, whatever you ask in prayer, believe that you have received it, 
and it will be yours. 
 
GNT 

Mark 11:24 dia. tou/to le,gw u`mi/n( pa,nta o[sa proseu,cesqe kai. aivtei/sqe( pisteu,ete o[ti 
evla,bete( kai. e;stai u`mi/nÅ 
 
ESV 

Mark 13:18 Pray that it may not happen in winter. 
 
GNT 

Mark 13:18 proseu,cesqe de. i[na mh. ge,nhtai ceimw/noj\ 
 
ESV 

Mark 14:38 Watch and pray that you may not enter into temptation. The spirit indeed is 
willing, but the flesh is weak." 
 
GNT 

Mark 14:38 grhgorei/te kai. proseu,cesqe( i[na mh. e;lqhte eivj peirasmo,n\ to. me.n 
pneu/ma pro,qumon h` de. sa.rx avsqenh,jÅ 
 
ESV 

Luke 6:28 bless those who curse you, pray for those who abuse you. 
 
GNT 

Luke 6:28 euvlogei/te tou.j katarwme,nouj u`ma/j( proseu,cesqe peri. tw/n evphreazo,ntwn 
u`ma/jÅ 
 
ESV 

Luke 22:40 And when he came to the place, he said to them, "Pray that you may not enter 
into temptation." 
 
GNT 

Luke 22:40 geno,menoj de. evpi. tou/ to,pou ei=pen auvtoi/j( Proseu,cesqe mh. eivselqei/n eivj 
peirasmo,nÅ 
 
ESV 

Luke 22:46 and he said to them, "Why are you sleeping? Rise and pray that you may not 
enter into temptation." 
 
GNT 

Luke 22:46 kai. ei=pen auvtoi/j( Ti, kaqeu,deteÈ avnasta,ntej proseu,cesqe( i[na mh. 
eivse,lqhte eivj peirasmo,nÅ 
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ESV 

1 Thessalonians 5:17 pray without ceasing, 
 
GNT 

1 Thessalonians 5:17 avdialei,ptwj proseu,cesqe( 
 
ESV 

1 Thessalonians 5:25 Brothers, pray for us. 
 
GNT 

1 Thessalonians 5:25 VAdelfoi,( proseu,cesqe Îkai.! peri. h`mw/nÅ 
 
ESV 

2 Thessalonians 3:1 Finally, brothers, pray for us, that the word of the Lord may speed 
ahead and be honored, as happened among you, 
 
GNT 

2 Thessalonians 3:1 To. loipo.n proseu,cesqe( avdelfoi,( peri. h`mw/n( i[na o` lo,goj tou/ 
kuri,ou tre,ch| kai. doxa,zhtai kaqw.j kai. pro.j u`ma/j( 
 
ESV 

Hebrews 13:18 Pray for us, for we are sure that we have a clear conscience, desiring to act 
honorably in all things. 
 
GNT 

Hebrews 13:18 Proseu,cesqe peri. h`mw/n\ peiqo,meqa ga.r o[ti kalh.n sunei,dhsin 
e;comen( evn pa/sin kalw/j qe,lontej avnastre,fesqaiÅ 
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Rejoice: an Imperative? 

 

ESV 
Matthew 5:12 Rejoice and be glad, for your reward is great in heaven, for so they persecuted 

the prophets who were before you. 
 
GNT 

Matthew 5:12 cai,rete kai. avgallia/sqe( o[ti o` misqo.j u`mw/n polu.j evn toi/j ouvranoi/j\ 
ou[twj ga.r evdi,wxan tou.j profh,taj tou.j pro. u`mw/nÅ 
 
9
 And behold, Jesus met them and said, "Greetings!" And they came up and took hold of his feet 

and worshiped him. 
 

 
9  kai. ivdou. VIhsou/j u`ph,nthsen auvtai/j le,gwn( Cai,reteÅ ai` de. proselqou/sai evkra,thsan 
auvtou/ tou.j po,daj kai. proseku,nhsan auvtw/|Å 
 
ESV 

Luke 10:20 Nevertheless, do not rejoice in this, that the spirits are subject to you, but rejoice 
that your names are written in heaven." 
 
GNT 

Luke 10:20 plh.n evn tou,tw| mh. cai,rete o[ti ta. pneu,mata u`mi/n u`pota,ssetai( cai,rete de. 
o[ti ta. ovno,mata u`mw/n evgge,graptai evn toi/j ouvranoi/jÅ 
 
ESV 

2 Corinthians 13:11 Finally, brothers, rejoice. Aim for restoration, comfort one another, agree 
with one another, live in peace; and the God of love and peace will be with you. 
 
GNT 

2 Corinthians 13:11 Loipo,n( avdelfoi,( cai,rete( katarti,zesqe( parakalei/sqe( to. auvto. 
fronei/te( eivrhneu,ete( kai. o` qeo.j th/j avga,phj kai. eivrh,nhj e;stai meqV u`mw/nÅ 
 
ESV 

Philippians 2:18 Likewise you also should be glad and rejoice with me. 
 
GNT 

Philippians 2:18 to. de. auvto. kai. u`mei/j cai,rete kai. sugcai,rete, moiÅ 
 
ESV 

Philippians 3:1 Finally, my brothers, rejoice in the Lord. To write the same things to you is no 
trouble to me and is safe for you. 
 
GNT 

Philippians 3:1 To. loipo,n( avdelfoi, mou( cai,rete evn kuri,w|Å ta. auvta. gra,fein u`mi/n 
evmoi. me.n ouvk ovknhro,n( u`mi/n de. avsfale,jÅ 
 
ESV 

Philippians 4:4 Rejoice in the Lord always; again I will say, Rejoice. 
 
GNT 

Philippians 4:4 Cai,rete evn kuri,w| pa,ntote\ pa,lin evrw/( cai,reteÅ 
 
ESV 

1 Thessalonians 5:16 Rejoice always, 
 
GNT 

1 Thessalonians 5:16 Pa,ntote cai,rete( 
 
ESV 

1 Peter 4:13 But rejoice insofar as you share Christ's sufferings, that you may also rejoice and 
be glad when his glory is revealed. 
 
GNT 

1 Peter 4:13 avlla. kaqo. koinwnei/te toi/j tou/ Cristou/ paqh,masin cai,rete( i[na kai. evn 
th/| avpokalu,yei th/j do,xhj auvtou/ carh/te avgalliw,menoiÅ 
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Biblical Self Examination 

 

1) I am assuming that Scripture commends self-examination as a healthy discipline for 
growth in discipleship (1 Cor 11:28, Gal 6:4, 2 Cor 13:5).  

 
2) In my mind there are a few interconnected purposes for tracking patterns of sin.  

Defining them clearly highlights the importance of the exercise. 
 

P; #0&?+4%&?+(&.'03&/)3&*0(%&%11%-2)=%5,;&c0$3&I?%3&/+)8A&T@%&3%%8&20&9%&

)32)*+2%5,&+-S.+)32%8&?)2$&2$%&?+,/A&?)5%/A&*%2$08/A&+8=+32+4%/A&+38&

0--+/)03/&?$)-$&4)=%&5./2&)2/&/.--%//%/;&#$)/&)/&$0?&*%3&8%+5&?)2$&2$%)(&

%3%*)%/;&#$%,&/%+(-$&0.2&2$%)(&'5+3/A&'038%(&2$%)(&40+5/A&+38&-03/)8%(&

$0?&+38&9,&?$+2&*%+3/&2$%,&$+=%&'(%=+)5%8&0=%(&2$%*&)3&2$%&'+/2;&#$%3&

2$%,&-+3&9%&8%1%+2%8;&@)2$0.2&2$)/&C)38&01&/2(+2%4)-&2$)3C)34&?+(1+(%&)/&

=%(,&'()*)2)=%;&#$0/%&?$0&)38%%8&*0(2)1,&5./2&8%+5&?)2$&)2&)3&2$)/&?+,;&

>=%3&?$%3&5./2&)/&302&%32)-)34&+38&/%8.-)34A&2$%,&-03/)8%(A&?$)5%&+2&

5%)/.(%A&m#$)/&)/&/2)55&0.(&%3%*,Z&2$)/&)/&$)/&?+,&+38&$)/&*%2$08/A&2$%/%&+(%&

$)/&+8=+32+4%/A&2$)/&)/&2$%&?+,&$%&$+/&'(%=+)5%8A&+38&$%&?)55&80&2$)/A&)1&$%&)/&

302&'(%=%32%8;&I3%&01&2$%&-$0)-%/2&+38&*0/2&)*'0(2+32&'+(2/&01&/')()2.+5&

?)/80*&)/&20&1)38&0.2&2$%&/.925%2)%/A&'05)-)%/A&+38&8%'2$/&01&+3,&)38?%55)34&

/)3Z&20&-03/)8%(&?$%(%&)2/&4(%+2%/2&/2(%342$&5)%/n$0?&)2&./%/&0--+/)03/A&

0''0(2.3)2)%/A&+38&2%*'2+2)03/&20&4+)3&+8=+32+4%;&@%&3%%8&20&1)38&0.2&)2/&

'5%+/A&'(%2%3-%/&+38&(%+/03)34O/A&+38&/%%&?$+2&)2/&/2(+2%4)%/A&8)/4.)/%/A&

+38&%6-./%/&+(%d&@%&3%%8&20&/%2&2$%&L')()2&+4+)3/2&2$%&-(+12&01&2$%&058&*+3Z&

20&2(+-%&2$)/&/%('%32&)3&+55&)2/&2.(3)34/&+38&?)38)34/A&+38&20&9()34&)2/&*0/2&

/%-(%2&2()-C/&)320&2$%&0'%3;&@%&*./2&5%+(3&20&/+,Z&m#$)/&)/&,0.(&./.+5&

*%2$08Z&<&C30?&?$+2&,0.&+(%&.'&20;O&L0&20&9%&+5?+,/&(%+8)34&)/&2$%&

9%4)33)34&01&0.(&?+(1+(%;V&

&

`; #0&+''(%-)+2%&2$%&-(0//&*0(%&8%%'5,;&c0$3&G.((+,&/+)8A&TL+5=+2)03&)/&

9+/)-+55,&/+5=+2)03&1(0*&/)3A&+38&0.(&-03-%'2&01&/+5=+2)03&)/A&2$%(%10(%A&
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-038)2)03%8&9,&0.(&=)%?&01&2$%&4(+=)2,&01&2$+2&20&?$)-$&/+5=+2)03&)/&

8)(%-2%8;V&#0&4%2&)2&?(034&03&2$%&8%'2$&01&0.(&8%'(+=)2,&)/&20&4%2&)2&?(034&

03&2$%&8%'2$&01&*%(-,&%62%38%8&20&./&)3&2$%&-(0//;&#$%&40+5&01&

.38%(/2+38)34&/)3&)/&.52)*+2%5,&20&.38%(/2+38&*%(-,;&&W)-$+(8&`+62%(&'.2&

)2&2$)/&?+,A&TI=%(500C&302&2$%&*)(+-5%&01&50=%&?$)-$&:08&$+2$&/$0?%8&./&

)3&2$%&?038%(1.5&)3-+(3+2)03A&011)-%A&5)1%A&8%+2$A&(%/.((%-2)03A&+/-%3/)03A&

+38&(%)43&01&0.(&W%8%%*%(Z&9.2&/2%%'&,0.(&2$0.4$2/&*0/2&)3&2$%/%&

?038%(/&01&*%(-,A&'(0'0/%8&9,&:08&20&9%&2$%&-$)%1&*+22%(&01&,0.(&

2$0.4$2/;&J0.&/$0.58&)3&(%+/03&5+,&0.2&*+3,&2$0.4$2/&01&R$()/2&+38&4(+-%A&

10(&03%&2$+2&,0.&5+,&0.2&03&,0.(&/)3&+38&*)/%(,;&:08&(%S.)(%2$&2$+2&,0.&

/%%&,0.(&/)3&+38&*)/%(,A&9.2&/0&*.-$&+/&2%38%2$&20&*+43)1,&2$%&(%*%8,&

+38&-+./%&,0.&20&+--%'2&)2;&i%=%(&2$)3C&01&/)3&+38&$%55&+503%Z&9.2&+/&2$%&

?+,&20&2$%&2$0.4$2/&01&R$()/2&+38&4(+-%;V&

 

R; #0&5%+(3&20&-0.3/%5&02$%(/;&LC)55&)3&8%+5)34&?)2$&0.(/%5=%/&)/&+&'+(2&01&

%S.)'')34&./&20&8%+5&?)2$&02$%(/;&]30?)34&$0?&-.33)34&0.(&15%/$&)/&

%3+95%/&./&20&-.2&2$(0.4$&/*0C%/-(%%3/&20&2$%&$%+(2&01&2$%&)//.%&?)2$&

02$%(/&?$0&80&%6+-25,&?$+2&?%&80;&#$%&'.()2+3/&?%(%&T'$,/)-+3/&01&2$%&

/0.5V&9%-+./%&2$%,&?%(%&%6'%(2/&)3&2$%&/2.8,&01&2$%&L-()'2.(%/&+38&2$%&

/2.8,&01&2$%)(&0?3&$%+(2/;&#$%&+9)5)2,&20&8)/-%(3&2$%&/.925%2)%/&01&2$%&15%/$&

+38&%34+4%&2$%*&)3&0.(&0?3&$%+(2/&)/&%//%32)+5&10(&*)3)/2(,;&#$)/&)/&+3&

+(%+&?$%(%&?%&*./2&5%+8&9,&%6+*'5%;&&

 

3) There are also guidelines that help secure getting the maximum benefit from the 

exercise. 

 

P; @%&*./2&9%&(.2$5%//&+2&%6'0/)34&2$%&/)31.53%//&01&0.(&/)3;&<&2%38&20&/'%+C&01&

*,&/)3&)3&?+,/&2$+2&*+C%&)2&+''%+(&302&S.)2%&/0&9+8;&>=%3&-031%//)03&-+3&

9%-0*%&+&'5+-%&10(&2$%&*+3)1%/2+2)03&01&/)3;&W+2$%(&2$+3&%6'0/)34&+55&2$%&

/.925%2)%/&+38&.22%(&?)-C%83%//&01&/)3&<&+22%*'2&20&*)3)*)g%&)2&9,&2$%&?+,&<&

/'%+C&+90.2&)2;&&#$0*+/&:(%40(,&/+)8A&T<3&/%%C)34&20&*)3)*)g%&/)3A&*+3&/)3/&
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+55&2$%&*0(%;V&G,&0?3&-031%//)03/&8.%&20&?$+2&<&-$00/%&20&%6-5.8%&0(&2$%)(&

5+-C&01&/'%-)1)-)2,&0(&8.%&20&2$%&?+,&<&95+2+325,&*)3)*)g%&/)3&)/&7./2&03%&*0(%&

%6'(%//)03&01&/)3;&c)*&>55)02&)3&2$%&1)(/2&'+4%&01&$)/&70.(3+5&?(02%A&T@$+2&)/&

?()22%3&)3&2$%/%&'+4%/&<&/.''0/%&?)55&/0*%8+,&9%&(%+8&9,&02$%(/&2$+3&*,/%51;&

f0(&2$)/&(%+/03&<&-+3302&$0'%&20&9%&+9/05.2%5,&$03%/2&)3&?$+2&)/&$%(%)3&

(%-0(8%8A&10(&2$%&$,'0-()/,&01&2$)/&/$+**)34&$%+(2&?)55&%=%(&9%&'.22)34&03&+&

1(032&+38&8+(%/&302&$+=%&?()22%3&?$+2&)/&+-2.+55,&10.38&)3&)2/&+9,/*+5&

8%'2$/;V&@%&*./2&9%&)32%32)03+5&+38&(.2$5%//&?)2$&0.(/%5=%/&)3&0(8%(&10(&2$)/&

%6%(-)/%&20&9%&01&+3,&9%3%1)2;&<2&?)55&302&8.%&20&/)*'5,&%6'0/%&/)3&2$+2&)/&)3&+&

/%3/%&302&200&.3-0*10(2+95%&20&%6'0/%A&9.2&2$%&'(0-%//&)2&/%%*/&*./2&9%&

'+)31.5&10(&)2&20&9%&+3,&4008;&

 

`; @%&*./2&9%&/'%-)1)-&)3&%6'0/)34&0.(&/)3;&:%3%(+5)g)34&/)3&-+3&/%(=%&+/&+&-50+C&

20&*)3)*)g%&/)3;&<2&)/&8)11%(%32&-031%//&2$+2&,0.O=%&9%%3&)(()2+95%&0=%(&+4+)3/2&

+8*)22)34&2$+2&,0.O=%&9%%3&+22%*'2)34&20&8%2$(03%&408&+38&?0(/$)'&-0*10(2&

+/&+3&)805;&#$%&`)95%&4)=%/&./&*+3,&-+2%40()%/&)3&?$)-$&20&)8%32)1,&0.(&8%/)(%/&

+38&+-2)03/;&@%&-03=%3)%325,&-+55&2$%*&02$%(&2$)34/&20&8.*9&2$%*&80?3&+38&

*+C%&2$%*&5%//&011%3/)=%;&`%)34&-(+99,&$+/&(%'5+-%8&4(.*95)34&+38&

)34(+2)2.8%;&`%)34&.'/%2&$+/&(%'5+-%8&+34%(;&>+2)34&+&5)225%&200&*.-$&$+/&

(%'5+-%8&45.2203,;&<3&*,&*)38&)2O/&+&502&5)C%&/'(+,)34&[,/05&)3&2$%&9+2$(00*&

+12%(&)2&$+/&9%%3&./%8;&#$%&-0=%(&.'&/-%32&1+)5/&20&?0(C&+38&+-2.+55,&-0*9)3%/&

?)2$&2$%&0()4)3+5&/-%32&20&*+C%&/0*%2$)34&+2&?0(/%;&
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&
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A Paradigm for Self Examination 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Surface      Depression/Self pity                                 Anger 
 
 
 
 
Circumstance    Relationships in family 

                 and ministry 
 
                          Promoting 

Conditions 

        Lack of sleep 
        Lack of exercise 
        Eating unhealthy 
        Sickness    

Root                             Idolotary 
          Selfish ambition 
          Love for the praise of man 
          Fear of man 
          Lust 
          Envy 
          Pride 
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The Flow of Psalm 88 
 

O Lord, God of my salvation 
I cry out day and night before you.  
Let my prayer come before you 
incline your ear to my cry!  
 
  For my soul is full of troubles and  
  my life draws near to Sheol 
  I am counted among those who go down to the pit 
  I am a man who has no strength 
   like one set loose among the dead 
   like those whom you remember no more 
    for they are cut off from your hand 
 
  You have put me in the depths of the pit 
  (that is you have put me) in the regions dark and deep 
  Your wrath lies heavily upon me and 
  You overwhelm me with all your waves 
  You have caused my companions to shun me 
  You have made me a horror to them 
 
  I am shut in so that I cannot escape 
  My eye grows dim through sorrow 
 
Every day I call upon you, O Lord 
I spread out my hands to you 
   
  Do you work wonders for the dead? 
  Do the departed rise up to praise you? 
  Is your steadfast love declared in the grave? 
  (Is your) faithfulness (declared) in Abbadon? 
  Are your wonders known in the darkness? 
  (Is) your righteousness (known) in the land of forgetfulness? 
 
But I, O Lord cry to you 
In the morning my prayer comes before you 
 
  O Lord why do you cast my soul away? 
  Why do you hide your face from me? 
 
  Afflicted and 
  Close to death from my youth up 
  I suffer your terrors 
  I am helpless 
 
  Your wrath has swept over me 
  Your dreadful assaults destroy me 
  They surround me like a flood all day long 
  They close in on me together 
  You have caused my beloved and my friend to shun me 
 
  Darkness has become my only friend 
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The Will of God 
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Paradigm for Thinking about the Will of God 
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An Analysis of 1 Kings 21 

 

Characters 

 

1. Elijah 
 A. He was a Tishbite from Tishbe in Gilead 
 B. He was a prophet of God after the division of the nation and during the decline  

1. During his prophetic ministry he confronted Ahab more than once and   
as a result he was a marked man 

   a. The incident at Mt. Carmel (1 Kgs 18:17-46) 
   b. The incident of the vineyard (1 Kgs 21) 

2. As a prophet his role was to call the nation and especially the king back 
to the covenant they had abandoned 
3. As a prophet he experienced a theophany akin to that of Moses 
4. During his prophetic ministry God did a number of signs and wonders 
through him 
5.  He chose Elisha to be his apprentice 
6. During his prophetic encounters with Ahab and Jezebel he experienced 
fear, despair and moments of triumph 
7. He was taken up by God at the end of his ministry in a flaming chariot 
8. His prophetic role became significant in the further unfolding of 
redemptive history 
 

2. Ahab 
 A. He was the son of Omri who was the builder of Samaria 
 B. He reigned as king over Israel for 22 years 
  1. He was more evil and did more evil than any king that preceded him 
   a. He married a foreign woman who eventually ruled through him 
   b. He was an idolater 
   c. He built idols and asherah poles for worship 
   d. He was unjust in his dealings 
   e. He considered the prophets his enemies 
   f. He was a murderer 
   g. He was “vexed and sullen” like a child when refused 

2. He was a figure in the narrative of 1 Kings that communicated how far 
the nation had fallen and as such he incurred on himself and the nation  
the covenant curses of Deuteronomy 

 D. God granted him three different revelations to bring him to repentance 
 E. He repented, but the change didn’t last long 
 C. God took his life in battle to fulfill a prophetic word 
 
3. Jezebel 

A. She was the daughter of Ethbaal the King of the Sidonians who were a pagan 
people that Israel was commanded to not intermarry with 
B. She was married to Ahab and reigned as his queen 
 1. She was an extremely wicked queen 
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  a. She had no regard for Yahweh 
  b. She was an idolater 
 c. She set up idol worship throughout the nation 
 d. She killed the prophets of the Lord 
 e. She selected prophets of Baal  
 f. She essentially ruled through Ahab 
 g. She sought the life of Elijah 
C. Her influence and possibly her reign continued for ten years after Ahab’s death 
D. Her doom was forecasted by the prophet Elijah and came to pass soon after 
E. Her wickedness became a paradigm that would later be utilized in one biblical 
author 

 
4. Naboth 
 A. He was a Jezreelite  
 B. He was a common man in Israel 
 C. He refused to give or sell his inheritance to Ahab 
 D. He was tried unjustly and murdered 
 
 

Covenant/History 

  
1. The nation of Israel divided  

A. The nation had reached its apex in David and the beginning of Solomon’s 
reign. The Abrahamic promises found substantial fulfillment at this point. 
B. The idolotary of Solomon triggered the split of the nation 
C. The Southern kingdom experienced decay and yet God was faithful to the 
Davidic covenant and continued to set good men upon the throne 
 

2. The Northern kingdom in a state of rapid decay due to their covenantal disobedience 
 A. They set up their own place of worship 
  1. They explicitly rejected the covenant (Deut. 12:25-33) 
  2. They cut themselves off from the sacrifices  
  3. They cut themselves off from the worship of God 

4. They removed themselves from the community of God centered around 
the temple 
5. They were essentially saying that they did not want God as their King 
any longer since the temple symbolized his reign among the people 

 B. The rulers led the people further astray 
  1. The kings were idolaters rather than God fearers (Deut. 17:17-20) 

a. Held up to David and Deuteronomy 17 as the measuring rods of 
a king these rulers were miserable failures 

  2. Some kings intermarried with foreign women (Deut. 7:1-4) 
a. This fact implied the failure to destroy the nations inhabiting the 
promised-land rather than intermingling with them (Deut. 7:1-4) 

 C. The nation was experiencing the covenant curses 
1. The three year drought recorded in 1 Kings 17 was the punishment for 
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disobeying the covenant through idolatary (Deut. 11:16-17)  
2. The punishment that had fallen on many of the kings should also be 
viewed as a covenant curse upon idolatary (Deut. 13) 
3. The continual warfare with the other nations should be seen as a result 
of covenant disobedience; for the failure to clear out the nations leads to a 
snare and ultimately punishment (Deut. 7:1-4) 
4. The prophets were covenant enforcers and in 1 Kings they are speaking 
words of judgment for the covenant has clearly been broken 
5. The covenant curses in Deuteronomy placed together with the narrative 
of 1 Kings tells the reader that the destruction and exile of the nation is not 
far off 

 
3. The covenant background in the story of Naboth’s Vineyard 
 A. Property 

1. All land belonged to God and was given as a gracious gift; this 
explicitly included vineyards (Deut. 6:10-16) 
 a. The inheritance in the land was therefore a stewardship 

b. The year of Jubilee was built in reminder that the land was not 
their own but was a gift from God 

2. The inheritance given a man by his father was a matter of serious 
importance in Israel and was not to be tampered with (Deut. 19:14, 25:5-10) 
3. The vineyard was vital to the livelihood of Israelites and was therefore 
to be respected by neighbors (Deut. 20:16, 22:9, 23:24) 
4. The tenth commandment forbids desiring someone else’s property (Ex. 
20:17) 

 B. Justice 
  1. The perversion of justice is condemned repeatedly in the covenant 

a. Malicious witnesses are forbidden and if found guilty are to be 
punished with the punishment they were seeking to inflict on the 
innocent man (eye for an eye) (Deut. 19:15-21) 
b. The law explicitly says that it is an abomination to put an 
innocent man to death (Ex. 23:6-7) 
c. The perversion of justice is seen as a serious offense that will be 
avenged by the wrath of God (Deut. 16:18-20) 

 C. The covenant infractions of Ahab  
  1. Breaking six of the Ten Commandments 
   a. He placed other gods before Yahweh (Ex. 20:3) 

b. He made for himself carved images and bowed down before 
them and served them (Ex. 20:4-5) 
c. He murdered Naboth and others (Ex.20:13) 
d. He charged others to bear a false witness to his neighbor (Ex. 
20:16) 
e. He coveted his neighbors property (Ex. 20:17) 

   f. He stole his neighbors property (Ex. 20:15) 
g. It is also arguable that he was guilty of taking God’s name in 
vain and failing to keep the sabbath  
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  2. Failure to love his neighbor 
   a. He was guilty of not loving his neighbor (Lev. 19:16-18) 
   b. He was guilty of endangering his neighbor (Lev. 19:16-18) 

c. He was guilty of bearing a grudge against his neighbor (Lev. 
19:16-18) 

  3. The ironic injustice given to Naboth 
a. Naboth was charged with the very thing that Ahab was guilty of 
(Ex. 22:28) 
b. In the law the idolater was to be stoned to death when he was 
found guilty by two witnesses. Ahab the idolater has two wicked 
witnesses falsely testify to the innocent Naboth who is then 
unjustly stoned to death (Deut. 17:1-7) 
c. The King of Israel was to uphold justice not be the instrument of 
injustice (Deut. 17) 
d. The punishment that fell on Naboth was what justly should have 
fallen upon Ahab and Jezebel 

  4. Ahab is the essence of a covenant breaker 
a. The wickedness of this king unparalleled by his predecessors is 
paradigmatic in this narrative for one who despises the Lord and 
his covenant 
b. The fact that Ahab is the king of the northern tribes illustrates 
just how far the nation has deteriorated 
c. As a representative of the nation Ahab assures us that exile is 
right around the corner along with the rest of the covenant curses 

 
Canon/Redemptive Historical 

 

1. The Covenant Faithfulness of God 
 A. The Abrahamic Covenant  

1. The hope of the Abrahamic covenant coming to complete fruition at this 
stage in redemptive history is dashed to pieces by the split of the nation 
and the ensuing deterioration of both the northern and southern kingdoms 
2. The exile that follows on the heels of the rebellion of God’s people 
seems to threaten the very promises given to Abraham and his 
descendants.  

a. The threat of fulfilling the Abrahamic covenant is a theme that 
preceded 1 Kings and is now played out in this narrative.  
b. The descendants of Abraham, which make up part of the 
fulfillment of God’s promise, are in fact the very thing that 
threaten the further fulfillment of the covenant!  
c. The fact that that Ahab is seeking to transform Naboth’s 
vineyard into a vegetable garden may be significant since Israel 
was symbolized by a vineyard and the only other reference to a 
vegetable garden in the Pentateuch is in Deuteronomy 11:10, 
which likens Egypt to the vegetable garden (Provan). If this is in 
view in this text than we see that the covenant people and the 
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covenant promise are endangered once again. 
d. This threat along with all the others that follow this stage in 
redemptive history are unable to thwart the carrying out of the 
promises to Abraham.  
e. This theme of the endangered covenant promise comes to 
fruition most clearly in Jesus who is the seed of Abraham. The 
many attempts to thwart the Christ from accomplishing his mission 
are overcome and the covenant to Abraham finds fulfillment in his 
death, resurrection and the consequent pouring out of the Spirit (all 
of which are to benefit the nations) 

 
2. The Justice of God 
 A.The perversion of justice and justification 

1. This story along with many other OT narratives speak vividly about the 
gross perversion of justice 
2. This theme of justice being perverted is seen throughout the entire 
canon of Scripture, but it peaks at the coming of Christ 
3. The cross is no doubt the greatest perversion of justice there has ever 
been, and yet it was this very act that justified the ungodly who were 
guilty of perverting justice 
4. Christ the innocent one was condemned and killed as the guilty one and 
the truly guilty ones were offered mercy (not unlike Ahab who was the 
guilty one murdering the innocent and yet offered mercy) 
5. The covenant curses that should have fallen on covenant breakers fall 
upon the covenant keeper in our stead 
6. Justice will not be neglected by God for either he will punish men in 
hell or punish men in Christ 
 

 
 
3. The King 
 A. The hope of a new David 
  1. In 1 Kings David was the measuring rod for all the kings 

2. Ahab fell miserably short of the ideal king, in fact he was a figure that 
was the exact opposite of the Deuteronomy 17 ideal  
3. The kings of the OT function typologically and in this scenario the 
typology is negative, in other words this is exactly what the coming king 
will not be like 
4. The prophetic hope of a new David was filled out with many character 
qualities that were absent from this man  
5. Jesus was the new David who fulfilled the prophetic hope and rightly 
sits on the throne over his people 

 
4. Typological characters 
 A. Elijah 

1. In the book of Malachi Elijah is the prophet that is to precede the 
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coming of the Messiah  
2. John the Baptist fulfills this role by preparing the way for Christ and is 
thus the new Elijah 

 B. Jezebel 
1. In Revelation 2:20 the name Jezebel is used to communicate 
wickedness and idolotary for she had become the paradigm of a wicked 
woman 

 
5. Other possible motif 
 A. Divided kingdom and reunification 

1. The narrative is set in the context of a divided kingdom which itself 
speaks loudly about the decline of the nation 
2. Ahab and his father were responsible for building the city of Samaria 
which later became significant in redemptive history as a symbol of 
compromise and division between the people of God 
3. The reunification of the divided kingdom was a theme foretold in the 
prophets 
4. Jesus comes to reunify the divided kingdom 

a. Jesus is the true place of worship to which both Jew and 
Samaritan are to now gain access to God (Jn. 4:1-45) 
b. The apostolic laying on of hands to the Samaritans who receive 
the Spirit in the book of Acts can be understood as symbolic of 
reunification (Acts 8:14-17) 
c. In Christ the division of Jew and Gentile (along with Samaritan) 
is broken down and they become one man (Eph. 2:11-22) 
d. The new Jerusalem will be filled with men from every tribe, 
tongue and nation (Rev. 5:9) 
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THE CAPTOR METHOD 

Getting the Message: A Plan for Interpreting and Applying the Bible 
Daniel Doriani 

 

Context  

1) Literary Context- the words, sentences, paragraphs, or chapters that surround and 
relate to a text (ladder and pond illustration). Six principles for studying the literary 
context: 

1. Interpret the single verses in light of their immediate context 
2. Interpret paragraphs and episodes in light of the paragraphs or events around 
them 
3. Try to determine why your text belongs precisely where it is, and nowhere else 
4. Look for thematic statements that introduce or interpret an entire section 
5. Look for repeated words or phrases 
6. Locate you text in the purpose of its section and the whole book 

2) Historical Context- the culture, customs, languages, beliefs, and history of the author 
and his original audience. Three principles for studying historical context: 

1. The more we know about the world of the Bible, the better we understand the 
Bible   itself. (We seek to understand the authors and the audiences local 
situations and we also seek to understand their relationship [accepting, 
ambivalent, rejecting?]).  
2. To evaluate the relationship between a writer and his readers, look for pointed 
questions and objections, sharp rebukes, and terms of endearment. 

3. In historical books we need to understand the cultures of the people who acted out 
the dramas of the Bible. (We seek to understand Biblical actors by asking who, what, 
when, why and how?) 

Analyzing Narratives 
1) Types of Narrative include reports, speech stories and dramas. 
2) Dramas include the following six stages: 

1. Setting the Stage 
 2. Understanding the Characters 
 3. Conflict 
 4. Crisis and Climax 
 5. Resolution 

6. Following Action 
3) Analyzing narratives- three principles 

1. To discover the point of a report, compare it to other reports or examine several    
reports together. 
2.  In Speech stories the main event is the speech, not the story surrounding it. 
3. When you find the crisis and resolution of a drama, you usually 
find the main point as well. (To do this it is helpful to chart the six 
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stages of the drama, see p. 70) 

4) Applying Biblical drama today- There are generally three types of characters 
within a Biblical drama: the believer, unbeliever and undecided. These three 
characters give everyone someone they can relate with. There is specific 
application for the main point of the drama that can be seen through the eyes of 
each one of these characters. We also find application in narrative by probing the 
question of how God is revealing Himself here and how He is relating with men. 
The dramas therefore instruct us how God reveals Himself and relates to men and 
how men are to respond to Him.  

 

Analyzing Discourse 
1) Discourse analysis is the study of the way authors put sentences and paragraphs 

together to make their points. The authors give us clues of their main points 
through location, restatement, direct address, introductory formulas and 
concluding formulas. 

2) General Principles for Discourse Analysis: 
1. Look for words and phrases that explicitly connect one idea to another. 
2. Look for implicit and understated connections 

3) General Principles for Paragraph Analysis 

1. Locate the main point throughout each paragraph 
2. Determine the relations between paragraphs 
3. Observe signs of the emotional atmosphere 
4. Some propositions function two ways at once, ending a line of thought in one 
sentence or paragraph, and simultaneously leading into the next. 

4) General Principles for Hebrew Poetry Analysis 

1. Understand the function of parallelism  
5) Relationship between propositions 
1. Addition and Subtraction (BAT: but, and, then--- either adding or taking away) 

2. Cause and Effect (purpose, reasoning, if-then, concession, effect) 
3. Clarification and Explanation (intros, summaries, illustrations) 

 

Problem Solving 
1) Kinds of Problems 

1. Obvious problems (clearly don’t understand something in text) 
2. Teacher’s problems (students you teach most likely don’t understand something 
in text) 
3. Hidden problems (things your unaware of that you don’t know in the text) 

2) The Most Fundamental Problem is not seeing our ignorance. To know the extent 
of our ignorance is itself a kind of wisdom. 

3) How to Solve Problems 
1. Readers can solve most factual problems by using Bible dictionaries and 
encyclopedias 
2.  After gathering raw data, teachers must formulate it so that it communicates to 
ordinary people 
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Theme Development 
1) Thematic teaching is provoked by hot topics in the culture, and the church, 

personal questions, seasonal topics and questions that arise from reading 
Scripture. 

2) How to Develop a Theme 

1. Even when examining a theme that spans the entire Bible, it is wise to begin 
with one central text and then go to others 

2. In preparing thematic studies, it is vital to distinguish between the concept and the 
biblical term or terms that describe it. 

3. The development of a theme has two phases, the survey of the data and the 
synthesis of the data.  
4. Read a concordance cautiously, intensively, selectively, broadly, and according 
to families of books. 
5. Know the times 
6. Read the Bible with your eyes open (look for themes that recur in almost every 
passage, themes often begin with a problem, some themes emerge when we read 
large blocks of Scripture, and some themes emerge through rereading). 
 

Obligations (the challenge of application) 
1) Three Views of Application 
1. Let it flow (intuitive approach, Scripture naturally applied as its heard or read) 

2. Let God do it (we sit back and He applies it to our lives 
3. Let’s work at it (we labor with Gods help) 

  a) to excel in application,one needs training in exegesis 
  b) to excel in application, one needs character 
  c) to excel in application, one must be ready for all kinds of reluctant 
listeners 
  d) to excel in application, one must be ready for eager listeners 
  e) to excel in application one must combine disciple and imagination 

2) Principles in Application 
1. Application is both a necessary and difficult phase of teaching, one that cannot be 
simply left to God. 

2. Sound application often consists in restating truths and removing obstacles to 
obedience. 
 

Obligations (the practice of application) 
1) Application is Hard Enough to Require a Method 

1. The Bible is not a casebook for personal decisions 
2. The Bible does not explicitly address some contemporary issues 
3. The Bible is not a text of moral philosophy 
4. How much of the Bible is to be applied to just Israel? Believers? Unbelievers? 
5. How do we apply Scripture that lacks commands? 
6. How can we tell if a command is limiting or approving the damage of a social 
structure? 
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7. The cultural and historical gap make application a challenge 
8. The Bible is the story of salvation not a handbook for living 

2) Finding Application in all Kinds of Scripture 

1. In applying the Bible, we must expect to find applications in all kinds of 
Scriptures, not just commandments 
 a) Laws or rules- require specific obedience 
 b) Ideals or principles- guide a wide range of behavior without specifying 
particulars 
 c) Actions in narratives- depict examples to be imitated and avoided 
 d) Biblical symbols and images- create new ways of seeing things 
 e) Doctrines- require us to act according to our convictions 
 f) Promises- show us what deeds God approves and rewards and vice versa 
 e) Songs and prayers- teach us how to worship and pray, and what to desire 

3) Apply Ancient Truths to Our Culture 

1. Sometimes the applications of a text is basically the same today as it was 
thousands of years ago. 
2. We bridge the gap between the prophets, apostles, and Americans by applying 
established principles to new situations (the bridge illustration) 
3. Principles and commands go together. Specific commands are inspired 
applications of universal principles. 

4) Matters of the Will in Application 

1. Imagination is necessary for good application: a) Start lessons in advance, b) 
Immerse yourself in Scripture, c) Try to see the passage from a new perspective, 
d) Use past Christians as resources 
2. When you speak  give concrete illustrations of application to people and 
command them to do what the Bible says, not on your authority, but on God’s 
word. 
 

Reflecting on the Point of a Text 
1) The Goal of Reflection 

1. Reflection is the vital art of finding and applying the unique point of a biblical 
text and relating that point to the redemptive message of the whole Bible. 

2) Establishing a Specific Theme 

1. Use every resource to ensure that you discover the theme of your passage 
 a) Ensure that the theme of the passage fits the context 
 b) Know where to find the theme 
 c) Notice repetition 
 d) Listen to dialogue 
 e) Notice unusual or extravagant details 
 f) Observe references to other Scriptures 
 g) Interpret irony 

3) Bringing a Lesson to a Point 

1. The proposition brings a lesson to a point when it joins the central truth of a 
lesson to the central life application. 
2. Does a passage have one main point? 

a) One main point, many applications to different characters (Lk 15- 
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prodigals, self righteous) 
b) One main point, many applications to a different age 
c) One main point, seen through many eyes 

 

Reflecting on the Redemptive Thrust of Scripture 
1) The Right Focus 

1. Every passage in the Bible presents Christ both as the remedy for human 
fallenness and as the end point of God’s plan for salvation. 

2) Jesus and the Fallen Condition Focus (FCF) 

1. The Fallen Human condition 
 a) We suffer as the consequence of sin 
 b) We suffer because we live in a sin-wrecked world 
 c) We suffer even when we do not sin, if we are connected to evildoers 
 d) We suffer as believers under satanic oppression and persecution 
 e) We suffer from ignorance 
2. Every passage of the Bible touches on some aspect of fallen human condition 
and presents some part of God’s remedy in Christ. 

3)  Jesus and the Redemptive-Historical Focus (RHF) 

1. Since Jesus himself says the entire Bible speaks of him, then every Christian 
lesson should, in its own way, present Jesus as Redeemer and Lord. 
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Summary Outline of Baptism 

1. Initiation into the Triune Community 
a. Matthew 28:19-20- In the name of the Father, Son and the Holy Spirit 
b. It communicates both belonging to and communion with the Triune God. 

 
2. Union with Jesus Christ 

a. Romans 6:1-11 
i. An outward sign pointing to the reality of our union with Jesus in 

his death and resurrection.  
ii. Our union with Jesus in his death and resurrection means death to 

our old man and new life birthed through the Spirit. The old was 
buried in the grave with Christ the new was raised with Christ. The 
baptism communicates the violent drowning of the old man and 
coming through the judgment of the water punishment alive (1 Pet 
3:21). 

iii. Baptism communicates the passivity in receiving what Christ has 
done for us. Salvation is done to us just like baptism. 

iv. The death and resurrection of Christ were the once for all even that 
rescued us from sin and hell and brought us to God. Baptism is a 
one-time event that correlates with the once for all action of Christ 
in our salvation. In other words it communicates to the recipient of 
baptism and the witnesses that the once for all death of Christ has 
been received by faith and that all that he has done belongs to you. 
 

3. Baptism in/with the Holy Spirit 
a. 1 Corinthians 12:13 
b. We receive the baptism of the Holy Spirit at conversion 
c. Spirit baptism and water baptism were two distinct but vital components of 

the conversion process in the New Testament.  
d. The concept of union with Christ is tied to reception of the Holy Spirit. The 

Holy Spirit forms the bond that creates our union with Jesus Christ. 
 

4. Cleansing from sin 
a. 1 Corinthians 6:11, Ephesians 5:26, Titus 3:5 
b. Baptism illustrates outwardly the inward cleansing that we receive from trust 

in the gospel and union with Christ. 
 

5. Initiation into the Christian Community 
a. Acts 2:41 
b. 1 Corinthians 12:13 
c. It communicated belonging to, union and communion with the Church. 

 
6. Public outward profession of faith 

a. Acts 2:38 
b. Receiving baptism communicated to everyone else that they were believers. 
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A Synopsis of the Development of Trinitarian Thought from the 

 First Century Church Fathers to the Second Century Apologists 

Mark Carpenter 
Trinity Journal 

Vol. 26 NS No. 2 
Fall 2005 (p.293-319) 

 
 The article sets out to trace in a chronological manner the writings of the early church fathers and 
apologists that have a bearing on the formation of the doctrine of the Trinity. At this point in history there 
was no systematic teaching on the doctrine of the Tri-unity of God and the writings of many of the 
apologists served to defend the Christian faith rather than systematize doctrine. However, throughout the 
writings of these authors we find statements that served in the formation of Nicea’s definition of the Triune 
God. The author seeks to trace in these first and second centuries the significant writings that would have 
aided the writing of the Nicene Creed. 

The writer also argues that there was actually a digression in Trinitarian thought, rather than a 
forward progression in its development during this time period. This claim is a challenge to the current 
consensus that Trinitarian doctrine was progressively being formed throughout this period with the 
apologists’ thoughts positively building on the early church fathers. The author argues for two digressions 
in thought regarding the Trinity that can be discerned throughout the writings of the first and second 
centuries. The author also argues that Iranaeus was the author who reversed the digression and directed the 
thinking on the Trinity back onto solid ground. 
 After the introduction he gives a brief overview of the consensus regarding the development of 
Trinitarian thought during these first two centuries, in which he shows that all agree that there was no 
adequate articulation of the doctrine yet in place. He also shows that in the consensus view there is no hint 
of digression in this period regarding the doctrine. In the second section he gives a brief synopsis of thought 
regarding the Trinity through the first two centuries. He covers the significant contributions of Ignatius, 
Polycarp and the anonymous writer of the Epistle of Mathetes to Diognetius. Among the apologist he 
briefly examines the significant writings of Aristides, Justin Martyr, Athenogoras, Theophilus, and 
Iranaeus. 
 Among these first and second century writers the author illustrates that while there are clear 
orthodox statements about the Trinity one can trace two strands of thought that diminish the doctrine of the 
Trinity. In the first strand of thought dotted throughout these writers one can see the “diminishing of the 
humanity of the Son.” In the other strand of thinking once can discern “an intellectual movement towards 
an impersonal and transcendent God.”  

The author points to Iranaeus as the one who corrects the digression and sets the church back on 
solid footing again in its thought about the Trinity. The theology of Iranaeus was one in which the 
transcendence and immanence of God were held together in balance, an error that had marked the thinking 
of some in the earlier centuries. In Iranaeus we also have the clearest and fullest articulation of the Trinity 
in the first two centuries, according to the author. 

 In the next section he summarizes the overview of the first and second century literature 
defending the view that the movement was one of progression, digression and then redirection. In the final 
section he reveals how the thought of the first two centuries could be harmonized to make up the first 
construction of an orthodox understanding of the Trinity. By showing statements of the early church fathers 
and the apologists that parallel the statements of Nicene Creed the author illustrates the significance of the 
cumulative writing of the first and second centuries for the formulation of the formal statement on the 
doctrine of the Trinity. In conclusion he reiterates his thesis that the first and second centuries saw a 
digression in Trinitarian thought before the official formulation of the doctrine.  

The article was helpful for learning the background of the Nicene Creed. I was surprised to learn 
that there was no systematic formulation of the doctrine of the Trinity in the first two centuries. It was also 
interesting to see the distinct emphases in the different writers regarding the Trinity. As far as the 
digression of thought in the doctrine that the author argued for I was unaware of either option prior to 
reading. I found the section on Iranaeus especially helpful. The author quoted his most essential statements 
on the doctrine of the Trinity, all of which were insightful. His balance of transcendence and immanence in 
his doctrine of God was also praiseworthy. It is such an encouragement to see the sovereignty of God over 
even the development of thought about Him throughout church history. He always placed the right people 
in the right places in order to direct or redirect the thinking of the church toward orthodoxy. 
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 The Religious Life of Theological Students  

Benjamin B. Warfield 
Themelios Vol. 24 No.3 

May 1999 (p. 31-41) 
 

 In this journal article B.B. Warfield the famous Princeton theologian addresses the student body 
on the religious life of a seminarian. In this article the main point of Warfield’s speech is that religious 
studies are a great privilege that bring with them many hazards and that in order for a student to be 
benefited by his studies and useful for kingdom work he must diligently watch over his soul by being alive 
to this great privilege and avoiding its pitfalls.  
 The article consists in three main warnings that come with three words of advice to sidestep the 
pitfalls and attain the greatest benefit in theological studies. The three warnings and consequent words of 
advice are as follows: 1) Warning- Do not separate your devotional life from your scholastic life. The idea 
that we turn from our time with God to study and that we turn from our study to have time with God is a 
dangerous dichotomy. Advice- Strive to meet God in your studies, engage your heart in them and 
intentionally make that time devotional. All study of God must be doxological in nature; drawing our soul 
to God, provoking adoration and love within us, and at the same time transforming our hearts and minds. 
Recognize that being equipped for ministry is not first and foremost being able to teach, but it is being 
godly. Warfield’s response to the statement that it is more beneficial to pray for ten minutes than to study 
your books for ten hours was “What! Than ten hours over your books on your knees.” The two are never to 
be divorced. 

2) Warning- One of the greatest dangers for theological students “lies precisely in his constant 
contact with divine things.” When one is immersed in the study of God things that should leave one 
awestruck can become commonplace. Wonderful doctrines can be read and familiarity can leave one 
unmoved. Warfield said that the great danger lies in the fact that we can actually become weary of God. 
Advice- Know this danger well and be able to discern it in your own soul. Be alive to the great privileges 
that are yours and strive to take full advantage of them. Keep always before you the goal of study, which is 
worship, transformation, and service. Strive to always engage your whole heart along with your mind in 
your studies seeking not only to be informed by what you see, but moved by what you see. We are not to 
just taste that God is good, nor are we to just see that God is good; we are to both taste and see that God is 
good. 

3) Warning- Do not cut yourself off from the community of believers. It is another of the dangers 
for the seminarian to become an island surrounded by only his books leaving himself removed from people. 
The requirements of seminary and the responsibilities of life outside of seminary can leave one consumed 
and alone. Advice- Do not elevate yourself above Christ, who always attended corporate worship (though 
he was the only one who could say I don’t need this). But follow in the footsteps of Christ who never 
forsook the assembly of believers. Take heed to the New Testament directions for gathering for it is an 
appointed means of keeping your heart alive to God. Take advantage of corporate worship not only of the 
church, but also of the seminary. Seminary is a season of life to cultivate deep affections for God. We must 
learn now that the greatest mistake is to suppose that the greatness of our activity can replace the depth of 
Christian affection. Warfield uses Mary and Martha to illustrate his point. Martha’s we must be if we’re to 
be useful to God, but Mary’s we must be first. Sitting at the feet of Jesus by utilizing the means He has 
given us to do so is something we must learn in this season or we run the danger of establishing spiritual 
patterns in our lives that will be damaging in the future. 

The article was an excellent article that receives no critique from me for it stood over me probing 
and critiquing my life as a seminarian. I found the advice some of the most helpful that I have come across 
when it comes to properly viewing life as a theological student. The common divorce of study and devotion 
was wonderfully taken apart by Warfield and rightly repudiated in his article. I found that his advice for not 
growing accustomed to and cold to the things of God was so very helpful for my own soul. In addressing 
the temptation to become more individually oriented than community centered in seminary I found that he 
was talking about tendencies in my own life. The thrust of the article on cultivating deep affection for 
Christ alongside an understanding of Christ was personally the most helpful theme. His emphasis on 
godliness before learning, but not one without the other was the right and proper perspective to always be 
kept before the seminary student. The individual life and the corporate life of the theological student is to 
be cultivated in such a way that the head and heart are engaged together to know and love God deeply. 
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Circumcision and Baptism: Highly Appropriate Symbols in Our Erotic Culture 

Richard Winter 
Presbyterion 26/2 (Fall 2000): 67-83 

 
Richard Winter begins his article by explaining what intrigues him about the rite of circumcision 

and what drew him to research it in depth. The purpose of the article is to understand the symbol of 
circumcision in its historical context and its relationship to baptism. The author also seeks to find 
application for the rite of circumcision today in our sex-driven culture. 

The author begins with explaining that circumcision was not unique to the Israelites. He illustrates 
that many surrounding nations engaged in a similar rite. The concept of circumcision outside of Israel 
according to Winters was connected with fertility. Winter discerns a possible connection between the 
fertility rites of pagan religions with the promise connected to circumcision in Genesis 17. The rite of 
circumcision in the Abrahamic Covenant in Winter’s view pointed to God’s gracious provision of a seed. 

In the following section Winter argues that the sign of the covenant illustrated that one belonged 
to God. In circumcision the most intimate and private part of a man was left with an indelible mark that 
according to Winters was an irremovable sign of God’s ownership of every part of us. As a consequence of 
being owned by God the whole of a person is to be engaged in service to God according to his law. Taking 
this line of thought further Winter argues that the sexual promiscuity of tribal religions around Israel also 
spelled out significance for this circumcision. For the Israelite man that which marked the greatest 
temptation was forever marked as a reminder to be faithful to the covenant. 

Following from his discussion on sexuality and circumcision in the OT the author draws a 
connection to our sex dominated culture. He argues that there are lessons to be learned from the symbolism 
of circumcision and the ownership of God over our lives within the covenant.  The author writes that the 
circumcision symbolized God’s ownership of us under the covenant of grace and consequently symbolized 
that our bodies were to be used in obedient service to him. 
 In the next section of the article Winter explains that circumcision also signified the cutting away 
of impurity and the need to have sin removed from our hearts. He points to the many examples in the Old 
Testament that use circumcision language to speak of spiritual realities. Physical circumcision therefore 
points to the need for spiritual circumcision (regeneration or renewal). Winter also argues that the 
circumcision was a self-maledictory oath taken on by the Israelite. He argues that this position put forth by 
Meridith Kline gives us insight into the significance of circumcision within the covenant relationship. 
 After covering the issue of circumcision in the Old Testament, arguing that it represents the 
covenant of grace, God’s ownership of our bodies, the need for cleansing, and the covenant responsibilities 
of Israel, the author poses the question of why the New Covenant introduces the change to baptism. Winter 
puts forth ten reasons for the shift from conversion to baptism. The first five are as follows:  1) It is a 
tangible reminder of our symbolic burial and resurrection with Christ, and of being washed clean. 2) Like 
circumcision adult or infant baptism is a sign of a believer’s consecration and submission to God. 3) Like 
circumcision baptism has elements of a self-maledictory oath. 4) Because baptism involves the whole body 
and not just one part of it, it could be seen as a fuller symbol of God’s salvation than circumcision (the 
author notes that there is no exhortation in the NT to baptize ears, tongues or hearts as found in the OT 
because the whole of the person was included in baptism).  

Winter explains the last five as follows: 5) Because Christ’s blood was shed there is no need for 
the reminder of shedding blood that was given in circumcision. 6) Baptism reduces the risk of relying on an 
outward sign as there is no indelible mark left on the body. 7) The gospel is now to go to Gentiles as well 
as Jews. 8) Baptism includes both sexes. 9) Baptism symbolizes washing (something that would have been 
more appreciated then without all the modern access to water). 10) Baptism is a powerful symbol of the 
outpouring of the Spirit. 
 The strength of this article was in the Historical research on the rite of circumcision in the Old 
Testament. The insight that circumcision communicated ownership and the need for covenant faithfulness 
in the midst of sexual temptation was helpful. However, I disagree with a few of Winter's proposals. First I 
disagree that there was a self-maledictory component in circumcision. The second thing I disagree with is 
his view that baptism is merely a replacement of circumcision. His argument for infant baptism is founded 
upon his understanding of the continuity between the covenants and consequently the connection of 
circumcision to baptism. His affirmation of infant baptism is erroneous due to the fact that he has not 
legitimately explained the discontinuities between baptism and circumcision which result from the 
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distinction between the Old Covenant and New Covenant. 
 

Baptism and Becoming a Christian in the New Testament 

Robert H Stein 
The Southern Baptist Theological Journal 

Vol. 2 No. 1 Spring 1998 (p. 6-17) 
 

 In this article Robert Stein investigates the connection between conversion and baptism. His thesis 
is that,  “In the New Testament, conversion involves five integrally related components or aspects, all of 
which took place at the same time, usually on the same day. These five components are repentance, faith, 
and confession by the individual, regeneration, or the giving of the Holy Spirit by God, and baptism by 
representatives of the Christian community.”   
 Stein sets out to defend his thesis by a study that reveals the New Testament combinations of the 
five essential components in his definition of conversion. Through the use of many New Testament texts 
Stein proves that all five of these components are inextricably linked together. After illustrating the 
connection between these five components Stein explains that these different components are best 
understood as being integrally related in the experience conversion.  
 In the next section he seeks to defend that all five components as described in the thesis are said in 
the New Testament to bring about salvation. This was one of the most provocative sections as he dealt with 
the question of baptism arguing that it is much more tightly linked to the conversion experience than we 
generally view it today. He illustrates from certain texts that salvation comes through repentance and in 
other places that it comes through faith, or confession, or regeneration, or baptism. 
 In the following section Stein seeks to formulate a first-century understanding of baptism. He 
proposes that for a first-century Christian it would be an odd thing to separate baptism from the rest of the 
experience of conversion.  Using a hypothetical interview with a first-century Christian Stein illustrates that 
in the mind of a believer of that time baptism would have been an important element in their explanation of 
their conversion. 
 In the final section Stein spells out the implications for baptism today. On the question of Church 
membership Stein explains how in baptism there are three parties involved: God, the believer, and the 
church. Stein illustrates that the role of the church in baptism guards against the “privatization of the 
conversion experience.” He emphasizes the fact that baptism is more an initiation rite into the body of 
Christ than it is a witness to the world. 
 Stein argues from the ecclesiastical dimension of baptism as it relates to conversion in the New 
Testament that the question of can one be a member of the church without having experienced baptism 
would have been an unintelligible question for the New Testament church. To become a Christian in the 
New Testament meant in part to be baptized into the community of faith.  
 Stein moves on to address the question of whether or not baptism is necessary for salvation. The 
author argues that a person was not baptized in the first-century for one of two reasons. The first is that an 
individual did not want to become a Christian. The second was that a person did desire to be a Christian, 
but was physically unable to be baptized (as was the case of the thief on the cross). Stein sums up his 
perspective with these words, “If one has faith but no access to baptism, one has Christ! On the 
other hand, if one has baptism but has no faith, one has nothing (1 Co 10:1-5)!” To reject baptism in the 
New Testament was to refuse the “divine program for conversion.” 
 The author goes on to explain that the question of salvation and its connection to baptism is much 
more complex today. Due to the great amount of confusion and debate over the significance of baptism for 
believers today Stein explains that the choice to not be baptized in this day and age stems mainly from a 
lack of understanding. The present circumstances of the church stand in stark contrast to the clarity of the 
New Testament understanding of baptism. Due to the fact that decisions about baptism today are not based 
upon obedience or disobedience but on the basis of misinformation or a lack of knowledge Stein believes 
that the situation today is not “damnable.” 
 In the last section of this article the author unpacks the consequences of separating the five 
components of conversion. Stein argues that the main problem today with our understanding of baptism is 
that we have separated baptism from the other five components. He walks through the Catholic, Lutheran, 
Reformed, and Baptist understanding of baptism illustrating where they go wrong by not properly 
understanding the connection and relationships of the five components. Stein argues that the error in 
Baptist thinking on the topic is separating it in time from the other components of conversion. 
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 I found this article very helpful and challenging. His argument for keeping the five components of 
conversion together was interesting and in one sense new to me. I agree with him that in the New 
Testament understanding of baptism the components were not separated. The one issue I take with this 
article is that he did not make any distinctions between the five components of conversion. Although 
baptism is an integral piece of the conversion experience I would argue that it is very different than the 
other elements of the conversion experience.  
 
 

      Is Subordination within the Trinity Heresy?    

A Study of John 5:18 in Context 
Craig S Keener 

Trinity Journal Vol. 20 
NS No.1 Spring 1999 (p.39-51) 

 
 In this article Craig Keener seeks to enter the discussion that revolves around the possible 
implications for gender roles in humanity located in the doctrine of the eternal subordination (or 
submission) of the Son to the Father. Although Keener supports “a very broad range of women’s ministry” 
he agrees with the eternal submission of the Son to the Father. In this article he works through John 5:18 
proving from the text that the submission of the Son was not a temporary phenomenon, but one that has 
always existed. He then walks through a text in 1 Corinthians 15 and illustrates the same point. In his 
conclusion he argues that eternal submission is a true doctrine, however, he sees no basis for finding the 
implications that other theologians find within the Trinity for the structure of human relationships. 
 In the first section Keener discusses the issue of subordination in the text of John 5:18. In this 
discussion he shows that John has framed his entire gospel in a way that affirms the deity of Christ. At the 
same time he illustrates how John has also made many distinctions between the Father and the Son. The 
gospel itself, which is more Trinitarian in nature than any of the other gospels, points to ontological 
equality and at the same time economic diversity. Keener notes that on various occasions John says that the 
Father is “greater” than the Son. In such instances Keener argues that the text is not saying that the “Father 
is greater in being as Jesus is greater in being than Jacob or Abraham; rather, the Father is greater in rank, 
and the Son submits to his will.”  
 On the question of Jesus claiming equality with God in John 1:18 Keener argues that Jesus is 
speaking as the “agent” of the Father, which gives him the ability to act on behalf on the Father. Thus he is 
able to God’s work on the Sabbath. Keener states that while Jesus claims deity at various points in the 
gospel, “he also denies equality of rank with his Father.” The Son then claims equality with the Father in 
essence, but never claims equality with the Father in role. The Son has eternally been in submission to the 
Father, just as the Spirit has been in eternal submission to both the Father and the Son. 
 Under the discussion of John 5:18 Keener also observes the role of Jesus as God’s Son and the 
agent of the Father. In his section on Jesus as God’s Son Keener explains that Jesus obedience to the Father 
would have reflected well on him in a shame/honor based culture where obedient boys were a cause for 
praise. He argues that the imagery of the Son to the Father in no way contradicts his equality with the 
Father in essence, but that it speaks strongly to roles within the Godhead. Keener seems to argue that the 
economic Trinity reflects the reality of the immanent Trinity. He explains that the submission of the Father 
to the Son, and the Spirit to the Father and Son on the earth are both indicators of roles and functions that 
have always characterized the Godhead. 
 In his section on Jesus as God’s agent Keener discusses the proper understanding of agency in its 
historical context. He explains that agency represented commission and authorization. He states that agents 
“bore representative authority, because they acted on the authority of the one who sent them…thus the 
rabbinic maxim concerning a person’s agent is that ‘he is equivalent to the person himself.’” From this 
angle the author argues that there was eternal submission found within the Godhead since the sending of 
the Son is referred to in the gospel of John as being something that was planned prior to the incarnation. As 
a sort of side-note Keener reflects on the pattern of agency found within the apostles and in subsequent 
generations of disciples. He sheds light on the authority of our message that is rooted in the authorizer of 
the message and the sender of the message.  
 Keener moves from John 5:18 to look at 1 Corinthians 15:28 and its implications for the 
discussion of the submission of the Son to the Father. This text is undoubtedly one of the strongest for 
understanding the “eternal” submission of the Son. Keener agrees with most theologians that the future 
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submission of the Son for all eternity implies a past eternal submission as well. Keener states that the 
unrivaled authority of the Father is in view when looking at this text. Even the Son who has been given 
authority will in some sense hand back that authority so that the Father may be all in all. For Paul, Keener 
notes, “Jesus deity is presumably not incompatible with his recognition of the Father’s higher rank, even in 
the eternal future. 
 In his conclusion Keener again affirms that equality in being is compatible with distinctions in 
rank. Nevertheless he argues that it does not follow that gender roles are established upon this principle. He 
states that the discussion of the Trinity actually has no implications for the current discussion of gender 
roles. In my evaluation, Keener did an excellent job shedding light on two texts that help our understanding 
of the roles of the Father and the Son. However, I disagree with his conclusion that the doctrine discussed 
has no implications for the current discussion of gender roles. It seems to me that the burden of proof lies 
with him to explain texts such as 1 Corinthians 11:3 where a clear connection is drawn between the eternal 
roles of the Godhead to gender roles. Along with texts like this that cannot be disregarded is the discussion 
of the corporate dimension of the image of God in man. Keener has done well in defending the Biblical 
position of eternal submission within the Godhead, but he has failed to take the doctrine to its “logical 
conclusion.” 

 
 
    Old Covenant Believers and the Indwelling Spirit:   

A Survey of the Spectrum of Opinion  
James Hamilton Jr. 

Trinity Journal Vol. 24 NS No.3 
Spring 2003 (p.37-54) 

 
 Hamilton’s article is a brief survey of the diversity of opinion among evangelicals on the topic of 
the indwelling of the Holy Spirit and the Old Testament saints. He asserts that texts such as John 7:39, 
which speak of a new experience of the Holy Spirit following the ascension of Christ have caused many 
Bible readers throughout history to wrestle with the question of how old covenant believers experienced the 
work of the Holy Spirit. Through his research he has found that the spectrum of thinking on the issue can 
be categorized into six positions. The six positions are: 1) Continuity; 2) More Continuity than 
Discontinuity; 3) Some Continuity Some Discontinuity; 4) More Discontinuity than Continuity; 5) 
Discontinuity; and 6) Vague Discontinuity.  
 The article walks through all six positions showing the proponents and their rational. 1) 
Continuity- This position argues that Old Testament believers were both regenerated and indwelt by the 
Spirit. Those who hold this position so no discontinuity between the Old and New Testaments. The rational 
behind this position is supposedly soteriological. According to these proponents human inability as defined 
by the doctrine of depravity assumes the need of the regenerating and indwelling work of the Spirit for 
salvation in both Old and New Testaments. The major proponents of this view are John Owen, Thomas 
Goodwin, Sinclair Ferguson, Daniel Fuller, Walter Kaiser, J.A. Motyer and B.B. Warfield. 
 2) More Continuity than Discontinuity- This position is essentially the same as the first with the 
exception of a few modifications. The slight difference in this position is found in the “qualification of the 
extent of the possession of the Spirit.” This distinction does not have to do with the “scope” of the work of 
the Spirit among the saints, but with the “quality” of believers’ experience of the Spirit. The proponents of 
this position would argue that the experience is not different in essence, but in degree. In their view the 
work of the Spirit after Pentecost was a fuller, more powerful work than was previously known. Along with 
the first position those who hold this view point assert that regeneration and indwelling are inseparable. The 
major defenders of this position are Augustine, John Calvin, D.I. Block, Wayne Grudem and George Ladd. 
 3) Some Continuity Some Discontinuity- This position presents the middle ground of these six 
view-points. The distinctive mark of this position is that while the Old Testament believers experienced the 
work of the Spirit in regeneration they were not indwelt by the Spirit. Proponents of this view argue that 
this division of regeneration and indwelling in the Old Covenant does justice both to the necessity of the 
Spirit’s work in salvation without denying the distinct New Testament doctrine of indwelling. Among those 
who hold to this position are Millard Erickson, J.I Packer, Willem Vangemeren and Bruce Ware. 
 4) More Discontinuity than Continuity- This position is similar to the previous position but will 
not state that the Spirit either regenerated or indwelt Old Covenant believers. They affirm that God 
operated upon them and by “inference it may be said that it was God’s Spirit who ministered to them.” But 
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they choose not to place the terminology of the Spirit’s work in the New Testament back onto his work in 
the Old. The position therefore does not deny the work of the Spirit in the lives of Old Covenant believers, 
but it does refuse to define it in New Covenant language. The proponents of this view point include 
Novation, Martin Luther, Darrel Bock, Michael Green, and D.A. Carson. 
 5) Discontinuity- This position is the view that the Holy Spirit is absent from the lives of those 
under the Old Covenant. Dispensationalists are often assumed to hold this position. However, the author 
asserts that this is a mislead assumption and that there is actually no one who has said anything influential 
on the subject that takes this position. 
 6) Vague Discontinuity- This position makes simple assertions that the Spirit works in new and 
different ways in the New Covenant without addressing the question of how the Spirit worked in the lives 
of believers under the Old Covenant. According to the author the majority of commentators on the book of 
John fall into this category. The holders of this viewpoint are C.K Barret, R. Brown, and John Walvoord. 
 In conclusion the author illustrates that the affirmation of continuity or discontinuity on the subject 
of the indwelling of the Spirit in the Old Covenant does not necessarily land someone in a dispensational or 
covenant theology camp. There are those who are not covenant theologians who affirm continuity and 
those who do not who are not dispensationalists. He reveals that in his opinion the middle-ground position 
is the most faithful to Scripture, but that the questions that arise out of the position (separation of 
regeneration and indwelling) must be pursued further. 
 This article was very well written and extremely informative. The general overview of all of the 
positions gave me some helpful categories on how to think about the issues. The author also dispelled 
erroneous categories that covenant theologians and dispensationalists are generally placed in regarding this 
issue. The article was useful in stimulating questions on the relationship of the Old and New Covenants and 
the relationship of regeneration to indwelling.  The article was strong and I found it very helpful for being 
introduced to the topic of the Spirit and the Old Covenant. 
 
 

  Resurrection and Immortality: Eight Theses                  

Murray J Harris 
Themelios 1.2  

Spring 1976 (p. 50-55  
 

 Murray Harris writes the article in order to clarify the Biblical meaning of the terms resurrection 
and immortality. He states the discussion of resurrection and immortality has generated a lot of heat due to 
three things: 1) Misunderstandings that arise from the ambiguity of the terms resurrection and immortality. 
2) The two terms are often erroneously thought to symbolize the difference between Greek philosophy and 
biblical revelation. 3) Those who are convinced of the immortality of the soul dislike the mistakenly 
“Christian” view that resurrection amounts to reanimation. The focus of the article is defining what exactly 
the terms resurrection and immortality mean within the New Testament with the major focus landing on 
Paul. In his formulation of this definition he puts forth eight theses. 
 1) Immortality is not the avoidance of physical death through endless personal survival, but it is 
participation in the eternal life of God and consequently immunity from eternal death. Harris illustrates that 
although the term immortality (aphtharsia) means immunity from death the context of the New Testament 
teaches us that we must view this immunity “qualitatively as well as quantitatively.” To possess 
immortality is more than being exempt from death or untouched by corruption. It is to “share the nature of 
God” and enjoy fellowship with him. Freedom from death and corruption are the direct consequence of 
sharing in the eternal life of the Godhead. Immortality then speaks of the result of fellowship with and 
participation in the life of the eternal God. 
 2) Resurrection is not reanimation but the transformation of the whole person into Christ’s image 
by means of the powerful work of the Holy Spirit. Harris explains that most pagan Greeks in the first 
century understood the term resurrection of the dead to be nothing more than a reanimation of the body. 
However, the New Testament is emphatic that resurrection is fundamentally about a profound change both 
inwardly and outwardly for the Christian. The author also shows that only those in Christ receive 
resurrected bodies while those who have rejected Christ are left without new bodies. The somatic 
transformation is the lot of Christians alone. Harris shows that the resurrection of believers has a two-fold 
basis: 1) The objective, historical fact of the resurrection of Christ; 2) The subjective, personal experience 
of the objective fact of the resurrection of Christ through the Spirit’s power. 
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 3) The ideas of resurrection and immortality are dim in the Old Testament but come into the light 
in the New Testament. Harris refers to OT texts to support the view that resurrection is not first revealed in 
the NT. He also explains that the NT shines light back onto these OT texts filling up their meaning.  
4) Immortality is not a natural possession of men due to their humanity, but is the future inheritance of 
those who trust in Christ. From the viewpoint of 1 Corinthians 15:52-54 the writer argues that immortality 
is only put on at the resurrection and therefore immortality is not “a human right or heritage gained at birth. 
Man is not immortal because he possesses or is a soul. He becomes immortal because God transforms him 
from the dead.” Here in this third point Harris makes a very important distinction between immortality and 
the “subsistence of [an] individual through and after death.” Sharing in the life of God (from which 
immortality is derived) and continuing to exist are not the same thing. Harris also argues that immortality is 
not experienced by the soul alone, but by the whole person. 
 5) Resurrection is an act of God and immortality is a gift given by God. In this point the writer 
proves that the Father is the agent of our resurrection (the Son working as his agent is also referenced). 
Both the production and the preservation of resurrected life are attributed to the work of God. Immortality 
is also something received from God. God is in his essence immortal and therefore our experience of 
immortality is not inherent but derivative. Our possession of immortality is on the basis of grace alone.  
6) Resurrection and immortality cannot be separated. According to the author immortality flows from 
resurrection and resurrection is the means of receiving immortality. Harris argues that the denial of one 
leads to a denial of the other and that they must therefore never be disconnected. He also shows that the 
possession of immortality through resurrection guarantees that resurrection is not a temporal state.  
 7) All Christians will be changed but not all will experience resurrection. Here the author simply 
asserts that those alive at the coming of Christ receive essentially the same transformation as those who 
have died. 8) The identity between the physical body and the spiritual body is not substantial but personal. 
Here Harris argues for continuity of personality but possible discontinuity of physical existence as we know 
it. In conclusion the writer suggests four major differences between the biblical doctrine of immortality and 
the platonic perspective.  
 The article set out to clarify the definitions of immortality and resurrection and I believe it 
accomplished that very thing. My understanding of these terms was corrected, sharpened, and challenged. 
The strength of the article is in the very clear distinctions that he makes. For example his separation of 
immortality and the subsistence of individuals in and after death is very instructive and helpful. Overall I 
benefited from this article. The one point that I am not convinced of is the last of the theses. Although he 
does not go into detail it seems he is arguing for more discontinuity than continuity from our current 
physical existence to our resurrected existence. This is a point that I need to pursue further in order to 
establish my own position. 
 
 

Christ as Somatic Transformer (Phil 3:20-21):  

Christology in Eschatological Perspective 

Gary L Nebeker 
Trinity Journal Vol. 21 N.S 
No. 2 Fall 2000 (p.165-187) 

 
 Nebeker states that the purpose of the article is to call people back to the center of Biblical 
eschatology. He argues that dispensational eschatology which centers on end time events has at times 
“eclipsed the biblical theological images of ‘Christ Jesus, our hope.’” He argues in his introduction that 
Christology is the heart of eschatology to which all other “end time events” must be subordinated.  Nebeker 
believes that reading the New Testament with “systemic constructs” has caused us to miss the forest for the 
trees. He explains that consciousness of reading our theological categories into the text of scripture is the 
first stage for modifying our eschatological framework. Nebeker believes that Philippians 3:20-21 is a text 
that places Christ at the center of eschatology. It is significant because it is the one text in the New 
Testament where Christ himself is described as the “direct agent of the believer’s future bodily 
transformation.  
 In part one of this article the author discusses the occasion and purpose of the epistle to the 
Philippians. He sums up the thrust of the letter by saying that “spiritual joy, contentment, and faithfulness 
to Christ are indispensable when Christians encounter negative circumstances.” In part two of the article 
Nebeker discusses the immediate context of Philippians 1:20-21. In this section he discusses the 
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significance of the Greek term for “citizenship.” He argues that the term should best be understood as 
“commonwealth” or “state,” which would be consistent with its most popular usage found in the Hellenistic 
literature of Paul’s period. If the word is understood this way it refers to “the state as the constitutive force 
regulating its citizens.” In other words we are legislated from our heavenly state.  
 Nebeker also takes a closer look at the Greek word for “eagerly awaiting.” He illustrates that the 
word is used in this context and elsewhere as an earnest anticipation for the return of Christ, along with 
“moral vindication by means of glorification, the restoration of the cosmos, and the final redemption of our 
bodies.” The author then conducts an analysis of the Greek word for hope and argues that it has semantic 
overlap with the word for “eagerly awaiting.” In this brief survey the author concludes that the word for 
hope reveals two objects of hope; 1) Christ himself, and 2) the moral transformation of believers into 
Christ-like perfection.  
 In the discussion of the context of Philippians 3:20-21 the author proposes from the text and other 
Pauline epistles that the resurrection of the believer is the culmination of salvation. The author understands 
that sanctification of the whole person (body, soul, and mind) is consummated in glorification which takes 
place at the resurrection. The author also argues that the glory of the resurrected body in the text is actually 
the glory of mankind in the image of God. He proposes that to be transformed into the image of Christ is 
fundamentally to be restored to perfect humanity. The goal of this transformation is relational according to 
Nebeker. Our glorification is the means to fellowship with God as it was intended to be. From this goal 
Nebeker deduces two distinct and yet inseparable yearnings of the believer; relational yearnings and 
transformational yearnings, both of which center on Christ. 
 Nebeker moves on to discuss the work of Christ directly transforming us at his return. From this 
discussion and the previous exegetical conclusions the author states that “from a Pauline vantage point, 
hope finds its locus more in the present and future transforming work of Christ than in the unfolding events 
of the eschaton.” In his conclusion Nebeker returns to the argument that dispensational eschatology has 
overshadowed the centrality of Christ with “end time” events. He argues that according to the passage 
studied along with the other Pauline texts used to espouse his viewpoint Christ is the center of eschatology. 
As a consequence he proposes not the dismantling of dispensational eschatology, but the subordination of 
that eschatology to Christology.  
 I appreciated the exegetical work of the author in Philippians 3:20-21 and other Pauline texts. I 
learned some very helpful things about the Philippians text in particular. I agree with Nebeker that 
Christology is indeed the center of eschatology. I also agreed with his view that our present and future hope 
is centered on the person of Christ and not so much on events. However, I do think there is a place to hope 
in the events (he two of course are inseparable). The one area of disagreement I might have with Nebeker 
(which was not central to his article) is with the eschatological scheme of dispensationalism. 
 

 
 What does it mean to be Filled with Spirit? A Biblical Investigation  

Andreas J. Kostenberger 
Journal of the Evangelical Theological Society 

40/2 June 1997 (p.229-240) 
 

 Kostenberger’s article arises out of the popular pursuit in evangelical circles to be filled with the 
Holy Spirit. From the beginning of the article he states that much of this preoccupation is misguided. He 
applauds the desire to experience more of the Spirit but argues that biblical language and categories need to 
be applied to the discussion. His goal in the paper is to critique this common perception of the Spirit and 
provide biblical categories and meaning for understanding exactly what it means to be filled with the Spirit.  
 In the first section Kostenberger provides a very helpful survey of the Spirit’s work of filling in 
the Old Testament.  Kostenberger argues that the Spirit came upon individuals and groups of people for the 
purpose of using them for a specific task in ministry. God filled prophets to prophecy, builders to build, 
leaders to lead, and warriors to fight.  

Kostenberger also makes four significant observations about the filling of the Spirit from the Old 
Testament.  First, the filling language is associated with temple terminology. Second, there is an 
eschatological dimension to the filling of the Spirit in the Old Testament. Third, there is a corporate 
dimension to the filling of the Spirit. Fourth, there is an individual dimension to the filling of the Spirit. 
Kostenberger argues that these four observations provide the backdrop to understand filling in the New 
Testament. For example, the theme of the church as the new temple where the Spirit abides finds its 
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antecedents in two of these four categories. Also the filling of individuals for the accomplishment of certain 
tasks is rooted in one of these observations. 

 In the second section Kostenberger conducts an analysis of Ephesians 5:18 in order to 
discern what the text is and is not saying on the issue of filling. He makes seven points in this section. 1) 
Being filled with the Spirit should be understood as a metaphor for someone’s being full of a certain 
substance. In context being filled with the Spirit is juxtaposed with being filled with wine. 2) Being filled 
with the Spirit is connected to wisdom in the context, just as being filled with wine is connected to folly.  
3) Paul does not tell believers request the filling of the Spirit. The emphasis of the verse is not what we do, 
but what God does. Since the Spirit in indwells us what God desires is that we would “manifest the Spirit’s 
presence in ever-increasing fullness. 4) The use of the present tense (be filled) suggests that Paul desires for 
believers to be filled continually by the Spirit. Paul is not speaking of moments of filling but a lifestyle of 
fullness. 5) The thrust of the passage is not individual but corporate. 6) Paul is primarily concerned with 
ecclesiology not anthropology. 7) The prayer of Paul in the first chapter of Ephesians should be understood 
corporately, not individualistically. 
 In the third section Kostenberger covers the other references to the filling of the Spirit, which are 
found in Luke-Acts. Here the article illustrates that filling can be understood as the work of the Spirit 
coming upon someone for a specific task. Kostenberger also illustrates that certain references in Acts prove 
that being filled with the Spirit is also a lifestyle. He also argues that Luke-Acts teaches us that God takes 
the initiative in filling people with the Spirit. 

 In the fourth section Kostenberger looks at the relationship between Ephesians 5:18 and Luke-
Acts for the purpose of theological integration. He notes that the references in Acts to the filling of the 
Spirit cohere with the sole Pauline reference by including an individual and corporate dimension to the 
experience. He also shows that the two strands of corporate filling and functional filling from the Old 
Testament are both seen in the Ephesians text and Luke-Acts.  
 In section five Kostenberger spells out three implications. 1) Not a single reference explicitly calls 
on believers to ask to be filled with the Spirit. The emphasis in Scripture is on the sovereignty of God in 
bestowing the Spirit, not on the pursuit of man to be filled with the Spirit. He argues that the popular 
understanding of being filled with the Spirit and the pursuit of the experience is not an adequate biblical 
emphasis. He encourages us to pursue more of God, but within biblical confines and categories. 2) In every 
instance of individuals receiving the filling of the Spirit they are never struggling Christians who are 
seeking to escape a sub-standard Christian experience. 3) The general framework for understanding the 
filling of the Spirit individually and corporately is in terms of spiritual growth and Christian ministry. 
 I found this article very helpful. I appreciated Kostenberger’s ability to boil down his findings into 
clear statements that supported his position. I gained a helpful framework for understanding the work of the 
Spirit in the Old and New Testaments and  I was encouraged to analyze subjective experiences within the 
confines of biblical categories.  
 
 

Heaven and Hell in the Preaching of the Gospel:  

A Historical Survey 

David L Larsen 
Trinity Journal Vol. 22 N.S. 

Fall 2001 (p.237-258) 
 

 David Larsen, professor of preaching at Trinity, seeks in this article to give a concise historical 
sketch of preaching on heaven and hell. In his introduction he establishes that Jesus in his preaching plainly 
declared a “duality.” He spoke of the two eternal destinies of mankind. Larsen illustrates that Jesus 
reflected the consistent message of the Old Testament. He also explains that Paul clearly followed in the 
footsteps of his master. The thesis that Larsen then lays down is that “the preaching of Christ and the 
apostles must be the standard and the norm of our preaching. His goal in giving a brief history of preaching 
is to examine preachers  in the different periods of church history who have remained faithful to the 
message of Christ and the apostles. 
 Larsen begins his historical sketch with the early church fathers. He points to Ambrose of Milan, 
the man who left an indelible mark on Augustine, as being a preacher who spoke plainly of the horrors of 
hell and the glories of heaven.  Chrystosom was another example of a preacher who was faithful to the 
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duality proclaimed by Christ. Many would agree that Chrystosom was the most powerful preacher of this 
time period. He was a preacher known for his ability to describe the wonders of heaven and at the same 
time warn sinners of judgment with great sobriety. The final example of this time period was Aurelius 
Augustine who was a “pioneer in the contextualization of the gospel message.” From among the hundreds 
of sermons passed down from him there are numerous references to the reality of coming judgment and 
glory. 
 During the medieval period Larsen explains that the horrors of hell were enhanced along with the 
ideal of heaven. The author points to men like Gregory the Great, Columba, Thomas Aquinas, St Francis of 
Assisi, and Anthony of Padua who were all preachers who spoke clearly and boldly about the realities of 
the future. Larsen also notes that the pulpit during this time period was abused and the doctrine of hell 
harnessed for gain.  
 Larsen explains that the Reformation was a time when the preaching of God’s word was lifted up 
to a central place in the life of the church. Martin Luther saw the preaching event as a “battle for the souls 
of his hearers.” Luther affirmed the centrality of Scripture for the basis of all Christian faith and living. As 
a consequence of this perspective he sought to be faithful in the proclamation of the Bible, which led to a 
proclamation of both heaven and hell. John Calvin held the same convictions regarding the word of God as 
did Luther. Zwingli, Knox, Cranmer, Latimer, and Ridley all followed in the bold declaration of the return 
of Christ and its implications. 
 In the seventeenth century Larsen points to preachers like Henry Smith, John Donne and Jeremy 
Taylor. These three men were considered excellent preachers and at times were compared to men like 
Chrystosom and Augustine. Larsen points out that during this time period the doctrine of hell was now 
being understood as not only spiritual but mental, emotional and physical. Larsen also states that during 
this period there was a growing “disaffection with the orthodox view of heaven and hell.” 
 The author moves onto the Puritans and argues that it was during this period that the reformation 
principles found their “most abundant expression in preaching.” Corporate worship centered on the 
preaching event in Puritan ecclesiology. Men like Increase Mather, Richard Baxter, John Bunyan, and 
Jonathan Edwards were unflinching in their expositions of heaven and hell. Some of the most vivid and 
striking sermons on both of these doctrines are found in the Puritans.  
 Larsen takes a look at a few of the evangelists and revivalists such as Griffith Jones, George 
Whitefield, John Wesley, and Charles Finney. He illustrates how central the two eternal destinations were 
in the preaching of all of these men. He argues that in spite of the theological differences of these men God 
blessed their preaching because they were faithful to the dual message of Christ and the apostles. 
 Larsen next views the period of Spurgeon, Moody, and McCheyne. He explains that there were 
many attacks during this time on the orthodox viewpoint of hell. These three ministers fearlessly trumpeted 
the truth of judgment in the face of opposition . It was during this period that many faithful ministers 
moved away in compromise from the orthodox stance.  
 In the final section Larsen surveys the twentieth century and points to a handful of men who have 
been faithful to the apostolic message of heaven and hell such as Billy Graham, R.A. Torrey, H.A. Ironside 
and John Rice. Overall, however, Larsen sees that the twentieth century has been a century of compromise 
in the pulpit when it comes to the great issues of judgment and eternal bliss. In his analysis of this doctrinal 
decay he states, “If we begin to cave in and capitulate on the seriousness of sin, then we move away from 
the atonement, and if there is no retributive justice at the cross, our doctrine of hell and everlasting 
punishment evaporates.” In his judgment then the movement away from a clear annunciation of the 
doctrines of heaven and hell points to a decaying view of sin and atonement.  
  I enjoyed this article and was helped in many ways by it. The two most important things in the 
article were the thesis that all true preaching conforms to the message of Christ and the apostles, and that 
the failure to preach heaven and hell stems from an erroneous understanding of sin and atonement. 
 

 
 The New Testament Definition of Heresy  

Craig L. Blomberg 
The Journal of the Evangelical Theological Society 

45/1 March 2002 (p. 59-72) 
 

 Craig Blomberg’s goal in this article is to survey the New Testament data regarding the 
boundaries of orthodoxy. Blomberg walks through each section of the New Testament with an eye to 
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doctrinal error that the NT writers considered outside the bounds of the apostolic teaching. 
 In the Synoptic gospels Blomberg puts forward John the Baptist as a champion of orthodoxy who 
sharply rebuked the Pharisees as false teachers. Blomberg discerns three errors in the Pharisees pointed out 
by John the Baptist. 1) Legalism, 2) nomism and 3) ethnocentrism. Blomberg argues that the Pharisees 
sought to get right with God in these three ways. In the Synoptics, Blomberg also illustrates how Jesus 
exposed the false teaching of the Pharisees.  

One of the examples Blomberg focuses on is the blasphemy of the Holy Spirit. Making a 
contemporary application to this text Blomberg states, “this exchange should make us extraordinarily 
cautious about using language of diabolical influence on a fellow Christian, since to do so mistakenly 
places us in the identical position of those Jesus warned against the unforgivable blasphemy. Blomberg also 
notes two other doctrinal errors pointed out by Christ: a) The belief that miraculous signs or tremendous 
service in the name of Christ is a sure sign of authenticity. 2) The belief that God wants us rich in this 
world.  

From the gospel of John Blomberg argues against a simplistic doctrine of “once saved always 
saved.” From his perspective one can discern true and false belief in the gospel of John, which makes true 
faith that which perseveres. In the book of Acts Blomberg notes the continuing theme of the false teaching 
of the Pharisees and Jewish leaders which was prominent in the gospels. The most significant contribution 
of Acts to the discussion of heresy is found in the Jerusalem council. The pressing issue of whether or not 
gentile converts needed to be circumcised and abide by the mosaic law in order to be a part of the church 
was the heated topic of debate. From this council one can discern the early seeds of the Judaizer heresy, 
which Paul harshly condemns in his letter to Galatians. Adding anything to the gospel from Acts 15 onward 
in the New Testament is outside the bounds of orthodoxy. Paul also makes a reference to false teachers in 
the book of Acts who will lead people away after them and their lies, these people are likened to ravenous 
wolves. 

In the Pauline epistles there is a plethora of information regarding the topic of heresy. The letter to 
the Galatians according to Blomberg “presents perhaps Paul’s harshest moments.” Bomberg gives four 
reasons for the tremendous force behind the language of the letter to the Galatians. 1) This language is no 
stronger than and even milder than much Jewish and Greco-Roman rhetoric promoting religious truth; it 
would not have shocked the readers as it does us. 2) Paul is not addressing the false teachers, but is strongly 
warning the believers. 3) Those he is addressing are alleged Christians and Christian leaders who know 
better. 4) Most importantly of all, this is an issue in which people’s very salvation is at stake. Paul never 
vilifies his opponents with such harsh language except where people’s eternal destinies clearly hang in the 
balance. Blomberg says that there are four doctrinal errors countered in the letter to the Galatians: legalism, 
nomism, ethnocentrism, and antinomianism. Blomberg also draws an insightful implication from this letter 
when he states, “unfortunately Christians have too often vilified one another on morally neutral or 
doctrinally minor issues rather than saving their most forceful rhetoric for the really serious ones.” 

In 1 and 2 Thessalonians Paul addresses the error of believing the resurrection has already taken 
place. He also argues that the issue of people refusing to work is worthy of excommunication. His line of 
reasoning is that the phrase “anyone who will not work shall not eat” refers to exclusion from the Lord’s 
supper and consequently is an expression of church discipline. In 1 Corinthians Paul addresses the danger 
of division, sexual sin, taking each other to court, celibacy, dishonoring the Lord’s supper, and the 
resurrection. These issues and the problems that lie underneath are directly confronted by Paul. In 2 
Corinthians Paul harshly addresses the false apostles as servants of the devil. These false apostles are 
characterized by their love of money, their distorted gospel, and their love of comparing themselves to 
others. 

In the prison epistles Paul addresses the errors of the judaizers, the proto-gnostics, and possibly the 
mystery cults. In the pastorals Paul addresses errors similar to those in 1 Corinthians and Philippians. The 
one new contribution to the discussion is that facticiousness is an offense worthy of excommunication and 
on that can potentially end in self-condemnation. In Hebrews and the general epistles the “key doctrinal 
tenets opposed would include perfectionism, antinomianism, and an inadequate Christology.” We also learn 
a lot about the immorality of false teachers in these letters. In the book of Revelation Blomberg illustrates 
the demonic realities that can lie behind the government. 

In conclusion Blomberg summarizes all his findings and lays out the boundaries of orthodoxy. I 
found this article one of the most helpful I’ve ever read. Blomberg does an excellent job at concisely 
summarizing the major doctrinal errors in the New Testament that stand outside the apostolic teaching. 
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The Church of Jerusalem 

F.F. Bruce 
Christian Brethren Research Fellowship Journal 

Vol. 4 April 1964 (p.5-14) 
 

 F.F. Bruce sets out in this article to look at the history of the Jerusalem church in Acts 1-12 and to 
draw important lessons from this history. In his introduction he explains that there was a short period of 
time when the church throughout the whole of the world was “confined within the limits of one local 
church.” Bruce gives some important historical facts in this section including the fact that the Jerusalem 
church lasted around forty years. Bruce explains how the Jerusalem church left the city a little before A.D. 
70 and when Jerusalem was rebuilt in A.D. 135 a new church of Jerusalem came into existence which was 
predominately gentile. Bruce also observes that although the Jerusalem church was the mother- church of 
all others its contribution to “the gospel throughout the world in its later years was much smaller than its 
status and origin might have led one to expect.” 
 Bruce breaks this article into two major sections: the history of the Jerusalem church and the 
lessons from the Jerusalem church. In the first section about the history of the Jerusalem church Bruce 
discusses five major things. 1) The foundation of the Jerusalem church- the church in Jerusalem was 
founded at Pentecost through the work of the Holy Spirit. From its inception it was marked by the divine 
work of the Spirit. 2) The early character of the Jerusalem church-  Bruce articulates six major 
characteristics of the early Jerusalem church. a) The apostolic teaching, b) the apostolic fellowship, c) the 
breaking of bread, d) the services of prayer, e) mutual care and f) gospel witness.  
 3) The administration of the Jerusalem church- Bruce argues that the Jerusalem church modeled 
their administrative pattern after the Jewish Sanhedrin. He also notes the wide ranging leadership and 
authority that the early Jerusalem church possessed as the gospel spread outside of its locale.4) The 
development of the Jerusalem church- Bruce describes the transformation of the Jerusalem church as 
Hellenistic Jews are added to the church along with Gentiles. He also describes the change that took place 
when the persecution came upon the Jerusalem church. During this persecution the Hellenistic Christians 
were mainly targeted and driven out of Jerusalem. As a result the Jerusalem church was once again made 
up of Hebrews. In Bruce’s opinion this was not a good thing. The pharisaic tradition according to Bruce 
was brought into the church along with other traditionalism that led the Jerusalem church to actually 
oppose the mission to the gentiles. 5) The disappearance of the Jerusalem church- In A.D. 62 James the 
leader of the Jerusalem church was stoned to death and the church eventually left during the Jewish revolt 
which broke out a few years later. 
 In Bruce’s second section of this article he spells out four important lessons to be taken from the 
history of the Jerusalem church. The first lesson Bruce puts forward is what he calls “the danger of cultural 
uniformity.” Bruce argues that much of the fruitfulness of the early Jerusalem church was due to the 
diversity of the people within the community. When the Hellenists were driven out of Jerusalem Bruce 
argues that a clear shift back to uniformity occurred. Bruce states that “uniformity is not a healthy thing for 
any church, whether it be social or theological uniformity.” He argues further that a “wide and vigorous 
diversity” is crucial for fellowship and witness. The second lesson that Bruce draws from the history of the 
Jerusalem church is what he calls “the danger of safety first.” Bruce argues that the Jerusalem church had a 
tendency to place unnecessary conditions on people for entrance into the community. They viewed the 
approach of Paul as too lax and having potential to endanger the purity of the church. In Bruce’s 
perspective an overly cautious approach to evangelism and church admission can hinder the intended 
growth of the church. 
 The third point of instruction coming out of the history of the Jerusalem church is the “danger of 
legalism.” The Jerusalem church contained certain members who mixed the gospel with works of the law 
resulting in legalism. There is always a danger in adding to the gospel which results in having no gospel at 
all. The fourth lesson is “the danger of exclusivism.” The Jerusalem church overly concerned with letting 
certain people in and keeping certain people out of the community. 
 I thought this article by F.F. Bruce was good overall. I thought his description of the Jerusalem 
church was accurate and helpful. I agreed with some of the implications he drew from his historical sketch 
of the church. The only thing I disagreed with were some of the generalizations that Bruce made about the 
Jerusalem church. The tendency toward legalism and exclusivism may have been characteristic of certain 
parts of the church but I’m not convinced the church as a whole was characterized by this. 
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Paul and the Ministry of Reconciliation in 2 Corinthians 5:11-6:2 

David L Turner 
Criswell Theological Review  

4.1 1989 (77-95) 
 

 Turner begins his article explaining the significance of the doctrine of reconciliation. He agrees 
with other authors like Calvin and C.K. Barrett that the text of 2 Corinthians 5 is “one of the charters of the 
Christian ministry in the New Testament. From the outset the author states that the doctrine of 
reconciliation involves individual, communal, cosmic and eschatological dimensions.  
 Turner addresses the issue of the background of 2 Corinthians and concludes that it is one letter 
written by Paul. He accounts for the abrupt changes in the letter by appealing to Paul’s emotional state and 
anguish over the spiritual state of the Corinthian believers. Turner then moves into the exegesis of 2 
Corinthians 5. Arriving at verse 17 in his exegesis Turner shows that reconciliation originates in the Father 
is mediated by the Son and is proclaimed through Paul (which in his view he calls “actual 
accomplishment).  
 Turner illustrates how Paul is the primary NT author who uses the theme of reconciliation in his 
development of soteriology. The author discusses the three key words in the Greek language that are used 
when discussing reconciliation. The three terms together are only used 10 times in the NT. One of the most 
important points to be considered in this discussion according to Turner is that the God is always the 
subject of reconciliation and never the object. The implications of this are that God does not need to be 
reconciled to us, but we need to be reconciled to him. 
 Turner addresses the reconciling work of God in Christ in the text. He explains that Christ was the 
agent through whom God reconciled the world to himself. Turner differentiates between the historic, 
objective sense in which reconciliation was completed at Calvary and the subjective, actualizing of that 
objective work accomplished as the gospel is proclaimed and people respond in faith.  In this section 
Turner argues that world in the text is referring to reconciliation on a cosmic scale. The work of Christ on 
the cross has implications for every part of creation that was affected by the fall. Reconciliation has 
eschatological implications that will be unseen until the return of Christ. 
 Turner addresses the section in the text where Paul urges that the Corinthians be reconciled to 
God. He explains how some interpreters view this as a model of Paul’s missionary preaching directed to no 
specific audience. Turner argues that the appeal is addressed to the Corinthians. The author argues that the 
overall context of the letter gives strong support to this view. From the letter we can discern that the 
relationship between Paul and the Corinthians was strained. The rejection of Paul, however, was no small 
thing since a repudiation of him was akin to a rejection of the gospel. According to Turner the appeal to be 
reconciled to God was in part a call to be reconciled to Paul. 
 Turner turns to a discussion on the mysterious and controversial phrase about the sinless Christ 
becoming sin for us. Quoting Harris he says, “so complete was the identification of the sinless Christ with 
the sin of the sinner, including its dire guilt and its dreadful consequences of separation from God, that Paul 
could say profoundly, ‘God made him to be sin for us.’” At the end of the day Turner says we must bow in 
gratitude at this incomprehensible mystery.  
 Turner moves from his exegesis of the text to a survey of the other Pauline epistles where the 
theme of reconciliation can be found. In Romans Paul speaks of the reconciling work of the Son through 
the cross as a demonstration of love, noting a close connection to justification. He also discusses 
reconciliation in the context of Israel rejecting Christ and the Gentiles coming into Christ. In Ephesians 
Turner discusses the vertical dimensions of reconciliation and the unique dimension found in this letter 
centering on the horizontal dimension. Paul, in this letter, spells out the implications of vertical 
reconciliation for horizontal relationships.  In Colossians Turner argues that the theme of reconciliation is 
focused solely upon the cosmic dimensions.  
 Wrapping up his overview of the theme in the other Pauline epistles Turner illustrates the 
continuity of 2 Corinthians 5 with the other texts that speak to reconciliation. He shows that justification is 
very much like reconciliation, but is different in it being the more personal of the two terms. It is also 
different in its cosmic and eschatological scope. He notes that in all the Pauline epistles reconciliation is 
appropriated by faith, that it has both vertical and horizontal dimensions, and that it is individual, corporate, 
and cosmic in scope. In conclusion Turner summarizes the doctrine by saying that it can be understood 
from the “four perspectives of initiation (by Father), mediation (by Son), proclamation (by Paul), and 
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actualization (by us).” 
 The article was helpful in its clarity and definitions. I thought he spelled out the doctrine well. I 
learned many helpful things and I saw the text of 2 Corinthians 5 in a new light. I would have appreciated a 
section that spelled out some of the practical implications of the doctrine for ministry and life.\ 
 

 
 Degrees of Reward in the Kingdom of Heaven?  

Craig Blomberg 
The Journal of the Evangelical Theological Society 

35/2 June 1992 (p.159-172) 
 
 The goal of this article by Craig Blomberg is to prove that the doctrine of differing rewards in 
heaven is not faithful to the New Testament. In his introduction Blomberg states his opinion that this 
doctrine contradicts the Reformation tradition of God’s free gift of justification apart from anything we do. 
He states that holding this doctrine leaves one with justification by faith and sanctification by works. 
Blomberg also explains his discomfort with the doctrine in his own Christian journey and some of the 
negative consequences of holding such a view.  
 Blomberg’s thesis in this article is that there is not “a single NT text that, when correctly 
interpreted, supports the notion that believers will be distinguished one from another for all eternity on the 
basis of their works as Christians.” His aim in proving this thesis pastorally is to remove a doctrine from 
the Christian tradition that in his view has “highly damaging consequences for the motivation and 
psychology of living the Christian life.”  
 Blomberg sets out to prove his thesis by beginning with the parable of the laborers in the vineyard 
(Matt 20:1-16). In his exegesis of this text Blomberg concludes that this parable teaches three major things: 
1) None of God’s people will be treated unfairly; 2) Many seemingly less deserving people will be treated 
generously due to the sovereign free choice of God; 3) All disciples are equal in God’s eyes. Blomberg also 
argues that the phrase the last will be first and vice versa should be understood to mean that all “numerical 
positions are interchangeable.” He concludes that the implication of this parable is that there are not 
degrees of reward in heaven for the disciples of Christ. 
 Blomberg moves on to discuss the question of preparing for judgment. He argues that the New 
Testament doctrine of judgment refers to eternal life and eternal death not rewards. He also illustrates that 
salvation is by grace and damnation is by works in the doctrine of judgment. He argues in this section that 
the infinite gap between believers and himself would seem to make any difference between believers 
insignificant and therefore unnecessary. 
 In the next section Blomberg discusses the biblical data regarding heaven. He argues from 
Revelation 21-22 that the absence of sorrow excludes the doctrine of differing heavenly rewards since 
“people would live with some unending sense of regret and sadness if they realized that they had not 
attained to as high a level of enjoyment or privilege in heaven as they might have.” In this section 
Blomberg also discusses the varying theories of what the rewards in heaven might be. He states that all the 
theories put forth are unhelpful speculation. Blomberg also sees the idea of progressively becoming more 
perfect as illogical. 
 Blomberg moves onto a discussion on the texts of Scripture that speak of receiving a crown. In 
every single text Blomberg illustrates that eternal salvation, and not reward, is in view. Blomberg argues 
that an overly simplistic view of eternal security has led many to read texts that clearly speak of 
perseverance as a necessity for salvation as merely speaking of gaining or losing rewards. 
 In the following section Blomberg exegetes 1 Corinthian 3:11-15, which is a common text put 
forward by proponents of the eternal rewards view. Blomberg argues that the text does not teach varying 
rewards, but varying experiences on the Day of Judgment. The loss of this believer according to Blomberg 
is not reward, but satisfaction in knowing he spent his life well. He argues that judgment and the shame that 
might accompany it will all end on that day and will not carry over into eternity.  
 Blomberg argues in the remainder of the article that phrases in the New Testament that speak of 
rewards are referring to salvation. He also strives to illustrate that the terms “first and last,” “least and 
greatest” do not refer to varying rewards in heaven, but of the qualities of those who enter the kingdom of 
heaven.  

In his conclusion Blomberg talks about the negative affects of this doctrine on Christians. He 
states that it causes Christians to view God as a taskmaster to whom they must serve more obediently to 
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receive more from his hand. He argues that the doctrine of eternal rewards is a “performance centered 
conception” that is opposed to the liberating gospel of Jesus Christ. Rewards in his viewpoint are not 
healthy motivators for the Christian for they cause them to focus on the wrong things. Obedience from the 
heart out of love for Christ and a desire to please him is the sole reason for obedience according to 
Blomberg. 

I found Blomberg’s article interesting in that it was the first argument I’ve read against the 
doctrine of rewards in heaven. I thought Blomberg made some valid points and I agree with him that many 
texts put forward by proponents of the rewards view have been misused. However, I don’t find Blomberg’s 
arguments convincing and consequently I disagree with his thesis. It seems that there is evidence in favor 
of the rewards view that must be given due weight. I also disagree with some of the “logical” arguments 
put forward by Blomberg. For example his attempt to dismiss rewards in heaven by arguing that they 
would cause grief is unlikely since it actually contradicts the very verse he is arguing from. Edwards seems 
more accurate when he argues that others rewards will not make us jealous but joyful. I also disagree that 
rewards are based on works; they are ultimately based on grace. 

 
 

Luke’s Presentation of the Spirit in Acts 

F.F. Bruce 
Criswell Theological Review  

5.1 1990 (p.15-29) 
 

 In this article F.F. Bruce seeks to survey the Acts of the Apostles in order to understand the role of 
the Spirit in Luke’s presentation. In section 1 Bruce explores the work of the Spirit in the gospel of Luke as 
the backdrop for the book of Acts. Bruce emphasizes the role of the Spirit in the life of Christ. He 
illustrates that it was the Spirit who anointed, empowered, and led Christ throughout his public ministry. 
Bruce also draws the connection between the baptism of the Spirit and the promise of the Spirit in the 
gospel and the fulfillment of both of these in Pentecost. He also illustrates that the promise of the Holy 
Spirit giving the disciples necessary words before hostile authorities is fulfilled in Acts. Along with these 
connections Bruce also sees a possible link between the blasphemy of the Holy Spirit and the sin of 
Ananias and Saphira.  
 In Section 2 Bruce discusses the importance of Pentecost in redemptive history. He argues that in 
the backdrop are the biblical themes of coming kingdom and Davidic king. The author also argues that the 
“Paraclete promises in the upper room discourses of the gospel of John” are fulfilled at Pentecost. 
According to Bruce the book of Acts is the record of the witness of the apostles and also the witness of the 
Spirit. 
 In Section 3 Bruce discusses the theme of Pentecost further. Here Bruce focuses on the fact that 
the Holy Spirit is the “promise of the Father” and that he is also called the “promised Holy Spirit,” which 
illustrates that the Father is the primary giver of the Spirit and that the Spirit is the substance of the promise 
of the Father. Bruce also argues that the speaking in tongues that accompanied the baptism of the Spirit was 
a reversal of Babel.  
 In Section 4 the author traces further threads of redemptive history throughout the Pentecost 
narrative illustrating the importance of understanding the prophetic hope of the Old Testament as finding 
fulfillment in this important event. In Section 5 Bruce discusses the role of the Spirit in the church in the 
book of Acts. Bruce calls his role the “animating principle of the community’s life.” The centrality of the 
Spirit in the life of this community is evident throughout the entire book of Acts. The Spirit empowers the 
disciples for witness and the Spirit offers guidance in the mission of the church. Bruce emphasizes that the 
work of the church and the work of the Spirit are at times inseparable in the book of Acts. To bear this out, 
Bruce points to the punishment of Ananias and the letter from the Jerusalem Council.  
  In section 6 Bruce tackles the perplexing question of the work of the Spirit in conversion in the 
narrative of Acts. Bruce focuses on controversial texts such as the example of believers receiving the Spirit 
only after the apostles lay hands on them. In Bruce’s perspective the reason for difficult passages like this 
one is the transitional nature of this period in redemptive history. He illustrates that the Jerusalem church 
maintained a fair degree of supervision over the extension of the church. He also points to the historical 
situation of Jews and Samaritans and consequently the need for the outcasts to be officially incorporated 
into the people of God in order to explain the reason for the uniqueness of the Samaritan conversion.  

In this same section Bruce argues that there is no normative way in which the Spirit is received in 
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Acts. He summarizes the way the Spirit is received into four categories. 1) After the exercise of faith and 
submission to water baptism, 2) with the imposition of apostolic hands, a considerable time after faith and 
water baptism 3) while hearers listened in faith the preaching of the gospel before water baptism, 4) after 
baptism in the name of Jesus and the imposition of apostolic hands. Bruce summarizes his findings by 
saying that “no one sequence of elements is normative rather than any other.” 

In section 7 Bruce discusses the great danger of refusing the Holy Spirit in the book of Acts. He 
argues that there is no deadlier sin than refusing the Spirit inspired proclamation of the apostles. He likens 
the role of the apostles to that of the prophets of old arguing that to reject their words was indeed to reject 
the Spirit of God. Bruce also discusses the role of the Spirit in prophecy in the book of Acts, a topic in 
which he also sees substantial connection to the Old Testament. In Section 8 Bruce concludes the article by 
summing up the work of the Spirit as the “divine agent and witness of the new age.” He also emphasizes 
the necessity of the work of the Spirit in conversion while downplaying the search for a logical sequence of 
how he accomplishes his work. 

This article gave me a good framework for understanding the work of the Spirit in Luke-Acts. I 
learned many helpful things by the connections that were drawn between Luke and Acts. I agreed with 
Bruce on the emphasis of the Spirit in transformation and mission. The one potential disagreement that I 
might have with Bruce is his discussion on the sequence of the work of the Spirit. It seems that the 
transitional nature of the book of Acts needs to inform our understanding of the work of the Spirit in this 
book. Books written post-Pentecost are probably most helpful for probing the question of a “normative” 
work of the Spirit in conversion 

 
 

The Theology of Acts 

David Dockery 
Criswell Theological Review 

5.1 1990 (p. 43-55) 
  
 In this article David Dockery attempts to capture some of the major theological emphases in the 
book of Acts. In his introduction he argues that the book of Acts is not merely history, but a history that is 
written with a theological purpose. He explains that the historical journeys, speeches, and councils are 
filled with theological content that need to be examined. 
 In the first section of the article Dockery responds to some critical approaches to the study of the 
book of Acts. Dockery argues for the historicity of the book of Acts and its theological coherence with the 
rest of Scripture. Dockery argues that this narrative is not at odds with the rest of the canon but that it is a 
significant theological contribution to the rest of Scripture. Once Dockery has established this point he 
introduces the three major theological contributions of the book of Acts: the Spirit, Christ and salvation, 
and the church and eschatology. 
 In the second section Dockery discusses the Spirit in the book of Acts. Dockery explains that the 
Spirit is a central character, if not the central character, in the narrative of Acts. The Spirit births the church 
and empowers the church. Dockery points out that the work of the church is so driven by the Spirit that 
sometimes one action is seen to be accomplished by both the church and the Spirit. Dockery illustrates that 
the Spirit cannot be disconnected from Jesus, but has come to continue his work and make him known. The 
pouring out of the Spirit at Pentecost is a sign of the inauguration of the new age promised in the Old 
Testament. Dockery also shows that the Spirit came to produce missionaries. He rightly argues that though 
the Spirit is given to transform individuals the primary focus of the work of the Spirit in Acts is mission. 
 In the third section Dockery turns to his discussion on Christ and salvation as a major theological 
motif of the book of Acts. Dockery argues that the speeches in the book of Acts reveal to us the centrality 
of Christ and his work of salvation in the book of Acts. Dockery explains that even Pentecost is grounded 
in the death and resurrection of Christ for it is only after the exaltation that the Spirit can be poured out. 
The offer of salvation in the book of Acts is based upon the cross-work of Christ and his consequent 
resurrection. All of the benefits of salvation flow forth from the work of Christ. Dockery also ties together 
the theme of the Spirit with this theme of Christ and salvation by explaining that the Spirit points to and 
draws people to Christ for salvation. The Spirit’s central role is to make Christ the center. Dockery 
discusses some of the vital components of salvation in the narrative of Acts including faith, repentance, 
confession, baptism, and the baptism of the Holy Spirit. The book of Acts reveals some of the dynamics in 
the work of conversion. 
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 In the fourth section Dockery discusses the church and eschatology. Ecclesiology in one sense 
begins here in the book of Acts. Dockery illustrates that the church was from the beginning a divine 
organism birthed and sustained by the Holy Spirit. The church was a unified group of diverse individuals 
who were committed to Christ. They congregated together often to hear the apostolic teaching, fellowship, 
pray and eat the Lord’s supper. As a community they sought to fulfill the great commission. The book of 
Acts also reveals principles of church leadership and the inevitable persecution of the church. According to 
Dockery the book of Acts contains an already not yet eschatology. The new age has broken in with the 
resurrection of Christ and the outpouring of the Spirit and yet we await the consummation of the new age. 
Christ has been exalted and is reigning and yet we await the placing of all things under his feet. Dockery 
illustrates that eschatology undergirded the mission of the early church. The second coming of Christ was 
an important part of the message proclaimed to unbelievers. His return provided motivation for obedience 
in all things and urgency in mission. 
 Overall I enjoyed this article and took away many helpful things. I thought Dockery did a good 
job of synthesizing his understanding of the theological emphases of this book. I appreciated his discussion 
on the role of the Spirit in the book of Acts. One theological emphasis that I think is present within Acts 
which was not discussed was the centrality and power of the Word of God.  

 
"The Double Procession of the Holy Spirit in Evangelical Theology Today: Do we still need it?," 
Gerald Bray, JETS 41.3 (September 1998): 415-26. 
 
 In the introduction of this article Gerald Bray speaks of the mystery that shrouds the Trinity in 
spite of the revelation we have. He explains that the Spirit is the most shadowy and mysterious of the three 
persons of the Trinity. He admits the irony in this fact since it is the Spirit who actually dwells within us 
and yet he is the one person of the Trinity that in a sense we know the least about. Bray states that much of 
church history can be written in terms of attempting to wrestle with the great mystery of the Holy Spirit. He 
also explains that most of the debates of the Reformation centered on issues raised by the work of the 
Spirit. During the reformation the question was does the Spirit work directly in the hearts of believers or is 
his work mediated through the church, the priests or the sacraments? According to Bray, the question that 
needs to be addressed regarding the Spirit today is how he binds us o God? 
 Bray also introduces the discussion that his article will take up: what is the relationship of the 
Holy Spirit to the Father and the Son? The issue at hand is called the procession of the Spirit, which is 
abbreviated by the Latin term filoque. The filoque clause was added to the Nicene creed sometime in the 
16th century and today Protestants and Roman Catholics accept it while the Eastern Orthodox still reject it. 
Bray explains that the discussion of the procession of the Spirit has popped up from time to time since the 
Nicene Creed but for the most part has been ignored or taken for granted by most Protestants. Bray argues 
that it is important to probe this doctrine since the relationship of the Spirit to the Father and the Son is a 
central theme in the New Testament theology undergirding the teaching of Jesus in the gospel of John and 
permeating much of the Pauline letters. 
 Bray’s discussion is broken up into three sections: 1) The Doctrine; 2) The Two Positions; and 3) 
An Evangelical Approach. In his first section on the doctrine of the procession of the Spirit Braipy explains 
that Gregory of Nazianzus pressed John 15:26 into service as the crucial text that explained the relationship 
of the Spirit to the other persons of the Trinity as procession.  Bray makes five observations of the text that 
are agreed on by many in biblical scholarship today. 1) The verb for proceed is used in the present tense 
indicating a continuous action. This means that the procession of the Spirit in Scripture is portrayed as a 
continual process and not a one time event. Bray says that this suggests “a vitality and dynamic relationship 
that might otherwise be less obvious. 2) The verb is a compound of ek and poreuatai, which has led some 
scholars to ask what the force of ek might be. Bray concludes that there is really no significance that should 
tbe attached to the use of ek in the compound verb. 3) It has been argued that the latin procedure is an 
inappropriate translation of the greek ekporeusthai. Bray argues that this is not the case and that the two 
terms are lexically equivalent. 4) It has been argued that the terms of proceeding and sending in John are 
synonymous. Bray explains argues that the terms are not synonymous. 5) The temporal mission of the 
Spirit on earth is connected to his eternal relation to the Father in heaven. This is the question that the entire 
discussion revolves around, exactly how the Spirit relates to the Father ontologically. Bray here explains 
the historical stances that have been proposed in the church. 
 In the second section Bray discusses the two major positions. The first position is the Western 
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position, which affirms the double procession of the Spirit from the Father and the Son. The Eastern 
position agrees that the Spirit proceeds from the Father, but rejects that he proceeds from the Son. They 
posit a view that the Spirit proceeds from the Father through the Son. Another branch of the Eastern 
position prefers to say that the Spirit proceeded from the Father and rests on the Son. Bray points out that 
the weaknesses of the Western position is that it is susceptible to Sabbelianism or Modalism whereas the 
Eastern position is susceptible to Arianism. The emphasis in the Western tradition of derivative deity is on 
dangerous ground since clearly the deity of the Son and Spirit are called into question when the language of 
“source or fount of deity” are used. The other critique of the Western position is that it leads to a 
depersonalization of the Holy Spirit.  
 In hi third and final section Bray puts forth an evangelical proposal. Bray argues that we must 
keep at the forefront of our theological formulations of the Spirit’s relation to the Father and the Son the 
reality that he is a full and complete person that is in no way unequal in essence. Therefore we should avoid 
all formulations that categorize the Spirit in impersonal terms, such as the “bond of love.” The Spirit played 
an integral role in the decision to redeem the world and his submission to the Father is one of willingness 
and joy, not one of compulsion. In the most important part of the article Bray argues that we must reject 
any notion of procession that implies that one person of the Godhead is the source of another’s divinity. 
However we understand procession it cannot be in terms of deriving divinity since all three persons are co-
equal and co-eternal.  
 I found this article very clear and informative. His concise discussion of the issues revolving 
around the procession of the Holy Spirit was very helpful and enlightening. His arguments for 
understanding the procession of the Spirit functionally and not ontologically were persuasive. I was also 
helped by his critique of both the Eastern and Western traditions held throughout church history.  
 

"Ecce Homo: The Coming of the Kingdom as the Restoration of Human Viceregency," Dan 
McCartney Westminster Theological Journal 58 (1994): 1-21. 

 In this article Dan McCartney proposes that the key to understanding the coming of the kingdom 
of God is found in the theme of viceregency. He begins the article by illustrating that the rule given to 
Christ spoken of in the New Testament is fundamentally wrapped up with his becoming a man, suffering, 
dying, and rising again for the sake of sinners. He explains that the reign of God has never been called into 
question and the absolute sovereignty of the second person of the Trinity has never been lacking. His thesis 
statement is that the kingdom of God is not a reinstatement of God's sovereign control and power to 
accomplish what he wills ,but that the arrival of the reign of God is the "reinstatement of the originally 
intended divine order for earth, with man properly situated as God's viceregent." In order to establish his 
thesis McCartney focuses on the theme of viceregency in the Old Testament, the intertestamental period, 
and the New Testament.         
 In his section on the Old Testament the author begins with Genesis 1-5 arguing that God clearly 
set man upon the earth to rule it in his place. McCartney argues that viceregency is an essential component 
to being made in the image of God. The fall therefore was the spoiling of man's viceregency whereby he 
handed his rule over to another and was driven from his throne. McCartney argues that the restoration of 
man's viceregency begins in the covenants given by God to the patriarchs. From Genesis he moves to the 
theme of the Davidic King arguing that this king was the closest thing to the restoration of viceregency in 
the Old Testament. From Psalm 2, 8, and 45 the author illustrates the close connection between the 
intended role of Adam and the role of the Davidic king. Along with the psalms McCartney draws in Isaiah 
9 and 11 to make the link between the anointed one and the restoration of the viceregency of man. From 
this point he moves on to Daniel 7 and explains once again that God is in the business of restoring men 
back to their function of reigning for him.        
 In the intertestamental period McCartney draws on a few different traditions to illustrate that there 
was a strand of teaching that connected the Messiah to the restoration of man's viceregency. From this 
section the author moves onto the New Testament. He argues that Hebrews 1-2 is the definitive section in 
the New Testament on this theme. All the strands of this theme seen in the psalms and Daniel are woven 
into Hebrews 2 and here we learn that Jesus was indeed God's viceregent who did not succumb to the devil, 
but rather destroyed him. From this text McCartney says that the "eschatological restoration of human rule 
is proleptically fulfilled by Jesus Christ, who represents all redeemed mankind in achieving this dominion." 
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McCartney argues from the gospels that Jesus' actions of teaching, exorcism, healing, and power over 
nature should be understood within the framework of the viceregency of man. He argues that in Jesus the 
kingdom has come because he is the true viceregent who rightly reigns as a man on behalf of the God of 
heaven. McCartney does show that there is an already-not yet element to this reign of Christ.
 McCartney discusses the Son of Man language used in the gospels and argues that Daniel 7 is the 
most prominent background to these sayings and therefore should be understood in terms of viceregency.  
After arguing from the gospels that this is a prominent theme he poses the question: if the kingdom of God 
is wrapped up in the viceregency of man why then is it called the kingdom of God? To which he answers, 
"It is called God's reign because the proper created order of his sovereign rule on earth is with man as 
viceregent." Satan dethroned Adam and took his throne and now Satan has been dethroned by Christ who 
will restore the throne back to God who will restore the throne back to man. At this point the author 
transitions into the other books in the New Testament. In Paul, McCartney explains that the language of 
inheritance and being co-heirs with Christ must be understood as the restoration of viceregency. The reign 
we are promised with Christ is none other than the restoration of the reign we were intended to have at 
creation but lost at the fall. He also makes an intriguing case for the language of being seated in the 
heavenly places in Christ meaning that positionally our role as viceregent has been restored in Christ and it 
will in eternity future be completely restored.     
 McCartney spends a good amount of time at the end pulling in other texts that support his thesis 
from the New Testament. He argues that the storyline of redemption from Genesis to Revelation demands 
that we understand the theme of reigning with God or under God in terms of the viceregency given at 
creation, lost at the fall, restored representatively in Christ, and then restored in us.  
 The article was very well written. I found it helpful how he tied together a theme that is woven 
throughout the Bible. I think he makes a good case for understanding viceregency as an essential 
component of the coming of the kingdom. I am not completely convinced, however, that you can collapse 
the two into one. The viceregency of man is not the kingdom, but is an expression of the kingdom. 

"An Evangelical Reformulation of the Doctrine of the Immutability of God," Bruce Ware, JETS 29.4 
(December 1986): 431-46. 
 
 In the introduction to this article Ware discusses the significant restatements of the doctrine of 
God's immutability that have surfaced in the last twenty five years. The major restatements of this doctrine 
come from process theology and Roman Catholic theology. The purpose of Ware's article is to offer a 
thorough reformulation of the doctrine of God's immutability that holds to firmly to the authority of 
Scripture. Ware divides his discussion into three major sections: 1) The Biblical Attestation to God's 
Changelessness; 2) Senses of Immutability Proper to the God of the Bible; and 3) Senses of Mutability 
Proper to the God of the Bible. 
 In section 1 Ware puts forward three major texts from Scripture that establish the teaching of 
God's immutability as it has been understood throughout church history. The first text is Psalm 102:25-27. 
In this psalm the writer contrasts the permanence of God over against the transience of the created world, 
especially the heavens and earth. Ware notes that the heavens and the earth are used throughout the psalms 
as symbols of stability. He shows that the author intentionally chooses something that was considered 
durable to contrast with the character of God. The unchanging nature of God is unmistakable in this text for 
the author says outright that God "is the same." Ware notes other places throughout Scripture where the 
same phrase is used of God: Deuteronomy 32:39 and Isaiah 41:4, 43:10, 43:13, 46:4, 48:12. Ware 
concludes after explicating this text that the writer clearly has in mind the attribute of God's "self-
sameness." 
 The next text he discusses in section 1 is Malachi 3:6. In this passage Ware argues that God's 
ethical immutability is rooted in his ontological immutability. He says that this text teaches us "both of the 
intrinsic immutability of God's own nature and of the extension of his changeless character in his ethical 
dealings with people. The third text used by Ware in this discussion is James 1:17. The immutable 
goodness of God makes it an impossibility for him to be tempted or to tempt anyone. Ware argues that this 
text teaches, like Malachi 3:6, that the ethical dealings of God with his people is grounded in his 
unchanging character. God is unchanging light and his light cannot be changed in anyway therefore his 
dealings with people will always be of the same nature.  
 In section 2 Ware discusses two senses in which God is immutable. He argues based on the 
previous section that God is ontologically immutable and ethically immutable. In his discussion on the 
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ontological immutability of God he argues that this quality is the "primary and most fundamental sense in 
which the Scriptures speak of God's constant self-sameness." All other conceptions of immutability are 
dependent on this sense. Ware discusses reasons why it is proper for the writers of Scripture to deny that 
the essence of God can ever change. He shows that the Scriptures testify to his self-sufficiency and as a 
result  that which is finite can add nothing to his essential existence. The intrinsic perfections of God can 
never be altered. He can neither gain glory nor lose glory. Creation reveals not need in God but grace in 
God.   

In Ware's discussion on ethical immutability he argues that God is changeless in his promises and 
moral obligations precisely because he is immutable in his nature. He illustrates that ethical immutability is 
derivative on the basis of three things: 1) God's ontological changelessness, 2) the existence of a contingent 
and temporal order, 3) the free decision of God to pledge himself to his creatures in certain ways that 
accord with his intrinsic nature. Ware also explains that God's promises are not necessary but free. He does 
not make promises out of obligation, but out of free grace. The amazing thing is that he who was 
unobligated makes promises that he now is obligated to fulfill. God will indeed keep his promises because 
God's "ethical commitments are the natural yet free expressions of his unchanging intrinsic nature." 

In the third and final section of the article Ware discusses the senses in which God can be 
considered changeable. He argues that God changes in his interaction with his created world. Ware 
illustrates that one's essence does not necessarily change as a result of changing in relationships with others.  
Ware illustrates that Scripture is filled with examples of God's changed relationships. He argues that the 
change seen in God relationally is actually rooted in his divine immutability. He must respond in accord 
with his unchanging nature. In this section he also touches on the issue of God's repentance in the Old 
Testament. He proposes that we understand these references as a "changed mode of action and attitude in 
response to a changed human situation." Ware also disagrees with the explanation that the emotions 
ascribed to God are merely anthropomorphic. In his conclusion he argues that we must affirm the 
ontological and ethical immutability of God while affirming the relational mutability of God. 

This article was very beneficial for me. I found Ware's discussion and argumentation convincing. 
His distinction between ethical and ontological immutability and their relationship was very instructive. His 
proposal of the mutability of God in terms of relationships was also helpful.  

 
 

"How Jesus Understood the Last Supper: A Parable in Action," David Wenham, Themelios 20.2 
(January 1995): 11-15. 
 
 David Wenham begins his article discussing the force of parables in making a point. He walks 
through the parable of the Good Samaritan discussing the historical, geographical, and social context of the 
parable in order to draw out the full import of what Jesus was communicating. He discusses the long 
history of tension between the Jews and Samaritans that was essential to understanding what Jesus was 
saying along with the dangerous road that was being traveled in the parable, which would have been 
common knowledge to the original hearers. He argues that the meaning of the parable is not in illustrating 
what kind of people we should be, but in confronting us with a choice-- "a choice between our old 
prejudice (dislike of Samaritans and others) and Jesus' new way of the Kingdom of God ( love of 
enemies)." At this juncture he argues that the Lord's Supper was a parabolic drama. 
 Wenham discusses the background and context of the Lord's Supper. He shows that the 
proclomation of the Kingdom of God looms over the Lord's Supper as the supper points forward to how he 
will bring the kingdom in even further. He also explains that the Lord's Supper took place at Jesus' last trip 
to Jerusalem. One of the most significant things contextually was that the Lord's Supper took place during a 
passover meal. Wenham argues that the passover celebration had become not only a backward looking 
event, but an event of great anticipation.  He quotes a rabbinic saying, "In this night we were delivered, in 
this night we will be delivered." He explains that the expectancy of liberation from Roman rule would have 
been especially high during the Passover celebration. Wenham then goes on to discuss the Passover meal in 
detail arguing that the cup of the covenant likely would have replaced the third cup in the supper, which 
was the cup of blessing.  
 Wenham says that the breaking of the bread and the giving of the cup was the parable of Christ's 
death in action. Just as the Passover meal centered on the death of a lamb so the Lord's Supper centered on 
the death of a lamb, the Lamb. By choosing to initiate the Lord's Supper in the context of Passover Jesus 
was clearly teaching that his death had redemptive significance. In fact he was showing that the great 
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redemptive work of God in the Exodus, which became the framework for salvation throughout the rest of 
biblical history, was now finding its fulfillment in the work of Christ. Wenham says that at the Lord's 
Supper we have a "new Passover, a new Exodus, and a new covenant being established between God and 
his people." It is helpful to see the connection between these three realities. The sacrifice of Christ as the 
Passover Lamb leads to the new exodus, which brings one into the new covenant. The new Passover 
celebration looks back upon the work of Christ and celebrates his death which was the means of liberation 
and new covenant. 
 Wenham argues that all of these realities are spoken of mainly in parabolic fashion in the Lord's 
Supper. The breaking of the bread signifies the crushing of Christ's body. The once cup represents the shed 
blood of the true Passover Lamb. In effect the elements of the Lord's Supper are meant to be visuals that 
point the means by which the new Exodus and the new covenant were brought to pass. The fact that Jesus 
gave them the bread and the cup, according to Wenham, involved them in the death of Christ in a very 
vivid way. He was communicating to them that only participation in his death would bring about 
redemption. One must receive his body and blood by faith in order to be rescued from the wrath of God.  
 Wenham towards the end of his article spells out some of the implications of the Lord's Supper. 
First, he argues that the way of expressing our faith as Christians is initially in baptism. We express our 
continuing faith in the death and resurrection of Christ by participating in the Lord's Supper. As we take the 
elements we are communicating that we are trusting in his death and resurrection alone for our redemption. 
Second, he argues that we need to focus on the elements and see in them the parabolic drama that Christ 
intended. The breaking of bread is thus a necessary component of the Lord's Supper if we are to benefit 
from the parable. Third, the Lord's Supper took place at the same time that Jesus washed the feet of his 
disciples. This is significant because it teaches that the Lord's Supper is about serving and loving one 
another. Those in Corinth were guilty of not looking out for each other and serving each other when they 
came together for the Lord's Supper. The result of this is that they were not actually practicing the Lord's 
Supper. Fundamental then to the Lord's Supper is the love and service of those within the body toward one 
another.  
 I found this article insightful and helpful. I appreciated his explanation of the historical context of 
the Passover celebration that sheds light on the atmosphere and attitude of the Jews at that time. I also 
found his discussion of the new Exodus, Passover, and covenant instructive and enlightening. I appreciated 
a discussion about the Lord's Supper that did not center in on the age old debate of the presence of Christ in 
the supper, but focused in on the most significant aspects of the supper that are often missed by the narrow 
discussion of presence. 
 

 
"Seeing God in the Psalms: The Background to the Beatific Vision in the Hebrew Bible", Mark S. 
Smith CBQ 50 1988, pp. 178-83. 
  
 Mark Smith sets out in this article to unfold the Old Testament background of the beatific vision in 
the New Testament. Smith begins this article interacting with a doctoral dissertation written by M. Dahood 
who argued that some of the psalms taught a beatific vision in eternity future. In a dissertation written by L. 
Dorn the position of Dahood is critiqued and Dorn argues that the setting of the so called beatific vision is 
not in eternity future. Smith in this article proposes a middle ground between these two perspectives 
arguing that some of the texts speak of the past, some of the present, and some of the future. 
 Smith begins in the psalms and walks through the relevant texts for his discussion. In this section 
he argues that Psalm 11:7 as one of the clearest texts concerning the reward for an upright life being a 
vision of the face of God. He also cites Psalm 27 focusing on v.4 and v.13. It is the beauty and the form of 
the Lord that are beheld by the one who longs to see him. He cites Psalm 42:3 and argues that it should be 
translated “the face of God.” In Psalm 63:3 the psalmist recalls a past experience of beholding God in the 
sanctuary and experiencing both his power and glory. These five texts, according to Smith, communicate a 
“significant facet of the Israelite religion,” namely, seeing the face of God. 
 At this point Smith poses the question: what does it mean to see the face of God? He explains that 
beholding the face of God has been explained as the psalmist awakening from death, a resolution of a 
judicial ordeal in the morning following a time of testing at night, a cultic theopany, and a special vision 
from Yahweh. Smith argues that the theme of beholding the face of God is connected to the “wider 
semantic field of the light of the divine face.” Smith moves into a discussion of the relevant texts that speak 
of God’s face shining upon his people Among these texts are Psalm 4, 34, 80, 89, and, 90. He argues that 
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the shining of the face motif is rooted in the Aaronic blessing given in Numbers 6. To have God’s face 
shine upon you was equal to receiving God’s blessing. From this point Smith argues that beholding the face 
of God can be equated with the height of blessedness.  
 Smith transitions into a different discussion concerning the connection of beholding God’s face 
and what he calls a “solar theophany.” In this section he argues that solar language is often used of God’s 
revelation of himself. According to Smith, a text like Deuteronomy 33:2 that speaks of the Lord dawning 
upon his people and shining forth before them is a helpful link to understanding the shining of God’s face 
upon his people. The Hebrew word for dawn in this text is used to describe the rising of the sun. Isaiah 60:1 
uses the same word to describe the going forth of God. The brightness and blessing that comes from the sun 
when it rises on the earth points away to the brightness of the God of glory and the blessedness that flows 
from him causing his face to shine upon his people. Smith also points to the visions of the prophets as a 
helpful background for understanding the beatific vision. He draws on the experiences of Isaiah and 
Ezekiel and argues that their vision of God was akin to the beatific vision spoken of throughout the psalms. 
He also references Moses and his intimate relationship with God described as face to face. 
 When Smith pulls all the evidence together he argues that to behold the face of God is to receive 
the ultimate blessing. He argues that beholding God in the Old Testament can be explained in terms of past, 
present, and future. The theme beholding God’s face is rooted in the priestly blessing given by Aaron 
whereby he invokes God to make his face shine upon his people in order that they might be blessed. Since 
God’s face shining upon his people is equated with blessing how much more than the beholding of his 
shining face. He also argues that solar language is tied into both of these themes and helps draw out both 
the blessing that results from living under the face of God and beholding it. The visions of Isaiah, Ezekiel, 
and Moses serve as examples of this vision of God that every Israelite longed for. 
 At the end of this article the author points to New Testament passages such as Matthew 5:8, 1 
John 1:5-7, 1 Corinthians 13:11-12, and 2 Corinthians 3:18 and explains that these are the clearest 
references in the Bible to the beatific vision. He argues that the “New Testament language of seeing God in 
the afterlife was modeled on the eschatological language of seeing God in the Old Testament.”  
 I found this article helpful for bringing together the most significant passages on beholding the 
face of God in the Old Testament. I found his arguments regarding the connection between beholding 
God’s face, the Aaronic blessing, and solar theophany convincing and helpful. I also agree with him that 
the New Testament hope of seeing God’s face is rooted in the Old Testament. The most significant 
contribution in this article, in my opinion, is the link that is made between the blessing of God and the face 
of God. It is only those who have God’s face shining on them that are blessed. The opposite of this is to 
have his face turned away, which would be the wrath of God rather than the blessing of God upon you. The 
ultimate blessedness therefore is the beatific vision. 
 
 
"Who’s invited?," Gilbert Ostdiek, Word & World XVII 1 (Winter 1997): 67-72. 
 
 In the introduction to this article Gilbert Ostdiek states that the title of the article is one of the most 
vexing pastoral questions that face the churches today. From the outset Ostdiek argues that the table 
fellowship of Christ must inform how we understand the Lord’s Supper and consequently how we fence the 
supper and welcome people to the supper. The goal of the article is to consider the table practice of Christ 
and to challenge the current practice of the Lord’s Supper in light of it. Ostdiek divides his article into four 
sections: 1) The Question; 2) The Last Supper; 3) Meals in Jesus’ Ministry; 4) Concluding Reflections.  
 In the first section Ostdiek poses the question “what are our expectations when we ask who’s 
invited to a dinner party?” To which he responds by saying that what we are looking for is whether or not 
those who are coming to the party will be compatible table companions. Ostdiek states that “the question of 
who is invited is seen to contain within it the question of who ought to be invited. And that in turn implies a 
set of criteria by which the appropriateness of the guest list can be judged.” From this point Ostdiek 
explains anthropologically and sociologically that the sharing of meals is the way a group establishes and 
reaffirms its identity. He argues that the sharing of food and drink is never without the deeper connotations 
of identity, which usually is found in status and shared goals. Ostdiek says that the simple act of eating a 
meal so strongly communicates those who are truly our companions (he notes that the word companion 
literally means those who share bread). Ostdiek argues that those we don’t eat with is just as telling as those 
we do eat with. “Meal sharing is simultaneously an act of inclusion and exclusion.” The invitation of an 
outsider to break the boundaries that are set in table fellowship is a big deal in Ostdiek’s view. Moving into 
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the discussion of the Lord’s Supper Ostdiek argues that we must keep Jesus’ guest list in front of us and we 
must understand who he invited to the table. 
 In the second section Ostdiek discusses the Last Supper. He describes the setting in terms of 
John’s gospel as a moving scene where Christ expresses his deep love and affection for the disciples and 
the disciples theirs for Christ. It was a night mingled with grief, fear, and joy. And yet Ostdiek notes that 
the supper cannot be romanticized since the gospel writers tell us of multiple disturbing events that are 
present at the Lord’s Supper. First, this was the night Judas was to betray Jesus and he does so during the 
supper. The disciples are thrown into consternation upon hearing that a backstabber is at the table with 
them. Second, Jesus predicts the denial of Peter, which includes the denial of all the disciples. Fourth, the 
gospel of Luke records that the disciples squabbled about who would be greatest in the kingdom at the Last 
Supper. From these points Ostdiek argues that “Jesus’ companions at that last meal were weak and frail 
disciples…each of them seemed to be on the verge of turning away from Jesus, yet he excluded none of 
them from the table.” Ostdiek notes that a common thread that runs through all the gospel accounts of the 
Lord’s Supper is the “admission of broken and weak disciples.” Ostdiek argues that the reason for this was 
that all disciples of Christ are weak and frail like the original twelve and need the strength and forgiveness 
that the holy meal provides.  
 In the third section Ostdiek argues that the Lord’s Supper should be placed within the greater 
context of the table fellowship Christ practiced in his ministry. Ostdiek proposes that the meal tradition we 
find of Christ in the gospels provides alternate models for our understanding of the Lord’s Supper for 
today. Ostdiek surveys the gospel of Luke since it is the gospel where the table practice of Christ figures 
heavily into the narrative. Ostdiek identifies two common things in the meals of Christ. First, he notes that 
Jesus regularly eats with the social outcasts of his day, which were the tax collectors, sinners, and the sick. 
From the perspective of the Pharisees his table companionship was despicable and he was an unclean 
drunkard and glutton. Second, the meal scenes usually led to a conversation, which ultimately centered on 
entrance into the kingdom. Ostdiek also draws a connection between the Lord’s Supper and the feeding of 
the five thousand. He argues that the miracle meal communicates God’s gracious invitation to enter the 
kingdom and feast with him. At the end of the day, Ostdiek argues, the table fellowship of Jesus 
“announced a new understanding of membership in God’s reign.” 
 In his fourth and final section Ostdiek states that Jesus has left us with a dangerous memory of his 
table practice, which must always be brought to bear that we might analyze our own practices. Ostdiek 
agrees that the table must be fenced for Scripture clearly proscribes that, but at the same time he questions 
whether we have balanced guarding the table with the gracious welcome that was so evident in the life of 
Christ. He mainly calls into question our view of who is worthy to participate at the Lord’s Supper. The 
stumbling, sinful, frail disciples must be paradigmatic in our understanding of who should come to the 
table, according to Ostdiek.  
 I enjoyed this article and was most challenged by his perspective on the state of the disciples at the 
Last Supper and how that should inform participating in the Lord’s Supper. I also thought his placement of 
the Lord’s Supper within the context of the table practice of Christ throughout his ministry was helpful. I 
agree with many of his conclusions, but am still wrestling over the evangelistic component of the supper.  
 

"The Biblical Doctrine of the Wrath of God." R.V.G. Tasker, Themelios 26, no. 2 (Spring 2001): 4-17. 

 In the preface of this article Tasker discusses the deficiency of much theology that strips wrath from 
their understanding of God due to their perception of his love. From the outset he argues that the anger of 
God is a necessity of true love and when it is stripped away so is love. The love of God is inseparable with 
the holiness and justice of God. Taker states that the doctrine of the wrath of God “safeguards the essential 
distinction between Creator and creature, which sin is ever seeking to minimize or obliterate.”  
 In the introduction of the article Tasker dives right into Romans 1:18 arguing that it is the starting 
point for any discussion of the wrath of God. From this text Tasker argues that the wrath of God has been 
made known in varying degrees throughout all of history since the fall of Adam. He argues that in order to 
understand the wrath of God we must view its manifestations in history, in the cross of Christ, and in the 
future judgment. From this verse he also explains that the wrath of God is a permanent element in contrast 
to the fickle and wavering wrath of human beings. From this text he also argues that the reason divine 
wrath is being poured out is due to the fact that men failed to worship and give thanks to God and therefore 
they became ungodly. The willful suppression of truth that this verse describes is what evokes the awful 
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wrath of God, according to Tasker.         
 In the body of the article Tasker divides it into the three sections: the manifestation of the divine 
wrath to those outside the covenant, the manifestation of the divine wrath to those inside the covenant, and 
the divine wrath to Christ on the cross. In his discussion of the wrath of God on those outside of God’s 
covenant he focuses on Romans 1. Tasker illustrates that Paul proves in this chapter that non-Jews have no 
excuse before God in spite of their lack of special revelation. He references the sobering irony of people 
who can see the divine attributes of God in the world and yet they live without God in that very same world 
repressing the truth that they know. The cardinal sin of idolatry is what has placed all men under the wrath 
of God. Tasker presents the expulsion of Adam and Eve from the garden, the destruction of the world at the 
flood, Sodom and Gomorrah, and Babel as examples of the wrath of God poured out upon those outside the 
covenant.           
 Tasker also illustrates in this section that the wrath of God is also revealed in the natural effects of 
sin upon humanity. Tasker says that when “man degrades God he also degrades himself.” The moral 
uncleanness of humanity is a direct result of their failure to worship God and give thanks to him. At the end 
of this section the author enters into a discussion on the terms “children of wrath” from Ephesians 2:3 and 
“vessels of destruction” from Romans 9:22. He argues convincingly that these terms unequivocally express 
the truth that men are born in Adam and therefore come forth from the womb with the wrath of God resting 
upon them. According to Tasker, who quotes another author, “God’s displeasure is their birthright.” The 
wrath of God upon those outside is a present reality that without repentance points forward to a much fuller 
revelation of wrath where men will suffer eternal conscious torment.    
 In his discussion on God’s wrath directed toward those under the covenant Tasker focuses on 
Romans 2. From this text he illustrates that being born into the covenant community does not exclude one 
from being born with the birthright of Adam. Being a Jew, in other words, does not exclude one from 
experiencing the wrath of God. In his explanation of Romans 2 he shows that the Israelites were guilty of 
the same things that the Gentiles were. He also argues that their guilt incurs a more severe punishment 
since they were recipients of special revelation. The Israelites wrongly understood the forbearance of God 
and took advantage of it rather than repenting as a result of it. Tasker also makes the point that God’s 
forbearance was not a laying aside of his wrath, but he was patient because he “will willed to show his 
wrath and make his power known on the great day of wrath.” When it comes to the covenant people God 
will not break his promise. God’s love therefore does not exclude God’s wrath, but it causes him to limit it 
rather than giving it full expression.        
 In the final section Tasker discusses the wrath of God poured out upon his son. The son who as the 
covenant keeper, but took the punishment of innumerable covenant breakers. The loving purposes of God 
come to a climax of Christ, but not to the exclusion of his wrath. In fact the greatest display of God’s love 
is simultaneously the greatest display of his wrath thus far in redemptive history. The wrath of God 
manifested in Christ on the cross was foreshadowed in the Old Testament and also served as an example of 
the future wrath that is coming for those who fail to repent.     
 The article was helpful and sobering. I appreciated his exegesis of Romans 1 and 2. I found his 
careful distinctions between the wrath of God on sin and the wrath of God in the natural results of sin 
instructive. Above all I appreciated his submission to difficult texts of Scripture that are often muted.  

 

Cultural Implications of an Indigenous Church 

William A. Smalley 

 
 Smalley’s article seeks to engage the long held definition of an indigenous church as being 
characterized by the three self’s (self-governing, self-supporting, and self-propagating). He argues that 
many churches would qualify under this definition that cannot be called indigenous. He takes apart all three 
of the self’s in his critique. First, he argues that self-governing churches are not necessarily indigenous 
because they may be utilizing alien forms of governance. He also notes that the church may very well be 
governed by nationals on the face of things, but in reality governed by foreigners through them. The self-
supporting principle is no necessary indicator either, he argues, because indigenous churches can receive 
support from outside and remain indigenous (the Jerusalem church from Gentile congregations). He also 
argues that mutual support is necessary in various contexts and at various times and that this does not 
necessarily endanger indigeneity. In terms of self- propagating Smalley argues that self-propagation could 
at times be merely the curious national joining the foreigner’s religion for gain or identification with power 
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and influence. In conclusion to his critique he argues that the three self’s are actually Western concepts 
rooted in ideas of individualism and power. He sums it up by saying, “we have been westernizing with all 
our indigenizing.” 
 The second part of the article is his own attempt at defining the nature of an indigenous church 
and spelling out its implications. He states that an indigenous church is a “group of believers who live out 
their life, including their socialized Christian activity, in the patterns of the local society, and for whom any 
transformation of that society comes out of their felt needs under the guidance of the Holy Spirit and the 
Scriptures.” From this definition he emphasizes that the church will reflect the society in which it lives. He 
also notes that transformation by the Spirit may look differently from culture to culture. Of the implications 
of a truly indigenous church he first notes that missionaries often do not like it and are embarrassed by it. 
This is true because of a blurring of the lines between form and essence. Ultimately the form must be 
selected by the indigenous people not the missionary for it to be indigenous. He makes a helpful point also 
that an indigenous church is essentially what happens when the Holy Spirit and the gospel come into 
contact with a society and transformation and acculturation takes place. He argues also that an indigenous 
church cannot be founded but that only the eternal seeds of the gospel can be planted. He concludes with an 
insight that denominationalism grew out of indigenous church movements that became institutionalized and 
eventually inflexible. Losing sight of their roots missionaries take their denominational baggage and seek to 
superimpose it on other cultures.  
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  Toward a Cross-Cultural Definition of Sin 

T. Wayne Dye 

 
 Dye’s article seeks to address the issue of sin in cross-cultural contexts. His observation is that 
one’s understanding of sin unconsciously becomes intertwined with ones worldview and cultural baggage. 
Dye argues that sin manifests itself in varying ways in different cultures. Certain amoral issues become 
closely connected to moral issues given the cultural expectations of a given society. Dye uses the example 
of efficiency, punctuality, and cleanliness as three very important values in a North American context that 
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can be unwittingly seen as moral issues. The result of this mistake is that a missionary seeks to address 
areas of “sin” from his own cultural perspective. This can potentially result in failing to address the real 
issues of the community. From the perspective of the community the missionary is irrelevant because he is 
incapable of addressing the issues that are truly assailing their individual lives and their community.  
 Dye goes on to define sin from the Bible. He essentially boils it down to failures to love God and 
love neighbor (the ten commandments). He then goes on to illustrate that these commands and their 
transgression as sin is supra-cultural. He argues, however, that the breaking of these commands may look a 
bit different from culture to culture. How one loves a neighbor may appear differently in different places. 
What is considered stealing in one culture may not be in another. He then addresses the question of what 
determines whether any particular action is sin. He argues that this is based on the amount of knowledge 
one has, the work of the Spirit, and the individuals own understanding of what is right and loving in his 
own culture (golden rule). He also discusses 1 Corinthians 8 and Romans 14 regarding the issue of the 
conscience and sin. He observes that there is often a greater difference between different cultures when it 
comes to the issue of conscience sensitivity than within a homogenous group. Dye spends time looking at 
behavioral science to back up his claims and then goes on to demonstrate how this perspective needs to be 
applied in cross-cultural ministry. 
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Indigenous Principle for Mission Today 

T. Tippet 

 

 Tippet’s article addresses three major areas. First, he works through the issue of the growth of an 
indigenous church. He argues that the growth of an indigenous church must be characterized by 
quantitative, qualitative, and organic growth. Second, Tippet addresses the question of how a mission 
station can transition into an indigenous church. His stance is that there is essentially a point that a 
missionary must discern where it is the timing of God to hand the leadership over to the nationals and step 
away from that position. He also observes how difficult it is to transition to indigeneity when the roots of a 
mission station have not been indigenous. Third, the author defines the marks of a truly indigenous church. 
He argues for six marks: 1) Self Image; 2) Self function; 3) Self determination; 4) Self Support 5) Self 
propagating; 6) Self giving. Fourth, Tippet spends time discussing the implications of his article for sending 
church and organizations. He draws out three implications: 1) Spreading the Church must still be our 
concern. 2) People and money are still needed. 3) Sending Churches need an improved understanding of 
Mission. 
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The Limits of Indigenization 

Charles Taber 

 
In this article Taber argues that there are two errors that we can fall into in the indigenization 

process. The first is underindigenization and the second is overindigenization. The first danger consists of 
the culture hollowing out the gospel to make it fit with them. The second danger consists of the gospel not 
speaking to the culture because of failure to contextualize in an effective way. Taber discusses the 
challenge of worldview and traditional religion when it comes to contextualization. He shows some of the 
errors that have accompanied contextualization in the past and then offers a tentative model for moving 
forward. Taber shows that God communicates through creation, human personality, prophets, and the Son. 
These four avenues will be important for him in thinking through contextual theology. Taber then poses the 
question: why Christian theology? To which he answers it is for the service of the church and the 
transformation of individuals. Taber’s discussion on methodology in the west is really a devastating 
critique. He argues that the West has failed to serve the church by turning theology into a highly technical 
endeavor out of the reach of the common person. The way of doing theology and the way of talking about 
theology are a two-fold barrier to engaging people cross-culturally. Taber argues that theological 
methodology must be rooted in and shaped by the particular context of the people. Taber also argues for 
shaping a theology not in systems but based upon the needs that face the church in the present 
 Taber puts forth seven criteria for indigenous theology. First, it must be biblical. Rooted in the Old 
and New Testaments. Second, it must affirm the transcendence of God. Third, it must be Christological. 
Fourth, it is to be prophetic (challenge the cultural issues of the day). Fifth, it must be dialogical (created in 
the context of community). Sixth, it must be open-ended (ever evolving). Seventh and lastly, it must be 
subject to the Holy Spirit. He concludes with an appeal to give freedom to brothers and sisters around the 
world striving to do indigenous theology. He also calls his readers to be teachable and to learn from these 
believers as they work out their theology in their own contexts.  
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The Gospel as Prisoner and Liberator of Culture 

Andrew Walls 

 
 In this interesting and helpful article Andrew Walls discusses the role of the gospel in varying 
contexts. He starts the article by discussing the various forms that Christianity has taken and the things it 
has emphasized throughout history. Walls, demonstrates effectively that Christians always reflect their 
context and their culture. He shows this through looking at four major centers of Christian presence 
throughout history (Jerusalem, Roman World, Europe, and Nigeria). After illustrating his point he argues 
that two principles summarize the work of the Christian gospel amidst varying cultures. First, there is the 
“indigenizing principle.” This principle teaches that the God accepts us as we are through the gospel and 
this includes our culture. This means that the gospel takes root in different cultures and Christians in these 
places should reflect their cultures (where appropriate). The gospel is at home among every people and 
every culture 
 On the other the second principle that Walls argues for is called the “pilgrim principle.” This 
principle demonstrates that the gospel may take people as they are but that it also takes them to transform 
them. This principle affirms the fact that Christians are given a new history in Christ and are citizens of 
another world. This principle challenges the cultural assumptions of the believer and constantly pushes him 
to own up to his primary identity within the family of God. This principle may at times be counter-cultural 
to what the believer has known. In the final section of the article Walls discusses the issue of the future of 
Christian theology. He demonstrates that these two principles together make for a robust theology in 
various contexts throughout the world. The future of Christian theology lies in the hands of Latin America, 
Asia, and Africa. Walls spends time discussing what African theology emphasizes and how it will give 
shape to the future of Christian thinking. 
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Critical Contextualization 

Paul Hiebert 

 
 In this article Paul Hiebert addresses the issue of contextualization throughout recent mission 
history and argues for its validity now. He begins his discussion regarding contextualization with the period 
that he calls “the era of noncontextualization.” This period of time ranged from the 1800’s to the 1950’s. 
He illustrates that colonialism, the theory of cultural evolution, and the triumph of science all served as the 
impetus for this approach regarding contextualization. In short, there was no need to contextualize the 
gospel because all other cultures were inferior to the west and were in need of cultural change. In the 
opinion of those engaging mission at this time the culture of these peoples would soon disentegrate and 
give way to the more modern and superior culture and therefore the only lasting and meaningful thing was 
the gospel. Hiebert demonstrates that this approach led either to a misunderstanding of the gospel or an 
underground syncretism. 
 In the next section Hiebert discusses what he calls the “case for contextualization.” He shows that 
in this postcolonial and postmodern science age the issue of contextualization has been reconsidered. He 
ends the paper with his way forward, which he titles “critical contextualization.” Hiebert offers three 
important steps for effective contextualization. 1) Exegesis of the culture; 2) Exegesis of the Scripture and 
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the Hermeneutical Bridge; 3) Critical Response. He argues that when these three elements are done well 
there is healthy interaction between the host culture, the missionary, and the text. It is vital for an ongoing 
and lively discussion between these three to mark healthy contextualization. 
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Contextualization: The Theory, the Gap, the Challenge 

Darrel L. Whiteman 

 

 Darrel Whiteman sets out in this article to discuss three functions of contextualization in mission 
today, the gap that exists between theory and practice in contextualization, and two areas of resistance to 
contextualization. Whiteman describes the three functions of contextualization as follows. First, 
contextualization “attempts to communicate the gospel in word and deed and to establish the church in 
ways that make sense to people within their local cultural context.” This function will strive to engage the 
peoples deepest needs by penetrating deeply into their worldview with the gospel. Second, 
contextualization functions to “offend—but only for the right reasons, not the wrong ones.” 
Contextualization is faithful to the gospel and the gospel is faithful to show every person no matter their 
culture their sin and need for repentance and forgiveness. The cross remains foolishness and a stumbling 
block to the world and this will be seen in all cultures. When the gospel is not contextualized well offense 
takes place for the wrong reasons. Third, contextualization functions to “develop contextualized 
expressions of the gospel so that the gospel itself will be understood in ways the universal church has 
neither experienced nor understood before, thus expanding our understanding of the kingdom of God.” He 
calls this aspect “mission in reverse” where we learn from other cultures what it means to know and walk 
with God. 
 Whiteman then discusses the gap between theory and practice. Here he shows that denominational 
interests often trump the desire to contextualize. He also demonstrates that theory and study are one thing 
but practical application is another thing. In the final section he addresses two examples of resistance to 
contextualization. First, the mission sending organizations can resist contextualization. They often speak a 
good game but in practice are more interested in transplanting the church rather than planting an indigenous 
one. Second, resistance can come from the leaders of churches that mission organizations planted in 
previous generations. Having adapted to a western form of Christianity they are now resistant to change. 
He concludes that contextualization provides a prophetic, hermeneutic and personal challenge. 
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Bevans, Stephen B. Models of Contextual Theology. New York: Orbis Books, 2008. 186pp.  
 
Introduction 

 Stephen Bevans is an American Divine Word Missionary who is Professor of Gospel and Culture 
at Catholic Theological Union in Chicago. He spent nine years doing mission work in the Philippines. He 
has held the position of president in the American Society of Missiology. Bevans has written multiple 
books on missiology and contextualization. His extensive work on contextualization appears to be one of 
his most significant contributions to theological and missiological discussion. 
 
Summary 

 Bevans tells us in the introduction that this book comes out of years of experience and reflection 
on how various cultures find meaning both theologically and spiritually. In his experience in the 
Philippines he realized that the starting point for theology, the methodology in doing theology, and the 
purpose for theology was not universal.  Bevans argues that the cultural context of the theologian 
fundamentally shapes the approach and formulation of theology.  
 Bevans argues that contextual theology is imperative. In his own words, “it is not an option” (3). 
He argues for contextual theology as theological imperative by showing that this approach to theology is 
both old and new. It is new in the sense that it understands the nature of theology in a new way (3). 
Contextual theology recognizes the limits of every culture’s theology since no one truly sees everything. 
Bevans shows that noone simply sees rather everyone “sees as” (4). In other words, everyone does theology 
through their own lens and therefore their view is limited. This recognition of all theology as culture-bound 
and limited demonstrates the importance of learning from theologians and theologies that are rooted in a 
variety of cultural contexts. Bevans also shows that contextual theology is nothing new. He argues this 
from the nature of the Bible itself. He demonstrates that contextualization was the method of the NT 
writers, the early church fathers, the reformers, and modern theologians. Church history is an example of 
the fact that everyone works their theology out in their own setting and seeks to speak to their time and 
audience. 
 Bevans also argues for the importance and necessity of contextual theology today by what he 
terms external and internal factors of Christianity (9). The external factors, which include historical events, 
intellectual currents, cultural shifts, and political forces all serve to bring to light certain internal factors. 
The five internal factors are the incarnational nature of Christianity, the sacramental nature of reality, the 
nature of divine revelation, the catholicity of the church, and the Trinity. The varying external factors in 
different places and at different times demand that the internal factors engage with these externals and 
compose theology that faithfully holds to the truth but also faithfully speaks to the particular context (9). 
 Once the author has established the necessity of engaging in contextual theology he broaches the 
various issues that confront contextual theology. In introductory fashion he discusses the issues of 
theological method, issues of basic theological orientation, issues of criteria for orthodoxy, issues of 
cultural identity, popular religiosity, and social change, and issues contextualization. A contextual theology 
is confronted by and must deal with each of these various issues in its endeavor (16-27). 
 With the introductory remarks out of the way and the foundation laid for the legitimacy and 
necessity of contextual theology Bevans moves on in the remainder of the book to discuss six models of 
contextual theology. His approach is to sketch the model gleaning its strengths and critiquing its 
weaknesses and then illustrate the model with examples.  
 The first model is the translation model. This is the traditional and most common model when it 
comes to contextualization. This model aims at being faithful to the essential content of the gospel while 
trying to communicate it in new contexts (39). If “gospel values and cultural values come into conflict in 
the evangelization or contextualization process, there is no doubt that the content of the gospel message 
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must be preserved, rather than the values and practices of the culture. Ultimately the gospel is the judge of 
all contexts even though It seeks to work with and within all contexts” (41). The main weakness of this 
approach is the assumption that those who hold to this model have understood the “kernel” of the gospel 
(42-43). This model is in danger of lacking self awareness when it comes to the cultural influence on their 
understanding of the essential gospel. 
 The second model is the anthropological model. The primary aim of this model is the 
“establishment or preservation of cultural identity by a person of Christian faith” (54). This model takes the 
cultural context of the human being with much seriousness. Theology in this model finds its starting point 
with the present human experience with a focus on human culture (57). The weakness of this approach is 
the potential of exalting the human and cultural experience above Scripture. What is the norm or authority 
base for theology? Is it human experience or Scripture?  
 The third model is the praxis model. This model is concerned primarily with action. This model 
encompasses what is often termed “practical theology” along with “liberation theology” (70).  This model 
argues that theology is not done unless action happens. This model oscillates between action and reflection, 
reflection and action. The starting point is often action, which moves to reflection, which then produces 
more informed action. This model sees theology that does not act or does not lead to action as irrelevant 
and unworthy of the name (73). The weakness of this approach is that action needs to be well informed or it 
is in danger of being counterproductive. To start with action apart from information is a potential danger. 
 The fourth model is the synthetic model. This model aims to synthesize the insights of the 
previous three models. It takes all of the strengths of these three approaches and combines them together 
(88). This model recognizes the need to learn from many cultures and various thought patterns. The model 
demonstrates an openness and willingness to really learn from others. In terms of weakness, this model is in 
danger of syncretism or selling out the message (94). 
 The fifth model is the transcendental model. This model argues that there are certain things that 
we cannot understand without a total change of mind (103). The starting point of this model is one’s own 
religious experience and one’s experience of oneself (104). The danger of this approach is the emphasis on 
subjectivity. This approach is in danger of syncretism like the fourth model and potentially allowing 
subjectivity to overrule objectivity. 
 The sixth and final model is the countercultural model. This model makes the point that 
contextualization when done rightly offends (117). This model affirms that the gospel must not only take 
root within a given cultural context but that it must also challenge and sanctify that context (117). This 
model recognizes that the gospel represents “an all encompassing, radically alternate worldview that differs 
profoundly from human experiences of the world and the culture that humans created” (118). The weakness 
of this approach is the danger of the communicator being offensive rather than the message he brings and 
wrongly gauging that as successful contextualization. 
 

Critical Evaluation 

 Overall this book was a helpful and stretching book. Bevans work was very clear and 
understandable. His arguments for the necessity of contextual theology were persuasive. His discussion on 
the various models of contextual theology was precise and helpful. His critique of the various approaches 
was also instructive. His argument for a “healthy pluralism” of all these approaches is for the most part 
agreeable. 
 In terms of critique, I would disagree with an element of Bevans’ conclusion. He argues that each 
of these models is equally legitimate and that no one should take precedent over another (139). In my 
opinion, at least the transcendental model and the anthropological model need to be subordinate to the 
traditional model. The reason for this leads into my main critique of the book and the question I am left 
with: is there an ultimate authority in the doing of theology or is that up for grabs? 
 Bevans seems to be arguing in his presentation of certain models that human experience, culture, 
and action are equally legitimate and authoritative starting points for the practice and formulation of 
theology. To this argument I disagree. I affirm that each of these models has something to say to theology. I 
affirm that culture, experience, and action all must be in dialogue with Scripture to do the work of theology. 
However, I disagree that culture is on equal footing with Scripture in the formulation of theology. It plays a 
vital role but still a subordinate role. I am in agreement with the driving conviction of the countercultural 
model on this point. In my view Scripture is the authoritative base upon which we engage with these 
various models to build theology. That being said it is impossible to do theology without these other 
components. 
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Conclusion 

In conclusion, I found this book to be an extremely informative and helpful book for thinking 
about the issue of contextualization and theology. Bevans work has persuaded me of the necessity of 
engaging culture, action, and experience to develop a robust and ever evolving theology. His refusal to 
place Scripture as the ultimate authority in the work of contextual theology is disagreeable to say the least. I 
do believe, however, that the principles in this book will have far-reaching affects on how I engage the 
theological task from here out.  

 
 

Oberman, Heiko, Luther: Man Between God and the Devil. London: Yale University Press, 2006. 400pp.  
 

Introduction 

 Heiko Oberman was a historian and a theologian who focused his study in the area of the 
Reformation. After extensive study Oberman founded the Division for Late Medieval and Reformation 
studies at the University of Arizona. His most significant contribution to Reformation studies was setting 
the reformation in its cultural, political, and theological context. This was demonstrated in his important 
work: The Harvest of Medieval Theology: Gabriel Biel and Late Medieval Nominalism, which he published 
in 1963. The book at hand follows this same approach.  
 
Summary 

 Oberman brings his expertise of the historical context of the Reformation to his view on Luther 
the man. His argument is plain from the beginning. Martin Luther should not be read through the lens of the 
modern man, rather he must be understood within his own context and heard on those grounds. In his 
preface he tells the reader that two assumptions undergird the entire book and therefore the methodology 
from which it comes.  
 The first assumption is that the “Reformer can only be understood as a late medieval man for 
whom Satan is as real as God and mammon” (preface). The second is that the “relevancy so sought after is 
not found by purging the record and hence submitting to post-Enlightenment standers of modernity, but 
rather by challenging our condescending sense of having outgrown the dark myths of the past (preface).” In 
short, Oberman is arguing that we must understand Luther on his own terms and those terms are thoroughly 
apocalyptic.  

Luther understood himself as an instrument of God in the rediscovery of the gospel for the good of 
the church. He believed that Satan would not tolerate his work and would rebel against Luther and the 
reformation with all his might. The identification of the pope as the antichrist was just one further step in 
Luther’s thought for rightly identifying the period he lived in as the Last Days (12). 

The title of Oberman’s book summarizes his thesis: Luther: Man between God and the Devil. 
Oberman is asserting that the only way to understand Martin Luther and his work is within the context of 
the apocalyptic battle between God and the Devil since this is the way he understood the events of his own 
lifetime. Oberman sets out to demonstrate this thesis in the book by exploring the Luther in the reformation 
under three main headings. 

The first heading is what he titles the “Longed for reformation.” In this section Oberman discusses 
the political situation and cultural context of Germany. He demonstrates in this section the prevailing 
worldview of the time and the seeds of the concern that sparked the reformation. Oberman also discusses 
the influences of Luther’s upbringing that clearly shaped his perception on life and the reformation. In the 
worldview of the day and in his upbringing one can discern a strand of apocalyptic thinking that would 
later form the paradigm for his thinking during the reformation. 

The second heading is entitled the “Unexpected Reformation.” In this section Oberman discusses 
the theological background and training of Luther. Luther’s time in the monastery along with his schooling 
obviously played a key role in the formation of his theology. It was in this time period that the spiritual 
battle became more pointedly doctrinal in the mind of Luther. The doctrine of demons over against the 
gospel of God was one category in which Luther thought about the battle before him. Luther saw doctrinal 
stance as an attack against the evil one, who was using the Roman Catholic Church as a puppet for his 
work. He also viewed the attacks of the pope and the church upon him as evidence of the refusal of Satan to 
let go of his grip. The reformation in Luther’s mind was one sustained battle against the evil one occurring 
in the last days. 
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The third section of Oberman’s book is titled the “Reformation in Peril.” In this unit Oberman 
discusses all that endangered the success of the Reformation. Luther faced opposition from all sides. The 
Roman Catholic Church excommunicated him and denounced all of his work and relentlessly sought to 
silence him. From within the reformation there was debate and opposition as well. Debate over the freedom 
of the will, the sacraments, church polity, marriage, good works and the place of physical force in the 
Reformation were all examples of challenges that Luther faced. He saw all opposition as a manifestation of 
the devil’s work to destroy the recovery of the gospel. 

Oberman’s work is original in Luther Scholarship. This can be seen in his choice to focus on 
things in Luther that are often neglected in Lutheran scholarship. Oberman’s thesis that Luther can only be 
understood rightly under the rubric of eschatological war is also unique to him. It appears that very few 
biographies of Luther seek to understand him under one major framework like Oberman.  

 

Critical Evaluation 

 Overall Oberman’s thesis is convincing. He does an excellent job of setting Luther within his 
medieval context by demonstrating the influences that shaped his worldview. It is difficult to argue with the 
two major assumptions he makes at the beginning of his book. Locating Luther within the thought life of 
his day can only bring one closer to the true Luther rather than imposing a modern construct over his 
thinking. Oberman convincingly shows that the thinking of the time along with his theological training 
were fertile soil for understanding the reformation and his role in apocalyptic terms. 
 The weakness of Oberman’s approach is that placing Luther in this one controlling framework 
may potentially result in misunderstanding him. Any attempt to lay a construct over another’s thought will 
always run the risk of overstating certain things and understating others. Although the framework of the 
man between God and the devil may be fundamental for Luther it is not the only way he is to be 
understood. 
 In terms of his work in comparison to other authors Oberman has apparently been very influential. 
His work is debated but most agree that it is a work that must be dealt with. All would agree that locating 
Luther in his context but not all would agree that the context in which we find Luther demand that we read 
him only through the apocalyptic lens that Oberman proposes. 
 
Conclusion 

Overall Oberman’s book has been very helpful. I have benefited greatly from understanding the 
backdrop of the reformation and of the man Martin Luther. I have also been convinced by his work that the 
eschatological perspective he proposes is an appropriate way in which to shed light on Luther. At the same 
time I disagree that this is the silver bullet for understanding Luther and think that he must be perceived 
outside of this framework as well. 

Oberman did an excellent job of tracing the sources of Luther’s thought life and helping one 
understand the gradual transformation of his worldview that eventually ushered in the reformation. This 
book has been a great service to me in helping me to better understand the man behind the reformation. 
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On the face of it, the question of bribery ever being ethical seems absurd. 

However, in many places in the world bribery is deeply embedded into the very culture. 

Though the question may seem superfluous to us, many parts of the world would see it as 

one of the most legitimate and practical questions that may be posed. The question also 

has implications for those who would seek to cross cultures and land masses in order to 

proclaim the gospel of Jesus Christ to men and women of other nations. This paper will 

seek to address bribery primarily within the context of cross-cultural missions. 

In this paper I am arguing that though bribery is a common practice in many 

cross-cultural settings, the giving or taking of a bribe is never permissible. The offer or 

reception of bribes is ethically unacceptable because it transgresses the clear commands 

of God in Scripture; it dishonors the name of Christ among those one has reached and 

would seek to reach, and it proliferates corruption within an already decaying society.  

Defining Bribery 

J.T. Noonan in his massive history on the topic defines bribery as “an 

inducement improperly influencing the performance of a public function meant to be 

gratuitously exercised.”568 The inducement can consist of goods and services, but 

generally it is made up of money. J.D. Mason clarifies a few things about bribery 

rounding off the definition, “Bribery then encompasses both the offer and the receipt of 

the bribe, along with the reciprocal impact upon the undertaking”569 Noonan and Mason 

together give us a good working definition of bribery, however, in a cross-cultural setting 

it is important to make further delineation.   

Dr. Richard Langston, former missionary to the Philippines and current 

Principal Director for The East Asia School of Theology in Singapore distinguished three 

types of bribery which he termed transactional, variance, and extortion. “Transactional 

bribery is a payment made to a public official so that he will accelerate the performance 

of his duty; for example the speed-up process of a visa. Variance bribery is a payment to 

                                                

568 John T. Noonan Jr, Bribes (New York: Macmillian Publishing Company, 1984), xi. 

569 J.D Mason, New Dictionary of Christian Ethics and Pastoral Theology, ed. IVP 
(Illinois: InterVarsity Press, 1995), 202. 
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an official to secure the suspension or non- application of a norm; for example, granting a 

visa to a person who is not qualified to receive one. Extortion is the action of an official 

to extract from a person what he has no legal or moral right to; for example, an official 

refuses to grant a building permit unless money is given. It is similar to robbery and the 

complement of robbery”570 

These distinctions are essential when considering the ethics of bribery outside 

of the United States. Although foreign to much of North America these various forms of 

bribery are normative in much of the world. So pervasive is the problem of bribery in 

foreign contexts that one man said that it is “one of the most common moral problems for 

Two Thirds World Christians.”571 

Bribery and the Bible 

The Bible explicitly condemns bribery on the basis of three different grounds: 

the character of God, the perversion of justice, and its corrupting affects. The Bible also 

implicitly condemns bribery by commending the godly for refusing to participate in the 

practice. 

Bribery and the Character of God 

The most foundational text in all of scripture for understanding bribery is 

found in Deuteronomy 10:17, “For the Lord your God is God of gods and Lord of lords, 

the great, the mighty and the awesome God, who is not partial and takes no bribes.” In a 

context where it was believed that deities were partial to manipulation, the God of Israel 

declared that even the thought of offering him a bribe was sacrilegious. Michael 

Goldberg in an article on bribery has pointed out from the book of Deuteronomy that 

various Canaanite cults regularly engaged in various rituals to coerce their deities to grant 

                                                

570 Richard Langston, "Alternatives to Bribery: Philippines," Evangelical Review of 

Theology 18, no. 1 (January 1994): 248. 

571 Steven Falkiner, "Bribery: Where are the lines?," Evangelical Missions Quarterly 
35, no. 1 (January 1999): 22. 
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them fertility, fields and livestock.572 In stark contrast to this is the biblical portrayal of 

the Sovereign Lord, who remains unmoved by manipulation and is motivated solely by 

His own unfettered pleasure.  

The repeated injunction to be holy on the basis of God’s holiness is spread 

throughout the Old and New Testament. The recurrence of this command and its 

theological content both validate its significance in our understanding of ethics. The 

character of God is the foundation for all ethical standards and therefore the standard for 

the issue of bribery. The people of God are to be set apart by lives that communicate the 

things of God to men and at the same time point men to God. In short, the covenant 

people of God are to reflect the character of God. Any attitude of the heart or outward 

action that fails to reflect Him is by definition sinful. There is no justification whatsoever 

for actions that contradict the nature of God. Bribery is one such action that disagrees 

with the character of God and therefore must be condemned. The aim of Christianity is to 

be holy, not as an end in itself, but for the purpose of walking with and reflecting God. 

Bribery and the Perversion of Justice 

The majority of texts in the Bible that explicitly condemn bribery do so on the 

basis that bribes pervert justice. Exodus 23:8 is a good summary verse of this principle, 

“And you shall take no bribe, for a bribe blinds the clear sighted and subverts the cause of 

those who are in the right.” The Hebrew word here for bribe is shocad, this word appears 

twenty one times in the Old Testament and outside of three peculiar references, bribery is 

considered wrong in each case. Steven Falkiner in his EMQ article on bribery stated that 

a survey of the Hebrew word shocad reveals the immorality of bribery and he concludes 

that, “bribery is to be condemned because of the partiality it creates.”573 The 

overwhelming evidence of the Old Testament is that bribery is a perversion of justice574 

                                                

572 Michael L. Goldberg, "The Story of the Moral: Gifts or Bribes in Deuteronomy?," 
Interpretation: A Journal of Bible and Theology XXXVIII, no. 1 (January 1984): 21. 

573 Steven Falkiner, "Bribery: Where are the lines?," Evangelical Missions Quarterly 
35, no. 1 (January 1999): 28. 

574 See Deut 16:19, 27:25, 1 Sam 8:1-3, Prov 15:27, 17:23, 28:21, Is 1:23, 5:22, 
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because it manipulates those in positions of authority and potentially leaves the guilty 

unpunished. However, that is not all; one of the further perversions of justice that bribery 

potentially introduces is the withholding of justice to those who cannot afford to pay a 

bribe. 

Bribery and its Corrupting Affects 

The laws of God are for the good of mankind and the transgressing of those 

laws is not only offensive to God, but also damaging to the offender. The Scriptures 

testify to the corrupting affects of bribery on both the giver and taker. Ecclesiastes 7:7 

makes a broad statement about the results of bribery when it says, “a bribe corrupts the 

heart.” The Bible explains this corruption in further detail when it says that bribery blinds 

the eyes, twists the words of the righteous, feeds greed, increases wickedness, and makes 

a man skillful in evil. The greatest negative affect of all, however, is the fiery retribution 

meted out by God upon those who have offered and received bribes on the Day of 

Judgment.575 

Bribery and the Godly 

If the Bible explicitly condemns bribery then it also explicitly commends those 

who refuse to participate in it. In Psalm 15 the question is posed by the psalmist, “who 

shall sojourn in your tent? Who shall dwell on your holy hill?” The answer to the 

question consists of a list of virtues, which concludes with the refusal to take a bribe. In 

Isaiah 33:15-16 a righteous king is characterized by rejecting bribery. Proverbs 15:27 

puts it succinctly, “Whoever is greedy for unjust gain troubles his own household, but he 

who hates bribes will live.” 

Ethical Approaches to Bribery 

To gain greater perspective on the issue of bribery it is necessary to briefly 

                                                

33:15-16, Ez 22:12-13, Am 5:12, Mic 7:3  

575 Deut 16:19, Prov 15:27, 17:23, Mic 7:3, Job 15:34  
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survey the varying ethical approaches of deontology, consequentialism, contextual ethics 

and teleology.  

The Deontological Approach 

This approach looks at the moral laws of Scripture regarding bribery and then 

judges actions on the basis of their conformity to that standard. Bribery from a 

deontological approach is absolutely unacceptable. 

The Consequentialist Approach 

This approach looks at the consequences of actions and then judges them on 

the basis of their results. Many of those who argue that bribery is acceptable in certain 

contexts would do so from this ethical camp. Thomas Hale writes, “In many if not most 

Two-Thirds World countries very little gets done without some financial incentive.”576 

The argument follows that gospel work will not flourish in this type of setting without the 

use of bribes and therefore the missionary must comply. Replying to this perspective 

Steven Falkiner says, “The idea that bribery is necessary is relative to the price that one is 

willing to pay to operate without bribing.”577 It seems the apostle Paul would agree with 

this statement from his example of choosing imprisonment over bribery.578 

The Contextual Approach 

This approach seeks to first understand the worldview and culture of the 

people in order to judge what is ethical. Bernard Adeney in his book on cross-cultural 

ethics said, “Culture plays a major role in making morally relative decisions…many 

moral decisions are not determined either by absolute principles or by prima facie 

                                                

576 Thomas Hale, On Being A Missionary (Pasadena: William Carey Library, 1995), 
106. 

577 Steven Falkiner, "Bribery: Where are the lines?," Evangelical Missions Quarterly 
35, no. 1 (January 1999): 24. 
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commandments.”579 Adeney goes on to explain that bribery in certain contexts may be 

nothing more than the equivalent of a tip in North America. R.K Harrison agrees with 

Adeney here when he says, “in such business deals there would appear to be nothing 

immoral in giving gifts.”580 This approach is unwilling to make conclusive statements 

about bribery in other contexts without an adequate understanding of the culture.   

The Teleological Approach 

This approach defines the morality of actions on the basis of how they conform 

to the greater end for which man was created. The glory of God is indeed that great end 

and therefore all that agrees with that glory is good and anything that demeans that glory 

is evil. The previous section on the character of God was teleological in nature arguing 

that God hates bribery and consequently men must hate bribery. The goal of glorifying 

God is accomplished in part by imitating His character. Bribery is not an option from this 

ethical viewpoint. 

Refusing to Participate in Bribery for the Glory of Christ 

The commitment to missions is equally a commitment to theatre. Paul made it 

evident that his missionary career was lived on a cosmic stage before God, men and 

angels.581 Everyone is looking on, how will they perceive Christ by the actions they see? 

Cliff Harder rightly perceives the gravity of our actions when he says, “The people 

around us are always observing our values. Regardless of how dire the situation, I really 

feel we need to continue to ask, ‘How will this make me feel before God when I go to the 

judgment seat?’”582 Missionaries must strive to reflect the God who refuses bribes in all 

                                                

579 Bernard T. Adeney, Strange Virtues: Ethics in a Multicultural World (Illinois: 
InterVarsity Press, 1995), 156. 

580 R.K. Harrison, The Encyclopedia of Biblical Ethics, ed. R.K Harrison (New York: 
Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1992), 44. 

581 1 Cor 4:9  
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their dealings. Bribery does not communicate the way of the cross to new believers or 

potential converts, but a deviation from that path that Jesus demanded of his disciples. 

John Williams, international child care worker agreed when saying, “Things may move a 

little more slowly, true; however, if your intention is to represent the Christian 

community and be there for the long term, then the policy of not paying bribes will serve 

you and the kingdom of God in a much better way.”583 

Although Scripture condemns bribery in general its emphasis lays upon those 

who receive bribes. The Bible is also clear that judgment and woe await the recipients of 

bribery. These two facts beg the question, how should Christians lovingly respond to 

those who seek to receive bribes? Christians should use such opportunities not to 

compromise, but to speak tactfully and boldly about the coming judgment that awaits 

those who continue in their transgressions. It is a dangerous thing for a Christian to 

participate in bribery, for in so doing he helps compound the guilt of the recipient. The 

discussion of bribery in missions must never be centered on results in ministry, 

convenience, or cultural suitability; but on the glory of Christ. It is His glory that is 

upheld as bribery is refused. 
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The aim of this paper is to formulate an ecclesiology of the book of Acts. I will 

seek to accomplish this task by investigating the immediate context of Acts along with 

the redemptive historical context of Acts. In the discussion of the immediate context of 

the book of Acts I will assume the backdrop of the gospel of Luke since the narrative I 

am addressing is its sequel. In the discussion of the redemptive historical context I mean 

to query how the whole of Scripture informs Luke’s ecclesiology.  

Defining the Church in the Context of Acts 

It will be helpful to divide this discussion up into four sections. First, I will 

look at the beginnings of the church. Second, I will focus on the characteristics of the 

church. Third, I will turn my attention to the mission of the church. Fourth, I will discuss 

the challenges of the church. 

The Beginnings of the Church 

The book of Acts among other things is the historic portrayal of the birth and 

growth of the church. From the first verse we learn that Acts recounts the continuation of 

the ministry of Christ (1:1-2); therefore we must infer that the church is central in this 

ongoing ministry. Indeed, the birth of the church was in one sense the goal of the coming 

of Christ. This is true because the purpose of the death and resurrection of Christ was to 

purchase a people, this people is the church (20:28).  

It is significant then that the birth of the church is subsequent to the ascension 

of Christ (1:9). In reality it could have been no other way. The ascension was the 

exaltation of the Son of God, which was the crowning of his great work of redemption. 

Sitting down at the right hand of the Father symbolized the completion of his salvific task  

and therefore marked the appropriate time for the Spirit to come who would unleash the 

glorious consequences of His work (2:30-33).  

The death of Christ leads to the resurrection and the exaltation of Christ. The 

exaltation of Christ leads to the outpouring of the Spirit. The outpouring of the Spirit 

leads to the birth of the church (2:1-47). The church in Acts is first and foremost a Spirit- 

formed community. How does the Spirit form the church? The Spirit empowers the 

disciples to proclaim the gospel message and then convicts those who hear the message to 
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respond in faith and repentance (2:4, 16-21, 16:14). The result of faith in Christ is the 

reception of the Spirit and baptism, which leads to entrance into this community called 

the church (2:38-41). The church is therefore birthed by the Spirit through the proclaimed 

word of the apostles. 

Another factor in Acts that proves the divine origination of the church is that 

the members are chosen by God himself (2:39, 18:10). The ultimate reason that any 

individual is within the church is due to the sovereign will of God. Acts therefore builds 

on the gospels and prepares the way for the epistles which speak clearly of the church as 

a people beloved and chosen by God before the foundation of the world (Eph 1:3-4, 5:25-

27). In Acts the birthing of the church by the Spirit can be likened to him calling out the 

chosen of God and bringing them into his community. 

Although the Spirit births the community it does not follow that this 

community is centered or focused upon the Spirit. Entrance into this community comes as 

a result of faith in the one Lord Jesus Christ and a baptism into his name (10:48). Indeed, 

the entire community is founded upon the death and resurrection of Christ and has as its 

aim the glory of this Christ. The message of the crucified and risen Savior which is 

believed on in order to enter the church is also the truth that shapes and defines the 

church. Pnuematology according to Acts is fundamentally centered on Christology. This 

means that the church which is produced by and empowered by the Spirit is also led by 

the Spirit to rivet its attention on the Christ and fulfill his purposes.i 

The Characteristics of the Church 

First we see from the prior section and from the entire book of Acts that the 

church is characterized as a community of the Spirit. Luke refers to the Spirit fifty-eight 

times in the narrative of Acts and according to one author “the distinguishing feature of 

Lucan ecclesiology is the overshadowing presence of the Holy Spirit.”ii This community 

is set apart by its animating principle and force: the person of the Holy Spirit.iii The Spirit 

centers this community upon the person and work of Jesus Christ. These two 

characteristics are plain from a cursory reading of Acts. The derogatory title “Christian” 

was given to the church in Acts (11:26). This title, which was eventually worn with pride, 

points to the Christ-centered nature of this community recognized by all.iv 
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Secondly, we see in Acts that the church was marked by unity. The church was 

a community that was to transcend all ethnic and cultural barriers. Unity of Jew and 

Gentile, master and slave, male and female is the unique mark of the Christian 

community (10:44-48, 11:17-18). Within this unity, however, distinctions were not 

abolished but viewed as valuable. The church then is a diverse people unified in Christ by 

being brought into the family of God by the Spirit.v 

Thirdly, the church was characterized by continually coming together. 

Becoming part of the church was to undergo a radical priority change in the book of Acts. 

The life of a new convert was now shaped by the new community. Luke tells us in Acts 

2:42-47 that the church “devoted themselves to the apostles teaching and fellowship, to 

the breaking of bread and the prayers…day by day, attending the temple together and 

breaking bread in their homes, they received their food with glad and generous hearts, 

praising God and having favor with all people.”  

From this text Luke describes how often the church gathered and what exactly 

they did together. The church was together “day by day” and they devoted themselves to 

four things which become essential to the church throughout Acts. The four things are: 

 
I. The Apostle’s Teaching- The gathering of the church always included the instruction of 
the divinely appointed apostles. The apostolic message, which was founded upon the Old 
Testament Scriptures, was the authority to which all within the church were to submit.vi 
The teaching of the apostles certainly would have included the redemptive historical plan 
of God throughout the Bible which culminated in Christ for Jesus had instructed them for 
forty days prior to his ascension about this very thing (Lk 24:44-47, Acts 1:3). It is also 
likely that the apostolic teaching included ethical instructions for the church living amidst 
the world. 
 
II. The Fellowship- The individuals within the church were devoted to one another. Their 
devotion to one another was expressed in their fellowship with one another whereby they 
would come together to encourage and strengthen one another. The church in Acts was 
not characterized by individuality, but by community. The term church literally means to 
congregate.vii The church by definition then is a people who come together.viii 
 
III. The Breaking of Bread- The coming together of believers to receive instruction and to 
fellowship with one another also included the breaking of bread together. This may refer 
to a general sharing of meals, but more likely it is a reference to the Lord’s Supper.ix The 
community was in the constant practice of remembering the death of Christ on their 
behalf. 
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IV. The Prayers- The church was a praying community. The church in Acts is conscious 
of its dependence on God for its birth, sustenance, and growth. The church is unique in 
that it comes together as one man to approach the God of the universe and commune with 
him through prayer. Prayer is a vital lifeline of the church as the rest of Acts so clearly 
illustrates (4:24-31, 6:4, 12:5). 
 

Fourthly, the book of Acts instructs us that there were authority structures 

within the church. This is evident first from the fact that twelve apostles were endowed 

with the responsibility of leading the newly founded community (6:1-7). The disciples in 

their leadership modeled the church after their three years in community with Christ.x 

The second observation concerning authority structures is the appointment of deacons to 

aid the apostles in their leadership (6:3-7). The third thing to be seen in Acts is that Paul 

appointed elders in the churches that he planted (14:21-23, 20:17). The book of Acts 

establishes the pattern that the epistles assume, namely that God has placed leadership 

within the church as essential for the ordering and maturing of the church. The three 

types of leadership in the church in Acts are apostles, elders, and deacons. 

Fifthly, the church in Acts is a holy people. The church is indeed a community 

of sinners, but a community that is nevertheless progressively becoming more like Christ. 

The fact that the “Holy” Spirit indwells members of this community and that they are the 

body of Christ assumes that they are becoming holy. This community is characterized by 

a refusal to conform to the standards of the world and a commitment to obey the moral 

imperatives of their risen Lord (6:5, 7:59-60, 11:24, 24:24-26).  

The Mission of the Church 

The thrust of the entire book of Acts is the mission of the church. While Luke 

does write with an eye to important details about the life of the church, his main focus is 

on the mission of the church. It is noteworthy that the immediate result of being baptized 

with the Spirit at Pentecost was the proclamation of the gospel (2:1-47). The mission of 

the church is unmistakable. They are to be witnesses of Christ in Jerusalem, Judea, 

Samaria, and to the ends of the earth (1:8). 

The disciples had received the commission from their Lord to take the good 

news about his death and resurrection to all the nations (Matt 28:18-20). This commission 

was therefore the heart of the mission of the church in Acts. Acts 1:8 serves as Luke’s 
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table of contents and the rest of his narrative progressively unfolds in chapters, as it were, 

while the church fulfills her mission throughout the regions specified. In Jerusalem the 

church boldly fulfilled her mission and many who heard the gospel turned to Christ and 

joined their community (2:47, 5:14, 6:7). 

From Jerusalem the church moves out to accomplish her mission by 

proclaiming the word of God to the regions of Samaria and Judea (8:1-4). It is evident in 

this leg of the mission also that the Spirit compels and directs the church in this endeavor 

(8:29). The third person of the Trinity is no doubt a missionary Spirit who has begotten a 

missionary church.xi From Judea and Samaria Luke chronicles the spread of the church to 

the Gentiles by the conversion of Cornelius (10:1-48). 

The second half of the book of Acts is the retelling of the missionary journeys 

of the apostle Paul whereby he, as an extension of the church, labors to bring the gospel 

to the ends of the earth (13:1-28:31). The last half of Luke’s narrative indicates that the 

goal of the mission of the church is not merely converts but disciples who become a part 

of new churches. Therefore the church accomplished its mission by the proclamation of 

the gospel, the discipleship of new believers, and the congregating of these believers into 

churches. 

These three necessary components for fulfilling the mission of Christ were 

most clearly exemplified in the labors of Paul and his partners. Paul fearlessly preached 

the gospel of Christ everywhere he went (13:5, 14:1, 21, 17:2-3). Paul took men along 

with him in order to disciple them and grant them responsibility in ministry (16:1-3, 

20:4). When Paul made converts he invested his life into them grounding them in the 

truth of Christ so that they might grow up into full maturity (19:9-10). Paul’s main aim 

was not individual converts but new churches.xii Therefore when a group of people would 

respond to the gospel Paul would congregate them into a new church.  

A church planted in this manner was innately a missional church. While Paul 

planted these churches he modeled for them the goal of mission and how it was to be 

accomplished. He reinforced his example through instruction and as a result the churches 

that were planted throughout the Roman world reproduced themselves.xiii This pattern as 

seen in Acts was to be the blueprint that when followed the church would indeed bring 

the gospel to the uttermost parts of the earth. 
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Though Luke’s emphasis in Acts is on the outward focused mission of the 

church to the nations he does write also of the inward mission of the church. These two 

missions of the church cannot be separated for they depend on each other. The inward 

aim of the church is edification and worship for the purpose of knowing and becoming 

like Christ (2:42-47, 14:21-22, 18:23). The ultimate aim of both the outward mission of 

the church and the inward mission of the church was the glory of God. 

In summary, the mission of the church of Acts was two-fold. First, the church 

was to be built up by edification and worship. Second, the church was to bring the gospel 

to the ends of the earth by preaching, discipleship and church planting. Both of these 

purposes were accomplished by means of the Spirit and were not an end in themselves, 

but had as their greater purpose the glory of Christ. 

The Challenges of the Church 

The church in Acts faces two kinds of opposition: internal opposition and 

external opposition.xiv From the very inception of the church, opposition has been the 

atmosphere in which it has existed. The inward opposition can be described as the work 

of the devil to destroy the church from within. This type of opposition is seen most 

clearly in the story of Ananias and Saphira (5:1-11). In this text Satan is explicitly said to 

have filled the heart of Ananias to lie to the Holy Spirit by apparently holding back some 

of the money he had promised to the church (5:3). The unity, purity, and defining marks 

of the church were at stake in this narrative. 

The swift judgment that comes upon Ananias and Saphira puts an immediate 

stop to this satanic threat. In the wider context of Acts this action is symbolic of the 

holiness of the church.xv This narrative has also been seen by many as the first instance of 

church discipline.xvi It is also noteworthy that following this story of judgment there is a 

two-fold response of people outside the church.xvii First, Luke tells us that some dared not 

join the community (5:13). The second response was that many joined the community 

(5:14). This event has communicated once again that this is no regular community and 

that joining it is no regular thing. One inference to be drawn from this narrative is that the 

health and growth of the church is dependent upon its purity and its refusal to tolerate 

compromise. 
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Another example of inward opposition in Acts is the Gentile controversy 

within the Jerusalem church. According to Frank Thielman, the “Jerusalem apostles 

display hesitation about or resistance to some form of the gospel’s expansion to the 

Gentiles.”xviii This poses a serious problem since the commission of Christ was explicitly 

to bring Gentiles into the church by bringing them the gospel. Once again this obstacle is 

overcome as God intervenes and makes it evident that this was his plan. 

Inward opposition also takes on the form of false teaching in the Acts narrative 

(15:1-3, 20:29). One can discern in Luke the seeds of the error that Paul addresses in 

Galatians. The Jerusalem Council in Acts 15 is a good illustration of the church grappling 

through doctrinal issues for the purpose of defining the boundaries of orthodoxy. 

Blomberg states that in this council “the most serious doctrinal issue that threatened to 

blow the church ‘sky high’ was whether the Gentiles coming to Christ had to keep the 

Jewish Law, with circumcision as its initiation rite, in order to be saved.”xix The church in 

Acts triumphs over this opposition and continues its forward progression. 

The external opposition of the church can be defined as the satanic activity 

from without that also seeks to destroy the community of believers. This external 

opposition takes on multiple forms just as the internal opposition did. The first form of 

this opposition is the Jewish rejection and persecution of the church. Much of the Jewish 

response to the growth of the church is negative and results in repeated attempts to snuff 

out the very existence of this community (4:16-22, 5:17-18, 7:54-60, 12:1-5). 

The Gentile response to the church is at times similar to that of the Jews, albeit 

for different reasons. The spread of the church throughout the Roman world was seen to 

many Gentiles as a threat to their “established social order.”xx As the gospel took root in 

predominantly Gentile cities idol business began to wane (19:26-27), witchcraft began to 

meet its demise (19:19), and as a result many Gentiles acted out against the church. The 

beatings, stonings, and killings of the early Christians can generally be attributed to either 

Jewish or Gentile opposition. 

As has been noted, behind this internal and external opposition to the church is 

Satan himself who labors to destroy this community. The book of Acts is a book about 

the triumph of the church over against all opposition that comes against it. Gamaliel 

spoke better than he knew when he instructed the Jewish leaders to “keep away from 
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these men and let them alone, for if this plan or this undertaking is of man, it will fail; but 

if it is of God, you will not be able to overthrow them. You might even be found 

opposing God!” (5:38-39). James Hamilton Jr. notes that “the opposition to the early 

church reveals the outcome of all attempts to fight against God.” Christ promised that he 

would build his church (Matt 16:18) and the book of Acts is a clear indicator that indeed 

he has begun to do this and will continue.  

In summary, I have discussed the beginning, characteristics, mission, and 

challenges of the church. Thus far we have seen that the church is a Spirit-created 

community of diverse individuals who being bought by Christ trust in him and by the 

empowerment of the Spirit submit to him; obeying his commands and carrying out his 

unstoppable purposes. We have viewed the church through the narrow lens of the context 

of Acts. The next step in this paper is to view the church through the wider lens of 

redemptive history, to this we now turn. 

 

Defining the Church of Acts in the Context of Redemptive History 

 Luke has written this narrative of the early church against the backdrop of the 

story of redemption. To not place this narrative within its redemptive historical setting 

would be to miss its significance. I will investigate the position of Acts within salvation 

history by looking at various strands of Old Testament influence on Luke’s writing. I will 

organize this material under two broad headings: the dawn of the new age and the new 

exodus of Isaiah. 

The Dawn of the New Age in Acts 

The outpouring of the Spirit in the Old Testament was connected to the theme 

of restoration and new creation in the last days (Is 32:14-15). Peter explains the coming 

of the Spirit at Pentecost as a fulfillment of a word from the prophet Joel (2:16-21). In the 

context of Joel this is an eschatological work of God that will take place in the last days. 

Peter explicitly says that the last days have therefore arrived with the outpouring of the 

Spirit (2:17). This is a statement with massive implications. What Luke is communicating 

through the resurrected teaching of Jesus in his gospel and through this sermon of Peter is 
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that all of Scripture finds its fulfillment in the great work of salvation accomplished 

through Christ and applied by the Spirit. 

The outpouring of the Spirit in Acts is a clear indicator that the New Covenant 

has been enacted. Ezekiel 36:26-27 says, “I will give you a new heart, and a new spirit 

within you. And I will remove the heart of stone from your flesh and give you a heart of 

flesh. And I will put my Spirit within you, and cause you to walk in my statutes and be 

careful to obey my rules.” Christ inaugurated the New Covenant through his death and 

the pouring out of the Spirit is evidence that the realities of this covenant are now here 

(Matt 26:26-29).  

The new age spoken of in the Old Testament foretold the building of a new 

temple. Acts gives us hints that these prophetic expectations find a particular fulfillment 

in the church. The gospels are filled with evidence that Jesus himself is the new temple of 

God spoken of in the Scriptures (Jn 2:18-22). As the church is united to the new temple 

they themselves also become the temple of God.xxi Luke refers to this concept in Acts 

15:16-17 where the church is referred to as the “tent of David.” G.K. Beale argues that 

“the coming of the Spirit indicates a shift in redemptive history whereby forgiveness of 

sins derives from Jesus instead of the physical temple and is announced by Jesus’ priestly 

followers instead of Israel’s temple priests.”xxii 

The coming of the Spirit signifying the application of New Covenant realities 

marks a major transitional point in the history of redemption. Acts 15 illustrates that the 

Old Covenant is no longer binding on the people of God. The covenant rite of 

circumcision is no longer necessary in the book of Acts while the ordinance of baptism 

now marks a person off for the covenant community (10:44-48). The New Covenant does 

not exclusively belong to the nation of Israel but is given specifically for both Jew and 

Gentile. This is indeed a new age. 

Acts therefore recounts the dawn of the new age that was foretold in the Old 

Testament. The hope of the nation of Israel has come in Jesus Christ and is accomplished 

in the sending of the Spirit to begin the process of making all things new. The new 

creation which will climax in the new heavens and new earth has broken in and by the 

Spirit foretastes of that reality are experienced. The above evidence positions the book of 

Acts at a significant transitional point in the progress of redemptive history. 
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The New Exodus of Isaiah in Acts 

David Pao has written extensively on the connection between the new exodus 

of the prophet Isaiah and the book of Acts. Pao’s thesis is that “the scriptural story which 

provides the hermeneutical framework for Acts is none other than the foundation story of 

Exodus as developed and transformed through the Isaianic corpus.”xxiii Pao defends this 

thesis by illustrating that Luke-Acts relies heavily upon the prophet Isaiah for its 

background.xxiv 

Pao chooses four major themes that are present in Isaiah 40-55 to illustrate 

how Acts picks up the new exodus motif of the prophet and is utilized in the structure and 

content of the Lucan narrative. The four themes are the restoration of the people of God, 

the power of the Word of God, the anti-idol polemic, and the universal revelation of the 

salvation of God.xxv A look at these four themes will be helpful in order to understand 

further the redemptive historical significance of Acts. 

The Restoration of the people of God. Pao argues that Acts picks up the 

Isaianic theme of the restoration of the people of God. In his view there are six 

components to this restoration theme that are both present in Isaiah and Acts: The 

reconstitution of Israel, the ingathering of the exiles, the community of the Spirit, the 

rebuilding of the Davidic Kingdom, repentance and the turn to the Lord, and the inclusion 

of the outcasts. A brief look at each of these components is in order. 

  First, the goal of the new exodus or return from exile in Isaiah 40-55 is the 

reconstitution of Israel (Is 49:6). In Acts this theme is picked up and fulfilled when 

Matthias is added to the eleven apostles. The addition of Matthias finds its emphasis not 

in the person added to the apostolic team, but in the need to establish the number of the 

apostles as twelve. Pao states that “the election of Mathias to complete the circle of the 

twelve should be understood as signaling the beginning of the restoration of Israel, for the 

twelve apostles became representatives of the twelve tribes of Israel.”xxvi  

In addition to this Pao argues that the restoration of Israel includes the 

reunification of the divided kingdom (Is 11:13). This theme finds fulfillment in Acts 

when the Samaritans are joined once again to the people of God (8:1-25). Pao is correct 

when he says that “acceptance extended by the formal delegation of the Jerusalem 
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apostles signifies the acceptance of the Samaritans into the restored people of Israel.”xxvii 

From this redemptive historical perspective Acts 1:8 should not be viewed in 

geographical terms, but in “theopolitical terms since [it] outline[s] the three stages of the 

Isaianic New Exodus program.”xxviii  

Second, the goal of the Isaianic new exodus is to gather in the exiles (Is 40:11). 

Acts fulfills this expectation in chapter 2 when Jews from every nation to which they 

have been scattered are gathered together at Pentecost. Third, Isaiah’s exodus emphasizes 

that the Spirit will animate this restored community (Is 44:1-4). The connection of this 

theme to Acts is self evident. Fourth, the new exodus in Isaiah is cast in terms of the 

rebuilding of the Davidic Kingdom (Is 55:3). Acts once again takes up this prophetic 

expectation and explains its fulfillment in light of Christ as the Davidic ruler and the 

church as the dwelling place of David (2:30,15:16-18). 

Fifth, the theme of repentance and returning to the Lord is prevalent in the exodus 

motif of Isaiah (Is 44:21-22). Luke utilizes this theme throughout the narrative of Acts as 

a necessity for partaking in this new work of God (2:38). Finally, the Isaianic new exodus 

emphasizes the inclusion of the outcasts to the people of God (Is 56:4-8). The book of 

Acts sees the fulfillment of this theme in the bringing of the gospel to the Ethiopian 

Eunuch who was representative of the outcasts (8:26-40). 

The Power of the Word of God. Pao sees the Word of God as the agent of the 

new exodus in both the prophet Isaiah and the book of Acts. In the book of Acts it is 

evident that the Word of God is a central character in the whole of the narrative. Pao 

argues that Acts 1:8 is the itinerary of the Word of God and that the rest of the narrative 

recounts the journey of the conquering Word in its accomplishment of the new 

exodus.xxix This point is well established from the eschatological word of Isaiah 2:2-4, “It 

shall come to pass in the latter days…out of Zion shall go forth the law, and the word of 

the Lord from Jerusalem.”  

The Word of God creates the community of the people of God and overcomes 

opposition wherever it goes. The three statements in Acts of the victory and growth of the 

Word of God are programmatic as they assure the reader that the mission of 1:8 is being 

accomplished (6:7, 11:24, 19:20). xxx According to Pao, the centrality of the Word theme 

in Acts must be read against the backdrop of Isaiah 40-55.xxxi 
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The Anti-idol Polemic. In Isaiah 40-55 one of the major themes is the 

Sovereignty of God over the world and his supremacy over every so-called god.xxxii 

These fifteen chapters in Isaiah are scattered with the taunts of Yahweh to the dumb idols 

of the nations (40:18-24, 44: 9-20). In Acts, Luke picks up this Isaianic theme and 

illustrates through the spread of the church the sovereignty of God and the impotence of 

idols (14:15-17, 17:24-31, 19:25-27). 

The Universal Revelation of the Salvation of God. The final theme put 

forward by Pao for the proper understanding of the book of Acts is the universal nature of 

God’s salvific work in Isaiah.xxxiii The prophet of Isaiah is filled with references to the 

scope of the New Exodus as including all nations (Is 2:2-3, 42:10-12, 51:4-5). One of the 

most important texts in Acts that handles this issue is 13:46-47 where Paul grounds his 

mission to the Gentiles in a quotation from Isaiah 49:6, “behold, we are turning to the 

Gentiles. For so the Lord has commanded us saying, ‘I have made you a light for the 

Gentiles, that you may bring salvation to the ends of the earth.” 

In the context of Isaiah 49 the one commissioned to bring this light to the 

nations is the infamous servant who is identified in the New Testament as none other than 

the Lord Jesus Christ. The shocking thing about Paul’s statement is that he sees his 

ministry and that of the churches as an extension of the suffering servant’s ministry.xxxiv 

The Spirit which anointed Jesus for the accomplishment of the suffering servant’s task 

has now anointed the whole community of God’s people who are now his corporate 

witness.xxxv 

The goal of the suffering servant of Isaiah is now the purpose of the corporate 

suffering servant of Acts. The method of bringing the gospel to the ends of the earth will 

be shaped by the earthly life of Christ. Suffering and martyrdom are seen in this light as 

mighty weapons wielded by the corporate servant for the advancement of the gospel. As 

in Isaiah, so in Acts, the purpose of God is to bring about salvation to all nations. 

In summary, Isaiah 40-55 is the backdrop on which the book of Acts is written. 

From the perspective of salvation history, the book of Acts is telling the story of the new 

exodus foretold in the prophet Isaiah. The themes of the Isaianic new exodus are the 

restoration of the people of God, the power of the Word of God, the anti-idol polemic, 

and the revelation of God’s salvation to the nations; all of which control the narrative of 
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Acts. 

Conclusion 

I have discussed the church in the context of Acts and in the context of 

redemptive history. I have argued that the church should be understood as a Spirit-created 

community of diverse individuals who being bought by Christ trust in him and by the 

empowerment of the Spirit submit to him, obeying his commands and carrying out his 

unstoppable purposes.  Further, I have argued that the redemptive historical positioning 

of the book of Acts instructs us that the birth of the church is the mark of the new age in 

which the promised New Covenant realities are unleashed. Along these same lines I have 

put forward David Pao’s Isiainic new exodus proposal as the proper hermeneutical 

framework in which to understand the book of Acts. 
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